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EXHIBIT 

Two Methods for Folding Banana Leaf Inside Back Cover 

The 1975 performance of the Atiratra-Agnicayana called attention to a 
ritual created in India almost three thousand years ago. The first volume of 
Agni sought to document and help preserve this ancient tradition. The 
ceremonies were described and depicted in explicit detail because of their 
intrinsic cultural value, because they provide the source material for many 
developments in Indian religion, and also because they can be used to con¬ 
firm, revise, or reject general theories of ritual and religion. 

This second volume of Agni probes more deeply into the authenticity 
of the Nambudiri Vedic tradition and seeks at the same time to explain 
how such a survival could occur. It shows that much is in fact known about 
the background, context, and history of the tradition, though some of this 
information is circumstantial and much of it is difficult of access. As a result 
of these investigations, the history of the religions of India now appears in 
a new light: though Vedic beliefs and doctrines have disappeared or been 
transformed, Vedic practice has in fact continued. This is significant especial¬ 
ly in India, where practice—karman—has always been more important than 
theory. The truth has escaped Indologists who confine themselves to texts 
and doctrines, and anthropologists who merely scratch the surface. It has 
been further obscured by the popularization of artificial distinctions like that 
between so-called Great and Little Traditions. 

The second volume begins with Part III, “Perspectives,” a series of con¬ 
tributions by scholars who elucidate the ritual, its background, and its many 
dimensions. Part IV, “Texts and Translations,” provides sections from ritual 
manuals of the three Vedic schools represented in the 1975 performance. Part 
V is concerned with the audiovisual documentation of the Agni ceremony. 

Part III opens with historical studies by Thapar, Parpola, Heesterman, 
and Seidenberg. The perspectives adopted in these speculations are diverse; 
together they remind us of important gaps in our knowledge of early Indian 
history, and they show us that our widely held assumptions about an Aryan 
invasion are not only simplistic but also questionable. Staal then analyzes 
the syntax of the ritual. There follow philological articles primarily con¬ 
cerned with Sanskrit texts: Tsuji examines a Yajurvedic tradition that differs 
from that followed in 1975; Sreekrishna Sarma studies the Rgvedic sources 
underlying the 1975 performance; and Ikari explores a historical link be¬ 
tween the Agnicayana and the Pravargya ceremony. Balasubrahmanya Sastri 
illustrates how the Agnicayana has been treated in a later philosophic de¬ 
velopment. 

Although the continued existence of grhya rites among the twice-born 
castes is well known, the survey by Kashikar and Parpola shows how Vedic 
&rauta traditions, too, are alive in many regions of the Indian subcontinent, 
the subsequent eight papers focus on the Nambudiri tradition and elucidate 
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features of Nambudiri Vedic culture. The picture that emerges modifies the 
common view that Vedic civilization disappeared and was in due course 
leplaced by Hinduism. What we witness is in fact the continued existence of 
Vedic traditions, though often in remote areas. At the same time, many 
Indian traditions entered a new phase, which it is customary to call Tantric. 
This development can be traced in Kerala and among the Nambudiris, but 
its chief impact has been elsewhere. It is not within the scope of this book 
to treat the Tantric fire rites that have proliferated all over India during 
the last two thousand years. However, contributions by Hooykaas, Skorup- 
ski, and Strickmann show the extent to which such ceremonies spread over 
large parts of Asia. After depicting a culmination of these Tantric rites in 
the fiery meditations of Japan, Part III ends with an account of mundane 
events and practical affairs that pervaded and accompanied the Agnicayana 
project. 

The texts and translations of Part IV appropriately begin with sections 
from the Baudhayana Srautasutra, which is the most detailed and precise 
of the sutras, and probably the earliest. The material presented by Ikari and 
Arnold is the counterpart of the description in Part II, and makes possible 
a step-for-step comparison of the ritual as it was before 600 b.c. with the 1975 

performance. The contributions that follow supplement the Yajurvedic data 
with the Atiratra recitations from the Rgveda and the Agnicayana chants 
from the Samaveda. 

The contents of the two volumes reflects a variety of disciplines. The 
emphasis in Part II may be characterized as anthropological or ethnogra¬ 
phical, it represents Vedic fieldwork. Such fieldwork can be undertaken only 
by Sanskritists, but all too few have availed themselves of the opportunity. 
By contrast, the information provided in Parts III and IV is largely historical 
and philological. Though these contrasting approaches may seem incompa¬ 
tible, they are coherent from the Nambudiri, or indeed from the Indian, 
point of view. It is not surprising, therefore, that the descriptions offered in 
Parts II and IV are often extremely similar in spite of their different orien¬ 
tation. Both descriptions differ in points of detail, but they exhibit the same 
structure and spirit. If the Nambudiris conceive of the ritual in the manner 
of the authors of the ancient manuals, it is not because they imitate the 
manuals; it is because they embody the same tradition. 

Part V of the second volume gives brief surveys of the twenty hours of 
film footage and the eighty hours of recordings with which we returned 
from India. The forty-five-minute film Altar of Fire, edited from these materi¬ 
als, presents primarily the Nambudiri point of view: it consists of a succes¬ 
sion of episodes suggested by Cherumukku Vaidikan. The contents of the 
cassette tapes that accompany this book are described in the third section of 
Part V. 

Collecting contributions from an international group of scholars has 
been challenging, time-consuming, and rewarding. Though the original style 

of the contributions has been largely retained, a certain amount of standardi¬ 
zation has been done, and overlaps have been minimized. Since English is 
not the native tongue of most of the authors, nor of the editor, considerations 
of style have required much attention. In all these tasks I have been fortunate 
in having the assistance of my judicious coeditor, Pamela MacFarland. As 
in the case of the first volume, most of the papers have been typed by Ruth 
Suzuki with her customary, yet miraculous, speed. The burden of completing 
a variety of smaller tasks was much eased by support from the Department 
of South and Southeast Asian Studies and the Committee on Research of 
the University of California at Berkeley. 

The plates for this volume come from a greater variety of sources 
than was the case in the first volume. Acknowledgments are due to the De¬ 
partment of History and Archaeology, Karnatak University (for Plate 1); 
Professor G. R. Sharma (Plates 2-4); the Archaeological Survey of India 
(Plates 5-6); E. J. H. Mackay, Chanhu-Daro Excavations 1935-36 (Plate 
7A); E. J. H. Mackay, Further Excavations at Mohenjo-Daro (Plate 7B); 
The Ashmolean Museum, Oxford (Plate 8); Krishnan Nair Studies, Shora- 
nur (Plates 12-13); Shoren-in, Kyoto (Plate 14); Kuo Li-ying (Plates 15-17); 
and Adelaide de Menil (Plates 9-11, 18-23). The illustrations in the text 
and the numerous maps have again been drawn by Adrienne Morgan with 
meticulous care. Dr. W. M. Callewaert of the Department of Oriental 
Studies, Leuven, Belgium, has assisted with the map of Andhra Pradesh. 
Figures 28-31 are reproduced from The Creation of Mandalas: Rong tha 
bio bzang dam chos rgya mtsho, Volume 3. 

The materials presented in this second volume range far in time and 
space. Though all are reverberations of Agni and add dimensions to the 
Nambudiri Agni, do they place the Nambudiri tradition itself in a new per¬ 
spective, and do they teach us anything else that is new? 

It would be tempting to claim that this extremely ancient tradition ad¬ 
mirably fills the gap between the great literary traditions of mankind and 
many surviving traditions in preliterate societies that are now beginning to 
be studied. Attractive as this speculation is, I shall descend to a less lofty level 
of conjecture that is still replete with general questions. For example, how 
different is the Vedic religion of the Nambudiris from the original Vedic 
religion? How do Vedic and Hindu elements blend, mingle, or coexist in the 
Nambudiri tradition? And what light does this throw on the concepts of 
tradition and religion? 

When answering the first question, one might begin with the stark 
contrast that becomes immediately apparent from a comparison of the 
section on Vedic nomads with that on the Nambudiri tradition in the first 
volume. While the Vedic nomads were aliens migrating into a new 
country where they came in contact with the remnants of an unfamiliar 
civilization, the Nambudiris are settled villagers and established country 
gentlemen occupying the highest ranks in their caste society. The Vedic 
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religion, however, has remained the same in at least one respect. Agni is the 
same fire reinforced by mantras and oblations whose name continues to be 
familiar from chants and recitations. Agni is not a deity like Siva, Visnu, or 
Bhagavatl, whose images are installed in temples. The Vedic religion of Agni 
and Soma is as nonanthropomorphic in the Nambudiri tradition as it was 
during the Vedic period. One reason for Agni’s continuing identity is this 
nonanthropomorphism, which makes it possible for him or it to be carried 
in an earthen pot. It is in the nature of things that men and anthropomorphic 
deities are more readily susceptible to change than such nonanthropomor¬ 
phic substances as Agni. 

How then are Vedic and Hindu elements related in the Nambudiri tra¬ 
dition? What students of religion in the West yearn for, of course, is Integra¬ 
tion. When we ask the performers ‘“Are you Vedic Indians or Hindus?” 
the answer is “We are Vaidika Nambudiris.” From this we might conclude 
that things that seem to be incompatible to us are harmoniously One in the 
mysterious orient. But let us not get entangled too soon in our own confu¬ 
sions. To understand the Nambudiri answer adequately we have to move 
to a more sophisticated level of conceptual analysis. To begin with, we have 
to question those rubrics of religion we have come to use with such facile 
abandon. The labeling of elements as “Vedic” or “Hindu” may reflect a his¬ 
torical perspective, but it throws scant light on the synchronic relations be¬ 
tween these elements, and has nothing to do with religion. The same holds 
for the Harappan and Indo-European features of the Agnicayana itself, 
where such labeling is even more obviously historical. All such labels are 
imposed by scholars, laymen, and other outsiders. Their value lies in his¬ 
torical and comparative analysis; but we use them at our peril when we 
forget that they are inherently artificial. 

The concept of religion is a Western concept, and though its origin is 
Roman, it has been colored by its age-long associations with the monothe¬ 
isms of the West. Western religion is pervaded by the notion of exclusive 
truth, and it claims a monopoly on truth. It is professed by “People of the 
Book,” in the apt phrase the Koran uses to refer to Jews, Christians, and 
Muslims. Scholars and laymen persist in searching for such religions in Asia. 
In order to identify them, they seize upon labels from indigenous categories^ 
rent from their original contexts. Thus there arises a host of religions: Vedic,’ 
Brahmanical, Hindu, Buddhist, Bonpo, Tantric, Taoist, Confucian, Shinto, 
etc. In India, and in Asia generally, such groupings are not only uninterest¬ 
ing but uninformative and tinged with the unreal. What counts instead are 
ancestors and teachers—hence lineages, traditions, affiliations, cults, eligi¬ 
bility, initiation, and injunction—concepts with ritual rather than ’truth- 
functional overtones. These notions do not pertain to questions of truth, but 
to practical questions: What should the followers of a tradition do? This is 
precisely what makes such notions pertain to the domain of karman. Hence 
orthopraxy, not orthodoxy, is the operative concept in India. The Veda, for 

example, is not a sacred book: its power lies in mantra, and mantra is vidhi, 
that is, an injunction to karman: “Speaking, it is of karman that they speak; 
and praising, it is karman that they praise” (Brhad-Aranyaka-Upanisad 
3.2.13). 

The structures of these Asian traditions are related and unrelated to 
Western patterns of religion, culture, thought, and society in a myriad ways. 
The term religion, however, has been applied in a clear and helpful manner 
only to Christianity, Judaism, and Islam. It is of limited applicability to 
Buddhism and to the bhakti cults of Saivism and Visnuism. Elsewhere it leads 
to a meaningless proliferation of problems. In the only intelligible sense of 
the term, there are no indigenous religions in India. 

San Francisco Frits Staal 
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THE ARCHEOLOGICAL BACKGROUND TO 
THE AGNICAYANA RITUAL 

Romila Thapar 

For many decades now scholars have been waiting expectantly for 
archeology to reveal a culture that can be definitively labeled as “Aryan,” 
but the Aryans remain elusive. It is likely that they will continue to remain 
so until a new definition of the term Aryan can be suggested. Such a clari¬ 
fication would not be entirely out of the question, considering that we are 
still working with a definition that derives essentially from information 
and concepts prevalent during the nineteenth century. Now that there is a 
relatively full picture of the succession of archeological cultures in north¬ 
ern India for the period with which the emergence of Aryan culture is 
associated, the continuing absence of a clearly identifiable Aryan culture 
may suggest that Aryanism is not an isolated, uniform culture but a system 
that draws on a multiplicity of cultures that remain crucial to the manifold 
forms it takes in time and space. In such a system, facets of what have 
been called Aryan culture may find correlates in archeological artifacts and 
assemblages, and these correlates may help us to redefine Aryan culture. 
The purpose of this essay is to consider whether the description of the 
Agnicayana and its present-day survivals are reflected in the archeological 
remains of the protohistoric period. 

Any attempt to correlate the Agnicayana as an Aryan ritual with archeo¬ 
logical data would require an initial assessment of the possibility of identi¬ 
fying the “Aryans” in the various archeological cultures known to the north¬ 
ern part of the Indian subcontinent during the first three millennia b.c. 

The earliest evidence of the Aryan-speaking peoples is available in the 
Rgveda. The geographical area was that of the “Sapta Sindhu,” generally 
taken to be a reference to the Indus, its five tributaries, and the Sarasvati 
River, which would comprise the Indus and the Sarasvati valleys (extending 
to the Indo-Gangetic divide) and include the northwestern borderlands. 
The archeological cultures of this region and its fringes and the evidence of 
material remains from these cultures will have to be compared with descrip¬ 
tions from the Rgveda and from other later Vedic literature generally dated 
to the first millennium b.c. In the absence of an identification of Vedic culture 
with any specific archeological culture, the next step would be to try and 
correlate aspects of the Agnicayana with archeological data and see whether 
such correlations can be made. This essay is an attempt to examine these 
two questions. 

A point that needs to be emphasized is that in speaking of the “Ary- 
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ans, ’ the historical reference is to the establishment of a language, Indo- 
Aryan, over areas of the Indian subcontinent that were earlier linked with 
non-Aryan languages. Who the Aryans were racially is not under discussion 

nor is the question of whether they were a distinct racial entity, which seems 
unlikely and uncertain. The only certainty is the occurrence of the language. 
The mechanism by which the language was introduced and gained currency 
is also unclear. It was earlier believed that the Aryan speakers invaded north¬ 
ern India, but the evidence for this is now doubted. Migration would seem 
a more feasible postulate, though here too a question remains as to why 
there was a migration, or what form it took. 

A further complication is that the presence of speakers of languages de¬ 
rived from Indo-European is not limited to the Indian subcontinent but is 
intimately concerned with activities in western Asia. The area from the 
Tigris-Euphrates to the Indus valleys forms the geographical context of 
the folk movements, linguistic intrusions, and cultural changes that were 
the mise-en-scene of the Aryan question in India (although in this essay the 
discussion will be limited to the Indian context). Admixtures and borrowings 
from local cultures are evident in all the areas where the Indo-European¬ 
speaking peoples settled, and it is possible that some aspects of the later cul¬ 
tures derive from a community of ideas going back to the pre-Indo-European 
period in the third millennium b.c. when western Asia constituted an area 
of cultural interaction. 

The chronological frame goes back to West Asian connections. The 
earliest recorded appearance of the Indo-European speakers associated with 
the horse and the chariot dates to the second millennium b.c. in the Boghaz 
Keui records from Anatolia, the Tell-el Amarna tablets from Egypt, and 
to the arrival of the Kassites in Mesopotamia.1 The linguistic proximity of 
Indo-Aryan to Avestan and Old Persian would suggest a close relationship 
between Iran and northern India.2 The linguistic bifurcation between India 
and Iran and the growing dissimilarities between Zoroastrianism and the 
Vedic religion might date to the late second or early first millennium b.c. 

Subsequent to the dispersal of the Indo-European speakers (assuming large- 
scale migrations into the Near East, Iran, and northern India), the archeo¬ 
logical evidence should provide clues to substantial similarities between the 
cultures of western Asia, Iran, and northern India. Such similarities, for 
the moment at least, are not to be found. Beyond occasional similarities in 
the typology of pottery or of metal artifacts, there is little evidence to sup¬ 
port close communication between Iran and India such as would provide 
an archeological counterpart to the linguistic data. Another area associated 

1 V. G. Childe, The Aryans (London, 1926). 
2 L. de la Vallee Poussin, Indo-Europeens et Indo-Iraniens . . . (Paris, 1936); A. B. 
Keith, The Religion and Philosophy of the Vedas and Upanisads, Harvard Oriental Series, 
Vols. 31-32 (Cambridge, Mass., 1925); G. Cardona, ed., Indo-European and Indo- 
Europeans (Philadelphia, Pa., 1970). 

with the Indo-European speakers is central Asia. Links between central Asia 
and northern India, which go back to the third millennium b.c., also tend to 
be sporadic and limited to an occasional item.3 

A more substantial connection, although isolated, has been recently 
found in the excavation of a Chalcolithic cemetery and settlement at Sibri 
Domb at the foot of the Bolan pass. The site indicates a settlement of people 
from Central Asia, probably dating to the third millennium b.c., and suggests 
links with late Namazga V and early Namazga VI.4 The period is of course prior 
to that of the Rgveda, and there is no indication of a sustained migration. 
Links with Central Asia are now known to go back to the Harappan period 
from other evidence as well—namely, the Harappan settlements in the 
Shortugai plain in Badakshan, where it is thought that Harappan traders 
may have been anxious to obtain the local lapis lazuli.5 

If Aryan culture is viewed as a well-defined system uniformly spread 
over the Sapta Sindhu region, then only the Harappan culture provides a 
geographical equation.6 Pre-Harappan cultures of the fourth and early third 
millennia b.c. differ, in that the Baluchistan peasant communities are 
distinct from the pre-Harappan settlements on the plains of the Indus sys¬ 
tem, such as the Kot-Dijian or those sometimes referred to as the Sothi cul¬ 
ture, although there may well have been contact between them.7 

The former evolved from a series of Neolithic settlements of the fourth 
millennium b.c. along the Baluchistan borderlands. Many were abandoned 
during the Harappan period when the focus of settlement shifted to the In¬ 
dus plains and the Sarasvati valley, although some sites in the Zhob valley 
were reoccupied in the post-Harappan period. Uniformity is recognizable 
only with the emergence of the Mature phase of the Harappan culture, which 
would broadly date to the second half of the third millennium b.c. The de¬ 
clining phase of the Late Harappan extends into the early second millennium 
b.c. and in some areas, such as the Punjab and Gujarat, continues to the mid¬ 
dle of the second millennium. 

Attempts to identify the Harappan culture with Vedic Aryan cultures 

3 V. M. Masson and V. I. Sarianidi, Central Asia: Turkmenia Before the Achaemenids 
(London, 1972), pp. 113ff. 
4 J. F. Jarridge and M. Lechevalier, “Excavations at Mehrgarh, Baluchistan: Their 
Significance in the Prehistorical Context of the Indo-Pakistan Borderlands,” in M. 
Taddei, ed., South Asian Archaeology: 7977 (Naples, 1979), pp. 463-535. 
5 H. P. Frankfurt and M. H. Pottier, “Sondage preliminaires sur l’etablisement pro- 
tohistoriques Harapeen et post-Harapeen de Shortugai (Afghanistan du N-E),” Arts 
Asiatiques, 34 (1978), pp. 29-79. 
6 A survey of the problem of identifying archeological cultures with the Aryans can be 
found in “The Study of Society in Ancient India,” in Romila Thapar, Ancient Indian 
Social History: Some Interpretations (New Delhi, 1978); and B. K. Thapar, “The 
Archaeological Remains of the Aryans in North-western India,” unpublished paper 
read at the Doshambe Conference, 1977. 
7 W. Fairservis, The Roots of Ancient India, 2nd ed. (Chicago, Ill., 1975). 
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raises major problems. The chronology of the Harappan culture precedes 
by some centuries the presence of Indo-European speakers in west Asia and 
is therefore much earlier in time. In the absence of a conclusive decipherment 
of the Harappan script, it could be argued that the Harappans were Aryan 
speakers and spread westwards, but the work done so far on the script sug¬ 
gests the probability of a non-Aryan language.8 Equally significant is the 
divergence in the kind of society depicted in the two types of evidence. The 
Harappan was essentially an urban culture with a commercial orientation, 
whereas the Rgvedic Aryans were primarily pastoralists and generally un¬ 
familiar with urban living. The characteristics associated with the latter, 
such as the domestication of the horse, the use of the spoked wheel and the 
chariot, and possibly the use of iron (krsna ayas) are absent in the Harappan 
sites. There are a very few sites with occasional remains of what are believed 
to be bones of horses.9 Horses are also conspicuously absent in the symbo¬ 
lism and designs on Harappan seals and pottery, where other animals 
abound. If the Aryans are to be sought in archeology, then, the search must 
be conducted in the post-Harappan cultures. 

It is sometimes said that perhaps the Rgvedic culture may be identified 
with the pre-Harappan, which would make it indigenous to India and date 
it to the fourth millennium b.c.10 This would imply that the Harappans, 
whose culture as we have seen was dissimilar to the Rgvedic, came in from 
elsewhere as an advanced and intrusive culture, and dominated the main 
Indus valley until such time as the cities declined. The Rgvedic people would 
then have formed a substratum culture, and the later Vedic literature would 
reflect an amalgam of the previous cultures. This raises a number of problems 
that cannot be solved with the existing evidence, such as the conflicting 
chronology of the Rgveda and the pre-Harappan settlements, the links with 
Iran, and the correlation of Indian evidence with the data from West Asia 
that attests to the presence of Indo-European speakers. The pre-Harappan 
settlements of the Sapta Sindhu region are again not part of a uniform cul¬ 
ture. 

The decline of the major cities did not bring the Harappan culture to 
a close, since Late Harappan sites flourished in some areas on the peripheries 
of the Harappan heartland.11 In the Indo-Gangetic divide and the upper 
Ganga-Yamuna Doab, Late Harappan sites were contemporary with other 
cultures such as the Ochre Color Pottery culture dating to the early second 

8 A. R. K. Zide and K. V. Zvelebil, eds., The Soviet Decipherment of the Indus Valley 
Script (The Hague, 1976). 
9 J. P. Joshi, “Excavation at Surkotada,” in D. P. Agrawal and A. Ghosh, eds., Radio- 
Carbon and Indian Archaeology (Bombay, 1973), pp. 173ff. 
10 A. D. Pusalkar, “Pre-Harappan, Harappan and post-Harappan Culture and the 
Aryan Problem,” The Quarterly Review of Historical Studies, 7.4 (1967-68), pp. 233ff. 
11 B. K. Thapar, “The End of the Indus Civilisation and its Aftermath,” in Udai Vir 
Singh, ed., Archaeological Congress and Seminar: 1972 (Kurukshetra, 1976), pp. 1-4. 

millennium b.c. Recently sites from this area have provided evidence of what 
has been described as an overlap phase between the Late Harappan and the 
major archeological culture of this area, the Painted Grey Ware culture.12 
In Gujarat, Harappan survivals continued throughout the second millen¬ 
nium and possibly later.13 Some degree of continuity is also indicated by the 
contemporaneity of the Black-and-red Ware culture with the Mature Ha¬ 
rappan sites in Gujarat and its apparent spread to Rajasthan and central 
India in the second millennium b.c. Harappan sites have recently been 
found in Maharashtra, at Daimabad in the Ahmednagar District, and at 
Varsusin the Dhule District. The overlap of C-14 dates from the former sug¬ 
gests that it was contemporary with the central Indian and northern Deccan 
Chalcolithic. A few Harappan survivals may also be identified in the Mega- 
lithic culture of the peninsula, as for example, in the graffiti on some of the 
pottery.14 

It is evident that the hiatus that was believed to exist between the end 
of the Harappan cities and the cultures that followed is now being gradually 
eliminated, and that the probability of survivals from the Harappan tradition 
into later centuries is being strengthened. These survivals and the contem¬ 
poraneity of Late Harappan with other cultures lend some support to the 
theory that linguistically there might have been a period of bilingualism15 
between the earlier non-Aryan and later Aryan speakers, and that the 
widespread adoption of Indo-Aryan was a gradual process extending over 
many centuries. 

The theory of an Aryan invasion finds little support in archeology.16 The 
famous “massacre” at Mohenjo Daro has been questioned, as has also the 
notion that Indra and his hosts destroyed the cities.17 The decline of the 
cities is now more frequently attributed to ecological changes and the ter¬ 
mination of trade relations with western Asia. The references quoted from 

n J- p- Jpshi, “Interlocking of Late Harappan Culture and Painted Grey Ware Culture 
in the Light of Recent Excavations,” Man and Environment, 2 (1978), pp. 100-103. 
13 G. L, Possehl, Variation and Change in the Indus Civilisation: A Study of Prehistoric 
Gujarat with Special Reference to the Post-Urban Harappan, Ph. D. dissertation, Uni¬ 
versity of Chicago, 1974; S. R. Rao et al., “Excavations at Rangpur and Other Ex¬ 
plorations in Gujarat,” Ancient India, 18-19 (1962). 
14 B. B. Lai, “From the Megalithic to the Harappa: Tracing Back the Graffiti on the 
Pottery,” Ancient India, 16 (i960), pp. 4ff. 
15 B. M. Emeneau, Collected Papers (Annamalainagar, 1967). 
16 For arguments in support of the theory, see B. Allchin and R. Allchin, The Birth 
of Indian Civilisation (Harmondsworth, Eng., 1968), pp. 126ff. Other alternatives for the 
decline of cities have been suggested by R. L. Raikes, “The End of the Ancient Cities 
of the Indus,” American Anthropology, 66.2 (1964) pp. 284-299. See also R. L. Raikes 
and G. F. Dales, “The Mohenjo-Daro Floods Reconsidered,” Journal of the Palaeon¬ 
tological Society of India, 20 (1977), pp. 251-260. 

7 F- Dales> “The Mythical Massacre at Mohenjo-Daro,” Expedition, 6.3 (1964), pp. 
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the Rgveda in support of the invasion theory refer more often to settlements 
that had long been deserted and were already in ruins.18 One may well look 
in vain for evidence of Aryan war chariots devastating the land, for so far 
it has failed to materialize. 

It has been argued that there is some evidence at sites such as Rana 
Ghundai III and Sohr Damb for attacks from the Baluchistan borderlands 
on existing settlements in the mid-second millennium b.c. New artifacts ap¬ 
pear in this area suggestive of forms known to West Asia.19 The shaft-hole 
axe, for example, extends from Baluchistan to the Jhukar culture sites in 
lower Sind. Other artifacts include circular stamp seals of copper, a flat cop¬ 
per celt with lateral lugs, spiral-headed pins, and a cast-bronze macehead. 
Most of these are single items not located in a context of related artifacts or 
along specific routes, and they are therefore not of much value as evidence 
of invasions. 

Quite distinct from this is the Cemetery H culture at Harappa,20 which is 
alien to the earlier Harappan culture and yet in a limited way suggests some 
echoes of Harappan typology, the affiinities extending both to the Baha- 
walpur region and to the Indo-Gangetic divide. The integration is suggested 
through the pottery, which combines some West Asian with some Harappan 
elements but is at the same time a distinctive pottery despite its restricted 
distribution. 

Further north, in the Swat valley area, a large number of graves were 
excavated at Ghaligai, Timargarha, and other sites.21 The earliest graves date 
to the mid-second millennium b.c. and are differentiated from those of 
Period II by the presence of copper objects and various burial forms. Period 
III, dated to the early first millennium b.c., provides evidence of iron and the 
domestication of the horse, which has led to the view of its being a possible 
Aryan stratum. The ceramic industry consists of a red ware and a more 
extensive grey ware. The identification of the Gandhara Grave culture (as it 
is called) with the Aryan speakers would limit the area of their distribution 
to the Swat valley and its environs, which from the evidence of the Rgveda 
forms only a small part of the vast Sapta Sindhu region known to its authors. 
The grey ware of this culture is also limited to this area and as yet has not 

18 T. Burrow, “On arma and armaka,” Journal of Indian History, 41.1 (iq6A dd 
159ff. 

19 B. Allchin and R. Allchin, pp. 144ff.; B. K. Thapar, “The Aryans: A Reappraisal 
of the Problem,” in Lokesh Chandra, ed., India’s Contribution to World Thought and 
Culture (Madras, 1970). 

20 H. D. Sankalia, Prehistory and Protohistory of India and Pakistan (Poona, 1974), 
pp. 3921T. 

21 M. Antonini, “Preliminary Notes on the Excavation of the Necropolis Found in 
West Pakistan,” East and West, 14.1-2 (1964), pp. 13-27; G. Stacul, “Excavation Near 
Ghaligai (1968) and Chronological Sequence of Protohistorical Cultures in the Swat 
Valley,” East and West, 19 (1969), pp. 44-92; A. H. Dani, “Timargarha and the 
Gandhara Grave Culture,” Ancient Pakistan, 3 (1967), pp. Iff. 
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been found to be connected with other grey wares in the Indian subcontinent. 
The Swat valley sites do show some connection with the Gurgan valley sites 
in northeastern Iran at Tepe Hissar, Turang Tepe, and Shah Tepe, and with 
other sites in Iran.22 Hissar III provides evidence of the domestication of 
the horse and the use of the spoked wheel, and it yields a burnished grey 
ware; this in turn suggests links with the Zagros region, as for example at 
Hasanlu V. Red ware from Hasanlu V has striking parallels with that from 
the Swat valley. It is not beyond possibility that the Swat valley was at the 
eastern end of a large movement of peoples associated with the Indo-Euro¬ 
pean speakers. 

Another possible point of entry for migrants from West Asia could 
have been western India along a route following the coastal areas of Makran 
into the Indus delta and Gujarat. The Banas culture23 of the second millen¬ 
nium b.c. in Rajasthan is characterized by copper technology and the use of 
a white-painted Black-and-red pottery, which as we have seen occurs earlier 
in Gujarat contemporary with the Mature Harappan phase. From Rajas¬ 
than this culture appears to have spread to the fringes of the Ganga-Yamuna 
Doab. The Banas culture occupies an area without Harappan connections, 
lies outside the Sapta Sindhu region, and shows hardly any trace of connec¬ 
tions with West Asia. 

The Black-and-red Ware culture24 is in some ways the most significant 
of the post-Harappan cultures, although its genesis remains unknown. It 
fanned out into many directions from its nuclear zone in western India. 
Its characteristic pottery was produced as a result of inverted firing at pro¬ 
gressively lower temperatures, resulting in the double color of black and red. 
By the first millennium b.c. it is also linked with the diffusion of iron into 
central India as well as with certain categories of megalithic burials, such as 
cairn burials, cairn circles, and cist burials, that are particularly associated 
with the peninsula. Whether the more complex Megalithic monuments of the 
peninsula with their Black-and-red pottery, iron artifacts, and widespread 
use of the horse are also to be traced to the more northerly Black-and-red 
Ware cultures remains uncertain. It has been suggested that in terms of 
correlating this culture with the evidence from literary sources, its distribu¬ 
tion carries echoes of the migration of the Yadava lineage, a lineage that is 
claimed by both Aryan and Dravidian speakers in later periods.25 

R. H. Dyson, “Archaeological Evidence of the Second Millennium B. C. on the 
Persian Plateau,” Cambridge Ancient History, II. 1, pp. 686-716; C. Young, “The 
Iranian Migration into the Zagros,” Iran, 5 (1967), pp. 11-34. 
24 Sankalia et al., Excavations at Ahar (Tambavati) (Poona, 1969). 

N. R. Bannerjee, Iron Age in India (Delhi, 1965); B.K. Gururaja Rao, The Megalithic 
ulture in South India (Mysore, 1972); A. Sundara, The Early Chamber Tombs of South 

India (Delhi, 1975). 

R. Thapar, “Puranic Lineages and Archaeological Cultures,” in R. Thapar, Ancient 
Indian Social History, pp. 240ff. 
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The Chalcolithic cultures of central India and the northern Deccan of 
the second millennium b.c. are too far removed from the geographical 
horizon of the Rgveda, but one of the excavators of these sites maintains that 
the ceramic industry shows some links with forms from West Asia,26 indi¬ 
cative perhaps of a folk movement from West Asia that brought people to 
western India and Rajasthan, whence artifactual traits may have traveled 
to central India and the northern Deccan. 

The nucleus of the Sapta Sindhu region in the Rgveda, where are located 
the more important tribes such as the Purus and the Bharatas, was the Sarasvati 
valley and the Indo-Gangetic divide, an area that was later to form the ter¬ 
ritory of the famous Kurus, in fact the heartland of Vedic culture. It registers 
an extremely complex topography because of the major changes in river 
courses and the drying up of the Sarasvati.27 The resulting ecological change 
does little to clarify the archeological picture, which is further complicated 
by the many cultures that appear to have coexisted and overlapped in this 
area. 

Late Harappan sites extend from the water shed into the upper Ganga- 
Yamuna Doab, where the Ochre Color Pottery culture,28 also of the second 
millennium b.c., has been variously identified with Harappan refugees mi¬ 
grating eastwards or with incoming Aryans, neither of which identifications 
has been widely accepted. This culture is sometimes associated with the 
caches of copper implements found in the Doab,29 but the association is 
tentative. 

The most impressive and dominant culture of the region is the Painted 
Grey Ware variously dated to the late second millennium or the early first 
millennium b.c. and continuing at least to the middle of the first millen¬ 
nium.30 An identification with the Aryans was first suggested on the basis 
of its occurrence at the lowest levels of sites mentioned in the Mahabharata. 
Its distribution in the Sarasvati valley including the Bahawalpur area, the 
Indo-Gangetic divide, and the upper Doab would seem to coincide with the 
heartland of Vedic culture. Possibly there was an earlier phase when it was 
restricted to the Sarasvati valley and sites in the watershed that is reflected 
in the suggested overlap with the Late Harappan at some places,31 such as 

26 H. D. Sankalia, “New Light on the Indo-Iranian or Western Asiatic Relations 
Between 1700 B.C.-1200 b.c.” Artibus Asiae, 26 (1963), pp. 315ff. 
27 H. Wilhemy, Zeitschriftfur Geomorphologie, Sup. Band 8 (1969), pp. 76-91, argues for 
the change in the Sarasvati-Hakra and the diversion of water to the Yamuna during this 
period, the total ecological change having perhaps been due to tectonic disturbances. 
28 B. Allchin and R. Allchin, p. 200. 
29 B. B. Lai, “The Copper Hoard Culture of the Ganga Valley,” Antiquity, 46 (1972), 
pp. 282-287; S. Piggott, Prehistoric India, (Harmondsworth, Eng., 1950), pp. 237ff. 
30 B. B. Lai, “Excavations at Hastinapura,” Ancient India, 10-11 (1954-55); V. 
Tripathi, The Painted Grey Ware (Delhi, 1977). 
31 J. P. Joshi, “Interlocking of Late Harappan Culture and Painted Grey Ware Cul- 

Bhagwanpura, Dadheri, Katpalon, and Nagar. Its extension into the Ganges 
valley may date from the early first millennium b.c. This would also be the 
period when it could have been in contact with the Black-and-Red Ware in 
the vicinity of the western Ganges valley, as is evident from some sites that 
have Black-and-red Ware levels preceding the Painted Grey Ware or over¬ 
lapping with it, as for example Jodhpura, Noh, and Atranjikhera. The 
material culture of the Painted Grey Ware in fact shows some affinities with 
textual descriptions from the Later Vedic literature. It was a society of pas¬ 
toral cum agricultural people who were dependent on cattle for both dairy 
products and meat, who grew wheat and rice,32 who were familiar with the 
domestication of the horse and who in their later phase left evidence of 
the use of iron weaponry; the absence of burials at their sites suggests that 
cremation was their common practice. There is, however, still a problem in 
the identification of the Painted Grey Ware with the Aryans. There are no 
links between these settlements and those along the Indo-Iranian border¬ 
lands, or with cultures in West Asia. The gray ware of the Swat valley was 
unconnected with this pottery. The evolution of the Painted Grey Ware 
culture, and of its pottery that is distinctively different from all that went 
before, remains unexplained. 

Thus efforts to identify the Aryans with a variety of archeological cul¬ 
tures remain inconclusive. There is no uniform distribution of a single cul¬ 
ture that coincides with the entire area associated with the early Aryan 
speakers of the Rgveda. There are instead a number of overlapping but dif¬ 
ferentiated cultures in this region. Those that come closest in characteristics 
and form to what is described in the texts appear to have little connection 
with western Asia, which would tend to contradict the linguistic evidence. 
The areas where there are seeming affinities in pottery and artifacts are 
beyond the geographical horizon of the early texts. 

The attempt to identify the Aryans with archeological remains is per¬ 
haps a pointless exercise. Evidently the Aryans were not a distinct racial 
group with a recognizable assemblage of material culture carefully carried 
across mountain and desert in the process of migration. It would seem that 
the most tangible characteristic of their presence was their language. What 
was therefore being diffused was the language. This would not necessarily 
have required a chain of artifacts belonging to a uniform culture. Nor would 
language diffusion necessarily be registered in a uniform material culture. 
This is apparent from the spread of the Indo-Europeans in West Asia, a 
development that is recognized not by an identical ceramic or artifactual 
industry but by the introduction of Indo-European languages. 

ture in the Light of Recent Excavations,” Man and Environment (New Delhi, 1978), 
II, pp. 100-103. 

K. A. Chaudhuri et al., Ancient Agriculture and Forestry in Northern India (Bombay, 
*977), p. 58. 
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The pertinent question therefore is that of the mechanism of language 
diffusion. Conquest and the subsequent imposition of the language of the 
conquerors would be the simplest method and would bear archeological 
traces. But the evidence for conquest is limited, and if it exists, is largely 
confined to the Indo-Iranian borderlands. In the plains migration would 
perhaps be a more feasible proposition. 

At a hypothetical level a possible reconstruction could be suggested. 
The earliest Aryan speakers, as pastoralists, could have moved across the 
Indo-Iranian borders, settling temporarily in the interstices of cities. If the 
movement across the borders was regular, they might have provided trans¬ 
portation for small items of trade, as is often the case with pastoral groups 
involved in either transhumance or seasonal migrations.33 Possibly small 
settlements may have remained on the Indian side and maintained relations 
with the existing population in the second millennium b.c.34 That the main 
period of settlement came after the decline of the Harappan cities would 
seem likely from the absence of descriptions of cities in the Rgveda. The 
occasional references to the destruction of the “puras” could as well refer to 
the fortified settlements of the borderlands. The decline of the Harappan 
urban centers would have reduced the incentive to pastoral groups as car¬ 
riers of trading items. This may have encouraged a more permanent type of 
settlement with seasonal camps turning to agriculture, and the settlements 
may well have extended to the “two grassy banks of the Sarasvati,” as one 
of the hymns of the Rgveda states.35 Since Iran was coming under the in¬ 
fluence of the Assyrian political system, bifurcation of the Iranian and Indian 
groups would be natural. Assyrian sources refer to Indo-European speakers 
in the Zagros area by the early first millennium b.c.36 Were the Asuras, who 
were once friendly and then became the enemies, the worshippers of either 
Asura or of Ahura? Such settlements would initially make little impact on 
the existing culture apart from marginal changes with the introduction of 
new items brought from elsewhere. Their archeological identification would 
be equally difficult. (If the West Asian evidence is a fair parallel, then we can 
posit that nomadic pastoral groups tend to appropriate the material culture 
of the more settled agrarian communities. Evidence for the appearance of 
nomads in West Asia generally takes the form of the introduction of new 
names, the use of a different language, and the intrusion of new deities.37 

33 A clear case of transhumance being tied into trade is that of the sheep and yak 
herders along the Himalayan borders who became the backbone of what has been 
called a “vertical economy”—in this case, between Tibet and India. 
34 M. Rowton, “Enclosed Nomadism,” JESHO, 17 (1974), pp. 1-30. 
35 RV 7.96.2; 7.8.4; 7.18.3. 
36 Rene Labat, “Elam and Western Persia, c. 1200-1000 b.c.,” in Cambridge Ancient 
History, II. 2, p. 506. 
37 A. Goetze, “The Struggle for the Domination of Syria (1400-1300 B.c.),” in Cam¬ 
bridge Ancient History, II. 2, pp. 1-8, 109-110. 
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Their survival would hinge on their maintenance of their own language 
and oral tradition. Linguistic purity can be maintained in an oral tradition 
up to a point, but the influence of the bilingualism necessary to a migratory 
pattern would also come to be reflected in certain linguistic changes. In the 
juxtaposition of Aryan speakers with descendents of earlier cultures, there 
could be either the conquest of the existing population, for which the arch¬ 
eological evidence is limited, or else the assertion of power by the Aryans 
over the settled population, through a mutual acculturation resulting in new 
cultural forms and the acceptance of the Aryan language. It is legitimate to 
ask how the language came to be accepted if there is such negligible evidence 
for invasion. One possibility may have been the gradual introduction of iron 
technology,38 together with such innovations as the use of the horse, the 
spoked wheel, and the chariot, which may have acted as technological levers 
to give an edge to the culture of the Aryan speakers. The spread of the 
language would in any case have been a gradual process. This admixture 
of cultures and languages is perhaps what is reflected in the later Vedic texts 
and their possible archeological correlation with the Painted Grey Ware. 

The Rgveda would then represent the erstwhile migratory pastoralists 
now settled, still largely tribal, holding cattle as their main wealth, practicing 
religious rites with a component of shamanism, alienated from some indi¬ 
genous groups but affiliated with others, and possibly appropriating into their 
tradition some of the past of the land they had come to. The first millennium 
b.c. saw a movement southwards and eastwards attributable to ecological 
changes in the watershed to interaction with existing cultures, and possibly 
to demographic and economic pressure that favored settling in new lands. 
The most fruitful interactions appear to have been at the meeting point of 
the Painted Grey Ware and the Black-and-red Ware cultures. 

The form that Vedic culture took in the first millennium b.c., the period 
of the descriptions of rituals such as the Agnicayana, would seem to be an 
amalgam of existing cultures. Possibly the comprehension of ritual and sym¬ 
bol was blurred as much by the distance in generations from the earliest 
practice of these rituals as by the incorporation of originally alien systems. 
The ritual of the Agnicayana would then have to be seen as symbolizing this 
amalgam of cultures, going back to the shamanism of Indo-European days, 

38 Iron occurs at sites in central India and the Ganga-Yamuna Doab by the end of 
the second millennium b.c. At sites in the Gandhara Grave Culture and in Megalithic 
sites in Karnataka it occurs at the start of the first millennium B.c. By the eighth century 
century b.c. it seems to have entered the production system. If it was one of the tech¬ 
nological levers in the acceptance of Indo-Aryan, then it might have been introduced 
in the north by or through speakers of Indo-Aryan. Its use in the peninsula would then 
have had an independent entry, since most scholars tend to identify the Megalithic 
builders with Dravidian speakers (B.K. Gururaja Rao, pp. 330ff.). For a discussion on 
iron, see D. Chakraborty, “The Beginning of Iron in India,” Antiquity, 50 (1976), pp. 
114-124. 
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drain. The structures were approximately three to four feet in length and 
about half that in width. In the center of each was an upright stone cylinder 
with a series of terracotta cakes arranged around it. Traces of ash were visible 
on the inner side of the structure. These structures are clearly very different 
in concept and form from the Vedic “citi,” even if it is assumed that they were 
fire altars. The resemblance would at best be symbolic, and even then rather 
farfetched. It is also curious that these structures should be found only at a 
single Harappan site. At most it can be argued that some rudimentary ritual 
connected with fire altars was known at this early period, and that this may 
have survived in altered garb when incorporated into the highly complex ritual 
connected with the Agnicayana. 

Many decades ago a seminal idea was mooted by Caland in a comment 
on an excavation by Bloch of a mound at Lauriya Nandangarh,44 a site 
better known for an Asokan pillar located in the vicinity. The site contained 
three rows of five mounds between twenty and fifty feet high. They were 
cone-shaped but may originally have been hemispherical. The mound was 
built up of layers of yellow clay interspersed with layers consisting of straw, 
leaves, and burnt bricks made from the same clay. Since this was not local 
clay, it was specially brought, probably from the Gandak river, which is now 
at a distance of about ten miles from the site. The first mound revealed 
human bones, animal bones, burnt wood, and a gold plaque of a female 
figure. A large opening farther down and in the center appears to have held 
a wooden pillar; the stump of the pillar on excavation was found to be of 
sal wood and to have a girth of four feet four inches. The second mound con¬ 
tained animal bones. The third contained human bones, the jaw of a teen- 
aged child, and another golden plaque of a female figure. 

Bloch thought these mounds to be the §ma§anas or burial places re¬ 
ferred to in the Vedic texts, possibly royal burials, but Caland argued that 
smasanas are generally not round.45 More pertinently, Caland questioned 
the placing of animal bones and the plaques of females in the human funeral 
mound. He suggested that these might instead have been Agnicayana altars, 
arguing that according to the texts they could have been of various shapes— 
hawk-shaped, square, round, and so on. They were to be built in five layers 
interspersed with sand. In the lowest layer was placed the golden form of a 
man symbolising Purusa or Prajapati, who is sometimes depicted with milk¬ 
giving breasts.46 (In the case of the Nandangarh plaques however, the female 

44 Th. Bloch, “Excavation at Lauriya,” Annual Report of the Archaeological Survey 
of India: 1905 (1906), p. 11-15; W. Caland, De Archaeologische vondsten in de heuvels 
van Lauriya (Amsterdam, 1912). I am grateful to Professor Staal for drawing my 
attention to this discussion, and for translating Caland’s paper for me. 

A point that incidentally seems to be contradicted in the SB 13.8.1.5, which refers to 
the devas making their burial places four-cornered, whereas the Asuras, Pracyas, and 
others make them round. 
46 SB 2.5.1.3; Sacred Books of the East, XII, p. 385. 
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genitalia are unmistakable.) In this layer were also to be placed the head of a 
man, a ram, a goat, a bull, and a horse; they could either be natural or made 
of clay. He was puzzled, however, by the wooden post in the center of the 
mound. 

Kane has drawn attention to the statement that those who had per¬ 
formed the Agnicayana were permitted a structure of bricks or clods at 
burial, suggesting an association of ideas if not a clear link between the 
smasana and the Agnicayana.47 This in turn suggests a link between the terms 
citi and caitya.48 Caitya, a form of cetiya, is ultimately derived from citi, 
the etymology of which refers to the act of “heaping up.” A citi is a structure 
that results from a piling up of material in a particular form. Where the pil¬ 
ing up was of bricks, the form would be more precise, and where it was of 
earth or clods of earth, the tumulus and the cairn would be “natural” in 
form. The cetiya would then be either a sacred enclosure marking a sacred 
spot or, when it contained the relics of those who had died, a sepulchral 
monument. Buddhist literature refers to it in both these senses.49 Mus has 
suggested that the Vedic altar was the starting point of what developed into the 
Buddhist cetiya and stupa.50 Presumably the yupa associated with the altar 
may have become the central pivot in the raising of a tumulus. A distinction 
is made between the smasana, which is essentially a funerary marker, and 
the caitya, which is a sacred enclosure. In the latter capacity the site could 
presumably be of a sacrifice or ritual, or even of an object of worship that 
had been cordoned off, such as the asvattha tree. The earliest reference to a 
caitya appears to be in the Asvalayana Grhyasutra.51 The epics also indicate 
familiarity with the worship of caityas in various forms.52 In the Ramayana 
caityas are mentioned more frequently in connection with the raksasas. 
Hanuman takes great pride in destroying the tall caitya-prasada in Lanka 
and uprooting its massive pillar.53 That this was not regarded as an act of 
desecration would suggest that caityas were perhaps linked with heterodoxy 
by this time. 

Because of the etymological link between the words, it is assumed that 
the cetiya is a later form of the citi. It is possible, however, that the two, 
the Vedic altar and the tumulus, were parallel forms indicating places re- 

47 History of Dharmasastra, IV, pp. 246ff., n. 559; SB 13.8.1-4; KSS 28.4.4. A. Par- 
pola, South Indian Megaliths (Madras, 1973), pp. 30ff. Professor Staal informs me that 
there is a rather vague tradition among the Nambudiris that in the past some had the 
practice of the yajamana or his wife (whoever died first) being cremated on his Agni¬ 
cayana altar. 

48 V. R. Ramachandra Dikshitar, “Origins and Early History of the Caityas,” Indian 
Historical Quarterly, 14(1938), pp. 440-451. 
49 Majjhima Nikaya 1.20; Jataka 1.237; VI. 173; Dhammapada 188. 
50 Barabudur (Paris, 1935). 
51 1.12.1-4 
52 M 1.102.12, 6.3.37. R 5.10.5. 
53 R 5.41. 

quiring veneration, and that the difference in form related to differences in 
the cults and rituals followed by different social groups. The stupa becomes a 
more elaborate form of the tumulus with a variety of symbolic embellish¬ 
ments. It is curious that in the listing of forms that the citi can take, mention 
is made of the rathacakra and the samuhya or dhanyarasi,54 which occur in 
stupa construction respectively as the spoked-wheel foundation and the 

paddy-heap shape. 
Such burial mounds are generally dated to the first millennium b.c. on 

the basis of archeological evidence and references in both Vedic and Budd¬ 
hist literature. The worship of caityas and stupas is regarded as customary 
even before the rise of Buddhism. Although stupa architecture was made 
more elaborate in the Mauryan period55 and later, the structure existed 
earlier, as shown for example in the record of Asoka Maurya visiting and 
enlarging the Konakamana stupa.56 

It is significant that there is no mention of the citi as an altar of bricks 
in the Rgveda.57 The development of the idea therefore may date to the 
period of the later texts, which represent the assimilation of Aryan and 
non-Aryan practices. In this connection a recent suggestion deserves some 
consideration.58 It has been pointed out that the burial practices of the 
Asuras, Pracyas (easterners), and others described in the Satapatha Brah- 
mana bear a close resemblance to the Megalithic remains from the Jungal 
Mahal area, that is, to the Vindhyan outliers in the districts of Banda, 
Mirzapur, and Varanasi. The monuments are basically cairn circles and cist 
circles constructed of stone, and the dominant feature is the piling up of 
stones into a cairn. There is, however, no use of bricks anywhere, presumably 
because stone was easily available. The cairns enclose a pit that in most 
cases contains some human bones indicating postcremation burial and some 
animal bones associated with ritual killing, and there is one in which the 
bones of a tortoise and a rodent were found. The pottery is of various kinds 
ranging from an ill-fired red ware to the technically more sophisticated Black- 
and-red Ware. These monuments date to the first half of the first millennium 
b.c. Megalithic monuments serve the function in some cases of memorial 
monuments,59 and in others of funerary monuments, a combination that 
appears to be reflected in the caityas of a later period. From both points of 
view these Megalithic monuments would be regarded as sacred enclosures. 

54 TS 5.4.11; KSS 16.5.9. Also BSS 17.29, below, pages 668-671. 
55 B. Rowland, The Art and Architecture of India (Harmondsworth, Eng., 1959), p. 254. 
56 J. Bloch, Les Inscriptions d’Asoka (Paris, 1950), p. 158. 
57 The references appear to be to the piling up of wood, RV 1.112.17, 1.158.4. 
58 P. C. Pant, “Megaliths of Jangal Mahal and Vedic Tradition,” paper read at Post- 
Conference Session at Deccan College, Poona, Dec. 1978. See also Indian Archaeology— 

A Review (1963-64), pp. 40-41. 
59 As for example among the Khasi tribes of Meghalaya and other parts of north¬ 
eastern India, where this tradition has continued up to recent times. 
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Theie may possibly have been some connections with these monuments in 
the fashioning of the forms and the symbolism of the Agnicayana. 

By the first millennium b.c. there appears to have been a bifurcation 
in the rituals relating to death. The Harappans and most of the post-ITarap- 
pan Chalcolithic cultures buried the dead with a predominance of urn burials 
or graves of various kinds. The Painted Grey Ware culture registers a notic¬ 
eable absence of burials, suggesting that possibly cremation was the more 
regular form and was also legitimized in the Vedic texts. Given the social 
stratification that had emerged by this time, graves would almost certainly 
have been linked to persons or families of high status. However, the bifur¬ 
cation is cultural and ethnic rather than social, since the Asuras and others 
are generally said to have had graves and burial mounds. The burial of the 
golden man, identified at some points with Prajapati, who then passes to 
the invisible world of immortality to become the symbol of the immortal 
self and of the attainment of immortality by the yajamana, indicates that 
burial rites may be woven into the Agnicayana. The fact of the altar being a 
fire altar obliquely introduces the notion of cremation. The extent to which 
the Agnicayana uses both burial and fire as symbols was perhaps a conces¬ 
sion on the part of those who cremated the dead to the alien but older ritual 
of burial. 

The Agnicayana altar, as it is most frequently described, was a large 
construction of brick requiring a substantial output in time and energy and 
a fair knowledge of geometry, since the bricks are of various shapes and 
sizes.60 The unit is a square, one-fifth of the length of the sacrificer, and hence 
called the pancami brick. Another tradition states that it should be one- 
fourth of the length of the yajamana. Other shapes are variations on this, 
the basic measurement being subunits of one-half, one-fourth, and one- 
eighth. A large-sized brick, the adhyardha, is rectangular in shape with the 
longer side measuring one and one-half times that of the pancama and the 
short side equal to that of the pancama, which in turn is subdivided to 
accommodate the long and the short quarter. The sapada brick is again 
rectangular, with the long side being one and one-quarter the length of the 
pancama. Subdivision of the squares and the rectangles results in triangular 
bricks of various shapes, which are particularly handy in shaping the pointed 
contours of a hawk altar. The thickness of the brick is described as being one- 
fifth of the distance between the yajamana’s knees and the ground. This 
measurement is ambiguous, since the ratio of this distance to the full length 
of the yajamana is not given. 

Hyla Converse has drawn attention to the fact that brickmaking was a 
Harappan activity, and the details given for the making, shaping, and firing 
of these bricks may have derived from Harappan survivals.61 The ratios of 

60 The details regarding the bricks have been discussed in Volume I. 

61 H. S. Converse, “The Agnicayana Rite: Indigenous Origin?” History of Religion 
14.2 (1974), pp. 81-95. 

sizes of bricks from pre-Harappan and Harappan levels tends to be 1 : 2 : 3 
and 1 : 2 : 4 in terms of thickness, breadth, and length. The size of the brick 
for the fire altar, i.e., 1 : 1 or 1 : 1.5, is also known from protohistoric sites, 
but it is not common. Since the ratio of the thickness of the brick to its 
breadth and length is of uncertain measurement, if the first ratio is deleted, 
then the size of the pre-Harappan brick would conform to 1 : 1.5, the size 
of the adhyardha. The sheer number of the bricks is also of some considera¬ 
tion. Most texts agree that the number should be 1000, with 200 bricks going 
into each of the five layers; but some texts mention the figure of 10,800.62 
The size of the brick as defined by one-fifth of the length of the yajamana 
would under any circumstances be large. Such an effort would require the 
labor of a settled population over some months and is unlikely to have been 
easily carried out by groups of nomadic pastoralists. This might in part ex¬ 
plain why fire altars of packed earth are permitted in some texts, although 
the Yajurveda requires it to be built of brick.63 

Among the other objects that suggest some echo of Harappan affiliation 
are the discoid wheels of the carts. These consisted of the sakata, the large 
cart for transporting the Soma, and the ratham, the small cart used for 
oblations. (The ratham used at Panjal had a small copper pipe fitted to it, 
but this could be a recent innovation.) The Harappans, it is thought, were 
unfamiliar with the spoked wheel, which is first mentioned in the Rgveda.64 
Toy carts in terracotta from Harappan sites invariably have disc wheels. The 
recent cache of bronzes from Daimabad has one model of what appears to 
be an intermediate form between a cart and a chariot, and its wheels are also 

discoid. 
Among the most obvious of the material objects that can be compared 

with archeological remains is the pottery used in the ritual. A distinction can 
be made between the pots as described in the literature and those actually 
used at Panjal. The pottery vessels required in the Agnicayana ceremony 
are the ukha, in which the fire is deposited and maintained for many months ;65 
the mahavlra, which is used in the Pravargya rite associated with the Soma 
sacrifice; and a few other pots used in the ritual.66 

The making of these pots is described in detail in the texts. The clay 
has to be mixed with a large number of other things—varieties of earth, pieces 
of animal hair, plants, fragments of potsherds from deserted places (ar- 
mayani kapalam), and powdered pebbles. In the case of the ukha, the water 

62 Ibid., p. 83. 
63 Ibid., p. 84. 
64 S. Piggott, p. 273ff. 
65 SB 6.5.4; BSS 10.1-8. 
66 SB 14.1.2; C. G. ICashikar, “Pottery in Vedic Literature,” Indian Journal of the 
History of Science, 4. 1-2 (1969), pp. 15-26; W. Rau, “Vedic Texts on the Manufacture 
of Pottery,” Journal of the Oriental Institute (Baroda), 23.3 (1974), pp. 137-142; Y. 

Ikari, below, pages 168-177. 
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]iSed 5^ ™oistening the clay has to be boiled with the resin of the palasa 
nuxed into the clay include iron rust. The technique 

suggested is that of coiling and dabbing to produce the actual shape of the 

ft il rlnn ^tlUS 1S to be done by a skilled Potter> but in most other texts 
tL yajamana or hls wife> or by members of the three dvija cas- 
les me potter s wheel is in any case prohibited. The same clay mixture was 

vloir u mak!ng certain other P°ts’ such as those used for milking, the 
ssel tor ghee, and the disclike potsherds for keeping certain offerings. The 

pots were first to be sun-dried, then “plastered over” (perhaps the applica¬ 
tion ot a slip). The mahavlra has to be smoothed by using gavedhuka grass, 
the pots are then well fumigated (dhupayati) in horse dung before being 
hred (pacati) m a pit or open-hearth kiln, where they are to be placed in an 
inverted position.67 In the description given for the firing of the ukha, a four- 
cornered pit is dug in which fuel is laid. On it are placed some of the bricks 
and the ukha, the latter in an inverted position. Above this comes another 

ay ,r °f fuel< Jbe fael 1S then kindled for the firing, which lasts the length 
of the day, and the fuel is replenished when required. If any of the pots crack 
in the process, they should be repaired, and if they break, then new ones are 
to be made to replace them. Preparations for the making of some of the 
bucks were to take place at the same time as the making of the pots. 

in tu sh°uld be one sPan high with a broad base and narrowed 
rnn ^n°ther text descnbes it as being the shape of a wooden 
cup with either three or five elevations.6* The top of the cup seems to have 

bad a ®P°ut that w°uld facilitate pouring. The ukha should be one span high 

strfn, 70 Th m0rI/ aiia span in Width’ with a girdle around it and vertical 
nip? TL The gl,r? e 1S decorated with two to eight udders (breasts) with nip¬ 
ples. This would suggest an open-rimmed, oval pot. The pots used for milk¬ 
ing are described as having the shape of the lip of the elephant, with a beak- 
iike form for pouring that is like a ladle without a handle.71 

Tbe potter and the potter’s wheel are known both from the literary and 
the archeological sources of this period. The insistence that the pots be hand¬ 
made may have been an attempt to distinguish ritual pottery from that for 
dady use; this was doubtless to remove ritual pottery from the pollution of 
the potter and the potter’s wheel, assuming of course that the potter’s status 
was already low, and perhaps also to invest ritual pottery with an ancient 
tradition by debarring the use of the wheel. The injunction against the use 
of the potter s wheel is stated in one text with reference to the making of the 
milking pots.72 The fact that such specific directions are given for the making 

67 SB 6.5.4.4, 14.1.2.21; KSS 16.4.11. 
68 SB 14.1.2.17; B!§S 9.4. 
69 BSS 11.1-4. 
70 BSS 10.1-8. 
71 BSS 11.1-4; Kashikar, p. 20. 
72 MS 1.8.3. 

of these pots may suggest that there might also have been a functional reason 
for using this technique. 

The admixture of material to the clay would have produced a coarse¬ 
grained pottery more akin to early Neolithic handmade pottery than the 
finely levigated ceramics of the Chalcolithic period. The purpose of the 
mixture is explained in ritualistic terms, and various deities are invoked, 
which suggests shamanistic survivals. Technically, the use of what modern 
potters call “grog” as a filler, which produces a clay mixed with crushed 
potsherds and small particles of pebbles, results in a mixture that is difficult 
to throw on a wheel because of the meagerness of levigated clay; it is more 
likely to be successful if the pot is handmade. Wheel-thrown pots require 
well-levigated clay, the finer the better. The advantage of using grog is that 
such pottery is less likely to crack when it comes into direct contact with fire. 
Thus, for the purposes for which the ukha was made, i.e., to be used as a 
fire pan, a mixture with the clay would be essential. That the same technique 
was extended to other pots used in the ritual would suggest that there was 
some attempt at archaizing the process. 

The use of grog would also ensure less shrinkage at the green-hard stage 
when the pot is dried before firing.73 The inclusion of hair, which would burn 
up in firing, served the same function. Iron rust may have acted as a fluxing 
agent to prevent the pot from collapsing when fired. Water boiled in resin 
may have assisted in providing an adhesive texture. The fumigation of pots 
before firing is a recognized technique in making primitive handmade black 
pottery; it fills in the pores with the soot particles that darkened the pot.74 

Such pottery is generally fired below sinter point, often because the use of a 
crude kiln does not permit a high enough temperature and results in a por¬ 
ous fabric. Grog was probably also necessary because the firing was done 
in a pit rather than a regularly built kiln, with no separator between the 
actual pot and the fire, unless the layer of bricks fired with the pots acted as 
a separator. In any case, an open-hearth kiln can only fire to low tempera¬ 
tures, and the clay would have to be porous to prevent cracking. 

The archeological correlations of this pottery remain enigmatic. Neo¬ 
lithic potting techniques would go back to the fourth millennium b.c. in the 
Indo-Iranian borderlands and to the third millennium in the Deccan. But 
clearly the potter’s wheel and more advanced techniques of kiln firing were 
also known; therefore the technique for making pots other than the ukha 
seems to have been deliberately archaic. There are no clear parallels to the 
shapes described, merely some suggestive similarities. There is one pottery 
form, referred to as having been found at Dabar Kot in the Loralai area, 

73 For some of this information on potting techniques and the firing of pottery, I am 
grateful to a modern potter, Gori Khosla, with whom I discussed the details given in 
the texts. 

74 Henry Hodges, Artifacts (London, 1964), pp. 20ff. 
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that is described as a cup with a channel spout,75 and the photograph does 
suggest a beaklike spout resembling the lip of an elephant! Similar pots have 
been noticed from sites in northeastern Iran, and the location of Dabar Kot 
would have placed it on the route connecting Iran with the central Indus 
plain. Pottery with udderlike elevations is rare in the ceramic assemblage of 

plate i protohistoric India. A reference has been made to such a find at a site on 
the bank of the Tungabhadra at Itgi in Belgaum district, where a black oval 
pot was found with the required decoration and with the prescribed two holes 
in the base through which cord could be passed to enable the yajamana to 
carry the pot.76 However, the excavator dates this pot to the first century 
b.c. or a.d., a period much later than that of the texts. 

The statement in the texts that the pots have to be placed in an in¬ 
verted position for firing in the pit kiln has been interpreted as a possible 
reference to the inverted firing technique common to the widespread pottery 
of the Black-and-red Ware culture.77 But if the intention was to produce a 
double color, then it is likely that the texts would have referred to this as a 
mark of distinction of the ritual pottery. Hyla Converse has argued that this 
was perhaps the secret technique that receives an ambiguous mention in 
the text. Reference to the color of the pottery is limited to one text that 
stipulates that the pots be fired to a red color.78 To produce a black-and-red 
color would require controlled firing. Dry fuel and a good draft produce the 
oxidizing atmosphere necessary to make red pottery, whereas damp fuel 
and an obstructed draft are required to prevent oxidation and provide the 
reducing atmosphere necessary to make black pottery. A pit kiln such as the 
one described would have resulted in an indiscriminate mixture. The inver¬ 
sion of the pot may have had to do with ease of placing the pot in the pit. 
Pots are often placed in an inverted position in an open-hearth kiln, and the 
black and red tones that result can be accidental. The depth of the open- 
hearth kiln would also be significant. A deep pit would obstruct the flow of 
Rir* The reference in the texts to the bamboo handle of the spade disappear¬ 
ing in the pit would indicate a deep pit. In the description given for the mak¬ 
ing of the mahavlra, there seems to be less admixture of grog, perhaps be¬ 
cause unlike the ukha this pot was not used for carrying fire. The mahavlra 
is smoothed, perhaps to facilitate its handling. Curiously no reference is 
made to digging a pit when the pot is fired in an open-hearth kiln. This may 
be assumed, but it is worth noting that a shallow pit or a surface-level hearth 
would encourage a freer flow of air than a deep pit, thus permitting oxidation 

75 R. Mughal, “Explorations in Northern Baluchistan, 1972: New Evidence and 
Fresh Interpretations,” Proceedings of the Second Annual Symposium on Archaeological 
Research in Iran (1973), p. 278. 

76 Kashikar, p. 26, n. 23; R. S. Panchmukhi, Progress of Kannada Research in Bombay 
Province from 1941-46 (Dharwar, 1948), I—II; pp. 2.63-65. 
77 Converse; Kashikar; Rau. 
78 Kashikar, p. 20 
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and resulting in a red-colored pottery. One text states specifically that the 
fuel to be used, including dry herbs, wood, etc., should be such as would 
produce a red-colored pottery.79 

If the reference to inverted firing had to do with the Black-and-red Ware 
culture, then it poses another problem. A reference to nlla-lohita in the Athar- 
vaveda80 is taken by some scholars to refer to the Black-and-red pottery. 
If this be so, then the text disapproves of the practices of those who use this 
pottery, giving it an Asura connection. But this connection is also hinted at 
in the statement that the ukha is born of the asuri maya.81 The Rgveda links 
Asuras with the Angirasas, who are believed to be the priests of the fire cult.82 

To add further complications, the texts also speak of the “smoothing” 
of the pots. It has been assumed that the outer surface of the pottery was 
black, and that therefore the reference to the polishing of this pottery may 
hint at a relationship with the Northern Black Polished Ware of the mid- 
first millennium b.c.83 The latter is late on the ceramic scene, has its 
provenance in the middle Ganges valley, and was made possible through 
development of a highly evolved technique of firing at temperatures, that, 
it has been suggested, were probably attainable only after the invention of 
iron smelting. The nomenclature is deceptive, since the polish is not due 
to any post-firing technique but probably results accidentally through the 
interaction of natural constituents of the clay, or the addition of some 
special ingredient. It is generally associated with the luxury ware of the 
urban centres in the pre-Mauryan and Mauryan periods. In fact, the method 
for polishing pots described in the texts could more correctly be interpreted 
as a form of burnishing, a method used for the smoothing of the exterior 
surface of handmade pottery and already a common practice in the making 
of Neolithic pottery. This is further supported by the fact that the burnish¬ 
ing of pottery is usually done at the green-hard stage prior to firing, and 
polishing is a post-firing technique. The texts are clear that the “smoothing” 
is to be done prior to firing. The purpose of burnishing was literally to 
smooth the exterior surface, but it was also employed to make the pot less 
porous or to add a decorative feature. 

As regards the pottery actually used in the ritual at Panjal, there are 
some similarities, admittedly very vague, with forms current in the proto¬ 
historic period. The ukha, if visualized without the udders, suggests a 
pedestaled dish, the earliest examples of which go back to the Harappan period, 
and the form of which, with some variation, has a continuity into the Mega- 
lithic and central Indian Chalcolithic cultures of the peninsula. However, 

79 ASS 15.3.20, quoted in Eggeling, Sacred Books of the East, XLIV, p. 456, n. 3. 
80 4.17.4, 5.31.1. 
81 SB 6.6.2.6; VS 11.69; TS 4.1.9. See Volume I, pages 136-138. 
82 RV 3.53.7, 10.67.2. Cf. Volume I, pages 138, 162. 
83 Kashikar. 
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the stand in this case would seem not to match the textual description, which 
makes it sound like a cauldron. The mahavira, inasmuch as its shape resembles 
the bowl-on-stand, would carry traces of some forms from the Gandhara 
Grave Culture and from post-Harappan pottery, particularly of the central 
Indian Chalcolithic. The latter cultures also provide evidence of vessels 
with a tubular spout. However, none of these resemblances are in any way 
close. The most that can be said is that the pottery used in the ritual at Panjal, 
if it has any archeological analogies at all, would seem to come nearest to 
shapes found more often in the post-Harappan Chalcolithic cultures. Its 
immediate ancestry in terms of form, texture, and technique is suggestive 
of a later period, possibly the early first millennium a.d. This is not surpris¬ 
ing considering that what is under investigation is a living tradition that 
would doubtless be influenced by late forms and techniques. 

In the ceremonial space used for the performance of the Agnicayana, 
there is only one structure that is likely to survive, namely the altar. Conse¬ 
quently, the presence of an altar is the only major clue to the site of an 
actual performance of the ritual. Claims to have identified such sites from 
archeological remains are extremely few, and of these only one is accepted 
as genuine, since it carries an inscription describing it as an altar. This ex¬ 
treme paucity of evidence may have to do with the fact that such altars are 
required to be constructed on ground that has been sanctified and demar¬ 
cated, and that therefore inevitably has to be at some small distance from 
settlements. Archeological excavation is primarily of settlements, and it is 
largely by chance that such an altar may be found in the process of ex¬ 
ploration. 

Controversy still swirls around the identification of a syenaciti on the 
plates 2-4 outskirts of the ancient city of Kausambi dating to the mid-first millennium 

b.c.84 The syenaciti is located on the outside of the eastern gate, but close 
to the defence wall of the city, and it is bounded by the revetment of the 
rampart and its returning wall. The altar, in the shape of a bird (eagle?) 
with outstretched wings, faces southeast. It has a length of 49 feet 8 inches 
and a width of 33 feet 6 inches. In the construction of the altar the first layer 
of bricks was sealed by a sand deposit of 6 inches. In its center was a gravel 
(kankara) nodule—with small cavities enclosed by a circle of 10 bricks—that 
the excavator takes to be the svayamatrnna. The most noticeable pottery 
object was shaped like an offering stand with a broken top approximately 5 
inches high. In the same layer was included a terracotta female figurine, sty¬ 
listically datable to about the second or first century b.c. The excavator also 
describes a brick with an engraving of a man tied to a stake who is about to 
be beheaded. There is a scatter of animal bones—a horse skull, tortoise shell, 
the jawbone of a pig, and the bones of elephants, bovines, and goats, the last 
three having been verified as such. Also included in this layer was an iron 

84 G. R. Sharma, The Excavation at Kausambi (1957-59) (Allahabad, i960), pp. 87ff. 

model of a snake. Layer II seals off the jawbone of a buffalo and bricks of 
various shapes. Layer III produced three complete human skulls and some 
skull fragments, and also hipbones, ribs, and long bones. Some bones bear¬ 
ing incision marks were arranged in a V-shape or were enclosed in brick 
structures suggesting careful placement and some ritual function. Layers 
IV and V were badly damaged by a pit from a later period that had been 
dug into these layers, but they nevertheless provided evidence of human 
bone fragments. There were also a human skull and some pots placed in the 

tail section of the altar. 
The identification of the site as a fire altar does raise some problems. 

The location of the altar so close to the ramparts of the city seems unusual. 
Given the fact that the altar is part of a ritual that requires the demarcation 
of sacred space, it seems strange that it should not have been placed farther 
from the city wall. The excavator quotes a reference in the Kandahala Ja- 
taka to a king digging a sacrificial pit just outside the eastern gate of the 
city.85 It could be argued that the site was away from the original wall of the 
city but that the later extension of defences and the building of revetments 
resulted in encroachment on the altar space. This would depend on the date 
of the altar. If the terracotta figurine is not a stray from a later period, then 
the altar may well date to a period subsequent to the reinforcing of the city 
walls. The shape of the bird as presently reconstructed appears to be rather 
curvilinear, whereas the bricks used for the altar would indicate a more 
rectilinear form. The interpretation of the objects found is also not con¬ 
vincing.86 The engraving on the brick of a man tied to a stake would seem 
to appear to be such only in the eyes of the excavator, if one can judge by 
the photograph; nor is the iron model of the snake recognizable. The pottery 
object described as an offering stand bears greater resemblance to a wide¬ 
mouthed jar. The frequency of human skulls and bones would also seem to 
suggest a ritual different from that described in the texts and it certainly is 
in excess of what is required. The texts refer to the burial of the head of a 
man, ram, goat, bull, and horse. The skulls of all but the human are absent 
in this syenaciti, although their bones are there. 

Whether or not the syenaciti is in strict conformity with the descriptions 
of the fire altar in the literary sources, and whether or not the interpretation 
of objects as given by the excavator is acceptable, there can be little doubt 
that the structure did represent some kind of sacrificial or funerary site. The 
brick structure was built to some specification. The large number of human 
bones and the associated animal bones would point to a ritual connection. 
If the site is as late as the first century b.c., then it is possible that some 
pragmatic changes were introduced into the rituals described in the texts. 
The site was evidently disturbed in later periods, and this may have been 

85 Kandahala Jataka, No. 542. 
86 G. R. Sharma, Plate 31B, Fig. 18.4 facing p. 89; Plate 32A, Fig. 18.1 facing p. 89. 
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PLATE 4A 

The “Syenaciti” 
The head is in the foreground and the vertical scale demarcates 
the body from the wing. 

PLATE 4B 

The “Syenaciti” 
Horizontal scales indicate the location of the svayamatrnna and 

the tortoise shell. 
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accidental, although the possibility that such sites were believed to contain 
treasure may account for many tumuli having been broken into. 

Another place with far less evidence was also rumored to have pro¬ 
vided an altar site. This was the town of Nagarjunakonda in the Paland 
taluka of Guntoor District. The inscriptions of the Iksvaku kings who ruled 
here in the second and third centuries a.d. refer to the performance of 
yajnas such as the Asvamedha, and this encouraged the search for the sites 
of the rituals.87 Two tanklike structures, one a square stepped tank and the 
other in the shape of a kurma or tortoise, were interpreted as altars. Recent 
opinion has rejected such interpretations.88 The structures are pits in the 
ground and not platforms. They are part of the palace complex and appear 
to have been ornamental tanks. The system of underground drains, wells, 
and cisterns would support this idea. Had there been any fire altars in the 
vicinity of the city, it is most likely that they would have been discovered, 
since the original location of Nagarjunakonda at a lower elevation in the 
valley was carefully and systematically explored, the excavation being part 
of a project of “salvage archeology” carried out before the site was sub¬ 
merged on completion of the Tungabhadra dam. 

By the early centuries a.d. the Vedic sacrificial rituals, inasmuch as 
they were performed by monarchs, appear to have acquired another di¬ 
mension. They became a legitimizing ritual for kings, particularly for those 
seeking connections with the two royal lineages of ksatriya ancestry, the 
Suryavamsa and the Candravamsa. This may also in part explain the bifur¬ 
cation of royal patronage to religious sects, where the women of the royal 
families—as, for example, the Iksvakus—were equally zealous in their 
support of Buddhism, which support is amply reflected in the monuments 
and inscriptions of the time. 

The one site that can be described without hesitation as that of a fire 
altar is at Jagatgram.89 It was discovered in the course of exploration in the 
Dehra Dun district where the Yamuna River descends from the Siwalik 
hills to the plains. It lies in the vicinity of Kalsi, better known as the site of 
a series of rock edicts of the Mauryan emperor Asoka. Three sites were 
exposed where a king had performed Asvamedhas. Each site consisted of 
an eagle-shaped altar. Inscribed bricks from the first site provide the informa¬ 
tion that a king, Silavarman, performed four Asvamedhas at Jagatgram. 
One inscription reads: 

siddham aum yugesvarasyasvamedhe yugasailamahipate istaka 
varsaganasya nrpatesilavarmana 

87 T. N. Ramachandran, Nagarjunakonda (Calculta, 1938). M.A.S.I. No. 71. 
88 H. Sarkar and B. N. Misra, Nagarjunakonda (New Delhi, 1972), p. 20. 
89 Indian Archaeology—A Review (1935-54), pp. 10-11; T. N. Ramachandran, “Asva¬ 
medha Site near Kalsi,” Journal of Oriental Research, 21 (1953), pp. 1-31. 
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“Hail! Brick from the altar of the Asvamedha of the king Sllavar- 
mana of the Varsagana, the lord of Yugasaila, the Yugesvara.” 

Another brick inscription reads: 

nr pater varsaganasya ponasasthasya dhimata caturatthasyasvame- 
dhasya citoyam silavarmana 

“Altars of the four Asvamedhas of the renowned king Silavarmana 
of the Varsagana, sixth in descent from Pona.” 

It has been suggested that the Varsagana-gotra may be the same as that 
referred to by Panini as the sixty-ninth gotra, Vrsagana,90 and the word 
yugesvara suggests “the lord of the lustrum” described in the Brhatsamhita. 
The latter might indicate that the repeated performance of the ceremony 
had to do with the purification of the king or the people. The identity of 
Silavarman remains obscure, as does also his line of descent from Pona. He 
may have been associated with the rulers of Lakha-mandala in this area. 
Paleographically the inscription written in Brahmi dates to the third cen¬ 
tury a.d. The bricks bearing the inscription are of two sizes, 1 : 2 : 3 and 
1 : 2 : 4. The area obviously had settlements during the Mauryan period 
for there to have been a set of edicts inscribed nearby. Excavations in the 
neighborhood indicate more evolved settlements dating to the start of the 
Christian era.91 

The Agnicayana altar as a structure is proceeded with layer by layer, and 
in a sense the same pattern of construction may have gone into the ultimate 
form of the ritual. Archeologically there is no clearly defined culture or 
period to which it can be related. The pottery-making techniques suggest 
Neolithic practices, the forms of the pottery carry traces of Chacolithic ty¬ 
pes, the bricks are strongly reminiscent of a Harappan urban culture, the 
hawk shape of the altar echoes shamanistic ideas, and the inclusion of both 
human and animal bones suggests analogies with Megalithic funerary monu¬ 
ments. The increasing emphasis on a form of potlatch included within the 
rites points to a people probably no longer nomadic and with enough wealth 
to be distributed and consumed on a ritual occasion. The Agnicayana ritual 
was gradually put together, modified, adjusted, and elaborated upon in the 
course of centuries. Not only was it extended by additional rites, taken 
perhaps from a variety of cultures, but the additions were interlocked in a 
vast edifice of ritual. In this process its purpose and function also underwent 

90 Panini 4.1.105. 
91 N. C. Ghosh and R. P. Sharma, “The Cultures of the Early Historical Period in the 
Siwalik Ranges Between Ganga and Yamuna,” paper presented at the Archaeological 
Society Conference, Chandigarh, 1975. 
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Altar Excavated at Jagatgram 
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change. Beginning as a ritual performed for the acquisition of magical power 
linked to the concept of an immortal self and for the expression of communion 
between men and gods, it incorporated in its development notions of ferti¬ 
lity, wealth, and power, and emerged as a ritual of legitimization and social 
validation. Its very survival into the present takes on yet another dimension, 
the historical dimension, that is far different from those with which it started. 

ABBREVIATIONS 

ASS Asvalayana Srautasutra 
BhSS Bharadvaja Srautasutra 
BSS Baudhayana Srautasutra 
KSS Katyayana Srautasutra 
M Mahabharata 
MS Maitrayani Samhita 
R Ramayana 
RV Rgveda 
SB Satapatha Brahmana 
TS Taittirlya Samhita 
VS Vajasaneyi Samhita 

THE PRE-VEDIC INDIAN BACKGROUND OF 
THE SRAUTA RITUALS 

Asko Parpola 

THE SCOPE 

The present paper has grown out of many years of study of the srauta 
ritual on the one hand, and of the script, language, and religion of the pre- 
Aryan Indus civilization on the other.* The pre-Vedic Indian background 
of the srauta ritual is a topic that has so far attracted little concentrated 
attention, but since it has been constantly in my thoughts over the years, a 
considerable amount of material has accumulated. While attempting to 
digest and present my findings in the present context, I have been painfully 
aware of the complexity and extent of the problems and material involved. 
I have tried to restrict myself to central issues and to put them concisely, 
yet the first draft came to more than two hundred typed pages before all 
that I wished to say was in writing. The limited space at my disposal here, 
therefore, allows only a condensation, which undoubtedly represents a 
gain in clarity, since I have been forced to concentrate on outlining the 
framework of the historical development as I see it emerging. The exposition 
is interspersed with details and examples that are of major significance as 
illustrations of the evidence upon which the reconstruction is based. 

The first part of this paper deals with the various grounds for my 
basic hypothesis, namely, that the “classical” Vedic religion of the Brah¬ 
mana and Sutra texts is a syncretistic one, the product of a religious accul¬ 
turation in which two distinct traditions have been fused. One of these tradi¬ 
tions is that brought to India from the outside, probably around 1200 

b.c., by the invading Aryans who also introduced the poetry that the Rgvedic 
hymns perpetuate. The other tradition is that of the Dasas, the people who 
occupied the so-called Vedic areas before the arrival of the Aryans in India. 
At the same time I argue that the Dasas, too, were speakers of an Aryan 
language, though one dialectally different from that of the Rgveda. 

The second part of the paper is concerned with the identification of 
Dasa elements and their outstanding characteristics in the syncretistic Vedic 
ritual, and with the interpretation of the emerging pattern. Some of the 
most important insights that result from this study are also briefly indicated; 
the chief feasts of the Dasa ritual appear to have been half-yearly seasonal 

* This research has been financed by the Academy of Finland. 
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rites; they are essentially “Tantric” in character, and are intimately con¬ 
nected with the mythology of Prajapati and Rudra, which includes the 
Sunahsepa legend. 

Since according to archeological evidence the Dasa religion prevailed 
outside the Vedic area as well, its reconstruction, as based on the Veda, 
must be checked with the help of non-Vedic sources. In the third part I 
review some of the chief materials and problems that are to be more fully 
examined from this point of view. 

The Dasa religion, which forms the immediate pre-Vedic Indian back¬ 
ground of the srauta ritual, also appears to consist of two distinct traditions 
that have merged into one syncretistic whole. The participants in this earlier 
fusion, it is claimed, were on the one hand the Indo-Aryan speakers who 
called themselves Dasas and came to India shortly after 2000 b.c., and on 
the other hand the people of the Harappan-related cultures, who spoke Dra- 
vidian languages. I also will indicate methods of proving the latter thesis. 
To illustrate one of these concretely, the last section of the paper presents in 
abbreviated form a suggested Dravidian solution to one of the many riddles 
of the Vedic ritual, that posed by the term kimpurusa. 

THE ARCHEOLOGICAL AND LINGUISTIC FRAMEWORK 

In an earlier paper (Parpola 1974), I have argued that it is possible, justi¬ 
fiable, and useful to integrate the archeological and linguistic evidence 
available for the reconstruction of Indian protohistory. I also suggested an 
overall correlation of this kind: only such a full-scale comparison can 
provide sufficient internal control. 

A good starting point is the widely supported equation of the PGW 
(Painted Grey Ware) (ca. 11th to 5th century b.c. in the Panjab, North 
Rajasthan, and the Ganges-Yamuna Doab) with Vedic culture. These two, 
practically speaking, have identical spatial, temporal, and cultural horizons 
(e.g., B. and R. Allchin 1968, 208-212). 

Between 2000 and 500 b.c. North India was gradually occupied by cul¬ 
tures characterized by the BRW (Black-and-Red Ware), which in the first 
millennium b.c. spread to South India as well, being attested there until 
a.d. 200. At Atranji-khera, the BRW has been found stratified under the 
PGW (Agrawal 1968, 6If.). After the intrusion of the PGW into the middle 
of the northern plains, the BRW continued its existence together with and 
surrounding the PGW until about 500 b.c. Around this time both were 
overlaid by the Northern Black Polished Ware, whose spread is probably 
related to the emergence of the historical Magadha (B. and R. Allchin 
1968, 208-219). 

The BRW people can hardly be identified with Dravidian speakers simply 
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because they “once inhabited the whole of India” as the Dravidians had 
done (Zvelebil 1965, 65), or because the interaction between the PGW and 
BRW peoples in 500-300 b.c. coincides with the massive influx of Dravidian 
words into Sanskrit (Converse 1974, 82). The earlier Harappan-related 
cultures, which, if we include the Deccan neolithic with some northwestern 
influences (Fairservis 1975, 328f.), also cover the whole of India, form in 
my opinion the only complex that can be equated with the early Dravidian 
speakers (Parpola 1975, 190f.). The said Dravidian loanwords have apparent¬ 
ly been adopted into Sanskrit through the eastern Indo-Aryan dialects, 
which have been subject to a Dravidian substratum influence until historical 
times. A Dravidian identification of the BRW cultures would leave no room 
for such other non-Vedic Indo-Aryan languages as are known to have been 
spoken to the east of the Vedic area in the Brahmana period (SB 3.2.1.18 f.; 
Thieme 1938, 3f.). 

Emeneau (1966) has made it quite plain that even in Rgvedic times there 
existed in India several Old Indo-Aryan dialects. The one from which classi¬ 
cal Sanskrit descended not only differed essentially from the Rgvedic dialect 
but also had in some respects a more archaic character. This evidence, re¬ 
placing the theory of Hoernle and Grierson about “inner” and “outer” 
bands of Neo-Indo-Aryan languages, supports the suggestion made by 
Wheeler (1959, 28), Agrawal (1966), and the Allchins (1968, 324), that the 
BRW and the PGW represent a first and a second wave of Indo-Aryan im¬ 
migrants. The early Banasian white-painted BRW (Ahar and Gilund I, ca. 
1800 b.c. onwards), related to the BRW of Atranji-khera (Agrawal 1968, 
61f.), is traced back (Fairservis 1975, 338f.) to the North Iranian Black or 
Grey Ware Culture. On the other hand, this latter culture diffused from the 
Gorgan plain (type site Tepe Hissar II A-B through III A-B-C, ca. 3000- 
1900 b.c.) over Tepe Giyan III westwards to the Mitanni area, where a 
luxurious fine white-painted black ware is attested during the rule of the 
“proto-Indo-Aryan” dynasty, but not before or after it. On the other hand, 
it spread eastwards to Turkmenistan (type site Namazga Tepe IV-VI, ca. 
2000-1500 b.c.), to Balkh in North Afghanistan (C14 dates 1500-1250 b.c.), 

and to Swat (Ghaligai IV) as well as to Sind (the Jhukar culture in Amri and 
Chanhu-daro, with no break after the Harappan culture in the early second 
millennium b.c.) (Ghirshman 1977, 3-44; for Jhukar, see ibid., p. 72; Pig- 
gott 1952, 220ff.; and Fairservis 1975,302; for Swat, see Stacul 1969, 83f.). 
Ghirshman, who has been the first to understand the significance of the gol¬ 
den and silver trumpets of Tepe Hissar (IIIC) used in commanding the 
movements of horses during battles, has, it seems to me, succeeded in de¬ 
finitely proving the Aryan identity of this cultural complex, which domes¬ 
ticated the strong Turkmenian horse and yoked it to a war chariot with two 
archaic disc wheels, as shown in a cylinder seal of Tepe Hissar IIIB (Ghirsh¬ 
man 1977). 

The origins of the PGW and the Rgvedic Aryans can be sought, it ap- 
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pears to me, in the second wave of Aryan invasions from the Eurasian 
steppes to Iran and India. It is first attested at Sialk V with Necropole 
A (ca. 1250-1000 b.c.), while Sialk VI, with Necropole B (ca. 1000-800 
b.c.) represents a later phase. The wave has been traced in Northern Iran 
(first in Madau I and other sites in the Kopet Dagh region), Margiana (Yaz 
I), Bactria (Tillia Tepe), Arachosia (Mundigak V), and Baluchistan (Pirak 
I) (Ghirshman 1977, 45ff.), as well as in Swat (Ghaligai V-VI), where it is 
represented by a fine grey ware (Stacul 1969, 84f.). The Rgvedic poetry and 
religion, up to the near verbal identity of numerous phrases (Schlerath 1968, 
II, xi, 148-164), is very much more closely related to the Avesta than to the 
Atharvaveda and the Brahmanas. Although Ghirshman has interpreted the 
second wave in exclusively Iranian terms, it seems more legitimate to connect 
the Rgvedic people with this archeological evidence (i.e., Ghaligai V) than 
with the Hissar II-III complex, which is separated from the Iranian branch 
by an interval of some two millennia. References to iron are hard to find in 
the Rgveda (Rau 1974), which suggests that it represents the first iron 
phase when this metal was still very scarce (Sialk A), but iron is already 
known to the Atharvaveda (11.3.7; Rau 1974, 21) and the PGW culture, the 
first iron-using culture of North India. Iron can only have been brought to 
India by people of this second wave, who are known to have passed through 
the Swat valley. 

THE IDENTITY OF THE DASAS AND THE VEDIC ACCULTURATION 

The Rgvedic hymns refer to battles with people called Dasas and 
Dasyus, who are clearly distinguished from the Rgvedic Aryans themselves 
(Zimmer 1879, 101, 104-118); they are “non-Aryan” (an-arya), have a dark 
skin color, do not worship Indra (an-indra) or perform the Soma sacrifice 
(1a-yajna), and either do not speak (vi-vac, an-asya) or use inimical speech 
(mrdhra-vac), which probably refers to ritual silence and curses, respecti¬ 
vely; their black magic (yatu) is much feared. In two hymns (RV 7.21.5; 
10.99.3); Indra is invoked against, or as the slayer of, “those who have the 
phallus as their god,” or alternatively “tailed deities” (sisna-devah; Wacker- 
nagel 1905, II, 1, 275), which can be reasonably taken to refer to these same 
enemies. 

The name Dasa is in later language an appellative meaning “slave”: 
this use may be derived from the self-appellation of the war captives (cf. 
Volga-Finnic orja ‘slave’ from Iranian *drja ‘Aryan’ in Joki 1973, 297). 
Like the presumably related word dasyu, it is of Indo-Iranian etymology, 
having in some Iranian languages cognates meaning “man” (this mean¬ 
ing is very common in ethnic self-appellations everywhere), and being 
besides attested as the name of the Iranian tribe Daha (with whom Hille- 
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brandt [1891, I, 95ff.] equated the Dasas; see Bailey 1958). Thus it sup¬ 
ports the above identification of the BRW people as speakers of an Aryan 
language. 

Since the Mitanni Aryans worshiped Indra, the epithet an-indra for the 
Dasas, who supposedly belonged to the same first wave, is somewhat proble¬ 
matic; however, it must be borne in mind that in early Buddhist sources 
this deity is known but is exclusively called Sakka, which is an ancient 
epithet of Indra (Sanskrit hakra). The dark skin color of the Dasas can har¬ 
dly (with, e.g., Horsch 1966, 478) be considered as an insurmountable 
hindrance to the identification of the Dasas as Aryan speakers: it is only 
what one reasonably would expect from the racial assimilation that accom¬ 
panied the cultural fusion with the earlier Harappan-related inhabitants of 
North India after the beginning of the second millennium b.c. 

A similar assimilation has also taken place between the Rgvedic 
Aryans and the Dasas within the area that the former came to occupy (Rau 
1957, 18f.; Walker 1968, II, 74ff.). It is possible to follow this amalgamation 
in the formation of the Yedic texts. The great bulk of the Rgvedic hymns, 
especially the old “family” books, are faithful to the Indo-Iranian heritage: 
the god of thunder and war (Indra), his arch enemy (Vrtra), and the sacrifice 
of Soma providing the god with his invigorating drink, are in the foreground 
as they are in the Iranian sources (e.g. Renou and Benveniste 1934; Gonda 
i960, I, 53 flf.). With Books I and X, which can be distinguished from the 
rest as considerably later (Wackernagel and Renou 1957, Ilf.), a radical 
change sets in; here and in the closely related Atharvaveda-Samhita (AV), 
quite different subjects suddenly emerge: cosmogonic speculation and 
riddles, the ideology of the cosmic man (purusa) and his (self-)sacrifice, 
ecstatic practices, dialogues, legends, and “house” rituals (funeral, marriage, 
and, especially in the AV, white and black magic, bhesajam and yatu/abhi- 
cara). 

The differences from the old RV increase with the passage from the Sam- 
hita to the Brahmana texts. The earliest Yajurvedic texts already describe 
most of the srauta sacrifices in all their complexity. Many of these rites, 
including such important ones as the Agnicayana, clearly have no original 
connection with the Soma sacrifice with which they are combined, and 
are altogether unknown to the old RV. Even the pantheon undergoes a 
radical metamorphosis. Indra loses much of his supremacy and becomes a 
phallic fertility god (cf. Rau 1966), exactly what his early worshippers loathed. 
New divinities, not traceable to Indo-Iranian origins, emerge in the late 
RV and quickly become the most important gods of Brahmanism. Such are, 
above all, the two chief gods of the Agnicayana: the cosmic man (purusa), 
who is the creator god Prajapati, and Rudra, who appears in a subordinate 
position in the old RV but soon gains in importance, becoming the Siva/ 
Skanda of classical Hinduism (Gonda 1970, 2ff.). An important cultural 
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feature may also be mentioned: the calendrical asterisms, unknown to the 
Avesta and the old RV, are referred to in the late RV and fully listed in the 
AV (Scherer 1953, 149ff.). 

So far it has been generally supposed either that all these striking de¬ 
viations from the old traditions existed from the start in the women’s circles 
or the lower ranks of Vedic society but were purposely kept out of the 
hieratic old hymns of the priestly elite (thus Gonda 1954, 8); or that they 
developed in the course of the all too short time that separates the RV and 
the Brahmana period (thus Renou 1957, 9). The reason an external influ¬ 
ence has usually been left out of account is that many of these elements 
have features unmistakably of ancient Indo-European origin, and the 
Dasas have been thought to be non-Aryans (e.g., Keith 1925,1,234; and even 
Horsch 1966, 478). The importance accorded to the new elements from the 
beginning presupposes, however, a longer foregoing development, and at 
least the new srauta rites and astronomy must needs have been in the care 
of the priests. 

The dilemma is solved by my proposed model of acculturation between 
two separate waves of Aryan invaders. In itself such a hypothesis is not new. 
Reference has already been made to the “outer” and “inner” bands of 
Indo-Aryan languages alleged by Hoernle to represent such waves. But I 
want especially to mention here the important work on the Vedic ritual by 
Ronnow, whose basic assumption was that the worshippers of the asuras 
(especially Varuna) represented an earlier, pre-Vedic wave of Aryans (cf. 
Ronnow 1927, 8ff.; 1929, 113). This hypothesis is in my opinion quite 
warranted. In SB (3.2.1.18ff.) the Mlecchas who worship asuras and speak a 
Magadhi-like Prakrit are clearly the enemies of Vedic Aryans residing in 
eastern India. The word asura did not originally have the younger Vedic 
meaning “demon” (i.e., god of the enemy), but meant “god” as in Iranian 
(see Keith 1925, I, 231ff.; and Konow 1926 for the earlier explanations). 

THE VRATYAS AND THE PREHISTORY OF THE SRAUTA RITUAL 

Although the two-wave hypothesis has not been very popular in the 
study of the Indian religion, it is also required by the fact that the Srauta 
ritual in the earliest form we know it is not only largely new in comparison 
to the Rgvedic ritual but also contains in itself proof of a long prehistory. 

A curious group of srauta rites described in the Brahmanas and Su¬ 
tras, called Vratyastomas, has ever since 1850 attracted the attention of 
scholars on account of the unusual dress, social terms, manners, and cults 
of the people called Vratyas for whom these rites are prescribed. The Vratyas 
have been considered to be non-Vedic nomadic and raiding tribes, Aryan 
or non-Aryan, and their religion has seemed to represent a precursor of 
either the later Saiva asceticism or the “heretic” religions of Magadha (see 
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especially Hauer 1927, I, which gives a survey of the earlier research). 
Instead of taking the Vratyastomas in the traditional way as rites ef¬ 

fecting the incorporation of Vratya “converts” into Vedic society, Biswas 
(11955, 9) suggested that they are rites of purification for “brahmanical” Ar¬ 
yans: the Baudhayana-Srautasutra (18.26) relates in plain words that in for¬ 
mer times the sons of Kuru brahmins went as Vratyas on an expedition 
against the Pancalas. These two tribes, the Kurus and the Pancalas, inha¬ 
bited the core area of Vedism. Heesterman, who has developed Biswas’ 
thesis further, concluded that “the Vratyas are authentic Vedic Aryans” 
(1962, 36). He has convincingly shown that the Vratyastomas are a survival 
of a more archaic ritual from which the srauta sacrifices have developed. 
The earlier “preclassical” ritual, which Heesterman has studied in several 
papers, was dualistic and cyclical, involving among other things alternating 
raids and potlatch-like competitions between rival clans. When the “clas¬ 
sical” ritual was codified, the original cyclical pattern was broken, and the 
rites were made separate single sacrifices. At the same time “impure” acts, 
especially killing, were as far as possible eliminated and made symbolical 
(Heesterman 1962, 1964, 1967, and below, pages 5Iff). 

Although the establishment of the temporal precedence of the Vratya 
rites over the classical srauta ritual is a most important advance, I cannot 
agree with Heesterman when he goes on to state that no antithesis is involved 
in the relation between the Vratyas and the Vedic Aryans, and that earlier 
explanations connecting the Vratyas “with later developments, such as yoga 
and Saivism . . . lose most of their urgency” (Heesterman 1962, 36). Con¬ 
verse (1974; cf. also Staal, Agni, I, 130ff and II, 18) has shown that the ukha 
vessel, one of the central implements of the Agnicayana ritual, was baked 
with the inverted firing technique characteristic of the BRW. The Kurus and 
Pancalas who mounted Vratya expeditions are likely to have followed the 
pre-Vedic BRW traditions of their area. Moreover, we shall soon see that 
the old Vratya rites in the main coincide with the distinctly antithetical Dasa 
religion. In any case, Heesterman’s researches have hardly invalidated the 
following important conclusion reached much earlier (Weber 1850, 51ff.; 
and more recently Horsch 1966, 402ff., 424ff.): the Brahmana and Sutra 
descriptions of the Vratyas relate them to contemporary peoples living 
outside the Vedic sphere, especially in Magadha, i.e., in areas that even at 
this later period continued to be inhabited by the BRW people. The pre- 
Vedic origin of Saivism and Tantrism, on the other hand, is one of the 
chief conclusions emerging from my studies. 

Vratlnas ‘those who live in marauding bands (vrata)’—closely connected 
if not identical with the Vratyas (Hauer 1927,1,194ff.)—are, in LSS 8.5, the 
performers of the Syena, one of the foremost rites of black magic (abhicara), 
described immediately before the Vratyastomas (the name of the rite, 
Syena, means “falcon,” a symbol connected with the fire altar as well). The 
Vratyas are moreover intimately connected with the Atharvaveda (Hauer 
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1958, 48ff.; Horsch 1966, 408f.), which is chiefly devoted to magic. In 
BSS 18.26 the Kuru brahmins warn their Vratya sons of the curses of 
the Pancalas. Altogether it seems that the Vratya sorcery and the yatu 
magic of the Dasas are one and the same thing. 

All the texts describing the Vratyas agree in specifying that they are 
accompanied by a prostitute (pumscall) and a bard (magadha), who are 
otherwise mentioned together in the Vedic texts only as a couple who 
perform sexual intercourse in the Mahavrata rite and in the list of victims 
of the human sacrifice. Hauer’s (1927, 246ff.) identification of the Maha¬ 
vrata as a Vratya rite has been generally accepted (e.g., Heesterman 1962, 
10). Since it is the performers of the Mahavrata who seem to be meant by 
the Rgvedic references to the Sisnadevah (cf. below, p. 49f.), the most 
distinctive features of the Dasa religion (which radically differs from the 
Rgvedic Soma sacrifice)—sexuality and black magic—are attested in the 
Vratya ritual. 

The name Vratya seems to have been used by the Dasas of themselves 
when they were ritually consecrated into a sacred state in which they had to 
keep certain observances (vrata), often collectively as a group (vrata) united 
by this characteristic. 

CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES AND NATURE OF SOME PRINCIPAL 

VRATYA RITES 

The most striking features of the Mahavrata are the sexual intercourse 
of the bard and the harlot and the accompanying abusive dialogue. They 
have a close parallel in the horse and human sacrifices; the latter, practically 
speaking, are identical with each other, only the chief victim (a horse or a 
man, respectively) being different. The Vratya affinity of these latter sacri¬ 
fices is in my opinion confirmed by the traditional name of the verses (AV 
20.136) that are applied in the ritual as the verses of abuse recited when the 
sacrificial victim is having sexual intercourse with the chief queen (mahisi) 
of the sacrificing king; these verses are called ahanasyah ‘obscene’, and JB 
2.222 expressly says of the Vratyas that “they speak what is obscene” 
(nhanasyam vadanti). The non-Rgvedic origin of the Vratya tradition is 
underscored by the observation made by Fiser (1966, 112) that the erotic 
terminology of the ahanasya verses “is completely different from what we 
have learnt in the RV.” 

The verb a + han-, which in ahanasya- has the erotic meaning of “beating” 
the female with the penis (Fiser 1966, 46, 92, 113), is also used of the “beat¬ 
ing” of drums at the Mahavrata. Particularly significant is the fact that the 
“earth drum,” which consists of a hole in the earth covered by a bull hide, 
is beaten with the severed tail of this bull. The tail here clearly represents the 
male organ of the sun bull fecundating the vulva of the earth goddess. In 

addition to this erotic connotation I should like to call attention to the 
presence of the other dimension characteristic of later Tantrism: the sun 
bull is at the same time (symbolically) slain (a + han-), like the actual 
victim of the human and horse sacrifice, the male partner of the sacred mar¬ 
riage rite. We shall return to this below. Here it is important to note that 
the double meaning “tail”-“penis” seems to solve the old problem (Fiser 
1966, 85f.) connected with the Rgvedic Sisnadevah, where the word sisna 
can be translated “tail” as well as “penis.” The connection of the verb a + 
han- with the Mahavrata and the horse/human sacrifice is certainly not ac¬ 
cidental. This verb is also used of the dasi maidens (note this express connec¬ 
tion with the Dasas), who go around the marjallya dhisnya at the Maha¬ 
vrata, and of the royal consorts and their female companions, who similarly 
go around the dead victim at the horse sacrifice: in both cases they “beat” 
their thighs, an act that likewise has a sexual connotation, for “thigh” stands 
for female organ (e.g., in Caland’s translation of ApSS 20.18.4). 

According to much Vedic evidence, the horse of the horse sacrifice 
belongs to and represents Varuna (the divine king par excellence and the 
lord of the primeval waters of chaos), as well as the creator god Prajapati; 
the latter appears to be, as was suggested long ago, just another name for 
Varuna (Johansson 1917, 132f., n. 1). Prajapati is the primeval being from 
whose sacrificed body the cosmos was created; the human victim of the 
Purusamedha also personifies this Purusa Narayana. Since this primeval 
sacrifice apparently was repeated at every New Year’s feast (see below), 
we can compare it to the sacred drama of the Babylonian New Year ritual, 
which also included a sacred marriage rite: two groups of actors mimed the 
struggle between Marduk, the god, and Tiamat, the monster of chaos, 
from whose slain body Marduk created the world (see Eliade 1965, 55ff.; 
and, in general, Hubert and Mauss 1964 [1898], 77ff.). 

The horse sacrifice is normally combined with the construction of the fire 
altar (e.g., Yudhisthira’s Asvamedha in the Mahabharata, Calcutta ed., 14.88. 
2633-2637); the building of the agniciti puts together the disintegrated body 
of the creator. Because the heads of the five victims put in the first layer of 
the fire altar apparently are those of the Asvamedha, Heesterman (1967, 
42) has suggested that the Asvamedha and the Agnicayana originally formed 
an alternating and recurring ritual cycle. But the Agnicayana is closely 
connected with the Mahavrata as well (Eggeling 1897, IV, xxiv ff.); and 
the bird form being shared by both the mahavrata saman and the mahad 
uktha (which are sung and recited at the culmination of the mahavrata) suggests 
that the mahavrata may have been the original ritual context of the agniciti 
(cf. also Oldenberg 1917,10). But on the other hand the horse/human sacrifice, 
which is preceded by a year-long roaming of the victim, and the year-long 
sacrificial session {gayam ayana) that culminates in the Mahavrata may have 
originally been one and the same ritual. 

The piling of the funeral monument is said to complete the piling of 
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the fire altar (SB 13.8.1.17): the parallelism between the Agnicayana and 
the Smasanacayana is evident from numerous common details. The intimate 
connection between the Mahavrata and the Agnicayana is in my opinion 
sealed by the fact that rites parallel to those of the Mahavrata are per¬ 
formed in connection with the smasanaciti. I am referring to the peculiar rite 
of “fanning” (dhuvanam), which must have become antiquated and unfa¬ 
shionable quite early but nevertheless is described as optional in the texts 
(Caland 1896, 135-140). There are, however, some differences between 

• this dhuvanam and the Mahavrata that seem to have the same nature as 
the differences between the smasanaciti and the agniciti. Caland (1896, 
172ff.) has already explained them in terms that I consider correct: the dif¬ 
ference is that between a sacrifice to the fathers and a sacrifice to the gods; 
among other things, the oppositions include old worn-out things against 
young and fresh things, and black against red. 

This brings us back to the Vratyastomas, which are classified according 
to their performers. The Nidanasutra (6.11) expressly divides the Vratyas 
into two groups and cites for them names that, however they are ultimately 
to be interpreted (cf. the suggestions of Heesterman 1962, 10), are connected 
with the concepts of “head and [severed?] male organ [lit ‘reed’]” (dvaye 
vratya bhavanti: sirsadayas caislkayavaya's ca). The latter group is referred 
to in JB 2.226 as having had Kusita as their grhapati, while in PB 17.4.3 
Kusltaka is the grhapati of a group of Vratyas “who have an unmoving, 
down-hanging male member” (Samanicamedhrafi); in PB 17.4.1 their sacri¬ 
fice is said to be the rite of the eldest Vratyas, while LSS 8.6.4 explains them 
to be “those who on account of old age (sthavirat) have lost their ability to 
generate.” The Nidanasutra’s division can thus be matched with the other 
division of the Vratyas into “the younger/youngest ones” (e.g., kaniyamsah, 
BSS 18.26; or kanisthah, PB 17.3.1) and “the eldest ones” (jyesthah). 
The sons of the Kuru brahmins, who made a Vratya expedition of an evi¬ 
dently aggressive nature (Heesterman 1962, 6, 15ff.), undoubtedly belong to 
the former group. 

THE RITUAL CYCLE OF THE YEAR AND ITS TWO GREAT FEASTS 

TB 1.8.4.1 and SB 5.5.2.3ff. inform us that it was in the cool season that 
the Kurus and Pancalas regularly started their raiding expeditions, which 
were easterly directed and lasted the whole summer season. They returned 
westwards only immediately before the rainy season and thereafter ploughed 
their fields (Rau 1957, 15; Heesterman, 1957, 211). It is at the beginning 
and end of such occupational seasons that the seasonal rites of intensifica¬ 
tion are usually celebrated; they are festivals of crisis in which the symbolism 
of death and regeneration as a rule plays an important role. 

PARPOLA, PRE-VEDIC BACKGROUND OF SRAUTA RITUAL 

Among the patrilineal clans of Karnataka, the most important yearly 
festival has until recently been performed with a human sacrifice and a 
communal meal of rice mixed with blood at the time men gather for their 
seasonal raiding expedition (Silva 1955? 577-583). This is not the only 
striking parallel that can be cited from the later Indian tradition to Heester- 
man’s independent conclusion that “the vratyastoma primarily celebrates 
the convenant between the vratyas when setting out on a vratya expedition, 
while on return a similar celebration takes place” (1962, 7). The description 
that the archaic Vadhulasutra (Caland 1926, §79) gives of the composition, 
dress, weapons, and other apparel of the army that accompanies the sacri¬ 
ficial horse on its expedition that initiates the Asvamedha recalls the des¬ 
criptions of the Vratyas. The horse sacrifice is concluded with a sacred mar¬ 
riage rite resembling that of the bard and the harlot who accompany the 
Vratyas, and the female partner (mahisl) symbolizes the earth (“this earth 
is a mahisl,” &B 6.5.3.1). Among the matrilineal clans of Karnataka who 
practice agriculture, human sacrifices have been performed to increase fer¬ 
tility at the most important festival of the year, which marks the inaugura¬ 
tion of the agricultural season (Silva 1955, 587-589). 

Although fully agreeing with Heesterman on the originally cyclical 
nature of the Vratya rites, including the Asvamedha/Purusamedha and the 
Agnicayana, I would insist that in the last analysis the original ritual cycle 
consisted of nothing but one single year divided into two alternating halves 
of antithetical character. The spring-summer half of the year, which is spent 
by young men in warring, can be equated with the uttarayana half of the 
year (when the sun “goes in the north”), which SB 2.1.3.1-3 associates 
with the gods idem); the daivah vratyah mentioned as one category of the 
Vratyas (e.g., PB 17.1.1) would thus be synonymous with the “younger 
Vratyas,” their group of thirty-three (PB 17.1.17) representing the thirty- 
three gods (RV 3.6.9, etc.; cf. Macdonell 1897, 19; and Hopkins 1915, 55) 
during the “young year.” The autumn-winter half of the year, which is 
spent in cultivation, can be equated with the daksinayana half of the year 
(when the sun “goes in the south”), which is associated in SB lc with the 
fathers (pitarafi), i.e., the dead ancestors; this “old year” would naturally 
be linked with the “elder Vratyas.” 

In the liturgical arrangement of the srauta ritual, the two halves that 
make up the year-long sacrificial session (gavam ayana) are symmetrical. 
The first six months culminating in the Visuvat day are the mirror image 
of the next six months culminating in the Mahavrata day, and these two 
great festal days coincide with the turning points of the sun (KB 19.3). On 
the analogy of the horse/human sacrifice, the sacred marriage rite of the 
Mahavrata probably originally involved a human sacrifice, that of the male 
partner of the sexual union. There is some veiled evidence (PB 4.7.3) that 
the Visuvat, too, involved a human sacrifice, and probably also a sacred 
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marriage, though in all likelihood one diametrically opposed to that of the 
Mahavrata. This is suggested by the symmetry and the polarity (for which 
cf. also p. 38 above on agniciti ~ smaSanaciti). 

On the mythological plane, the “old” and “young” half of the year 
and the “elder” and “younger” Vratyas (fathers and sons) seem to have 
counterparts in the gods Varuna/Prajapati and Rudra. I would connect the 
Vedic myth of Rudra’s birth with the ritual of the Mahavrata. This rite ap¬ 
pears to have celebrated the incest of the old father (Prajapati = the impo¬ 
tent Varuna with miraculously restored virility; AV 4.4.1-2) with his own 
sixteen-year-old virgin daughter (Usas = Asadha, the “invincible” goddess 
of victory, later Durga). In the ritual as in the myth, the father was killed 
in punishment for his crime, originally by his own son (Rudra), the crown 
prince who succeeded his father (King Varuna) upon the royal throne. Or 
else the slayer of the god of winter, death, night, and chaos was his bride, the 
young goddess as the Mahisasuramardin! (the buffalo of this myth probably 
was replaced later by the horse as the sacrificial animal of Varuna/Praja¬ 
pati). 

The other sacred marriage, that of the Visuvat, seems to have celebrated 
the incest of the old and barren mother (the Earth, mahisi, later Jyestha and 
Kali) and her young beautiful son (Kumara — Rudra/Skanda), who had 
reached warrior’s age and sexual maturity (at the age of sixteen) but had not 
yet had sexual intercourse. This hypothetical sacrifice probably was the 
proper ritual context of the legend of King Hariscandra and his son Rohita 
(= Varuna and Rudra), doubled by Ajigarta sacrificing his own son Sunah- 
sepa. 

The archaic Vadhulasutra (Caland 1926, §94) has preserved a unique 
passage that has not been properly understood nor attracted due attention: 
“They bring to the place as the cutter of the [sacrificial] horse this son of a 
famous bard [etam sutasresthasyaputram], who is still a youth with unemitted 
seed [kumaram asiktaretasam] after having adorned him, and [while bringing 
him] they lament him as if he was to die [rudanto yatha marisyantam eva\. 
For they say that in olden times [pura] he who first cut it [the horse], his 
head used to fall severed \murdha ha smasya vipatisyatlti).” In the Maha¬ 
vrata the male partner of the sacred marriage is a bard (magadha), and 
here the male partner of a similar sacred marriage (the horse) is cut by the 
son of a bard, whose own head will also be cut (presumably in a similar feast 
half a year later after he has led a victorious expedition). The word kumara 
‘youth’ is also the name of Rudra, and the verb rud- ‘to lament, cry’, which 
is also used in this text, is quoted in the Brahmanas in explanation of the 
name Rudra: both of these key terms are attested in this way in SB 6.1.3.8-9. 
But no Vedic text other than the cited passage of the VSS reveals the ori¬ 
ginal nature of this lamenting: Rudra is the Indian version of the dying and 
lamented young god who is so well known from such figures as Dumuzi/ 
Tammuz, Attis, and Adonis. 
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In either feast the sacrificed male victim represents the divine sun king 
whose two aspects (spring/summer = day, and autumn/winter = night) 
are personified as son and father. The sacrificed male partner has ruled dur¬ 
ing the immediately preceding half year, while his bride or his successor 
represents the starting half year into which that preceding half year is fused 
in a “sacred marriage,” or by which it is terminated. The vernal half was 
understandably conceived as a kumara or kumarl, who remained “eternally 
young” and was each year represented by a new sixteen-year-old boy or girl 
who was necessarily a virgin. 

THE AGE OF HINDUISM 

We have indeed evidence that a virgin {kumarl . . . asiktaretas) was 
involved in the horse/human sacrifice (VSS, in Caland 1926, §93). In 
addition to ritual killing it also included the eating of the flesh of the human 
victim (VSS, in Caland 1928, §108) and large-scale sexual orgies (Caland 
1926, §92). We thus have all the essential elements of Tantrism in the pre- 
Vedic Dasa rituals. 

It has been customary to view the history of Indian religions from the 
perspective affected by the chronological development of the literary 
sources. However, the corresponding periodization, as well as the commonly 
accepted view, which sees a more or less unilinear development starting from 
the “germinal” hymns of the Rgveda, is seriously distorted. It is imperative, 
especially when studying the religions of “timeless” India, to distinguish 
between the age of the contents and the age of the literary form of a given 
document. We have already discussed the relation between the old family 
books of the Rgveda and the younger Veda (RV I and X, the Atharvaveda 
and the Brahmanas). Although the latter texts are younger as far as the chron¬ 
ology of their expression is concerned, the religion preserved in them often 
represents a more archaic stage of development than that of the Rgveda. 
Thus, instead of Soma, which is an Indo-Iranian innovation, the cultic 
beverages of the Dasas were above all madhu, which goes back to proto- 
Indo-European times, and sura (Ronnow 1929; below, p. 49; Horsch 1966, 

231f.). 
The Vedic texts were fixed comparatively early. The epic and mythical 

lore of Hinduism, on the contrary, was handed down orally and hence was 
subject to continuous change and interpolation over a period of at least 
a millennium. Although much historical development undeniably has 
taken place in Vedic and post-Vedic times, the early Vedic references and 
parallels prove that the core of the Mahabharata is very ancient (Weber 
1891). Since the proto-epic tradition is certainly connected with the Vrat¬ 
yas (Horsch 1966, 54fif. and passim), I would go even so far as to suggest 
that it reflects the heroic age of the Dasas of pre-Rgvedic times, in the same 
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way as the Homeric epics reflect the Mycenaean civilization that predates 
the invasion of the Dorian Greeks. 

Be this as it may, the Hindu ritual, even as it is practiced today or very 
recently, appears to have preserved with singular fidelity rites many millen¬ 
nia old, in forms that are closer to the reconstructible Dasa religion than 
those of the Veda. Thus a sword or sickle is used in decapitating the human 
and animal victims offered to the Goddess, in contrast to the Vedic ritual, 
where the victims are suffocated. Yet there is enough evidence in the Vedic 
texts to show that suffocation has replaced an older method of severing the 
head with a slaughtering knife (Heesterman 1962, 18f.). It is therefore 
wrong to consider Hinduism only a continuation of Vedism, as some schol¬ 
ars have been inclined to do. Although the Veda has secondarily exerted 
considerable influence upon Hinduism as represented by the epics and the 
Puranas, it is primarily an independent tradition, one directly continuing 
the Dasa heritage. 

THE RELIGION OF THE NON-VEDIC BLACK-AND-RED WARE AREAS 

An overdue emphasis on the relative chronology of the literary sources 
has tended to distort the perspective in another way as well. The spread of 
the Vedic religion has been traced geographically from the Northern Indus 
valley and the Panjab, where the Rgveda was composed, eastwards to the 
upper Ganges valley, where the oldest Upanisads were produced. More often 
than not this eastward movement has been supposed to have continued, in 
the sense that Buddhism and Jainism, which arose in Magadha, have been 
held to be indebted to the Upanisadic philosophy. The Mahayana of the 
Northwest, again, has generally been viewed only as a branch of Buddhism 
spread from Magadha. 

With the exception of the relation between the Upanisads and the 
Magadhan “heresies” (a term illustrative of these preconceptions), for they 
are probably only indirectly connected (cf. Horsch 1966,462), the view sketch¬ 
ed above may be considered as legitimate, provided that its onesidedness 
is not forgotten. The areas peripheral to the Veda were not such religious 
vacuums as they have been more or less implicitly considered to be in 
the absence of sources that could in their age rival the Veda. We do 
possess some glimpses into the earlier history of religion in those areas, 
glimpses that should be accorded at least as much attention as the above 
mentioned diffusionistic influences when sketching the historical development. 

Thus an acceptable explanation of Vajrayana Buddhism seems hard to 
find. For example, von Glasenapp (1936) suggests a gradual development of 
this branch of Buddhism from original Hinayanic elements, while Schule- 
mann (1958, 50f.) speaks of “the adoption of Yogic practices” and “diffu¬ 
sion of Dravidian deities of South India, borrowed from Sivaism.” In re¬ 

ality, the Vajrayana appears to be nothing else than a Buddhist transforma¬ 
tion of the earlier local Dasa religion, from which we have some authentic 
records. The Mahabharata (ed. Bombay 8.44-45) describes orgiastic Vratya 
(sic) feasts (abhorred by the orthodox teller) in Sakala (modern Sialkot). 
The Greek Megasthenes (ca. 300 b.c.) gives an account of the Dionysos 
worship in the mountain regions of India (Dahlquist 1962, 46ff. with fur¬ 
ther references), while Herodotus (ca. 450 b.c.) describes the habits of the 
tribes of Northwest India (3.99-101). Also the Vedic texts contain some 
references to the northwestern peoples, who were not reckoned among the 
Vedic Aryans. These and later Indian sources relating to the Northwest 
attest to a religion from which the Mahavrata and the other Vratya rites 
seem to be derived. One important theme to be studied further may be speci¬ 
fically mentioned here: the relation of the gandharvas and apsarases, con¬ 
nected in the epic sources with the northern mountains and the Northwest 
(Gandhara), to the bards and the harlot with similar musical and sexual 
functions at the Mahavrata and the Asvamedha. 

The folk religion of Magadha from the sixth century b.c. onwards is 
relatively well known from the Buddhist and Jaina texts, especially the Ja- 
takas that are based on popular tradition, and from the art. Tree and water 
spirits called yaksas occupy a central position in this folk religion, and there 
is general agreement about their great antiquity (Coomaraswamy 1928, 
1931; Gonda i960, I, 323f.). SB 13.8.1.5 refers to the round burial monu¬ 
ments of the “demoniac” (asura) people of the East (i.e., Magadha) as dif¬ 
fering from the four-cornered smasanacitis of the “godly” people, i.e., the 
classical Vedic Aryans. The relation of the Vedic citi to the Buddhist stupa 
(which is round) and its predecessor, the yaksa caitya (which often consists 
of nothing but a sacred tree with a simple altar or dais), is a significant 
problem that deserves closer study (cf. Thapar, above, page 16). It has led 
me to a lengthy examination of the cult of trees, especially the banyan and 
asvattha trees, in the Dasa religion. There is evidence for the cult of trees in 
the Veda, but this important topic can merely be mentioned here, unfor¬ 
tunately. 

THE HARAPPAN/DRAVIDIAN BACKGROUND OF THE DASA RELIGION 

The cumulative results of these comparative studies, starting from the 
internal reconstruction based on Vedic texts alone, bring to the fore an ar¬ 
chaic nature religion. It can be assumed a priori to have resulted from the 
syncretistic fusion of the early Aryan religion involving, among other things, 
chariot races and the horse sacrifice (Koppers 1936) brought to India by the 
Dasas, and of the religion prevailing in North India at the time of the Dasa 
invasion. We have seen that this invasion in all likelihood started early in 
the second millennium b.c. By that time the Harappan-related culture had 
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for a millennium predominated in the western half of North India, the area 
where the Dasas first settled. 

The religion of the Indus people has remained problematic on account 
of the scarcity and ambiguity of the surviving evidence. Briefly, it consists 
of the iconography and the short enigmatic inscriptions carved on seals or 
printed on sealings, the small terracotta figurines with animal and human 
forms, conical and circular stones that have been interpreted in sexual terms, 
and the more general archeological material—the cities with their baths and 
drains, the painted pottery, etc. (see especially Marshall 1931,1,48-78). Renou 
(I953» 3) says, “If the forms of religion revealed in the seals and figurines of 
the Indus have any remote connection with Indian forms, it is not so much 
with those of Vedism as with those of Hinduism, a Hinduism which, though 
known to us only by inference, must have already existed in Vedic times, and 
probably considerably earlier. The Harappa inscriptions would no doubt 
tell us more on this subject, but until they are deciphered it is idle to try to 
explain. ... In short, we are faced with a complete defeat in this quarter.” 
This view was more or less repeated by Sullivan and Gonda in 1964-65 
when, independently of each other, they reviewed the various hypotheses 
put forward about the religion of the Indus civilization, especially the com¬ 
parisons with later Hinduism; they both found them all to be ambiguous and 
inconclusive. It must be conceded that Hinduism is a vast and heterogenous 
religion that offers various possibilities of interpretation of its mute arche¬ 
ological remains. Moreover, since classical Hinduism is separated by a gap 
of some two millennia from the Indus civilization, it is quite justifiable to 
suspect the legitimacy of such parallels as long as the gap is not bridged. 

It makes an essential difference to be able to compare the Indus material 
to a sort of proto-Hinduism that prevailed in post-Harappan times immedia¬ 
tely before the Rgveda. Although the reconstruction of the Dasa religion 
necessarily remains defective and to some extent hypothetical, some promin¬ 
ent features stand out clearly. It does carry some weight if these very features 
are also attested in the Indus evidence, and this indeed seems to be the case. 
I can quote here just a few important examples. 

Mode (1959, 69-71) has plausibly interpreted a seal from Chanhu-daro 
(Mackay 1943, pi. 51 no. 13) as depicting the copulation of a bull and a 
priestess. He also has compared this scene with the sacred marriage of the 
Asvamedha, which already had been interpreted as a continuation of a 
pre-Aryan bull cult with phallic fertility rites; such cults are known to have 
existed in the religion of the early West Asian civilization. Since Vajrayana 
Buddhism may represent a transformation of the pre-Vedic Dasa traditions, 
the copulation of Yama’s buffalo with an old woman in the Vajrayanic 
iconography could also be a genuine reminiscence of the pre-Aryan bull 
cult. Yama as the righteous king with the strangling noose (pasa) as his 
emblem is very similar to the early Vedic god Varuna, the Asura par excel¬ 
lence and the rival of Indra (RV 4.42); Varuna also has been plausibly inter¬ 
preted as an early form of Prajapati (see above,5 page 37). 
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In another Indus seal (Mackay 1938, II, pi. 99A) a human head has been plate 7B 

placed upon a dais that stands beneath a sacred fig tree inhabited by an 
anthropomorphic deity (the shape of the head is indistinct in the photo¬ 
graph, but not in the original seal kept at the National Museum, New 
Delhi). The presence of a kneeling priest suggests that the scene is sacrificial, 
so the severed head of a human victim is meant rather than an iconic por¬ 
trait of some deity. 

In 1973 I pointed out that “the elaborate canons of bricklaying [related 
to the Vedic fire altar] cannot be traced back to Aryan traditions [outside 
India] but only to the brick-built cities of the Indus civilization” (Parpola 
1977). This point has also been independently raised by Converse (1974) 
in a paper discussed in Volume I (pp. 130-137). In the original larger 
version of the present paper I have some important points to add con¬ 
cerning the relation of the agniciti to the vastupurusa = Rudra and to house 
building, which must have been an important ritual in the Harappan 
religion. 

For the Indus script and its decipherment I refer the reader to other 
articles of mine (Parpola 1975, 1976). The reader is also referred to 
these and to the present paper (pp. 42-44, 62ff.) for evidence that the 
suggested Dravidian solution is in agreement with the results of historical 
linguistics and their integration with archeological data and can be checked 
by means of internal controls. A forthcoming study will also provide 
further support for the astral nature of the Harappan (priestly) religion 
hypothesized on the basis of the inscriptions and evidenced archeologically 
by the orientation of the cities. 

I can point out two further controls for the hypothesis of the predomin¬ 
antly Harappan/Dravidian origin of the reconstructed Dasa religion. One 
is derived from comparison with the religions of other early agriculturally 
based city civilizations that have a very similar ecological context and 
development (Steward 1955). In Babylonia and in ancient Mexico the New 
Year feast with its sacred marriage ritual, which in the latter case was ac¬ 
companied by a human sacrifice, was also very prominent. And in ancient 
China the year was divided into two halves of polar opposition. The other 
control is provided by the religion attested in the Old Tamil texts, which 
constitute the only ancient (two thousand years old) non-Aryan literature 
that has not yet been so contaminated by Aryan contacts that it would not 
be possible to distinguish the characteristic features of the native religion. 
In this case, too, the overall picture (for which see especially Hart 1975) 
is very similar to the emerging Dasa religion. 

THE IDENTITY OF THE KIMPURUSA 

There is at least one more way in which Dravidian elements of the Dasa 
religion can be identified as such: the philological and linguistic study of its 
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key terminology, which may contain direct or translation loans from 
Dravidian. In this last section of the present paper, I shall illustrate this 
method by presenting one concrete example, which is also quite new. I have 
studied the problem posed by the term kimpurusa in greater detail, but the 
exposition, again for reasons of space, has here been restricted to the essen¬ 
tial points. 

In the epic and classical Sanskrit literature, the words kimpurusa and 
kirtinara or kinnara are of frequent occurrence. They denote mythical 
beings who, in the paradisiacal lands of the northern mountains, serve their 
lord, the god of riches Kubera. These demigods usually appear in hosts, and 
they are often mentioned together with other kinds of Kubera’s servants 
such as yaksas, guhyakas, and the like. Most frequently, however, they 
are classed together with the naras and the gandharvas (in one place the 
kimnaras and the naras are said to be two kinds of gandharvas). All these 
last-mentioned beings are described in very similar terms. They are skilled 
singers, musicians, and dancers. The males and females are both very beau¬ 
tiful and noted for their love affairs, while the men are also fierce fighters. 
Their outward appearance is half human, half animal, the animal part 
being usually a horse, or sometimes a flying horse or a bird (Bohtlingk and 
Roth 1858, II, 284, 288; Sorensen 1925, 407f.; Hopkins 1915, 142-159). 
The Middle and Neo-Indo-Aryan counterparts of these words have essen¬ 
tially the same meaning. 

At first sight the word kimpurusa, which already occurs several times in 
the Veda, is quite clear and straightforward Sanskrit; a compound of kim 
‘what? which’? (neuter singular of the interrogative pronoun) and purusa 
‘man’. But what particular kind of being was originally intended by this 
“what-man”? No unanimity has been reached by Vedic scholars, who have 
from the start been conscious of this problem; various solutions have been 
suggested: “mock-man,” “depraved man,” “deformed man,” “dwarf,” 
“savage,” “ape,” but it has usually been admitted that the sense is doubtful. 
In judging these translations it is important to be aware that the interre- 
gative pronoun as the first member of compounds expresses inferiority, 
deficiency, and reproach (Panini 2.1.64 and 6.3.106; Wackernagel 1905, 
II. 1, 82ff). The most important previous study of the word kimpurusa is 
that by Ronnow (1929, 145-149), who also discusses the earlier literature on 
the subject. Ronnow himself comes to the conclusion that the kimpurusa 
of SB 7.5.2.32 etc. is none other than the sacrificed human victim, whose head 
is placed on or in the ukha vessel. I want to emphasize that Ronnow has 
already clearly shown the important position this sacrificed human victim 
and his head (see also Heesterman 1967) occupy in the “pre-Vedic, asuric 
religion” (i.e., the religion of the Dasas), which Ronnow, too, was recon¬ 
structing. 

My own conclusion is that Ronnow is right, but that in addition there 

is much reason to take seriously the Indian commentators, whose views have 
been ignored as anachronistic; they include in their considerations the later 
meaning of the word, which seems to be derivable from the Vedic evidence. 
To be more precise, in my opinion kimpurusa denoted a human victim whose 
profession was that of the bard, and who was decapitated in connection 
with a sacred marriage feast. In this sense the word is synonymous with 
magadha (a bard that hails from Magadha, cf. Horsch 1966, 404f., 424f.) 
of the Mahavrata and with gandharva (probably a bard who is a native of 
Gandhara, the northwestern mountain region). In the Vedic literature, the 
gandharvas are connected with the consummation of marriage, where they 
have the ius primae noctis (RV 10.85.21-22 and 40-41; BGS 1.5.16ff; 
ApGS 3.8.8ff.). According to SB HI.5.1.11-12, Pururavas (“crying much 
or loudly,” Mayrhofer 1963, II, 313) was to come to lie with the apsaras 
Urvasi for one night, the last of the year, when his son would have been born; 
in the morrow of that night (i.e., after his sacrificial death in this sacred mar¬ 
riage rite; Kosambi 1962, 54; Wright 1967, 527) he was to become a gandh¬ 
arva (i.e., a demigod, “celestial” musician). In the Mahabharata (Calcutta 
ed., 14.88.3638-3643), gandharvas (and kimpurusas and kinnaras) are 
singers and dancers who entertain the priests during the intervals of the 
ritual acts at Yudhisthira’s horse sacrifice, and so are comparable to the harp 
players of the horse sacrifice in the SB (13.4.3. Iff.). 

In the Vedic texts the word kimpurusa is chiefly attested as denoting the 
two-footed one among the five sacrificial victims (the four-footed are the 
buffalo, gayal, camel, and deer) that are consecrated but released at the 
horse and human sacrifice. These five victims correspond to another set of 
five victims (man, horse, ox, sheep, goat), whose heads are placed in the 
lowest layer of the fire altar. (Cf. Vadhulasutra in Caland 1927, §19a, SB 
1.2.3.9; AB 2.8). On this occasion, mantras are employed in which these 
latter “tame” animals related to the “village” are delivered of “burning 
heat,” which is conjured to enter the first five animals explicitly connected 
with the “forest” (aranya) in these formulae (KS 16.17; KapS 25.8; MS 
2.7.17; TS 4.2.10; VS 13.41-51; for the ritual, BSS 10.34). To my mind, 
the contrast between the village and the forest (Malamoud 1976) is here 
related to the polarity of the winter and summer halves of the year, re¬ 
spectively; the forest is connected with violence, robbing, warring, and 
Rudra. The two sets of five victims were probably sacrificed each at its 
corresponding seasonal feast in the earliest ritual. The purusa and kimpurusa 
in these lists could possibly be equated to the brahmana bard and the 
rajanya bard, who at the Asvamedha sing improvised gathas to the accom¬ 
paniment of a harp (yina) during the day and night, respectively. The former 
sings on such peaceful activities of the king as “such sacrifices he offered, such 
gifts he gave”; the latter, being obviously a war bard, sings on such topics 
as “such war he waged, such battle he won!” (SB 13.1.5.1-6; 13.4.3.1ff.) 

In the aforementioned release mantras, kimpurusa is replaced by the 
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word mayii, while in the corresponding lists of SSS 16.3.13 and 16.12.12-13 
mayu is the epithet of kimpurusa. The word mUyu is derived from the verbal 
root ma- ‘to bellow, roar, bleat’, which normally denotes the “bellowing” 
of cows or “bleating” of goats as, for instance, in aja-mayu (RV 7.103.6, 
10), an epithet for the croaking frogs that is a metonymy of the chanting 
and reciting brahmins. As this example shows, the word might also refer 
to singers. In RV 10.95.3, the hymn of Pururavas and UrvasI, it is said of 
the gandharvas that “the sounding ones have been understood to bleat like 
an ewe” (ura na mayum citayanta dhunayah). In AV 6.38.4 and 19.49.4 
mention is made of purusasya mayu ‘man’s roar’ (Whitney 1905), where 
purusa in all likelihood is the same as kimpurusa, as Whitney suspected; the 
context, which speaks of a “noble” (rajanya), “[war] drum,” “drawn [ar¬ 
row],” and “horse’s vigor” in the first of these verses, is very suggestive of 
the war bard; cf. also urdhva-mayu ‘shrill-crying’ as an epithet of the war 
drum in AV 5.20.4. In regard to the later meaning of kimpurusa, it is worth 
noting that the late lexicographers mention mayurSja as a name of Kubera 
and mayuraja as a son of Kubera. 

In the list of the symbolic human victims of the Purusamedha, the 
kimpurusa is assigned to the mountains (VSM 30.16 = VSIC 34.3.3; TR 
3.4.12). As in the epics, the word here is undoubtedly associated with the 
northern mountains. In the sources just cited, the kirata assigned to the 
caverns denote the mongoloids of the Himalayas, especially of the Nepal 
region, who live in caves (guha) as do the guhyakas, a class of Kubera’s 
servants. In BSS 2.5: 40.5f., where the sacrifice!- conjures his bodily de¬ 
fects to enter into things or beings of a similar nature, the weeping, wailing, 
or lamentation (roda) is connected with the kimpurusa; I refer here to the 
lamentation that accompanies the young son of a noble bard who is going 
to lose his head according to the VSS (see above, page 40). 

From Magha’s Sisupalavadha (4.38) we learn that the kimpurusa is a 
demigod with a horse’s head and a human body, while the kimnara has a 
man’s head and a horse’s body. Speaking of these two kinds of beings and 
the gandharvas, Hopkins (1915, 158f.) states that in the epic “there is little to 
indicate that any of the three classes was of equine form at all and only the 
mention of Kimnaras and Kimpurusas support the [late] difference ge¬ 
nealogically.” It seems quite evident that the differentiation between kim¬ 
naras and kim-purusas is secondary; in Sanskrit, nara ‘man’ is a synonym 
of purusa ‘man’, and only the kimpurusa is spoken of in the Veda. But if 
kimpurusa originally was a human being, a war bard, how did this idea of 
a centaurlike being originate? 

In the Vedic Purusamedha, both a man and a horse were sacrificed 
(VSS in Caland 1928, §108), originally by cutting off their heads. It seems 
that in some cases at least, the heads were exchanged, resulting in a situation 
that accurately corresponds to the one quoted above from Magha. This 
may be concluded from the legend of Dadhyanc Atharvana (already referred 
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to as a horse-headed being in RV 1.116.12) in SB 14.1.1.18-24. Dadhyanc 
knew the secret of “how this head of the sacrifice [i.e., of the sacrificed puru¬ 
sa] is put on again, how this sacrifice becomes complete.” Indra forbade 
him to teach it to anyone else, threatening to cut off his head. The Asvins 
(the medical gods connected with the horse), however, wishing to learn 
the secret, promised to protect him: “When thou wilt have received us as thy 
pupils, we shall cut off thy head and put it aside elsewhere; then we shall fetch 
the head of a horse, and put it on thee: therewith thou wilt teach us; and 
when thou wilt have taught us, then Indra will cut off that head of thine; 
and we shall fetch thine own head, and put it on thee again.” 

The secret of Dadhyanc was the madhuvidya, the knowledge of the 
cultic beverages madhu and sura intimately connected with the head of the 
sacrificial victim (Ronnow 1929; Heesterman 1967). Sura is related quite 
specifically to the gatha singers, both of these being discriminated on the 
side of the Rgvedic Soma cult (Horsch 1966, 23 If.). Much sura was con¬ 
sumed in the orgiastic Vratya feasts of the Northwest involving a sacred 
marriage and a human sacrifice (Mahabharata, Bombay ed., 8.44. Iff). In 
the Northwest reside also numerous warrior tribes connected through their 
name with the horse, such as the Assakenoi of Alexander’s historians and 
the Asmakas or Asvakas (Das Gupta 1972); there are even people called 
“horse-faced” (Asvamukha, Turaganana) (Kirfel 1920, 88f.). It can be 
assumed that such names are derived from their practice of wearing the skin 
and head of the sacrificed victims during the feasts; in ancient Mexico, for 
example, the dead human victim was flayed and his skin was put on the one 
who was to succeed him in the following year in order to carry the sacred¬ 
ness over to him (Plubert and Mauss 1964, 73). Gandhara and other north¬ 
western countries have been famous for their numerous horses (Law 1943, 
12). The epic praises the gandharvan breed of horses, and also knows the 
gandharvas themselves as warriors who are revived by a rain of ambrosia 
after they have been slain in battle (Hopkins 1915, 155). References can also 
be made to the archeological evidence: the graveyards of Swat contain skele¬ 
tons of horses (Silvi Antonini and Stacul 1972, 288, 291) and human skele¬ 
tons whose heads have been severed from the trunk (pp. 194 and passim). 

We can now turn to the linguistic analysis of the word kimpurusa. First 
of all, I want to draw attention to the fact that both components of this 
word, kim and purusa, happen to be among those few words of clearly 
Prakritic origin that are attested in the Rgveda (Emeneau 1966, 130f.). This 
can be taken as further evidence for its pre-Vedic, Dasa affinity, for both the 
Vratyas (PB 17.1.9 and the interpretation of Weber in Horsch 1966, 418 n. 
2) and the “demoniac” Mlecchas whom the Vedic Aryans encountered in 
tlae east (SB 3.2.1.18ff.; Thieme 1938, 3f.) spoke Prakrit. 

But what has all this to do with Dravidian? The most characteristic 
feature of the Prakrit languages in comparison with Sanskrit is the simpli¬ 
fication of the consonant clusters through assimilation, anaptyxis, and si- 
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milar processes. This seems to be mainly due to the adaptation of Indo- 
Aryan to the Dravidian pattern of their mother tongue by the first bilingual 
generations who initiated the Aryanization of Dravidian North India. 
Dravidian has originally no initial consonant clusters and in the middle of 
the word only double consonants and clusters of homorganic nasal + 
voiceless stop (Zvelebil 1970, 76f.) The phenomenon is paralleled by the 
changes of Sanskrit loanwords in Tamil, which has preserved the proto- 
Dravidian phonology very faithfully (e.g. Tamil tottiram: Sanskrit stotram). 
It has been suggested that such structural Dravidianisms of the Rgveda as re¬ 
troflexion have been derived from the early Prakrits (Killingley 1969). This 
is plausible in view of the chronology presupposed by these early Dravidian¬ 
isms (Kuiper 1967, 96f.). 

This is not all. In addition to the word kimnara or kinnara m. ‘mythical 
musician’ and the corresponding feminine (°ri), there are in Indo-Aryan 
the following words denoting “a kind of stringed instrument, a lute of the 
Candalas”: Sanskrit kimnard. f. (lex.), kimnari f. (lex. and Kathasaritsagara 
37. 64), Sindhi kiniro m., and Marathi kinri f. Against this rather meager 
representation on the Indo-Aryan side, we have corresponding words like¬ 
wise meaning “a stringed musical instrument” in nine Dravidian languages 
representing all of the three main branches: Tamil and Malayalam kinnaram, 
kinnari, Kannada and Tulu kinnari, Telugu kinnara, kinnera, Parji kindri, 
Kuwi (F.) kineri, Kurux kendra, and Malto kendre. The Dravidian words are 
considered borrowings from Indo-Aryan, and the name of the instrument 
a secondary derivation from “musician,” with the traditional etymology 
kim (used pejoratively) + nara ‘man’ (Mayrhofer 1956, I, 210; Turner 1966, 
no. 3145; Burrow and Emeneau 1972, 478 = DBIA S 5). On the face of this 
evidence, however, it seems to me that the name of the musical instrument is 
primary, and that the Indo-Aryan words are of Dravidian origin. It is easy 
to find parallels for the semantic development from “harp” to “harp player” 
(witness a modern orchestra). Moreover, if the original Dravidian word was 
kinnaram, Sanskrit kimpurusa is obviously just an early (pre-Vedic) Indo- 
Aryan folk-etymological interpretation. 

If the word kinnaram indeed is native Dravidian, then the Tamil, 
Malayalam, and Telugu words have an analogical k- caused by the Indo- 
Aryan influence (Sanskrit kinnara-) instead of the expected c-, palatalized 
before a front vowel (in the other Dravidian languages the original k- in 
this position is usually retained; Zvelebil 1970, 116ff.). Zvelebil (p. 118) 
also notes that “there is, however, a number of residue forms [in Tamil, 
Malayalam and Telugu] probably due to dialect mixture or borrowing (from 
non-palatalizing Kannada) which do not conform to this rule [of palatali¬ 
zation].” Monosyllabic roots, both nominal and verbal, may normally occur 
in Dravidian as the first members of compounds (e.g. DED 2473 tan-nir 
‘cold water’, DED 2435 tak-appan ‘father [who is worthy of respect]’; Zvele¬ 
bil 1973, 35, Beythan 1943, §74 i.f.). The variant nara ‘mythical musician 

similar to kinnara’ suggests that kin-naram originally is a compound that is 
to be segmented as in Sanskirt. The first element of this compound could 
thus well be the Proto-Dravidian root kil ‘to (re)sound’ (DED + DEDS 
no. 1311, attested from Tamil all the way to Kuvi), which in all likelihood is 
originally identical with the onomatopoeic kil-kil, kilu-kilu, kila-kila ‘to 
clink, tinkle, resound with noise’ (DED 1312, attested from Tamil to ICui, 
and borrowed into Sanskrit as kilakila ‘sounds of joy’). Before the following 
nasal of naram, the final lateral has naturally assimilated: 1 — n/_n. In several 
languages the root kil ‘to (re)sound’ appears in the alloform kel, which would 
conform to the North Dravidian forms (Kurux kendra, Malto kendre). 
In Tamil this root is found, as expected, as cil or (augmented) cilai. Among 
the derivatives in Tamil we have cilampal ‘sound of lute’ and cilai ‘bow’ 
and its ‘musical twang’, the latter very well attested in the Old Tamil texts 
(Akam 38.3, etc.; Subrahmanian 1966, 365), and Tivakaram by Centanar 
records for the corresponding verb the meaning “to twang, as musical in¬ 
strument.” In view of the epithet mUyu that kimpurusa has in the Veda, and 
his connection with roda- ‘lamentation, crying’, it may be worth while to 
note that the root kil also means “to utter a shrill cry (of joy or fear), weep, 
lament.” 

The second part of the compound could be the Proto-Dravidian root 
naral, naral, naraku, etc., meaning “to sound, make noise, hum (as many 
voices), grumble, groan, roar,” which is attested in all branches of Dravidian 
from Tamil to Malto (DED 2365). In Tamil we have from this root naralvu 
‘sounding, roaring, high pitch, vibrating sound of a lute’, and narampu ‘the 
string of the harp (yal)’ (also ‘the particular tune appropriate to the string’, 
and ‘stringed instrument’), which is attested very many times in Old Tamil 
texts, including the most ancient one (Tolkappiyam, Eh 33; Akam 109.2; see 
also Subrahmanian 1966, 479, and Tamil Lexicon, s.v.). Another possibility 
is the Proto-Dravidian word narampu, narampu ‘nerve, sinew, vein’ (DED + 
DEDS + DEN no. 2364, attested from Tamil to Malto), from which we 
have forms like Kannada naravu, nara, Tulu nara, Telugu naramu, Kolami 
naram, Gondi naral, naram. Sinews have been used as bow and harp strings, 
and so the former item seems to be derived from this word. 

Kin-naram thus might well be a genuine Dravidian bahuviihi compound, 
meaning literally ‘(musical instrument) with a resounding string,’ a most 
appropriate name for ‘a stringed musical instrument, harp,’ which is the wide¬ 
ly recorded denotation of kinnaram both in Dravidian and in Indo-Aryan. 
The credibility of this Dravidian etymology is enhanced also by the extra¬ 
ordinarily important role played by the many different kinds of bards and 
their (deified) musical instruments (above all the harp and the drum, both 
prominent also in the Mahavrata) in the most ancient, native Tamil religion 
and culture; note also that one of the two poetical genres, puram, was heroic 
war poetry; the other one, akam, was the sexual love lyric (Kailasapathy 
1968; Hart 1975, 138ff.) 
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There are, however, also the following phonetically and semantically 
very similar words from the Near East, about whose relation to the Indian 
material Mayrhofer is hesitant (1956,1, 210 “Aber sollte der Anklang . . . 
blosser Zufall sein?”): Old Babylonian *kinnarum ‘lyre’ (GlSki-in-na-ra-tim, 
CAD K, 1971: 387b; von Soden 1965, VI, 480b ‘Indian zither’), attested in 
Mari (18th cent b.c.) and slightly later in Ras Shamra (Ugarit), where the 
word, written syllabically d- GKki-na-rum and alphabetically km, occurs as 
a deified cult object (Nougayrol, Ugaritica, 5, 1968, 45, and discussion p. 
59); Syriac kennara ‘lyre’; Egyptian (New Kingdom k(#)-nu-ru (Helck 
1962, 540; on a papyrus of about 1300 b.c. according to Sachs 1940, 102, 
where the word is transcribed Icnn'r) and Neo-Egyptian 
kniniwr ‘lyre’ (Erman and Grapow 1931, V, 132, attested in Papyrus Anas- 
tasi IV 12.2; cf. idem., 19592, Belegstellen, 5, 20; “the late Egyptian or Cop¬ 
tic form, ginera,” cited by Sachs 1940, 102, is unknown to the Coptic dic¬ 
tionaries), both words being considered as loanwords from Canaanite; 
Iiittite kinirtalla- ‘a sort of musician (zitherplayer?)’ (Friedrich 1952, 110); 
Arabic kinnara, kinnlra, kinarun, kannaratun ‘lyre’ (Hickmann 1970, 64); 
Hebrew kinnor, plur. kinnorot (fern.) ‘a stringed musical instrument (pro¬ 
bably lyre)’ (Gen. 4:21, 31:27, etc., played by ecstatic prophets and by 
David as a shepherd, 1 Sam. 10:5, 16:16ff.), whence Greek Kivvpa, Kivvvpa 
‘lyre’ (LXX, 3/2 cent. b.c. and in the first cent. a.d. in Josephus, Antiquitates 
Judaicae 7.12.3, where it is described as a ten-stringed musical instrument 
played with the fingers; cf. also for Syriac, Koehler and Baumgartner 1954, 
443; Stewart 1917, 387b; and Sachs 1940, 107). 

We know for certain that Harappan traders visited and probably even 
resided for long periods in Mesopotamia and the islands of Failaka and Ba¬ 
hrain in the Persian Gulf, at least from the 24th to the 20th century b.c. 

(Gadd 1932; Parpola, Parpola, and Brunswig 1977). A Harappan seal 
(which in its round form agrees with the seals of the Persian Gulf civilization 
but differs from the native Harappan square seals found in India), inscribed 
with the Indus script characters, was excavated in 1970 in Bahrain. In the 
present context it is significant that this seal was associated with a cuneiform 
tablet, dated with the help of orthographic conventions to approximately the 
20th century b.c. : the tablet contained three Amorite personal names (Bruns¬ 
wig and Parpola, in press). The Amorites, who in the early second millen¬ 
nium b.c. penetrated Mesopotamia from the west in growing numbers, 
constituted a very considerable ethnic component of the Old Babylonian 
kingdom of Mari, where the word kinnarum is first attested. 

From the above evidence it seems possible that all the Near Eastern 
words, Old Babylonian kinnarum included, actually go back to an Amorite 
etymon. Yet the word looks decidedly non-Semitic in its structure (Jussi 
Aro, oral communication). It would seem possible to connect Dravidian 
kin-nara(ni) with kinnarum by assuming that it was, as a cultural word, bor¬ 
rowed by the Amorites from Elarappan traders in the entrepots of the Persian 
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Gulf (cf. the later introduction of the instrument and its name from Canaan 
to Egypt: Helck 1962, 540). This would have taken place in the 20th century 
b.c., leaving just enough time for the kinnarum to become a thoroughly 
assimilated Amorite item by the 18th century. The Amorites cannot have 
reached the Persian Gulf much earlier, and the word was in all probability 
borrowed just there and not in Mesopotamia, because the word is not found 
in Sumerian. The lengthening of the final a in this process may have been 
caused by a possible side accent in the Dravidian word, but more likely 
because it was mediated by the Sumerian merchants living in the Persian 
Gulf in the 20th century and earlier. In Semitic, the final vowel of the words 
borrowed from Sumerian is often lengthened (e.g. makkitu < m a-g i d), the 
reason for this being in all likelihood the Sumerian accent, which to some 
extent can be compared to that of modern French (Krecher 1969). The ar¬ 
cheological evidence proves beyond doubt the presence of both the Sumeri¬ 
ans and the Harappans in Bahrain and Failaka, whose Dilmun culture 
moreover in various ways exhibits “a cultural influence and a borrowing 
and amalgamation of elements from both the Sumerian and the Indus 
Valley Civilization” (During Caspers 1973, 6). 

It remains to be pointed out that the Indus script contains a pictogram, 3D 
with an allograph an (Marshall 1931,111, pi. 105 no. 46; Vats 1940, pi. 100 nos. 
680 and 692), which many authorities have interpreted as depicting a harp 
(Sachs 1940, 152; Knorozov 1968, 16). It has the same form as the oldest 
historically known Indian harp, the vina in its early form (for which see 
Coomaraswamy 1930; and Marcel-Dubois 1941, 72ff.), and the hundred¬ 
stringed harp (yarn satatantu), which occupies a prominent position in the 
Mahavrata, a most important Dasa rite of the Vedic ritual (LSS 3,12,15ff.; 
JB 2, 45; BSS 16,20f., etc.). 

Moreover, klniro is still played in Sind today, four thousand years after 
the fall of the Indus civilization. In view of the minimal spread of the 
mainly lexically attested Indo-Aryan material for the meaning “stringed 
musical instrument,” it is difficult to see how Sindhi could have borrowed this 
word from Sanskrit. As in the case of the solid-wheel cart, which has to the 
present day in Sind remained identical with its Harappan prototypes in spite 
of all the technological innovations in the meantime (e.g., Marshall 1931, 
III, pi. 154 nos. 10-11), we seem to have here one of those cases—witness 
also the Kerala Agnicayana!—where millennial traditions have survived in 
India. The Jaina lexicographer Flemacandra (1089-1172 a.d.), who lived in 
Gujarat, a territory that in pre-Aryan times belonged to the Harappan re¬ 
alm, specifies that kimnari is a lute of the Candalas (Abhidhanacintamani, 
sesa 82, cited by Bohtlingk and Roth, 1855-1875, s.v.), i.e., of despised abori¬ 
ginal tribes. Marathi, the only other living Indo-Aryan language in addition 
to Sindhi to have the word, is the Neo-Indo-Aryan language that contains 
by far the largest number of Dravidian loanwords (cf. the indexes of DED 
and DEDS). It has been pointed out that “the ‘standard’ Marathi of the hi- 
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gher castes shows less influence of Dravidian than lower-caste Marathi,” 
and the analysis of the data “would lead to the hypothesis that those with 
more Dravidian features in their speech had originally been Dravidian 
speakers, and had later replaced their home language by Marathi” (South- 
worth 1974, 219f.). Indeed, such a process seems to have taken place not 
only in Maharastra but also in Gujarat and Sind, where the earlier popula¬ 
tion was according to Southworth (p. 222) “probably mainly Dravidian- 
speaking”. 
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OTHER FOLK’S FIRE1 

J.C. Heesterman 

To the memory of Hertha Krick 

Agni, fire, is the central feature of the Vedic world.1 We hardly need 
to insist on this point: all of Vedic ritual, centered as it is on the fire cult, 
is there to prove it. Not surprisingly, then, fire is the focus of a deeply layered, 
many-faceted imagery. To mention only some prominent points, fire, which 
prepares man’s food and carries offerings to the other world of gods and 
fathers, is both the center of the human world and the means for communi¬ 
cating with the ultramundane sphere. It is the pivot in the cosmic circulation 
of the goods of life. For instance, we are told that the adityas—or the gods 
in general—went to heaven taking everything with them, including fire; 
however, when they arrived there they suffered from thirst, for even in 
heaven they remained dependent on burnt offerings made on earth. There¬ 
fore, they had to reestablish fire on earth so as to restore the cosmic circula¬ 
tion whereby they could live in heaven.2 

Fire, then, stands for life, wealth, procreation, and the continuation of 
family, clan, and lineage. Hence the importance that is attached to the 
installation of the domestic fire and, even more, to that of the separate fire 
for the solemn sacrifice. One establishes fire, we are told, because one 
wishes to become rich in cattle, in progeny, and in fiery energy (tejas).3 
Thus, it stands to reason that the origin of man is mythologically bound up 

1 This essay should have been written in cooperation with Dr. Hertha Krick, whose 
unpublished thesis, Das Ritual der Feuergriindung (Vienna, 1972), dealt in an expert 
way with an important part of the relevant material. Her work emphasizes the originally 
agonistic nature of the ritual in the context of a communal fire cult. Though very per¬ 
sonal, her interpretation is congenial to the approach presented here. Since her untimely 
death took away the possibility of a joint publication, it is fitting that the present essay 
should be dedicated to her memory. 

I should here also record another debt of gratitude to Mr. Timothy Moody of Mc- 
Master University, Hamilton. During a three-month stay at the University of Toronto 
1 had the advantage of working with Mr. Moody on questions relating to his Ph.D. 
thesis dealing with the Agnyadheya rite. His work offers a different viewpoint. By 
keeping the ritual system and the ritual symbolism analytically separate, it investigates 
the ritualists’ method of using the available symbolism. Stimulating discussions with 
Mr. Moody have greatly helped me in the preparation of this essay. His thesis will 
provide not only full material on the Agnyadheya but new interpretations as well, that 
will provide a useful contrast to this paper. 
2 TS 1.5.3.4; MS 1.7.5; KS 9.3. 
3 KS 8.8. 

with the appearance of fire,4 as, for instance, in the Brahmana versions of 
the story of the earthling Pururavas and the fleeting nymph UrvasI, whose 
son Ayu is an ancestor of both mankind and fire.5 Or, in terms of the ritual; 
“Man is unborn as long as he has not yet established the fire; he is born only 
when he establishes the fire.”6 In this way fire even represents immortality. 
For in the beginning Agni was the only immortal among the gods and their 
rivals, the asuras, since both were still without an atman and therefore, as 
the Satapatha Brahmana tells us, subject to death. By toiling and singing 
Agni’s praise the gods finally managed to establish Agni in their inner selves, 
in their atman, and so to become immortal, thus defeating their asura rivals.7 

In the same way the fire cult should ensure man’s immortality. The reference 
to the self is also interesting in another respect. It suggests the identification 
of man with his fire, as is also clear in the case of Ayu. Indeed, the ritual 
texts emphasize this identification. Not only are man and fire said to be fa¬ 
ther and son, but the relationship is reversible.8 In short, they are one, a 
unity that guarantees immortality. Against this background we can under¬ 
stand that the ritualistic concern with the fire borders on the obsessive, as 
appears from the elaborate casuistry regarding possible mishaps that may 
befall the sacrificial fire.9 

However, this obsessive concern seems to point to something else, too. 
Fire symbolizes life and immortality, but its possession is far from secure. 
Not only can fire be dangerous and destructive when it gets out of hand 
and acts in its aggressive Rudra form, it is also notoriously fickle and ephe¬ 
meral. Indeed, the central theme of the cult and its imagery is not so much 
the security given by the fire as the fact that it constantly tends to withdraw 
from men and gods and to go into hiding in the waters, plants, or other ele¬ 
ments, whereupon it must be found and taken possession of again.10 Para¬ 
doxically, the fire, though representing continuity and immortality, is said 
to become “worn out” (jiryati)n and to fear death. Agni’s fear of death is 
the theme of the story of his three predessors, or elder brothers, who had 
succumbed or disappeared under the weight of their sacrifical function.12 

4 A. Kuhn, Die Herabkunft des Feuers und des Gottertranks (reprint ed., Darmstadt, 
1968), pp. 64-84. 
5 MS 1.6.12; KS 8.10; SB 11.5.1; BSS 18.44-45. 
6 MS 1.6.4. 
7 SB 2.2.2.8-14; cf. also 10.4.1.6. 
3 SB 2.3.3.6. 
9 See, for instance, the reparatory rites in ApSS, which include the rather far-fetched 
case that the fires might go out even though there be no wind (9.10.6). This case may 
originally have had another meaning in the “preclassical” phase of the ritual’s devel¬ 
opment. 
10 See, for instance, RV 10.51, esp. 2-5. 
11 TS 1.5.7.3; MS 1.5.6; KS 7.4. 
12 See verses referred to in note 10; and also TS 2.6.6.1-2, 6.2.8.4-6; MS 3.8.6; KS 
25.7; SB 1.2.3.1, 1.3.3.13-17. 
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The present Agni, the fourth in succession, is afraid that the same lot will 
befall him, and he flees to take refuge in the waters. The gods finally find him 
and lure him back into sacrificial service by promising him a share in the 
sacrifice and immortality. (This is in striking contrast to Agni’s immortality 
elsewhere, as noted above). 

In a similar vein we are told about the three bodies or forms (tanu) of 
Agni, dispersed throughout the universe in the guise of cattle, water, and sun. 
These bodies have to be brought together and reintegrated, as is ritually done 
by means of the so-called tanuhavlmsi, the “body-offerings” to Agni, once 
the fires have been set up at the Agnyadheya rite.13 This can also be done by 
assembling the different kinds of earth that are used in making the fire 
hearths—a procedure that is closely parallel to assembling the loam for baking 
firepots and bricks in the Cayana ritual, that is, reassembling Agni purlsya— 
and by collecting different kinds of firewood. So Agni continually disinte¬ 
grates or disappears and must be found, collected, and reintegrated again 
and again. 

Thus we find that it is not sufficient to establish the fires once and for 
all at the Agnyadheya rite; there is in addition a repeated setting up of the 
fires (Punaradheya), and we even find a third setting up mentioned.14 Even 
the prestigious brick altar does not provide permanence. On the contrary, 
the altar is abandoned, never to be used again. After its use in the Soma 
ritual it is considered a cadaver, Agni’s dead body, as I was told by certain 
Nambudiris.15 Here, too, the basic pattern is one of cyclically alternating 
phases, periodical disappearance or dissolution and even death, followed by 
reassembling and resuscitation of the fire through the action of man or of 
his predecessors, the gods. There is thus no security for man in the fire, nor 
is the fire comfortable with man. And yet they need each other for the 
common goal of continuity and immortality: man needs the fire in order 
to keep up the circulation of the goods of life, and the fire needs man in 
order to be resuscitated again and again. But far from there being from the 
start an absolute and unshakable identity of man and fire, the weight of cult 
and mythology goes to show that at best the relationship is one of compro¬ 
mise and mutual manipulation. 

The myth of the fire’s descent, then, does not only tell us how in the 
beginning the fire came to be established among men on earth. Equally and 
more importantly, it tells us about the nature of the fire and its dubious 
relationship to man. For instance, at the churning of the fire the myth of 
Pururavas and Urvasi and of their son Ayu is referred to in the simple mantra 
addressed to the fire drill: “You are Urvasi, you are Ayu, you are Purura¬ 
vas.”16 This is intentionally made to seem a confident recall of mythical times 

13 TB 1.1.6.1-3; MS 1.6.8; KS 8.8-9; SB 2.2.1.13-15. 
14 TS 1.5.4.4; ApSS 5.29.11. 
15 For the brick altar and death, see TS 5.4.4.4. 
16 TS 1.3.7k; ApSS 7.12.13-14. 
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by way of an unproblematic reenacting of a previous founding act. But at 
the same time this simple, straightforward mantra conjures up the mythical 
story that turns on the unstable and ephemeral relationship of the two une¬ 
qual partners, Pururavas and Urvasi, the uncertainty of life’s continuity, 
and the problem of obtaining and holding the fire—a problem for which the 
story of the two partners provides the paradigm. Thus in this story the 
lightning, the heavenly fire, is not only a sign of Pururavas’ virile prowess.17 
It is equally his undoing as it shows him (in violation of the critical condition 
of their covenant) naked before Urvasi, who then disappears. 

The fire, then, presents a paradox. It holds out the promise of continuity 
and immortality, but at the same time it is characterized by instability and 
an unaccountable lack of security. This is the problem that the ritual must 
attack: how to devise a ritual means to obtain and to hold the fire securely 
so that it will work uninterruptedly for the maintenance and continuity of 
life. This problem, it would seem, was both the stimulus and the nodal point 
of the elaboration of the fire ritual. The ritualist had to start by acknowledg¬ 
ing the truth of the mythological paradox and, taking his cue from there, 
then had to devise a means to break away from the paradoxical tie. One 
must remember that, given the nature of the fire as expounded in mythical 
lore, it is not in man’s or, in ritual terms, in the householder’s (grhastha) 
possession from the beginning. The fire is always elsewhere, i.e., with some¬ 
one else, with the “others,” whence it must be obtained by any means, fair 
or foul. And, as well shall see, the means used are usually foul. Mythology 
teaches that man did not obtain the fire in any regular or natural way, but 
by irregular or violent means, notably by theft. In Greek mythology, and 
equally in its ancient Indian counterpart, fire had to be stolen from heaven, 
as has been shown by Johanna Narten in her study of the double root 
math: manthati, the laborious but harmless act of churning, notably the 
fire by means of the fire drill, and mathnati, to rob, steal.18 

In order to see how the problem presented itself to the ritualists we may 
turn to the ritual instructions for obtaining the fire. The primary fire is, of 
course, the home or aupasana fire, the focus of the household and its cult, 
from which the fires for the solemn or srauta cult are derived. The most 
frequently mentioned method of obtaining and setting up the home fire is 
marriage, the home fire being originally used at the marriage ceremony 
(vaivahikagni).19 However, the marriage ceremony takes place in the parental 

17 RV 10.95.3: avtre kratau vidcividyutan nd “without virile power there is no lightning.” 
18 Johanna Narten, “Das Vedische Verbum math,” Indo-Iranian Journal, 4 (i960), 
ppv121-135. 

19 SGS 1.1.3; AsvGS 1.9.1; ParGS 1.2.1; KhadGS 1.5.1; GobhGS 1.1.8; HirGS 
1.22.2; ApGS 5.13. Thus we can understand that, according to some authorities, the 
domestic Agnihotra offering can be performed by the sacrificer’s wife (KhadGS 1.5.17), 
and that the srauta ritual generally requires that the sacrificer should have a patni 
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home of the bride, and so one derives one’s home fire from one’s in-laws. It 
thus looks as if the fire is transmitted in the female line or, in the case of 
regularly repeated matrilateral cross-cousin marriage, from one’s mother’s 
family. This is also in keeping with the Brahmana versions of the story of 
Pururavas and Urvasi, since the fire, both as lightning and as contained in 
the asvattha wood of the fire drill, is linked with or comes from UrvaSi’s 
relatives, the Gandharvas.20 There is, however, a practical problem. Obtain¬ 
ing the home fire from the marriage ceremony implies that one sets up a 
separate household with one’s own domestic cult. But this is not always the 
the case; the new couple may, and in many cases will, start off by living in 
the household of the groom’s father as full participants in the paternal 
domestic cult. The Rgvedic dialogue of Pururavas and Urvasi suggests that 
this was also their case. If the newlyweds do not set up a separate household, 
there is no occasion—not even the jural possibility—for maintaing one’s own 
home fire. Consequently, other ways are mentioned. One may derive one’s 
fire from that of the teacher at the time that one leaves the preceptor’s home 
to set up one’s own household.21 Since this is the moment when the onetime 
pupil becomes householder, this method of obtaining one’s fire is parallel 
to that of the marriage fire, and so we run up against the same problem. But 
there are still other alternatives. One may also obtain one’s fire from the 
house of a cattle-rich vaisya (purupasu-vitkula), a munificent sacrifice^ or a 
srotriya. Or it may be obtained from a frying pan (ambarlsa), presumably 
by heating a pan filled with combustible material in another unspecified 
fire.22 

We may retain two essential points from this somewhat confusing list 
of possible sources. The first is that these alternatives all have one feature 

however restricted her role may be. On the other hand, there is the stress on the male 
line in the mantras for worshiping the fires after the Agnihotra: “May [name of sacri- 
ficer’s son] continue this work of mine.”^ 
20 See references in note 5. MS, KS, and SB stress the relationship with the Gandharvas. 
According to Baudhayana, however, the asvattha wood of the upper drilling stick grew out 
of Pururavas’s seed, which Urvasi put in a pot, the latter becoming the sami that pro¬ 
vides the lower arani. Here, then, it would seem that the fire’s connection with the male 
line is emphasized. 
21 Leaving the teacher’s home is the occasion of the Samavartana ritual. However, this 
ritual does not specifically refer to the pupil obtaining his fire from the teacher’s 
hearth. In fact, it would seem that the Samavartana originally had a different meaning, 
namely, the setting out of the consecrated warrior on a tour of conquest and of prize- 
or booty-winning. As we shall see, this is in itself not an improbable context for obtain¬ 
ing one’s fire. On the Samavartana, see Heesterman, “The Return of the Yeda Scholar,” 
in Festschrift F.B.J. Kuiper (The Hague, 1968), pp. 436-447.1 avail myself of this oppor¬ 
tunity to correct an irritating mistake on p. 445 of my rendering of SB 11.4.1: it is not 
that Svaidayana is outwitted by Uddalaka, with whom he eventually seeks upanayana, 
but the other way around. 
22 SGS 1.1.8; ParGS 1.2.3; KhadGS 1.5.4-5; HirGS 1.22.4 (cf. 1.26.15); ApGS 
5.16. 
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in common: the fire has to be procured from elsewhere, or rather from some¬ 
one else, whose willing or unwilling cooperation is therefore necessary. 
And, strangely, it is nowhere said that one should take one s fire from one s 
father’s fire, let alone that one should continue maintaining one’s paternal 
or ancestral fire. In fact, there does not seem to be such a thing as an ancestral 
fire, because the fire ends with the life of the householder and is last used in 
his cremation. After that his son has to set up his own fire. If relatives are 
involved they are not the patrilateral but, as we saw, the matrilateral rela¬ 
tives. This is surprising, for it sits uncomfortably with the strong brahmanical 
stress on the patrilineage and, more specifically, with the otherwise em¬ 
phasized double identification of the householder with his son and with 
his fire. One would have expected the son to maintain his father’s fire so 
as to ensure the continuity of the lineage as well as the immortality of his 
father and earlier patrilineal ancestors. However, this is clearly excluded. 
Here, in ritual terms, we encounter the paradox we already noticed, namely, 
that of permanence and instability, continuity and discontinuity. 

The second point that emerges is that no use is made of the fire drill, 
an instrument otherwise much in evidence. Technically, it is, of course, quite 
possible to obtain one’s fire without having to turn to other people, namely 
by churning one’s own by means of the fire drill. However, the fire drill is 
only used in exceptional circumstances, namely, when the fire obtained 
through marriage inadvertently goes out and must be replaced.23 So pre¬ 
ference is clearly given to the fire of others. Perhaps this is not so surprising 
after all, if we take into account that the fire is not only the focus of the li¬ 
mited household, but equally of the web of social relationships in the wider 
community. This is illustrated, for instance, by the fact that at festive occa¬ 
sions the fire provides the food for both human and divine guests. More¬ 
over, the texts mention, as one of the fires in the srauta ritual, the fire in the 
assembly hall, the sabha, even though after its solemn installation we do not 
hear any more about it.24 But the difficulty lies exactly in this social or com¬ 
munal function of the fire, and that may well be the reason why we do not 
learn more about the assembly hall fire than that it is solemnly installed. The 
difficulty is that the fire is the householder’s intensely personal property or 
even his own self. At the same time, however, it is communal, tying the 
householder in with his fellows and making him dependent on them. This 
seems to be the social reality behind the mythological notion of the fire’s 
peripatetic impermanence. The ritual expresses this in the rules that com¬ 
mand the householder to obtain his fire from others. 

At this point we should turn our attention to the fires for the srauta 

23 HirGS 1.22.4; ApGS 5.15. 
24 According to BSS 20.17:37.15-17, the sabhya as well as the avasathya fire (of 
which there is no further mention) are used in the manner of a grhya fire, namely, for 
the preparation and offering of a sthallpaka. 
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ritual, which form in a complicated way the extension of the domestic fire. 
Of prime importance for our purpose is, of course, the ritual for setting up 
the srauta fires (Agnyadheya). The outline of the procedure is the following. 
On a special fire taken from the domestic hearth a rice stew is prepared, the 
brahmaudana. This odana is offered to and eaten by four brahmins—the 
officiants—while the remainder of the odana is stirred with three pieces of 
wood that are then put as fuel into the fire over which the stew was prepared. 
This fire is kept burning throughout the night until the following morning, 
when it is allowed to go out.25 So this fire, however sacred it may seem on 
account of the cooking of the brahmaudana, is not used directly for setting 
up the srauta fires. The only link is an indirect one: before the brahmaudana 
fire is allowed to go out, the fire drill is warmed over it so that the brah¬ 
maudana fire is symbolically transferred to the two aranis that form the fire 
drill. Here, then, the fire drill comes into its own. The first of the srauta fires, 
the garhapatya fire, is then produced by churning at the site of the now ex¬ 
tinguished brahmaudana fire and is then brought to the garhapatya hearth, 
which is to the east. Curiously, the garhapatya fire, notwithstanding its name 
(which pertains to the grhapati, the householder), is not directly linked with 
the domestic fire. Between the grhya and srauta fires there is a gap that is 
bridged by interposing the fire drill.26 

Once the garhapatya fire, on which the offerings for the gods are pre¬ 
pared, is on its hearth, the ahavaniya or offering fire can readily be esta¬ 
blished by taking it from the garhapatya. Here the fire drill is no longer 
necessary. And, indeed, apart from the critical phase of establishing the 
garhapatya fire, the drill seems strangely supernumerary. Its further use 
seems to be either in case of mishaps, as for instance when all the fires, in¬ 
cluding the garhapatya, have gone out; or, rather superfluously as it would 
seem, in the animal and Soma sacrifices when fire is churned and added to 
the already burning ahavaniya at the moment the victim is brought forward. 
We cannot here pursue these somewhat puzzling situations. For the moment 
it may suffice to conclude that the ritual use of the drill does not appear to 
be based on its obvious technical advantages. This situation is comparable 
to the very restricted use of the churning sticks in the domestic ritual, where 
we noticed a distinct preference for other’s fire. This preference also appears 
in the case of the third of the srauta fires, to which we shall now turn. 

Apart from garhapatya and ahavaniya there is the southern fire, or 

25 Cf. ApSS 5.4.1.2-7.3, 8.5-9.1, 10.7-11.6. 
26 I have followed here ApSS. BSS, however, does not derive the brahmaudana fire 
from the domestic fire but takes for the purpose an ambarisa or uttapaniya fire, 
that is, one indirectly kindled at another fire by means of a frying pan or similar device. 
Possibly this was originally meant to be done stealthily, for Baudhayana prescribes 
that they should go to the place where they take this indirectly kindled fire “covered” 
(sampracchannah). At any rate in Baudhayana there is no link whatsoever with the 
domestic fire (BSS 2.13:54.15). 

daksinagni. In many respects this fire stands in opposition to the others. In 
contradistinction to the garhapatya and ahavaniya, which are situated on 
a line running from west to east, the heaven-going direction, the daksinagni 
is placed to the south. It marks the north-south direction that is concerned 
with the fathers, i.e., predominantly with men.27 This southern fire, according 
to its function also known as anvaharyapacana or odanapacana—that is, 
the cooking fire for the food offered to the brahmins at the sacrifice—is 
very much akin to, if not a double of, the domestic and brahmaudana fires.28 

It is therefore not only installed by a different priest, the agnldhra (the adh- 
varyu deals with the garhapatya and ahavaniya), it is also procured in a 
different way. There is, of course, the possibility of taking it, like the aha¬ 
vaniya, from the garhapatya hearth,29 but this is only given as an alternative 
and clearly represents an attempt to eliminate the opposition and to amalga¬ 
mate the srauta fires into a homogeneous group, as against the domestic 
fire.30 However, the evidence is overwhelming for setting the daksinagni 
apart from the other srauta fires. Thus the brahmaudana fire, instead of 
being allowed to go out, may, according to some authorities, be preserved 
and used again for the daksinagni.31 In view of their similarity in function— 
both being used for preparing the food for the brahmin guests and officiants 
—this procedure is readily understandable. At any rate it clearly sets off the 
daksinagni from the other srauta fires. Or again, the daksinagni may be kin¬ 
dled by churning with the fire drill.32 But the southern fire is preferably to 
be taken from elsewhere—a burning tree top, for example, apparently one 
hit by lightning.33 Mythologically this makes perfect sense, but as a ritual 
prescription it does not seem to be overly practical. So one is back again 
at the point where, as was the case with the domestic fire, one obtains the 
daksinagni from someone else, namely from an opulent householder, wheth¬ 
er brahmin, ksatriya, vaisya or even sudra. But here we are in for a sur¬ 
prise; not only should this householder be opulent, but he should also be 
“like an asura,” or countergod {asura iva).34 This is indeed at first sight 
puzzling, but it can be linked up with other statements. Thus, in the same 

27 For the opposition west-east as against south-north, cf. SB 4.6.8.19-20. __ 
28 Interestingly, the hall for the brahmaudana fire is oriented south-north (ApSS 5.4.1). 
29 BSS 2.17:61.18. 
30 BSS 2.17:61.18 goes to some length to justify the alternative by referring to the 
unitary sacrificial god Prajapati. SB, which is most systematic in unifying the ritual 
and eliminating all oppositions, is clearly embarrassed by the southern fire and recom¬ 
mends its kindling only when actually necessary for cooking the food for brahmins at 
the Full Moon and New Moon sacrifices (SB 2.3.2.6-8). 
31 BSS 2.16:58.17, 2.18:61.10 Cf. also SB 2.I.4.6. 
32 ApSS 5.13.8. 
33 ApSS 5.14.3 (cf. KS 29.10). Probably this is a reference to the Pururavas story, where 
Pururavas finds the fire given to him by the Gandharvas in a burning asvattha top (KS 
8.10). 
34 ApSS 5.14.1-2; KS 8.12. 
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vein we learn that the daksinagni belongs to the rival (bhratrvyadevatya), 
in contradistinction to the garhapatya, which belongs to the sacrificer (ya- 
jamanadevatya).35 In a comparable case—namely, that of the fire that the sa¬ 
crificer must carry for a year in preparation for the building of the brick 
altar (the ukhya fire)—it is said that if the adhvaryu officiant wants to 
raise an enemy against his patron, he should get the ukhya fire from someone 
else’s place.36 So we can hardly doubt the seriousness of the statement that 
the daksinagni should be taken not only from someone else but from an 
enemy. 

The ritual, although it offers hardly any scope for inimical or antagonis¬ 
tic proceedings, is indeed shot through with the idea of conflict and blood¬ 
letting. In the Brahmana explanations Indra is forever killing Vrtra, while 
references to the battles between devas and asuras abound to such an extent 
that one is inclined simply to discount them as hyperbole, the more so 
since there is very little in the actual ritual that directly reflects such war¬ 
like exploits. But here the ritual itself gives a direct indication of inimical 
proceedings, for if the householder from whom one should take one’s 
southern fire is indeed “like an asura,” it is unlikely that he will be prepared 
to lend his fire to the service of the devas without putting up some resistance. 
Of course, the ritual as we know it does not elaborate this point, and indeed 
does not offer any room for such elaboration, but the statement is the more 
telling for it. If the ritual is at variance with the ritual system as propounded 
by the texts, we must assume that the variance indicates a previous state of 
affairs that was so strongly embedded that the standardized system of ritual 
could not totally ignore it. This adds a further dimension to the problem that 
confronted the ritualists; not only was the fire impermanent and regularly 
obtained elsewhere, but obtaining it also meant conflict and strife. Therefore, 
we should investigate how this conflict manifested itself in connection with 
sacrificial fire. 

The mythological prototype of conflict is the perennial war of devas 
and asuras, of gods and countergods. The asuras are not demons in our 
sense, but rather lordly if dull-witted warriors and sacrificers who are con¬ 
tinually outwitted in sacrificial contests by the devas. Also, in later puranic 
mythology, the champion of the gods, Visnu, assumes the guise of a dwarf¬ 
ish brahmin to trick the munificent sacrificer and king of the asuras, Bali, 
into ceding the whole of the triple world. Significantly, this episode occurs 
at a sacrifice arranged by the liberal but overbearing asura king. In the Yedic 
texts, as well, the battles between asuras and devas are often said to take 
place in a sacrificial context. The site of the sacrifice seems to be a battlefield 
rather than a tidy and peaceful place. 

35 SB 2.3.2.6; the same is true the for daksinagni and ahavaniya (TB 1.6.5.4). 
36 ApSS 16.9.7. 

If we now look again at the rite for establishing the srauta fires, we can 
easily perceive further remnants of battles and contests. In the first place we 
notice that a horse, apparently without any special function, should stand 
nearby when the fire is drilled for the garhapatya. Later on this horse ac¬ 
companies the fire that is brought from the garhapatya eastwards to the 
ahavaniya hearth. The significance of the horse’s presence becomes some¬ 
what clearer when we learn that on the arrival at the site of the ahavaniya, 
the horse is made to step on the site while the mantra “He has overcome all 
foes” is being recited.37 Moreover, to the south of the fires’ emplacement 
a wheel or a chariot is rolled from the west to the east when the fire is 
brought forward.38 One text combines these three elements—fire, horse, and 
chariot_and has the fire transported on the chariot and the chariot drawn 
by the horse.39 At first one will be inclined to think of a harmless piece of 
solar symbolism, even though this episode is said to be intended to smash a 
non-specified and absent enemy.40 However, if we combine this episode with 
other features of the same rite, it no longer appears so serene. We find, in 
fact, that it is expressly forbidden to anyone to cross the west-east line be¬ 
tween the burning garhapatya and ahavaniya fires—that is, in a south- 
north direction. A guardian (goptr) is even appointed at the time to guard 
against such an eventuality.41 However unlikely the event, there is never¬ 
theless a reparatory rite in case not just a harmless person but a chariot or a 
cart or somebody carrying his fires passes between the burning garhapatya 
and ahavaniya fires.42 Such an occurrence, however, can hardly be just a 
mishap. It must be intentional. The explanation emerges when we read in 
another context that the gods were attacked at their place of sacrifice by the 
asuras from the south and had to retreat to the agnidhriya hearth on the 
north side of the extended place of sacrifice, where they held out and finally 
overcame the asura attackers.43 We are now in a position to understand why 
the southern fire is derived from someone who is “like an asura,” and why it 
is said that it belongs to the enemy. Originally the place of sacrifice was a 
fighting ground, and not only in symbolic mythological terms. Its diagram is 
made up of two perpendicular lines running west-east and south-north 
representing the movement of two opposing parties; here one fought for one 
another’s fire, food, and cattle. Such fights may have been prearranged, 
ceremonial, and conventional, but they were no less violent because of it. 
Incidentally, this may also explain why one who removes the fire is guilty 

37 ApSS 5.10.9,14.5.14-18; TS 4.2.8a(mantra). 

38 ApSS 5.14.6-7. 
39 VaitSS 5.18. 
40 See W. Caland on ApSS 5.14.7; and Zeitschrift der Deutsclien Morgenlandischen 

Gesellschaft, 53, p. 699. 
41 BSS 2.16:60.1-3. 
42 ApSS 9.10.17; MS 1.8.9. 
43 TS 6.3.1.1; SB 3.6.1.26-28. 
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of manslaughter (virahan).44 The ritual texts explain this “manslaughter” 
as removing one’s own fire from its hearth, but given the fact that one had to 
obtain or win the fire from someone else, it does not seem improbable that this 
symbolic manslaughter was originally connected with violent scenes at the 
sacred hearths. 

In the “preclassical” background of the srauta ritual the mythological 
paradox of the fire’s instability and impermanence found its explanation in 
the actual struggle for life—always uncertain in its outcome—which was 
ceremonially enacted by opposing parties at the place of sacrifice. Here the 
fire is not merely a symbolic rallying point, like a flag or standard. In a very 
direct and concrete sense it gives and sustains life in its capacity as the 
cooking fire that converts dead or killed matter into life-sustaining food. It 
does not seem to be accidental that both the violent strife and the sustenance 
of life emerge most clearly at the southern fire, which is the cooking fire par 
excellence. It is significant that, in contrast to the two other fires, the daksi- 
nagni is associated with both the domestic fire and with others’ fires. The 
meaning is, quite simply, that for the business of life one needs the others. 
But this also entails strife and conflict in a world of scarcity. The cooperation 
needed to keep life going is not without disruptive tensions, and it is far from 
being always willingly given. Thus the social aspect of the fire is inextricably 
bound up with strife and violence. The mythological motif of the fire’s im¬ 
permanence reflects its social function: fire as the guarantor of life is by that 
very token subject to the vicissitudes of the struggle for life. We should there¬ 
fore pursue the matter of the fire’s social function a little further. 

The social function of the fire becomes clear in the ritual of preparing 
the rice stew, or odana, offered to the brahmins. The relevant point is that 
this brahmaudana—or any odana—is prepared and eaten by four persons, 
who are obviously four brahmins in the context of the ritual.45 The number 
four characterizes the social world as a whole, as is illustrated by the four 
persons administering the unction at the Rajasuya, the four players in the 
dicing episodes of the Rajasuya and Agnyadheya,46 the four varnas, the 
four directions, and so on. Also, the rule that one who studies the caturhotr 
formulas should not eat in a company of four for a year shows that the num¬ 
ber four stands for the community: during this year the caturhotr student 
should remain outside the community.47 As the odana is presented in the 
texts, it is an unassuming vegetarian affair. However, a divergent opinion 

44 TS 1.5.2.1; KS 8.15, 9.1; MS 1.7.3-5; KB 1.3-5. 
45 On the odana and its being eaten by four persons, see J. Gonda, The Savayajhas 
(Amsterdam, 1965), pp. 52-59. 

46 Heesterman, The Ancient Indian Royal Consecration (The Hague, 1957) pp 114ff 
143ff. ^ 

47 ApSS 14.13.1; MS 1.9.7. For the number four as defining the smallest number of 
monks forming a sangha, see H. Bechert, “Asoka’s Schismenedikt,” Wiener Zeitschrift 
fur die Kunde Sud- und Ostasiens, 5 (1961), esp. pp. 30ff. 

according to which a cow should also be killed, prepared, and eaten at the 
time of the Agnyadheya’s brahmaudana is also on record. One authority is 
even of the opinion that not one, but many cows should be so used, because 
this gives the sacrificer meritorious fame (punya praSamsS).48 Here the odana 
ceremony reveals itself as a prestigious communal affair. As we have come 
to expect, the element of competition and rivalry is not absent. Apart from 
the brahmaudana on the previous day, there is a second odana that is con¬ 
nected with or replaces the killing, preparing, and eating of a cow. Four 
participants including the sacrificer (again the significant number) have a 
dicing contest for the parts of a cow, which may be replaced with the 
odana.49 So we may assume that the odana ceremony was originally quite 
different and far more elaborate—as regards the ceremony itself and the social 
participation—than the simple and innocent-seeming porridge offered to four 
brahmins. Against this background we may understand why the Atharva- 
veda calls the odana a means for conquering one’s foes,50 and why it 
elsewhere states that the fire has come into existence for the display 
of great heroism, although it adds in the same breath that it is for 
cooking the brahmaudana.51 In other words, the odana combines all the 
elements of abundant food and of rivalry, elements that characterize the 

potlatch. 
The odana, then, seems to be the central feature of the Agnyadheya, 

far more so than the series of standard istis—for Agni, for the three forms or 
tanus of Agni (pavamana, pavaka, Suci), for Indra-and-Agni, and for Adi- 
ti—that should follow the establishing of the fires. As the Atharvaveda tells 
us, the fire was established for cooking the odana, and it is in the odana 
ceremony that the fire’s meaning and purpose become manifest. The odana 
is not simply a preliminary rite on the day preceding the installation of the 
fires. It recurs in a different form, which includes the gift of a cow and the 
gambling with dice, as we have seen, on the main day when the fires are 
established. It even recurs a third time in the form of the Aditi caru—a porridge 
in no way different from the odana—that forms the last of the isti series 
after the adhana. This caru is typically given to and eaten by four brahmins, 
and a cow is added as daksina.52 Moreover, Aditi has a special relationship 
with the odana, having given birth to the Adityas as a result of eating the 
remainder of an odana.53 The importance of the odana cannot be doubted, 
but is this sufficient to explain why it recurs so often? 

Not only in the Agnyadheya but also in other rituals we find repeated 

48 BSS 2.15:57.13. 
49 Ap§S 5.19.2-20.3; BSS (2.8:46.16, 2.9:48.4) has the dicing for the cow on the 
previous days where the others have the brahmaudana ceremony. 

50 AV 4.35.7. 
51 AV 11.1.3. 
52 ApSS 5.22.3-5. 
53 TS 1.1.9; MS 1.6.12; KS 7.15, 
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odanas. Thus we find the odana prescribed both at the beginning and at the 
end of the horse sacrifice. At its end there are even twelve odanas on con¬ 
secutive days.54 In other words, the odana marks the opposite ends of a cycle. 
The interesting point is that the first odana, at the beginning of the horse 
sacrifice, precedes the year-long conquering procession of the sacrificial 
horse and the accompanying warriors. It is even said that by means of the 
odana ceremony the sacrifice!- obtains the right to plunder brahmins during 
the year-long procession—namely, those brahmins who, when challenged 
with questions about the Asvamedha, do not answer adequately and so lose 
out.55 When we now look again at the Agnyadheya, it is striking that there 
also we find a year-long interval after the brahmaudana and the setting up of 
the fires; only after this interval is the first sacrifice performed, either as the 
already mentioned series of istis concluded by the Aditi caru or as an animal 
or Soma sacrifice.56 There can also be a year’s interval before the setting up 
of the fires, that is, between the installation of the brahmaudana fire and the 
brahmaudana ceremony proper. In that case the brahmaudana ceremony is 
repeated at the end of the year’s interval.57 Obviously these year-long inter¬ 
vals can be reduced to shorter periods (twelve days, for instance) that can 
symbolically equal a year. But the point is that in place of a single brah¬ 
maudana ceremony and the establishment of the srauta fires performed once 
and for all, we now can see the procedure as a concatenation of year-long 
cycles (or their symbolic equivalents) punctuated by odana ceremonies. 
In fact, this pattern of cyclical repetition was already apparent when we 
observed that the whole of the Agnyadheya, not just the odana, is liable to 
be repeated in the Punaradheya and even in a third adhana. It is hardly likely 
that these repeated adhana ceremonies would be necessitated by mishaps or 
lack of success, as the usual explanation goes.58 In such cases a simple 
reparation rite would seem to be the answer, rather than the elaborate length 
of abolishing the old fires and establishing new ones. Clearly these repeated 
adhanas originated from a cyclical pattern. 

The cyclical pattern can be recognized as a general characteristic of the 
original srauta ritual. It was already to be seen in the year-long conquering 
and looting expedition of the Asvamedha, preceded by an odana ceremony 
(as well as by animal and vegetal sacrifices) and closed by the horse sacrifice 
proper, after which other ceremonies follow, including a twelve-day period 
with an equal number of brahmaudanas. Furthermore, in the elaborate ritual 
for the construction of the brick altar (cayana), we notice that the first stage of 

54 ApSS 20.2.4-6, 23.8-9. 

55 BSS 15.3:206.16; ApSS 20.5.15-16. 
56 ApSS 5.21.2-6; MS 1.6.11. 
57 ApSS 5.7.11-15. 
58 ApSS 5.26.3. 

the ritual is an expedition to obtain the clay for bricks and the fire pot. In¬ 
cidentally, since this clay is considered to be a form of (the dispersed) Agni, 
the expedition is all but tantamount to winning the fire—other folk’s fire, 
that is. This expedition can be shown to have been originally a razzia, or 
even a head-hunting campaign to provide the human head that is to be put 
in the center of the altar’s foundation.59 Then an animal sacrifice is perform¬ 
ed, after which the sacrificer should carry the fire pot (ukha) for the period 
of a year—apparently during a further expedition—before the brick altar is 
finally built and a Soma sacrifice performed.60 At the end we again find an 
odana ceremony.61 In the Rajasuya such cycles can also be recognized, all 
with warlike expeditions during the intervals.62 Even in the standard form of 
the Soma ritual, the Agnistoma, this pattern is still discernible, though in a 
muted form, the setting out on a chariot of the consecrated sacrificer-to-be 
(diksita) with his fires (or rather his fire drill), toward the eventual place of 
sacrifice. This setting out can be easily linked with the saniyacana, the collec¬ 
ting of goods for the sacrifice, which takes place at the same time. Although 
it is only briefly mentioned and is reduced to an innocuous begging rite, we 
need not be taken in by appearances.63 The dlksita’s journey does not seem 
to be just a solemn but harmless procession. Similarly, the bringing forward 
of the fire to the new ahavaniya on the extended place of sacrifice seems very 
much a compressed, telescoped version of such conquering or booty-winning 
expeditions, the accompanying mantras containing references to conquest 

and booty.64 
It may be objected that although the Agnyadheya does exhibit these 

cyclical intervals, they are not necessarily connected with expeditions, let 
alone warlike ones. There is, indeed, an explicit rule stating that in the inter¬ 
val between the brahmaudana and the Agnyadheya proper the sacrificer 
should not set out on any journey, nor should the brahmaudana fire be 
allowed to go out during this time. However, it is further stated that, if the 
sacrificer should set out and allow the fire to go out—the two cases being very 
much the same, since the sacrificer would take the fire with him not in live 
form but in the fire drill, or symbolically in himself—he should simply per¬ 
form the odana ceremony again.65 

59 Heesterman, “The Case of the Severed Head,” Wiener Zeitschrift fur die Kunde Siid- 
und_Ostasiens, 11 (1967), pp. 22-43. 
60 ApSS16.9.1; that it was indeed originally an expedition is apparent from SB6.8.1.1-4. 

61 ApSS 17.17.10. 
62 Heesterman, The Ancient Indian Royal Consecration (The Hague, I957)> esP- chaP* 21 
(samsrp-ojferings) and chap. 26 (prayujam havirnsi); Heesterman, “The Conundrum of 
the King’s Authority,” in J. S. Richards, Authority and Kingship in South Asia (Madi¬ 
son, Wise., 1978). 

63 ApSS 10.18.5-19.5. 
64 TS 1.3.4c.; on the Agnisomapranayana, see W. Caland and V. Henry, L’Agnistoma 
(Paris,.. I9°6), §106 and Volume I, page 590. 
65 ApSS 5.7.7-12. 
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So although the sutras seem to prefer a closely fitted, straight succession 
of ritual acts without intervals, much less journeys, we are in fact back again 
to the cyclical pattern of odana-interval-odana, as is the case with the Agnya- 
dheya followed after an interval by the Punaradheya. These cyclical yearly 
intervals connected with the Agnyadheya do not themselves display traces 
of conflict and violence, but they do fall into the same pattern shown by 
other rituals, and so the original nature of these intervals can reasonably be 
inferred, the more so since we already saw that the fire and its establishment 
were the focus of agonistic proceedings.66 Moreover, even though the inter¬ 
vals seem to be given over to perfectly serene observances, their mythological 
explanations are replete with conflict and violence. This comes out clearly 
in the explanation of the Punaradheya.67 There it is said that the gods, 
before they set out to do battle with the asuras, deposited their tanus, their 
respective selves or essences, with Agni, in the fire—as, indeed, the sacrificer 
who sets out on a journey is supposed to do according to the mantras for 
such an occasion.68 After their victory they came back, took up their 
deposited tanus, and established their fires again. Incidentally, the fire seems 
here very much to be the form of the precious essence or self, which is not 
surprising in view of the tendency to identify the sacrificer with his fire. The 
same explanation is given for the interval between the Agnyadheya proper 
and the tanuhavlmsi offerings. Here again the gods deposit their precious 
selves in the fire, go out, beat the asuras, and come back to take up their 
deposited selves again. The tanuhavimsi, then, are the price they have to 
pay to Agni to get back their selves.69 

Translated into the terms of the ritual, there appears to be a cycle start¬ 
ing at one end with a fire sacrifice involving possessions—in other words, a 
grandiose distribution of goods. Then one goes out on a conquering and 
booty-winning expedition. During this period the fire is inactive in that one 
does not arrange for large sacrificial distribution ceremonies such as the 
brahmaudana ceremony, although one may visit other people’s sacrificial 
distributions in hopes of winning at least part of the goods put up as prizes. 
The inactivity of one’s fire during this period is also expressed in the mytho¬ 
logical theme of Agni’s disintegration or dispersion: Agni, being unable to 
carry the load of the gods’ selves, divided them—or rather divided himself, 
for the gods’ selves were their fires—among the animals, the waters, and 
the sun.70 This dispersion tallies with the sacrificial distribution of goods by 
the sacrificer before his setting out for the interval period. 

66 Only the gatasii, the man of apparently permanent fortune, has the duty to keep his 
srauta fires continually burning. 
67 TS 1.5.1.1; MS 1.7.2; KS 8.15; SB 2.2.3.2. 
68 ApSS 6.24.2-3, 6-7. 

69 KS 8.8; TB 1.1.6.1-3. In the same way the Punaradheya is said to be exclusively 
Agni’s share, his compensation for the gods’ taking back their selves. 
70 See references in note 69; and KS 8.9. 

On the other hand, the identification of man and his fire is strongest 
exactly during the interval period of dispersion and recuperation of sacrificial 
goods. That at least seems to be the meaning of the so-called avantaradlksa, 
or intermediate consecration, which begins on the day immediately following 
the diksa and ends after the leading forward of fire and Soma (Agnlsoma- 
pranayana).71 The mantra for initiating the avantaradlksa says: “Your 
form be in me, my form be in you.”72 At the opposite end, the visarjana 
(giving up the avantaradlksa and its special observances), which signi¬ 
ficantly comes after the eastward procession of fire and Soma, both fire and 
sacrificer take up each their own form again. The two aspects—the deacti¬ 
vation or dispersion of the fire and the rigorous identification of the con¬ 
secrated with his fire during the interval period—are not necessarily in con¬ 
flict with each other, for during the expedition the fire is either symbolically 
taken up in the person consecrated or in the fire drill.73 At the same time 
these periods are characterized as periods of dispersion, the expeditions 
serving the purpose of recuperating from the dispersal caused by the fore¬ 
going sacrificial distribution. That this involves strife and violence need 
hardly be argued, and indeed the interval of the avantaradlksa (like those 
between brahmaudana and Agnyadheya or between Agnyadheya and Pu¬ 
naradheya) is explained by evoking once again the deva-asura conflict: the 
gods, fearing the asuras, entered the fire, and having in this way made Agni 
their protection, then defeated the asuras.74 Finally—that is, when one has 
survived all contests and battles or, in terms of the classical ritual’s avanta¬ 
radlksa, when the fire and Soma have triumphantly been brought forward— 
there is again a sacrifice and distribution of food and cattle, after which, 
tragically, the same cycle of danger and violence sets in again. In short, the 
world of the original ritual was governed by an inexorable cyclical rhythm 
of strife and violence punctuated at the nodal points by grandiose potlatch¬ 
like festivals that concluded the previous cycle and, at the same time, initiat¬ 
ed a new one of disintegration and conflict; the obverse of this heroic view of 
the world was the necessity of constantly renewed exposure to death and 
destruction. 

We are now in a position to see both the problem that the ritualists 
faced—namely, breaking out of this deadly cycle—and also how they at¬ 
tacked it. If the fire, the focus of life and well-being, had to undergo unre¬ 
mitting cycles of dispersion, reconquest, and renewed dispersion, then ritual 
means had to be devised to fix and stabilize it in its place so that life could 
be organized around it in a permanently stable fashion. As we have seen, 

^ d.3.2.6. 
73 ApSS 6.28.8-11. 
74 TS 6.2.2.6-7. 
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the crux of the matter was the fact that the fire as the sustainer of life was 
dependent on the others who also had to fight for their own survival in a 
world of scarcity. The latter fact—the world of scarcity-—could not be 
changed, but the ritual could. In other words, the ritualists had to work on 
the fire in ritual terms while the reality of the world remained as it was. 
The ritualist way was therefore to emancipate the srauta fire from society 
and to make it absolutely individual and unequivocally identical with its 
sacrificer. The difference with the previous state of affairs will be at once 
apparent if we remember that before this the absolute identification of the 
consecrated with his fire was only thought to obtain during the intervals of 
dispersion and violent strife—or, in ritual terms, during the avantaradiksa. 
Now, however, the srauta fire was to be permanently attached to and iden¬ 
tical with the sacrificer. This meant, in the first place, that the srauta fire had 
to be rigorously dissociated from the domestic, which inevitably remained 
bound up with marriage and household—and hence with society. We have 
already seen how this dissociation was achieved. Furthermore, the Agnya- 
dheya, instead of being a period devoted to potlatchlike communal feasts 
and sacrifices at the nodal points in the cycle, had to be made into an asocial, 
strictly individual rite performed once and for all. And so it was, as one can 
see from the inadequate reasons given by the texts for the continued exis¬ 
tence of the Punaradheya, as well as from the lack of reasons for the third 
adhana. For its explanation the ritualists had to fall back on the old mytho¬ 
logical cycle of battles between the devas and asuras, which no longer had a 
place in the ritual. The cyclically alternating phases were deprived of their 
function. Loss, extinguishment, or other discontinuities in the maintenance 
of the fire now came to be viewed simply as ritual mistakes calling for equally 
ritual reparation. 

But the elimination of the cyclical character of the fire ritual also meant 
that one had to do away with the intervals: the phases of the cycle had to be 
straightened out into a linear series of ritual acts. This is particularly visible 
in the discussion about whether or not an interval should be allowed between 
the adhana proper and the tanuhavimsi offerings. Some argue for an un¬ 
broken immediate succession;75 some compromise on a twelve-day period.76 
In other words, elimination of the cyclical phases leads to ritual horror vacui. 
All acts have to follow each other in an unbroken series, as we can see in the 
Agnihotra, which was originally also subject to cyclically alternating phases 
(still visible in the dlksita’s not being allowed to perform it77) but developed 
into an almost obsessive repetition of evening and early morning offerings. 

There remains, however, the problem of the fire’s permanence: How 
can one hold the fire permanently? Keeping the fire going all the time is 

75 KS 8.8. 
76 TB 1.1.6.7. 

77 Heesterman, “Vedisches Opfer und Transzendenz,” in G. Oberhammer, ed., Trans- 
zendenzerfahrung (Vienna, 1978), pp. 29-44, esp. pp. 37ff. 

obviously possible only for the man of permanent fortune, the gatasri. But 
here the old cyclical usage of taking the fire into oneself or into the fire drill 
(by warming one’s hands or the drill over the old fire, which is then left to 
go out) found a new interpretation. The relationship between the sacrificer 
and his fire no longer passed through alternating phases but instead remained 
constant. All ambivalence was eliminated. Even if in actual practice one used 
another fire—as in fact, one obviously does—the pious fictions of an unbro¬ 
ken permanence could be maintained. For the continuity of the fire was 
henceforth guaranteed by its owner, whose relationship with his fire was no 
longer subject to the vicissitudes of alternating phases. Conversely, the 
break between the domestic and brahmaudana fires on the one hand and the 
srauta fires on the other could be bridged, not by using the same fire but by 
interposing another entity, namely the sacrificer and his fire drill, which then 
provided the link between the socially oriented domestic and asocial Srauta 
fires that now should be kept separate. 

The importance of the fire drill, then, lies not in its technology but in its 
capacity to make the desocialization of the sacrifice, the individualization 
of the sacrificer, and the permanent identification of sacrificer and fire a 
viable proposition. This is well illustrated in the conclusion of the Satapatha 
Brahmana’s version of the Pururavas story, which relates how Pururavas 
finally succeeded in transcending his human condition to become a Gandha- 
rva so that he could be permanently united with the fleeting nymph Ur- 
vasi.78 Having been granted a boon by the Gandharvas, he asks to become 
one of them, but this is beyond their power. Or, as the text puts it: “There 
is not that pure form of fire among men that would make possible a sacrifice 
aimed at becoming a Gandharva.” Flowever, the Gandharvas do the next 
best thing by giving him some of their own fire in a fire pot (ukha). Having 
gone back, he hangs the ukha in a tree before entering the village. But the 
fire disappears, as UrvaSi did. The fire had become the asvattha tree and the 
ukha the §ami tree. In a second attempt the Gandharvas now advise him to 
devote himself for a year to the brahmaudana ritual, each time smearing 
three pieces of asvattha wood with ghee and putting them into the fire. They 
feel, however, that this is a “hidden” or indirect (paroksa) procedure. The 
reason may well be that the brahmaudana ceremony, as we saw, carries with 
it the connotations of community and strife. As a third tactic, they advise 
Pururavas to make himself an upper drilling stick of asvattha wood and a 
lower one of sami wood. The point here seems to be that he should make the 
drill himself instead of receiving the fire from his Gandharva in-laws, as 
was the case in the first attempt. But this also turns out to be too paroksa to 
be successfully handled by man, apparently owing to the fact that two dif¬ 
ferent kinds of wood are needed, one male and one female.79 So finally the 

78 SB 11.5.1.14-17. 
79 See AY 22.3.5-4.1, where the use of different kinds of wood is rejected on the ground 
that this would constitute yonisamkara. 
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Gandharvas advise him to make both the aranis from asvattha wood only. 
Then, sacrificing with the fire that he churned with this fire drill without 
external aid or any paroksa connection, Pururavas did indeed transcend his 
human condition and became a Gandharva. And, as the Satapatha Brah- 
mana concludes hopefully, so will every sacrificer who himself makes the 
aranis using only asvattha wood. 

In this way we can see that a relatively old text, the Maitrayani Samhita, 
already indignantly rejects the possibility of taking the daksinagni from some 
one else’s fire and prefers it to be churned, however laboriously, with one’s 
fire drill,80 like the first of the other srauta fires. For, after all: “Our ain 
reeks better than other folk’s fire.” The ritualist’s ideal is to emancipate 
the sacrificer from the stresses and strains of the human condition, and the 
ultimate purpose of the fire drill is to serve this end. But at the same time this 
means divorcing oneself from human society for the fictitious benefit of be¬ 
coming a heavenly being. And so the reasonable conclusion must be, as one 
of the texts has it, that the churned fire is the most pure (punya), but by the 
same token it is unproductive (anardhuka).81 In the final analysis the prob¬ 
lem of how man may transcend his human condition remains wide open, 
even for the ritualists. 

80 MS 1.6.11. 
81 KhadGS 1.5.3. 

THE GEOMETRY OF THE VEDIC RITUALS 

A. Seidenberg 

I. VEDIC GEOMETRICAL RITUALS 

The great, twelve-day Agnicayana rite takes place in a large trape¬ 
zoidal area, the mahavedi, and in a smaller rectangular area to the west of 
it, the praclnavamsa. In the mahavedi there is built a brick altar in the form 
of a “falcon about to take wing,” and in the praclnavamsa there are (among 
other things) three fire altars in specified positions, the garhapatya, ahava- 

nlya, and daksinagni. The construction of the mahavedi, the praclnavamsa, 
and the various altars, if it is to be done exactly, requires a certain amount 
of geometrical knowledge. It is the object of the present essay to discuss the 
mathematics involved in this and in other Vedic rites, to consider its rela- 
vance for Greek and Sanskrit studies, and to indicate its bearing on the 
history of mathematics in general. 

It is well to bring in Greek mathematics, for Greek and Vedic geo¬ 
metry have many things in common. As we shall see, the Vedic ritual con¬ 
structions involve a large part of Euclid’s Elements, Books I and II, and the 
source of the similarity—or rather the common part—is at issue. Moreover, 
the Vedic geometry is part of a sacrificial system, and there are indications 
that for the Greeks, too, or for their forerunners, geometry was associated 
with sacrifice. 

Let us first glance at this geometry. The Indians had a class of sacred 
works, the Sulvasutras, of which there are several versions, devoted to the 
geometrical constructions. The Sulvasutras have been called “manuals for 
altar construction.” When one hears that the ancient Indians had such 
works, one may think that one will find in them a few “carpenter’s rules,” 
that is, a few applications of elementary geometry to the construction of 
material objects. One does, indeed, find there rules for constructing a right 
angle, which is sometimes accomplished by applying the Theorem of Py¬ 
thagoras: the ends of a cord of eight units’ length are tied to two pegs ham¬ 
mered into the earth at points A and B four units apart, a mark is made at 
a point three units from one end of the cord, say the end tied at B, and the 
string is then picked up at this point and stretched so that the mark touches 
the earth at C, whereupon the right angle ABC is produced (see Fig. 1; 
a so see Vol. I, Fig. 14, p. 247). Right angles are also constructed without 
recourse to the Theorem of Pythagoras. 

Yet a perusal of the Sulvasutras shows that matters are not quite so 
straightforward. The construction of altars (or “agnis”) of various shapes 
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Figure I—Construction of a right angle 

is described, the shape depending on the particular ritual. Thus there are 
square altars, circular altars, and altars of many other shapes. The altars 
were, for the most part, composed of five layers of bricks that together 
reached to the height of the knee; for some cases ten or fifteen layers and a 
corresponding increased height of the altar were prescribed. Most, though not 
all, of the altars had a level surface and these were referred to in accordance 
with the shape and area of the top (or bottom) face. The basic falcon-shaped 
altar (a variant of which occurs in the Agnicayana ritual) had an area of 
7 1/2 square purusas:the word purusa means “man” and is, on the one hand, 
a linear measure—namely, the height of a man (the sacrificer) with his arms 
stretched upwards (about 7 1/2 feet, say) — and, on the other, an areal mea¬ 
sure (about 56 1/4 square feet). Aside from secondary modifications or 
variations, the body of the falcon-shaped altar was a 2 x 2 square (4 square 
purusas), and the wings and tail were one square purusa each; in order that 
the image might be a closer approach to the real shape of the bird, the wings 
and tail were lengthened, the former by one-fifth of a purusa each, the latter 
by one-tenth (see Fig. 2; for a variant, see Fig. 3). This was the size and 
shape of the falcon altar upon its first construction. On the second construc¬ 
tion, one square purusa was to be added—that is, the area of the second 
altar constructed would then be 8 1/2 square purusas; on the third construc¬ 
tion another square purusa was to be added; and so on, until one comes to 
the “one-hundred-and-one-[and-a-half]-fold” altar. The sacrificer is climb¬ 
ing a ladder, his sacrificial rank being determined by, or determining, the 
area. 

piadeSa 

Figure 2—Basic bird altar 

E 

Figure 3—Variant of the basic bird altar 

In the construction of the larger altars (8 1/2, 9 1/2, . . . ), the same 
shape as the basic altar is required, and the problem of finding a square 
equal in area to two given squares is actually and explicitly involved: the 
construction is carried out using the Theorem of Pythagoras. The prob¬ 
lem of converting a rectangle into a square is also explicitly involved. This 
is not carpentry. 

There is no intention here of minimizing the role of “carpenter’s rules,” 
and it may be that there existed a tradition of “tricks of the trade,” but if so 
the Sulvasatras say nothing about them. 

The main versions of the Sulvasutras are those of the schools of Baudh- 
ayana, of Apastamba, and of Katyayana. Baudhayana gives the Theorem 
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of Pythagoras (see Fig. 4): “The cord stretched in the diagonal of an oblong 
produces both [areas] which the cords forming the longer and shorter sides 
of an oblong produce separately.” Apastamba and Katyayana give it in 
almost the same words (cf. BSulvaS 1.48; ApSulvaS 1.4; KSulvaS 2.11). 

Using this theorem, the Sulvasutras show how to construct both a square 
equal to the sum of two given squares and a square equal to the difference 
of two given squares (cf. BSulvaS 1.51; ApSulvaS 2.5; KSulvaS 3.1). 

Note that the Theorem is given as a theorem on rectangles, rather than 
as a theorem on right triangles, as in The Elements, 1.47. Moreover, the 
Sulvasutras state the theorem separately for oblongs and for squares. From 
a logical point of view these differences are of no importance, but the pre¬ 
sence of logical irrelevancies can be of great help in comparative studies 
(cf. Seidenberg 1962, 503). 

For turning an oblong into a square Baudhayana says: “If you wish to 
turn an oblong into a square [see Fig. 5] take the tiryanmam, i.e., the shorter 
side [AD] of the oblong [ABCD], for the side of a square [AEFD], divide the 
remainder [EBCF] (that part of the oblong which remains after the square 
has been cut off) into two parts and inverting [one of them] join these two 
parts to the sides of the square. (We get then a large square [AGKJ] out of 
which a small square [HKIF] is cut out as it were.) Fill the empty space (in 

* 

Figure 5—Squaring the oblong 

the corner) by adding a small piece (a small square). It has been taught how 
to deduct it (the added piece).” Apastamba and Katyayana give the same 
method in about the same words (cf. BSulvaS 1.54, ApSulvaS 2.7, KSulvaS 
3.2). 

Thus Baudhayana first converts the oblong into the difference of two 
squares and then uses a previous result (BSulvaS 1.51) to convert the dif¬ 
ference into a square. This is entirely in the spirit of The Elements, Book 
II. The problem and its solution are precisely that of 11.14. The solution 
there depends on the Theorem of Pythagoras and on II.5, which tells how 
to regard a rectangle as the difference of two (specified) squares. Propositions 
11.5 and II.6 are closely related and say nearly the same thing; the diagram 
for II.6 is precisely that of Fig. 5. 

BSulvaS 2.12 tells how the larger altars are to be constructed: “That 
which is different from the original form of the agni (i.e., that area which is 
to be added to the area of the saptavidha, i.e., sevenfold, agni) is to be divided 
into fifteen parts and two of these parts are to be added to each vidha (to 
each of the seven purusas; the one remaining part has consequently to be 
added to the remaining half purusa); with seven and a half of these (increased 
vidhas [i.e.,, units]) the agni is to be constructed.” KSulvaS 5.4 in effect does 
the same. ApSulvaS 8.6 is different in that it speaks of expanding the “7” to 
“ft” and in that some question remains as to what to do about the “half.” 

Baudhayana does not explain that the “two parts,” which we may sup¬ 
pose to be in the form of a rectangle, are to be converted into a square as 
explained, and then added, as explained, to the smaller vidha (i.e., the 1 x 1 

square) to get the increased vidha, or unit; nor should this have been ex¬ 
pected as the Sulvasutras are about as brief as possible. Katyayana, how¬ 
ever, though the result is the same, follows a slightly different method, in 
the course of which he is obliged to mention the conversion of a rectangle 
into a square. 
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2. EVIDENCE FOR GEOMETRICAL RITUALS AMONG THE GREEKS 

Let us now examine the evidence for geometric rituals among the 
Greeks. The association of early Greek mathematics with cult is one of 
the commonplaces of Greek history. The passages from ancient authors 
that will now be considered have often been mentioned, yet their relation to 
ritual has not been appreciated. 

Several ancient authors tell us that Pythagoras sacrificed an ox upon 
discovery of some theorem (cf. van der Waerden 1961, 100). Thus Plutarch 
(Epicurum IX) quotes a distich—“When Pythagoras discovered his famous 
figure, for which he sacrificed a bull”—and he says that the figure in ques¬ 
tion is either that of the square on the hypotenuse or that of the application 
of areas. “Application of areas” refers to the problems taken up in The 
Elements, VI.28 and 29, which in effect show how to solve quadratic equa¬ 
tions. Elsewhere (Quaestiones Convivii, VIII, Quaest. 2.4), however, Plu¬ 
tarch says that the bull was sacrificed in connection with the problem of 
constructing a figure with the same area as another figure and a shape 
similar to a third. 

Professor van der Waerden (1961, 117) thinks that these three subjects, 
which indeed are mathematically related, were not arbitrarily thrown toge¬ 
ther but formed a part of a Pythagorean textbook, “The Tradition of 
Pythagoras.” In any event, the third problem is precisely the central problem 
of the Sulvasutras, and the theorem on the square of the hypotenuse is 
needed for its solution. The turning of a rectangle into a square is, at least 
abstractly, the simplest case. There is no clear evidence in the Sulvasutras 
on the application of areas, but it has been suggested that the Vedic priests 
could solve quadratic equations, and there are some grounds, not very solid 
to be sure, for this opinion. (Cf. Datta, 1932, 173f.). 

Van der Waerden (1961, 100) writes: “But the entire story is an im¬ 
possible one, because Pythagoras was strongly opposed to the killing and 
sacrificing of animals, of cattle especially.” Yet it is a plain fact and not a 
reconstruction that many an ox fell victim to the Theorem of Pythagoras. 
I do not suppose, any more than van der Waerden supposes, that Plutarch is 
relating history. Rather, I suppose that he is transmitting legend. Legends 
reflect custom, nevertheless, and the custom here reflected is that of sacri¬ 
ficial rites associated with exact geometrical constructions. I do not even 
suggest that the custom is a living one, merely that, as a comparison shows, 
evidence of the Indian practice is found in Greek history. A vegetarian par¬ 
taking of the sacrifice, it may be remarked, is not a contradiction in terms. 
The Brahmans are vegetarians, but they sacrifice—and eat—goats, though 
only when consecrated in a ritual context. 

The builder of a fire altar was called an agnicit. According to one of the 
the sacred works, the Taittirlya Samhita (5.2.5.5-6), an agnicit should live 
upon what is obtained freely from nature; even the products of sowing are 
forbidden. In particular the flesh of birds is forbidden (cf. also the passages 

from the Taittirlya Samhita 5.7.6.1 and the Satapatha Brahmana 10.1.4.13 
cited in Agni, Vol. I, p. 87). The Theorem of Pythagoras, as we have seen, 
used to be attributed to Pythagoras (c. 550 b.c.), but this is no longer the 
general opinion, since, as we now know, the theorem was known in Old 
Babylonia some 1200 years earlier. Similarly, it would appear, the role of 
the agnicit was imposed on Pythagoras. 

One of the three great classical problems was the so-called duplication 
of the cube (the other two were the squaring of the circle and the trisection 
of the angle). A large part of Greek mathematics was actually built up in at¬ 
tempts to solve these problems. Eutocius, the commentator of Archimedes, 
produces what he calls a letter from Eratosthenes (c. 240 b.c.) to King Pto¬ 
lemy concerning the first of these. This letter is nowadays considered to be 
spurious, but it contains some important material—in particular, two le¬ 
gends about the duplication problem. According to the first (cf. van der 
Waerden 1961, 160), “It is said that one of the ancient tragic poets brought 
Minos on the scene, who had a tomb built for Glaucus. When he heard that 
the tomb was a hundred feet long in every direction, he said: “You have 
made the royal residence too small, it should be twice as great. Quickly 
double each side of the tomb, without spoiling the shape.” He seems to have 
made a mistake. For when the sides are doubled the area is enlarged four¬ 
fold and the volume eightfold.” Afterwards, we are told, Hippocrates of 
Chios (c. 430 b.c.) worked on the problem. The letter continues: “It is fur¬ 
ther reported that, after some time, certain Delians, whom an oracle had 
given the task of doubling an altar, met the same difficulty. They sent em¬ 
issaries to the geometers in Plato’s academy to ask them for a solution. These 
took hold with great diligence of the problem.” 

Van der Waerden (1961, 160fT.) is concerned with tracing the source, 
or sources, of the “letter.” He finds that the second part derives from the 
Platonicus of Eratosthenes. He considers the Platonicus to be a dramatic story, 
and hence not a historical source, though Eratosthenes may have made use 
of historical materials. The first part “probably derives from historical sour¬ 
ces,” and some credence can be given to the tradition that Hippocrates of 
Chios worked on the problem. According to another reconstruction (Can¬ 
tor, 1907, 203), the poet who “brought Minos on the scene” was Euripides 
(485-406 B.C.). 

We have, then, good grounds for believing that legends of geometric 
rituals existed in Greece in the third and even the fifth centuries B.c. 

According to Theon of Smyrna (Hiller, ed., p. 2), Eratosthenes said 
that the duplication was for the purpose of fighting a plague. Now it would 
be interesting to know whether the oracle at Delos really did put the prob¬ 
lem of the duplication of the cube, but if the issue is the nature of the 
origin of the idea, and not merely its local history in Greece, this can hardly 
be of crucial importance. If the oracle did put the problem, the question is: 
Tow did it ever occur to the oracle that doubling an altar was a way of 

fighting a plague? And if the oracle did not put the problem, the question is 
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still the same: How did the person who made lip the story get the idea that 
doubling the altar would defeat a plague? 

In the Delian legend the temple “architects” are confronted with a 
geometrical problem: in India the priests were actually involved with geo¬ 
metrical problems. In the legend the altar of Apollo was to be varied for a 
special purpose: in India the altar actually was varied for special purposes. 
In the legend the altar is varied, the form remaining constant: in India this 
was the actual practice (in the one case, to be sure, it is the shape of a volume; 
in the other, of an area). In the legend the altar is doubled: in India, multi¬ 
plication of the area of the vedi and of the agni by specified constants on spe¬ 
cified occasions explicitly occurs. Thus the area of the mahavedi at the 
Sautramani sacrifice was to be the third part of the mahavedi at the Soma 
sacrifice and the area of the agni at the Horse sacrifice was three times that of 
the basic sevenfold agni (cf. ApSulvaS 5.8 and 21.6). Where, then, did either 
the oracle or Eratosthenes get the idea that doubling the altar was a way of 
fighting a plague? Does it not seem likely that he got it from a once-existing 
rite, perhaps in the fossilized form of a legend? 

In Greece sacrifice could be used to harm an enemy (Republic 364c); 
in India the same was true (TS 5.4.11), and it may be that disease was con¬ 
sidered as an enemy, or as the instrument of an enemy, to be fought with 
sacrifice. 

3. HISTORY OF OUR KNOWLEDGE OF THE SULVAS0TRAS 

In 1900 the view generally held was that mathematics as a body of know¬ 
ledge worthy of the name of science did not exist in the ancient oriental 
civilizations (i.e., those outside of Greece). The monumental work “Mathe- 
matische Keilschrift-Texte,” published in the thirties, in which Neugebauer 
deciphered the mathematical cuneiform texts of Old Babylonia (about 
1700 B.C.), quite transformed our notions of ancient oriental mathematics, at 
least for Babylonia, but at the beginning of the century there was little known 
about the mathematics of (Old) Babylonia and Egypt. From Old Babylonia 
one had a table of squares up to 60 X 60 and an astronomical text giving 
the magnitude of the illuminated portion of the moon for every day from new 
to full moon (Cajori 1929, 4ff.). From Egypt one already had the Rhind 
mathematical papyrus, but paleographers could argue whether the area of 
a triangle was correctly computed in it. So Ball (1901, 1) could easily bring 
himself to write: “The history of mathematics cannot with certainty be 
traced back to any school or period before that of the Ionian Greeks.” This 
did really correspond to the situation as known—except for the Sulvasutras 
and other sacred works of the Indians. 

In 1874 Thibaut had begun his translation of the Baudhayana Sul- 
vasutra, and in an 1875 paper he gave a general account of the Sulvasutras, 
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with many excerpts and comments, and in particular he indicated their re¬ 
lation to the older sacred literature. In doing this his principal object was 
to make available to the learned world the mathematical knowledge of the 
Vedic Indians, but that wasn’t his only object. After commenting that a good 
deal of Indian knowledge could be traced back to requirements of the ritual 
Thibaut added: “These facts have a double interest. They are in the first 
place valuable for the history of the human mind in general; they are in the 
second place important for the mental history of India and for answering 
the question relative to the originality of Indian science. For whatever is 
closely connected with the ancient Indian religion must be considered as 
having sprung up among the Indians themselves, unless positive evidence 
of the strongest kind point to a contrary conclusion.” 

And after giving reasons for not relying, in this respect, on “the Lilavati, 
the Vijaganita, and similar treatises,” he added: “We must search whether 
there are not traces left pointing to a purely Indian origin of these sciences. 
And such traces we find in a class of writings, commonly called Sulvasutras, 
that means “sutras of the cord,” which prove that the earliest geometrical 
and mathematical investigations among the Indians arose from certain 
requirements of their sacrifices.” 

My object at the moment is not to enter into a critique of Thibaut’s 
views, but merely to display them. Thibaut himself never belabored or ela¬ 
borated these views, nor did he formulate the obvious conclusion, namely, 
that it was not the Greeks who invented plane geometry, it was the Indians. 
At least this was the message that the Greek scholars saw in Thibaut’s paper. 
And they didn’t like it. 

Most of the “refutations” were mere haughty dismissals, but Cantor, 
a leading historian of mathematics of the day, at least examined the evidence, 
and even gave arguments. In 1877 Cantor, realizing the importance of Thi¬ 
baut’s work, began a comparative study of Greek and Indian mathematics. 
He starts his paper by reminding us that Greek studies were already about 
four hundred years old, and Indian studies only about one hundred. As a 
consequence Greek dates could usually be given within a decade, whereas 
estimates of Indian dates varied by centuries. Yet even in 1907, in the third 
edition of his Geschichte der Mathematik, he postulates that Heron was about 
100 b.c., emphasizing, however, that other opinions vary from 200 b.c. to 
a.d. 200. Recently Neugebauer (1962, 171) has assigned Heron to a.d. 62. 

Cantor made many acute observations, and he concluded that Indian 
geometry and Greek geometry, especially that of Heron, are related. For 
Cantor there remained only the question of who borrowed from whom. 

e expresses the opinion that, in geometry, the Indians were the pupils of 
the Greeks. 

Thibaut in 1875 had assigned no absolute date to the Sulvasutras, there- 
y showing proper scholarly restraint, so Cantor felt free to press his own 

C ronol°gy. He had been struck by the analogy of the Indian altar problems 
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to the Greek duplication of the altar and grave problems. According to Cantor, 
about ioo b.c. Heron’s geometry intruded into India, where it was given a 
theological form. This theological geometry then left traces in Greece in 
poetry ascribed (by Cantor himself) to Euripides (485-406 b.c.)—a clear 
contradiction. Cantor eventually (in 1904) renounced his view and conceded 
a much earlier date to Indian geometry. Even so, he did not believe that 
Pythagoras got his geometry from India; he preferred to believe it was Egypt. 

Finally, in 1899 Thibaut, perhaps prodded into it by dates for the Sulva¬ 
sutras that he considered to be far off the mark (as for example the 100 b.c. 

of Cantor), ventured to assign the fourth or the third centuries b.c. as the 
latest possible date for their composition (it being understood that this refers 
to a codification of far older materials). Thibaut’s estimate agrees pretty well 
with those of a number of other Sanskrit scholars, starting with Max Muller, 
who some fifty years earlier had given 600-200 b.c. (For some of the re¬ 
ferences, see Seidenberg 1962, 505.) 

The Sulvasutras, as Thibaut remarked, are but a codification of Vedic 
geometric knowledge, and the dating of this knowledge and of the Sulva¬ 
sutras are separate problems. As for the knowledge, by taking into account 
the Greek legends, we can say with complete confidence that it was already 
old in the third century b.c. The date of the Sulvasutras was considered 
important as giving a date before which the Vedic geometric knowledge is 
certain. From this point of view, 500-300 b.c. is a very conservative estimate. 

One should not imagine that the battle lines were clearly drawn, with 
the Sanskrit scholars on one side and the Greek on the other. Far from it! 
In 1884 Weber, a Sanskrit scholar, expressed the opinion that there was 
“nothing of a literary-historical nature standing in the way of the assump¬ 
tion of a use [on the part of the Sulvasutras] of the teachings of Hero of 
Alexandria”—of 215 b.c. according to Weber (1884, col. 1564). 

After giving his estimate, Thibaut added: “There is nothing striking in 
the independent development of a limited amount of practical geometrical 
knowledge by two different peoples.” But this can hardly be a considered 
statement! Rather it shows that Thibaut was getting lost in the polemics. 
A “limited amount of practical knowledge” is surely not what Cantor was 
thinking about; nor could it have been what Thibaut was thinking about in 
1875, else what is the relevance of his “mighty sway of religion” and “require¬ 
ments of the sacrifice”? (Nor is it what Neugebauer and van der Waerden 
are thinking about when, especially in view of the information coming in 
from Old Babylonia, they go to great lengths to explain why, for highly tech¬ 
nical reasons, Greek geometry took the form it did.) Thibaut’s remark may 
have been a polite gesture to Cantor, who a few years later changed his mind, 
or it may be that Thibaut really did not know how to answer the scholarly 

objections. 
At the start of the twentieth century, Burk (1901-2,55,56) translated the 

Sulvasutra of Apastamba, prefixing it with a commentary. It was this work, 
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according to Cantor, that brought about a shift in the situation and led him 
to change his mind. This is to give Burk too much credit. Burk’s paper is 
excellent, and he does make original points, but the argument already occurs 
in all its essential aspects in Thibaut’s paper. Anyway, the damage had been 
done, and the Sulvasutras have never taken the position in the history of 
mathematics that they deserve. Bell (1940) and van der Waerden (1961) do not 
even mention them, though their contents are briefly described in Cantor’s 
Geschichte derMathematik, which both cite. Neugebauer mentions them briefly 
a couple of times. Perhaps with the date 1700 b.c. well in hand, the question 
of whether Vedic geometrical knowledge dates from a.d. 200, 100 b.c., 

300 b.c., 500 b.c., or even 1000 b.c., faded into insignificance. 
A.B. Keith, a Sanskrit scholar, denied any connection between the 

Sulvasutras and the more ancient sacred literature, especially the Samhitas 
(1910, 519-521), and as the connection is a vital point in attempts at a 
chronology, we turn next to this. 

4. RELATION OF THE SULVASUTRAS TO THE OLDER SACRED 

LITERATURE 

There are various strata of the Vedic sacred literature. Everybody agrees 
on their relative ages (at least within the individual schools). Of the strata 
with which we shall be concerned, the Sutra period is the most recent. Rough¬ 
ly speaking, the Sulvasutras contain all the geometrical details we want. 
They never say they are being original; they always insist that they are doing 
things as it has been taught, especially in the Samhitas and Brahmanas. The 
Brahmapas purport to give the symbolic meaning of the rituals; the Samhitas 
give the formulae that are uttered at the rites. In the nature of things, the 
Samhitas come before the Brahmanas, and both come before the Sulvasutras 
(or, to put it more generally, before the Kalpasutras, which digest the teach¬ 
ings relative to the performance of the rites). 

One might presume that the geometric constructions given by the Sul¬ 
vasutras with reference to the Brahmanas and Samhitas must have been 
known to the compositors of those works, and so be coeval with them. But 
that, however plausible it may be, will here be the issue. 

The Satapatha Brahmana speaks about the sevenfold altar and its being 
augmented one square purusa at a time until it is transformed into the one- 
hundred-and-one-fold altar. Thus in SB 6.1.1.1-3 we are told that “in 
the beginning” the Rsis (vital airs) created seven separate persons, who are 
assimilated to squares. After giving a reason they say: “Let us make these 
seven persons one Person!”—whereupon the seven are composed into the 
aeon-shaped altar; 10.2.2.7 speaks of the lengthening of the wings, and 

• -2.8 of the tail. In 10.2.3.18 we read: “Sevenfold, indeed, was Prajapati 
created in the beginning. He went on constructing [developing] his body, 
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and stopped at the one-hundred-and-one-fold one. . . . Hence one should 
first construct the sevenfold [agni] and then by increments of one [square 
purusa] successively up to the one-hundred-and-one-fold one.” (Cf. Eg- 
geling’s translation, 1882-1900.) Passage 10.2.3.11 describes a “ninety-eight¬ 
fold” bird: “Now as to the (other) forms of the fire altar. Twenty-eight 
[square] purusas and twenty-eight [square] purusas is the body, fourteen 
the right, and fourteen the left wing, and fourteen the tail. Fourteen aratnis 
he covers (with bricks) on the right, and fourteen the left wing, and fourteen 
vitastis on the tail. Such is the measure of an (altar of) ninety-eight [square] 
purusas with the additional space for wings and tail.” (Cf. Seidenberg 1962, 
508fi, for some comments on this translation.) 

SB 10.2.3.6, in speaking of the “construction [of the] higher forms” 
(i.e., larger altars) and warning the sacrificer not to enlarge the garhapatya 
altar, mentions that the “fathom” (for measuring the bird altar) and the 
“steps” (for measuring the mahavedi) are “increased accordingly.” Thus, in 
agreement with the Sulvasutras, for the larger altars one simply uses “new” 
units in place of the “old.” 

From these passages it is not only clear but explicit that the Satapatha 
Brahmana knows the basic 7 1/2 purusa bird altar, its augmentation 1 square 
purusa at a time, and the principle of maintaining similarity of form. Else¬ 
where the Satapatha Brahmana shows that it is concerned with, or rather 
takes for granted, exact constructions. Thus in 10.2.1.1-8 the variation in the 
wings is spoken of. We read: “He (the sacrificer) thus expands it (the wing) 
by as much as he contracts it; and thus, indeed, he neither exceeds (its pro¬ 
per size) nor does he make it too small.” And 10.2.3.7 says that those who 
deprive the agni of its due proportions will suffer the worse for sacrificing. 
The exact construction of the larger altars (except for the sixty-seven-[and- 
a-half]-fold altar) requires, in effect, the Theorem of Pythagoras. I therefore 
regard it as certain that the Satapatha Brahmana knows the Theorem. 

It is conceivable that the “ninety-eight-fold” altar here spoken about is 
really the 101 1/2-fold one. According to Baudhayana and the Satapatha 
Brahmana as just cited, the length of the “new” unit x after the mth aug¬ 
mentation satisfies x2 — 1 + (2m/15). Here m runs from 1 to 94; for m = 94 
one gets the largest altar, and x2 = 13 8/15. The 14 may be a rounding off 
of 13 8/15; and if it is, then the 101 1/2-fold altar is being described. This 
rounding off, though perhaps reasonable in context, may have given rise 
to confusion, for a moment later the Satapatha Brahmana appears to speak 
of adding 3 more purusas to the body and proportionate amounts to the 
wings and tail—and here, at least, there were objections that the agni was 
being made too large (cf. SB 10.2.3.15). In any event, note that vT3 8/15, 
like VI4> is irrational, and that in either case the larger altar is similar to 

the basic one. 
The Satapatha Brahmana (3.5.1.1-6) and the Taittiriya Samhita (6.2.4.5) 

both explicitly give the dimensions of the mahavedi: this is an isosceles tra- 
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Figure 6—Constructions of the mahavedi 
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pezoid (see Fig. 6) having bases 24 and 30 and width 36. There is a (15, 36, 
39) triangle here, and the Sulvasutras use this to construct the mahavedi. 
Now the question is: Did the priests at the time of the Satapatha Brahmana 
and of the Taittiriya Samhita know this Pythagorean triangle? If not, we 
conclude that the 39 was a later discovery, and that it was just an accident— 
or let’s say, a minor miracle—that this distance was an integral number of 
units. The absence of this 39 is the nub of Keith’s (1910) argument. Now 
the mahavedi is loaded with Pythagorean triples, i.e., triples (a, b, c) satis¬ 
fying c2 = a2 + b2. Not only is (15, 36, 39) there, but also (12, 16, 20), (15, 
20, 25), (5,12,13), (8, 15, 17), and (12, 35, 37), all mentioned in the Apastam- 
ba Sulvasutra in connection with the construction of the mahavedi (see 
figures). I think the presence of these, especially the first two, converts the 
minor miracle into a major miracle. The conclusion is nearly certain that the 
Theorem of Pythagoras was known at the time of the Taittiriya Samhita. 

Still another connection with the Satapatha Brahmana and Taittiriya 
Samhita will be made below. 

As to the chronology, L. Renou and J. Filliozat, whose work is well 
thought of in Sanskrit circles, place the Satapatha Brahmana at 1000-800 

b.c. (1947,1, 267). If the estimates of the Sanskrit (and of the Greek) scholars 
are at all reliable, we come to the desired conclusion, namely, that Greek 
geometry (especially the Theorem of Pythagoras) did not somehow make 
its way into Vedic geometry, as Greek geometry is only supposed to have 
started about 600 b.c. 

There are some general considerations, aside from any special chron¬ 
ology, pointing in the same direction. There are reasons for thinking that 
many ancient secular activities, perhaps all (except those shared with the 
apes), arise from ritual. Thibaut gives examples (1875, 227); and others are 
mentioned in my “Ritual Origin of Geometry” (Seidenberg 1962, 490). The 
secularization of a ritual practice is easy to understand. Ritual often requires 
considerable social organization. If this organization breaks down, then the 
ritual ends, but parts can go on having a separate existence. In India geo¬ 
metry is still seen in a ritual setting; in Greece the ritual has fallen away, 
though even there philosophical (or theological) overtones remain. 

5. THE KAMYA (“OPTIONAL”) SACRIFICES FOR SPECIAL DESIRES 

The object of this section is to give a somewhat broader view of Vedic 
mathematics. For a reason that will become clear later, in the next section 
another chronological connection will be made, though I can do no better 
in this regard than what has already been done with the bird altar. 

The Taittiriya Samhita 5.4.11 speaks of a number of altars to be em¬ 
ployed for special desires. The Baudhayana Sulvasutra goes through the 
list seriatim, and except for the first three altars, which are somewhat more 
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complicated to describe than the others, the Apastamba Sulvasutra does 
the same, introducing each altar by a citation from the Taittiriya Samhita. 
From this alone it is plausible to suppose that the altars at the time of the 
Taittiriya Samhita had the same shapes and sizes as later and that their con¬ 
structions were essentially the same, but other evidence makes this still more 
plausible. See also BSS 17.28-29, below, pages 666-671. 

A perusal of Taittiriya Samhita 5.4.11 (cited in Seidenberg 1962, 507) 
shows that there are some Brahmana-like explanations there, but absolu¬ 
tely nothing on the sizes, and almost nothing on the shapes, of the altars. 
Nor should this have been expected: the place for such details is in the 
Sulvasutras or in some other part of the Kalpasutras, and we do in many 
cases find them there. 

ApSulvaS 12.3 speaks of the “modifications” of the basic 7 1/2-fold agni 
for the “special desires”; since in many cases explicitly (I believe in all uni¬ 
formly) these altars have an initial area of 7 1/2 purusas, it is clear that the 
“modifications” refer to shape and not to area. Underlying these transfor¬ 
mations is the view that the shape for some reason may be changed, but 
the area is to remain constant. (See also below, pages 113-118.) 

The seven-(and-a-half)-fold bird altars, even the complicated ones in¬ 
volving bricks of many shapes, do not involve the Theorem of Pythagoras, 
though the eight-(and-a-half)-fold do. On the other hand, even the simple 
triangular altar as constructed in the Sulvasutras involves the theorem. The 
triangle is obtained from a square whose area is fifteen square purusas (see 
Fig. 7). To construct the square, the Theorem of Pythagoras is applied. Since 
th$ shape of the triangle is not given beforehand, the problem of converting 
a given area into a given shape is not involved. 

Figure 7—Construction of a triangle of area 7 1/2 square purusas 

The trough mentioned in the Taittiriya Samhita, as described in the 
Sulvasutras, is a figure having the shape of two juxtaposed rectangles (see 

!g- 8). In the BSulvaS the large rectangle is a square: “Its side is 3 purusas 
ess one third” (cf. 3.219—224). The small rectangle is “one purusa less one 

ird by “half a purusa plus ten angulis (= 1/12 of a purusa).” Thus its 
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Figure 8—Trough according to Trough according to 
Baudhayana Apastamba 

area is 7 1/2 square purusas. Apastamba’s trough is different. ApSulvaS 13.10 
says that the handle is “one tenth of the whole area/’ From the description of 
the bricks one sees that the rectangles are squares. ApSulvaS 13.10 continues: 
“Its subtraction . . . has been taught.” This would appear to mean that 
one starts with a square of 7 1/2 square purusas, then divides this into two 
rectangles, one of which is one-tenth of the whole, then converts the smaller 
of these rectangles into a square, and so on. Note that the side of the large 
square is exactly three times that of the small; if the size were not understood 
to be specified, the altar could be described in this simpler way. The construc¬ 
tion of the trough as described by Apastamba is a problem in converting a 
polygon of given area into a polygon of given shape. 

One of the shapes for an altar was a circle, and the problem of convert¬ 
ing a square into a circle thus arises. We call this problem the circulature of 

of square: it is to be clearly distinguished from the problem of squaring the 

circle, which is to construct a square equal to a given circle. This latter prob¬ 
lem is also treated in the Sulvasutras, but it did not have, so far as I could 
tell, a sacred application. 

In the Sulvasutras the circulature of the square is done as follows (see 
Fig. 9i). In square ABCD, let M be the intersection of the diagonals. Draw 
the circle with M as center and MA as radius; and let ME be the radius of 
the circle perpendicular to the side AD and cutting AD at G. Let GN =1/3 
GE. Then MN is the radius of a circle having an area equal to the square 
ABCD. (Cf. BSulvaS 1.58; ApSulvaS 3.2; KSulvaS 3.13.) 

This circulature of the square involves no arithmetic. One may imagine 
an ancient ritualist starting from the square, observing that the inscribed cir¬ 
cle is too small, the circumscribed circle too large, and guessing that one 
should take GN =1/3 GE (see Fig. 9). The line of thought, though approxi¬ 
mative, is geometric. The solution comes to taking d/s = (2 + -v/"2~)/3, where 
d is the required diameter and 5 is the side of the given square (see Fig. 9ii). 
For the reverse problem, that of squaring the circle, BSulvaS. 1.59 says: “If 

no 
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MN = MG + 1 (ME - MG) 
3 

_d =_s + JL (V^s — jg.) 
2 2 3 2 2 

Figure 9—Circulature of the square 

you wish to turn a circle into a square, divide the diameter into 8 parts, and 
again one of the 8 parts into 29 parts; of these 29 parts remove 28, and more¬ 
over the sixth part [of the one-part left] less the eighth part [of the sixth 
part].” The meaning is that the side of the required square = 7/8 + 1/(8-29) 
— l/(8-29-6) -|- l/(8-29-6-8) of the diameter of the given circle. 

The Sulvasutras have the rational approximation <f~2 = 1 + 1/3 + 
1/(34) — 1/(34-34) (more precisely, the diagonal of a square = 1 + 1/3 + 1/ 
(3-4) — 1/(34-34) of a side). Apastamba uses it to construct a square, but he 
had exact ways of doing this, and I can see no advantage to using this ap¬ 
proximation for the constuction. I think he—I mean his school—was losing 
the meaning of what was being done. Baudhayana has the approximation 
but does not use it for constructing a square. 

Apastamba, here as elsewhere (see his prescription for the garhapatya 
fire altar below), appears to show a loss of meaning. If loss of meaning means 
younger, then this would indicate that Apastamba comes after Baudhayana. 
This accords with the prevalent view amongst Sanskrit scholars. 

The only bona fide place I can see for the use of the approximation is the 
squaring of the circle. In effect, the priests had to get [3/(2 + VT)]d. Now ac¬ 
tually I think they knew how to solve geometrically an equation ax = b 

(as is done in The Elements I. 44): there is a sutra on this, though it’s corrupt 
(c . SulvaS 1.53, ApSulvaS 3.1). But even assuming they knew this, they ap¬ 
parently didn’t think of it when trying to get [3/(2 + VT)\d. A pure surd in 

e enominator would not have stopped them, but they did not know how to 
t^a ^j^braically with the denominator 2 + (i.e., to rationalize it). So 

• ® ^ 2 ]n (^ + \/~2~)/3 is approximated with a rational number, and the re- 
r- ro,cf ls a_rithmetically transformed. This is the source of the expression 

r s'ci mentioned just a moment ago. 

in 
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The approximation to 2 is the only clear approximation to a square 
root in the Sulvasutras; though twice the 13/15 occurring in the squaring of 
the circle (BSulvaS 1.60; ApSulvaS 3.14; KSulvaS 3.3) may be an approxi¬ 
mation to VT (cf. C. Muller, 1929, 183). Both examples occur in the context 

of squaring the circle. 
A gnomon is the L-shaped figure obtained by subtracting from a square 

a smaller square having with the first a common vertex (see Fig. 10). In 
ApSulvaS 3.9 and in The Elements II. 4 the gnomon is analyzed into two rectan¬ 
gles and a square, and the propositions amount to our rule (a + b)2 — a2 

+ lab + b2. 

10—The gnomon 

The Sulvasutras have mainly a geometric, and not an arithmetic, char¬ 
acter. They have, as mentioned, Theorem II.4 of The Elements, and they 
even explain that a square of side 1 1/2 purusas has area 2 1/4 square purusas, 
and a square of side 2 1/2 has area 6 1/4. But although they compute the area 
of the mahavedi (and even explain their procedure!), they never have to apply 
Theorem II. 4 or ApSulvaS 3.9; at least there’s no visible application. The only 
way I can see it coming into any other part of the Sulvasutras is in the finding 
of the approximation to V 2~. Thibaut (1875, 238-41) has already explained 
how, starting with 1 + 1/3 + 1/3-4, and using the analysis of the gnomon, 
one could get the closer approximation 1 + 1/3 + 1/3-4 — 1/3-4-34 (though he 
missed the point that the same method leads from 1 + 1/3 to 1 + 1/3 + 
1/3-4). _ , 

Thus ApSulvaS 3.9 and V2 = 1 + 1/3 + 1/3-4 — 1/3-4-34 are both 
parts of squaring the circle, and all three are erudition, i.e., mathematics that 
finds no application in the ritual. 

The circulature of the square is not a practical problem; the squaring 
of the circle is, eventually, but not the circulature of the square. The circula¬ 
ture of the square arises as a purely theological problem: equivalent altars 
must have the same area, the area is given via rectangles, and sometimes the 
altar is to be circular. The reverse problem is derivative. Thus we see in an 
utterly clear light the ritual origin of a practical problem. 

The Sulvasutras deserve to be considered at greater length, and I have 
done this in “The Origin of Mathematics” {Archive for History of Exact 

Sciences, 18 [1978]). 

6. THE PHILOSOPHY OF EQUIVALENCE THROUGH AREA 

The philosophy, or theology, underlying the kamya altars in the Sul¬ 
vasutras is that equivalent altars are to have the same area: with this re¬ 
quirement one gets the geometric problems, and without it one doesn’t. 
Proof that this philosophy was known at the time of the Taittirlya Samhita 
would make it quite plausible that the geometry of the kamya altars as seen 
in the Sulvasutras was also known at that time. Now the TS knows the 
kamya altars, but it says nothing about their relative areas; this is the dif¬ 

ficulty. 
How far are we already from a proof? Since the Sulvasutras refer to the 

TS for the kamya altars and in TS 5.2.5.Iff. the shape and size of the 
basic bird altar can be recognized, the basic size of the kamya altars was 
known. Furthermore, the TS knows at least one application of the The¬ 
orem of Pythagoras, the main theorem needed for the transformations of the 
kamya altars. Thus the claim that the TS knows the philosophy has a 
great deal of plausibility to start with. 

I will first try to show that the Satapatha Brahmana knows the philo¬ 
sophy. Since the Brahmanas can be considered as a kind of commentary on 
the Samhitas—or, more exactly, on the associated rituals—this will make 
it plausible that the Samhitas knew the philosophy, too. 

The mathematics of the bird altar, especially that involved in its aug¬ 
mentation, is the same as that of the kamya altars: in both one has to 
construct a figure similar to one given figure and equal in area to another. 
The object in showing that the SB knows the philosophy underlying the 
constructions of the kamya altars is, however, not to show that it knows 
the mathematics of the Sulvasutras, for we already know that; rather, the 
issue for the moment is simply to show that the SB, which does not speak 
of the variations in the kamya altars, knows the philosophy of equivalence 
through area. Indeed, the fact that the SB knows the mathematics and 
that the bird altar looks like just a special case of the kamya altars is an¬ 
other reason for thinking that the SB knows the philosophy. 

Of the three fire altars, the garhapatya, the ahavanlya, and the daksi- 
fiagni, the ahavanlya was a 1 x 1 square. The garhapatya altar was, in one 
version, a circle; and the daksinagni, a semicircle (see the “plan of the 
sacrificial ground,” in S.B.E., 26, 475, or Agni, l, p. 55; see also KSulvaS 
'•37, in Khadilkar 1974, 46). According to Datta (1932, 21) and other au¬ 
thors (cf. Khadilkar 1974, 6If.), all three of these altars were to have equal 
areas, but the evidence for this assertion, and even for the equality in area 
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of the garhapatya and ahavaniya altars, which would be enough for my pur¬ 
pose, is scanty. KSulvaS 7.37 states the ahavaniya to be a square 24 angulis 
on a side (24 angulis = 1/5 of a purusa = 1 aratni); the garhapatya to be of 
radius 14; and the daksinagni to be of radius 16. The next sutra (7.38) states 
the radius of the daksinagni to be 19 1/2 and says that the daksinagni is a 
“semicircular [figure] ... of one aratni” (i.e., 1 square aratni). According 
to Katyayana’s own circulature of the square (KSulvaS 3.13), which is the 
same as in the BSulvaS and ApSulvaS, the circle (equal to a 24 X 24 square) 
should have a radius about 13 2/3 (i.e., 1/2 x (2 + VT)/3 X 24) and the 
daksinagni should have a radius about 191/3 (i.e., 1/2 X (2 + V~2)l 3 X 24 x 
\/ 2 ), so the Hand 19 1/2 are approximately right (the 9 1/2 in Khadilkar, p. 
46, is a misprint for 19 1/2). Thus Katyayana explicitly makes the ahavaniya 
and daksinagni to be of the same area, and there are indications that all three 
were to have the same area. Nevertheless, the evidence from Katyayana is 
not good enough: we need evidence from the SB or the TS. 

The tenth chapter of the Manava Srautasutra (translated by J. M. 
van Gelder in the Sata-Pitaka Series, vol. 27), is the Sulvasutra. Here, in 
1.1.7 and 1.1.8, not only are the measurements 24,13 2/3, and 19 1/2 given, but 
furthermore the constructions themselves are given. Thus we finally have 
an explicit reference for the equality in area of the ahavaniya, garhapatya, 
and daksinagni. 

In the SB (7.1.1.37) the garhapatya is said to “measure one vyama” 
(a vyama is the same as a purusa). Professor Staal has translated the passage 
for me as follows: “It [i.e., the garhapatya] measures one vyama, for man 
measures one vyama, and man is Prajapati, and Prajapati is Agni. Therefore 
he makes the womb equal in measure. It is circular for the womb is circular. 
And the garhapatya is this world for this world is indeed circular.” 

The ahavaniya is square (cf. the “plan” in S.B.E., vol. 26, p. 475, or Agni, 
Volume I, inside cover). SB 10.2.3.1 says: “From the raised [site] of the 
garhapatya he strides seven steps eastward. From there he measures off a 
fathom [vyama] towards the east, and having, in the middle thereof, thrown 
up [the ground] for the ahavaniya, he sprinkles it with water.” Thus the 
ahavaniya is a square one vyama on a side.. 

From these two passages (7.1.1.37 and 10.2.3.1) I would like to conclude 
that the garhapatya and ahavaniya have equal areas. But the question is 
whether SB 7.1.1.37 really is referring to area: Why could it not simply 
be saying that the garhapatya is one vyama in diameter? This is a difficulty, 
and I think one will not come, without interpretation, to an unambiguous 
meaning from such passages as SB 7.1.1.37 for the simple reason that the 
ritualists, unlike us, had no single word to distinguish square from linear 
measure. If this is so, we will forever remain one iota short of a strictly tex¬ 
tual proof. 

In the Baudhayana Sulvasutra we meet the same ambiguity. BSulvaS 
2.61 says: “It is the measure of a vyayama [a linear vyayama is 4/5 of a 
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linear vyama]; this is the tradition of the construction of the garhapatya 
fire.” BSulvaS 2.62 says: “According to one opinion it has the form of a 
square.” BSulvaS 2.63 adds: “According to others it has the form of a circle.” 
The commentator says (The Pandit, vol. 10, p. 145): “The Garhapatya is 
either a square the side of which is one vyayama long or a circle of the same 
area,” and Thibaut (1875, 232) agrees with him. Of course, however reliable, 
these are no more than interpretations of the text. 

Eggeling, in his translation of SB 7.1.1.37, gives: “It [the garhapatya 
hearth] measures a fathom [in diameter]”; but then in a footnote (p. 309) 
he adds: “Or rather, it is a circle corresponding in area to a square of one 
fathom; which gives a diameter somewhat exceeding in length a fathom.” 
Now if he had said “or it is a circle, etc.” he would simply have been calling 
attention to an ambiguity in the text; but when he says “or rather,” I fail 
to follow him. Eggeling is for the most part reliable, but not when it comes 
to linear and square measure; he has confused the two in his handling of some 
vital points (see Seidenberg 1962, 508). 

The Apastamba Sulvasutra also mentions the difference in opinion on 
the shape of the garhapatya altar, though all agree that it should have the 
measure of a vyayama. In the ApSulvaS, however, the circular garhapatya 
is described as a circle of radius 1/2 of a vyayama. Thus we find just the 
opposite of what we expected to find! My conjecture is that Apastamba 
has misunderstood the tradition. It is, of course, futile to quarrel with the 
text, but we find modern students confusing linear and square measure 
(cf. Seidenberg 1962, 508), and it could have been the same with Apastam¬ 
ba, and with more reason, since he did not possess a good vocabulary for 
making the distinction. 

The garhapatya and ahavaniya altars are unquestionably being con¬ 
sidered equivalent in some sense in the SB. The garhapatya is the earth, 
the world of men, while the ahavaniya is the sky, the world of the gods (cf. 
SB 7.3.1.10). Then the two are identified through number: the idea of 
equivalence, or identification, through number is explicit in the following 
passage from the Aitareya Aranyaka 1.3.5.7 (cf. S.B.E., vol. 1, p. 182): 
“These verses, by repeating the first three times, become 25. The trunk is the 
twenty-fifth and Prajapati is the twenty-fifth. He adorns that trunk as the 
twenty-fifth. Now this day consists of 25, and the Stoma hymn of that day 
consists of 25; it becomes the same through the same, therefore the two, 
the day and the hymn, are 25.” But the idea is of frequent occurrence and 
is sufficiently clear in the SB. In particular, SB 7.1.1.36 says: “Moreover, 
there are twenty-one enclosing stones,—twelve months, five seasons, these 
three worlds and that Agni from yonder [sun] as the twenty-first: the Agni 
he thus establishes in yonder sun. And inasmuch as he puts on those 
[bricks] in this way, he thereby establishes those two [the sun and the fire] 
in each other, and accordingly those two are established in each other; for 
both of them he now makes out to be the twenty-first [twenty-one-fold?], 
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and both of them are now here, as the Ahavaniya and the Garhapatya.” 
One will note (Fig. 11) that the “new” garhapatya (or ahavaniya) is like 
the “old” in having twenty-one bricks (for this terminology, see Volume I, 
pages 336-338). Thus the ahavaniya and the garhapatya are being made 

equivalent through the number 21. 

E e E 

The Garhapatya ac- The Garhapatya according to The New Garhapatya 
cording to Eggeling Baudhayana and Apastamba or Ahavaniya 

Figure n 

The view being put forward here is that the Vedic ritualists of the time 
of the Satapatha Brahmana already employed equivalence through area, 
and that the two altars are equivalent in that they have the same area. Now 
the garhapatya measures 1 because Agni measures 1; and presumably the 
ahavaniya measures 1 for the same reason. Thus equivalence through a 
geometric measure is clear enough, even if some ambiguity as to the nature 
of the measure remains. Logically the ambiguity arises because a circle, like 
a square, is fixed by a single linear measurement. The ambiguity would not 
arise if one were comparing, say, an oblong with a square, since it takes two 
linear measurements to describe an oblong. 

Because of the gap in the textual proof, I am persuaded to enter into a 
discussion of the motives underlying the invention of Vedic geometry and, 
in particular, of the Theorem of Pythagoras. 

In the Satapatha Brahmana we find an application of the Theorem of 
Pythagoras. Since an application is an effect, not a cause, we cannot expect 
to find a motive in such applications, even if they are ritual. Rather, I will 
first seek a motive for squaring the oblong. 

Ritual deals with equivalences. The reason for this, I think, is that a 
basic notion in ritual is the identification of the sacrificer with the sacrifice, 
and there are some rather clear and compelling reasons why this should be 
done only symbolically (or through ritual action) and not actually. However 
that may be, equivalences prevail in ritual, and this is so especially in Vedic 
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ritual. We have already seen some examples, and it would be hard to open 
the Satapatha Brahmana at random without finding others. 

The circle and the square are dual figures. We have seen that circle : 
square = garhapatya : ahavaniya = earth : sky = human : divine. Similar 
relations hold for the oblong and square. The Pythagoreans had ten first 
principles consisting often pairs of opposites, e.g., odd-even, male-female, and 
so forth; one of the pairs is square-oblong. The Vedic Indians had this 
same duality: oblong bricks are human, square bricks divine (cf. The Pandit, 
10, 169). 

I assume a pervasive duality in ancient thought and will not try to ex¬ 
plain this. The duality in thought is associated with a duality in social or¬ 
ganization (it is, I think, a result of it), and gives rise to a duplication of the 
ritual scene—the circle and square express this duality. Such a duality can 
be widely documented (cf. Seidenberg 1981), but in any event, we already 
have a good example: the garhapatya and ahavaniya. In some situations 
the circle may have been ousted by the oblong, giving rise to a duality be¬ 
tween oblong and square; anyway, we have this duality. The oblong and 
square are to be made equivalent just as are the circle and square. Thus we 
have a motive for squaring the oblong. This is the first point. 

Following Baudhayana let us cut off a square from the oblong and try 
to rearrange the remainder around the square (see Fig. 5). As a first step in 
squaring the oblong, this is about as simple-minded as one can get. The 
only difficulty is that one does not get a square, but a square minus a smaller 
square, so the problem becomes: subtract a square from a square (so as to 
get a square). This gives us a motive for this problem (solved, as already men¬ 
tioned, in the Sulvasutras). 

In trying to subtract a square from a square, one would place the smaller 
square into the larger and look at the difference. This could well lead one 
to the contemplation of something like Fig. 12i. This figure unquestionably 

Figure 12—Subtracting a square from a square 
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was contemplated in ancient times. The Chou Pei, an ancient Chinese work, 
has the version in Fig. 13, accompanied by the statement: “Make the breadth 
... 3, the length ... 4. The king yu, that is, the way that joins the 
corners, is 5.” The text continues: “Take the halves of the rectangles around 
the outside, there will be (left) a kuu.” 

/ > V / > x 
/ >1 

/ s k / k > / ^ 

X / >X k / X / ' 

V / £ > < > / ^ 

V / 
/ 

/ 
Figure 13—The “Figure of the Cord”. 

Once one contemplates Fig. 12i, one will soon come to the Theorem of 
Pythagoras. For example, if we let a — 1, b = 3 (see Fig. 12ii), then AB 
— 4, and the big square is 16. Now each triangle has area 1/2 X 1 X 3, or 3/2, 
and the four triangles together equal 6. So the smaller square is 10 (i.e., 
16 — 6). KSulvaS 2.8 has this result, and one can get the result of the Chou 
Pei in the same manner. Moreover, to generalize further, call AE, a, and EB, 
b (see Fig. 12i). Then the big square is (a + b)2, or a2 + 2ab + b2; each tri¬ 
angle is ab\2; the four together are 2ab; so the remainder, c2, is (a2 + lab + 
b2) minus lab, or a2 + b2. That is, c2 = a2 + b2. This is the Theorem of 
Pythagoras. The same result can be obtained purely geometrically in a si¬ 
milar and equally simple way. 

The Theorem of Pythagoras tells us how to add a square to a square, 
so we seem to have lost sight of the initial problem, which was to subtract 
a square from a square, but once one can add two squares, it will be easy 
to find the difference. In this way we get the most important, and surely the 
most striking, of the results found in the Sulvasutras. 

If the above reconstruction is correct, the conclusion is that the geo¬ 
metry of the Sulvasutras stems from the philosophy of equivalence through 
area. In particular it would follow that the enlargement of the bird altar is 
subsequent to that philosophy. Or, to put it another way, the philosophy un¬ 
derlying the mathematics of the kamya altars was prior to the enlargements 
described in the Satapatha Brahmana. 

7. COMPARISON OF VEDIC AND OLD BABYLONIAN MATHEMATICS 

It is conceivable that a secular practice should enter ritual. Now the 
Old Babylonians of 1700 b.c. had a purely secular mathematics, and they 
also had the Theorem of Pythagoras, so the next question is whether the 
Vedic Indians got the Theorem from them. 

There are two distinct traditions easily discernible in ancient mathema¬ 
tics : one is constructive or geometric, the other algebraic or computational. 
In the first, for example, the Theorem of Pythagoras says that the square 
built on the diagonal of a rectangle is the sum of the squares on the sides; 
it is expressed with a construction in view. In the second, the theorem says 
that the diagonal of a rectangle is the square root of the sum of the squares 
of its sides; it is expressed with a computation in view. The hallmark of 
the first tradition is the absence of numbers (except for small positive whole 
numbers). Anyone who has taken our usual high-school courses in mathe¬ 
matics will recognize the geometry courses as belonging to the first tradition, 
the algebra courses as belonging to the second. 

Van der Waerden—and, in less detail, Neugebauer—explain the ab¬ 
sence of number in Greek, or Pythagorean, geometry as follows. Originally 
the Old Babylonians had what we would call a naive approach to number 
and magnitude: they assigned numbers to lengths in the expected way. Their 
numbers are what we call rational, that is, they are the quotients of whole 
numbers. Now VT is not, as we know, rational; but the Old Babylonians 
simply took a rational approximation (much as we do when we use 1.414 
for V~2~). The Greeks on the other hand found that the diagonal of a unit 
square (to which we assign VT) and its side have no common measure, i.e., 
there is no segment going evenly into both the side and the diagonal. De¬ 
fining number as (positive) whole number and adhering strictly to the de¬ 
finition, the Greeks could not get a logical grasp through number on the 
diagonal of a unit square. Now the Old Babylonians could solve quadratic 
equations. This knowledge, according to the theory, was taken over by the 
Pythagoreans, who, however, could not solve the equation x2 — 1 in the 
domain of numbers, even if they had allowed themselves rational numbers 
or some logical equivalent. But they could solve that equation, and more 
general quadratic equations, in the domain of geometric magnitudes. Thus 
it was logical necessity that forced the Pythagoreans to go over to the geo¬ 
metric formulation (thus creating the so-called geometric algebra). Number 
was expunged from geometry. 

Van der Waerden’s (and Neugebauer’s) theory is built on many acute 
observations, but it simply cannot be maintained in its present form, since, 
as we have seen, the Vedic Indians had geometric algebra before the advent 
of Greek mathematics. 

Let us compare Old Babylonian and Vedic, or Vedic and Greek, mathe¬ 
matics. This is not the place to go into Babylonian mathematics, but what 
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we have already mentioned will be ample, and the basic point is that the 
dominant aspect of Old Babylonian mathematics is its computational char¬ 
acter. Consider, then, the Theorem of Pythagoras under two aspects cor¬ 
responding to the two formulations given above: in aspect 1 the theorem 
is used to construct the side of a square equal to the sum or difference of two 
squares; in aspect 2 the theorem is used, say, to compute the diagonal of a 
rectangle. Aspect 2 comes in, for example, when one uses the (3,4,5) triangle 
to construct a right angle. The Sulvasutras know both aspects and so does 
the Satapatha Brahmana. The Taittiriya Samhita at least knows aspect 2, 
which comes in when constructing a right angle with the Theorem; the 
discussion of the kamya altars also made it plausible that it knew aspect 1. 
The Elements has only aspect 1, but the Greeks knew aspect 2, as well, since 
they had Pythagorean number triples. Now the Old Babylonians had aspect 
2, but they would have had no use for aspect 1: they would simply square 
the lengths of the sides of the given squares, add, and take the square root. 

Or consider the problem of converting a rectangle into a square. In India 
and Greece this is done geometrically, as explained. The Old Babylonians 
would have had no use for such a procedure: they would simply multiply 
the two sides and take the square root. 

One could give further common elements of the Greek and Indian math¬ 
ematics not shared by Old Babylonia—for example, the gnomon or the 
problem of squaring the circle. The Old Babylonians know the rule (<a + b)2 
= a2 + lab + b2 (which is the arithmetic content of The Elements II. 4 and 
ApSulvaS 3.9), but they do not have the gnomon (though it is reasonable to 
conjecture that they once did). The squaring of the circle is a true geometri¬ 
cal problem in Greece and in India; in Babylonia either it does not exist 
or is to be considered trivially solvable: the circle there has area 3r2 and the 
side of the required square is V~3" r. 

Conclusion: the geometric algebra of Greece and of India have a com¬ 
mon source different from Old Babylonia of 1700 b.c. 

For a reason that will appear in a moment, let us consider Fig. 5, the 
figure for BSulvaS 1.54. Let the given oblong have sides x and y, with x the 
longer side. Then the small square has side (x—y)/2 and the large, (x + y)/2; so 
we get the identity xy = [(x + y)/2]2 — [(x — y)/2]2. The Old Babylonians knew 
this identity, but did not have the corresponding geometrical figure. 

Now let us consider some of the common elements in the Old Baby¬ 
lonian and Vedic mathematics. Becker and Hofmann (1951, 39-41) accept 
a date before 600 b.c. for the Theorem of Pythagoras in India. They there¬ 
fore look to Babylonia for the source. But they need to get aspect 1, and 
Old Babylonia didn’t have it. Could it be that India got aspect 2 from Old 
Babylonia and transformed it into aspect 1? For Greece we have a theory 
(namely, Neugebauer’s and van der Waerden’s) as to why this might have 
happened, but no one has ever suggested any such thing for India, and I 
don’t see how it could have happened. Aspects 1 and 2 are but two aspects 

of the same thing, and the Sulvasutras know this. The conclusion is that 
Old Babylonia got the Theorem of Pythagoras from India or that Old 
Babylonia and India got it from a third source. Now the Sanskrit scholars 
do not give a date for the geometrical rituals in question as early as 1700 

b.c. Therefore I postulate a pre-Old Babylonian (i.e., pre-1700 b.c.) source 
for the kind of geometric rituals we see preserved in the Sulvasutras, or at 
least for the mathematics involved in these rituals. 

Old Babylonian and Vedic mathematics both appear to know the identi¬ 
ty xy = [(x + y)/2]2 — [(x — y)/2]2; this identity is basic to the Old Babylonian 
treatment of quadratic equations, and its counterpart, Elements II.5-6, 
was used similarly by the Pythagoreans (see van der Waerden 1961,188-124). 
In India it is not used for arithmetical purposes, but it is surely close to the 
surface in the construction from Baudhayana mentioned a moment ago. 
Moreover, the Katyayana Sulvasutra 6.5 gives the following construction 
for a square of n units. Take a line segement AB — (n — l)-units (see Fig. 
14) and form an isosceles triangle ACB with AC + CB = (n + l)-units. 
Then the “arrow” DC is the side of the desired square. This even looks like 
an arithmetico-geometric application of the formula for x = n, y — 1. 
(Note the term “arrow,” which was used in a similar, though not quite iden¬ 
tical, way at Susa in the Old Babylonian period; see Seidenberg 1972, 181, 
n. 17.) 

c 

AB = n - 1 

AC + CB = n + 1 

Figure 14—Construction of a square of area n 

Now this identity is a definite part of geometric algebra, so it follows 
that the postulated source knew this. Or, in other words, the Old Babylonians 
got this identity from a setup like that found in the Sulvasutras, but, of cour¬ 
se, from a pre-1700 b.c. source. 

Conclusion: the geometrical construction of a square equal to a given 
rectangle taught in The Elements 11.14, which is based on II. 5 or 6 and on 
the Theorem of Pythagoras, must have been known to a pre-1700 source, 
on which the Pythagoreans, the Old Babylonians, and the Sulvasutras de¬ 
pended. 

The implication of these observations for Old Babylonian mathematics, 
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and for mathematics in general, is elaborated in my paper “The Origin of 
Mathematics” mentioned above. The main idea is that the ritualists, because 
of their difficulties in trying to square the circle, in the course of which they 
learned how to take a square root, went over to arithmetic methods. There 
was a split: one side expanded the arithmetic methods, pushing aside the 
old geometric constructions; the other side insisted on maintaining the 
constructions. This explains, among other things, why aspect 1 is lacking in 
Old Babylonia. For us the important conclusion is that the mathematics we 
see in the Sulvasutras already existed before 1700 b.c. 

8. AGE OF THE VEDIC GEOMETRICAL KNOWLEDGE 

The position we have now reached is that the geometry of the Pytha¬ 
goreans and of the Vedic Indians have a common source, and that the 
mathematics of Old Babylonia is derivative. This suggests a source in the 
neighborhood of Old Babylonia somewhat before 1700 b.c., and hence that 
the Vedic Indians, who are supposed to have invaded India around 1500 

b.c., brought the geometric rituals in with them. The place to look for evi¬ 
dence that the invading Aryan nomads had such rituals is the Rgveda, which 
is supposed to reflect the culture of these nomads. The Rgveda has not been 
mentioned earlier in this discussion because the evidence is scanty indeed 
and could not advance the argument logically. One learns in 1.67.10 (incor¬ 
rectly given by Burk 1901, 544, as 1.67.5) that “skillful men . . . measure 
out ... the seat” of the agni, or, as freshly translated for me by Professor 
Staal: “Like experts a house, they have made it, measuring equally.” But 
this is about as definite as one can get. It is better first to establish that the 
mathematics existed before 1700 and let this bear on the question of whether 
the invading nomads had the geometric rituals. 

Aside from RV 1.67.10, there are some poetic references to measure¬ 
ments that it may be well to mention here. Thus RV 1.160.4 says that “the 
skillfulest among the skillful gods . . . measured out the two realms” of 
heaven and earth. RV 1.159.4 is similar and adds: “The enlightened seers 
are forever stretching a new string to the heaven in the sea.” RV 3.38.3 
says that “they made both [heaven and earth] equal in measure ...” 
RV 6.8.2 says that Agni “measured out the air space”; and 10.121.5 is si¬ 
milar. (Cf. K. F. Geldner, DerRig-Veda.) For some other instances, especially 
RV8.42.1; 8.41.10; 10.5.3; and 10.61.2, see Gonda(1959,168), where remarks 
on the root ma-, often translated by verbs of “measuring off,” are made. 
(See also RV 10.71.11.) 

It has previously been mentioned that the altars were made of five layers 
of bricks, each layer being of 200 bricks. A large part of the Sulvasutras is 
taken up in describing the shapes of the bricks and the positions in which 
they are to be placed. Now H. S. Converse, in her paper “The Agnicayana 
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Rite: Indigenous Origin?” (1974, 81-95) has put forward the thesis that it 
is indigenous. One of her arguments is that the Rgveda has no word for 
brick! The conclusion is that the invading Aryans had no bricks and hence 
got their bricks from an indigenous source, namely, the Harappans (or the 
Indus River Valley Civilization). Hence, too, arises the thought that they 
may have gotten their geometry from the same source. This argument, that 
the invading nomads did not have bricks, will, however, have to come to 
terms with Professor Staal’s observation that the Vedic Indians and the 
Iranians both had the same root, ist-, for brick (see Volume I, page 132). 

It is generally held that the Harrapan civilization is a derivative of 
Babylonia, at least at its inception. The date of this inception is given by 
archeologists (e.g., Wheeler) as about 2500 b.c., and it was on the decline 
by 2000 b.c. Assuming that we have to go back to about 2200 for the geo¬ 
metry, and considering that the predecessors of the Old Babylonia of 1700 

knew this geometry, the conclusion would be that Old Babylonia and Harap- 
pa shared their geometry; setting aside Greece and the Vedic Indians for a 
moment, there would be no way to decide between Babylonia and Harappa 
as the ultimate source. 

A surmise is that the Greeks and the Vedic Indians got their geometry 
from a common source (and perhaps even that their common ancestors had 
it), whereas the above suggests that the Vedic Indians got their geometry 
from Harappa and the Greeks theirs from Old Babylonia, a somewhat 
conflicting conclusion. 

Actually, we know very little about the Harappans: they made free use 
in their decorative art of squares inscribed in compass-drawn circles (or cir¬ 
cles circumscribing squares), but this is the extent of our information on their 
geometry. (Cf. Childe 1946,121). 

An examination of the material on the bricks will show, however, that 
none of the theorems we have spoken about, except that of constructing a 
rectangle, is tied up with the bricks. The statement or implication that bricks 
of specified shapes can be assembled into a figure of specified shape does 
indeed involve some mathematics, but beyond that it is all only implicit in 
the Sulvasutras; and even this implicit mathematics is for the most part con¬ 
tained in the other parts of the Sulvasutras. Now the Rgveda often com¬ 
pares Agni to a bird, and in 1.58.5; 1.96.6, and 6.2.8, Agni is called a bird 
(cf. Der Rig-Veda). The vedi is explicitly mentioned, as in 1.164.35; 1.170. 
4; 5.31.12; 7.35.7; and 8.19.18. Thus 1.164.35 says: “The vedi is the outer¬ 
most limit of the earth; this offering is the navel of the world.” (The notion 
of the ritual scene as the earth is of widespread distribution, and in particular 
occurs in the Satapatha Brahmana, for example, in 1.2.5.7.) So even assum¬ 
ing there were no bricks, we can still easily enough imagine the altar being 
outlined in the form of a bird and the whole being enclosed in a quadrilater¬ 
al, perhaps a trapezoid. Once this figure is drawn (cf. Fig. 2) and the re¬ 
quirement placed that it be augmented by a square purusa while retaining the 
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shape, most of the Vedic geometry comes into play, bricks or no bricks. 
BSulvaS 2.82 says: “After having constructed the agni consisting of 

3000 bricks (i.e., the third time) the sacrificer is to construct the candascit 
(i.e., the agni consisting as it were of mantras instead of istakas [i.e., 
bricks]).” As Thibaut informs us, “The shape of the agni is drawn on the 
ground and then the whole ceremony of the agnicayana is gone through, but 
instead of placing bricks on the ground the sacrificer only touches the places 
on which they would be placed and mutters at the same time the appropriate 
mantras.” Of course, here a simplification is being described, but it gives 
pretty much the image being projected. 

The three fire altars (the garhapatya, the ahavaniya, and the daksinagni) 
are mentioned in RV 5.11.2, though not by name. 

So it looks as though we are getting everything but the bricks in Rg- 
vedic times: the vedi, the bird-shaped agni, the three fires, and the “skillful 
men.” 

In view of these facts, it still looks to me as if the invading Aryans 
brought the geometrical rituals in with them, and I retain the impression 
that the Greeks and the Vedic Indians got their geometry from a common 
source, perhaps their common ancestors. 

In an earlier paper (Seidenberg 1962) I cited RV 10.90, which says that 
“Purusa is thousand-headed, thousand-eyed, thousand-footed,” and I added 
that “this means either that at the time of the Rgveda there already existed 
the thousand-brick altar; or, possibly, that the altar was, for some reason 
we do not know, conceived of as thousandfold, and this led to the thousand 
bricks.” Now, of course, if there were no bricks, we have to take the second 
alternative. The question remains: What did the Rgveda mean by saying that 
Purusa is thousandfold? And what is the source of the “thousand”? 

It is known that the early Hindus and Persians called themselves “Ary¬ 
ans,” spoke closely related (so-called Indo-Iranian) languages, and shared 
cultural features not found elsewhere in the Indo-European family (cf. 
Staal in Volume I, p. 93). It is plausible to suppose, as has been done, that 
the Vedic Indians and the Iranians were once a single people. According to 
Professor Staal, “The Iranian fire ritual is in many respects similar to the 
Vedic. Fires were installed on three altars. The domestic altar is circular, the 
sacrificial, square.” This suggests that the parent group already had the three 
fire altars, which in turn agrees with the evidence from the Rgveda (5.11.2) 
mentioned above. In the Persian Zend-Avesta (Vendidad, chap. 2) the earth, 
because it can no longer hold all “small and large cattle, men, dogs, birds, 
and red flaming fires,” is increased after periods of three hundred, six hun¬ 
dred, and nine hundred years to a specified fraction more than it was before, 
with “instruments.” If one considers myth to be a counterpart of rite, this 
suggests that Iranians once had geometrical rituals, and that the Vedic Ary¬ 
ans and the Iranians got their geometric rituals from their common an- 
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cestors. This is in conformity with the surmise that the Vedic nomads 
brought the geometric rituals in with them. 

Neugebauer (1962, 28f.) says: “For the Old Babylonian texts no prehis¬ 
tory can be given.... All that will be described in the subsequent sections 
is fully developed in the earliest texts known.” No one can say with any con¬ 
fidence, or at any rate with reference to the evidence, that the Old Babylonian 
mathematics of 1700 b.c. was not known a thousand years earlier to the 
Sumerians. If it was, then by the arguments given the geometrical knowledge 
of the Sulvasutras goes back that far, too. 

Note. Professor van der Waerden has now put forward the thesis that 
mathematics was invented by the Indo-Europeans before their dispersal, 
between about 3500 and 2500 b.c. Cf. “Pre-Babylonian Mathematics”, I 
and II, Archive for History of Exact Sciences, 23 (1980). 
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RITUAL STRUCTURE 

Frits Staal 

The numerous rites of the Agnicayana do not follow each other 
haphazardly or at random; their succession has a structure. This structure 
is explained and made explicit by the srauta sutras, and it is the purpose of 
this essay to describe its most salient features. 

The simplest structure that a sequence or succession of events or acti¬ 
vities can have is a linear structure. This involves four relationships: “pre¬ 
cedes,” “follows,” “immediately precedes,” and “immediately follows.” 
Let us adopt the convention that a ritual A consists of a sequence of rites 

, a„, where 1, . . . , ware natural numbers. These four relationships 
of succession may then be defined as follows: 

ci\ precedes a.j if and only if i <j; 
a\ follows aj if and only if i > j (or aj precedes af); 
a 1 immediately precedes aj if and only if ax precedes aj, and if there 

is no k such that i < k <j; 
fli immediately follows aj if and only if aj immediately precedes ax. 

From these definitions it is clear that the four relationships are not inde¬ 
pendent of each other. We can select any of the four as a basic relationship 
and define the three others in terms of it. All these relationships occur in the 
Agnicayana. For example: 

the Consecration (dlksa) precedes the Introductory Offering (praya- 
niyesti); 
the Introductory Offering follows the Consecration; 
the adhvaryu’s o sravaya immediately precedes the agnidh’s astu 

srausat; 
the agnidh’s astu srausat immediately follows the adhvaryu’s o 

Sravaya; 

That such relationships occur may seem obvious. However, it is neces¬ 
sary to state it, for these simple relationships are presupposed by other, 
more complex relationships. 

Some rites or recitations occur both at the beginning and again at the 
end of a ritual or rite. For example, at the beginning and end of each 
consecration of a layer of the Agni altar, the adhvaryu recites TS 5.7.9.1 a 
and TS 5.7.8.1 a. Let us refer to these recitations together as A. Let us refer 
to all the intervening recitations as B (these are different on each layer). 
Then, for each layer, the recitations exhibit the following structure: 
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ABA 

This is also the structure of the cyclical pattern “odana-interval-odana” 
described by Heesterman (above, pages 88-90). 

In these cases we have an identical element at the beginning and at the 
end of a rite. There are more numerous cases where the activities at the be¬ 
ginning and end of a rite are related to each other but are not identical. 
Hubert and Mauss (1909) drew attention to some facts that are well known 
to ritualists, viz., that in the Agnistoma the final bath (avabhrtha) at the 
end corresponds to the consecration at the beginning, and the concluding 
offering (udayaniyesti) similarly corresponds to the introductory offering, 
the departure (udavasana) to the entrance (adhyavasana), the dissolution 
(sakhyavisarjana) to the alliance (tanunaptra), and so forth. In all these 
cases, a large number of rites and rituals intervene between these initial and 
final rites. However, if we look at smaller units, we often find the same struc¬ 
ture, and the intervening portion is correspondingly clarified. For example, 
within an isti the main oblation (pradhanahoma) is preceded by ajyabhaga 
oblations and followed by a svistakrt oblation. The ajyabhagas are in turn 
preceded by fore-offerings (prayaja), and the svistakrt is in turn followed by 
after-offerings (anuyaja). In the Soma sacrifices each sastra recitation is pre¬ 
ceded by puroruc and followed by ukthavlrya. The puroruc is in turn pre¬ 
ceded by ahava, and the ukthavlrya is followed by Sastradoha. Similarly, 
there are recitations preceding and following each stotra chant. These ex¬ 
amples can be extended almost indefinitely. 

The main oblation of an isti and the sastra recitation each function as 
middle for two pairs of initial and final acts. The sequence in which the two 
initial rites or recitations occur is reversed or mirrored in the two final rites 
or recitations. This is the general structure that emerges when these initial 
and final patterns overlap or interfere with each other, and it can be applied 
to the larger units considered before. Let us represent five specific initial rites 
by A\, . . . , As. They occur in the following order at the beginning of the 
Agnistoma or Agnicayana: 

A\ introductory procession 
A2 adhyavasana 
As diksa 
A4 prayanlyesti 
As tanunaptra 

Now let us denote each corresponding final rite by the same symbol, adding 
an asterisk, as follows: 

AI return home 
At udavasana 
A3 avabhrtha 
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At udayaniyesti 
As sakhyavisarjana 

The order in which these rites are gone through in the Agnistoma is in fact 

the following: 

AA2A3A4AS . . . AiAUtAUt 

This suggests a tendency, not quite successful, to establish the regular 
“mirror-image” pattern, viz.: 

AiA2A3A4As . . . AUUUZAf 

All these nesting or self-embedding structures can be represented by 
recursive rules of the following form: 

(1) B -> ABA 

This generates structures AABAA, AAABAAA, AAAABAAAA, ... by 
applying the rule again and again to its own output. 

The occurrence of such recursive rules, viz., rules that generate infinitely 
many structures by applying and reapplying finite mechanisms (in our case, 
one single operation) is significant, for it shows that the ritual can be ex¬ 
tended indefinitely. We have drawn attention to this fact in the General 
Introduction (Vol. I, page 17), and the Indian theorists were clearly aware 
of it. The ritualists constructed rituals of indefinitely increasing complexity, 
the sattra rituals. These rituals are often purely theoretical, but this does 
not diminish their significance as both actual and possible rituals exhibit 
ritual structure. Hillebrandt did not take these theoretical rituals seriously: 
“Diejenigen Sattra’s, welche langer als zwolf Jahre dauern, heissen maha- 
sattra’s . . . und hier versteigt sich My thus und Phantasie der Yajnika’s 
zu den sechsunddreisigjahrigen Opfern der Saktya’s, den hundertjahrigen 
der Sadhya’s, den tausendjahrigen der Visvasrj” (Hillebrandt 1897, 158). 
The Indian grammarian Patanjali, on the other hand, took these rituals 
quite seriously, because he detected in them the same recursiveness that 
governs the structure of language. When discussing the infinity of language, 
which grammar must describe by finite means (cf. Staal 1969, 501-502 = 
1976, 104-105), Patanjali refers to these sattra rituals: “There are indeed lin¬ 
guistic expressions which are never used. . . . Even though they are not 
used, they have of necessity to be laid down by rules, just like protracted 
sattras” (santi vai sabda aprayuktah . . . yady apy aprayukta avasyarn 
dlrghasattravallaksanenanuvidheyah; Mahabhasya, Kielhorn, ed., I, 8,23; 
9,15). 

The indefinite complexity of the Vedic rituals is not due solely to the 
recursive rule we have just considered, but primarily to two others. The 
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first of these may be called inserting or embedding. Its operation is observed 
most easily when different rituals are compared with each other. We have 
seen, for example, that the different Soma rituals differ from each other 
by the insertion of an increasing number of Soma sequences: the Agnistoma 
is defined by twelve such sequences, the Ukthya by inserting another three, 
the Sodasi by inserting one more, and the Atiratra by inserting another 
thirteen, bringing the total to twenty-nine. Similarly, the Agnicayana may 
be distinguished from the Agnistoma by inserting numerous new ceremo¬ 
nies. In the course of the description of the Agnicayana, we have come 
across specific examples of such insertions or embeddings. Here are three: 

(1) (See Table 4, page 311). The Samidheni verses of the Animal Sacrifice 
differ from those of the Full and New Moon Ceremonies by embedding 
two additional verses, viz., RV 3.27.5-6. One of the embedded ceremonies 
that characterize the Agnicayana is the Animal Sacrifice for Vayu. In this 
sacrifice, according to Baudhayana, another eleven verses are embedded 
in the Samidheni verses, bringing the total to twenty-four. 

(2) (See Table 5, page 386). There are three rituals that are embedded in 
the Agnistoma and help to transform it into the Agnicayana: Measurement 
of the Agniksetra; Construction of the New Domestic Altar; and Setting 
up of the Agniksetra. 

(3) (See Episode 31, page 683). The Asvina sastra is built from the Morn¬ 
ing Litany (prataranuvaka) by inserting and omitting numerous mantras and 
groups of mantras. This is one of the few cases in which omitting and insert¬ 
ing occur together. In general, omitting is merely the reverse of inserting: 
just as the Agnicayana can be thought of as arising from the Agnistoma by 
inserting, the Agnistoma can be thought of as arising from the Agnicayana 
by omitting. 

All these insertions operate at different levels, and apply to large as 
well as small units. Insertions are made into other insertions, and here their 
recursive character becomes apparent. If we take a closer look at these 
insertions within insertions, we shall find the second recursive rule referred 
to before, which constitutes a second principle that contributes to the in¬ 
definite complexity of the Yedic ritual. 

Let us start with the Animal Sacrifice for Vayu. Call it B. It is inserted 
in the Agnicayana after the Ritual Preparation of the Ukha Pots (A) and 
before the Election of the Priests (C). The ritual rule that effects this inser¬ 
tion may therefore be written as: 

(2) AC-> ABC 

Now let us consider the internal structure of the Animal Sacrifice (5). Con¬ 
fining our attention to the Samidheni verses, which I shall call E, it consists 
of various rites preceding these verses, which may be lumped together and 
referred to as D, and various rites following them, together referred to as 

F. Thus the Animal Sacrifice B may be represented by DEF, or, if the same 
type of rule as in (2) is used: 

(3) B -> DEF 

In an Animal Sacrifice, there are thirteen Samidheni verses, as we have seen; 
the E in (3), therefore, consists of thirteen such verses. We also know, how¬ 
ever, that the Animal Sacrifice for Vayu, which occurs in the Agnicayana, 
should contain (according to Baudhayana) twenty-four Samidheni verses. 
This group, which may be called G, arises from E by inserting another eleven 
mantras, i.e., by an insertion similar to the insertion represented by (2). 
It would not be appropriate, however, to express this insertion by a rule of 
the form: 

(4) E -> G 

This would indicate that in all Animal Sacrifices there are twenty-four Sa¬ 
midheni verses. We have to express that E is replaced by G only in the Animal 
Sacrifice that is embedded in the Agnicayana. In other words, we must re¬ 
strict the context, or the configuration in which E occurs and which con¬ 
ditions its replacement by G. The simplest way to do this is by a rule of the 
form: 

ABC ABC 

(5) /N /K 

DEF D G F 

This rule is formulated with the help of a double arrow to distinguish it 
from the rules with single arrows such as (2)-(4). Rules of the form (5) may 
be called transformations, adopting the name they are given in linguistics.1 

Transformational structures are typical of Vedic ritual, and it is easy 
to provide other examples. Let A denote ceremonies preceding the con¬ 
secration, B the consecration, and C ceremonies following the consecration. 
The prototype of B in the Agnistoma consists of a sequence of rites, begin¬ 
ning with the consecration isti (dlksanlyesti), that will be referred to as D. 
This is followed by the ceremonies with the antelope skin, the mekhala rope, 
the turban, and so forth (F). In the Agnicayana, between D and F new rites 
are inserted relating to the ukha pot, in which fire originates (G). In other 
words, a rule of the form (6) applies: 

ABC ABC 

<«) A * /N 
D F D G F 

1 In linguistics, rules of the form (2)-(4) are-called phrase-structure rules. 
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Actually, D itself is also transformed. It is replaced by a new rite called 
agnidiksanlyesti, or D*. A transformation must apply that is of the form: 

ABC ABC 

(7) / => / 
D ... D* ... 

Another example is the Carrying Forth of Agni (agnipranayana; B). 
It follows oblations to Visvakarman on the domestic altar (A) and is fol¬ 
lowed by Adhvara oblations on the offering altar (C). The prototype of the 
Carrying Forth in the Agnistoma consists of the transportation of the fire 
by the adhvaryu, recitations by him and by the hota, and chants by the 
prastota (D). Afterwards the fire is installed on the altar (F). In the Agnica- 
yana, another recital is inserted, viz., the recitation by the second hota or 
maitravaruna of the Song to the Irresistible Warrior. If this is referred to as 
G, the expression (5) expresses the structure again adequately, but it should 
be understood that DGF does not represent a simple sequence of three rites, 
but a combination in which some of the rites overlap or are simultaneous. 

In the Final Bath (avabhrtha) there is also the insertion of a new rite, 
characterized by the recitation of TS 4.6.2.6 r. This can be described by a 
structure of the form (6). 

In these transformations the context is specified on the left and on the 
right; in other words, both the following and the preceding ceremonies are 
specified. Sometimes it is more natural to leave one side unspecified, or to 
regard it as empty. We might refer to this as the prefixing, suffixing, or mere 
“adding” of rites. For example, in the Full and New Moon Ceremonies 
the Formulas of Completion (samistayajus; A) consist of two mantras, 
TS 1.1.13.3 u-v. In the Animal Sacrifice, A follows the final oblations (C) 
and precedes the burying of the heart-spit (D). But in this sacrifice the two 
formulas A are replaced by three (A*), or: 

(8) C A D->C A* D 

In the Agnistoma the context is specified differently, as C* . . . D*, and 
another nine formulas (B) are added: 

(9) C* A* £>* C* A* D* 

N 
A* B 

In the Agnicayana in a context C** . . .£>**, another nineteen mantras (£) 
are added: 

(10) C** A* D** 

K 
A* B 

C* 

/V 
A* B E 

Such sequences of mantras can be extended indefinitely. 
What is the significance of these structures? They show that an ap¬ 

parently empiricist and purely behaviorist description of the sequence of 
acts of the Agnicayana, A,B,C,D, . . . , as if they had a linear structure (11), 
is inadequate: 

(11) A B C D E F G.. . 

Underlying the sequence A,B,C,. . . there is in fact a hierarchical struc¬ 
ture arrived at through the reiterated operation of embeddings and trans¬ 
formations, viz., something of the form: 

(12) 

A P 

A 
BCR 

/K 

Q 

s 
A 

T 

A 
K L 

D E F G FI 

U 

A 
V o 

A 
M N 

In the description of the performance in Volume I we have implicitly 
accepted that it has a structure of the form (12). This idea underlies the 
subdivision into episodes and smaller units, described in varying detail, 
and the references to prototypes of the isti, the Agnistoma, and other com¬ 
ponents. For example, we have not described rites such as B as merely “fol¬ 
lowing” A, which corresponds to the structure expressed by (11). Rather, 
we have described B as the first rite of a ritual P, which corresponds to the 
structure expressed by (12). Thus, the agnidiksanlyesti is not described as 
merely following the rites described in Episode 3, but as constituting the 
first rite of Episode 4, the consecration (dlksa) (see volume I, pages 317-318). 

The Indian ritualists have always stressed the hierarchical structure of 
the ritual, as have Caland and other Western scholars. As we have seen, 
the Srauta sutras describe the main rituals in a particular order. This is 
connected with several facts. Higher rituals in the hierarchy, or later rituals 
in the list, are not only more complex, but also less common. A person is 
in general only eligible to perform a later ritual if he has already performed, 
or continues to perform, the earlier ones. All this has to be borne in mind 
when we note that Baudhayana, for example, describes some of the rituals 
in the following order: 

darsapnrnamasa, “Full and New Moon Ceremonies” 
adhana, “Installation of the Fire” 
paSubandha, “Animal Sacrifice” 
caturmasya, “Seasonal Ceremonies” 
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agnistoma, protoype of the Soma ceremonies, etc. 

The descriptions of the later rituals are not complete in themselves, but 
concentrate on modifications in the previous rites and insertions of new ones. 
The Agnicayana chapter of Baudhayana in Part IV illustrates this procedure. 
The Srauta sutras, therefore, express precisely the ritual structures we have 
considered.1 

THE AGNICAYANA SECTION OF THE 
MAITRAYANl-SAMHITA WITH SPECIAL 

REFERENCE TO THE MANAVA SRAUTA SUTRA 

N. Tsuji 
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The agnicayana [ac], as the pinnacle of Vedic ritual, occupies a special 
position among the Srauta sacrifices owing not only to its elaborateness but 
also to the fact that it contains many remarkable rites and ritual elements. 
Theoretically the Ac can be combined with any Soma ritual. The Ac was 
performed at Pannal, Kerala, India, in April 1975 as an Atiratra Soma ritual, 
characterized by the piling up of the falcon-shaped fire altar. The Ac has 
been examined by many scholars. Weber was the first to describe it accurately 
according to the tradition of the Vajasaneyins (Ind. Studien 13 [1873], pp. 
217-292; cf. also “Uber Menschenopfer bei den Indern der vedischen Zeit,” 
ZDMG 18 [1864], pp. 262-287 = Ind. Streifen 1 [1868], pp. 54-89). Next 
Eggeling’s meritorious translation of the Satapatha-Brahmana [SB] VI-X 
(SBE 41 [1894] and 43 [1897]) along with his introduction, has provided a 
detailed account of the Ac that is available to scholars in general. In the 
Taittirlya tradition we not only have Keith’s translation of the Taittirlya- 
Samhita [TS] IV (mantras) and V (brahmanas) (HOS19 [1914]; cf. Introduc¬ 
tion in 18 [1914], p. CXXV-CXXXI), but also Caland’s annotated transla¬ 
tion of the Apastamba-Srautasutra [Ap] XVI and XVII (Amsterdam, 1928), 
in which the whole range of the Yajurvedic literature has been cited for 
purposes of comparison. Of course, Caland has taken both the Maitrayani- 
Samhita [MS] and the Kathakam [KS] into consideration, but in the belief 
that, despite van Gelder’s translation of the Manava-Srautasutra [Mn] VI 
(New Delhi, 1963), a description of the Ac in accordance with the Maitra- 
yaniya school would be useful for a synthetic study of this complicated 
ritual, I present here the Ac solely on the basis of the vidhi elements extracted 
from the brahmana section of MS III supplemented by Mn VI. In order to 
avoid unnecessary complexity I have referred only to the VarahaSS [Vr] 
and the ApastambaSS [Ap]. The tradition of the Varahas being somewhat 
inferior to that of the Manavas, a detailed comparison of both Srautasutras 
should be reserved for a special study. Further, a comparative study of the 
tradition of the Kathas and that of the Maitrayaniyas would be a desidera¬ 
tum in terms of the elucidation of the Ac according to the Carakas as a 
whole. On the other hand, the references of Caland’s notes (from his trans¬ 
lation of the Ap) are provided for the reader to enable him to locate parallel 
passages in other texts. 
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For the sake of brevity I have had to rely on various devices. Though 
I am well aware of the importance of the relation between the meaning of a 
mantra and its context within the ritual act, I have decided to cite mantras 
merely by the page and line of the texts indicated at the beginning of each 
paragraph, without pratika or translation. The reader is referred to van Gel- 
der’s full translation of all the mantras. Though far from completely satis¬ 
factory, this method does not cause much difficulty as far as the verses are 
concerned, and the boundary of prose formulas is made clear, whenever nec¬ 
essary, by citing a word or two. Moreover, I have made use of several kinds 
of parentheses: all the passages taken from the Mn are indicated by [ ] 
and the number of the sutras is put in < ) while ( ) denotes the page and line 
(printed in bold type) of the MS containing the vidhi elements in question. 
Well-known ritual terms or words that defy exact rendering are often left 
untranslated. For the definition of such terms, I recommend Renou, Vo- 
cabulaire du rituel vedique (Paris, 1954). Even given these restrictions, I have 
had to stop at the beginning of the fifth layer (citi), that is, approximately 
at the end of the first half of MS III. Since however, our special interest lies 
more in the piling up of the fire altar than in the Soma sacrifice proper, I hope 
that readers may derive a rough idea of the Ac according to the Maitraya- 
niyas even from this crude torso. 

ABBREVIATIONS 

abhim. abhimantrana, addressing to an object (in order to consecrate it) 

Ac Agnicayana 

adhv. adhvaryu 

ahav. ahavanlya fire 

anum. anumantrana, recitation of a mantra at the end of a sacrificial act 
Ap ApastambaSS 

Cal. W. Caland 

CH W. Caland and V. Henry, L’Agnistoma (Paris, 1906-7) 

garh. garhapatya fire 

ist. (ists.) istaka(s) “brick(s)”; for the so-called ists. not made of clay, cf. Ap 

XVI. 13, 10 

m., (mm.) mantra(s), including both verses (rc, pi. rcah) and prose formulas 

(cf. y., yy.) 

Mb The brahmana section of the MS 

Mm The mantra section of the MS 

Mn ManavaSS 

MS Maitrayani Samhita 

prat. pratika 

SB Satapatha Brahmana 

SS Srautasutra 

sit. sutra 

svayamat. ■ svayamatrnna (sarkara), the naturally perforated (pebble), “der von 

Natur durchlocherte Kiesel” 

v., (vv.) verse(s)^ 
Vr VarahaSS 

y. (yy.) yajus (pi. yajumsi), prose formula(s) 

yaj. yajamana, sacrificer, Opferveranstalter 

§1. Preparation of the ukha pot (ukhasambharana): Offerings to Savitr. 
Mb III. 1. 1: p. 1. 1-p. 2. 12: Mn VI. 1. 1. (1-3, generality),1 4-7; cf. Vr II. 
1.1. (1-3), 3 (the latter half), Ap XVI. 1. (1-3), 4-7 a beginning. 

He (the adhv.) wipes first the juhu ladle and scoops ghrta (ghee) eight 
times in it (Mb l.c. p.1.1-4). With eight mm. relating to Savitr, that is, 
is, Mm II.7.1: p.73.8-p.74.9 (p.1.5-14)2 he offers a single juhoti-libation 
(p.2.9) by means of the juhu (p.1.3): <Mn l.c., su. 5>.-If he wishes that 
the sacrifice (yajna) be provided with sacrificial splendor (yajnayasas), he 
should end his recitation with the rc (verse), that is, Mm l.c. p.74.8-9: imam 
me deva savitar ff. (p.!.15-p.2.1), but if he wishes that the sacrificer (yaja¬ 
mana) be provided with sacrificial splendor he should end with the yajus, 
that is, Mm l.c. p.74.7 (prat.) = 1.11.1: p. 161.6-7 (p.2.1-2,11): <6>.- 
For a person whom he wishes to prosper he should offer one juhoti after 
having recited all eight mm. (p.2.3-4.9), but for a person whom he wishes 
to become worse he should perform offerings separately with each of the 
mm. (p.2.4-5).3-Then with M111 l.c. p.74.10-11 (p.2.5-6,8) [he offers 
a juhoti of ghrta scooped four times (caturgrhlta)]: <7>. 

1. As for the time of the ukhasambharana <1>, cf. Ap l.c., su. 1, 
Vr l.c., su. 3 beg.-2. They are all verses (rcah) except the sev¬ 
enth m.: deva savitah prasava yajnam ff, though they are called 
here collectively yy. (p.1.12: astau va etani yajumsi, see also p.2.7,9). 
A distinction, however, is made between a y., that is, the seventh m. 
(see above) and a rc, that is, the eighth m.: imam me deva savitar 
ff. (p.l.5-p.2.2). sad rgmani bhavanti (p.1.9-10) seems to refer to 
the first six mm. that are all verses.-3. Not mentioned by Mn, 
but cf. Ap su. 5. 

§2. Ukhasambharana cont.: A wooden spade is_ taken up. Mb III. 1. 2: 
P- 2. 13-p. 3. 8: Mn VI. 1. 1. 8; cf. Vr II. 1. 1. 4, Ap XVI. 1. 7. 

With four Savitra-mm., that is. Mm II.7.1: p.74.12-18, he takes up 
a wooden spade (abhri) (p.2.13) made of bamboo (p.2.9, cf. 17.20), which 
is spotted (kalmasa), hollow (susira)1 (p.2.18), and double-edged (ubhayatah- 
ksnut) or single-edged (anyataratas) (p.3.4-5). The use of the arka-plant 
(p.3.1) or the udumbara-wood (p.3.6) is also allowed,2 but after all any tree 
is allowable insofar as it bears fruit (phalagrahi) (p.3.7-8): (Mn l.c. su. 8). 
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-Its length is stated to be a fathom (vyama), a cubit (aratni), a span 
(pradesa) (p.3.1,3) or even unlimited (aparimita) (p.3.7). 

1. Perhaps “or not hollow” is to be added as a joint (parvan) is 
spoken of (p.2.19), cf. Ap su. 7.b: susira or asusira.-2. Many 
other kinds of plants are mentioned, Ap su. 7.b including udumbara 
and arka. 

§3. Ukhasambharana cont.: Procession for obtaining the clay for the ukha 
with a horse and an ass. Mb III. 1. 3: p. 3. 9-p. 4. 18: Mn VI. 1. 1. 9-13: 
cf. Vr II. 1. 1. 5-9, Ap XVI. 2. 1-7. 

[Before the ahavaniya fire he performs an abhim. to a horse] with M111 

II.7.2: p.74.19-p.75.2 (p.3.12-13), and [to an ass] with Mm l.c. p.75.3-4 
(p.3.14-15):<Mn l.c. su. 9).-Making use of the ass he collects (the clay 
for the ukha) (p.3.15) and the horse is led in front and the ass follows it 
(p.3.17-18): <10, cf. below).-If he wishes that papavaslyasam1 would 
occur (to the yaj.) the ass should be led in front and the horse should follow 
it (p.3.19-20). With Mm l.c. p.75.5-62 they proceed (p.3.21-p.4.2): <10).- 
To a person whom he meets on the way he should say: agnim purisyam (the 
fire to be prepared from dust) angirasvad achemah Mm l.c. p.75.9, and 
thereby he deprives him of his vigor (vaja) (p.4.12-14)3: <12>.-Where the 
sun rises, there he should destroy an anthill and say: agnim purisyam angi¬ 
rasvad bharisyamah Mm l.c. p.75.9-10 (p.4.14-15)4: <13>. 

1. Cf. Ap su. 4 (Cal.): “Wenn er wiinscht, dass dem Opferver- 
anstalter nicht lauter Gedeihen, sondern Gedeihen mit bosem 
Geschick vermischt, zufallen moge.”-2. Together with Mm l.c. 
p.75.7-8, from praturavan to sayuja saha, though Mb p.4.4-10 cites 
only part of the mm. without giving the viniyoga (ritual use), while 
Mn <11) uses the next m.: agnim purisyam angirasvad abhara Mm 
l.c. p.75.8-9 (p.4.11-12) for a japa (a muttered prayer).-3. Cf. 
Cal. ad Ap su. 6.-4. Cf. Cal. ad Ap su. 7: “vor Sonnenaufgang” 
(a suryasyodetoh), but the passage of Mn cited above seems merely 
to prescribe that he should destroy an anthill found to the east. 

§4. Ukhasambharana cont.: An offering on the horse’s footprint, the pari- 
lekhana of the spot and the digging of a pit. Mb III. 1. 4: p. 5. 1-19: Mn 
VI. 1. 1. 14-23, cf. Vr II. 1. 1. 10-17, Ap XVI. 2. 8-3. 2. 

With Mm II.7.2: p.75.10 (prat.) = 1.8.9: p.128.11-12 (p.5.1) [they move 
away from the anthill]: (Mn l.c. su. 14).-[Having arrived at the spot 
where a pit (akhana) is to be dug, he performs a japa] with Mm l.c. p.75. 
11-12 (p.5.1.-2): <15>.-With Mm l.c. p.75.13-14 and 15-16 (p.5.3-6) 
[he makes the horse step on the spot]: <16)3 [When the horse steps on it 
the yaj. should say] concerning a person whom he hates: overcome so and 

so (amum abhitistha) (not given in Mm II.7.2, but s. Mb l.c. p.5.7): <17>, 
cf. Ap su.2.10.-With Mm l.c. p.75.17-18 (p. 5.7-8) [he makes the horse 
step away from the spot]: <18>, and with Mm l.c. p.75.19-p.76.2 (p.5.8-9) 
[he performs an abhim. to the horse]2: <19>. Then he offers a juhoti upon 
the horse’s footprint with Mm 1. c. p.76.3-4 and 5-6 (p.5.12-13]: <20>.- 
Then he draws the lines around the spot (parilikhati) with Mm l.c. p.76.7 
(prat.) = 1.1.9: p.5.7. (gayatri), 10-11 (tristubh) and 8-9 (anustubh) (p.5. 
14—16)3: <21).-With the Savitra-mm.4 he takes up the abhri (p.5.16): 
<22>, and digs the pit with two mm. Mm l.c. p.76.12-15 (p.5.16,18) 

1. But the second m. dyaus to prstham etc. is used for touching the 
horse by Vr su. 13, cf. Ap su. 2.9.-2. As for the horse’s color, cf. 
below §15.IV, n.3.-3. Against the order of the mm. Mm l.c. 
p.76.7-11 where the anustubh-verse stands before the tristubh- 
verse, cf. TS IV. 1.2. t-w.-4. Cf. above on Mb III. 1.2: p.2.13: 
<Mn su. 8). 

§5. The collecting of the dust (purlsa) from the pit (akhana). Mb III. 1. 5: 
p. 6. 1-p. 7. 4: Mn VI. 1. 1. 24-33, cf. Vr II. 1. 1. 18-27, Ap XVI. 3. 3-9. 

With Mm II.7.3: p.76.16-17 (p.6.1-3) [he unfolds a lotus leaf (puskara¬ 
parna)] : <Mn l.c. su. 24), and [to the north of the pit] he spreads with Mm 
l.c. p.76.18-19 [and p.77.1-2] a skin of the black antelope (krsnajina) with 
its hairy side turned upward,1 and [thereupon] the puskaraparna (p.6.4- 
6.8) on which the clay is to be laid (p.6.7,9): <25).-[The purlsa (‘dust, 
Schutt’) is strewn upon the puskaraparna lying on the krsnajina] with Mm 
l.c. p.77.3 (p.6.13-14)2 and with the [three] gayatri-verses Mm l.c. p. 77.4- 
5, 6-7 and 8-9 for a brahmana, with the tristubh-verses Mm l.c. p. 77.10-12, 
13-14, and 15-16 (brhati !)3 for a rajanya and with the jagatl-verses Mm l.c. 
p.77.17-18, 19 (prat.) = 1.5.1: p.66.4-54 and p.78.1-3 for a vaisya (p.6.9- 
12): <26). But if he wishes that some one may prosper, then he should lay 
the purlsa for him with the gayatri- and tristubh-verses (p.6.12-13): <27). 
-The pit is sprinkled with Mm l.c. p.78.5-6 and 7-8 (p.6.19-22, p.7. 
I- 2):<29).-The viniyoga of Mm l.c. p.78.9-10 (p.7.4-5) can not be de¬ 
termined from the context, [but according to Mn l.c. su. 30 and 31 the purl¬ 
sa is addressed with the first half of the verse, and the krsnajina containing 
the purlsa is tied with the latter half by means of a cord of munja-grass 
or arka-plant, cf. Vr su. 25, Ap su. 7].-With two mm. Mm l.c. p.78. 
II- 12 and 13-14 the krsnajina is lifted up (p.7.7-8): <32), and with Mm 
l.c. p.78.15-17 (p.7.9-12) [he performs a japa]: <33).5 

1. Mb contains no particular precept except lomatah sambharati (p. 
6.8). But Mn l.c. su. 25 gives a much more detailed description: 
praggriva and uttaraloma for the krsnaj. and uparistannabhi and 
pragdvara for the puskarap. (cf. Mn VI. 1.7.1: just the opposite 
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position, see below §16 beg., cf. Ap su. 3.-2. As the y. : purisyo 
’si, etc. Mm 1. c. p. 77.3 is mentioned before the gayatrl-verses, etc., 
it seems to be recited before those verses, so Mn l.c. su. 26 and Ap 
su. 4 (Cal.), but the statement of Mb: tisrbhih sambharati (p.6.16) 
combined with yajusturlyam (p.6.17) seems to suggest that the y. 
should follow those verses, so Vr su. 22: yajuruttarabhir gayatribhih 
and 23: sarvatra yajuh. Moreover, the gayatrl- and tristubh-verses 
are to be recited together for a special wish {21}, and Vr su. 23 
states: astabhis ca sambharet, that is, three gayatrls plus a yajus 
and three tristubhs plus a yajus.-3. Cf. Cal. on Ap su. 4.- 
4. The viniyoga of this m.: ayam to yonir rtviyo etc. is not indicated 
unless by a vague allusion such as yonir va eso ’gner yat puskara- 
parnam, (p.6.2,10). But according to Mn l.c. su. 28 the m. is used for 
touching the strewn purisa, cf. Vr su. 24.-5. Instead of japati, Vr 
su. 27 and Ap su. 9 have harati. 

§6 The carrying of the bundle of purisa placed on the back of the ass to 
the sacrificial ground and its treatment. Mb III. 1. 6: p. 7. 15 - p. 8. 15: 
Mn VI. 1. 1. 34-2. 4, cf. Vr II. 1. 1. 28-35, Ap XVI. 3. 10-4. 2. 

With Mm II.7.4: p.79.1-2 he puts (the bundle containing the purisa) 
on the back of the ass (gardabha) (p.7.I5): (Mn l.c. su 34), and with Mm 
I. c. p.79.3-4 (p.7.17-18) [he performs an abhim. to the purisa]: <35>. [With 
the horse in front they go back (to the sacrificial ground)]: <36). With 
Mm l.c. p.79.5-6 and 7-8 (p.7.18-p.8.12) [he performs abhim.’s one after 
another to the horse, to the ass and to the purisa]: {31}. With Mm l.c. p.79.9 
(y.) (p.8.3) [he performs an abhim. to a man whom he meets on the way]1: 
<(38). - [Having prepared a quadrangular mound of earth (khara) to 
the south of the ahavanlya-fire2 and enclosed it: <39), he strews darbha- 
grass on it and places the bundle containing the purisa upon it] with Mm 
II. 7.5: p.79.10-11 and 12-13 (p.8.5-7): <40>. [According to Mn l.c. su. 41 
the horse and the ass are given to the adhv.].-The cord of the bundle 
is untied with two mm. Mm l.c. p.79.14-15 (p.8.8-9) and probably II. 12.3: 
p.147.1-2: vi te muncami rasanam, etc. (in accordance with Vr su. 32): 
<2.1>.-He pours water [filtered through leaves and bark] on the purisa 
with three mm. Mm l.c. p.79.16-17, 18-19, and p.80.1-2 (p.8.10-11): <2.2>, 
and with Mm l.c. p.80.3-4 and 5-6 (p.8.12-13) he mixes it with five substan¬ 
ces (p.8.15) [: hairs of a goat (ajaloma) and of the krsnaj., and the following 
three reduced to powders, that is, sarkara (pebbles), venvangara (charcoal 
made from bamboo) and armakapala (potsherds from ruins, Abfalle einer 
Trummelstatte)3]: <2.3)-[Then, with Mm l.c. p.80.7-8, 9-10, and 11-12 
he performs an abhim. to the mixed lump and hands it to the patnl]: <2.4>. 

1. Cf. above Mb III. 1.3.: p.4.12-14: Mn VI. 1.1.12; ApXVI.2.6and 
3.13.-2. Butcf. Ap su. 3.14: uttarena viharam “nordlich vom 
Opferplatz’ (Cal).-3. Cf. Vr su. 34, Ap su. 4.1. 

§7. Ukhasambharana up to the fumigation. Mb III. 1. 7: p. 8. 16-p. 9. 16: 
Mn VI. 1. 2.' 5-14, cf. Vr II. 1. 1. 36-41, Ap XVI. 4. 3-5. 7 

With makhasya siro ’si (y.) Mm II.7.6: p.80.13 (p.8.16) (he touches 
the lump]: (Mn l.c. su. 5). [While the patnl prepares the quadrangular 
ukha] with three elevations (tryuddhi) (p.9.2)1 [in the middle]: {6.1}, [yaj. 
performs the anum’s: vasavas tva . . . yajamanaya Mm l.c. p.80.13- 
15 (p.8.17) [when the first uddhi is made]; [rudras tva . . . yajamanaya ib. 
15—17 when the second uddhi is made; adityas tva . . . yajamanaya ib. 
17—p.81.1 when the third uddhi is made; and visve tva deva . . . yajama¬ 
naya ib. p.81.1-3 while it is smeared] ending each time with the y.: dhruvasi, 
etc. Mm l.c. p.80.14-15, cf. 16-17 and 18—p.81.1 with var. (p.8.19, cf. 20: 
yajusa karoti): <8>.-[with aditya rasnasi Mm l.c. p.81.3-4 the patnl 
makes a girdle (rasna) two angulas below the opening2 :<9), and with aditis 
te bilam grhnatu ib. 4 she makes an opening in the girdle: <(10).] The 
ukha should be provided with eight, four, or two nipples (stana)3 (p.9.3-5) 
(in the quarters)4: <(11)- The ukha is of a vyama, an aratni, or a pradesa 
in size (p.9.6-8)5-[After having smeared the ukha by means of a stalk of 
sugarcane, she sets it down with Mm l.c. p.81.5-66: {12}.]-[From the 
rest of the lump the asadha-istaka is made7: <13>.]-With seven yy. Mm 
I. c. p.81.7-10 up to dhupayatv angirasvat he fumigates the ukha (p.9.9, 
10-11,13-14) [with the fire taken from the garh.-fire] by means of horse-dung 
(asva§aka) (p.9.14,16) [on the khara (see above Mn VI. 1. 1.39-40)8: <14>], 

1. On uddhi ‘Erhohung’ Aufsatz’, being virtually equal to “Ring,” s. 
Cal. on Ap V.22.6. As for the number of the uddhis, cf. Ap stl. 4.7. 
-2. So also Ap su. 4.11 .b, but cf. Vr su. 37: uttame trtlye.-3. 
As for the number of the stanas “Erhohungen in der Gestalt von 
Brustwarzen,” cf. Ap. su. 5.2 (Cal.); Vr su. 38 has only stanau. 
-4. More exactly Vr su 38: aSrlnam rasnayas ca samavaye, 
similarly Ap su.5.2.-5. Mn does not give these measures except 
for a vague reference: amnatam pramanam prathayitva {!}.-6. 
Cf. sikatasu Vr su. 39, Ap su. 5.3.-7. See below Mb III.2.7: 
p.25.15-p.26.1: §17, cf. also Vr su. 40, Ap su. 5.4.-8. Cf. 
garhapatye Vr su. 41, Ap su. 5.7. 

§8. The baking of the ukha. Mb III. 1. 8: p. 9. 17-p. 11. 7: Mn VI. 1. 2. 
15-22, cf. Vr II. 1. 1. 42-48, Ap XVI. 5. 8-6. 1. 

[Before the garh.] he digs a pit (avata, apaka Mn, or garta Vr] with Mm 
II. 7.6: p.81.9-10 up to khanatv avata (p.9.18-19)1: (Mn l.c. su. 15), and 
places the ukha in it with Mm l.c. p.81.10-11 up to dadhatukhe (p.10.1-2) 
[and the asadha-ist.2 too]: <16>.-[After having surrounded the baking 
place (pacana) with shavings (kupina)3 and wetted it] he bakes the ukha with 
Mm l.c. p.81.11—16 (p.10.4-11)4 [by means of the fire taken from the garh.]: 
07).-With Mm l.c. p.81.17-18 (p.10.14-15) [he attends the enkindled 
ukha]: <18>, and with Mm l.c. p.81.19-20: devas tva savitodvapatu .... 
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svangurih he takes it out of the pit (p.10.15-16): <19>. Then he stands 
up with Mm l.c. p.81.21-p.82.2: uttistha brhati bhava etc. (p.10.17-18)5: 
<20).-[Bringing it round in front of the ahav. he puts it on the khara 
(see above Mn VI. 1.2.14)] with Mm l.c. p.82. 2: mitraitam ta ukham pari- 
dadamy abhittya, esa ma bhedi he assigns it to Mitra (p.l0.18-p.ll.2); <21>. 
But if the ukha breaks before it is assigned to Mitra, another one should 
be prepared anew (p.11.2).-With [four yy.] Mm l.c. p.82.3-6 beginning 
with vasavas tvachrndantu etc. he fills it with goat-milk (p.11.2-7): <22>. 

1. Hereafter the ritual acts can be easily inferred from the mm. them¬ 
selves.-2. Cf. above Mn VI.1.2.13.; Ap su. 5.9 and 12.-3. 
Cf. Ap su. 5.8: lohitapacaniyaih sambharaih (“mit rotbrennenden 
Substanzen” Cal.) pracchadya.-4. I.e., dhisana tva . . . abh- 
inddham (read so also p.10.4 end) ukhe (p.81.11-12), gnas tva. . . 
srapayantv ukhe (ib. 12-13), varutri tva . . . pacatam ukhe (ib. 
13-14), janayas tva . . . pacantukhe (ib. 14-16); cf. Mb l.c. p. 
10.13: tasmad etani paktimanti (read so) yajumsi tair evaitam 
pacati, but in reality there are only two yy. which contain the verb- 
forms from pac-, so adds Mb ib.: dvabhyam pacati.-5. Read 
prthivy asa ( = Mm l.c. p.82.1) for prthivyam asa on p.10.17. 

§8 bis. Mn VI. 1. 2. 23-26 having no corresponding passage in Mb. Cf. 
Vr II. 1. 1. 48-2. 1, Ap XVI, 6. 2-7 (Cal.). 

[He brings a head of a vai§ya or a rajanyabandhu (perhaps “an ignoble 
ksatriya”) killed by the lightening or by an arrow: <23>, and places on the 
cut (cheda) of the body an anthill pierced sevenfold and seven beans (masa) 
with the m.: ayam yo asya yasya ta idam sirah, etc.1: <24>. He then takes 
the head in his hand with the m.: idam asmakam bhuje bhagaya bhu- 
yasam2: <25), and singing the Yama-gathas: yo’sya kausthyajagatah etc. 
he brings the head near and smears it with clay (mrd): <26).]3 

1. Cf. ayam yo ’si yasya ta idam Sira etena tvam atra Sirsanvan edhi 
KS XXXVIII. 12: p.113.14, Vr su. 1.52 (without atra), Ap sU. 3.- 
2. Better bhuyat as KS l.c. p.113.15, Vr l.c., Ap su. 6.-3. It is 
rather strange that Mb does not mention here this remarkable rite, 
but cf. KS XX.8: p.27.1-6, for the mm. XXXVIII. 12: p.113.8-15; 
KapS XXXI. 10: p.157.13-19. 

§9. The Diksahutis: the kindling of the ukhya-fire and the putting of 
various samidhs in it. Mb III. 1. 9: p. 11. 8-p. 13. 4: Mn VI. 1. 3. 20-31, 
cf. Vr II. 1. 2. 17-30, Ap XVI. 8. 13-10. 7. 

[After having offered five juhotis, that is, the usual Diksahutis with 
akutyai prayuje agne svaha, etc. Mm 1.2.2: p.10.11-14 (cf. Mn 1.1. 2.1, CH 
§16)] he performs six juhotis with the “adhltayajumsi” separately (nana): 

akutam agnim prayujam svaha, etc. Mm II.7.7: p.82.7-9 (p.11.8-9): -(Mn 
l.c. su. 20).-But if he wishes that some one may become deaf (badhira) 
he should perform only one offering after having recited the yy. continuously 
(p.11.10-11).1-Then he offers [a purnahuti] as the seventh juhoti with 
an anustubh-verse (p.11.13), that is, Mm l.c. p.82.10-12 ending with svaha: 
<20 end).-[The ritual proceeds up to the mustikarana, CH 17.g]: <21>. 
-He heats the ukha [on abundant coals of the ahav.] with two mm. Mm 
l.c. p.82.13-14 and 15-17 (p.11.14-17): <22), [and he putsmunja-grass or 
some other quickly inflammable material (ksipragni) in the heated ukha 
so that the fire may be produced by heating: <23-24).]-[At this point 
the ahav. is to be extinguished2: <25).]-Heating is the way of producing 
fire for a person desirous of prosperity (bhutikama) (p.11.17-18) [unless 
special wishes come into play]: <26). For a person who has attained pro¬ 
sperity (gatasrl) the fire should be produced by drilling (p.11.19); for a 
person desirous of food it should be taken from a roasting pan (bhrastra) 
(p.11.20); [for a person disirous of priestly glory (brahmavarcasa), from 
lightening when it flames on the top of a tree]; for a person whose dominion 
he wishes to be victorious by prasena (?)3 from a forest fire (pradava) (p.ll. 
21-p.l2.1); <27). He may bring the fire from anywhere else for a person to 
whom he wishes that an injurious rival be born (p.12.2-3)4.- [Having 
inflamed the ukhya-fire he adds samidhs (firewood):] he puts a stick of 
krumuka5 smeared with ghrta (ghee) with Mm l.c. p.83.1-2 (p.12.4-5), a stick 
of udumbara with Mm ib. 3-4 (p.12.6-7), a stick of vikankata with Mm ib. 
5-6 (p.12.8-9), a stick of §ami6 with Mm ib. 7-8 (p.12.9-10): <28).7 [In Mn 
su. 28 end the use of a stick of udumbara not hewn by an axe (aparasuvrkna) 
or of a tilvaka-stick with five mm. Mm ib. 9-18 is recommended for the 
purpose of an abhicara, and further an asvattha-stick is said to be put on the 
fire with Mm l.c. p.83.19-p.84.1. But again according to Mn su. 29 a stick 
of saml not hewn by an axe or a tilvaka-stick is to be put on the fire with 
Mm l.c. p.84.2-3 for an abhicara-practice and the yaj. should meditate 
on a person whom he hates.] On the other hand Mb referring partly to the 
mm. Mm l.c. p.83.9-18 (p.12.12-15, cf. above Mn su. 28) mentions the abhi- 
cara-use of a tilvaka-stick (p.12.17-18) and contains the same phrase yam 
dvisyat tarn tarhi manasa dhyayet “he should then meditate on a person 
whom he hates” (p.12.18-19) as cited by Mn su. 29 end, while Mm l.c. 
p.84.2-3 (cf. above Mn su. 29) is quoted merely by prat, without any indica¬ 
tion of the viniyoga (p.12.20).-Mb p. 12.21 warns that one should not 
utter an unpleasant matter to a performer of the Ac (agnicit) nor to a knower 
of the Ac (agnivid).8-Lastly Mb refers to Mm l.c. p.84.6-7: samsitam 
me brahma, etc. (p.12.21-22) and to Mm ib. 8-9: brahma ksatram sayuja, etc. 
(p.13.3-4, cf. also p.13.1-2) without giving the viniyoga. [According to 
Mn, he, going to put an udumbara-stick, makes the yaj. recite two mm. Mm 
l.c. p.84.4-5 and 6-7: <30), and he puts the samidh on the ukhya-fire with 
Mm ib. 8-9: <31).] 
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1. This abhicara is not mentioned by Mn, but cf. Cal. on Ap su. 
8.14.-2. So also Ap su. 9.10-3. “By extension” v. Gelder, 
cf. Cal. on Ap su. 9.8.a.-4. Not found in Mn, but cf. Ap su. 
9.7.-5. For the meaning, cf. Cal. on Ap su. 9.6.-On the 
various kinds of wood mentioned in the following, cf. Vr su. 22-28, 
Ap su. 9.6-10.5.-6. Mn su. 28 adds aparaSuvrkna “not hewn 
by an axe,” suggested by Mb p.12.10-12. -7. From here the 
agreement between Mb and Mn is not complete.-8. Not found 
in Mn, but cf. Ap su. 10.6 (Cal.). 

§10. The five animals for Agni and Prajapati; a goat for Vayu niyutvat as 
their substitute.1 Mb III. 1. 10: p. 13. 5-p. 14. 4: Mn VI. 1. 3. 1-19, cf. Vr 
II. 1. 2. 2-16, Ap XVI. 7. 1-12. 

The [potent] pasus for Agni [that is, a horse, a bull, a ram (vrsni) and 
a he-goat (basta)] are immolated to fulfill the yaj.’s wish2 (p. 13.5) [as well 
as a potent goat (aja)3 for Prajapati]: (Mn l.c. su. 1)-After the pary- 
agnikarana they (i.e., persons in charge) release (the four pasus for Agni 
(p.13.6-7) and complete the sacrifice with one, that is, the goat for Prajapati 
(p.13.7): <8>. The yajyanuvakyas for it are in the tristubh-meter (p. 13.8),4 
and a dvadasakapala-purodasa for Agni vaisvanara is offered (p.13.9): 
<9>.5-[The heads of the released pasus are cut off and placed down: <(10), 
and their bodies and tongues are thrown into a pool from which he wishes 
to collect the clay for preparing the istakas: <11>.]-But instead of all 
these five pa§us, he who is desirous of vigor (tejaskama) may immolate a 
white, [potent and tupara] goat for Vayu niyutvat6 (p.13.11-12, cf. also 
sarvesam va esa pasunam rupani prati, ib. 14-15); (12). -A dvadasa- 
kapala-pasupurodasa for Prajapati is offered (p.13.16); <15>. [Having laid 
the tongue on the avadanas (cooked flesh pieces) he should put down the 
head of the pasu: <(16).]-Then he offers [as the Diksaniyesti, cf. CH §15] 
an ekadasakap.-purod. for Agni and Visnu (p.13.17), a earn in ghrta for 
Aditi (p.13.18) and a dvadasakap.-purod for Agni vaisvanara (p.14.2): <18). 

1. On account of the ritual sequence, it seems better to place this 
paragraph before §9.-2. For the expression agnibhyah kamaya 
(Mb) and a° kamebhyah (Mn), cf. Cal. on Ap su. 2: a0 kamaya “den 
Agnis, dem Kama.” -3. tupara “hornless” according to Vr 
su. 3, Ap su. 1.-4. Similarly Ap su. 10: for the agneya-pasus. 
-5. Both Mb and Mn (cf. su. 7-9) are succinct on the praja- 
patyapasu, cf. Vr su. 4-12, Ap su.2-11.-6. Cf. Y. Ikari: Notes on 
the vayavyapasu (BSS X. 9-11), Journal of Indian and Buddhist 
Studies 48 (Tokyo, 1976), p. (87)-(95). 

§11. The yaj. makes the four Visnu-steps with the ukhya-fire. Mb III. 2. 

1: p. 14. 5-p. 16. 8: Mn VI. 1. 4. 1-17, cf. Vr II. 1. 3. 1-17, Ap XVI. 10. 

8-18. 
With Mm II.7.8: p.84.10-11 the yaj.1 puts on a golden plate (rukma) 

(p.14.5) with twenty-one knobs (nirbadha) (p.14.6-7, 9-10): (Mn l.c. su. 1), 
facing downward (adhastat, i.e, inward) first and then facing upward (i.e., 
outward) (p.14.10-11)2: <2>. -[A chair (asandl) is put down, the feet 
of which measure a span (pradesa) high,3 the rest being the same as described 
in Mn II. 1.4.34. A sling (Sikya, “Tragband”) made of munja-grass with 
six4 or twelve strands is placed on the asandl: <(3-6).]-With Mm l.c. 
p.84.12-13 (p.14.11-15) [he takes up5 the ukhya, that is, the fire in the 
ukha, in fact, the ukha containing the fire, and places it on the sikya]: <7>. 
With Mm l.c. p.84.14-15 (p.l4.15-p.l5.3) [he puts the noose of the sikya 
(sikyapasa) round his neck, and wears the krsnajina with the same m. as 
used in su. 7]: <8>.6 -The viniyoga of the two yy. Mm l.c. p.84.16-p 
85.2. (p.15.4-5) and p.85.2-3 (p.15.6) is not clearly indicated. [According to 
Mn, however, the former is used as a japa: (9), while the latter is employed 
for yaj.’s raising up of the ukhya-fire and holding it over his navel7: <(10).] 
—— [Then the yaj. makes the four visnukramas8 with Mm l.c. p.85.3-4, 
4-5,5-6, and 6-7 (yy.) toward the east: <(10).] —— [The viniyoga of Mm l.c. 
p.85.8-9 is not given, but Mn uses it as the yaj’s japa: <11>.9]-With four 
mm. Mm l.c. p.85.10 (prat.) = 1.7.1: p. 109.12-p. 110.2 the yaj. turns round 
to the right (pradaksinam) (p.15.14-18): <12>, and [turning round he per¬ 
forms a japa] with Mm l.c. p.85.11-12 (p.15.18): <13).10-With Mm 
I. c. p.85.13 (prat.) — 1.2.18: p.28.8-9 (p.15.19) [he loosens the sikyapasa: 
<14), and with Mm ib. 14-15 (p.15.20) [he performs an abhim. to the ukhya- 
fire]: <15>.-With Mm ib. 16 (prat.) = II.6.12: p.71. 14-15 (p.16.1) he 
places the ukhya-fire on the asandl (p.16.4-6): <16>. Lastly with three mm. 
Mm. l.c. p.85.17-18, p.86.1-2 and 3-4 he performs the upasthana (the ren¬ 
dering of a worship while standing) of the ukhya-fire (p.16.6-7): (17). 

1. Cf. Vr su. 17, Ap su.9.-2. Mn su. 2 prescribes only that the 
rukma is to be borne with its knobs up, but cf. Ap su.9 (Cal.).- 
3. For the size of the asandi, cf. Vr su. 4, Ap su. 16.-4. As for 
six strands, cf. Mb l.c.: p.15.10: sadudyavam Sikyam bhavati.- 
5. udyamya: agnim udyacchate Mb l.c. p.14.15.-6. So also Vr 
su. 7, Ap su. 11.-7. Cf. uparinabhi Mb l.c. p.15.11.-8. Cf. 
athaite kramah Mb l.c. p.15.7, s. also 9-10; prakramati Mb ib. 13. 
-9. Cf. Vr su. 10, Ap su. 13.-10. So also Vr su. 12. 

§12. I. The Vatsapra-sukta. Mb III. 2. 2: p. 16. 9-p. 17. 2: Mn VI. 1. 4. 
18, cf. also 23, 25 and 40, cf. Vr II. 1. 3. 20, Ap XVI. 11. 6-9 (Cal.). 

With the Vatsapra-hymn1 consisting of twelve tristubh-verses = Mm 
II. 7.9: p.86.5-p.87.8 the yaj. performs the upasthana of the ukhya-fire 
(p.16.9,13,14). He makes the Visnukramas (above § 11) and worships the 
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ukhya-fire with the Vatsapra-hymn each alternate day (p.16.14-15,16), but 
on the day on which he is going to begin the piling of the fire-altar (agniciti) 
he should perform both of them (p.17.1)2: <Mn l.c.). 

1. On its origin, cf. Mb l.c. p.16.9-13: the legend of Vatsapri 
Bhalandana.-2. Cf. Cal. on Ap su. 9. 

§12. II. When the yaj. makes a journey. Mb III. 2. 2.: p. 17. 2-8: Mn VI. 
1. 4. 27-301, cf. Vr II. 1. 3. 25-30, Ap XVI. 12. 4-7. 

[When the yaj. stays out or makes a journey he should take up the 
ukhya-fire] with Mm II.7.10: p.87.9-10 (p.17.2-3): <27>, [and with Mm 
n.6.12: p.71.14-15 (as above Mn VI. 1.4.16) and II.7.8: p.85.17-p.86.4 
(as above Mn ib. 17) he puts it on a wagon (anas), while he (also) places 
(the other two fires) on it after having strewn them in two receptacles (pat- 
ryoh): <28>.]-Then he starts with Mm II.7.10: p.87.11-12 (p.17.5)2: 
{29).-When the axle creaks he should perform a anum. with Mm II.7.8: 
p.85.8-9 (as above Mn VI. 1.4.11) (p.17.6, cf. 6-8). 

1. Mn ib. 21-26 skipped over as the passage does not directly relate 
to the Ac.-2. Read prayapayati instead of pravapayati (p.17. 
5), cf. prayati Mn VI. 1.4.29, prayapayati Vr su. 29, Cal. on Ap su. 6. 

§12. III. The adding of a samidh to the ukhya-fire. Mb III. 2. 2.: p. 17. 
8-111: Mn VI. 1. 4. 20, cf. Vr II. 1. 3. 21-24, Ap XVI. 12. 8-10. 

[When he is going to drink the fasting milk (vratayisyan, cf. CH § 22) 
he kindles the ukhya-fire with Mm II.7.12: p.91.9-10 and adds the first2 
samidh smeared with ghrta3 to it] with Mm II.7.10: p.87.14-15 (in gayatrl) 
for a brahmana, with Mm l.c. p.87.16-p.88.1. (in tristubh) for a rajanya 
and with a double gayatrl, i.e., a verse in jagati, for a vaisya (p.17.8-10): 

1. While Mb mentions first a provision for the yaj.’s journey 
(above § 1_2. II) and then prescribes the adding of a samidh (III), 
similarly Ap, Mn, and Vr treat III before II.-2. Mn l.c. pre¬ 
supposes the adding of further samidhs, cf. Mn ib. 21 and 22, s. also 
Vr su. 22.-3. According to Vr su. 24 not smeared with ghrta 
(anakta). 

§12. IV. The treatment of excessive ashes. Mb III. 2. 2.: p. 17. 11-17: Mn 
VI. 1. 4. 31-35, cf. Vr II. 1. 3. 31-36, Ap XVI. 12. 11-13. 4. 

When the ashes fill up the ukha he should throw them in the water 
(p.17.11): <(31 beg., 33).1 Or he should place them on cowdung (purisa)2 

for a person desirous of cattle (p.17.12) : <31 the latter half). Or he should 
mix them with (the clay for) the istakas (p.17.13): <31 the first half.)3- 

[Coming back from the waterside and having put the ulcha in its proper 
place] with Mm II.7.10: p.88.14 (prat.) = 1.7.1: p.109. 17-18 (p.17.14) and 
1.7.1: p.110.1-2, he performs the upasthana of the ukhya-fire with two mm. 
Mm II. 7. 10: p.88.15,16, and 17-p.89.1 (p.17.15-17): <35>.4 

1. According to Mn su. 33 with three mm. Mm II.7.10: p.88.3-5, 
6-7, and 8-9. But judging from the position of this su. the Manavas 
seem to allow this way of disposing of excessive ashes primarily to 
a person who wanders about [yayavara, cf. su. 32, Vr su. 33, see also 
Ap su. 12.11,12; 13.2,4 (Cal.)].-Moreover, Mnsu. 34 prescribes 
that he should throw back two handfuls of ashes into the ukha with 
two mm. Mm l.c.: p.88.10—11 and 12—13, cf. Vr su. 35, Ap su. 12. 
12.-2. Read purlse instead of purlsam in Mb p.17.12 and Mn su. 
31, cf. Vr su. 32, Cal. on Ap su. 13.3.-3. Cf. Cal. on Ap su. 
13.2.-4. Mn su. 36-40 (general precepts) are skipped over, 

cf. Vr II. 1.4.1-4, Ap su. 13.5-12. 

§13. The piling (citi) of the salamukhiya-fire. Mb III. 2. 3: p. 18. 1-p. 19. 
18: Mn VI. 1. 5. 1-13, cf. Vr II. 1. 4. 5-20, Ap XVI. 14. 1-15. 7. 

With Mm II.7.11: p.89.2-5 (p.18.1,3-4) [he chooses the place for the 
salamukhiya-fire, that is, the new garh.].1 He digs the ground a vyama long 
(p.18.6-7) and sprinkles the place with water (p.18.8) [the area marked should 
be circular or quadrangular. And then he surrounds the place with twenty- 
one pebbles (sarkara) with Mm l.c. p.90.4: citah stha . . . srayadhvam] . 
<Mn l.c su. 1).-With Mm l.c. : p.89.6: agner bhasmasy, agneh puri- 
sam asi “Thou art the ashes of Agni, thou art the dust of Agni” he strews 
gravel (sikata) on the place (p.18.10-11) and saline earth (usa) thereupon 
(cf. p.18.2 ff, esp. 17,19) [with Mm l.c. p.89.6-7: samjnanam asi, etc]: <2>. 
-[Here inserts Mn su. 3 a japa by the adhv. or the yaj. with Mm 1.6.1: 
p.86.5-6 and p.85.18-p.86.1.]3-[After having pushed asunder the saline 
earth and gravel] he places [in the middle of the place] four ists. turned 
eastward (p.18 end-p.19.1) [with Mm II.7.11: p.89. 8-10, 11-12, 13-14, 
and 15-16], and in front of them two others turned in the same direction 
(that is, turned eastward) (p.19.4)4 [with Mm l.c. p. 90.1-2 and 3 (prat.) — 
1.5.1: p.66.4-5] and behind them two others turned to the same direction 
(p.19.5) [with Mm l.c. p. 90.3-4]: <4>; thus these central ists. are eight in 
number (p.19.5).5-[At each piling he should add: taya devatayangirasvad 
dhruva side “By this deity sit thou firm in the way of the Angiias s Mm 
l.c. p. 90. 3 and 4: <5>.6]-[In order to fill up the layer thirteen lokapi- 
prnas “the space-filling bricks” are placed with Mm II.8.1: p.106.3-4 begin¬ 
ning with lokam prna, etc., and ta asya, etc., ib. 5-6: <6)7; thus the total 
number of the ists. together with eight central ones (see above) amounts to 
twenty-one as alluded to in Mb l.c. p.19.6-7.]-[Further Mn su. 7 pre¬ 
scribes the putting down of a piece of gold (hiranyasakala) on each layei 
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(cityam cityam), and ib. 8 the covering of the layer with the purlsa “dust” 
from the catvala-place with Mm 11.13.11: p.161.14-17.] - The garh. 
-citi is accomplished in three layers (p.19.8) or five layers (p.19.9); [more 
precisely Mn su. 9: five or three layers or one layer are prescribed for a per¬ 
son who performs the_Ac for the first, the second, or the third time, respec¬ 
tively, cf. Vr su. 17, Ap su. 15.3-4].-With four mm. Mm II.7.11: p. 
90.5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11 (prat.) - 1.2.7: p. 16.8-9 (p.19.10,15) [he places the 
ukhya-fire on the new garh. (cf. p.19.11 if)]: <10>.-With Mm l.c. p. 
90.12-14 (p.19.17-18) [he loosens the ukha (from the sikya)]: <11). - 
[He should not look at the empty ukha: <12), and he should put it down after 
having filled it with gravel (sikata), sour milk (dadhi), ghrta or honey 
(madhu):<13).] 

1. Vr su. 6 states explicitly: ahavaniyadese garhapatyam cinoti “He 
piles the garh. in the (old) ahav. -place”.-2. Cf. Vr su. 7-8, Ap 
su. 14.1 (Cal.).-3. Cf. Vr su. 7.-4. So also Vr su. 13, cf. 
however Ap su. 14.6: samici or tirade! “turned eastward or north¬ 
ward,” see Cal.-- 5. Cf. the diagram given by Eggeling, SBE XLI, 
p.302.-6. Cf. Ap su. 14.10.-7. See also Mb. III.2.8: p.28. 
12-p.29.2, where these two verses are explained. 

§14. I. The Nirrti-bricks. Mb III. 2. 4: p. 19. 19-p. 20. 16: Mn VI. 1. 5. 
14-24, cf. Vr II. 1. 4. 21-30, Ap XVI. 15. 8-16. 5. 

[With Mm II.7.12: p.91.4-5 he takes the sikya: (Mn l.c. su 14).] In the 
direction of Nirrti (Goddess of destruction), that is, southwestward (p.19. 
20-21): <15>, they (the adhv., yaj., and brahman-priest) bring three black ists. 
for Nirrti baked by chaff-fire (tusapakva), and he places them on soil barren 
by nature (svakrta irine), each one more remote from himself (parac) (p. 
19.19-21) [with three mm. Mm l.c. p.90.15-16, 17-18, and 19 (prat.) = 
H.2.1: p.15.14-15] : <16), [but without adding the formula taya devataya, 
etc. (see above Mn 1. c. su. 5): <17>, cf. also Vr su. 24, Ap su. 15.10 (Cal.)]. 
-With Mm l.c. p.91.2-3 he throws the net (jala)1 over the ists. (p.20.5): 
<18). [Moreover, according to Mn su. 19 he throws the string of the golden 
plate (rukmasutra) after the net and makes the others step with the chair 
(asandi) toward the ists., cf. Vr su. 26, Ap su. 16.1 beg.] With Mm l.c. : p. 
91.4-5 ending with svaha Mm ib. 6, pouring water [from a jar] around the 
ists., he goes round them (p.20.7-9) [thrice from right to left (prasavyam), 
and after having placed down the jar he goes back thrice round them without 
pouring]: <20>. Having uttered bhutyai namah “homage to prosperity” 
Mm l.c. p.91.6, he turns back (p.20.10): <21), and they come back without 
looking behind (p.20.10-11): <23).-They perform the purificatory bath 
(marjana) at a place away from the cowshed (parogostham) (p.20.11) [with 
three mm. cited in full by Mn l.c.]: <22>.3-With Mm l.c. p.91.7-8 he 
performs the upasthana of the garh. (p.20.13,14): <24>.-[Lastly Vr su. 

30 prescribes the kindling of the ahav. by the yaj. with Mm Lc. p.91.9-10, 
while Ap su. 16.5 mentions the upasthana of the ahav. or the garh., see Cal.] 

1. Sikyajala = Sikyapasa is meant, see Cal. on Ap su. 16.1, the 
word nirrtipaSa occurs Mb p.20.5-6.-2. The same m. as above 
Mn su. 14, but given here in full with parisad instead of parsad.- 
3. Vr su. 27 and Ap su. 16.3 employ the first m. only. 

§14. II. The measurement of the agni-ground (agniksetra) on which later the 
uttaravedi will be piled and the ploughing of the furrows on it. Mb III. 2. 
4: p. 20. 16 - p. 21. 10: Mn VI. 1. 5. 25-43, cf. Vr II. 1. 4. 31-5. 7, Ap XVI. 

17. 1-19. 10. 
[The Soma-ritual proceeds from the prayaniyesti (cf. CH §26) to the 

moring upasad-rite (cf. CH §52) and the cutting down of a sacrificial post 
(yupaccheda, cf. Mn 1.8.1.3) and further to the erection of the pole for the 
back line (prsthyasanku, cf. Mn II.2.1.51-52). Now one sets about the meas¬ 
urement of the agniksetra in the bird-form: (Mn l.c. su. 25-29). As for the 
ritual situation, cf. also Ap XVI.21.1-2 (Cal.).]-Mb III.2.4 does not con¬ 
tain the viniyoga of the mm. in Mm II.7.12 and the use of these mm. by Mn 
l.c. does not always agree with their order in Mm l.c.-After the garh. 
-citi (above §13)1 the next important act is the preparation of the agniksetra 
for the uttaravedi.2-The measure used is a bamboo stalk equal to the 
height of the yaj. with uplifted arms, technically a “purusa” (p.20.16-17): 
(Mn. l.c. su. 30). The area of the agniksetra is fixed at seven square purusas 
(p.20.21-p.21.1), [four square purusas for the body (atman)], one square 
purusa each for the wings (paksa) and the tail (puccha)]3: <31>, and an aratni 
is added to each of the wings (p.21.2) [and a pradesa4 to the tail, while the 
head (§iras) measures one quarter of a square purusa]: <32 and 33 beg.). 
-[Having put a piece of gold on a bundle of darbha-grass placed in the 
middle of the measured ground, he performs a juhoti upon it with Mm II. 
12. 3: p. 146. 2-4: sajur usa, etc. : <34).]-[With Mm II.8.14: p.117.15: 
prajapatis tva, etc., ending with the usual formula taya devataya, etc., he 
touches the middle of the measured ground5: <34>.]-[Then in the south 
of the (right) wing he ties the yoke-straps (yugavaratra) to the plough (slra) 
with Mm II.7.12: p.92. 9-106: <35>, and the yaj. performs an anum. with 
three mm. Mm l.c. p.91. 11-12, 13-14, and 15-16: <36).] He ploughs with 
six (p.21.2-3) [or twelve] yoked oxen7: <37). [With Mm l.c. p.92.11-12 he 
performs an anum. for the plough when lifted up and with Mm ib. 15-16 
for the oxen: <38>.]-[With each of the five mm. Mm l.c. p.91.17-18, 
p.92.1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8, and with ib. p.92.13-14 as the sixth, he ploughs two 
furrows (slta) each time: <39). Walking from the southern side of the (right) 
wing he ploughs a furrow through the middle (toward the north), from the 
northern end of the (left) wing, turning to the right (pradaksinam),8 he 
ploughs a furrow running southward to the east (i.e., in front) of the first 
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one and then a furrow running northward to the west of (i.e., behind) the 
first one: <40>.] - In this way he ploughs three furrows each time (p. 
21.4-5). [He ploughs a furrow from (the corner of) the southern buttock 
(sroni) to (that of) the northern shoulder (amsa), from (the middle of the 
western side of) the tail to (the eastern side of) the head, and from (the cor¬ 
ner of) the northern buttock to (that of) the southern shoulder: <41>.] Thus 
the total number of the furrows amounts to twelve (p.21.5).9-The agni¬ 
ksetra is divided into two kinds (dvigna, p.21.7, cf. also 8), that is, the ploughed 
part and the unploughed one.-[with Mm l.c. p.92. 17-18] the oxen 
are set free to this direction (p.21.8-9) [that is, to the southeast]10: <42>.- 
[The oxen as well as the plough are given to the adhv.11: <43>.] 

1. Cf. Mb p.20.15: garhapatyo ’gre ciyate “The garh. is piled in the 
first place.”-2. Cf., e.g., Burk ZDMG 55 (1901), p.546, Eggel- 
ing SBE XLI, p.419. - 3. Cf. Vr su. 4.32-34, Ap su. 17.9-14 
(Cal.).-4. Or a vitasti, Vr su. 4.36, Ap su. 17.14.-5. Vr su. 
4.37 inverts the order: the touching of the ground before the juhoti. 
—— 6- Vr su. 5.1 uses different mm.-7. So also Vr su. 4.38, cf. 
Ap su. 18.5: with six, twelve, or twenty-one oxen.-8. Mb p.21. 
3-4 (read adhyavartan krsati, or rather strike krsati): “For this is 
the way of turning (avrt) of the gods” seems to refer to this way of 
turning_around.-9. On the way of making furrows, cf. Vr su. 
5.4-6, Ap su. 19.4-7. As for the method of the Vajasaneyins, see SB 
VII. 2.2.7-20 referred to by Ap su. 19.9-10. To the east, Vr su. 
5. 6, cf. Cal. on Ap s_u. 19.8: to the north or the east. - 11. 
Similarly, Vr su. 5.7, Ap su. 19.8. 

§15. I. The strewing of corn. Mb III. 2.5: p. 21. 11-19: Mn VI 1 6 1-3 
cf. Vr II. 1. 5. 8-12, Ap XVI. 19. 11- 20. 4. 

He strews all kinds of corn (annasyannasya) on the ploughed part (krste) 
of the agniksetra with fourteen verses Mm II.7.13: p.93.1-p.94.10 (p.21. 
11-13)1: <Mn l.c. su. 1>.2-He should not eat that kind of corn he can 
not strew.3 But when procured he should add it to the firewood (idhma) 
that first comes to his hand, or he should rather meditate on it in his mind 
(p.21.16-17).4- If all kinds of corn cannot be found, he should strew 
barley (yava) mixed with honey (madhu) (p.21.17-18): <2>.5 [And with Mm 
l.c. p.94.11-18 he performs the upasthana of the agniksetra: <3>.] 

1. On these mm., cf. Cal. on Ap su. 19.11.-2. According to Mn 
su.l all kinds of plants wild or cultivated mixed with sarpis (= 
ghrta) are strewn all over the agniksetra (sarvam agnim vapati), 
while according to Vr su. 8, all kinds of corn (sarvannani) as well as 
barley (yava) mixed with honey (madhu) are strewn on the ploughed 
part. -Seven cultivated and seven wild plants are enumer¬ 

ated, and the former are said to be strewn on the ploughed part 
and the latter on the unploughed part, Ap su. 19.13-14 (Cal.). 
-3. Read yasyannasya na vapati instead of y° nivapati Mb p. 
21.16, cf. Vr su. 5.9: yasya na vapet tan manasa dhyayet.-4. 
Cf. Ap su. 20.2-3.-5. For the Manavas this is probably the nor¬ 
mal way of amending the absence of desired kinds of corn, cf. Ap 
su. 20.1. 

§15. II. The throwing back of clods, etc. Mb III. 2. 5: p. 21. 19- p. 22. 6: 
Mn VI. 1. 6. 4-8, cf. Vr II. 1. 5. 13-17, Ap XVI. 20. 5-8, and 9 beg. 

[From the quarters1 outside the vedi he throws back clods (losta) of 
earth (thrown out previously) into the middle of the agniksetra with four 
mm. Mm II.7.14: p.95.1-9: (Mn l.c. su. 4).]-If he wishes that a certain 
community (janata) be hungry, he should take (the clods) from that direc¬ 
tion (where they live) with Mm l.c. p.95.8-9 (p.22.1-3)2: <5>. - With 
Mm l.c. p.95.10-11 he touches (p.22.3) [every furrow]3: <6>. - [Here 
mentions Mn su. 7 the preparation of the catvala (a hole from which earth 
for the uttaravedi is taken) by a pair of oxen (goyuga).]-Then he pre¬ 
pares the place of the uttaravedi where the ahav.-hearth will be made later 
(p.22.4-6). [According to Mn su. 8, this occupies ten square pada in the 
middle of the agniksetra, and the rite proceeds up to the vyagharana, that is, 
the sprinkling of the nabhi (“navel”) with ghrta,4 cf. Mn II.2.1.54,1.7.3.31.] 

1. Faintly alluded to by the word digbhyah in Mb p.21.19-p„22.1. 
-—- 2. Cf. Vr su. 15, Ap su. 6.-3. Mn su. 6: sitam sitam abhi- 
mrsati, somewhat differently Vr su. 16: lostan krstams cabhimr- 
§ati, cf. also Ap su. 7 (Cal.).-4. Cf. Ap su. 9 beg. 

§15. III. The strewing of gravel (sikata). Mb III. 2. 5: p. 22. 6-14: Mn 
VI. 1. 6. 9 - 11, cf. Vr II. 1. 5. 18 - 21, Ap XVI. 20. 9 - 14. 

[After having surrounded the ahav.-place (agni)1 with pebbles (sarkara) 
to the right (pradaksinam) with Mm II.7.11: p.90.4 (as above Mn VI. 1.5.1): 
(Mn l.c. su. 9)], he strews gravel all over (the agniksetra) with [six mm.] 
Mm II.7.14: p.95.12-p.96.5 (p.22.6-7)2: <10>. -With two vv. to Soma 
Mm l.c. p.96.6-7, 8-10 he pushes the gravel asunder (vyuhati) (p.22.12-13, 
13-14) [to the head (siras), to the junctions (apyaya) of the body with the 
wings (paksa), to the middle of the ahav.-place (agni) and to the svayamatrn- 
na-place]3: <11>. 

1. The word agni is used in various meanings. Here it means prob¬ 
ably ahavanlyaciter ayatanam as Ap su. 9 expressly states, in 
short the ahav.-place, that is, the place destined for the ahav.- 
hearth. Cf. also Vr su. 18: agnir uttaravedih. On the other hand, 
uttarav. is used in the meaning of the uttarav.-place by a sort of 
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anticipation, or in a narrower sense it stands for the ahav.-place. 
- 2. Designated as a sukta to Agni vaisvanara (p.22.8).- 
3. The corresponding passage of Vr su. 19-21 differs considerably 
from the above description, while Ap prescribes the strewing of 
gravel before and after the surrounding with pebbles (cf. su. 9 and 
12) and contains much more detailed statements.-N.B. Mn su. 
12 defines the northern junction of the tail (uttara pucchapyaya) 
as the passage for approaching the agniksetra, cf. Ap su. 21.3. 

§ 15. IV. The entry of a horse. Mb III. 2. 5: p. 22. 14-p. 23. 2: Mn VI. 1. 6. 
13-20, cf. Vr II. 1. 5. 22-6. 10 (partly not clear and the agreement with 
Mn l.c. is not complete), Ap XVI. 21. 1-22. 1. 

[Before the salamukhiya, that is, the new garh. (above §13) upon a red 
bull hide with the neck turned eastward and the hairy side upward, he 
brings together the ists. for the first layer: (Mn l.c. su. 13).]-[He ut¬ 
ters an order (sampraisa) to the hotr-priest for the latter’s recitation (anuva- 
cana) with the words: “(Recite) for the Agni’s (pi.) that are to be laid” in a 
low voice (upamsu), “and are being brought forward ’nubruhi” loudly 
(uccaih)1: <14>.]-[When the hotr has recited the first v. once (sakrt),2 
they bring near (the ists.) with the hide (above Mn su. 13], and they lead a 
horse3 in front (p.22.17)]: <15>. [He puts down the hide behind the (right) 
buttock: <(16)-]-[In the middle of the uttaravedi] they make the horse 
step (akramayanti, p.22.18, cf. also p.23.2) [with the right foot on the sva- 
yamat.-place with Mm 1.5.3: p.69.13-15 and make it proceed eastward (p. 
22.19) stepping round the place without turning away]: <17>. -Then 
having led the horse westward (p.22.19-20) [and having filled twelve jars (here 
designated kumbhestakas) with water, he places them with twelve mm. 
Mm 11.13.1: p.l51.3-p.l53.3 on the middlemost furrows, two by two, i.e., 
kumbha and kumbhl, on each cardinal point and four in the middle]4: <18>. 
-[With the three apohisthlya-vv. Mm l.c. p.153.5 (prat.) = II.7.5: p. 
79.16-p.80.2 (cf. above Mn VI. 1.2.2) he performs a japa looking at the jars: 
<19>.] - [He places a caru of wild rice (nlvara) boiled in milk to the 
southeast of the svayamat. with Mm l.c. p.153.5-65: <20>.] 

1. cityagnibhyah praniyamanebhyo ’nubruhi. - The hotr’s 
anuvacana seems to be alluded to in Mb p.22.14-16.-2. But 
according to Ap su. 21.4 (Cal.) after the first v. has been recited 
thrice.-3. Nothing is said here of the horse’s color, but a white 
one is used according to Ap su. 21.5 and 11 (Cal.). Cf. however Mb 
p.23.1: krsno vai bhutvagnir asvam pravisat “Agni, becoming 
black, entered a horse” (cf. above §4, n.2), s. also TS V.2.6.5, seems 
to refer to a black one, cf. further below Mn VI. 1.8.16.-4. The 
rite of placing the jars is not mentioned either by Mb nor by Ap in 
this connection, but cf. Vr su. 5.22-23, though not clear.-5. Cf. 
Vr su. 5.24. 

§16 The placing of a lotus leaf, etc., and the placing of various istakas. 
Mb III. 2. 6: p.23.3-p. 25. 10: Mn VI. 1. 7. 1-18, cf. Vr II. 1. 6. 11-30, Ap 

XVI. 22 2-24. 6. 
With Mm II. 13.2: p.153.6-8 (yy.) (p.23.3,5) he places [on the horse’s 

footprint] a lotus leaf (puskaraparna) [with its open part turned westward 
(pratyagdvara)] and with its navel turned downward (adhastannabhi)1 
(p.23.5-6): (Mn l.c. su. 1>.-With Mm II.7.15: p.96.11-12 he places 
on it the rukma (s. above Mn VI. 1.4.1) (p.23.8-9) [with its noose (pasa) 
turned westward and its knobs turned upward (uparistannirbadha)2]: <2>. 
-[On the rukma] he places a golden figure of a man (purusa-hiranyaya) 
(p.23.12-13) [with its head turned eastward and its back turned downward 
(uttana) with two mm. Mm l.c. p.96.13-14 and 15-16], and he touches it 
with Mm l.c. p.97.17 (prat.) = II.5.10: p.61.14-15 (p.23.15): <3>.-Then 
he merely recites (anudisati)3 three mm. containing the word sarpa “ser¬ 
pent” (sarpanamani) Mm l.c.p.97.1-2,3-4,and 5-6 (p.23.16-17)]performing 
the upasthana of the serpents4]: <4>.-He besprinkles the golden man 
with ghrta (vyagharayati) with five “raksasa-destroying” (raksoghna) mm. 
of Vamadeva Mm l.c. p.97.7-16 (p.23.18, p.24.1-2) [like the uttaranabhi]5: 
<(5).-Then he places two sacrificial ladles (sruc): one made of karsmarya- 
wood filled with ghrta to the south (of the golden man) with a gayatrl-v., 
i.e., Mm l.c. p.97.17-18 (p.24.3-7) [and with a y. Mm l.c. p.98.1], and 
the other made of udumbara-wood filled with sour milk (dadhi) to the north 
(of the golden man with a tristubh-v., i.e., Mm l.c. p.98.2-3 (p.24.8-9; see 
also p.24.10-12 concerning both ladles) [and with a y. Mm ib. 4] : <6>. —- 
Then he places the first svayamat., after having made the horse sniff at it 
(p.24.13-15)6: <7>. - If his rival (bhratrvya) excels the yaj., the latter 
should push the svayamat. slightly to the east with bhur asi “thou art bhuh ; 
if the bhratrvya follows him (anu), the latter should push it to the west with 
bhumir asi “thou art bhumi”; if the bhratrvya is equal to him, the latter 
should push it horizontally with aditir asi, bhumir asi “thou art Aditi, thou 
art bhumi” (p.24.15-17); cf. Vr su. 19 (referring to the Mb-passage, Ap su. 
23.7).-[Mn su. 8-13 prescribes how to place the svayamat. on the golden 
man, the mm. employed being Mm II.7.15: p.98. 4-6 (from dhruvasi to 
prthivim drmha), II.8.14: p.117.15-19 (from prajapatis tva to samtamena), 
II. 10.6:' p.139.8-9, and TS V.6.8.1 (the yaj.’s japa).] - [Remarkable is 
the participation of an ignorant (avidvas) brahmana: <9>; cf. Vr su. 17, 
Cal. on Ap su. 23.1.]-[Lastly a boon is given to this man: <13>; cf. Vr. 
su. 22, Ap su. 23.3]-[With Mm II.7.15: p.98.6-7 (from tejo ’si to pr- 
thivya ma pahi) a piece of gold (here designated hiranyestaka)7 is placed 
to the east of the svayamat.; with Mm II.8. 14: p.117.7-9 (from udapura 
namasi to dhruva sida) an ist. marked by a circle (mandala) to the west; with 
Mm II.7.15: p.98.11-13 the kulayinl ist. to the south]; with Mm ib. 14-15 
[and ib. 16-17] a durvest., that is, a clod mixed with durva-grass (losta 
durvamisra) (p.24.20, p.25.2) [to the north, so as the durva-grass reaches 
the svayamat.] : <^14).-Then the [golden-headed] vamabhrt-ist. [with 
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two kaca’s, that is, hiranyasakalas8 on its shoulders is placed to the east] 
with two mm.9 [that is, Mm II.7.16: p.98.18-19 and p.99.1-2] : <15).- 
The two retahsic-ists. (p.25.6) are placed [with Mm l.c. p.99.3 fF. (i.e., the 
first one with virad jyotir adharayat “the ruler held the light” and Mm l.c., 
p.99.3end-5, from bhur asi to dhruva slda)] : <16).-If a person who 
has a son performs the Ac, he should place one of the retahsic-ists. on the 
first layer [with the y. as cited above] and the other one on the last layer 
[with the y. Mm l.c. p.99.3: svarad jyotir adharayat and ib. 5-7, from sur 
asi suvanasya to dhruva sida]; but if a person who has no son performs it, 
he should place both ists. on the first layer (p.25.9-l§)10: <17).-[With 
Mm l.c. p.99.3: samrad jyotir adharayat11 he places the (ist.) jyotiso dhrti 
to the east of the retahsic-ists. : <(18).] 

1. So also Vr su. 12; nabhi = danda Cal. on Ap su. 22.2, cf. above 
§5,n.l-2. So also Ap su. 22.3; on the contrary Vr su. 12 seems 
to read adhastannirbadha (if rightly emended), but cf. Vr II. 1.3.1. 
-3. Cf. Vr su. 15, Cal. on Ap su. 22.4.a.-4. Cf. below Mn 
VI.1.8.3. —- 5. Cf. Mn 1.7.3.31, Vr su. 13 (: the vyagharana of 
the rukma), Ap su. 22.4.a (Cal.) : uttaranabhivat referring to VII. 
5.4).-6. Mn su. 7 prescribes simply an abhim. with bhuh and 
passes over the abhicara-practice mentioned below.-7. Cf. Vr su. 
17.-A general rule is valid here: cityam cityam hiranyasakalam 
upasyati “Upon each layer he throws down a piece of gold”, Mb 
p.23.11-12 = Vr su. II. 1.8.8 (with apyasyati).-8. Cf. Cal. on Ap 
su. 24.2-9. Mb p.25.3 has dviryajuh: dvabhyam Mn su. 15. 
- 10. Cf. Ap su. 24.4; differently Vr su. 29, but su. 30 refers to 
the Mb-passage cited above. - 11. As the Taittlriyakas place 
three retahsic-ists., the m. cited here belongs to the third one, cf. 
Ap su. 24.3, s. also Vr. su. 28. 

§17. The placing of various istakas, a tortoise, the heads, etc. Mb III. 2. 7: 
p. 25. 11-p. 27. 10: Mn VI. T 7. 19-29, cf. Vr II. 1. 6. 31-7. 6, 11, 12, Ap 
XVI. 24. 7-27. 6. 

[With Mm II.7.16: p.99.7-10 (from brhaspatis tva sadayatu to dhruva 
slda)] the (first) visvajyotis-ist. is placed (p.25.11)1: (Mn l.c. su. 9). - 
[With Mm IV.9.14: p.134.10-11 (y.) the gharma-ist. is placed to the east 
of the visvajyotis2: <(20).]- [With Mm II.7.16: p.99.16-17 the asadha- 
ist. (cf. above Mn VI. 1.2.13 and 16) is placed] with its characteristic three 
lines turned upward, and a person who is dear to him will prosper (p.25. 
12, 15-16) : <21>; cf. Ap su. 24.12-13 (Cal.).-Further it is said in Mb 
that this ist. should be made with the remainder of the clay used for the 
ukha (p.25.15-p.26.1, cf. above §7,n.7).-Then a [spotted] tortoise (kur- 
ma) is placed alive (p.26.1,2) with its head turned westward (p.26.4) [in front 
of the svayamat. with Mm l.c. p.100.3-5 (y.),3 after having been smeared 
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with sour milk mixed with honey with three mm. Mm l.c. p.99.18-19, 
20-21, and p.100.1-2]4: <22>.-A mortar (ulukhala), one pradesa in size 
and made of udumbara-wood (p.26.7,9), [after an abhim. performed with 
a v. given in full by Mn su. 23 and Vr su. 7.1 and the pounding of rice 
therein, is placed with two mm. Mm l.c. p.100.10 (prat.) = 1.2.9: p.18.17- 
185 and p.100.11-12 to the southeast of the svayamat., while the pestle (mu- 
sala) is placed with Mm 1.2.9: p.19.12-13] : <23 and 24).-Then the 
ukha (p.26.10), after having been filled with gravel (sikata), sour milk, ghrta, 
and honey6 (p.26.13,15,16), is placed as far to the northeast of the svayamat. 
(as the mortar and pestle is to the southeast) with Mm l.c. p.100.13 (prat.) 
- 1.7.8: p.54.12-13 and p.l00.14-p.l01.7]: <25>.-On this occasion Mb 
warns that one should not look at the empty ukha (p.26.12-13).7-[After 
having “yoked the fire” with two mm. Mm. 1.7.17: p.101.8-9 and 10-11, 
he fills with Mm ib. 12-13] the openings (chidrani) of the heads [with sour 
milk mixed wit honey] and places hiranyasakalas in them (p.26.18) [beginning 
with the right ear with y.: rce tva Mm. l.c. p. 101.14 and ending with the cut 
of the head (vikartana) with y.: sahasrada asi sahasraya Mmib. 16.]: <26>, 
cf. Vr su. 7.5-8, Ap su. 27.1-6. - [With Mm l.c. p.l01.17-p.l02.1 he 
puts the human head (purusasirsa) turned westward and with its cut turned 
downward in the ukha: <27>.]8-The human head is placed in the middle 
and around it the other heads (p.27.1-2) in close adherence (samicinani) 
to the former for whom he wishes to be rich in cattle (p.27.2-3), but they 
should be placed apart (visucinani) from one another for one whom he 
wishes to be without cattle (p.27.4—6), cf. Ap su. 27.8 [They are placed closely 
leaning on the ukha with their ear-apertures and jaws, that is, the horse’s 
head to the east, the bull’s head to the west, the ram’s head to the south and 
he-goat’s head to the north, each with a special m. Mm l.c. p.102.2-3, 
4-5,6-7, and 8-9: <28>.]-The performer of the Ac should not go be¬ 
tween [the heads and the svayamat.], otherwise he would lose his life (p.27. 
8-9). [If he does do, he should perform a japa with Mm 11.13.11: p.162. 
1-29: <32>.] - Lastly with the utsarga-formulas,10 that is, Mm 1.7.17: 
p. 102.10-p. 103.5 he should perform the upasthana (p.27.9) [to each of the 
heads in the same order as they have been placed]: <29>. 

1. athaita visvajyotisah pi., as there are three visvaj.; for the second 
one, see below Mn VI.2.1.17 with visvakarma tva sadayatu, etc. 
Mm l.c. p.99.10-12, for the third one, see below Mn VI.2.2.8 with 
paramesthi tva sadayatu, etc. Mm l.c. p.99T2-16. 2. Not 
mentioned here by Mb; but cf. Vr su. 6.25, Ap su. 24.14. 3. 
The viniyoga of two mm. Mm l.c. p.100.6-7 and 8-9 is not indi¬ 
cated, but they too seem to be employed here, cf. Vr su. 6.36, Ap su. 
25.2.a and c.-4. At least the second v. is alluded to by Mb p. 
26.5 with the word dyavaprthiviyaya.-5. This m. seems to be re¬ 
ferred to by Mb p.26.9 with vaisnavya.-6. Or “ghrta or honey,” 
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cf. Vr su. 7.2: madhuna ghrtena va.-7. Cf. Cal. on Ap su. 26.6 
and 7. —— 8. Vr su. 7.6 has uttanam and pascadavakartanatah, cf. 
Cal. on Ap su. 27.7. —— 9. Cf. Vr su.7.14 and Cal. on Ap su. 27.13. 
-10. Cf. Cal. on Ap su. 27.13. 

§18. The offerings into the eye-sockets of the human head, etc.; the placing 
of various istakas. Mb III. 2. 8: p. 27. 11-p. 29. 2: Mn VI. 1. 7. 30-8, 6, 
Vr II. 1. 7. 7-21, Ap XVI. 27. 7-28. 4, 32. 1-2. 

With Mm 1.3.37: p.43.8-10 he performs two juhotis on the human 
head, which he has placed (p.27.12), [first in the right eye-socket] with the 
first half of the v., [then in the left one] with the other half of it (p.27.4,15-16) 
: (Mn l.c. su. 7.30).-Mn su. 7.31 prescribes how to proceed when 
there is only the head of a goat (ajasiras) instead of the five heads, cf. Mn 
VI-1.3.12; and Mn su. 7.32, concerning the passage in the agniksetra, has 
been already mentioned above §17 towards the end.-The purusa-citi, 
that is, the piling of the ists. in the form of a human figure (purusasya 
pratima) is not prescribed by Mb in this context, but see III.5.1: p.58.1-6 
where the use of thirty-six ists. is mentioned. [According to Mn su. 8.1-2 
it is piled in the northern shoulder (amsa) of the agniksetra with twelve 
rounds (paryaya) Mm II. 13.4: p.168.7-15, each ending with tena chandasa, 
tena brahmana, taya devatayangirasvad dhruva slda “With this metre, with 
this holy prayer, with this deity, sit thou firm in the way of the Angiras’s.” 
The ists. are placed three by three (tisras tisrah) with each paryaya, that is, 
each paryaya is employed thrice.] Cf. Vr su. 7.7-10, Ap su. 28.1-3 (Cal.). 
—— [Here Mn su. 8.3 prescribes the rite of the sarpanamani, that is, the 
piling of a serpent head in the northern part, apart (from the other heads) 
or only the anudesana (see above Mn VI. 1.7.4: §16) to it.] Cf. Vr su. 7.15, 
Ap su. 27.22-23.-The apasya-ists. are placed (p.27.17, p.28.2) [five by 
five with the paryayas Mm II.7. 18: p. 103.6—11 up to pathasi sadayami, in 
each of the quarters, while he steps from the east to the right (pradaksinam), 
and the last five ists., that is.] the chandasyas by name are placed in the 
north (p.28.4 end-5,6) [with the fourth paryaya Mm l.c. p.103.11-14 up to 
chandasa sadayami]: <4>. Cf. Vr su. 7.16-17, Cal. on Ap su. 28.4. - 
The pranabhrt-ists. are placed ten by ten obliquely (aksnaya) (p.28.6 end-7, 
7 end-8, 9) [with five paryayas Mm II.7.19: p.l03.15-p.'io4.15 in the order: 
the spring (vasanta), summer (grisma), rains (varsani), autumn (sarad) and 
winter (hemanta), each paryaya ending with grhnami prajabhyah “I grasp 
for offspring “obliquely placed,” that is, from the right shoulder (amsa) 
to the left buttock (sroni), from the right buttock to the left shoulder, and 
lastly in the middle]: <5>. Cf. Vr su. 7.18-19, Ap su. 32.1-2. - The 
samyat-ists. are placed (p.28.10,11) [with five paryayas Mm II.7.20: p.104. 
16-p. 106.2, each ending with devahutau “in the invocation of the gods” 
in the order: the east, south, west, north, and the zenith (urdhva) just as in 
the case of the pranabhrt-ists. above] : <6>. Cf. Vr su. 7.20-21.-Mb 

p.28.12-p.29.2 contains the explanation of two vv. : lokam prna, chidram 
prna “fill the space, fill the hole” Mm II.8.1: p.106.3-4 and ta asya suda- 
dohasah “the (cows) abundantly streaming milk for him” Mm ib. 5-6, see 
above §13, n.7.-Mn VI.l.8.7-16 prescribes the placing of various ists. 
as well as the rites connected with them that take place at each piling (citi). 
In the following I give only a summary of the contents. 

I. The rtavya-ists. They are placed on the avaka-plants with Mm 
II. 18.12: p.116.3-16 consisting of six paryayas in the order: the 
spring, summer, rains, autumn, winter and cool season (§i§ira), 
beginning with madhu§ ca madhavas ca vasantika rtu “Madhu 
and Madhava are two months of spring.” Two ists. are placed at 
each citi, four at the middlemost citi and each paryaya ends with 
indram iva deva abhisamvisantu “May they attend on them as the 
gods on Indra,” and the usual formula taya devataya . . . dhruva 
sidantam is each time added at the end: <7-8). Cf. Vr su. II. 1.6.33- 
34, Ap su. XVI.24.9; XVII. 1.7; 2.1,10; 4.5-2. The samyani- 
ists. With Mm II.8.13: p.ll6.17-p.ll7.3 up to antarikse sida, two 
ists. are placed at each citi: {9). Cf. Ap su. XVI.24.8; XVII.1.6,18; 
2.9;4.6,7.-3. The rsabha-ists. With tvamagne vrsabham . . . 
asthuri nau (sic) ... = TS V.7.2.a (with no instead of nau), 
the second half = Mm IV. 14.15: p.240.2 (with no). The ists. marked 
with various signs (cf. Mn su. VI. 1.4.39) are used: <(10)- Cf. Vr 
su. II.1.8.7, Ap su. XVI.33.7-34.2 (Cal. refers to Mb III.4.7: 
p.54.6); XVII. 1.10; 2.7,13; 9.3.-4. The lokamprnas are used 
for filling up the vacant space at the end of each citi, cf. e.g. below 
Mn su. VI.2.1.7: <11>. Cf. Vr su. II. 1.8.7 (by the way sh. 8 con¬ 
tains a general rule, see above §16,n.7), Ap su. XVI.33.7. - 5. 
The touching of the svayamat.-place with Mm 11.13.11: p. 162.3-5 
and the juhoti upon it with Mm II. 13.12: p.162.6-7 up to kaksasya 
adding ya ta isur yuva nama etc. Mm ib. 7-9 at each time: <(12-14). 
Cf. Vr su. II. 1.8.12-14 (agnihomas), see also su. 16-18: the touching 
of the layer which marks the end of each citi, Ap su. XVI. 35.2- 
4.-6. The anum. for the citihoma at each citi, with a v. at each 
citi, but with two w. at the last citi, using Mm 11.13.13: p.162. 10- 
p.163.6: <15>. Cf. Vr su. II. 1.8.15 (citihomas), Ap su. XVI.35.1.- 
7. The touching of a dark or brown (syava) horse and the covering 
of the citi with dust (purisa) taken from the catvala-hole with Mm 
11.13.11: p.161.14-17 (at the end of each citi) :<16).Cf.Vrsu. II. 1.8.9: 
asvam §yavam alabhate, ib. 10 (the use of the purisa), Ap su. XVI. 
34.5-6: uttaratah krsno ’Was tisthati, syavo va.-On the horse’s 
color, cf. also above §15.IV, n.3. On the other hand, Vr su. II. 2.1.1 
(at the beginning of the second citi) remarks: asvam svetam alabhan 
citir upadadhati “Touching a white horse he piles the citis.” 
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§19. I. The second citi. Mb III. 2. 9: p. 29. 3-17: Mn VI. 2. 1. 1 (marking 
the end of the first citi), 2-8, cf. Vr II. 2. 1. 1-6, Ap XVII. 1. 1-10. 

[On the following day after the pravargya and the upasad-rite of the 
forenoon] the five asvini-ists. are placed (p.29.4-5) [with Mm II.8.1: p.106. 
7-p. 107.8 in the quarters and the middle] : <Mn l.c. su. 2)-Then follows 
the placing of the [five] rtavya-ists. (p.29.6-7)1 [with Mm l.c. p.107.9-14 
(yy.), sajur devair vayunadhaih, etc. (ib. 13-14) being added each time]: 
<3>.-Then follows the placing of the [five] vayavya-ists. (p.29.8-9) [with 
Mm II.8.2: p.107.15-16 up to slolcya]: <(4>. - Then follows the placing 
of the [five] apasya-ists. (p.29.9-10)2 [with Mm l.c. p.107.16-17 up to vrstim 
eraya] : <5>-Then follows the placing [of the vayasya-ists.] of which four 
are laid on the eastern side and five by five on [the junctions (apyaya) of] 
the other sides (p.29„ll,12-13) [with Mm l.c. p.l07.17-p.l08.5, from ksa- 
tram onward, 19 yy. in all]3: <6>.-[Mn su. 7 and 8 mark the end of the 
second citi.] 

1. Cf. Vr su. 3-4 having panca-panca “five by five”. For the ists. of 
the same name, see above Mn VI.l.8.7-8 (§18).-2. Cf. above 
Mn VI. 1.8.4, perhaps here also “five by five.”-3. The designa¬ 
tion murdhanvatibhih sadayati Mb p.29.12 is probably a generali¬ 
zation from one of the yy. murdha vayah Mm l.c. p.107.18. Cf. Cal. 
on Ap su. 8.a and b. 

§19. II. The third citi. Mb III. 2. 9: p. 29. 14-p. 30. 14: Mn VI. 2. 1.9- 
22, cf. Vr II. 2. 1. 7-15, Ap XVII. 1. 11-2. 7. 

[On the following day after the pravargya and the upasad-rite of the 
forenoon begins the third citi (Mn l.c. su. 9).]-[The rite of the placing 
of the second svayamat. <10-15) is similar to that of the first, see above 
Mn VI. 1.7.7-13,] though Mb p.29.14-15 mentions only the first half of the 
v. Mm II.8.3: p.108.6-7, cf. <11>. - [To be noticed is, however, that 
there does not appear an ignorant brahmana, nor does the giving of a boon 
(varadana) take place1: <13>.] - [Here is undertaken the placing of a 
piece of gold (hiranyasakala) to the east with Mm II.7.15: p.98.7-9 up to ma 
pahi as well as of an ist. marked with a circle to the west with Mm II.8.14: 
p.117.9-12 up to dhruva sida, in the same way as above Mn VI.l.7.14: <16>, 
and further the placing of the visvajyotis-ist. with Mm II.7.16: p.99.10 up 
to dhruva sida, in the same way as above Mn VI. 1.7. 19: <17>.]-The 
five disya-ists. are placed (p.29.17,18-19) [in the quarters and the middle 
with Mm II.8.3: p.108.8-9 up to urdhva dik]: <18>. - Ten ists. are 
placed on [the junction of] the eastern side (p.29.20) [with Mm l.c. p.108. 
9-11 from ayur me pahi to jyotir me yacha]2 and twelve by twelve [on the 
junctions of the other sides] amounting to thirty-six ists. (p.30.5, cf.6-8) 
[with Mm l.c. p. 108.11—19 from ma chandah to visve deva devata]3: <19>. 

-The [seven] adityadhaman-ists. [= 0 dhamni-ists.] are placed [in the 
east] with murdhasi rat [etc. up to ksemaya tva Mm l.c. p.l08.19-p.l09.1]4 
and the [seven] angirodhaman-ists [= ° dhamni-ists.] with yantri rat, etc. 
[up to posaya tva Mm l.c. p.109.1-2] (p.30.8,9-10), and both sets of ists.5 
are laid in a symmetrical position (samavabhajah sadayati) (p.30.11): <20>. 
For a person whom he hates he should place them obliquely (p.30.12-13)6. 
-[Mn su. 21 and 22 mark the end of the third citi.] 

1. But cf. Ap su. 12: avidusa brahmanena saha “together with an 
ignorant brahmana.”-By the way insert tva between visvakar- 
ma and sadayantu Mm II.8.14: p.118.1, cf. Mn su. 12. -2. 
Called pranabhrtah by Ap su. 2.3. For the ists. of the same name, 
cf. above Mn su. VI. 1.8.5.-3. The first three yy.: ma chandah, 
su. prama chandah and pratima chandah are mentioned Mb p.30.3. 
Called brhatlh by Ap su. 2.4, cf. the word brhatl occurring in Mb 
p.30.6. and 7.-4. Referred to with murdhanvatibhih sadayati 
by Mb p.30.13; for the expression, cf. above §19.1, n.2. - 5. 
Called valakhilyah by Ap su. 5.-6. This abhicara is not men¬ 
tioned in Mn, but cf. Vr su. 14, Ap su. 2.6.a (Cal.). 

§20. I. The fourth citi. Mb III. 2. 10: p. 30. 15-p. 31. 9: Mn VI. 2. 1. 23-28, 
cf. Vr II. 2. 1. 16-18, Ap XVII. 2. 8-13. 

[After the pravargya and the upasad-rite of the forenoon, the aksnaya- 
stomiya-ists. are placed with yy. contained in Mm II.8.4: p.109.3-8]: the 
trivrdvatl (: y. no.l) in the east (p.30.15), the saptadaSavatl (: y. no.3) in 
the south (p.30.16), the pancadasavatl (: y. no.2) in the north (p.30.18-19), 
ekavimSavatl (: y. no. 7) in the west (p.30.19-20, p.31.2)1, [and the pancavim- 
Savatl (: y. no.ll) in the middle. The remaining fifteen ists. are laid three by 
three in the same places] : (Mn l.c. su. 23). Cf. Vr su. 17 with the same 
order as above, Ap su. 9 with the order: east, south, west, and north.- 
With the mm. agner bhago ’si . . . trivrtstomah, etc., the sprt-ists. are 
placed (p.31.4-5). [According to Mn su. 24 ten yy. contained in Mm II.8.5: 
p.l09.9-p.ll0.5 are employed in the following way: one ist. in the east with 
agner bhago ’si, etc., one in the south with indrasya bhago ’si, etc., one in 
the north with nrcaksasam bhago ’si, etc., one in the west with mitrasya 
bhago ’si, etc., and lastly one in the middle with aditya bhago ’si, etc., while 
the remaining five ists. are laid in the same places.]2- With the mm. 
ekayastuvata praja adhlyanta, etc., the ists. called srstayah are placed (p. 
31.7-8). [According to Mn su. 25, seventeen srsti-ists. are laid in the middle 
with the yy. Mm II.8.6: p. 110.6-p.lll.2.] Cf. Vr su. 17, Ap su. 11.- 
[Further, the fifteen vyusti-ists. are placed three by three in the quarters and 
the middle with Mm 11.13.10: p.l59.14-p.l61.13: <26).] Cf. Vr su. 17, Ap 
su. 12.-[Mn su. 27 and 28 mark the end of the fourth citi.] 
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1. Mb p.30.20-p.31.2 prescribes again the placing of the trivrdvati 
(: y. no.l) in the east, the pancadaSavatl (: y. no.2) in the south, 
the saptadasavatl (: y. no.3) in the north and ekavimsavatl (: y. no. 
7) in the west. But it is not clear how to harmonize this statement 
with the previous one.-2. The sprtah are not separated from 
the aksnayastomiyah (above Mn su. 23) in Ap su. 9 while Vr does 
not speak of the sprt-ists. 

§20. II. The fifth citi (beginning). Mb III. 2. 10: p. 31. 9-20: Mn VI. 2. 2. 
1-2, cf. Vr II. 2. 1. 19-21, Ap XVII. 3. 1-4. 

[After the pravargya and the upasad-rite of the forenoon, the asapatna- 
ists. are placed with the mm. contained in Mm II.8.7: p. 111.3-11:] with 
agne jatan, etc., in the east (p.31.9-10), with praty ajatan, etc., in the west 
(p.31.11),1 with catuScatvarimsi, etc., in the south (p.31.12-13), with sodaSl 
stoma ojo, etc., in the north (p.31.13-14), with agneh purlsam, etc., in the 
middle (p.31.16) [behind the svayamat.]: (Mn l.c. su. 1). Cf. Vr su. 20, 
Ap. su. 2-3.-The [forty] viraj-ists. are placed (p.31.18) [ten by ten on the 
junctions with Mm l.c. p.lll.l2-p. 112.4]: <2>. Cf. Vr su. 21 (without 
mentioning the name), Ap su. 4. 

1. We expect to have sahasa jatan, etc. = Mm. l.c. p.lll.5.-7 
instead of praty ajatan, etc. = Mm ib. 3, i.e., the second pada of the 
first v.; correctly cited by Mn su. 1. 

THE ATIRATRA ACCORDING TO THE 
KAUSITAKI BRAHMANA 

E. R. Sreekrishna Sarma 

The two brahmanas Aitareya (AB) and Kausitaki (KB) which be¬ 
long to the Rgveda mainly deal with the hautra, or the verses to be recited 
by the hota,' in various rituals. Both of them were referred to by Yaska 
(Nirukta, 7.17, 8.4, 8.22, 12.8, 12.14, etc.) and Panini (Astadhyayl, 5.1.62). 
Another Brahmana, Paingya, believed to belong to the Rgveda, is not 
available now except for some scattered references and quotations. One 
may agree with the view expressed by Keith that AB or most of it was 
chronologically prior to KB, the former being less systematic and scientific 
in the arrangement of topics and in dealing with the rituals. Udaya, the 
commentator on KB, points out the main difference between the two Brah¬ 
manas, and quotes a passage from Sadgurusisya, a commentator on AB, 
to support his statement. He states that while AB focuses its attention on 
the ritual called Prayaniyatiratra (a part of the Gavamayana sattra), and 
begins with the ceremony of consecration, KB covers the entire field of 
srauta rites in the order of their performance (anusthana-krama), not in the 
order of their mention (patha-krama) in the Yajurveda. Accordingly, KB 
begins with the installation of fires (Agnyadhana), deals with the various 
istis, and finally elaborates the different types of Soma rituals, including the 
sattras (see the introductory part of his commentary, as well as the verses 
at the beginning of his commentary on KB, Chap. XXII). KB does not, 
however, deal with certain rituals, like Asvamedha and Rajasuya, to which 

importance is given in AB. 
The Kausitakins are in a minority compared to the Aitareyins. The 

Kausitaki Sakha is now available in Kerala, Gujarat, and to a more limited 
extent in Maharashtra. The Aitareyins follow the Srautasutras of Asva- 
layana, the Kausitakins those of Sankhayana. There have been some 
controversies and doubts as to the identity of the sakhas of the Kausitakins 
and Sankhayanas. The texts of the Brahmana, Aranyaka, and Srautasutras 
belonging to these schools as preserved traditionally in the South and North 
vary somewhat. However, it seems likely that the sakhas do not differ, the 
variations being due to the influence of other sakhas in the respective regions. 
For instance, the Sankhayana tradition of the North shows affinity with the 
Vajasaneyins and Maitrayanls, whereas the Kausitaki tradition of the South 
has affiliations with the Taittirlya and Jaiminlya Sakhas. This is not the 
proper place to discuss this problem, but an interesting fact may be men¬ 
tioned here. There is a tradition that the Nambudiris, the brahmins of 
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Kerala, came down to the South from or through Gujarat, trekking along 
the west coast. If this was the case, the Kausitaki or Sankhayana sakha 
might have migrated from the North to the South and acquired its variations 
through the influence of the South, as indicated above. The sakha has been 
known in Kerala solely by the name Kausitaki for the past four or five 
centuries. The author of the Srautasutras of this sakha is unanimously 
accepted as one Suyajna, whose name figures in the list of Rsis for whom 
the Jaiminiyas perform the tarpana. Even in Kerala the Kausitakins are 
fewer in number as compared to the Aitareyins. In their rituals they both 
follow Baudhayana for the Adhvaryava and Jaiminiya for the Audgatra. 

The Atiratra combined with Agnicayana is a Soma ritual. KB deals 
with the Soma rituals in twelve chapters, beginning from the consecration 
of the Yajamana and ending with the ASvina recital. Here follows a summary 
of the rites described in these chapters: 

Chapter VII. 

Chapter VIII. 
Chapter IX. 

Chapter X. 

Chapter XI. 

Chapter XII. 
Chapter XIII. 

Chapter XIV. 
Chapter XV. 

Chapter XVI. 

Chapter XVII. 
Chapter XVIII 

Consecration of the Yajamana; the istis of Dlk- 
sanlya, Prayaniya; the purchase of the Soma 
creepers. 
The Atithya-isti; Pravargya and Upasads. 
Bringing forth the fire; setting up the oblation- 
receptacles ; bringing forth the fire and Soma. 
The victim for Agni and Soma; the nature of the 
sacrificial post; the rites belonging to it and the 
killing of the victim and the oblations. 
The morning litany (prataranuvaka); the verses to 
be used and their order of recitation. 
The oblation of vapa. 

Entering of the sadas by the priests; the fivefold 
oblations (havispankti); the cups for the twin deities; 
Prasthita yaga of the Soma; partaking in its eating; 
calling of the Acchavaka; and the Seasonal cups 
(rtugraha). 
Morning pressing; the Ajya and Praiiga sastras. 
Midday pressing; the Marutvatlya and Niskevalya 
Sastras. 
Third pressing; the Vaisvadeva and Agnimaruta 
sastras; Ukthya sastras. 
§olaS! sastra1 and the Atiratra rites. 
Asvina sastra and the conclusion of Atiratra. 

In order to provide first-hand information on the recitals (sastras) con- 

1 Editor’s Note: The KB text uses throughout the form “solas!,” which has been re¬ 

tained here, though the form “sodas!” has been used in other parts of this book. 

i 

nected with the Atiratra, as envisaged by the Kausitaki Brahmana, four 
chapters (XIV to XVII) and the first four sections of Chapter XVIII will be 
translated in Part IV (pages 676-699). In the remainder of the present article 
I shall survey the explanations given in the Brahmana. 

The primary source of all Soma rituals is known by the name Jyotis¬ 
toma : jyotis means light. There are four stomas or clumps of chants and 
recitals. They are the Tripartite (trivrt), the Fifteen (pancadasa), the Seven¬ 
teen (saptadasa), and the Twenty-One (ekavimsa). The numbers here refer 
to the rk verses, on which the chants are based. These four chants, sung by 
the Samavedins and followed by the recitals of the rk verses by the hota, 
light up the heavenly world for the yajamana. Hence they are known collec¬ 
tively by the name Jyotistoma. The Jyotistoma branches off into seven types 
of rituals, the differences being based on the modes of their conclusion, 
which are known by the name samsthas. There are seven samsthas: Agni¬ 
stoma, Atyagnistoma, Ukthya, Solas!, Atiratra, Vajapeya and Aptoryama. 
The relationship between these may be pictured as follows: 

JYOTISTOMA 

Agnistoma 

JYOTISTOMA Ukthya-- (So as!)-> Atiratra JYOTISTOMA 

Vajapeya Atyagnistoma Aptoryama 

JYOTISTOMA 

The seven samsthas are said to be the “splendors” (vibhutis) of the 
Jyotistoma. The Agnistoma is the source of all other samsthas. It gives birth 
directly to three other samsthas (Ukthya, SolasI and Atiratra), all of which 
are both sources as well as derivatives: they are derived from the Agnistoma, 
but are the sources of Vajapeya, Atyagnistoma, and Aptoryama, respectively, 
which three are only derivatives (vikrti). This explanation parallels Samkhya 
theory, according to which one primary source (mulaprakrti), seven “sources 
cum derivatives” (prakrti-vikrtis), and sixteen “sole derivatives” constitute 
the essentials (tattvas). The ritual that concludes with twelve chants followed 
by twelve recitals is the Agnistoma. Three more chants and recitals added 
to these make the Ukthya, and by adding one more to these fifteen we get 
the SolasI conclusion. The Atyagnistoma consists of thirteen chants and an 
equal number of recitals (Agnistoma plus SolasI minus Ukthya becomes 
Atyagnistoma). When thirteen chants as well recitals are added to the 
SolasI we get the Atiratra, which consists of twenty-nine chants followed by 
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an equal number of recitals. Vajapeya results by adding one more chant and 
recital to the Solas!. The Aptoryama has four chants and four recitals more 
than the Atiratra. So the total number of chants and recitals in the Aptor¬ 
yama is thirty-three. KB does not deal with the Atyagnistoma, Vajapeya, 
and Aptoryama, as they are “sole derivatives.” 

The Agnistoma is described as commencing with the Ajya sastra and 
ending with the Agnimaruta, involving twelve chants and twelve recitals, 
each recital being preceded by a chant. As there are three pressings of the 
Soma creeper for a Soma ritual, these chants and recitals are distributed 
among those three. The morning pressing has two chants and two recitals, 
the Ajya and the Praiiga. The midday pressing has five chants and five 
recitals: the hota recites the two main sastras, the Marutvatiya and the 
Niskevalya, and his associates, maitravaruna, brahmanacchamsi, and accha- 
vaka, each recite one sastra. All of these are preceded by chants. In the third 
pressing, too, besides the main sastras (the Vaisvadeva and the Agnimaruta) 
recited by the hota, the associates also recite one Sastra each. All these 
recitals are preceded by the related chants, and thus there are five chants 
and five recitals here as well. The total Agnistoma thus consists of twelve 
chants and twelve recitals. The first of these, the Ajya Sastra, in which the 
hota recites a total number of three hundred and sixty verses, includes the 
recitals of the mantras called Silent Muttering, Silent Recital, Prior Light, the 
hymn (RV. 3.13), the Sastra Vigor, and the Offering Verse; thus the Ajya 
Sastra is sixfold. The Prior Light, or the Nivids, are to be uttered before the 
recital of the hymn in the morning pressing. The first hemistich of the verse 
of the hymn is recited dividing each quarter separately, while the second 
hemistich is recited by combining the two quarters and ending with the 
pranava. The adhvaryu fills ten cups with the Soma juice during this 
pressing. The first and last verses of a recital (hymn) are always repeated 
thrice. In many places, as prescribed by the Srautasutras, the hota utters a 
“call-out” (somsavo, etc.) to which the adhvaryu responds (pratigrnati) in the 
form somsamo daivo,” etc. These “call-outs” and “encouragements” vary 
in their form in the different pressings. The second sastra, called the Praiiga, 
is recited during the morning pressing and consists of twenty-one verses 
(RV 1.2 and 3). 

The first sastra for the midday pressing is the Marutvatiya, which 
consists of 2 triplets, 2 mingled verses recited by repeating the quarters, 3 
isolated verses (RV 3.20.4; 1.91.2; 1.64.6), the hymn (RV 10.73), and the 
Nivids placed in the middle of the hymn. This sastra involves 6 meters, the 
anustubh gayatri, brhati, usnih, tristubh, and jagatl. The second recital, 
called the Niskevalya, is considered to be the exclusive property of Indra. 
It consists of 2 mingled verses (recited by repeating the quarters), the triplet 
(RV 1.19.9-11), 2 verses (RV 10.74.6; 8.3.1), the hymn consisting of 15 
verses (RV 1.32), and the concluding verse (RV 3.47.4). There are two differ¬ 
ent methods regarding the performance of this sastra: some chanters make 
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the basis of their chants the Rathantara saman, while others use the Brhad. 
The initial strophes therefore vary, according to this difference in the basis 
of the chants. The Bahispavamana, which is chanted during the midday 
pressing, consists of 190 rks in all. 

In the third pressing, the main Sastras are the Vaisvadeva and the 
Agnimaruta, which are recited by the hota. Prior to the recital of the Vais¬ 
vadeva Sastra, cups for the Adityas and Savitr are filled. There are also rites 
related to the Manes. The Sastra itself consists of four hymns (RV 4.54; 
1.59; 1.111; 1.89) and four isolated verses (RV 1.4.1; 10.123.1; 10.63.10; 
4.50.6) with sixteen call-outs in between. In the third pressing the concluding 
verse of the recitals is invariably RV 1.89.10. After this Sastra there are two 
oblations, one with melted butter and the other with Soma juice. A cup for 
the deities with their wives (patnivata) is also offered here. The last main 
Sastra of the Agnistoma is the Agnimaruta, which consists of twenty-one 
call-outs in between and the complete hymns of RV 3.3; 1.87; 1.143, besides 
twenty-eight verses scattered in various hymns. KB mentions three views 
regarding the main deity of the Soma ritual ascribed to Madhuka, GauSra, 
and Kausitaki, the first holds Soma to be the main deity, the second Indra, 
and the third Agni and Indra together. With these twelve Sastras the Agni¬ 
stoma ends. 

The Ukthya Sastras are three in number and are recited by the three 
associates, one each: together with the Sastras of the Agnistoma, the total 
number of Sastras becomes fifteen, which constitutes the Ukthya samstha. 
The JSolaSi is the sixteenth Sastra, as the name indicates. The verses in various 
meters recited in this Sastra are to be reckoned as in anustubh meter and 
there are, in total, forty anustubhs. There are only three call-outs in this 
Sastra. 

After the recital of the SolaSl, the Atiratra rites begin. Here the recitals 
are to be performed by the hota and his associates, in turns, and consequently 
these are called “the night recitals in rotation” (ratri-paryaya-hastras). The 
adhvaryu and the brahman have their fixed duties during these recitals. The 
hota and his associates also have to wake up during the night and keep the 
fires lighted. 

After this comes the ASvina Sastra, where one thousand verses are to be 
recited so as to make one thousand brhatis. This Sastra chiefly consists of 
the verses used for the Prataranuvaka with a few omissions and commissions 
that are listed in SSS 9.20 and explained in the bhasya on it. 

The Brahmanas are mainly explanations of the ritual procedure in its 
details. Some explanations appear to be rather strange and even naive, but 
in actual fact they are not so. There is sound logic behind them, although 
to understand and appreciate it, the basic thinking of the vedic writers must 
be kept in mind. The composers of the Brahmanas view the universe, the 
act of ritual (yajna), and the performer of the ritual as one and the same. 
Therefore these explanations are to be understood at three different levels 
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as applicable to the physical universe, the metaphysical concepts, and the 
theological beliefs. These levels are termed adhibhciutika, adhyatmika and 
adhidaivika, respectively. In all cases of explanations, however, these three 
levels may not all be clearly discernible: some explanations are given on the 
basis of one level of understanding, while the others are based on the other 
levels. Take the example of the three pressings in a Soma ritual. They are 
not only equated with the three worlds, but also with three meters (gayatrl, 
tristubh, and jagatl, respectively) as well as three deities (Agni, Indra, and 
Savitr, respectively). Again the three deities are expanded to thirty-three and 
equated with the viraj meter, which consists of thirty-three syllables. The 
term viraj, which means to “shine splendidly,” is explained by equating 
viraj with prosperity and richness in food. It might be helpful to cite a few 
examples of this nature found in the portion of KB given here in English 
translation. 

Nivids are the short mantras uttered in between the verses of a recital. 
They are equated with the sun (based on the etymology of the term nivids, 
“one who reveals forth” nivedayan), and the prescription of reciting them at 
the beginning, in the middle, and at the end of the three pressings, respec¬ 
tively, finds a parallel in the course of the sun through the sky. In addition, 
they are said to symbolize food that is placed in the middle of the body. 
Therefore they form the nourishment of the ritual, just as food nourishes the 
body. The transposing of the quarters of different verses in the recitals is 
not only explained by the simile of intertwining the cords of a chariot for 
firmness, but also as connected with the operation of the three vital breaths, 
prdna, apana and vyana, which function in unison. 

The most interesting aspect of these explanations is the comparison of 
the ritual to a human being, whereby the limbs and functions of the living are 
equated with parts of the ritual hall and the performance of the ritual. In 
connection with the paryaya Sastras recited in the Atiratra, the intimate 
connection of the priests with one another as well as with the ritual is ex¬ 
plained in this way (see the translation, XVII 5 and 6, pp. 694-695). When 
understood as based on the three levels mentioned above, the explanations 
of the Brahmanas could be seen as a result of an integrated insight on the 
part of the composers. 

There are only a few mythological legends referred to in the portion of 
KB presented here. They are: (1) the killing of Vrtra by Indra, which is to 
be understood, following Yaska, as the release of water from the clouds 
after breaking them; (2) the legend of the Rbhus, who were first human 
beings, and afterwards attained divine stature by their good deeds and were 
admitted to the Soma ritual along with other gods; and (3) the bringing of 
Soma by Gayatrl from the heaven where it was protected by the Gandharvas. 

I would like to draw attention to two interesting statements occurring 
in the portion of KB presented here. The first is socially significant: it is 
indicated that the brahmins and the ksatriyas do not have a fixed place of 

residence, while the vaisyas enjoy such a facility. The second is philosophical 
and poetical: it is said that the whole universe is nothing but “oil and 
light.” Philosophically this may give expression to the interdependence of 
the inert and the spirit, which makes it possible for the universe to exist. 
At the same time, the image and sentiment evoked by the words “oil” 
and “light” heighten the esthetic experience derived from this statement. 
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RITUAL PREPARATION OF THE MAHAVlRA 
AND UKHA POTS 

Yasuke Ikari 

The preliminary rites of the Agnicayana begin almost a year before the 
construction of the great five-layered Agni altar of brick, which is the very 
core of the Agnicayana rite. Within this series of preliminary rites, a special 
clay artifact called the ukha plays a central part. Sacred fire is kept in it and 
the sacrificer, throughout the period of his consecration, repeatedly uses it 
to perform the rites of visnukrama and vatsapra. Finally, just before the 
construction of the altar begins, the ukha is buried, with a human head in 
it, under the altar ground. 

After the formal opening with the Savitr oblation, which aims at 
securing the success of the entire Agnicayana rite, the ceremony begins with 
the ritual preparation of this ukha vessel.1 The process of procuring its 
materials, and kneading, baking, and fumigating them, are described in 
detail by the ritual texts.2 These documents refer to this process of preparing 
the ukha vessel as Ukhasambharana (Us). While this description furnishes 
us valuable cultural data on aspects of pottery technology in ancient India3, 
we have another source, from the ritual documents, on a very similar type 
of clay artifact, the mahavlra or pravargya of the Pravargya rite. 

The Pravargya rite4 is, within the structure of Srauta rituals, as we learn 
from the extant Vedic literature, one of the introductory rites of the Agni- 
stoma, the basic type of all the Soma rituals. It essentially consists in the 
offering of hot milk to the ASvins, in which the clay vessel called mahavlra/ 
pravargya plays a very important role. The rite may be divided into five 

1 This is what the black YV tradition has. In the white YV tradition the animal sacrifice 
comes first, and_the ceremony of Us follows. 
2 BSS 10.1-8; ApSS 16.1-6.1; ManSS 6.1.1.1-1.2.22; HirSS 11.1. 1-67; VarSS 2.1.1- 
48; VaikhSS 18.1-2; KSS 16.2.1-4.26; VSS Nos.47, 48, 56, 57 {Acta Orientalia 4), Nos. 
103a-b, 104-107 {Acta Orientalia 6); MS 3.1.1-8; KS 19.1-7; KapS 29.7-30.5; TS 
5.1.1-7; SB 6.3-5. 
3 Cf. C. G. Kashikar, “Pottery in the Vedic literature,” Indian Journal of History of 
Science 4.1-2 (1970), pp. 15-26; W. Rau, Topferei und Tongeschirr im vedischen Indien 
(Wiesbaden, 1972). 
4 Cf. R. Garbe’s description in ZDMG 34 (1880), pp. 319f. (based upon ApSS only); 
J.A.B. van Buitenen, The Pravargya (Poona, 1968; description and study based upon 
all the extant Vedic literature). On the other studies, see pts. 1-7 of van Buitenen’s 
study. Also cf. C. G. Kashikar, “Apropos of the Pravargya,” CASS Studies 1 (1972), 
pp. 1-10; and “The Avantaradiksa of Pravargya,” BDCRI 25.3-4 (1976), pp. 66-72. 
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sections: preparation of the mahavira vessel, heating of the vessel over the 
fire, milking of a cow and a goat, offering of the two kinds of milk and dis¬ 
posal of paraphernalia. 

In the following, attention will be focused on the first section, that is, 
the preparation of the special type of clay artifact, the rite usually called 
Pravargyasambharana (Ps). In fact, the description of Ps in the srautasutras 
shows many striking parallels with that of Us. Investigation of the srauta¬ 
sutras of the Yajurveda further reveals the existence of many word-to-word 
parallel passages between these two rites as given in each sutra. The existence 
of so many closely parallel passages may lead us to the impression that either 
of the two might have borrowed its own description from the other. I shall 
attempt to make a closer investigation of this point by examining the pre¬ 
scriptions on Us and Ps from the Baudhayana Srautasutra, the oldest extant 
srautasutra belonging to the Yajurveda tradition. 

The following is a summary of Us: 

A. Preparations (BSS X.l: 1.1-19): Before the formal opening, 
the collection and arrangement of the materials for making 
the clay artifact and whatever is connected with it. 

B. Formal opening {Ibid., X.l-2: 1.19-2.2): Butter oblation to 
Savitr. 

C. Ritual procession to the site of clay and procuring of it. 
a. {Ibid., X.2: 2.2-15): Procession from sala to the east with 

a horse and an ass in front; dialogue with a vaisya man 
guarding an anthill; the arrival at the site. 

b. {Ibid., X.2-4: 2.15-3.20): Digging clay; wrapping it with a 
lotus leaf and an antelope skin. 

c. {Ibid., X.4: 3.20-4.7): Returning the same way as they came 
with the clay on back of the ass; dialogue with the vaisya 
man; placing the clay on the site where molding of the arti¬ 
fact is taking place. 

D. The molding {Ibid., X.5-6: 4.18-6.9): Molding of three ukha 
vessels, drying them and fumigating them by means of horse 

dung. 
E. The baking {Ibid., X. 6-8: 6.9-7.18): Baking of the molded 

vessels in a pit dug in the ground. 
F. Rites of reparation {Ibid., X. 8: 7.18-8.5): In case the vessels 

might be broken during the preparation procedures, they are 
repaired or made again according to the prescribed manner. 

The corresponding portions of Ps to the above procedures of 
Us: 

A. BSS IX. 1: 265.1-266.2 
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B. Ibid., IX. 1-2: 266.2-7 
C. a. Ibid., IX.2: 266.7-13 

b. Ibid., IX.2: 266.13-267.16 
c. Ibid., IX.3: 267.18-268.4 

D. Ibid., IX.3: 268.4-269.4 
E. Ibid., IX.3-4: 269.4-270.11 
F. Ibid., IX.4: 270.11-19. 

Although the prescriptions of both rites exhibit many striking parallels 
in every corresponding procedure, there are some divergences between them. 
In A, Us prepares clay alone, while Ps adds four more kinds of materials 
to the clay: earth dug out by wild boar, an anthill, earth on which a bunch 
of utlka or adara grass is placed, and a pot of goat milk. Ps has purvasanti 
before B.5 And just before the formal opening of B, every door of the §ala 
is shut and the sacrificer’s wife (patnl) is sent to the patnisala and is shut 
off from the ritual scene. Whenever water is used in Us, hot water is pre¬ 
scribed instead in the corresponding place of Ps through the rite.6 In C, 
Ps does not accompany any animal in the procession.7 Further, no one is 
waiting on the way to the site of clay, so no dialogue takes place on the 
way to and from the site. Therefore, in contrast with the simple setting of 
Ps, Us is rather complex and even dramatic.8 In D, E, and F, the ritual 
performances are almost the same. Such close parallels between these two 
rites cannot be due to chance, and we may safely assume that there must be 
intentional borrowing between Ps and Us of BSS. 

In my opinion, Us presupposed Ps, borrowed from the latter, and 
adapted it to the new context of the Agnicayana rite. In the following I shall 
point out some parallel passages that will support this hypothesis. 

First, mention should be made of the function of a hut, in which the 
clay artifacts (pravargya/mahavlra in Ps; ukha in Us) are molded. 

A round mound of earth is made to the east of the northern section of 

5 Van Buitenen, pp. 55, 63. 
6 On the significance of this rule, see van Buitenen, p. 30. 
7 But Ps sections of the new Taittiriya Srautasutras prescribe the accompaniment of 
some animals: for instance, a he-goat and a horse (ApSS 15.1.4); these two plus a bull 
(BharSS 11.1.9). Considering the facts that the corresponding brahmana portions do 
not mention them, and that no mantra referring to them is found in the mantra por¬ 
tions, this practice seems to have been introduced into the rite somewhat later, possibly 
under the influence of the parallel sections of the Agnicayana rite. In addition, some Pra- 
vargya sutras of ApSS presuppose those of the Agnicayana (15.1.4; 3.13; 19.1), while a 
sutra of the latter rite (16.24.15) clearly presupposes the former. The same situation 
can also be pointed out in the other younger sutras. At the time of these new Taittiriya 
sutras at least, the similarity and correspondence between Ps and Us must have been 
well recognized. 
8 On the interpretation of section C of the Agnicayana, see J. C. Heesterman, WZKSO 
11 (1967), pp. 35-41. 
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the sala, it is enclosed on all sides, and a door is made to the north (Ps: 
BSS IX. 1: 265.13-16, Us: Ibid., X.l: 1.11-14; exactly the same prescrip¬ 
tion in both texts).9 The purpose of this enclosure in Ps seems to be to 
exclude the sacrificer’s wife and other nonqualified people from the ritual 
process of the preparation of the clay artifacts. Before the formal opening 
with the Savitr oblation, all the doors of the sala are closed and the sacri¬ 
ficer’s wife is brought into her own quarters (patnisala), which adjoin the 
sala to the west and are screened off.10 Also, before the start of the rite of 
mahavira heating, the Vrsalas11 are driven out of the sala, and the ritual 
priests and sacrificer’s wife are called inside. Then the doors of the §ala are 
closed and the wife is confined to her own quarters again.12 These prescrip¬ 
tions are clearly connected with one of the restrictions peculiar to the 
mystical rite of the Pravargya: women and sudras are entirely excluded from 
the Pravargya rite.13 The sacrificer’s wife is confined to her quarters in order 
that she not see the mahavira vessel. This is explicitly stated in the following 
sutra passage: “[After the mahavira vessels are baked, they are soaked 
with water]. And when their hissing stops, then he [scil., the adhvaryu 
priest] sets them down on the basket, covers them with the black antelope 
skin, and hangs them up in the sling in the northern part of the sala in such 
a way that the sacrificer’s wife does not see [them].”14 The enclosure around 
the molding site of the mahavira vessels is explained by the mystical charac¬ 
ter of the Pravargya rite: the enclosure is made with the intention of pre¬ 
venting disqualified persons from seeing the mahavira vessels that are being 
born inside of it. 

In the Pravargya rite, it is thus necessary, owing to the mystical charac¬ 
ter of the rite itself, to exclude those who are not entitled to participate in 
the ritual performance. In the Angicayana sutra, however, we are not given 
any clear reason why there is such an enclosure around the molding site of 
the ukha vessel. Although the prescriptions of Us are closely parallel with 
those of Ps, the above rules concerning the exclusion of women and sudras 
are entirely dispensed with. In other words, Ps and Us share exactly the same 

9 For the comparison with the descriptions of other srautasutras, see van Buitenen, p. 
13f. But from Baudhayana’s prescription the location of the hut is not inside the sala 
but outside of it: uttaram salakhandam agrena means “to the east of the northern sec¬ 
tion of the sala,” since nothing must intervene between the sun and the pravargya/ 
mahavira artifact. 
10 BSS 9.1: 265.20-21. 
11 Vrsalas are not Aryans and are referred to often in contrast with the latter. They 
seem to have been treated as the sudras; cf. BAU 6.4.13, GobhGS 3.5.34, and BGS 
2.3.6.22. 
12 BSS 9.5: 272.13-17. 
13 Cf. BharSS 11.2.17, ApSS 15.2.9 et al. On this and other restrictions peculiar to the 
Pravargya rite, see van Buitenen, pp. 29f., 40f. 
14 BSS 9.4: 270.16-19. On treatment of the sacrificer’s wife at the disposal of para¬ 
phernalia, cf. van Buitenen, p.124 n.2. 
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series of sutras that prescribe the installment of special ceremonial area, 
in which the most important clay artifacts are to be prepared. But, while 
we may understand its raison d’etre in Ps from the taboo peculiar to Ps, 
we are at a loss as to why the special ceremonial area is made in Us. Probably 
Us introduced these prescriptions from Ps, while omitting the rules con¬ 
cerning the mystical elements of the Pravargya rite. 

To add one more instance from the paraphernalia: after the vessel is 
baked, milk is poured over it. On this occasion, two kinds of milk are used, 
a cow’s and a she-goat’s.15 These two play an important role in the entire 
Pravargya rite, since both are used as indispensable oblations at the most 
important ceremony of this ritual, the offering to the Asvins.16 In a sense, 
the use of these two kinds of milk announces the main milk offerings made 
with the mahavlra vessel itself. On the other hand, they do not have any 
necessary connection with the following ceremonies in the Agnicayana rite. 

I shall next take up a parallel Ps passage from the main ceremony. The 
scene is that of the molding of the clay vessels in the prescribed manner. 

Clay is kneaded and made into a ball, and is pressed with the 
thumbs. A third is cut off and it is then divided into three small 
balls. A professional potter kneads these balls into three parts of 
the vessel: the bottom, the middle, and the upper part. Two more 
vessels are made in the same manner. The vessels thus made are one 
pradesa high, wide at the bottom and contracted in the middle. In 
order to be used as a receptacle of the milk offering, they are made 
hollow two-thirds from the top. A girdle of clay surrounds the 
vessel three or four angulas from the top.17 

13 cithainam (scil. pravargyam) [athainam (scil. ukhani) Us] samdamsena parigrhya sate 
“vadhaya chagapayasacchrnatti” “. .” iti. antaratas ca bahyatas ca svacchrnam krtva 
gopayasabhivisyandayati.” (BSS 9.4: 270.4-10; an almost identical passage is found 
in Us 10.7-8: 7.12-16, except for the mantra portion.) 
16 See van Buitenen, pp. 95f. 
17 Ps: 

1. pindam karoti “makhasya siro ’si” ti. 
2. “yajnasya pade stha” ity ahgusthabhyam upanigrhnati. 
3. atha trtiyam mrdo ’pacchidya trin pindan karoti. 
4. tesam ekam kartre prayacchati “gayatro ’si” ti. tenasya madhyam karoti “traistu- 

bhena tv a chandasa karomi” ti. 
5. atisistayai mrdo ’rdham prayacchati ‘‘traistubho 'si” ti. tenasya madhyam karoti 

‘‘traistubhena tva chandasa karomi” ti. 
6. sarvam antato mrdam prayacchati “jagato ’si” ti. tenasya bilam karoti ‘‘jagatena 

tva chandasa karomi” ti. 
7. tam pradesamatram prthubudhnam madhye lagnam karoti. 
8. athasya venukandena dvibhagam avavidhyati, tad asya pinvanam. 
9. athasya tryahgule vd caturahgule vd rasnam paryasyati “makhasya rasnasi” ti. 

10. athasya bilam grhnati ‘‘aditis te bilam grhnatu pahktena chandase” ti. (BSS 9.3: 
268.6-16) 
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The process of ukha molding is almost the same, except that its shape is 
characterized by eight (or nine) corners, which have nipple-shaped pro¬ 
tuberances on them.18 

Comparing the prescriptions of Ps and Us, we find that the former is 
more detailed than the latter. For instance, one-third of the entire amount 
of clay is divided into three small balls, and the vessel is made with these 
balls, but no explicit statement is given in Us as to which part of the vessel 
is molded from which ball. On the other hand, Ps clearly prescribes the 
actions of the potter: the bottom part (budhna) is made from the first ball, 
the middle (madhya) from the second, and the opening (bila) from the 
third.19 By comparison, it is strange that Us omits the portion concerning 
the actions of the potter, while those of the adhvaryu priests during the 
preparation procedures are exactly the same in both texts. As the result of 
this omission, the shape of the ukha vessel in Us is to some extent unintelli¬ 
gible.20 

What is the reason behind this omission by the sutrakara of Us, an 
omission that prevents the clear understanding of ritual process, which 
must be the real purpose of the srautasutra texts? In my opinion, it has 
something to do with the development of ritual thought during the period 
of the compilation of the srautasutras. The above omission on the part of 
Us seems to have been made with the intention of eliminating, from the 
surface of the ritual description, the existence of the professional potter who 
is not entitled to be counted among the officiating priests. In both Ps and 
Us, where the preparation of clay artifacts is the focus of the procedure, 
the participation of a skillful potter is absolutely required. That is why both 

18 Us: 
1. pindam karoti “makhasya siro ’si” ti. 
2. ‘‘yajnasya pade stha” ity ahgusthabhyam upanigrhnati. 
3. atha trtiyam mrdo ’pacchidya trin pindan karoti. 
4. tesam ekam ukhakrte prayacchati “samsrstam vasubhi rudrair ...” iti. anumantr- 

ayate “vasavas tva krnvantu gayatrena chandasa ...” iti. 
5. atisistayai mrdo ’rdham prayacchati “sinivali sukapardd ...” iti. anumantrayate 

“rudras tva krnvantu traistubhena chandasa ...” iti. 
6. sarvam antato mrdam prayacchaty “ukhani karotu saktya ...” iti. anumantrayata 

“adityas tva krnvantu jagatena chandasa . . ., vaisvanardh krnvantv anustubhena chan- 
dasa ...” iti . . . 

7. tam pradesamatrim urdhvam ciparimitam tirascim karoti. 
8. —' 

9. athasyai tryahgule vd caturahgule vd rasnam paryasyaty “adityai rdsnasi” ti. athasya 
anudisam astav asrir unnayati. rasnasandhisu casrisandhisu castau standn karoti. ’navasrim 
abhicaratah kuryad (TS 5.1.6.4) iti brahmanam. astandm navamim karoti. 
10. athasyai bilam grhnaty ‘‘aditis te bilam grhnatu pahktena chandasa ...” iti. 
(BSS 10.5: 5.5-20) 
19 Compare prescription 4-6 given in nn. 15,16. 
20 Further compare prescriptions 7 of Ps and Us given above. The latter is rather more 
abstract and obscure than the former. 
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Ps and Us list him in the paraphernalia at the beginning of the descriptions. 
In the later srautasutras of the Yajurveda, however, the potter tends to be 
eliminated, not simply from the surface of the prescriptive passages but 
from the rite itself. In the sutras that were composed after Baudhayana, the 
the adhvaryu priest is prescribed to prepare the pravargya artifacts all by 
himself in Ps, while in Us the molder of the ukha is the adhvaryu or the 
ritual wife or the sacrificer.21 Thus, in Us the preparation of the artifacts is 
left to the charge of the formal participants in the rite. From a practical 
point of view, however, it would require some sort of special technique to 
mold and bake these unique clay implements, which will be repeatedly 
used and actually play a very important role in the following ritual processes. 
It would not be possible for a nonspecialist to prepare them without training 
in the skill of pottery. This is implied by the sutras of Baudhayana: “A 
skillful maker (kusala-kartr)” in Ps and “a skillful maker of ukha (kusala- 
ukhakrt)” in Us. The elimination of the potter in these later sutras22 may 
be due to a tendency toward the “purification” of the ritual world in the 
development of the Srauta ritual, that is, a tendency to confine access to the 
ritual activities to the officiating priests and the sacrificer (and his wife), 
who are the formal major participants in the Srauta rite.23 This is one of the 
general trends found in the Srauta rituals when we compare the prescriptions 
of the early sutras with those of the later ones. 

Now in our case there occurs a paradox: the potter is required to be 
there at the site, since the preparation of the clay artifacts is the focus of the 
procedures of Ps and Us; on the other hand, considered from the point 
of view of the ritual world that is the exclusive concern of the priests and the 
sacrificer, the potter essentially remains an outsider who is, if possible, to 
be kept in the background. In the course of ritual development after BSS, 
the Srautasutras of the Yajurveda seem to have solved this problem by 
making the actual process of preparation of the clay vessel into a mere 

21 For Ps texts, see van Buitenen, Index 1-8 (p. 151, correction: KSS 26.1.15-18). Us: 
adhvaryu priest or mahisl (ApSS 16.4.5, HirSS 11.1.48, VaikhSS 18.1), patni (ManSS 
6.1.2.6, VarSS 2.1.1.36), the sacrificer (KSS 16.3.23). 
22 Before the clay artifact is baked, a pit is dug in the ground to be used as the pottery 
kiln. In the Baudhayana Sutra, the adhvaryu entrusts the act of digging to someone, 
athottarenasalamurubilamivavatamkhanayati. . . (9.3: 269.4-5 = 10.6:6.9-10), maybe 
a potter or his assistant. On the other hand, all of the later sutras of YV prescribe that 
the adhvaryu himself dig the pit (cf. ApSS 15.3.20, 16.5.8, ManSS 4.1.22, 6.1.2.15 et al.) 
23 Further, another important difference is noticed between the above quoted passages 
of Ps and Us. In Ps the adhvaryu recites all of the mantras by himself, while some man¬ 
tras are recited by the sacrificer in Us (as is indicated by the word anumantrayate). 
And a dialogue between the procession party and the vaisya man is given in Us of the 
Baudhayana sutra. On this point, all of the later sutras eliminate the actual presence of 
the vaisya man and, instead of the dialogue, the adhvaryu alone recites his mantra; the 
dialogue is superseded by a monologue! This is an another example of the elimination 
of people other than the formal participants in the srauta rite. 

formality. In other words, the clay vessel is already there at the start of the 
rite, having been made by a potter and brought beforehand. The “molder” 
of the vessel, whether it is the adhvaryu priest or the sacrificer’s wife, only 
pretends to make it during the actual performance of the rite.24 What is 
important for the ritual party, then, is the exact performance of the recita¬ 
tion of mantras to accompany the occasion. The elimination of prescriptions 
concerning the potter’s action in Us can thus be seen as part of the tendency 
to eliminate the potter himself in the later Srautasutras, and it also can be 
regarded as evidence that Us borrowed its prescriptions from Ps and adapted 
them in its own way. 

Throughout the mantras of Ps, the clay and the clay artifact are ad¬ 
dressed consistently with the same appellation, “makhasor “malchasya 
siras-.” When the clay is dug from the pit and collected upon the skin of the 
black antelope, the description runs as follows: [The adhvaryu] digs the 
ground with a shovel with “May I succeed today! You are the head of 
Makha.” [Then] he carries [the dug-up clay to the site of the antelope skin] 
with “[I take] you for the head of Makha,” and pours [the clay with the 
shovel upon the skin] with “[I pour] you for the head of Makha.”25 In the 
same way, the mantra used at the molding scene is, “You are the head of 
Makha”; the one at attaching a girdle to the vessel is, “You are the girdle 
of Makha”; the one at the completion of molding is, “You are Makha.” 

In Us, on the other hand, the ukha is addressed with various names. It 
is called “agni purisya” (Agni hidden in the earth) at the stage before 
molding, “ukha” just before molding, and “Makha’s head” and “Aditi” 
during the molding process.26 It is difficult to see a consistent implication 
throughout all of these terms. The use of “Makha’s head, which is supposed 
to serve the function of the birthplace of Agni in the ritual context of the 
Agnicayana, is especially strange. The expression “Makha’s head” in Ps 
can be explained by the circumstance of the incorporation of the Pravargya 
rite into the Agnistoma,27 but it has no such straightforward explanation in 
the context of Us itself. 

I may add one more discrepancy between Ps and Us from the mantra 

24 This is what I observed at the Nambudiris’ Agnicayana performance, held in April 
1975 at Panjal, Kerala State, see Volume I, pages 297-298, and plate 42. 
25 abhriya praharaty “rdhyasam adya makhasya Sira” iti. “makhaya tve” ti harati. 
“malchasya tva sirsna” ity uttaratah krsnajine nivapati (BSS IX. 2: 266. 14-16). I have 
corrected Caland’s text punctuation, putting a full stop after ‘nivapatUy)' and starting 
the next passage with ‘uduhya’. In the same way, the following passages must be 
corrected: p. 266, 1.20; p. 267, 1.5; 1.9 and 1.13. 
26 ‘Agni purisya- is the favored phrase in Us mantras. On the word ‘purisya’, cf. L. 
Renou, ‘Vedique purisa,’ IIJ 4 (i960), pp. 104-110. 
27 I agree with van Buitenen on the interpretation of this phrase that the Pravargya rite 
symbolically ‘completes’ the incomplete Agnistoma rite (see van Buitenen, pp. 19f.). 
On the appellation of ‘makha’ and ‘makhasya siras, see van Buitenen, pp. 16f. 
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portion of both rites. Some meter names are found in the mantras applied 
to the ritual procedure of molding the clay artifacts. In Ps, the first (bottom) 
part of the vessel is molded with a mantra “gayatrena tva chandasa karomi 

the second (middle) part with “traistubhena tva chandasa karomithe third 
(top) part with “jagatena tva chandasa karomi” (TA IV.2.6). These three 
meters, i.e., gayatri, tristubh and jagatl, are regarded as the three major 
ones found in the ritual literature in general. In brahmana portions, these 
three usually make one set that symbolizes triads of things or worlds.28 
In the case of the Pravargya rite, these three correspond to the three worlds 
that constitute the universe: the earth, the atmosphere, and the heaven. 
Thus, an analogy is drawn between the mahavira vessel, consisting of three 
parts, and the whole universe. In addition to these three meter names, the 
text of Us supplies one more meter name in its description corresponding 
to that in Ps, anustubh: Us adds a mantra with the words anustubhena 
chandasa to the mantra recited at the molding of the third part of the vessel. 
But, interestingly enough, this additional mantra does not accompany an 
independent action, while the other three preceding mantras of meter names 
do. The following are the mantras that accompany the ukha molding pro¬ 
cedure: for the first part, “vasavas tva krnvantu gayatrena chandasangirasvat, 
prthivy asi (dhruvasi dharaya mayi prajam rayas posam gaupatyam suviryam 
sajatan yajcimanayci); for the second, “rudras tva krnvantu traistubhena chan- 
dasahgirasvad antariksam asi . . . for the third, “adityas tva krnvantu 
jagatena chandasangirasvad dyaur asi . . ., visve tva deva vaisvanarah 

krnvantu anustubhena chandasangirasvad ditto ’si ...” (TS IV. 1.5 n; the 
parenthesized portion is common to each mantra). So the order of meter 
names in these mantras is gayatri-tristubh-jagati-anustubh. The fourth 
mantra, anustubh, is recited directly after the third one and closes the series. 
It is recorded in all the extant YV mantra texts of the Agnicayana, and we 
may safely say that it belongs to the original tradition of this rite. But why 
does Us have this extra mantra with the word “anustubh”? 

The reason will be found when we take notice of the symbolic meaning 
of the anustubh meter as it has developed in the speculative thought of ritual 
literature, especially in that of brahmana passages.29 As mentioned before, 
when brahmana explanatory passages treat a set of three notions or entities, 
they usually symbolize them by means of the meter names, i.e. gayatri, 
tristubh and jagatl. And, in case the quadruple is discussed—for instance, the 
quarters of the sky or four offerings—the whole of the quadruple or the 
fourth one is symbolized by the meter name “anustubh.” In brahmana 
speculation, these four—that is, the first three and the anustubh—are re¬ 

garded as the chief forms of meter. When further elements are to be added, 
the system of chief meters is extended to pankti as the fifth and atichandas 
as the sixth, respectively. This classification of meters is based upon nu¬ 
merical symbolism, which is particularly favored by the speculative thought 
developed in the brahmana passages.30 In this classification, those that follow 
the fourth meter symbolize the totality of the corresponding set of entities 
when they close the series. We must consider the above series of meter 
names of Us in accordance with this line of thought. The anustubh in 
the above Us mantra bears the function of symbolizing the totality of 
the preceding three, which are homologized with earth, atmosphere, and 
heaven—i.e., the worlds constituting the universe. In this mantra, the 
anustubh itself has the quarters of sky as its corresponding entity, so it 
integrates the three worlds and establishes the totality of the universe. The 
name of the deities which appear along with this metre name is the All-gods 
(visve devas), which thus precisely corroborates the idea.31 The Us’s addition 
of a mantra having the anustubh meter is made with this background of 
brahmana speculation on meter symbolism. In general, the mantras of Ps 
are simpler and less metrical than those of Us. And the speculative aspect 
in Us may be detected in the fact that the above anustubh mantra does not 
correspond to an independent ritual act, but remains an additional one that 
complements the series of preceding mantras in terms of numeral symbolism. 

In this study, I have selected one case from each of the three different 
aspects of the rite—that is, the site of ritual performance, the ritual action 
and the formulae accompanying the action—and have tried to compare 
briefly the corresponding portions of Ps and Us given in BSS IX and 
X, respectively. Between these two strikingly parallel ritual descriptions, 
Ps seems to be more original than Us, based upon the above evidence. My 
conclusion is that the Us description of BSS was compiled after the model of 
Ps in the same text. 

30 J. C. Heesterman, The Ancient Indian Royal Consecration, The Hague 1957, pp. 34f. 
For ‘pankti’, see A. Weber, op. cit., pp. 47f.; J. Gonda, The Savayajhas, Amsterdam 1965, 
pp. 130f. For ‘atichandas’, see Weber, op. cit., pp. 64f. 
31 H. W. Bodewitz, loc. cit. 

28 For the meters and their effects in the ritual literatures, cf. A. Weber, Indische Studien 
8, 1863, pp. 8f. 
29 A. Weber, op. cit., p. 37f., H. W. Bodewitz, Jaiminiya Brahmana I. 1-65, Leiden 
1973, p. 87, n. 26. 
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[Repeatedly do I praise Jaimini, the author of the Mlmamsa-sutras; the sage 
Sahara, the author of the Commentary (of the Sutras); and all the eminent Bhattas 
(and) teachers.] 
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[I will now expound in this paper the view(s) of Jaimini regarding the Cayana, 
which are arrived at following a discussion (of all prima facie or purva-paksa opinions). 
This paper of Bala’s (the author) is also instructive for beginners (bala).\ 

editor’s note : 

This article by Panditaraja K. Balasubrahmanya Sastri on the Agni- 
cayana from the Mimamsa perspective is important because many com¬ 
mentaries on the Brahmana and Sutra texts are based upon the Mlmamsa 
mode of analysis. As a matter of fact, many commentators were trained 
Mlmamsakas. An illustration occurs during the main course of the ritual when 
the Praisartham is recited at the yajamana’s consecration (Volume I, pages 
328-333). In general, the Mimamsa may be regarded as a later development 
of the srauta tradition. 

Though the article was written by the author in English, its style and 
mode of exposition are Sanskritic, and it contains many technical terms. 
I have therefore supplied translations and additional pertinent information. 
Everything contributed by me has been placed between square brackets. 
Although a great deal of information would be required to understand all 
of the concepts employed within the paper, space does not allow such 

indulgence. There are a few terms that require additional comment: vidhi 
‘injunction’, utpatti-vidhi ‘originative injunction’, viniyoga-vidhi ‘applicatory 
injunction’, nitya-karma ‘obligatory rite’, kamya-karma ‘optional or wish- 
fulfilling rite’, and aiiga ‘subordinate part’. 

In Section I, Mr. Sastri raises the question of the nature of the Agni- 
cayana rite. This is determined by originative and applicatory statements or 
injunctions, both of which in turn are described and defined in Section 
VIII. The importance of the injunction {vidhi) in Mlmamsa centers around 
the main topic of investigation of this system, namely, dharma. Dharma is 
defined in Mlmamsa-sutra 1.1.2 as “the object that is distinguished by a 
command” {codana-laksano ’rtho dharmah). Apadeva (Edgerton, 1929: 
paragraph 3) adds that it refers to an object that is enjoined by the Veda for 
the sake of a profitable goal (vedena prayojanam uddisya vidhiyamano ’rtho 
dharmah). Thus, the vidhi or codana ‘binding force’ (vidhi = codana ac¬ 
cording to Prabhakara; Jha, 1911: 108) is that which moves men to act or 
not act with a particular goal in mind. The vidhi or codana may be con¬ 
sidered the essence of dharma. The source of all injunctions is lound 
within the Veda, that is, the Brahmana portion of the Veda defined by 
the Mlmamsakas as injunctive or commandatory texts (Sandal, Sacred 
Books of the Hindus, vol. 28: XVII). These injunctions are concerned 
with the details of sacrificial procedure and define, to a large extent, 
the type of sacrificial action that is to be performed. There are two kinds 
of sacrifices: those that are nitya and those that are kamya. A sacrifice 
itself possesses two parts: the principal (pradhana) and the subordinate 
(guna) (compare Mlmamsa-sutra 6.3.2). In the nitya-karma the principal 
part must be performed, for it in itself is sufficient to incur the intended 
object (6.3.1-4). The optional rite, on the other hand, must be performed 
in its entirety because the principal part, having no connection with the 
“fruit” of the rite, cannot achieve the desired result (6.3.8-9). However, 
since it is performed with a specific purpose in mind, there is no obligation 
in its performance. In other words, no transgression (dosa) is incurred if 
it is not performed, which is quite the contrary of the obligatory rite 
(6.3.3 and 10). Turning now to the injunctions that Mr. Sastri employed in 
order to determine the nature of the Agnicayana, the first—the originative 
injunction—merely indicates the general nature of the rite; that is, it creates 
a desire in the sacrificer to perform the rite for the intended fruit (Edgerton, 
1929: paragraphs 47, 63-65). The second—the applicatory injunction—lays 
down the actions and materials by which the sacrifice is carried out. Thus, 
it indicates the connection between the subsidiaries {atiga) and principal 
{pradhana) {Ibid., p. 66). 

The term ahga refers to those subordinate parts that contribute to the 
completion of the principal action (Sandal, SBH, vol. 28: XXI). It consists 
of two grand divisions: siddha-rupa “consisting of fixed elements” and 
kriya-riipa “consisting of actions” (Edgerton, p. 110). The first includes 
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such elements as the caste (jati) of the participating individual, the material 
0dravya) employed, and the number or quantity (samkhya) of items to be 
employed. The second—kriya-rupa—is subdivided into subsidiary (guna) 
and principal actions (pradhana-karma). The latter, however, does not refer 
to the principal sacrificial action mentioned above since both the guna and 
pradhana actions are still angas. The guna actions contribute indirectly to 
the purpose of the main rite, while the pradhana actions contribute to it 
directly (for a full explanation see Edgerton, pp. 182-195). 

Here follows a bibliography of the more important works on Mlmamsa: 

Edgerton, Franklin, ed. and trans. Mlmamsa Nyaya Prakasa or Apadevi: A Treatise 
on the Mlmamsa System. New Haven, Conn., 1929. 

Jha, Ganganatha. The Prabhakara School of Purva Mlmamsa. Allahabad, 1911. 
_• Purva-MImamsa in its Sources: with a Critical Bibliography by Dr. Umesha 

Mishra. Benaras, 1942. 

_• The Purva-M Imamsa Sutras of Jaimini: Chapters /-///. Sacred Books of the Hin¬ 
dus, Vol. 10. Allahabad, 1916. The SBH were reprinted by the AMS Press, N.Y., in 
1974- 

Kane, P. V. A Brief Sketch of the Purva-Mlmamsa System. Poona, 1924. 
Keith, Arthur Berriedale. The Karma-Mlmamsd. London, 1921. 
Madhavananda, Swami, trans. Mimamsa-Paribhasa of Krsna Yajvan. Belur Math, Dt. 

Howrah, 1948. 

Sandal, Pandit Mohan Yal, ed. and trans. The Mlmamsa Sutras of Jaimini, Chapters 
I-XII. SBH, Vol. 27. Allahabad, 1923-25. 

_• Introduction to the Mlmamsa Sutras of Jaimini. SBH, Vol. 28. Allahabad, 
I925- 

Shastri, Pashupatinath. Introduction to the Purva-Mlmamsa. Calcutta, 1923. 
Thibaut, G., ed. and trans. The Arthasamgraha: An Elementary Treatise on Mlmamsa 

by Laugakshi Bhaskara. Benares Sanskrit Series, No. 4. Benares, 1882. 

I 

The decision as to whether the Agnicayana is a nitya [obligatory] or kamya 
[optional] rite is determined by the utpatti-vakya [originative statement] and 
viniyoga-vakya [applicatory statement] employed for the rite. The former 
appears in Taittirlya Samhita (TS) 5.6.3.4: ya evam vidvan agnim cinute 

[“who, knowing thus, builds the fire(-altar)”]; the latter statement is the 
following: atha-’to ’gnim agnistomena-’nuyajanti [“They subsequently offer 
the oblations to the fire with the Agnistoma”]. There is thus one ritual act 
(karmari) called cayana (“piling,” i.e., of the bricks) that is subsidiary (anga) 
to the Jyotistoma. Furthermore, the Sruti and Kalpa-sutras assert that the 
Cayana is not necessary (nityahga), but rather optional, as is indicated in 
the following passages: yady agnim cesyamanah bhavanti [“If they are going 
to build the fire (altar)”: Satapatha Brahmana 4.6.8.3] and agnih somahgam 

cesyatam [“of that which is going to be built, the fire (altar) is subsidiary to 
the Soma rite”]. 

If the Cayana is absent (in the Soma rite), the uttaravedi [high altar] 
serves as the location of the ahavaniya [sacrificial or offering] fire. If, 
however, the Cayana is piled at the site of the uttaravedi, then the sacred 
ahavaniya fire should be installed on the Agnicayana altar. Therefore, the 
Cayana is an optional aspect (vikalpa) of the obligatory uttaravedi. 

Turning now to the sense of the term agni, we find in srauta literature 
that it means “fire” by abhidha [the literal sense of the word], ahavaniya by 
nirudha-laksana [conventional or secondary use of the word], Cayana by 
gauni-vrtti [indirect use of word], and the Soma sacrifice. With reference to 
the latter sense, the Agnicayana is viewed as samskara karma [preparatory 
action] to the ahavaniya fire in the same manner as are the Proksana 
[sprinkling (of grain)] and Avahanana [pounding the grain in the mortar 
for the purpose of decortication]. It is not an artha karma [primary rite] as 
are, for instance, the isti [a haviryajha, i.e., a ritual involving a vegetable 
oblation such as rice or barley] and prayaja [“fore-sacrifice”: the name of 
the fire oblations preliminary to the isti]. This is due to the presence of the 
accusative case in the ntpatti statement above [. . . agnim cinute—“He 
builds the fire (altar)”] and not the instrumental (*agnina cinute—“He builds 
with the fire (altar)”], which would follow the model injunction jyotistomena 
yajeta [“He should offer oblation with the Jyotistoma”]. Some samskaras 
are directed to the ahavaniya; for instance, a platform is erected for the 
cayana wherein the ahavaniya is kept (cayana-nispadita-sthandila-sthapanenci- 

’havaniya ’gnim samskuryat) [“One should construct the ahavaniya-fire by 
establishing an altar prepared for the cayana”]. With regard to the term 
agni in this passage, we find in the Sruti that such expressions as agneh 
stotram, agneh sastram, cityasya ’gnes sadupasadah [“The praise of Agni, 
the recitation of Agni, the six upasads of the fire to be piled”] reveal Agni 
to mean the ritual [yaga] possessing the Cayana. Therefore, four senses are 
given to Agni as cited above, and these are discussed by Jaimini in 2.3. 
21-23. Although it is an optional anga [subsidiary] to the Soma sacrifice, 
it is also said to be kamya as given in the following examples: ‘pasu-kamas 
cinvlta’ [“One desirous of cattle should build for himself”] amayavi cinvita 

[“One who is sick should build for himself”], vrsti-kamak cinvita [“One 
desirous of rain should build for himself”], and brahmavarcasa-kamas cinvita 

[“One desirous of preeminence in sacred knowledge should build for 
himself ...’]. These are all sruti-kdmya [optional rites based upon direct 
statements], i.e., adhikara-vidhayah [prescriptions of qualification]. 

In order to determine the dependence of a ritual action upon another 
there exist six pramanas [modes of evidence]: Sruti [direct statement], lifiga 
[word-meaning, or implication from another word], vdkya [syntactic con¬ 
nection], prakarana [context], sthana [position], and samakhya [name, ety¬ 
mological meaning]. According to one type of sthana—the anusthUna-sadeSya 
[common location in the performance]—the Cayana is considered dependent 
upon the Soma sacrifice. In order to avoid the kdmyata [option] and to 
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ascertain its nityata [obligatoriness], a vidvadvakya [learned statement] is 
useful. If this is practiced, it is called pratiprasava-vidhi [injunction of 
counterexception], which is an optional anga. Furthermore, the Cayana 
may occur in modified (vikrti) sacrifices optionally through atidesapramana 
[the mode-of-evidence of transfer (from prakrti to vikrti)] as well as in the 
model (prakrti) Jyotistoma. In some modified rites [vikrti-yagas] such as the 
Ukthya, Atiratra, and Dviratra, however, the Cayana is obligatory, accord¬ 
ing to the Mimamsa-sutras 10.8.23-28. 

Turning now to the discussion contained within Mimamsa-sutras 2.2. 
24-25, there are eleven statements appearing in TS 5.4.11.1-3 that are 
called guna-kama-vidhis [i.e., injunctions that denote the material or ac¬ 
cessory with which the sacrifice is to be performed]. They follow the usual 
Mlmamsa model guna-vidhi: dadhne-’ndriya-kamasya juhuyat [“He should 
offer sour milk for one desirous of manly power”: Taittirlya Brahmana 
2.1.5.6] and are cited as follows: 

(1) chandas-citam cinvita pasukamah . . . [“He who is desirous of 
cattle should build an altar with the meters. . . . ”] 

(2) hyena-citam cinvita suvarga-kamah . . . [“He who is desirous of 

heaven should build an altar (in the form) of a bird of prey. .”] 
(3) kanka-citam cinvita, yah kamayeta sirsanvan amusmihl Joke syam 

iti . . . [“Who should desire for himself ‘May I be possessed of 
a head in yonder world’ should build an altar (in the form) of a 
heron . . .”] 

(4) alaja-citam cinvita catuhsltam pratistha-kamah . . . [“He who 
desires support should build an altar (in the form) of an Alaja 
bird having four furrows . . . ”] 

(5) prauga-citam cinvita bhratrvyavan . . . [“One who has enemies 
should build a Praiiga altar . . . ”] 

(6) ubhayatah praiigam cinvita, yah kamayeta prajatan bhratrvyann 
udeya, pratijanisyamanan iti . . . [“Who should desire (the 
following): ‘May I repel (my) enemies who have already been 
born and who will be born again’ should build the Praiiga on both 
sides . . .”] 

(7) rathacakra-citam cinvita bhratrvyavan . . . [“He who has enemies 
should build an altar (in the form) of a chariot wheel . . ”] 

(8) drona-citam cinvita- ’nna-lcamah . . . [“He who desires food should 
build an altar (in the form) of a Drona-vessel . ”] 

(9) samuhyam cinvita pahu-kamah . . . [“He who desires cattle should 
build (an altar) that is collected and prepared (by the adhvaryu) 

(10) paricayyam cinvita grama-kamah . . . [“He who desires a village 
should build (an altar in) a circle . . . ”] 

(11) smasana-citam cinvita, yah kamayeta pitrloka rdhnuyam iti . 

[“Who should desire ‘May I succeed in the world of the Fathers’ 
should build an altar (in the form) of a cemetery . . . ”] 

These statements indicate that the phala [fruit of the ritual action] is 
produced by the gunas [accessories or material used in the rite] and not by 
the karma [ritual action], i.e., phalaya guna-vakyam [a statement containing 
the accessory (employed in the rite) conducing to the fruit]. Thus, the karma 
is technically an asraya [dependent-support] and not a karana [means, i.e., 
to produce the phala]. 

These statements contained in the above passages with additional 
discussions in Sayana, Bhattabhaskara’s Bhasya, and in some of the Srauta 
sutras allude to the existence of various types of Agnicayana; that is, the 
Agnicayana possesses fire altars of varying shapes and sizes. These altars are 
traditionally divided into two parts: Ksudra-cayana [small—or minor- 
piling] and Maha-cayana [major piling]. The Ksudra-cayana (as discussed 
in the Taittirlya Aranyaka I, the Taittirlya Brahmana 3.10-12, the Apa- 
stambaSrautasutra 19.11-15, and Baudhayana Srautasutra (19.1-10) consists 
of five subdivisions: 

1. Savitra-cayana [the building of the fire altar in the form of Savitr 
or the sun] 

2. Naciketa-cayana [the building of the fire altar according to the 
example of the sage Nacilcetas] 

3. Caturhotra-cayana [the building of the fire altar with the formulae 
symbolizing the four hotrs] 

4. Vaisvasrja-cayana [the building of the fire altar as it was built ori¬ 
ginally by the creators of the universe] 

5. Arunaketuka-cayana [the building of the fire altar as it was built by 
the sage Arunaketu] 

The Maha-cayanas (as discussed in TS 4 and 5) consist of three types: 
the building of an altar consisting of five, ten, or fifteen layers of bricks. 
The Ksudra-cayanas differ from the above in employing pots with pure 
water rather than bricks. 

It may be added in closing this section that Panini refers to some of the 
terms referred to above, such as syena-cita, agni-cit [one who has built the 
fire altar], samuhya, paricayya, etc., in Sutra 3.2.91: agnau ceh. [“KviP occurs 
after VcT‘collect’ in the past tense when agni, ending in the accusative, occurs 
in composition with it”]; 3.2.92; karmany agny-akhyayam [“In the passive 
sense if the compound designates a fire”]; and 3.1.131: agnau paricayyo- 
pacayya-samuhya [“Paricayya, upacayya, and samuhya are irregularly formed 
when they are names of fire”]. 
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JI 

Now that the construction of the fire altar has been discussed, it would 

be appropriate to mention the names and number of bricks employed in 
its construction. One set of bricks are called apasyah [water bricks], twenty 
of which are deposited for the first layer with the accompanying mantras 

found in TS 4.3.1 beginning with apam tve ’man [sadayami] “I place you in 
the course of the waters”. Though there is an absence of the word ap ‘water’ 
in a few of these mantras, all are nonetheless named apasya according to the 

Bhuma-nyaya [“the multitude rule,” i.e., because many of the mantras 
contain the word ap, those which do not also bear the appellation apasya]. 

This rule occurs in the MimSmsa-sutra 1.4.27 (with reference, however, to 
the Srsti-mantras and the sruti-vakya [a statement found in a revealed text] 
srstir upadadhati [“He deposits the creating (bricks)”: TS 5.3.4.7]. 

The bricks employed in the construction of the altar are considered to 

be the sddhana dravya [material used as the means] for the Cayana. This is 
based upon the guna-vakya [ = guna-vidhi: “injunction denoting the 
material with which the sacrifice is to be performed”]: istakabhir agnim 
cinute [“He builds the fire altar with the bricks”]. The piling itself is per¬ 

formed by the action (samskftra) called upadhana, i.e., the depositing on 
the part of the adhvaryu of each single brick in its appropriate place by the 
appropriate mantra. 

This action is enjoined by several vidhis such as “srstir upadadhati,” 
“pranabhrta upadadhati” [“He deposits the creating;” “breath-supporting 

(bricks)”], etc. Although this action, i.e., the upadhana, is perceptible 

through the arthfipatti-pramana [mode of evidence through implication] 
arising from the injunctions centering on the piling of the altar (cayana- 
vidhi), it is nonetheless explicitly stated in the Veda. Furthermore, it enjoins 

that only one priest—the advaryu—should deposit each brick singly and not 
in groups. It is added that the accompanying mantra, which contains within 

it the root srj, also is to be recited during this action. Some bricks, however, 

are mentioned without the appropriate avantara-citi-prakarana [included 
context with regard to the layer of the altar]. They may, therefore, be 

deposited on all five layers by the force of maha-prakarana [major context] 
or at least on the fifth layer by the Agantuka-nyaya [rule of interpolation]. 

In order to avoid these alternative possibilities, however, and to establish 

that the connection must be with that of the central layer, a specific injunc¬ 

tion reads “yam vai kam ca na brahmanavatim istakam abhijaniyat, tam 
madhyamayam citav upadadhyat” [“Whatever brahmanavatl brick he might 

not recognize, let him deposit it in the middle layer”]. This is the general 

rule for the bricks that possess no included context. Therefore, there is no 
excessive generalization (ativyapti) with regard to the lokamprna or “space¬ 

filling” bricks, which are placed in all five layers to fill the space. 

Returning to the srsti bricks, seventeen are deposited [in the fourth 

layer] with the accompanying mantras, fourteen of which contain the root 
srj [TS 4.3.10]. The other three are contained within the same grouping in 
accordance with the Bhuma-nyaya, the same rule that connects all the 

mantras in TS 4.3.1 with the twenty apasya bricks, as well as accompanying 
mantras to the depositing of the fifty pranabhrt bricks [TS 5.2.10] not con¬ 
taining the term prana [breath: TS 4.3.2]. As such, this is called the Prana- 

bhrn-nyaya, Chatri-nyaya, or simply the lihga-samavaya [collection of 

emblems], which in fact comprises the Mlmamsa-sutra 1.4.28. 
The procedure of constructing the altar up to and including the first 

layer involves ploughing the ground with six or twelve bullocks, the depositing 
of sand, gold, and naturally perforated stones (svayamatrnna) as well as the 

apasya bricks mentioned above. One grammatical peculiarity that surrounds 
the mantra that accompanies the depositing of the bricks is given in the 

Astadhyayi 4.4.125: tadvan asam upadhano mantra iti istakasu luk ca matoh 
[“Following a nominal stem ending in the affix matUP and signifying an 

upadhana mantra employed to refer to the bricks, (the affix yaT: 4.4.75) 

is substituted and there is elision of matUP”]. 
The second layer of the altar involves the depositing of bricks called 

asvinl, rtavya, pranabhrt, vrstisani, vayasya, and the murdhanvati (TS 5.3.1). 
In the middle or third layer the disya, pranabhrt, brhati, and valakhilya 

bricks are deposited following the deposit of the svayamatrnna stone. Those 
bricks deposited in the fourth layer are the aksnayastomiya, srsti, and 

vyusti series; and finally in the fifth and top layer the asapatna, viraj, stoma- 
bhaga, nakasad, coda, vikarni, mandala, visvajyotis, vrstisani, samyani, 

aditya, ghrta, yasoda, bhuyaskrt, agnirupa, dravinoda, ayusya, etc., bricks 

are deposited. Vide TS 5.3.2-11. In TS 5.4.1.3 only one scientific principle 
is operative at the time of the Naksatre ’staka-vidhi [injunction with refer¬ 

ence to the constellation bricks], thus invalidating the Bhubhramana-vada. 
If one does not obtain “support” (pratistha), then a sixth optional (nai- 

mittika) layer should be deposited [TS 5.4.2.2], The adhipatni [female ruler] 
bricks as well as other bricks such as the rtavya [seasonal], have the same 

function. This Cayana is thus called by the special name of Rudra. The 
attendant “preparatory actions” (samskara) within the Cayana should be 

performed as a child would suckle the breast (stanyapana). These actions 

are the Satarudrlya-homa [TS 4.5; 5.4.3], which are accompanied with the 

offerings of goat’s milk, and the Vasordhara together with the Camaka 
mantra, employing ghee, etc. [TS 4.7.1-11; 5.4.8]. The Vasordhara should 

be performed santala [“continuously,” referring to a continuous flow of 

ghee], i.e., aviccheda [“uninterruptedly”]. Furthermore, it is both nitya and 

kamya according to Sahara and the Taittirlya Samhita. These and other 

aspects are discussed by Jaimini in 12.3.21-22. 
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III 

Prior to the actual performance of the Cayana, it is clearly stated in 

TS 5.1.9-10 that the Ukhyadharana [bearing the ukhya, i.e., the fire con¬ 
tained within the ukha pot, which is borne around the neck of the sacrificer] 

is introduced one year prior to the performance of the Cayana. Thus, the 
following passage appearing in TS 5.5.1.6 states: 

yo vai samvatsaram ukhyam abhrtva-’gnim cinute, yatha 

sami garbho ’vapadyate; tadrg eva tad artim archet; 

vaisvanaram dvadasa-kapalam purastan nirvapet. 

[“Who piles the fire (altar) without bearing the ukhya for 
a year undergoes a miscarriage as surely as a premature 
fetus. As such, he will incur disaster. If he is unable 
to bear the ukhya for a year prior (to the year-end) 
he should offer twelve cakes on potsherds to Vaisva- 
nara.”] 

The offering of these cakes to Vaisvanara is a naimittika [occasional] 

action in the same manner as the Bhedana Homa. This is so stated in the 
Mimamsa-sutra 4.4.12-13. 

It has already been stated that the sixth layer (citi) is optional, and is 
performed if support (pratistha) is not gained through the five-layered 

Cayana (panca-citika-cayana). It may be subsidiary (anga) to the Cayana 
if there is a prayoga-bheda [a break in performance]; or, in order to 
acquire the fruit of pratistha, it may be an independent rite (svatantra- 
karma). This sixth rite is discussed in the Mimamsa-sutra 4.4.14-18. 

IV 

We turn now to the place of the citrini and mantrini [vajrinl] bricks 

which are mentioned in anarabhyadhiti [disconnected statements]. A ques¬ 
tion in Mimamsa-sutra 5.3.17-19 arises with regard to what layer of the 

altar they are to be deposited in. Because the viniyoga statements citrinir 
upadadhati [“He deposits the citrini (bricks)”] and mantrinlr upadadhati 
[“He deposits the mantrini (bricks)”] reveal their subordination (afigatvam), 
they are characterized as brahmanavati bricks on the authority of Mimamsa- 

sutra 5.3.19. This siltra further states that they are to be deposited in the 

third layer in accordance with the special vaccina [authoritative statement] 
yam vai kam ca na brahmanavatim, etc., as cited above. 

An additional requirement to this Agantuka-nyaya [rule of interpola¬ 

tion] is stated in Mimamsa-sutra 5.3.20, which observes that these bricks 
are to be deposited on the central layer prior to the depositing of the lokam- 
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prna bricks in order to secure the fruit of the latter [which is nourishment, 
as stated in the Satapatha Brahmana 8.7.2.6-10]. Their express purpose in 
the altar is to fill up the spaces (chidra-purana). Thus, only the ritual act 

(karma) as explained in the text (patha) can be performed. This is, therefore, 

the apavada [exception] to the utsarga [general rule] or Agantuka-nyaya. 

V 

A question that arises concerning the bricks mentioned in the above 
cinarabhyadhita statements has to do with their subordinance (anga); that is, 

are they subordinate to the citi [layer of the altar] or the Cayana as a whole? 
This question is answered in the Mimamsa-sutra 5.3.15-16. Sutra 15 offers 

the purva-paksa or prima facie view that the Soma cups (graha) and the 
bricks are subordinate to the savana [the extraction of the juice from the 

Soma plant] and the citi respectively. But the siddhanta [conclusion] is that 
the grahas are in fact subordinate to the ritual (kratu) and the bricks 

to the fire (agni-sesa), i.e., the Cayana. As a result, there is no threefold 

repetition or recurrence (avrtti) of the use of the cups [in the Soma pressings 
or savana] nor fivefold repetition of the [laying of the] bricks [in each of 

the five layers] that the purva-paksa view would entail. 

VI 

The next point of inquiry concerns two related topics: the vows (vratas) 
observed by the sacrificer and the time when they are to be carried out, 

which is either immediately after the Cayana or at the end of the Soma 
sacrifice. This latter question is discussed in the Mimamsa-sutra 5.3.26-28 
and the former subject of the vows is detailed in the Taittiriya Aranyaka 

[1.26.6-7], which reads as follows: 

varsati na dhavet; amrtam va apah; amrtasya-’nantari- 

tyai. Na-’psu mutra-purisam kuryat, na nisthivet, na 

vivasanah snayat, guhyo va eso ’gnih etasya-’gner anati- 

dahaya. Na puskara-parnani hiranyam va ’dhitisthet, 

etasya-’gner anabhyarohaya. Na kurmasya-'sriiyat; no- 

’dakasya-’ghatukany enam odakani bhavanti; aghatuka 

apah; ya etam agnim cinute. 

[“He who builds this fire should not run when it is 
raining; the waters are truly immortal, and this vow is 
taken for the acquisition of the immortal (sphere). He 
should neither urinate nor defecate in water; he should 
not spit nor bathe unclothed, for this fire is hidden 
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(in the waters) and (this vow is undertaken) to prevent 

excessive scorching of this fire. He should not step over 

lotus leaves or gold to prevent an increase of this fire. 

He should not eat a tortoise (for) water does not contain 

water creatures that are injurious to him; the waters 
(too are) noninjurious.”] 

These vows are known as the agnicid-vratas [vows for the performer of 
the Agnicayana, i.e., the builder of the lire altar]. They are considered to be 
both naimittika and purusartha [“that in which there is an affection of a 
man, affection marked by an object that is not separated from it”: Mimamsa- 
sutra 4.1.2]. Since these rules are vratas not performed in accordance with 
the definition of purusartha in sutra 4.1.2, the “tad utsarge karmani” 
nyaya contained in 4.1.3 [tad-utsarge karmani purusa-’rthaya sastrasya- 
’natisahkyatvan na ca dravyam cikirsyate tena-’rthena-’bhisambandhat kri- 
yayam purusa-srutih. “(There are) actions in which there is no natural 
prompting (but that are done) on account of the infallibility of the scripture; 
nor is there any material substance purified, (but) in an action it is connected 
with the object, (and also) there is a direct signification that it is purusartha”: 
Sacred Books of the Hindus, vol. 27: 200] suggests that the paryudasas [pro¬ 
hibitive injunctions] are enjoined by a direct statement (sruti) in the same 
manner as the injunction ne-’kseto-’dyantam adityam [“He should not look 
upon the rising sun”: Manusmrti 4.37] in the snataka-vratas [vows applying 
to the snataka or student undergoing ablutions at the finish of his studentship]. 

Now although the ahitagni-vratas [vows for one who has established 
the sacred fire = agnihotrin] should be followed immediately after the 
adhana [setting up of the fire] before the Pavamana isti [oblation to Pava- 
mana], etc., the agnicid-vratas are to be carried out only at the end of the 
Soma sacrifice. This is in accordance with Panini’s rule in 3.2.91: agnau ceh 
[translated above p. 183], Thus, we know the time when the Cayana is com¬ 
pleted together with its subordinate Soma rite (ahgi-soma-yaga). Furthermore, 
the term ahavaniya (fire) does not appear in the ahitagni-vratas; only agni 
appears therein, i.e., the adrsta [unseen transcendental effect] (utpatti) visista 
[specific] fire. 

Although it is the practice that a daksina [sacrificial gift] should be 
awarded to the priests by the yajamana “sacrificer,” the procedure in the 
Cayana is for the adhvaryu to give to another brahmana a sacrificial gift 
during the laying of a brick [vara-daksina-dana, i.e., granting of a wish- 
fulfilling sacrificial gift]. This is shown in the statement ya etam istakam 
upadadhyat sa trin varan dadyat [“Whoever should deposit the brick should 
grant thiee wishes ]. In this instance, the upadhana of the brick is performed 
by the adhvaryu according to the samana-’dhikaranya [“state of relating to 
the same object” or “common relationship”], thus necessitating the granting 
of the three wishes by this priest and not the yajamana. This is due to the 
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force of the statement (vacana), and is so discussed in Mimamsa-sutra 

3.8.1-2. 

VII 

The qualifications of the adhvaryu are varied. For instance, he must 
have enough proficiency in carpentry to prepare the Soma vessels; he must 
have enough proficiency in pottery to prepare the six varieties of brick-sizes; 
he must know how to be a barber; he must know the full Veda together with its 
meaning, as well as the Srautasutras and the rules (nyaya) of Jaimini, etc. 
Furthermore, he must be an active and effective supervisor over the other 

participating priests. 
The priests who participate in the Cayana belong to four groups (gana). 

The adhvaryu-gana follows the Yajurveda with the advaryu as chief priest 
and the pratiprasthata, nesta, and unneta as his assistants. As such, the 
adhvaryu receives a full share of the sacrificial gift (daksina), the pratipra¬ 
sthata a half-share (ardhi), the nesta a third share (trtiya), and the unneta 
a fourth share (padi). 

The hotr-gana recites the Rgveda mantras, the chief priest being the 
hotr, his assistants being the maitravaruna or prasasta (ardhi), the acchavaka 
(trtlya), and the gravastut (padi). 

The udgatr-gana recites the Samaveda, of which the chief priest is the 
udgatr and his assistants the prastota (ardhi), pratiharta (trtlya), and su- 

brahmanya (padi). 
The fourth group, the brahma-gana, consists of the brahman priest who 

oversees the other three groups and their actions in the rites, thus necessita¬ 
ting proficiency of knowledge of the three Vedas [Rg-, Sama-, and Yajur-]. 
His three assistants are the brahmanacchamsi (ardhi), agnidhra (trtlya), 
and pota (padi) [see Sacred Books of the Hindus, vol. 27: 180-182). 

Returning to the adhvaryu’s duties, there is a sruti-vakya [statement in 
the sruti] that reads nirmanthyene ’staka pacanti, i.e., all bricks should be 
burnt by the adhvaryu by means of the churning of the arani [kindling] 
wood. This action is performed in the middle of the Cayana-prayoga [per¬ 
formance] and is duly noted in Mimamsa-sutra 1.4.12. 

VIII 

We turn now to the type of injunction (vidhi) under which the Cayana 
is to be included by the Mimamsakas. In the Mimamsa school, injunctions 
are classified in various ways. One popular classification is the threefold 
division of apurva-, niyama-, and parisamkhya-vidhi. 

The apurva-vidhi [“original or new injunction”] denotes an injunction 
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that sets down something otherwise unknown or not established by any of 
six modes of evidence (pramana). These six modes of evidence are pratyaksa 
[perception], anumana [inference], iabda (laukika) [verbal testimony: worldly 
or non-Vedic], upamana [comparison], arthapatti [postulation or implica¬ 
tion], and anupalabdhi [nonapprehension]. 

The niyama-vidhi [“restrictive injunction”] refers to an injunction that 
lays down one method of action out of several possible alternative actions. 

The parisamkhya-vidhi [“injunction of limited prohibition or exclusive 
specification”] refers to an injunction excluding one established alternative 
by naming or implying the other alternative, which alone is allowed. The 
established examples of these three vidhis are respectively: vrihin proksati 
[“He sprinkles the rice”: Taittiriya Brahmana 3.2.5.4]; vrihin avahanti 
[“He threshes the rice”: TB 3.2.5.6]; and ity asva-’bhidhanim adatte [“He 
takes the horse’s bridle”: TS 5.1.2.1]. 

The following cayana-vidhis [injunctions on the Cayana] indicate that 
they are apurva-vidhis: ya evam vidvan agnim cinute [see above, Section I], 
istakabhir agnim cinute [above, Section II], and atha-’to ’gnim agnistomena- 
’nuyajanti, tarn ukthena . . . , [Section I: “Now they subsequently offer 
the oblations to the fire with the Agnistoma, with the Uktha . . . ”]. 

Besides this threefold division, a fourfold division is also mentioned: 
utpatti, \iniyoga, prayoga, and adhikara. The utpatti-vidhi [originative injunc¬ 
tion] denotes only one ritual action (karman); the viniyoga-vidhi [applicatory 
injunction] provides information on the dependent or independent nature 
of the rite; the prayoga-vidhi [injunction of performance] provides the com¬ 
plete description and procedure of the ritual; and the adhilcara-vidhi 
[injunction of qualification] establishes the eligibility of the individual who 
is to perform the rite. Thus, the first cayana-vidhi cited in the previous 
paragraph is an utpatti-vidhi [as we stated in Section I], while the other two 
are viniyoga-vidhis. 

A sixfold division of the vidhi also exists: kevala-karma-matra-vidhi 
[injunction concerning the whole rite], anyoddesana-tad-vidhi [injunction 
referring to another rite], upapadarthavidhi [injunction referring to a subsi¬ 
diary rite], asritya-vidhi [dependent injunction], visista-karma-matra-vidhi 
[injunction on only a specific rite], and anyoddesana-tadrsa-vidhi [injunction 
referring to another rite similar to it]. The first and third cayana-vidhis are 
anyodde§ana-tad-vidhis and the second cayana-vidhi is an upapadartha-vidhi. 
For a further discussion of these vidhis see Vidhi-rasayana, Vidhi-viveka, 
[and the Mimamsa-balaprakasa, pp. 12-41]. 

IX 

A hruti-vakya is cited by the Mlmamsakas (to Mimamsa-sutra 4.3.29) 
that establishes that the Agnicayana possesses a subsidiary rite (ahga)—the 

SautramanI—agnim citva sautramanya yajeta [“Having piled the fire (altar), 
he should sacrifice with the SautramanI”]. This rite is subsidiary to the 
Agnicayana in the same manner as the Brhaspati-sava is subsidiary to the 
Vajapeya sacrifice by the following statement: vajapeyene-’stva brhaspati- 
savena yajeta [“Having offered the Vajapeya, he should sacrifice with the 
Brhaspati-sava”]. Another example of a subsidiary rite is the Soma sacrifice 
in relation to the Darsa-purna-masa rites [full and new-moon sacrifices]: 
darsa-purna-masabhyam istva somena yajeta [“Having offered the Darsa- 
purna-masa rites, he should sacrifice with the Soma rite”]. In all three 
examples the AAa-suffix [the krt suffix -tva denoting the gerund] indicates 
not a sequence of time (Mimamsa-sutra 4.3.30), but rather subordination 
of one ritual to a principal rite (angangi-bhava: Mimamsa-sutra 4.3.31). As 
a result, though the SautramanI is subsidiary to the Cayana, it should none¬ 
theless be performed only after the completion of the Soma sacrifice, that is, 
at a fixed and proper time (parva-kala) [which occurs, incidentally, on the 
new-and full-moon days one day after the performance of the Agnicayana 
and the carrying of the ukha], and not immediately following the Cayana. 
Similarly, the Brhaspati-sava is performed in the spring and not immediately 
following the Vajapeya, which is performed in the autumn. (Mimamsa- 
sutra 4.3.40-41). 

X 

In Section II, the names and numbers of bricks employed in the con¬ 
struction of the altar were discussed. In this section their qualities (istaka- 
dharma) will be discussed. The qualities of these bricks are listed according 
to color, size, and shape; thus, they are akrsnatva, of a deep red color con¬ 
taining no residue of black within them; akhanditatva, of full size and not 
sectioned or in pieces; and avakratva, i.e., straight and symmetrical. All 
these qualities apply to the anarabhyadhita bricks (the citrinl and vajrinl 
bricks) as well as to the prakaranadhita [contextual or interdependent] 
bricks such as the pranabhrts and srstis (Mimamsa-sutra 3.6.35) because 
both possess the same fruit or result, that being the cayanapurva or invisible 
potency produced by the Cayana. Similarly, in other contexts the doha- 
dharmas [qualities of the milking] apply to both the milk and curds, as do the 
graha-dharmas [qualities of the Soma-cups] to both the aindra-vayava and 
am'sv-adabhya cups. An exception to this are the pasu-dharmas [qualities or 
rules (vidhi) of or concerning the animal victim], which apply only to the 
aupavasathya-daiksa-’gnlsomiya-pa'su [the animal victim dedicated to Agni 
and Soma in the Dlksa (initiation), which is prepared and killed on the 
Upavasatha day, i.e., the day preceding the Soma sacrifice] and not to the 
savaniya-pasu [the animal victim slain on the day of the Soma pressing] or 
the anubandhya-pasiu [the principal animal victim]. A discussion of the 
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above is found in the Mimamsa-sutra 3.6.18-30, 32-34. 
The final point of inquiry is the question of the Agnicayana’s subordina¬ 

tion to the Soma sacrifices, that is, may the Agnicayana be performed before 
all or only some of the Soma sacrifices? The answer lies with the former and 
not the latter opinion. 

Among the forty rites (samskaras), twenty-one are classified into three 
categories consisting of seven rites each: the havir-yajna-samsthas [basic 
form of the oblation offerings: Agnyadheya, Agnihotra, Darsa-purna-masa, 
Agrayana, Caturmasya, Nirudha-pasu-bandha, and Sautramani], the paka- 
yajna-samsthas [basic form of the cooked offerings: Aupasana-homa, Vai- 
svadeva, Parvana, Astaka, Masi-sraddha, Sarpabali, and Isanabali], and the 
soma-yajna-samsthas [basic form of the Soma sacrifices: Agnistoma, Atya- 
gnistoma, Ukthya, SodaSl, Vajapeya, Atiratra, Aptoryama]. If the last stotra 
[chant of a certain number of res or strophes put to melody] is the Agni¬ 
stoma, then it is called the Agnistoma-samsthaka-jyotistoma [“Jyotistoma 
rite containing the basic form of the Agnistoma.” This explains the technical 
term samstha as the basic form of a rite determined by the final stotra]. If the 
last stotra is the Ukthya, it is called Ukthya-samsthaka-jyotistoma; if it is 
the Sodasi-stotra, then the rite is the Sodasi-samsthaka-jyotistoma; if the 
Atiratra-stotra is final, then the rite is the Atiratra-samsthaka-stotra. If the 
Vajapeya-stotra is employed, then the rite is a Vajapeya. If there are two 
additional Atiratra-stotras at the end of the rite, then it is known as the 
Aptoryama-samstha. If the Sodasin is added to the Agnistoma, then the rite 
is called the Atyagnistoma-samsthaka-jyotistoma. These seven samsthas 
each have a dependent Cayana in the same manner as some rites have pra- 
yajas [preliminary offerings]. The Cayana also is preliminary to all the 
Ahinas [rites lasting from two to twelve days; each terminating with the 
performance of an Atiratra] as well as the Sattras [ritual session of twelve 
days or more, usually, however, lasting for a year] such as the Gavamayana 
and the Visvasrjamayana. The Agnicayana may be performed as an optional 
rite whose platform reaches up to knees, navel, or mouth and is composed 
of one, two, or three thousand bricks, respectively. Before the animal 
sacrifice (nirudha-paSu-bandha) one of the five Ksudra-cayanas is performed 
and not the Maha-cayana. Furthermore, the sadhana-dravya [material used 
as the means] consists of not only the bricks, but also the cam [a hot liquid 
oblation prepared with unmashed grain, such as rice or barley, and cooked 
in water with milk or butter] of rice (nivara), as well as the tortoise (kurma). 
This is based upon the [guna-vakyas] carum upadadhati and kUrmam upada- 
dhati. 

/ / Subham bhavatu / / 
/ / Srlman raghavendro gururajah priyatam prasannah / / 

[May there be good fortune. May the gracious and venerable Ragha- 
vendra, the prince of gurus, be pleased.] 
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SRAUTA TRADITIONS IN RECENT TIMES 

C. G. Kashikar and Asko Parpola 

THE STUDY OF THE LIVING SRAUTA TRADITION IN RETROSPECT 

Although blurred references reached the West considerably earlier, 
it was not until 1805 that adequate light was shed “on the Vedas or Sacred 
Writings of the Hindus” by H. T. Colebrooke (cf. Caland 1918).* Although 
he mentioned most of the srauta texts, they remained mere names until 
their scientific study was initiated by Albrecht Weber (1825-1901). Between 
1840 and 1865, Weber meticulously worked through the Kathaka and Vaja- 
saneyi Samhitas, the Satapatha, PancavimSa, Sadvimsa, Aitareya and Kau- 
sltaki Brahmanas, as well as the Srautasutras of Katyayana, Sankhayana, 
and Latyayana. He had to copy all these texts from manuscripts, since no 
editions were available, and the only aids to understanding them were the 
native commentaries accompanying them in the manuscripts. In spite of 
these difficulties, Weber succeeded in providing the vocabulary of these 
texts for inclusion in the St. Petersburg Sanskrit dictionary (cf. Weber 1865, 
pp. 212 ff.). Through his masterly editions comprising some 3,400 quarto 
pages, he also brought the White Yajurveda within the easy reach of Sans¬ 
krit scholars at an early date (1852, 1855, 1859). In 1868 Weber published a 
systematic and detailed description of the different kinds of Srauta sacrifices, 
both the havir-yajnas and the soma-samsthas, and in 1873 he followed it 
by a similar paper on the Agnicayana. These pioneering efforts were in due 
course carried further by Weber himself, Julius Eggeling (1842-1918), Alfred 
Hillebrandt (1853-1927), Willem Caland (1859-1931) and others. 

Because none of the above-mentioned scholars, upon whose philological 
work so much of our knowledge of the Srauta ritual rests, ever visited India, 
they could not study the living tradition at first hand. That such a tradition 
actually existed was brought to notice by Martin Haug (1827-76), who was 
the first European to witness Srauta performances, in Poona in 1861-62 

(cf. his letters to Ewald). In his edition and translation of the Aitareya 
Brahmana published in 1863, Haug provided a map of the sacrificial area, 
including such details as the paths used by the priests and other similar 
information drawn from direct observation. The work was severely but 
justly criticized by Weber (1865), who nevertheless also readily acknowledged 

its merits: 

* This research has been partly financed by the Academy of Finland. 
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In spite of its many less positive features, which we shall have 
to point out in the following, this publication still remains a most 
significant piece of work, from which one can gather much instruc¬ 
tion and help and which therefore is to be hailed with gratitude 
and warm appreciation. Its most important contribution lies in its 
copious notes, in which the author provides general summarizing 
descriptions of specific rites and procedures, as well as explanations 
concerning details of the ritual, which he owes either to oral infor¬ 
mation from the native priests or to direct observation, derived 
from his personal presence at sacrifices conducted for the sole 
purpose of informing him. It is not necessary to elucidate at 
length the importance of this latter circumstance, and how much 
more valuable is an understanding based on the observation of a 
concrete performance than an understanding gained only from the 
instructions of the ritual texts, which are unclear, aphoristic, and 
often confusing precisely because of their excessive detail. . . . 
Through Haug’s descriptions, much that I had not understood 
correctly has become clear to me. 

(Translated from Weber 1865, pp. 211-213) 

The sacrificial implements acquired by Haug were housed at the Royal 
Ethnographic Museum of Munich and were published by Caland and Henry 
in 1906 (I, 253-256 and pis. 1-3) together with another collection pre¬ 
sented to the Pitt Rivers Museum in Oxford by R. G. Bhandarkar of Poona 
and some utensils from Benares procured by W. Crooke. In this connection 
Caland and Henry refer to the reproductions of “liturgical utensils from 
India” published by Max Muller as early as 1855 (ZDMG 9, lxxviii fif.), 
which however are “far from satisfactory.” “Implements and Vessels used 
in Vedic Sacrifice” were also described in 1934 by Raghu Vira, but otherwise, 
if we exclude the study of Vedic chant and recitation, the present-day srauta 
tradition was long neglected. 

Almost a century after Haug, the Indian scholars working on the Srau- 
takosa or “Encyclopaedia of Vedic Sacrificial Ritual” at the Vaidika Sam- 
sodhana Mandala in Poona “felt that the actual performance of some Srauta 
sacrifices would greatly facilitate a proper understanding of the many 
obscure and recondite Srauta texts on which they had been working. Some 
minor istis . . . were accordingly performed by the Srautacarya [Dhun- 
diraja Diksita Bapat] under the auspices of the Mandala. It was, however, 
soon realised that, in order to obtain a fuller and more comprehensive pic¬ 
ture of the Vedic ritual, with all its ramifications, it was necessary to have 
some major Vedic sacrifice, like the Vajapeya, performed with the coopera¬ 
tion of persons well versed in Srauta traditions.” This quotation is taken 
from the preface to the brochure brought out by the Vajapeya Performance 

1 

Committee in 1955 on the occasion of this sacrifice. (Cf. also the comments 
of Renou 1950, pp. 26-33, a propos of an isti that he witnessed at the 
Mandala.) Important episodes of the Vajapeya were filmed, and pho o- 
graphs were taken, some of which were later utilized by J. A.B. van Buitenen 
as illustrations in his book on the Pravargya ceremony (1968). The srauta 
traditions and especially their differences from the prescribed ritual have 

been surveyed in two papers by Kashikar (1958, 1964); (c*- P- 24W 
The present project of recording in various ways the Agmcayana per¬ 

formed in Kerala in 1975 undoubtedly represents a culmination to the study 
of the present-day srauta tradition. Important work is also being done in 

A CATALOGUE OF AHITAGNIS AND SRAUTA SACRIFICES IN 

RECENT TIMES 

There is still much scope for further research into the rapidly dwindling 
survivals of the Srauta tradition. For example, such research could provide 
us with accurate explanations of many technical terms that are still but 
vaguely comprehended by foreign students of the Vedic ritual. One explicit 
purpose of the present paper is to help future researchers in locating infor¬ 
mants. We give below a detailed list of the names and addresses of the 
present-day ahitagnis; it can be considered fairly representative, although 
it by no means pretends to be exhaustive. At the same time our purpose is 
to record the extent to which the Vedic sacrificial religion has been practiced 
in recent times. With regard to earlier periods this is impossible due to the 
nature of our sources: the inscriptions, for example, as a rule make mention 
only of royal sacrifices (cf. Renou 1965* P- 13). For this reason it has seemed 
appropriate to include in the list even persons no longer living, as well as 
to list all the known sacrifices, in each case with such details as happen to be 
available. An inquiry of this kind on a larger scale is another important task 
of the future, and will undoubtedly result in corrections and additions, 
especially in regard to past generations. 

The compilation of this pilot list was possible only with the ready help 
of the following persons who have kindly supplied us the information on 
which it is chiefly based: 

IN ANDHRA PRADESH 

1. N. S. Krishna Murthy, M. A., B. L., Advocate; Mulpet, Nel- 
lore, A. P. (The information dates from 1958.) 

2. Honorary Secretary, Swadharma Swaaraajya Sangha, Kow- 
tha Swaaraajya Vihar; 10 Padmarao Nagar, Secunderabad- 
25, A. P. 

3. T. P. Sree Raman; c/o Panyam Cements and Mineral Indus- 
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tries, Ltd., Cementnagar P. O., Kurnool Dt., A. P., 518206. 
(T. P. Sree Raman kindly communicated to us information 
supplied by the following three informants.) 

4. Madduri Yenkateswara Somayajulu; Juzzuru, Nandigama 
Tq., Krishna Dt., A. P. (135 names, 1975.) 

5. Mamilapalli Yagnaramayya, Samavedin and Srautin; Para- 
manchala P. O., Nandikotkur Tq., Kurnool Dt., A. P. (13 
names, 1975.) 

6. Yallakanti Narasimha Sarma; Yellakallu, Mahaboobnagar 
Dt., A. P. (15 names, 1975.) 

IN KARNATAK 

7. Vedaratna Ganesh A. Khare Sastri; Gokarn, N. Kanara, Kar- 
natak. (The information dates from 1958.) 

8. Medha Daksinamurti Sanskrit Vidyapitha, Gokarn, N. 
Kanara, Karnatak. (1976.) 

IN KERALA 

9. Erkara Raman Nambudiri; Mukkuthala P. O. via Nannam 
Mukku, Malappuram Dt., Kerala. (1974.) 

10. M. M. Itti Ravi Nambudiri; Panjal P. O. via Cheruthuruthy, 
Kerala. (1971.) 

11. N. M. Neelakandan Akkitiripad; Panjal P. O. via Cheruthuru¬ 
thy, Kerala. (1971.) 

IN NEPAL 

12. Dr. Michael Witzel; Nepal Research Center, P.O.B. 180, 
Kathmandu, Nepal. (1975.) 

IN TAMIL NADU 

13. Dr. V. R. Lakshmikanta Sarma, Dvivedi; Secretary, Hindu- 
matha Jeevathma Kainkariya Sangham; 14 Kamakshi Josiar 
Street, Kumbhakonam, Thanjavur Dt., T. N. (67 names, 
1972, and the member lists of three sabhayogas in Kerala.) 

14. T. S. Vaidyanathan, B. A., B. L., Advocate; Tirukkarugavur 
via Kumbhakonam, Thanjavur Dt., Tamil Nadu. (1958.) 

IN UTTAR PRADESH 

15. Visvanath Vaman Dev, Vidyavaridhi (see below, no. 550); 

KASHIKAR & PARPOLA, RECENT SRAUTA TRADITIONS 

K. 23/118, Dudhvinayak, 221 001 Varanasi-1, U. P. In addi¬ 
tion to private information from Sri ViSvanath Vaman Dev 
dating from 1977 and earlier, we have been able to consult his 
article “Kasi kl sraut yag parampara” in the May 8, 1966, 
issue of the Hindi newspaper Aj, published in Varanasi. The 
list of “about ten localities in the city [of Varanasi] where 
yajnas have been performed during the last hundred years 
or a little more” that is included in Kuber Nath Sukul’s book 
Varanasi Down the Ages (Patna 1974), pp. 327-328, is clearly 
based on that article, so, practically speaking, we owe all our 
information on the Vedic traditions of Varanasi to Visvanath 
Vaman Dev. (1957.) Much of the material from Visvanath 
Vaman Dev was kindly put at our disposal by Dr. Wayne 
Howard (see the bio-bibliographical note on the contributors 
to this volume). 

OUTSIDE INDIA 

16. Dr. Ram Somayajulu; c/o Thermodynamics Research Center, 
Texas A & M University, College Station, Texas 77843 USA. 
In 1977 he gave us details concerning his ancestors and their 
yagas (see nos. 37-41). 

The materials in the catalogue have been arranged in alphabetical 
order by regions, and by larger to smaller units (state, district, town or taluq, 
and village) within the main regions. Names are in alphabetical order under 
each geographic unit. The village is entered in the appropriate place under 
the district if its taluq or neighboring town is not known. An attempt has 
been made to trace the localities, and a following asterisk denotes that the 
geographical name can be found on the accompanying maps. The following 
facts, if available, have been recorded for the ahitagnis (and sometimes 
even for other persons intimately connected with the srauta tradition): his 
name, given as fully as possible; his Veda/sakha; his qualifications, especially 
with regard to recitation and Srauta ritual; whether or not he is living; his 
sacrifices and their time and place (mentioned separately, if different 
from that of the yajamana’s residence); the informant (referred to by the 
numbers in the list above); the date of the information; and occasional notes 
on other matters of interest. 

In the case of each state (Goa, though a separate state, is for practical 
reasons included in Maharashtra), a short introductory summary is pre¬ 
fixed. Without attempting to be exhaustive, we have in this context also 
cited epigraphic and other material illustrative of the earlier local Srauta 
tradition. The accompanying maps have been drawn by Adrienne Morgan, 
who has also assisted us and the Editor with the identification of localities. 
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ANDHRA PRADESH 

We have records for 200 ahitagnis in Andhra Pradesh in recent times. 
As a rule, they have performed at least the Agnistoma (obtaining thereby 
the title of Somayaji or, in Telugu, Somayajulu), and often also the Agni- 
cayana (the respective title is spelled either Chayanulu or Chainulu; the 
title Deekshitulu seems to be used neutrally for both a Somayajulu and a 
Chayanulu). About fifty are still alive, among them Rentachintala Venka- 
tachala Yajulu (no. 150), who with his twenty sacrifices (see the list for 
details) holds the foremost position among all srauta sacrifices of present- 
day India. That the Andhra tradition is very old and vigorous may also be 
seen from a letter (dated November 20, 1976), that we received just as we 
were writing these lines, from one of our chief informants, Mudduri Ven- 
kateswara Somayajulu (no. 124): “I come from a family of great Vedic 
scholars. Generation after generation members of our family have per¬ 
formed Vedic sacrifices. This tradition has continued. Myself and two of 
my brothers have also performed soma yagam. Now I proposed to perform 
POUNDAREEKA KRATU . . . ,” i.e., a great Soma feast with eleven 
pressing days (cf., e.g., ApSS 22.24.8-12). 

Most of the Andhra ahitagnis belong to the Apastamba school; several 
of these (fifteen have been specified in our list) have studied the Taittirlya 
Veda in Ghanapatha and many (twenty-five in our list) know it in Krama- 
patha; in addition, we have records of at least nine men (nos. 22, 31, 32, 
45, 62, 76, 167, 200, 203) who are proficient in all the priestly capacities of a 
Soma sacrifice (adhvaryava, hautra, and audgatra). Usually there is a co¬ 
ordination of the Apastamba, Asvalayana, and Kauthuma or Drahyayana 
schools in the Soma rituals of Andhra Pradesh. 

Even in the past this state stands out as a stronghold of the srauta 
tradition, as is borne out by the numerous epigraphic references. In the 
first century b.c., Kharavela (who was a Jaina!) is recorded to have per¬ 
formed the Rajasuya in Kalinga (i.e., Orissa and Northern Andhra) (cf. 
Ep. Ind., XX, 79). According to P.V. Kane (1941, II, 2: 1238 ff., citing 
Archaeological Survey of Western India, V, 60 ff.), “In the very ancient 
Nanaghat inscription an Andhra king is described as having performed the 
rajasuya, two asvamedhas, gargatriratra, gavam ayana and angirasam 
ayana.” About 350 AD, the Salankayana king Vijayadevavarma, whose 
capital was at Vengi in Andhra, performed an Asvamedha (Ep. Ind., IX, 56). 
In the sixth century the Visnukundin king Madhavavarman II of the Andhra 
country performed eleven Asvamedhas, a Vajapeya and one thousand 
Agnistomas (Kane 1941, II, 2: 70 ff. and Vajapeya 1955, 51, citing Ep. Ind., 
IV, 196; XII, 134; XVII, 336, and IHQ, IX, 274, 278). In the eighth century 
a Nisada king Prthivivyaghra is said to have been defeated while his asva¬ 
medha horse was roaming about; according to Sircar (in Majumdar and 
Pusalker, eds., 1954, III, 254) he seems to have occupied the southern part 

of the Eastern Calukya dominions, around the northern fringe of the Nel- 
lore district (for this inscription, cf. also Kane 1941, II, 2: 1238 citing I.A., 

VIII, 273, 278). 

Cuddapah* 

Gudipadu* 
1. Seshadri Somayajulu. Somayaga. (6/1975.) 
2. Venkatrama Somayajulu. Somayaga. (6/1975.) 

East Godavari* 

Amalapuram* 
3. Nukala Subramanya Somayajulu, deceased. Somayaga. (4/1975.) 
4. Oruganti Agasthya Somayajulu, deceased. Somayaga. (4/1975.) 
5. Oruganti Narasimha Deekshitulu, deceased. Agnicayana. (4/ 

I975-) 
6. Oruganti Venkata Deekshitulu, deceased. Agnicayana. (4/1975.) 
7. Upadhyajulu (? for Upadyula) Gopalakrishna Chainulu, ghana- 

pathi; living. Agnicayana. (4/1975.) 
8. Upadhyajulu Kaseepati Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/ 

1975.) 
9. Upadhyajulu Laxminarasimha Somayaji. Agnistoma (early 20th 

century). (I/1958.) 
10. Upadhyajulu Polappa Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/ 

I975-) 
11. Upadhyajulu Seetarama Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/ 

I975-) 
12. Vupathayula Somayajulu. Probably identical with one of nos. 

7-14; cf. no. 7. Agnistoma (early 20th cent.) (I/1958.) 
Amalapuram*: Bhoopayya Agraharam 

13. Upadhyajulu S(h) eshadri Somayajulu, Taittirlya, kramapSthi; 
living. Agnistoma (early 20th cent.) (4 + /1975.) 

14. Upadhyajulu Yagnanarayana Somayaji. Agnistoma (early 20th 
cent.) (I/1958.) 

Analapuram*: Mukkamala 
15. Bhamidipati Achutarama Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. 

(4/19750 
16. Bhamidipati Chitti Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/1975.) 
17. Bhamidipati Sheshadri Somayaji, Taittirlya, ghanapathi. Agni¬ 

stoma (early 20th cent.) (I/1958.) 
18. Bhamidipati Simhadri Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/ 

1975.) 
19. Bhamidipati Subramanya Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/ 

1975.) 
20. Bhamidipati Yag(ga)narayana Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. 

(4/1975-) 
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21. Kompalla Lakshmi Narasimha Somayajulu; deceased. Soma- 
yaga. (4/1975.) 

Amalapuram*: Nedumuru 
22. Srilanka Venkatarama Somayaji, Taittiriya, ghanapathi, expert 

in adhvaryava, hautra and audgatra, pandit. Agnistoma (early 
20th cent.) (2/1976.) 

Amalapuram*: Peruru 
23. Ganti Abbaji Chainulu; deceased. Agnicayana. (4/1975.) 
24. Ganti Somasekhara Somayajulu; living. Agnicayana [sic; cf. his 

title]. (4/1975.) 
25. Ganti (Ghanti) Suryanarayana Chainulu, ghanapathi; deceased. 

Agnistoma (early 20th cent.), Agnicayana. (4 + /1975.) 
26. Nukala Ba(p)panna Somayajulu, Taittiriya, kramapathi, expert 

in Adhvaryava; living. Agnistoma (early 20th cent.). (4 + /1975.) 
Iragavaram 

27. Pisipati Venkatappiah Guru. (2/1976.) 
Irusumanda* 

28. Chebrolu Papayya Chayanulu; deceased. Agnicayana. (4/1975.) 
Kakinada* 

29. Bulusu Bhadradri Chayanulu; deceased. Agnicayana. (4/1975.) 
Kapileshwarapuram* 

30. Duvvuri Suryaprakasha Chayanulu. Agnistoma; Sagnicitya 
Aptoryama (early 20th cent.). (I/1958.) 

Korumilli* (Karumilli given for nos. 32, 34, 35; v.l. Kurumilli for 32.) 
31. Bhamidipati Mit(h)ranarayana Yajulu, Taittiriya, kramapathi, 

expert in adhvaryava, hautra, and audgatra; living. Agnistoma, 
Sagnicitya Aptoryama, Sarvatomukha, Paundarikam. (4 + / 

1975.) 
32. Bhamidipati S(h)eshadri Somayajulu, Taittiriya, kramapathi, 

expert in adhvaryava, hautra, and audgatra; living. Agnistoma 
(early 20th cent.). (4+/1975.) 

33. Bhamidipati Yag(ga)narayana Somayajulu, kramapathi; living. 
Somayaga. (4/1975.) 

34. Duvvuri Sarveswara Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/1975.) 
35. Duvvuri Suryanarayana Chainulu; deceased. Agnicayana. (4/ 

1975.) 
Narendrapuram* 

36. Pulyala Somayajulu; living. Somayaga. (4/1975.) 
Pithapuram* (the town has its name from thepithaof PuruhutikaSakti; 

in the Puranas Pithapuram is called Daksina-Kasi and Pada- 
Gaya). The following family of Samavedins and Saivite advaitins, 
according to their family tradition, originally hail from a town 
called Gollakota. 

37. Rama Somayajulu (1660-1730), somayaga (I/1958); father of 
38. SarveSvara Somayajulu (1700-1780), somayaga; father of 

39. Subrahmanya Somayajulu (1730-1800), somayaga; father of 
40. Sundara Rama Deekshituiu (1760-1840), ahitagni; father of 
41. Subrahmanya Deekshituiu (1800-1900), ahitagni; father of Ven- 

kat Ramayya (1880-1958), teacher of chemistry; father of Rama 
Somayajulu (1928- ), doctor of chemistry, who according to 
the traditional belief represents his ancestor Rama Somayajulu 
(no. 37), “Since a person who performs Somayaaga is not born 
for seven generations.” Father of Ram Gopal (1962-), Dr. 
Somayajulu performs the Pranagnihotra. (I6/1977) 

Podagattapalli* 
42. Ramilla Bapanna Avadhanulu Dikshitulu. 

Pulletikurru*: Vakkalanka: Srirama(puram) Agraharam 
43. Bhamidipati Yagneswara Somayajulu, Taittiriya, kramapathi; 

living. Agnistoma (early 20th cent.) (4 + /1975.) 
44. B(h)ulusu Vyaghreswara Chayanulu, Taittiriya, kramapathi; 

living. Agnistoma (early 20th cent.); Agnicayana. (4 +/1975.) 
45. Duvvuri (v.l. Davuri) Yagneswara (Poundareeka-)Yajulu, 

Taittiriya, kramapathi, expert in adhvaryava, hautra, and aud¬ 
gatra; living. Agnistoma; Yyudha Paundarika (early 20th 
cent.). (4 + /1975.) 

Pulletikurru*: Vyaghreswaram 
46. Bulusu Anantharama Chayanulu; deceased. Agnicayana. (4/ 

I975-) 
47. Bhulusu Kamaleswara Somayajulu, kramapathi; living. Soma¬ 

yaga. (4/1975.) 
48. Bulusu Kameswara Somayajulu, Taittiriya, kramapathi; living. 

Agnistoma (early 20th cent.). (4 + /1975.) 
49. Bulusu Linganna Somayajulu; living. Somayaga. (4/1975.) 
50. Bulusu Rama Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/1975.) 
51. Pulleola Laxminarayana Somayaji. Agnistoma (early 20th cent.) 

(2/1976.) 
Rajahmundry (Rajamahendravaram) * 

52. (Rajahmundry?) Vishvanathulu Somayajulu. Agnistoma (20th 
cent.) (2/1976.) 

Tondaram* 

53. Kuchibotla Subramanya Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/ 
1975.) 

Velicheru* 

54. Emani (v.l. Lemeni) Ramachandra Somayajulu; living. Agni¬ 
stoma (early 20th cent.) (4 + /1975.) 

Exact place not given 

55. Lanka Venkateswara Somayajulu, ghanapathi; living. SomaySga. 
(4/1975-) 
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Guntur* 

Anantavaram* 
56. Kunapati Suryanarayana Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. 

(4/1975-) 
Arupalli 

57. Ponnapalli Dakshinamurthy Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. 

(4/1975-) 
Bellamko(n)da*: Cwotapapayapalem 

58. Sanndinam Seetharama Diksitulu. (2/1976.) 
Guntur* 

59. Dendukuri Hanuma(n)th Deekshitulu, ghanapathi; living. (4/ 

1975). 
60. Dendukuri Hanumanth Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/ 

I975-) 
61. Dendukuri Venkata Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/1975.) 
62. Dendukuri Yagnanarayana Somayaji, ghanapathi, expert in 

adhvaryava, hautra and audgatra. Agnistoma (early 20th cent.) 
(2/1976.) 

63. Dhulipala Ayodhyarama Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/ 

I975-) 
64. Dhulipala Srirama Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/1975.) 
65. Ponnada Ramakoti Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/1975.) 

Gurajala (Gurazala, Guruzala)* 
66. Kasamajhala Adinarayana Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. 

(4/1975-) 
Hassanabad 

67. Chintalapati Srirama Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/1975.) 
Kolluru* 

68. Kuppa Venkatappa Chainulu; deceased. Agnicayana. (4/1975.) 
69. Mangipudi Subramanya Sastry, expert in hautra. (I/1958.) 
70. Vempati Subrahmanya Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/ 

I975-) 
Narasaraopet* 

71. Chintalapati Siddhanti Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/ 

1975. ) 
Ponnapalli* 

72. Rampalli Bhadrayya Deekshitulu; deceased. Agnicayana. (4/ 

I975-) 
73. Rampalli Kama Deekshitulu; deceased. Agnicayana. (4/1975.) 

Saipalle 
74. Hotha Venkatarama Somayaji. Agnistoma (early 20th cent.) (2/ 

1976. ) 
Tenali* 

75. Vishnubotla Laxmipati Somayajulu. Agnistoma (early 20th cent.) 
(1/1958.) 

Tenali-2*: Marispeta 
76. Dendukuri Venkatappa Yag(na)narayana Yajulu, ghanapathi, 

expert in adhvaryava, hautra and audgatra; living. Agnistoma; 
Vyudha Paundarika (early 20th cent.) (4 + /1975.) 

Tenali*: Patha 
77. Bhagavathula Anjaneya Somayaji. (2/1976.) 

Tenali*: Ramalingeswarapet 
78. Vishnub(h)otla Adinarayana Chainulu, Taittiriya, ghanapathi; 

living. Agnistoma; Sagnicitya Aptoryama (early 20th cent.). 

(4 + /I975-) 
79. Vishnubotla Bheema Sankara (v.l. Bhimashankar) Somayajulu, 

Taittiriya, kramapathi; living. Agnistoma (early 20th cent.) 

(4 + /I975-) 
80. Vishnubotla Ramachandra Deeksitulu, Taittiriya, ghanapathi. 

(2/1976.) 
Tenali*: (Sangam) jagarlamudi* 

81. Avvari (v.l. Auvari) Sreerama Chayanulu, kramapathi; living. 
Agnistoma; Sagnicitya Aptoryama; Brhaspatisava (Hyderabad, 
early 20th cent.). (4 + /1975.) 

Vemuru* 
82. Chivukula Venkataramana Deeksitulu; deceased. Agnicayana. 

(4/1975-) 

Hyderabad* 

Ibrahimpatnam*: Nandi Vanaparthi P.O. 
83. Nandi Vanaparthi Seetharama Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. 

(6/1975.) 
New Nallakunta* 

84. Yanamandra Yagneswara Somayaji. Agnistoma (20th cent.) 
(2/1976.) 

Secunderabad* 
85. Yenamandra Yag(ga)narayana Somayajulu, kramapathi; living. 

Somayaga. (4/1975.) 
Secunderabad*: Malkajagiri 

86. Malladi Veera Raghava Somayajulu; living. Somayaga. (4/1975.) 
Secunderabad*: Padmaraonagar: Chilkalguda 

87. Dendukuri Agnihotra Somayajulu, Taittiriya, ghanapathi, expert 
in adhvaryava; living. Agnistoma (early 20th cent.). (4 + /1975.) 

Vikarabad*: Patluru (Potluru?) 
88. Narahari Chayanayaji. Sarvatomukha (1928). (I/1958.) 
89. Patluri Manikya Diksita. Agnistoma (i960). (= no. 91?) (2/ 

1976). 
90. Yajnesvara Somayaji. (I/1958.) 
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Karimnagar* 

Karimnagar* 

91. Potluri Manikya Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (= 89?) 
(4/1975-) 

Khammam* 

Nela Kondapalli* 

92. Hari Yag(ga)narayana Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/ 
I975-) 

93. Kavuru Anantarama Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/1975.) 
94. Pandyala Bhageeratha Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/ 

I975-) 
95. Pandyala Vasudeva Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/1975.) 
96. Pandyala Viswanadha Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/ 

1975.) 
97. Pandyala Yag(ga)narayana Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. 

(4/1975-) 
Venusore 

98. Kalakodimi Satyanarayana Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga 
(4/1975-) 

Krishna* 

Avanigadda* 

99. Chitti Subramanya Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/1975.) 
Bandar* 

100. Renduchintala Subramanya Chayanulu. Agnistoma; Sagnicitya 
Aptoryama (20th cent.). (2/1976.) 

Gudiwada: Sayapuram* 

101. Chilukuri Ramakrishna Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga (4/ 
I975-) 

102. Kappagantu Janakirama Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga (4/ 
I975-) 

103. Kappagantu Subramanya Chayanulu; deceased. Agnicayana 
(4/1975-) 

104. Kappagantu Yagna Venkata Chayanulu, Taittirlya, kramapa- 
thl, expert in adhvaryava. Agnistoma; Sagnicitya Aptoryama 
(20th cent.) (2/1976.) 

105. Kappagantula Yag(ga)narayana Chainulu, kramapathi; living. 
Agnicayana. (4/1975.) 

Jaggayyapet(a)* 

106. Amaravadi Mrutyunjaya Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga 
(4/1975-) 

107. Amaravadi Subrahmanya Deekshitulu; deceased. Agnicayana 
(4/1975-) 
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108. Amaravadi Vasudeva Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/ 

I975-) 
109. Amaravadi Yag(ga)narayana Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. 

(4/i975-) . 
110. Challa Chayanulu; deceased. Agnicayana. (4/1975.) 
111. Kappagantula Lakshmipati Chainulu; living. Agnicayana. (4/ 

I975-) 
Machilipatnam* 

112. Rentachintala Yagganarayana Chainulu, kramapathi, living. 
Agnicayana. (4/1975.) 

Machilipatnam*: Godupeta 
113. Yadavalli Kameswara Somayajulu; living. Somayaga. (4/1975.) 

Masulipatam* 
114. Cheruvu Anjaneya Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/1975.) 
115. Cheruvu Lakshminarayana Chainulu; deceased. Agnicayana. 

(4/1975-) 
116. Cheruvu Venkataratna Chainulu; deceased. Agnicayana. (4/ 

(I975-) 
117. Jonnalagadda Jogi Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/1975.) 
118. Rentachintala Subramanya Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. 

(4/1975-) 
Nandigama (Nandigrama)* 

119. Yadavalli Kama Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/1975.) 
120. Yadavalli Rama Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/1975.) 

Nandigama*: Juzzuru* (Jujjuru) 
121. Madduri Rajeswara Somayajulu, Taittirlya, kramapathi, expert 

in srauta, has participated in many yajnas; living (brother of 
nos. 122 and 124). Agnistoma (20th cent.). (4 + /1975.) 

122. Madduri Suryanarayana Somayajulu, Taittirlya, kramapathi; 
living (brother of nos. 121 and 124). Agnistoma (20th cent.). 

(4 + /i 975-) 
123. Madduri Venkata Subrahmanya Somayajulu; deceased. Soma¬ 

yaga. (4/1975.) 
124. Madduri Venkateswara Somayajulu, Taittirlya, kramapathi, 

expert in srauta, has participated in many yajnas and functioned 
as the adhvaryu in an Agnicayana; living (brother of nos. 121 
and 122, our informant no. 4). Agnistoma (20th cent.); intends 
to perform Paundarlka. (4 + /1976.) 

125. Madduri Yag(ga)narayana Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. 

(4/1975.) 
126. Vindamuri Rama Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/1975.) 

Pedana* 
127. Yadavalli Subrahmanya Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/ 

1975.) 
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Vijayawada (Vijayavada, Bezwada)* 
128. Channavajhala Purnanda Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. 

(4/1975-) 
129. Channavajhala Suryanarayana Somayaiulu: deceased. Soma¬ 

yaga. (4/1975.) 
130. Channavajhala Vasudeva Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/ 

1975.) 
131. Dendukuri Venkatasubramanya Somayaji, Taittirlya, ghanapa¬ 

thl, pandit (= no. 144?). Agnistoma (20th cent.). (2/1976.) 
132. Ganti Mahapatrani Visweswara Chainulu; deceased. Agnica- 

yana. (4/1975.) 
133. Kapalavayi (Kapilavayi?) Srirama Somayajulu; deceased. 

Somayaga. (4/1975.) 
134. Kappagantula Laxminarasimha Yajulu. (I/1958.) 
135. Kottapalli Lakshminarasimha Somayajulu; deceased. Soma¬ 

yaga. (4/1975.) 
136. Kottapalli Venkata Krishna Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. 

(4/I975-) 
137. Rani Pratapa Chayanulu; deceased. Agnistoma; Sagnicitya 

Aptoryama (20th cent.). (4 + /1975.) 
138. Vempati Rama Chainulu; deceased. Agnicayana. (4/1975.) 
139. Vishnubotla Anjaneya Chainulu, kramapathl; living. Agnica¬ 

yana. (4/1975.) 
140. Vishnubotla Jagannadha Deekshitulu; living. (= no. 151 ?) 

Agnicayana. (4/1975.) 
141. Vishnubotla Jagannadha Somayajulu; deceased. (= no. 151?) 

Somayaga. (4/1975.) 
142. Vishnubhotla Venkatanarayana Yajulu; deceased. Sarvato- 

mukha. (4/1975.) 
143. Vishnubotla Venkateswara Deekshitulu; living. Agnicayana. 

(4/1975-) 
Vijayawada*: Buckinghampet 
144. Dendukuri Subramanya Somayajulu, ghanapathl; living. (=131 

or 203?) Somayaga. (4/1975.) 
Vijayawada*: Governorpet 

145. Malladi Ramakrishna Chainulu; deceased. Agnicayana. (4/ 
1975.) 

146. Tangirala Anjaneya Yajulu; deceased. Panundarika. (4/1975.) 
Vijayawada*: Krishnalanka Agraharam 

147. Dendukuri Venkatesvara Dikshitulu, Taittirlya, kramapathl. 
(2/1976.) 

148. Kottapalli (v.l. Kothapalli) Venkateswara (Poundareeka-)Ya- 
julu; living. Agnistoma; Sagnicitya Paundarlka (20th cent.). 
(4 + /I975-) 
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149. Kunapuli Harichandra Somayaji. (2/1976.) 
150. Rentachintala (v.l. Renduchintala) Venkatachala Yajulu, Apa- 

stambasutra; living. BahuyajI: has performed twenty srauta 
sacrifices, which is the maximum number anybody has per¬ 
formed in recent times. These include several Saumika Catur- 
masyas, Agnistoma, Atyagnistoma, SodasI, Sagnicitya Aptor¬ 
yama, Kuru-vajapeya, Brhaspatisava with Kathakacayana, 
Sarvatomukha, Apta-vajapeya (Gangalakarru, 1945), Vyudha 
Paundarlka with Dvisahasracayana (1944), Samudha Paun¬ 
darlka (Marripudi, Nellore, 1953) and Vyudha Paundarlka with 
Trisahasracayana (ICallur, Guntur, 1954). (4 + /1975.) 

151. Vishnubotla Jagannadha Somayaji. (= 140 or 141?) Taittirlya, 
ghanapathl. Agnistoma (20th cent.). (2/1976.) 

Vijayawada-3*: Purnanandampet (Poornanandapeth) P.O. 
152. Ganti Suryanarayana Chainulu; deceased. Agnistoma; Sagni¬ 

citya Aptoryama (20th cent.). (4 + 6 + /1975.) 
153. Ganti Venkateswara Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (6/ 

I975-) 
154. Pamidimarri Lakshmana (Sastry) Somayajulu; living. Agni¬ 

stoma (20th cent.). (4 + /1975.) 
155. Pamidimarri Purnanda Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/ 

I975-) 
Vijayawada*: Satyanarayanapuram 

156. Kottapalli Deekshitulu Chainulu, kramapathl; living. (= 157?) 
Agnicayana. (4/1975.) 

157. Kothapalli Subramanya Chayanulu. (= 156?) Agnistoma; 
Sagnicitya Aptoryama (20th cent.). (2/1976.) 

Vuyyuru* 
158. Cheruvu Anantarama Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/ 

I975-) 
Vuyyuru*: Kanakavalli 

159. Kapilavayi Yagneswara Sastri. (I/1958.) 

Kurnool* 

Buggarameshwar 
160. N. N. Vajapeya (Bugga Rameshwar, 1935). (Cf. Vajapeya 1955: 

51.) 
Churukucherla* 

161. Patangi Sesha Somayajulu; deceased. Agnistoma. (5/1975.) 
162. Soora Somayajulu; deceased. Agnistoma. (5/1975.) 
163. Viruvinti Chandrasekhara Powndareeka Sarvathomukha Ya¬ 

julu; deceased. Agnistoma; Sarvatomukha; Paundarlka; Brhas- 
pati-savana (sic); Diva(h)syena-isti; Naksatra-isti. (5/1975.) 

Nandikotkur*: Kurukunda* 

\ 
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164. Pratapagiri Lakshmi Narasimha Somayajulu; deceased. Agni¬ 
stoma. (5/1975.) 

165. Viruvinti Chenna Krishna Poundareeka Yajulu; deceased. Agni¬ 
stoma; Paundarika; Pancakarakas ( = ?). (5/1975.) 

166. Viruvinti Subramanya Sarvatomukha Yajulu; deceased. Agni¬ 
stoma; Sarvatomukha; Arunaketuka. (5/1975.) 

Nandikotkur*: Midituru (Miduturuj* 

167. Patri Venkata Subramanya Sagnichit Chayanulu, with the title 
Srauta-smarta-nidhi, expert in adhvaryavam, hautram, and 
audgatram up to aptoryama; deceased. Agnistoma; Mahagni- 
cayana; Brhaspatisavana (sic); SautramanI; etc. (5/1975.) 

Nandikotkur*: Parumanchala* 

168. Mamilapalli Bangaru Somayajulu; deceased. Agnistoma; Atira- 
tra-yaga. (5/1975.) 

169. Mamil(l)apalli Yagnaramayya, Samavedin, expert in srauta 
(possessing manuscripts on many aspects of the Vedic sacri¬ 
fices), has performed the audgatra in Mahagnicayana and other 
sacrifices; living (our informant no. 5). (5/1975.) 

Nandikotkur*: Vanala 

170. Venkatrama Somayajulu; deceased. Agnistoma. (5/1075.) 
Siruvella*: Veravalli 

171. Subramanya Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (6/1975.) 
Velugodu* 

172. Gangavajhula Rameswara Somayajulu; deceased. Has together 
with his brother written a book entitled Saprayoga-purta-ccin- 
drika. Atyagnistoma. (5/1975.) 

173. Kristipati Kodandarama Poundareeka Yajulu, expert in sama- 
gana; deceased. Agnistoma; Paundarika. (5/1975.) 

174. Kistipadu Lakshmi Narasimha Sagnichit Vajapeya Yajulu, with 
the title samagayana-sarmbhauma, expert in samagana; deceased. 
Agnistoma, Mahagnicayana; Vajapeya; Brhaspati-savana (sic) 
(5/1975-) 

175. Kistipadu Ramachandra Somayajulu; deceased. Agnistoma 
(5/1975-) 

Mahabubnagar* 

Achampet: Balumuru P.O. 

176. Balumuru Varada Deekshitulu; deceased. Agnistoma. (6/1975 ) 
Kalvakurthi*: Raghupathipet P. O. 

177. Surubhirama Deekshitulu. Somayaga. (6/1975) 
Kalvakurthi*: Vemula 

178. Vemula Yagna Somayajulu, expert in Rgveda; deceased. Agni¬ 
stoma. (6/1975.) 

Mahabubnagar* 
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179. Gangapuram Narahari Deekshitulu; living. Somayaga. (6/1975-) 

Marchala P. O. . . . 
180. Marchala Ramacharyulu; living. Agnistoma. (6/1975.) 

Nagar Kurnool* , 
181. Medipuru Narasimha Deekshitulu; deceased. (His father had 

performed Agnicayana.) Somayaga; Caturmasya. (6/1975-) 

Nagar Kurnool*: Polumuru P. O. 
182. Pullayya Chayanulu; deceased. Agnicayana. (6/1975.) 

Nagar Kurnool*: Taduru P. O. 
183. Taduru Sesha Deekshitulu; deceased. Agnistoma; Paundarika. 

(6/1975-) 
Palamuru P. O. 

184. Palamooru Munikonda Venkayya Deekshitulu; deceased. So- 

Nellore* 

Nellore* 
185. Aramittala Seetarama Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/ 

I975-) 
186. Gollapudi Lakshmana Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/ 

I975-) 
187. K. Subramanya Somayajulu. Agnistoma (Allur, Nellore, 1953). 

(1/1958.) 

Srikakulam* 

Seela 
188. Arya Somayajulu Subramanya Chainulu; deceased. Agnica¬ 

yana. (4/1975.) 
Srikakulam (Chicacole)* 

189. Ganti Narasimha Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/1975.) 

Vishakhapatnam 

Waltair 
190. Ganti Jogi Somayaji, born in 1901 in Andhra Pradesh. (Retired 

professor of Telugu in the Andhra University at Waltair. In¬ 
cluded here as an example of a brahmin name which indicates 
that his ancestors performed sacrifices.) 

Warangal* 

Illinda 

191. Illinda Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/1975.) 
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West Godavari* 

Chintalapudi 
192. Channavajhala Subramanya Chainulu; deceased. Agnicayana. 

(4/1975-) 
Chintalapudi: Pragadavaram 

193. Kottapalli (v.l. Kothapalli) Lakshminarayana Chayanulu, kra- 
mapathi; living. Agnistoma, Sagnicitya Aptoryama. (4 + /1975) 

194. Kothapalli Yagneswara Somayaji. Agnistoma (20th cent.). (2/ 
1976.) 

Chintalapudi: Somavaram 
195. Turuluri Brahmananda Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/ 

I975-) 
Eragavaram 

196. Vishnubotla Hanumad Dikshitulu. (2/1976.) 
Khandavalli* 

197. Peesapati Venkappa Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/ 
T975-)* 

198. Peesapati Venkataratna Somayajulu; deceased. Somayaga. (4/ 
I975-) 

Sidd(h)antam* 

199. Chivukula (v.l. Cheruvu) Sivarama Somayajulu, Taittirlya, 
kramapathi; living. Agnistoma. (4 + /1975.) 

Tanuku* 

200. Gandikota Gurumurthy Sastry, expert in adhvaryava, hautra 
and audgatra. (I/1958.) 

District uncertain 

Alandi (= Aland in Gulbarga Dt., Mysore State?) 
201. Keshava Dikshita. Agnistoma (Hyderabad, early 20th cent.). 

(I/1958.) 
202. Sivappa Dikshita. Agnistoma (Hyderabad, early 20th cent.); 

Vajapeya (Vinavanta, Warangal, 1945). (Cf. Vajapeya 1955:51.) 
Kothapeta 

203. Dendukurl Subramanya Dikshitulu, expert in adhvaryava, 
hautra, and audgatra. (= no. 144?) (I/1958.) 

Pathapattabhipuram 

204. Dendukuri Venkatahanumad, ghanapathl. Agnistoma (early 20th 
cent.). (2/1976.) 

? (now in Madras, Tamil Nadu) 
205. Yenamandra (v.l. Yanamandra) Subramanya Chayanulu, kra¬ 

mapathi; living. Agnistoma; Sagnicitya Aptoryama (early 20th 
cent.) (4 + /1975.) 

? (see no. 343) 
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Since the above surnames have geographical significance, re¬ 
ferring usually to the family’s native place, they are indexed here 
with an indication of their rather interesting distribution: 

Amaravadi (Amaravati)*: Krishna, Jaggayyapet (4) 
Aramittala: Nellore (1) 
Avvari (Auvari): Guntur, Tenali, Sangamjagarlamudi (1) 
Balamuru: Mahabubnagar, Achampet, Balumuru (1) 
Bhagavathula: Guntur, Tenali, Patha (1) 
Bhamidipati: All in East Godavari: Amalapuram, Mukkamala 

(6), Korumilli (3), Pulletikurru, Yakkalanka, Sriramapuram (1) 
B(h)ulusu: All in East Godavari: Kakinada (1), Pulletikurru, 

Vakkalanka (1) Yyaghreswaram (6) 
Challa: Krishna, Jaggayyapet (1) 
Channavajhala: Krishna, Vijayawada (3); West Godavari, Chin¬ 

talapudi (1) 
Chebrolu*: East Godavari, Irusumanda (1) 
Cheruvu ( = Cheruvu Madhawaram* in Khammam Dt. ?): Krish¬ 

na, Masulipatam (3), Vuyyuru (1); West Godavari (1, with 
Chivukula as v. 1) 

Chilukuri: Krishna, Gudiwada, Sayapuram (1) 
Chivukula: Guntur, Vemuru (1); West Godavari, Siddhantam (1, 

with Chevuru as v.l.) 
Chintalapati (cf. Rentachintala below and Chintalapudi in West 

Godavari): Guntur, Hassanabad (1), Narasaraopet (1) 
Chitti: Krishna, Avanigadda (1); cf. no. 16 
Dendukuri: Guntur, Guntur (4) and Tenali, Marispeta (1); Hyder¬ 

abad, Secunderabad, Padmaraonagar, Chilkalguda (1); Krishna, 
Vijayawada (1) and ib. Buckinghampet (1) and ib. Krishnalanka 
(1); ? Kothapeta (1) and Pathapattabhipuram (1) 

Dhulipali: Guntur, Guntur (2) 
Duvvuri (v.l. Davuri, = Duwuru*): all in East Godavari: Ka- 

pileswarapuram (1), Korumilli (2), Pulletikurru, Vakkalanka, 
Sriramapuram (1) 

Emani (v.l. Lemeni): East Godavari, Velicheru (1) 
Gandikota: West Godavari, Tanuku (1) 
Gangapuram: Mahabubnagar, Mahabubnagar (1) 
Gangavajhula: Kurnool, Velugodu (1) 
G(h)anti (cf. Oruganti): East Godavari, Amalapuram, Peruru (3); 

Krishna, Vijayawada (1), and ib., Purnanandampet (2); Srika- 
kulam, Srikakulam (1); Vishakhapatnam: Waltair (1) 

Gollapudi: Nellore, Nellore (1) 
Hari: Khammam, Nela Kondapalli (1) 
Hotha: Guntur, Saipalle (1) 
Illinda: Warangal, Illinda (1) 
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Jonnalagadda: Krishna, Masulipatam (1) 
Kalakodimi: Khammam, Venusore (1) 
Kapilavayi (v.l. Kapalavayi): Krishna, Vijayawada (1), and Vuy- 

yuru, Kanakavalli (1) 
Kappagantu(la): All in Krishna: Gudiwada, Sayapuram (4), Jag- 

gayyapet (1), Vijayawada (1) 
Kasamajhala: Guntur, Gurajala (1) 
Kavuru: Khammam, Nela Kondapalli (1) 
Kistipadu (v.l. Kristipati): Kurnool, Velugodu (3) 
Kompalla: East Godavari, Amalapuram, Mukkamala (1) 
Kottapalli (v.l. Kothapalli): Krishna, Vijayawada (2) and ib. 

Krishnalanka (1), and ib. Satyanarayanapuram (2); West Goda¬ 
vari, Chinthalapudi, Pragadavaram (2) 

Kuchibotla: East Godavari, Tondaram (1) 
Kunapati: Guntur, Anantavaram (1) 
Kunapuli: Krishna, Vijayawada, Krishnalanka (1) 
Kuppa: Guntur, Kolluru (1) 
Lanka: East Godavari, ? (1) 
Lemeni (v.l. Emani): East Godavari, Velicheru (1) 
Mangipudi: Guntur, Kolluru (1) 
Madduri: Krishna, Nandigama, Juzzuru (5) 
Malladi: Hyderabad, Secunderabad, Malkajagiri (1); Krishna, 

Vijayawada, Governorpet (1) 
Mamil(l)apalli ( = Porumamilla* ?): Kurnool, Nandikotkur, Paru- 

manchala (2) 
Medipuru: Mahabubnagar, Nagar Kurnool (1) 
Nandi Vanaparthi: Hyderabad, Ibrahimpatnam, Nandi Vanapar- 

thi (1) 

Nukala: East Godavari, Amalapuram (1), and ib. Peruru (1) 
Oruganti (cf. Ganti): East Godavari, Amalapuram (3) 
Palamooru: Mahabubnagar, Palamuru 
Pamidimarri: Krishna, Vijayawada, Purnanandampet (2) 
Pandyala: Khammam, Nela Kondapalli (4) 
Patangi: Kurnool, Churukucherla (1) 
Patluri (? = Potluri below): Hyderabad, Vikarabad, Patluru 
Patri: Kurnool, Nandikotkur, Midituru (1) 
Pisipati (v.l. Peesapati): East Godavari, Iragavaram (1); West 

Godavari, Khandavalli (2) 
Ponnada: Guntur, Guntur (1) 
Ponnapalli: Guntur, Arupalli (1) 
Potluri (? = Patluri above): Karimnagar, Karimnagar (1) 
Pratapagiri*: Kurnool, Nandikotkur, Kurukunda (1) 
Pulleola: East Godavari, Pulletikurru, Vyaghreswaram (1) 
Pulyala: East Godavari, Narendarpuram (1) 

Ramilla: East Godavari, Podagattapalli (1) 
Rampalli: Guntur, Ponnapalli (2) 
Rani: Krishna, Vijayawada (1) . 
Rentachintala (v.l. Renduchintala, = Rentala*?) (cf. Chintala- 

pati): Krishna, Bandar (1), and Machilipatnam (1), and Masuli¬ 
patam (1), and Vijayawada, Krishnalanka (1) 

Sanndinam: Guntur, Bellamkoda, Cwotapapayapalem (1) 
Srilanka: East Godavari, Amalapuram, Nedumuru (1) 
Tangirala: Krishna, Vijayawada, Governorpet (1) 
Turuluri: West Godawari, Chintalapudi, Somavaram 
Upadhyajulu (v.l. Upadyula, Vupathayula): East Godavari, Amal¬ 

apuram (6) and ib. Bhoopayya Agraharam (2) 
Vempati: Guntur, Kolluru (1); Krishna, Vijayawada (1) 
Vemula: Mahabubnagar, Kalvakurthi, Vemula 
Vindamuri: Krishna, Nandigama, Juzzuru (1) 

cherla (1) 
Vishnub(h)otla: Guntur, Tenali (1) and ib. Ramalingeswarapet 

(3); Krishna, Vijayawada (5) and ib. Krishnalanka (1); West 

Godavari, Eragavaram (1) 
Yadavalli: All in Krishna: Machilipatnam, Godugupeta (1), Nan¬ 

digama (2), Pedana (1) 
Yenamandra (v.l. Yanamandra): Hyderabad, New Nallakunta (1), 

and Secunderabad (1); no. 205 (now in Madras, Tamil Nadu) 

ASSAM 

For an Asvamedha in Assam by a Visnuite, cf. K. G. Goswami, IHQ 
31:129; for an animal sacrifice of the Vedic type in modern Assam, see 
B. K. Barua, Cultural History of Assam (Renou 1965, p. 73 § 13 n. 8). 

BIHAR 

The state of Bihar (Mithila) represented in old times one of the re¬ 
gions where Vedic religion and sastric learning, including the Purva- 
Mlmamsa, flourished. Senapati Pusyamitra, the founder of the Sunga 
dynasty, performed two Asvamedhas around 180 b.c., the first dated ones 
for a historical monarch (cf. Ep. Ind., XX, 54, 57; see also Kalidasa’s 
Malavikagnimitra, act 5; Narain 1957, pp. 9, 83); he was a follower of the 
Samaveda (Smith 19583, p. 139, citing Haraprasad Sastri, J. and Proc. 
ASB 1912, p. 287). Two inscriptions from the Sunga period record the 
performance of Asvamedha and Vajapeya sacrifices (Smith 19583 p. 138). 
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In the fourth and fifth centuries a.d. Samudragupta and ICumaragupta I 
struck gold coins commemorating the Asvamedhas celebrated by them 
(Smith 19583, pp. 166, 172; Renou 1965, p. 13; Sircar 1966, p. 34). Today 
hardly any trace of the ritualistic traditions can be found in these regions. 
At Darbhanga, however, at least one ahitagni of the Madhyandina school 
is reported to be living ( = no. 206). 

GUJARAT 

In Gujarat a few ahitagnis did exist in the last generation, particularly 
at Ahmedabad and Petlad. The present position of the srauta tradition in 
this state, and others not included in our survey, is unknown. 

KARNATAK (formerly MYSORE) 

The Kadambas, who in the third to sixth centuries ruled the present 
North and South Kanara districts (cf. Smith 19583, 214), are said to have 
performed Asvamedhas in the Nilambur plates (Ep. Ind., VIII, 148, cf. 
Kane 1941, II, 1: 70). The early Calukya king Pulakesin I (550-566), whose 
capital was Vatapi, modern Badami in the Bijapur Dt., performed Agni- 
sioma, Agnicayana, Vajapeya, Bahusuvarna (apparently = Bahuhiranya 
i.e. Durasa or Dunasa Ekaha, cf. ApSS 22.9.19 ff.), Paundarlka and 
Asvamedha sacrifices (cf. Vaidyanathan 1938-1939, 263, citing Bombay 
Gazetteer, p. 344; Kane 1941, II, 1:70 mentions only the Asvamedha and 
refers to Ep. Ind., VI, 1, and IX, 100). Another Calukya king of Vatapi, 
MangaliSa (ca. 597—610 a.d.) performed a Vajapeya (cf. Vajapeya iqss 51 
citing I A, III, 305). y ^’ 

_ . _We have almost fifty names for the Karnatak state. Some of these 
ahitagnis belong to the Rgveda, others to the Baudhayana and Apastamba 
schools of the Taittiriya Yajurveda. The most conspicuous among them is 
Narayana Diksita Marathe, a Rgvedin of Vidyaranyapura near Sringeri 
(see no. 249 for his sacrifices) at which the Adhvaryava and the Audgatra 
followed the Baudhayana and Drahyayana schools respectively. In some of 
the Soma sacrifices in Karnatak, however, the Audgatra has been performed 
according to the Kauthuma school. Pistapasus have been employed at the 
Soma sacrifices in Udipi, the seat of Madhva acaryas. Gokarn, on the sea 
shore, is even at present a seat of srauta learning and tradition. 

Belgaum* 

Belgaum* 

207. Dhond Dikshita Kelkar. Agnistoma (Hampi*, early 20th cent) 
(7/1958.) 
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Jamkhandi* .. 4 .v (n, 
208. Ganesh Dikshita Annegiri. Agnistoma (early 20th cent.). (7/ 

1958.) 
Pachchapur* 

209. Dada Dikshita. Agnistoma (early 20th cent.). (7/1958.) 

Ramdurg* ^ t 
210. Balambhatta Dikshita. Agnistoma (early 20th cent.). (7/1958.) 
211. Ganesh Dikshita. Agnistoma (early 20th cent.). (7/1958.) 

Bidar* 

Bldar* 
212. Digambara Dikshita. Agnistoma (early 20th cent.). (7/1958.) 

213. Narayana Dikshita. (7/1958.) 
_ . . tt *r 1 fj \ 

Bijapur* 

Badami* 
215. Rama Dikshita Kavathekar. Sagnicitya Vajapeya (Bagalkot* or 

Harihar, ca. 1920). (In Badami or elsewhere in Bijapur?) (cf. 
Vajapeya 1955, 51.) (7/1958.) 

216. Rama Dikshita Veni. Agnistoma; Sagnicitya Aptoryama (Shi- 
karpur*, early 20th cent.). (7/1958.) 

Chitradurga* 

Chitradurga* 
217. Kashinatha Dikshita. Agnistoma (early 20th cent.). (7/1958.) 

Dharwar* 

Dharwar* 
218. Mahadeva Dikshita Dandavate. Agnistoma; Sagnicitya Vaja¬ 

peya; a Soma sacrifice with Arunaketuka Cay ana (early 20th 
cent.). (7/1958.) 

Hangal* 
219. Dattambhatta Joshi. Agnistoma (early 20th cent.). (7/1958.) 
220. Hangal Giridhar Shastri. Agnistoma (1932); Sagnicitya Aptor¬ 

yama (Tilvalli*, 1959). (7/1958.) 
221. Hangal Virupaksha Shastri. Agnistoma (early 20th cent.). (7/ 

1958.) 
222. Mahadeva Dikshita. Agnistoma (early 20th cent.) (7/1958.) 
223. Sitarama Dikshita. Agnistoma; Sagnicitya Aptoryama (20th 

cent.) (7/1958.) 
Kohir 

224. Purushottama Dikshita. Agnistoma (early 20th cent.). (7/1958.) 
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Lakshmiswar* 

Sf ■ ^ ripada pikshi la Agnistoma (early 20th cent.). (7/1958 ) 
226. Vishvanatha Dikshita. Agnistoma (early 20th cent.).9(7/i958.) 

Gulbarga* 

Turmamdi 

22?‘ S» Aptoryama 

Mysore* 

Krishnarajnagar* 

228' A^Z™Wr9gf0ma(S“„a. .963); S5g„itya 

Mysore* 

??n ^ Venkatal™hna. Agnistoma (1925). (8/iq76 ) 
230. Lakshmmarayana Dikshita. Agnistoma (1964). (8/1976.) 

North Kanara* 

Gokarn* 

231. Balakrishna Joglekar. Agnistoma (1945). (7/1958) 
232. Daivarata Subrahmanya. (7/1958) 95 ' 
233. Damodar Dikshita Upadhyaya. Agnistoma (Itgi. t955). (7/ 

f 4’ Krishnabhatta. Agnistoma (1931). (7/i958.) 

' (l93^8Tdhy^ Agni5t°ma; SagniCitya Apt0ryama 

Vt■ Narayana Vishnu Sabhait. Agnistoma (Salkode 1947) (7/ros8 t 
237. Nilakantha Balkrishna Joglekar'. Agnistoma (Zf ^ ^ 
238. Sitaram Yajneshwar Joglekar. Agnistoma (1963) (8/19761 

239. Subrahmanya Dikshita. Atyagnistoma (1945)• Sagnicitvl An 
toryama (1946). (7/1958.) ' V sagnicitya Ap- 

240. Vishnu Sabhait. Agnistoma; Sarvatomukha (1910). (7/i958.) 

Raichur* 

Narayanpet 

241 Wi"95?fShita' A8ni?{°ma; another Soma orifice (Mulgund*) 

242. Bhalachandra Somayaji. Agnistoma (1954). (7/1958 1 

“Wx9“,a- ASni?!°ma; S-“a Sh Cayana 

Shimoga (Shivamogga)* 
Shikarpur* 

244. Huchcha Dikshita. Agnistoma (20th cent). (8/1976.) 
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South Kanara* 

Anegund* 
245. Krishna Dikshita. Agnistoma (i960). (8/1976.) 

Kota* 
246. Kota Padmanabha Dikshita. Agnistoma (Melige, Shimoga, 

1957) (7/1958.) 
247. Kota Venkatakrishna Dikshita. Agnistoma (1925). (7/1958.) 
248. Kota Yajnanarayana Dikshita. Agnistoma (Melige, Shimoga, 

1956); Sagnicitya Aptoryama (Shirnalli, Shimoga, 1958). (7/ 
1958.) 

Sringeri*: Vidyaranyapuram* 
249. Narayana Dikshita Marathe, Rgvedin. Agnistoma (1934); 

Atyagnistoma (Nemmar, 1954); Atiratra (Kammardi, Shimoga, 
1955); Sagnicitya Aptoryama (i960); Vajapeya (Durg, Hari- 
hareshwar, 1961; employed clarified butter instead of animals). 
(7/1958.) 

Udipi* 

250. Sitaramacharya. Agnistoma (1952); Atyagnistoma (Shirur*, 
1958) . (7/1958.) 

251. Subrahmanya Dikshita, Madhva Vaisnavite. Agnistoma (1961). 
(8/1976.) 

Udipi*: Belladi P.O.: Vanduru 

252. Dikshita Ramakrishna Adiga. Agnistoma (1930); Sagnicitya 
Aptoryama (Kotambailu, 1957 or 1959; employed clarified butter 
instead of animals). (8/1976.) 

Udipi*: Parampalli 
253. Krishna Aithal. (7/1958.) 

KERALA 

. ^ie srauta tradition of Kerala is dealt with extensively elsewhere in 
this book; yet the following brief remarks and the lists of the ahitagnis 
may be justified in the present context. In former times, Asvamedhas were 
performed in Kerala as well (cf. Kunjunni Raja 1958, p. 170), and more 
than a thousand years ago the Nambudiri brahmin Bhavatrata, a contem¬ 
porary of Dandin, composed commentaries that attest to his extraordinary 
acquaintance with the entire range of Srauta and grhya rituals on the Kal- 
pasutras of the Jaiminiyas and the Kausitaki Grhyasutra. A similar ancient 
commentary written in Kerala is that by Udaya on the Kausitaki Brahmana, 
published by E. R. Sreekrishna Sarma (1976). Yet one must point out in 
this connection that Raghavan (1962, pp. 2 If., without giving his source) 
relers to a tradition according to which Bhavatrata’s “family migrated from 
Uttagudi (Vasistha KutI) in South Arcot to Kerala.” An indication of his 
non-Kerala, but rather Kannada than Tamil, origin might be seen in the 
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fact that it is the Grhyasutra of the Hiranyakesins upon which Bhavatrata’s 
father Matrdatta commented. The Yajurveda is represented in Kerala only 
by two highly archaic schools, that of the Baudhayanins (more than 90 
percent) and that of the Vadhulakas, which is restricted to Kerala (cf. Staal 
1961, pp. 62 ff.). The Rgveda is found in Kerala in two schools, the A§va- 
layana and the Kausltaki (Staal 1961, p. 53), but the Samaveda only in 
the rare Jaiminlya Sakha, which otherwise prevails in Tamil Nadu alone, 
though in a different form (cf. Staal 1961, p. 64 ff.; Parpola 1973). The 
Srauta tradition of Kerala thus is fairly isolated. As far as the Soma 
sacrifices are concerned, their repertoire is nowadays confined to the Agni- 
stoma and the Sagnicitya Atiratra, which entitle one to the titles Somayaji(pad) 
and Akkitiri(pad), respectively. According to Erkkara Raman Nambudiri 
(below, no. 294), somewhere over 120 Agnistomas and 5 Atiratras have 
been performed in Kerala between 1911 and 1970 (inclusive). Erkkara 
Raman Nambudiri (born in 1898) has personally taken part in more than 65 
of them in various capacities (at times as a sacrificing priest), though as a 
bachelor he has not himself had one performed on his behalf. He is un¬ 
doubtedly the foremost srauta expert in Kerala, where the yagas are per¬ 
formed partly according to traditional manuals and partly according to the 
oral instructions of such experienced persons. See also below, pages 252-255. 

Below we shall give the member lists of three sabhayogas of Kerala 
ahitagnis, provided by Dr. V. R. Lakshmikanta Sarma; they are followed 
by a few names of experienced priests, and then a few ahitagnis belonging 
to the distinct Tamil Aiyar tradition of the Palghat region. 

Somayajipad members, Sukhapuram (Sukapuram) gramam Sabhayogam (the 

member list is dated 7th makaram 1144 = 1968) 

Chelakkara*: Killimangalam P.O. 
254. Pallisseri Manakkal Narayanan Somayajipad 

Cherupulacheri*: Karalmanna P.O. 
255. Karalmanna Kunnath Manakkal Narayanan Somayajipad 
256. Kizhenarappatta Manakkal Vasudevan Somayajipad 
257. Thekkumparambath Manakkal Subramanian Somayajipad 
258. Koyithadi Manakkal Parameswaran Somayajipad 

Cherupulacheri*: Valambirimangalam P.O. 
259. Kappiyur Eledath Manakkal Sankaranarayanan Somayajipad 

Cheruthuruthy*: Panjal P.O. 

260. Nellikkat Mamannu Manakkal Neelakandan Akkithiripad 
261. Vayakkakara Manakkal Neelakandan Somayajipad 

Edappal P.O.* 

262. Narayanamangalathu Manakkal Akkiraman Somayajipad 
263. Narayanamangalathu Manakkal Vasudevan Somayajipad 

Edappal*: Alangod P.O. 

264. Valiyavukkuzhi Manakkal Divakaram Somayajipad 
Edappal*: Nannamukku P.O. 
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265. Mangalathari Manakkal Narayanan Somayajipad 

Kumaranallur* P.O. 
266. Kizhakke Kundulli Manakkal Raman Somayajipad 

Kumaranallur*: Mundoor P.O. 
267. Kavapra Kandayur (Kappara Kanayur?) Manakkal Sankaran 

Somayajipad 
268. Kavapra Marath Manakkal Narayanan Somayajipad 
269! Kavapra Marath Manakkal Sankaranarayanan Somayajipad 

Palghat Dt.*: Koottanad P.O. 
270. Pazhayath Sasthra Sarman Adithiripad 

Palghat Dt.*: Koottanad: Thekke Vavanoor P.O. 
271. Kizhuprakkat Manakkal Neelakandan Somayajipad 
272. Podakuzhi Manakkal Raman Somayajipad 

Pazhanj*i: Karikkad 
273. Bhatti Thekkedath Manakkal Vasudevan Somayajipad 

Shoranur*: Mannanoor P.O. 
274. Pothayath Narayana Mangalattu Manakkal Bhavadasan So¬ 

mayajipad 
Thiruvegappura* P.O. 

275. Vadakke Cherumukku Manakkal Vallabhan Somayajipad 
Thiruvegappura*: Adappalam P.O. 

276. Vadakke Cherumukku Manakkal C. V. Vallabhan Somayajipad 
277. Vadakke Cherumukku Manakkal Cheria Vallabhan Somayajipad 
278. Vadakke Cherumukku Manakkal Neelakandan Somayajipad 

(now: Akkithiripad) 
279. Vadakke Cherumukku Manakkal Vasudevan Akkithiripad 

Thiruvegappura*: Chembra P.O. 
280. Bhattiputhillath Ravi Somayajipad 

Vadakkancheri*: Attoor P.O. 
281. Puthillath Mundayur Manakkal Vasudevan Somayajipad 

Members of the Perumanam gramam Sabhayogam (1968?) 

Mannampetta*: Thottara 
282. Madambi Jathavedan Adithiripad 

Mayannur*: Cherunkara 
283. Mundanat Sankaran Adithiripad 

Palghat*: Kannanore Thirthala 
284. Edamana Parameswaran Adithiripad 

Shoranur*: Kavalappara 
285. Moori Sredharan Somayajipad 

Trichur*: Aarattupuzha P.O. 
286. Moolayil Perumpadappu Krishnan Somayajipad 

Trichur*: Cherpu 
287. Keezhillam Jathavedan Adithiripad 
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I 

Members of the Irinjalakuda Sabhayogam (7th makaram 1144 = 1968) 
Trichur*: Kattoor P.O. 

288. Koottampilli Vasudevan Ahithagni 
Trichur*: Manalur P.O. 

289. Vadakkedath Thamarappilli Damodaran Ahithagni 
Trichur*: Nandipulam P.O. 

290. Chirangat Mallisseri Sankaran Ahithagni 
291. Vadakkedath Mallisseri Haridathan Ahithagni 

Trichur*: Pudukkad: Nandikkara P.O. 
292. Nandikkara Naduvam Somayajipad 

Trichur*: Pudukkad: Muthrathikkara P.O. 
293. Kizhikkiniyedath Ravi Ahithagni 

Other Nambudiris 

Malappuram*: Nannam Mukku: Mukkuthala P.O. 
294. Erkkara Manakkal Raman Nambudiri (born 1898), Rgvedin of 

the Kausitaka sakha and Tirunavaya school (he has recited the 
entire Kausltaki Brahmana for E. R. Sreekrishna Sarma’s 
edition, 1968) is the foremost srauta expert of Kerala (see the 
introduction to Kerala, above). Son of 295. (9/1974.) 

295. Erkkara Manakkal Vasudevan Somayajipad, father and teacher 
(in Srauta) of 294. (9/1974.) 

Cheruthuruthy*: Panjal* P.O. 

296-298. Muttattukkattu Mamannu Manakkal Itti Ravi Nambudiri, 
Jaiminlya, the foremost authority on the Samaveda in Kerala, 
has performed the Audgatra in many sacrifices. His grand¬ 
father’s father performed an Atiratra, and his father an Aeni- 
stoma. (IO/1971.) 

299-300. The father of no. 260 (who performed an Atiratra in Panjal 
in J953) celebrated an Agnistoma in 1918, while his grandfather 
performed an Atiratra (with Agnicayana). (H/1971.) 

Aiyar ahitagnis of the Palghat Dt. 
Alattur*: Noorani (Nurani) 

301. N. Somasundara Dikshitar Somayaji has published in Sanskrit 
a description of the Vajapeya (Madras, n.d.), lives now in 
Kumbhakonam, Thanjavur Dt., Tamilnadu. Agnistoma. (13/ 
1972.) 

Kalpati* (Kalappatti) P.O.: Vedakkenturai 
302. Shalappa Dikshitar 
303. Somasundara Dikshitar 

MADHYA PRADESH 

The Vakataka king Pravarasena I, who in the fourth century controlled 
Madhya Pradesh and set up a feudatory kingdom under his son in the 

Western Deccan (cf. Smith 19583, P- 214), performed Agnistoma Aptor- 
varna Jvotistoma, Brhaspatisava, Sadyaskra, Ukthya, Sodasin, Atiratra, 
Vajapeya, and no less than four Asvamedhas (Ep. Ind. HI, 258 and 
Gupta Inscriptions no. 55. cf. Kane 1941. H, 2: 70; S.rcar m Majumdar 
and Pusalker, eds. i9532> H, 220). The BharaSiva-NSgas of Padmavati in 
Madhva Pradesh are in the Vakataka copper plates said to have perforated 
ten ASvamedhas, all the while having on their persons the emblem of Siva, 
not the yttpa (cf. Ep. Ind., Ill, 258-260; Kane, l.c., Renou 1965, p. 13). We 
have just one modern reference from this state: 

Gwalior* . . 
304. Vinayak Sastrl Gadgil, RV. Performed a Sagmcitya Aptoryama 

about 1890-1895 at the Bhairav Bavri in Varanasi (cf. after no. 
/- a /1 r / I-** \ 

MAHARASHTRA 

Epigraphic evidence relating to srauta tradition in Maharashtra seems 
to be relatively scarce. In an inscription of 757 A.D., the Calukya emperor 
Pulakesin, whose capital probably was at or near Nasik (cf. Smith 1958 , 
p 215) is stated to have been purified by his bath at an Asvamedha (Ep. 
Cam., X, Kolar no. 63; cf. Kane 1941, H, 2: 1238). Nevertheless we have 
records of some forty ahitagnis from this state in recent times, they have 
belonged to the Asvalayana, Satyasadha and Madhyandina schools. (For 
the rare Manava school, see below no. 319.) The Rgvedins have geneia y 
followed the Baudhayana and less frequently the Apastamba school for the 
adhvaryava. The sacrificers belonging to the Satyasadha school mostly have 
adopted yajusa-hautra, and even in their Soma sacrifices, the hautra has 
contained the Taittiriya elements, being in many cases peiformed by fo - 
lowers of the Satyasadha school itself (cf. below, pp. 248 f.). In the sacrifices 
performed by the Madhyandinas, Sankhayana hautra has been adopted. 
The audgatra has invariably been performed according to the Kauthumas. 
Among the ahitagnis of Maharashtra, the largest number of Soma sacrifices 
has been performed by Shankara Dikshita Natu, son of Vasudeva Dikshita 
Natu, a Satyasadhi of Sangli; the only man in the whole of India in the 
present and last centuries who seems to be able to compete with his impres¬ 
sive achievements (see below, no. 329) is the above-mentioned Andhra 
sacrifices Rentachintala Venkatachala Yajulu (no. 150). The two sacrifices 
performed by Shankara Dikshita Natu in 1951 took place at Wai, Satara 
Dt., and all the others at Sangli. This provided a unique opportunity for a 
large number of vaidikas to become trained in the various priestly offices, 

including those of the hota and his assistants. 
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Akola* 

Vashim (Basim)* 

305. Mahadeva Sambasastri Purankar, Madhyandina. 

Buldana* 

Khamgaon* 
306. Prabhakar Lakshman Vaidya, Madhyandina. 

Dhulia* 

Dhulia* 

307. Ganesh Dikshita. Agnistoma (early 20th cent.). 

Goa* 

Mhapsa* 

308. Mahadeva Dikshita H. Apte, Satyasadha. Agnistoma (Akal- 
k°t*5 Maharashtra, 1969; clarified butter was employed instead 
of animals). 

Kolhapur* 

Ichalkaranji* 
309. Gulavani. 

310. Shridhar Balkrishna Joshi Altekar. Agnistoma (Karad*, Satara 
Dt., 1927); Sagnicitya Aptoryama (Sangam Mahuli, Satara 
1940). 

Kolhapur* 

311. Ganesh Dikshita Paranjpe. Agnistoma; Sagnicitya Aptoryama 
(early 20th cent.). 

312. Moreshwar Joshi. Agnistoma (Poona* 1968). 
Kurundwad* 

313. Jamitre. Agnistoma (early 20th cent.). 
314. Oka Dikshita. Agnistoma (early 20th cent.). 

Nrsimhawadi* 

315. Damodar Dikshita Jere. Agnistoma (Sangli* 1928). 
316. Shankar Shastri Jere. Agnistoma (Wai*, Satara, 1924); Sagni¬ 

citya Aptoryama (Kallol, Belgaum, 1923). 

Nagpur* 

Nagpur* 

317. Narahari Shrauti. Agnistoma (1927). 

Nasik* 

Nasik* 

318. Hari Shankar Joshi Ambekar, Madhyandina. Agnistoma 
(Amraoti*, 1958); Sagnicitya Atyagnistoma (1959; animals 
were not offered); Vajapeya (Poona*, 1959). 
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319. N. N., Manava (early 20th cent.). Though exact details are 
wanting, it seems that Soma sacrifices have been performed 
according to the rare MaitrayanI school until recently around 

Nasik. 

Poona* 
Bhor* 

320. Baba Dikshita Hoshing. 

321. Vishnu Dikshita Bhide. Agnistoma (1912; yajusahautra). 
322. Vishvanath Narayan Bhide, Satyasadha. Agnistoma (Poona*, 

1958; yajusahautra). 

Poona* . . , , . * * 
323. Dattatreya Ramachandra Kmjavdekar. Agnistoma (Goa1, 

1912); Sagnicitya Sarvaprstha Aptoryama (Kurundwad*, Kol¬ 
hapur, 1935; a booklet with a list of Srauta performances was 
published on the occasion by the Managing Committee, cf. 

Kashikar 1958, p. 64). 
324. Dattatreya Shastri Tambe. 
325. Shankar Ramachandra Rajawade, Asvalayana. Chose an 

adhvaryu of the Satyasadha school instead of one belonging 
to the Baudhayana or Apastamba school (20th cent.); see 

p. 234. 

Ratnagiri* 

Golap* 
326. Ram Dikshita Bapat, Satyasadha. Agnistoma (Satara*, 1903); 

Sagnicitya Atyagnistoma (Poona*, 1904); Sagnicitya Aptor¬ 
yama (1910). The hautra elements of the Taittiriya Veda were 
observed in these sacrifices; see pp. 248f. 

Rajapur*: Dongar 
327. Gopalbhatta Gokhale, Satyasadha. Agnistoma (Ratnagiri-, 

1935; the hautra elements of the Taittiriya Veda were observed). 

Sangli* 

Sangli* 
328. Rajaram V. Apte, Satyasadha. 
329. Shankara Vasudeva Dikshita Natu, Satyasadha. Agnistoma 

(1934); Sagnicitya Aptoryama (1936); Vajapeya (1939); Atya¬ 
gnistoma with Dvisahasra Cayana (1940); Ukthya (1942); 
SodaSI (1942); Atiratra with Trisahasra Cayana (1942); 
Paundarlka (1943); Sarvatomukha (1943); Agnistut with Katha- 
ka Cayana (Wai*, Satara, 1951); Brhaspatisava (Wai*, Satara, 
1951). In all these sacrifices (on which cf. also above, p. 227), 
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the hautra was performed by followers of the Satyasadha 
school. Son of 332. 

330. Shripad Balambhatta Chhatre. 
331. Tilak. 
332. Vasudeva Dikshita Natu, Satyasadha, father of no. 329. 

Satara* 

Pachawad* 

333. Ananta Dikshita Bapat Panchavadkar, Satyasadha, grandfather 
of no. 334. Agnistoma; Vajapeya (Alibag, 1905). Adopted 
rgghautra. (Cf. Vajapeya 1955: 51.) 

334. Dhundhiraja Dikshita Bapat, Satyasadha; died on February 13, 
1956 at the age of 74 (cf. Srautakosa I; E.S., p. 37). Caturma- 
syas; Agnistoma (Aundh*, N. Satara, 1925, under the patronage 
of the Raja of Aundh); Sagnicitya Sarvaprstha Aptoryama 
(Indore*, Madhya Pradesh, 1930); Vajapeya (Poona*, 1955; 
for this sacrifice cf. above, p. 200). Rghautra according to the 
ASvalayana school was adopted, and clarified butter was em¬ 
ployed instead of animals in the two latter sacrifices. 

Satara* 
335. Ananta Nilakantha Joshi; deceased. 
336. Ramchandra Ananta Joshi; living. 

Wai* 

337. Kashinatha Dikshita Karandhikar, Satyasadha. Agnistoma 
(Pachwad*, 1872; the hautra elements in the Taittirlya Veda 
were insisted upon). 

338. Kashinatha Shastri Lele, Satyasadha. Agnistoma (1913; hautra 
elements in the Taittirlya Veda observed). 

339. Nilakantha Lele, Satyasadha. Agnistoma (1949; the hautra was 
performed by Satyasadhins). 

340. Shankar Dikshita Gokhale, Satyasadha. Agnistoma (the hautra 
elements in the Taittirlya Veda were observed). 

Sholapur* 

Pandharpur* 

341. Balacharya Varkhedkar, Madhva Vaisnavite. Agnistoma 
(Somadhana, 1967); Sagnicitya Aptoryama (1975; pistapasu). 

342. Nrsimhacharya Varkhedkar, Madhva Vaisnavite. Agnistoma 
(Gaya, 1958; pistapasu). 

343. Pradyumnacharya Varkhedkar, Madhva Vaisnavite. Sagnicitya 
Paundarlka (Hyderabad, 1962). (Resides in Hyderabad; entered 
here because he apparently originally hails from Pandharpur.) 

NEPAL 

According to personal communications of Michael Witzel (1974-1975). 
there are two groups of brahmins in Nepal who perform Vedic rituals. The 
Newari brahmins came from India in medieval times (according to their own 
tradition some 800 years ago), and are fully integrated into Newari society, 
speaking Newari. With the help of the Japanese Television, Witzel has 
been engaged in filming Newari rituals including “bratabandha” (i.e., 
Upanayana), Sraddha, and marriage, as well as the Agmhotra, which 
is being performed by one single Newar brahmin only (no. 344), and 
which is much influenced by Tantric worship. The Agnihotra is being 
performed daily for the king of Nepal, as well, by a Nepali brahmin (no. 
345) according to his family tradition (he had never seen the Katyayana- 
Srautasutra as such): his family has been performing this duty for about 200 
years. The Nepali brahmins, who speak Nepali, came originally from 
Kumaun and all belong to the Madhyandina school. Besides the Agnihotra, 
only the Darsapurnamasa is performed of the srauta sacrifices. At the end 
of the 19th century, however, ahitagni pandit Siromani Sastrl (no. 346), 
the guru of the King of Nepal in Kathmandu, is known to have performed 
two Somayagas in Varanasi: first an Atyagnistoma, and then, spending two 
lakhs of rupees, a Sagnicitya Sarvaprsthaptoryama. The site where these 
sacrifices took place was the Bauliya Bag situated at Ram Katora (cf. also 

no. 545). 

RAJASTHAN 

The inscription found at Ghosundi-Hathibala, Chitorgarh Dt., Rajas¬ 
than, and dated to about the second half of the 1st century b.c. (cf. Sircar 
1965, p. 42), refers to king Gajayana Sarvatrata, a Bhagavata, as a performer 
of an A§vamedha celebrated not in honor of Indra but of Samkarsana and 
Vasudeva (Ep. Ind., XVI, 25, and XXII, 198; cf. Kane 194L 1. 70, and 

Renou 1965, p. 13). 
From recent times, we have references only to royal sacrificers: 

Jaipur* 
347. Raja Man Sinh, king of Jaipur. Had the Rajasuya performed 

in Varanasi in the 17th century (see no. 542). 
348. Raja Sava! (Sewai) Jayasingh, king of Amber ( = Jaipur). 

ASvamedha (first half of the 18th cent.). (Cf. Isvara-vilasakavya 
of Krsnakavi in the Deccan College manuscript no. 273 of 
1884-1886; P. K. Gode in Poona Orientalist, 2, 166-180, and 
Kane 1941, II, 2: 1239; more literature in Renou 1965, p. 73 

§ 13 n. 8.) 
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Kishengarh* 

349. Maharaja of Kishengarh. Agnistoma (early 20th cent.) (15/1957.) 
Shahapura* 

350. Maharaja of Shahapura. Ahitagni. (early 20th cent.) 

TAMIL NADU 

The Old Tamil poems of the 1st centuries a.d. contain many references 
to Vedic sacrifices. Although the religion that is in the foreground in these 
texts still predominantly represents the ancient Dravidian tradition (cf. 
Hart 1975, pp. 21-50), the brahminic rites of the North had already been 
introduced to South India (cf. Filliozat 1968; Hart 1975, pp. 51-56). For 
instance, the Pandya king Mutu-kutumi-peru Va.luti, who is referred to 
simply as Kutumi both in Purananuru (6,26; 9,8; etc.) and in an inscription 
of Velvikkuti ( = “village of sacrifice,” Ep. Ind., XVII, 291-309, no. 16), 
has the epithet pal-yfikacalai ‘having many sacrificial halls’ (Puram 64, col.). 
Puram 224, 9 speaks of veta-velvi ‘Vedic sacrifice’, and Puram 2 of the three 
fires. A specific rite is met with in the epithet of the Cola king Perunarkilli, 
iracacuya\etta ‘who has performed the sacrifice of rajasuya’. This tradition 
can be traced to slightly younger texts; thus the Cilappatikaram (ca. 200 
a.d.) mentions velvi calai ‘yagaSala’, and the Paripatal (ca. 5th cent.) velvi 
mutalvan lord of sacrifice (Indra)’ and velvi-p-pakcmx ‘sacrificial portion’ 
(5, 31; 5, 26 flf.). The Pallava king Sivaskandavarman of Kanclpuram, who 
reigned in the first half of the 4th century a.d. (cf. Sathianathaier in Majum- 
dar, ed., 1954, III, 282), performed the Agnistoma, Vajapeya and ASvamedha 
sacrifices (Ep. Ind., I, 5; cf. Kane 1941, II, 1: 69). 

It seems that the Srauta tradition of present-day Tamil Nadu has largely 
spread from the Tanjur district, and that its flourishing there is largely due 
to the patronage of the Nayak of the 15th century, and especially to the 
spiritual mentor and minister of Sewappa Nayak, Achuta Nayak, and 
Raghunatha Nayak, the chancellor Govinda Dlksitar. He himself performed 
daily the Agnihotra and many Soma sacrifices, including the Sarvatomukha, 
and established in 1542 the Raja Veda Pathasala in Kumbhakonam for the 
study of Rg-, Yajur-, and Samaveda; this institution, which according to the 
tradition stands on the very site of Govinda Diksitar’s sacrifices, is still 
functioning. Govinda Dlksitar also founded numerous villages and donated 
them to brahmins; among these is Kandamangalam, from which we have 
records_of srauta traditions that still survive. Govinda Dlksitar, a Rgvedin 
of the ASvalayana school, had seven sons, of whom the eldest, Yagnanara- 
yana Dlksitar, performed the Adhvaryava at the Apta-vajapeya conducted 
by his father, and, to judge from his name, was himself also a Soma sacrificer. 
A younger son, Venkata Makhin, was, like his father and eldest brother, 
also a famous writer on the sastras and on music whose works include the 

varttika-bharanam on Mlmamsa. (For further details see the booklet “Sri 
Govinda Dikshitar,” published by the Raja Veda Pathasala, Kumbhako- 

nam,The Vedic traditions thus resuscitated could continue in peace under 
the tranquil rule of the Bhonsala dynasty at Thanjavur. The ministers of 
the kings Shahaji and Sarfoji also themselves performed many sacrifices in 
the 18th century. The concentration of the Tamil srauta tradition in this 
district is indeed conspicuous: we have records of some eighty ahitagnis 
there, and most of them are still living. A big center of Vedic ritual in this 
nucleus has been the village Sengalipuram, as may be seen from our list. 
S Anantarama Dikshitar, who comes from this village, has greatly propa¬ 
gated the cause of srauta religion in this century, and has been awarded the 
title Upanyasacakravartin. Most of the srauta performances in the Thanjavui 
district and elsewhere have been ably guided by Nellicheri Ramanatha 
Srautigal, while T. S. Narayanasami Sastrigal, a Samavedin of Tippiraja- 
puram, has most sacrifices to his credit as the yajamana (see no. 435). 
Another major center of srauta tradition has been Kallidaikuruchi in the 
Tirunelveli district: it once had eighteen ahitagnis, most of whom had per¬ 
formed Soma sacrifices. Here the yajusa-hautra has been adopted for 
pre-Soma rituals. The schools followed in the Srauta rituals of Tamil Nadu 
are Apastamba of the Yajurveda, ASvalayana of the Rgveda, and Drahya- 

yana and Kauthuma of the Samaveda. 

Chingleput (Cenkalunirppattu)* 

Madras* (cf. also above, no. 205) 
351. Sambasiva Deekshithar, YV. Adhana. (13/1972.) 
352. Subramania Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. (13/1972.) 

Tirukkalukkunram* 
353. Subrahmanya Dikshita. (14/1958.) 

Madurai* 

Madurai* 
354. T. Appadurai Dikshitar. Many Soma sacrifices with Cayanas 

up to Vajapeya with Trisahasra Cayana (1923). 

Ramnad (Ramanatkapuram)* 

Devakottai* 
355. N. N. Many Soma sacrifices with Cayana; Vajapeya (Deva¬ 

kottai, 1936). 
S(h)ivaganga*: Kaliarkoil 

356. Kaleeswara Dikshitar. 
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Thanjavur (Tancavur, Tanjore)* 
Ariyur 

357. Srinivasier. (14/1958.) 

Ayyampettai* P.O.: Nellicheri (Ayyampettai on the Kumbhakonam- 
Thanjavur route was built by Govinda Diksitar in the 15th 
cent.) 

358. N. Jambunatha Srowthigal, YV. Agnistoma (Mayuram 1958) 
(13 + /1972.) 

359. N. Jayarama Srauti/Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma (Mayuram 
1958). (13 + /1972.) 

360. N. Ramanatha Srautigal, expert in adhvaryava and hautra, has 
directed most of the performances in the Thanjavur Dt. and 
elsewhere in Tamil Nadu; has been granted the title srautavid- 
yasudhakara. (M/1958.) 

361. Vaidyanatha Dikshitar. (14/1958.) 

362. Yagneswara Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. (13/1972.) 
Gangadharapuram (near Swamimalai in the vicinity of Kumbhako- 

nam) 

363. Swaminatha Dikshitar. (14/1958.) 

364. Venkatarama Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. (13/1972.) 
Kandamangalam (built by Govinda Diksitar in the 15th cent) 

365. Subramania Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. 
Kodavasal*: Sengalipuram* 

366. Adhyarapathi Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. (13/1972.) 
367. S Anant(h)anarayana(n) Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma (1950) 

(I3 + /1972.) 

368. S. Anant(h)arama Deekshithar alias Ambi, YV, Upanyasa- 
cakravartin ^See ak°ve’ P- 233). Agnistoma (1950). (13 + /1972 ) 

369. S. Anjaneya Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. (13 + /1972 ) 
370. S. Ayya Deekshithar, YV, continues a long srauta tradition. 

Agnistoma; Sagnicitya Aptoryama. (13 + /1972 ) 
371. Krishnamurthi Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. (13/1972) 
372. Mani Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. (13/1972.) 
373. Narayanaswamy Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. (13/1972 ) 
374. Nataraja Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. 03/1972.) 
375. S. Pundarikaksha Dikshitar, SV. (M/1958.) 
376. S. Subburama Dikshitar. (M/1958.) 
377. Subramania Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. (13/1972.) 
378. S. Sundaresha Shastrigal. (M/1958.) 

379. Swaminatha Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. (13/1972.) 
380. S. Venkatesha Dikshitar. Agnistoma; Sagnicitya Aptoryama; 

Vajapeya (Veppathur, 1946). (14/1958.) 
381 Yagnanarayana Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. (13/1972 ) 

Kumbhakonam* (cf. also no. 301) 

382. Agnihotram Tatachariar, Vaisnavite; recently deceased. 

383. Dr. V. R. Lakshmikanta Sarma Deekshithar, YV; living. (Our 
informant no. 13; prepares an edition of Talavrnta-nivasin’s 
alias Andapillai’s Prayogavrtti on the Apastamba Srautasutra; 
has taken part in many sacrifices). Agnistoma. (13 + /1972.) 

384. S. Narayana Dikshitar. Agnistoma; Sagnicitya Aptoryama; 

Vajapeya (1944)- (14/1958-) 
385. Ramachandra Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. (13 + /1972.) 
386. Ramanatha Deekshithar alias Kuppuswami, YV. Agnistoma. 

(13 + /1972.) 
387. Ramanuja Thathacharya Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. (13/ 

1972.) 
388. Srinivasa Thathacharyar, YV. Agnistoma. (13/1972.) 
389. Sund(a)ra Thathacharya Deeksithar, YV. Agnistoma. (13/1972.) 
390. N. N. Ukthya with Dvisahasra Cayana (Kumbhakonam, during 

eight days in June, 1972). (13/1972.) 
Kunnam* (on the Coleroon bank) 

391. Balakumara Dikshitar. (M/1958.) 
392. Balarama Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. (13/1972.) 
393. Krishnamurthi Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. (13 + /1972.) 
394. V. Srinivasar. Agnistoma. (1957). (M/1958.) 
395. Sund(a)rarama Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. (13/1972.) 
396. Yagnarama Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. (I3/1972.) 

Mannargudi* 
397. Gopala Dikshitar. Agnistoma; Sagnicitya Aptoryama (1956). 

(M/1958.) 
398. Ramamurthy Dikshitar. (M/1958.) 

Marur* 
399. Raghawa Dikshitar; deceased. (M/1958.) 

Mayuram (Mayavaram)* 
400. Annas(w)amy Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. (13 + /1972.) 
401. Gopala Deekshithar, RV. Agnistoma. (13/1972.) 
402. Rama Deekshithar, RV. Agnistoma. (13/1972.) 

Mayuram*: Malliyam: Asikkadu 
403. Nidur Dikshitar. Soma sacrifices with Cayanas. (M/1958.) 

Nannilam* 
404. Sethurama Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. (13/1972.) 

Nannilam*: Palur 
405. Appathurai Dikshitar. (M/1958.) 

Nannilam*: Vadagudi 
406. Narayana Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma; SodasI; Vajapeya. 

(13 +/1972.) 
407. Raju Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. (13/1972.) 
408. Ramu/Raman Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma (1957). (13 + 

/1972.) 
409. Srinivasa Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. (13/1972.) 
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410. Subramania Deekshithar alias T(h)ambu Deekshithar. Agni¬ 
stoma. (13 + /1972.) 

411. Swaminatha Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. (13/1972.) 

412. N. N. Atyagnistoma (Vadagudi, March 1962; cf. Staal 1964 
608-609). y * 

Nannilam*: Srivanchiam (Srivanjiam) 

413. P. K. Vaidyanatha Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma; Sagnicitya 
Aptoryama. (13 + /1972.) 

Nannilam*: Srivanchiam: Pungulam P.O. 

414. V. R. Gopala Iyer/Dikshitar, YV. Agnistoma (1958). (13 + 
/1972.) 

415. K. V. Thyagarajair. Agnistoma (Pungulam, 1956). (14/i9s8.) 
Puththakaram 

416. Varadaraja Bhattachar, YV. Agnistoma. (13/1972.) 
Saliamangalam*: Kalancheri 

417. Rajamier. (14/1958.) 
Sammangudi 

418. Kumara Dikshitar. (14/1958.) 

419. Kumaraswamy Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. (13/1972.) 
420. Nageswara Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. (13 + /1972.) 
421. Sivaguru Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. (13 + /1972.) 
422. Yajnarama Dikshitar. (14/1958.) 

Shiyali*: Sattanathapuram 

423. T. K. Aghora Shastrigal. (14/1958.) 
Simili (Simizhi) 

424. Gopala Vajapeyee/Dikshitar, YV. Agnistoma; Apta-Vajapeya 
(Tirukkarugavur, 1956). (13 + /1972.) 

425. Rajendran Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma (1956). (13 + /1972.) 
426. Yagna Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. (13/1972.) 

T(h)andangorai 

427. T. Appadurai Dikshitar. Agnistoma; Soma sacrifice with Tri- 

sahasra Cayana (1920); Vajapeya (Madurai, 1923). (14/1958.) 
428. Vaidyanathaswamy Diksitar. (14/1958.) 

T(h)anjavur (Tancavur, Tanjore)* 

429. Anandaraya, minister (dewan) of king Sarfoji of Thanjavur. 
Many sacrifices (18th cent.), (cf. Vajapeya 1955, p. 51.) 

430. Govinda Diksitar, RV (Asvalayana), chancellor of several 

Nayak kings of Thanjavur (see above, pp. 217 f.). Agnistoma; 

Sarvatomukha; Apta-Vajapeya (Kumbhakonam, 15th cent.). 
431. Sundaresa Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. (13/1972.) 

432. Tryambakaraya, minister of king Shahaji of Thanjavur. Many 
sacrifices (18th cent.), (cf. Vajapeya 1955, p. 51.) 

433. Yagnanarayana Diksitar, RV, expert in adhvaryava. (I4/1958.) 

T(h)ippirajapuram:1 

435. T. S. Narayanas(w)ami Deekshithar/Sastrigal, SV. Agnistoma; 
Ukthya; SodasI; Sahasracayana; Sarvaprstha Aptoryama; 
Dvisahasracayana; Trisahasracayana; Brhaspati-sava; Sams- 

tha-vajapeya (Tirukkarugavur, June, 1955); Saumika Catur- 
masya; Sarvatomukha; Sarvajit Mahavrata (Puthagoram, 

1956); Dvadasaha (Vishnampettai, 1958). (Cf. Vajapeya 1955, 

pp. 51-52.) (13 +/1972). 
436. Venkatarama Srowthigal, SV. Agnistoma. (13/1972.) 

T(h)irukkarugavur* _ 
437. Vaidyanatha Deekshithar, YV. Adhana. (13/1972.) 

Tirunageswaram: Uppiliyappan Koil 

438. Srinivasachari. (14/1958.) 

Tiruvaiyaru (on the Kaveri river) 
439. Agnisvara Dikshitar. Agnistoma (1941)- (14/1958.) 
440. Muthu Srowthingal/Diksitar, YV. Agnistoma (1958)- (13 + 

/1972.) 
441. Yajnesvara Dikshitar. (14/1958.) 

Tiruvengadu* 
442. Aghora Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. (13/1972.) 

Tiruvisanallur (= Tiruvisalur* ?) 
443. S. Krishnamurthi Deekshithar, SV. Agnistoma. (13 + /1972.) 

Udayalur 
444. Sund(a)ra Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. (13/1972.) 

Vikkirapandyam 
445. Mahadeva Dikshitar. (14/1958.) 

Tirucchirappali (Tiruccirappalli, Trichinopoly, Trichi) • 

Karupattur 
446. Narayana Dikshitar. (14/1958.) 
447. Radhakrishnier. (14/1958.) 

Krishnarajapuram 
448. Sankara Dikshitar. (14/1958.) 
449. Venkatarama Dikshitar. (14/1958.) 

Lalgudi*: Angarai 
450. A. K. Arunachala Dikshitar. Agnistoma. (14/1958.) 
451. Halasya(natha) Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. (13 + /1972.) 

452. A. R. (read A. K.?) Ramanatha Dikshitar, 17th generation of 

ahitagnis. Agnistoma (i960). (14/1958.) 

Maharajapuram 
453. Nagaswamy Dikshitar. (14/1958.) 
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Manakkal* 

454. Vaidyanatha Dikshitar. (14/1958.) 
Pudukkottai* 

455. Kalyana Dikshitar. (14/1958.) 

456. Panchapagesha Dikshitar. (14/1958.) 

457. N. N. Agnistoma (Pudukkottai, “a few years” before 1950; 
cf. Renou 1950, p. 27). (14/1958.) 

Tirukkattuppalli (Tirkatpalli)*: Vishnampet(tai) (30 miles from Kum- 
bhakonam) 

458. Mahalinga Dikshitar. (14/1958.) 
459. Natesha Dikshitar. (14/1958.) 

460. Padmanabha Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma; Sarvaprstha Aptor- 
yama with Sahasra Cayana. (13/1972.) 

461. N. N. Kuru-vajapeya (Vishnampettai, 5-20.12.1972). (13/1972; 
participated in the yaga.) 

Tirunelveli (Tinnevelly)* 

Gopalasamudram* 

462. Thiagaraja (Tyagaraja) Deekshithar, YV or SV (two conflicting 
reports). Agnistoma. (13 + /1972.) 

Kalakkadu* (SW of Tirunelveli; according to another testimony a 

different Kalakkadu, ENE of Trivandrum in Kerala, is con¬ 
cerned.) 

463. S(w)ami Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. (13 + /1972.) 
Kallidaikurichi* 

464. Kailasa Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. (14/1958.) 
465. Sakthi Dikshitar. (H/1958.) 

Kallidaikurichi*: Ekambarapuram 

466. Krishna Dikshitar. (14/1958.) 

467. Ramachandra Dikshitar. (14/1958.) 
468. Varadaraja Srauti. (14/1958.) 

Kallidaikurichi*: Ekambarapuram P. O.: Kallal 

469. Hariharasubramanya Dikshitar. (14/1958.) 
Kallidaikurichi*: Srivarahapuram 

470. Satyavagisvara Dikshitar. (H/1958.) 
Sundarapandiyapuram* 

471. Krishna Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. (13/1972.) 

exact location unknown 

Pallathur 

472. N. N. Adhana (13/1972.) 

473. Ramu Deekshithar, YV. Agnistoma. (settled in Bombay, Ma¬ 
harashtra) (I3/1972.) 

474. Pranadharthihara (read Pradhana0 ?) Deekshithar, YV. Agni- 
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stoma; Sahasracayana; Sarvaprstha Aptoryama; Atiratra; 
Dvisahasracayana; Ukthya. (13/1972.) 

475. N. N. Agnistoma (June 11, 1973)- (13/I972-) 
476. N. N. SodaSi (June 8, 1973)- (13/1972.) 

UTTAR PRADESH 

In his inscription at Ayodhya (modern Ajodhya, Fyzabad Dt., U.P.), 
Dhanadeva, the sixth descendant of Pusyamitra Sunga, says that he has 
performed an Asvamedha; this would have happened in the late first century 
b.c. (cf. Sircar 1965, p. 42, and in Majumdar and Pusalker, eds. I9532> H, 
173 f.). Though one must suppose that Uttar Pradesh was a seat of Vedic 
learning in ancient times, the tradition seems to have been fairly limited in 
historical times. The srauta performances have been restricted, practically 
speaking, to Varanasi and its immediate neighborhood, where during the 
last 130 years altogether nineteen Somayagas have been performed in ten 
different localities, described below in detail according to the information 
provided by Sri ViSvanath Vaman Dev. In addition to the names of the 
yajamanas of these major sacrifices, performers of minor srauta rites and 
persons who have officiated in the function of chief priests are listed below. 
The srauta traditions of the sacred city go back to the very dawn of creation, 
when god Brahma is said to have performed the horse sacrifice ten times at 
the site of the present Dasasvamedha Ghat. The earliest historical yaga on 
record is the Rajasuya performed in KaSi about 1650 on behalf of a maha¬ 
raja of Jaipur by Syam Diksit Pathak (see no. 542). The regular list of the 
nineteen Somayagas, however, begins with Vaman Diksit Pathak (no. 545, 
the rest being given in this order: 515, 505, 518, 304, 485, 527, 346 with two 
yagas, 537,490, 528, 552, 520, 531, 522, 501, 529, 526). The holy city has been 
frequented by people from many states (e.g. nos. 304, 346, 520, 541, 548), 
and it is not surprising that in addition to the regional vaidikas and pandits, 
one comes across followers of other Vedic schools, too. The Rgveda is 
represented by both the Asvalayana and the Sankhayana schools, the Yajur- 
veda by those of Madhyandina, Baudhayana, and Satyasadha, but the 
Samaveda by the Kauthuma school alone. Among those who have main¬ 
tained the Vedic and Srauta traditions in Varanasi, particular mention may 
be made of Balasastri Ranade, who lived in the nineteenth century and was 
awarded the title of balasarasvati for his outstanding knowledge of sruti, 
smrti, purana, and darsana at a very young age (see no. 485). 

Rshikesh 
477. Ahitagni Balakramji, Madhyandina. Performed the Catur- 

masyas five times at this holy place. (15/1957.) 
Varanasi* (all obtained 15/1957.) 

478. Aba Diksit Purohit, RV (early 20th cent.). 
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479. Anant Ram Puntambekar, hotar; living. 

480. Atmaram Vaslnkar (? v.l. Bharavasilkar), adhvaryu; deceased. 
(See no. 529.) 

481. Bal Dlksit Josi (early 20th cent.). 

482. Bal Dlksit Kale (early 20th cent.). 
483. Bal Dlksit Toro (20th cent.). 

484. Bala Dlksita Yajnamvaru, Apastamba (20th cent.). 
485. BalaSastrl Ranade, Satyasadha, Balasarasvatl (see above, 

introduction to Varanasi). Performed an Agnistoma around 
1880 on a piece of land that he had bought for himself near the 

Raj Mandir at the Brahma Ghat, still known as “Yajnasala” 
(see also no. 518). Rgveda-hautra was adopted in this sacrifice. 

486. Balakrsna Sastrl Kelkar (early 20th cent.). 
487. Balasastri Rangappa (20th cent.). 
488. Bhavanilalji, Sankhayana (20th cent.). 

489. Bhikoji (v.l. Bhikaji, Bhiku) Dlksit Lele, Satyasadha, adhvaryu; 
deceased (early 20th cent.) 

490. Bhikoji (v.l. Bhikaji, Mikoji) Pant Ses, RV, an expert in dhar- 

masastra; deceased. Performed an Agnistoma at the end of the 

19th cent, at the Durga Mandir near the Sumer Mandir at 
Ramnagar (a town on the east bank of the Ganga, southeast of 

Varanasi in its immediate neighborhood). Acted also as hotar. 
491. Bholanath (20th cent.). 

492. Cintamani Palande, udgatar; living. 
493. Devakrsna TripathI, udgatar; living. 
494. Devanath (20th cent.). 

495. Gajanan Godse, adhvaryu; living. 
496. Ganes Bhat Napat, udgatar; living. 

497. Gane§ Dlksit Bapat, adhvaryu; living. 

498. Gane§ Dlksit DaujI Bhatt, adhvaryu; deceased. 
499. Ganes Sastrl Bettigiri (20th cent.). 

500. Gane§ Vyankates Sahasrabuddhe (19th cent.). (See no. 551.) 

501. Gangadharjl (Agnihotrl), Madhyandina, gaur-sarasvata. Per¬ 

formed an Agnistoma in the early 20th cent, at Sapta Sagar, 
near the Ka§I Devi Mandir and the Town Hall. (See also no. 
529). 

502. Gangadhar Sastrl Thatte, Satyasadha (20th cent.). 
503. Gopalakrsna Bhatt Bhatt, hotar; deceased. 
504. Govindacarya, hotar; deceased. 

505. Har Dlksit Kale, RV. Performed an Agnistoma between i860 

and 1896 at the Bangall Bara, near Gay Ghat and Visvesvar- 

ganj, where is now situated the garden of Rai Bahadur Pandit 
Madhoram Sandji. (See also nos. 528, 531, 552.) 

506. Hari§ankarram Dalpatram, DvivedI (Srlmali, 20th cent.). 
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507. Kaslnath Napat, udgatar; living. 
508. Krsna Dlksit Mahadkar, hotar; deceased. 

509. Krsnapant Sastrl (20th cent.). 

521, 522.) 
511. Laksmikant Dlksit, adhvaryu; living. 
512. Laksminath Pathak Saptarsi, Madhyandina, adhvaryu; de- 

' ceased. (20th cent.) (See no. 522.) 
513. MangaleSvar Badal, adhvaryu; living. 

514. MannujI (20th cent.). , 
515. Namaskare, Madhyandina. Performed a Cayana about i860 

at the Renuka Mandir, near the Durga Mandir on the Dur- 

gakund. 
516. Nandakrsna TripathI, udgatar; living. 

517. Narayan Datar, udgatar; living. 
518 Pandurang Dlksit Bhat (Bhat), RV. Performed an Agnistoma 

’ about 1885-1890 at the Raj Mandir near Brahma Ghat (between 

Pane Ganga Ghat and Gay Ghat). (See no. 485). 

519. PrabhudattajI (20th cent.). _ , , . „ „ 
520. Purusottam Sastrl Dravid, Apastamba, a Tamil brahmin. Per¬ 

formed an Agnistoma (early 20th cent.) at Hanuman Ghat (near 

HariScandra Ghat). . , 
521. Raghunath (Rac) Ganorkar (? v.l. Gavodkar, Gaudkar), hotar, 

deceased. (See no. 510.) 
522. RaghunathjI (Agnihotrl), Madhyandina, gaur-brahmap. Per¬ 

formed an Agnistoma around 1920 at AssI Ghat. The adhvar- 
yava was perfromed according to the KSS by Pandit Laksminath 

Pathak Saptarsi (no. 512), and the hautra according to the 

ASS by Pandit LaksmanjI Ganorkar (no. 510). 

523. Ramcandra Srlkrsna Ratate (20th cent.). 

524. RameSvarbhatt Vaze (early 20th cent.). 
525. RatanjI Dlksit, Sankhayana (20th cent.). 
526. Rslsankar TripathI, Kauthuma, Samavedacarya; living. Per¬ 

formed an Agnistoma in April 1966 on the grounds of Kasiraja 

Nyasa at Sivala Ghat. Has also functioned as udgatar. 
527 Sadasiv Dlksit (v.l. Bhatt) Javjl Bhatt, Madhyandina. Per¬ 

formed around 1900 (1898 or 1902?) an Agnistoma at Sati 

Ca(b)utra in Sukhlal Sahu Phatak (near Visvanath Mandir), 

where is presently situated the Lacchl Ram Dharmasala. The 

hautra was performed according to the ASS by Raghunath 

Ganorkar (no. 521). A 
528. SadaSiv Sastrl Soman, RV. Performed an Agnistoma at the end 

of the 19th century at the Bangall Bara (see sub no. 505). 
529. SaSibhusan (Agnihotrl). Performed an Agnistoma (early 20th 
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cent.) at Sapta Sagar (see no. 501). For the adhvaryu and hotar 
(following the ASS) of this yaga, see nos. 480 and 532 respec¬ 
tively. 

530. Siddhanath, Sakadvlpl (20th cent.). 
(346.) Siromani Sastri. (See sub NEPAL, no. 346.) 

531. Sltal Pande(ya), Madhyandina. Performed an Agnistoma (early 

20th cent.) at the Bangall Bara (see sub no. 505). 
532. Sitaram Diksit Purohit (v.l. Citlai), hotar; deceased. See sub 

no. 529. 
533. Sivadatt Tripathi, udgatar; living. 
534. Sivaram Tripathi, adhvaryu and udgatar; living. 
535. Sokharam Diksit Daujl Bhatt, adhvaryu; living. 
536. Somnath Pathak Saptarsi, adhvaryu; deceased. 
537. Son Diksit Kale, RV. Performed an Agnistoma at the end of the 

19th century on behalf of Raja MunsI Madho (v.l. Madhav) 
Lai in the village of Bhulanpur, Rohania thana, KasI district 
(at the junction of the Mall and the Grand Trunk Road on the 
way to the Allahabad Road). He undertook the Agnihotravrata 
only from this sacrifice onwards. 

538. Srldharbhatt Pacgavkar (20th cent.). 
539. Srlkrsna Godse, adhvaryu; living. 
540. Srlkrsna Vaman Dev, hotar; living. 
541. Subrahmanya Sastri Dravid, Apastamba (20th cent.). 
542. Syama Diksit Pathak, Madhyandina. “The tlrtha purohita of 

the Hindu emperor Anan[ta]pala of Delhi, the Vidvan of 
KasI. . . . Performed the rajasuya on behalf of the king of 
Jaypur, Man Sinh, 300 years ago” (trans. from Aj, May 8, 1966) 
(See no. 347.) * 

543. Tatya Kelkar (early 20th cent.). 
544. Vamanacarya, adhvaryu; deceased. 

545. Vaman Diksit Pathak, Madhyandina. Performed a Soma yaga 
around 1850 or a little earlier (cf. the introduction to Varanasi, 
above) at Ram Katora, near the Sanskrit University. (See also 
no. 346.) 

546. M. M. Vamshidhar Sastri (from Bengal, 20th cent.). 
547. Vayunandan Misra (20th cent.). 

(304.) Vinayak Sastri Gadgll, RV, from Gwalior. Performed a Sagni- 
citya Aptoryama about 1890-1895 at Bhairav Bavrl, on the site 
of the present KasI Gosala (near the Kotvali or Chief Police 
Station and Kal Bhairav Mandir). 

548. M. M. Vinayak Sastri Vetal (20th cent.). 
549. Visnu Sastri Sathe (early 20th cent.). 

550. Visvanath Vaman Dev, rgvedaghanapathl, vedacarya, vidya- 
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varidhi; our foremost informant on the Vedic traditions in 
Varanasi. Has served as hotar; living. 

551. Vyankates Sahasrabuddhe (19th cent.). Cf. no. 500. 

552. Yajnesvar Diksit Mahabalesvar(kar), RV. Performed an Agni¬ 
stoma (early 20th cent.) at the Bangall Bara (see sub no. 505). 

SUMMARY 

The preceding lists have been summarized below in the form of two 
tables giving statistics of (1) the sacrificers in the various states, and (2) the 
rarer Soma sacrifices performed. Some annotations are necessary for their 
correct interpretation. These tables, and especially the catalogues of the 
sacrifices, represent underestimates, since only the sacrifices that have been 
expressly mentioned are included (the only exceptions are the Agnistomas 
implied for the performers of Soma sacrifices of unspecified or different 
kinds). Moreover, the figures for the various states are not directly com¬ 
parable. Those for Kerala, being based on the total estimate for the years 
since 1911 by Erkkara Raman Nambudiri, are probably much closer to the 
actual number than the figures for the other states. Among the latter, the 
figures for Andhra Pradesh, Rajasthan and Uttar Pradesh include a con¬ 
siderably higher percentage of deceased persons than the rest. 

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF SACRIFICERS 

State Ahita- 
gnis 

Soma- 
yajins 

Performers 
of two or 
more Soma 
sacrifices 

Maximum num¬ 
ber of sacrifices 
per one person 

Andhra Pradesh 200 188 62 20 (no. 150) 

Bihar 1 

Karnatak 47 43 15 5 (no. 249) 

Kerala ca. 125 ca. 120 6 2 

Madhya Pradesh 1 1 1 2 (no. 304) 

Maharashtra 39 26 11 11 (no. 329) 

Nepal 3 1 1 3 (no. 346) 

Rajasthan 4 3 2 

Tamil Nadu 126 84 21 11-14 (no. 435) 

Uttar Pradesh 80 15 1 1 

TOTAL 626 481 120 20 

TABLE I 
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THE RARER SOMA SACRIFICES 

Name of the Specification 
sacrifice 

Agnicayana 

Unspecified (probably with Aptor¬ 
yama) 

Unspecified, with Aptoryama 
Unspecified, with other sacrifices 
Sahasra (cf. TS 5.6.8.2) 
Dvisahasra (cf. ibid.) 
Trisahasra (cf. ibid.) 
Kathaka (cf. ApSS 19.11-15) 
Arupaketuka (cf. BSS 19.10) 

Aptoryama (cf. ApSS 14.4.12ff.; 22.13.18-19), 
mostly Sarvaprstha (cf. p. 234) and 

with the Agnicayana 
Inferred from unspecified Agnicayanas 

Vajapeya 

Atiratra 

Paundarlka 

Unspecified (2 with unspecified and 
_ one with Trisahasra Cayana) 
Apta-vajapeya (cf. ApSS 18.3.6) 
Kuru-vajapeya (cf. ApSS 18.3.7) 
Samstha-vajapeya (cf. PB 18.6-7; 

Vajapeya 1955: 19.52) 
(cf. ApSS 14.3.8fF.; 22.13.15ff.) (nine 

with unspecified, one with 
Trisahasra Cayana) 

(cf. ApSS 22.24.8-12) 

Unspecified (two with unspecified 
Cayana) 

Vyu<jha (one with Dvi°, one with 
Trisahasra Cayana) 

Samudha 
Sarvatomukha (cf. BSS 18,49; ApSS 22.11.12-13) 

(one with unspecified Cayana) 
Atyagmstoma (cf. BSS 14.20) (two with unspecified, 

one with Dvisahasra Cayana) 
Brhaspatisava (v.l.° savana; cf. ApSS 22.7.5-16) 

_ , (once with Kathaka Cayana) 
Sodasi (cf. ApSS 14.2.2 If.) 

Number TOTAL 
of per¬ 
formances 

103 
36 

38 
12 
3 
5 
5 
2 
2 

75 

39 
36 

22 

16 
3 
2 

1 
15 

14 
9 

4 
1 

11 

9 
7 

5 

I 

Ukthya (cf. ApSS 14.1.6 fif.)_(one with Trisahasra Cayana) 4 
Saumika Caturmasyas (cf. ApSS 22.8.1 ff.) 2 
Diva(h)§yena Isti(s) (cf. BaudhSS 19.8; ApSS 19.15.17) 1 
Naksatra Isti(s) (cf. TB 3.1; BSS 28.3-4) 1 
Pancakarakas (?)_ 1 

Sautramani (cf. ApSS 19) 1 
Agnistut (cf. ApSS 22.6.5 ff.) (with Kathaka Cayana) 1 
Sarvajit Mahavrata (cf. ApSS 22.1.16 If.) 1 
DvadaSaha (cf. ApSS 21.1-4) 1 
Rajasuya (cf. ApSS 18.8-22) 
Asvamedha (cf. ApSS 20)   1 

TABLE 2 (continued) 

THE AUTHENTICITY OF THE MODERN SRAUTA TRADITION AND 

ITS DEVIATIONS 

During the Brahmana period the Vedic sacrifices were the focus of 
cultural and religious activity, although it cannot be said that each and 
every individual entitled to perform sacrifices did so. During the Sutra 
period, however, when metaphysical concepts based on Upanisadic teachings 
had gained ground, ritualistic practices must have received a setback. 
Changing social conditions also played their part. Nonetheless, literary and 
epigraphic evidence, some of which has been cited above, indicates that 
ritualistic religion survived in the classical and medieval periods in spite of 
the great ideological revolutions. In this connection, it may be repeated that 
the epigraphic evidence cannot be taken at face value, since as a rule only 
the sacrifices performed by royal yajamanas have been recorded. In the 19th 
and 20th centuries, close contact with the Western world brought about most 
radical changes in social and economic conditions as well as religious 
convictions. This new development has dealt a severe blow to the already 
weakened sacrificial tradition. Despite the adverse conditions, however, 
we have the names of over five hundred ahitagnis from recent times, mainly 
living in relatively isolated corners of peninsular India. These southern 
states have for a long time been a stronghold of ancient Indian customs 
that had largely been extinguished in the North during the centuries of 
Muslim rule. It does seem remarkable that, along with Vedic recitation, the 
Srauta tradition has been preserved in India for three millennia. Viewed in 
the light of an epigraphic and literary record, which testifies to a significant 
series of precedents, if not to a continuous heritage, the modern day Srauta 
traditions, with their wide distribution, do appear to be genuine survivals 
of ancient rituals. 
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In regard to this modern tradition in general, we would therefore not 
speak of “reconstructions” of the srauta ritual, as Renou (1953, p. 31) did 
when referring to the Vajapeya instituted by the Vaidika Samsodhana 
Mandala (cf. pages 200,230). It is true that in this particular instance profes¬ 
sional scholars engaged in the critical study of the ancient ritual texts were 
involved in the organization of the ritual, which was performed by traditional 
experts. In the vast majority of the recent performances, however, this is 
certainly not the case. The traditional Srautins resort to the local prayoga 
manuals and the customary procedure learnt from the older generation 
rather than to the study of the Srauta Sutras. Thus also the deviations of the 
modern performances from the injunctions of ancient ritual texts can to 
some extent be considered as proofs of their authenticity. Taking into 
consideration that the Srauta Sutras themselves often allow for optional 
procedures, various substitutions, and relaxation of older ritual restrictions 
it would indeed be suspicious if modern practice agreed in every detail with 
that described by the Srauta Sutras some two thousand years earlier. 

This circumstance of course has some effect on the reliability of the 
modern Srauta tradition, even if it is accepted as the genuine successor of 
t e ancient ritual. Weber was quite justified in criticizing Haug for his 
tendency “by far to exaggerate the importance of the present views of the 
native priests or the traditional oral tradition in general. In fact he goes 
even so far, as is rightly pointed out by his reviewer in Bombay, that he 
puts his own personal experiences and inquiries not only above the sutras 
and the commentaries but even above Sayana. But it is quite plain how con¬ 
siderable errors can or must creep into our conception, if we without further 
ado adopt as an unconditioned model for the antiquity, too, that develop¬ 
ment of the ritual which it has reached at a given stage or individual today” 
(tianslation of Weber 1865, pp. 214 f.). Many of the numerous errors pointed 
out by Weber and the Bombay reviewer in Haug’s work are due to sheer 
carelessness on Haug’s part. But there is certainly reason to be on one’s guard 
when employing present-day Srauta performances for the elucidation of the 
Vedic texts. A brief survey of some major points of difference may be useful 
m this context. The reader is referred for more details to two papers by 
Kashikar (1958, 1964), on which this survey is based. 

The cake offered in the Full- and New-Moon sacrifices should actually 
be prepared in the following manner. A bullock cart or a vessel full of paddy 
stands to the rear of the fire hall; the adhvaryu takes out paddy in the 
required quantity; it is pounded and winnowed; and the rice grains are 
crushed by means of two grinding stones. (Cf. e.g., ApSS 1.17 ff.) Nowa¬ 
days prepared flour is usually poured out, and the procedures of pounding, 
winnowing, and crushing are only formally gone through to the accompani¬ 
ment of the lelevant mantras. Even the baking of the cake is sometimes done 
m a manner rather different from the prescribed one. 
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The fire hall and the fireplaces are constructed in accordance with the 
prescriptions of the various Srauta- and Sulba Sutras. There are, however, 
a few differences. Some Srauta Sutras mention chambers around the gar- 
hapatya and ahavanlya fires, but these are generally not built. The common 
practice of making a shed that covers the entire sacrificial area does not find 
authority in any Srauta Sutra. In consequence, the pracInavamSa shed, 
which should have a roof with a central beam pointing towards the east, 
does not have an independent roof any more than do the sadas and the 
havirdhana sheds, though each of them is expected to be covered separately. 

The somewhat artificial character that the Soma sacrifice, in particular, 
has, and probably has had for some time, is conspicuous in the miniature 
form that some of the implements have acquired. Particular mention may 
here be made of the bullock carts (the havirdhana carts, the Soma cart) and 
the chariots (used in the Vajapeya and other sacrifices). 

The daksinas to be given away to the priests in a sacrifice are varied: 
cows, goats, bulls, horses, other animals, chariots, agricultural land, cloth, 
gold, and many other substances. It must have always been extremely diffi¬ 
cult to procure them, even for rich people, and consequently substitutes 
are employed. The Mulhadhyaya-parisista belonging to the Katyayana- 
Srauta Sutra lays down the values of many daksinas in coins (pana). At 
present only money is given, and the sums are symbolic in comparison to 
the original gifts. For example, in the Vajapeya one should give to each of 
the seventeen priests a hundred cows, a chariot, a cart, a h_orse, an elephant, 
a golden pectoral, a slave girl, a goat, a ewe, a garment (ApSS 18.3.4), or a 
hundred cows and sixteen other articles. In the Vajapeya performed at Poona 
in 1955, “the total of 116 articles was substituted by Rs. 116/- for each priest. 
Certain other priests received extra daksina as prescribed.” (Vajapeya 1955, 
p. 59.) 

The Caturmasya sacrifices, which should be performed at four-month 
intervals, are nowadays celebrated on consecutive days. Three offerings 
have been prescribed to be made every year, one at the appearance of each 
new crop: the Syamakagrayana in the rainy season, the Vrihyagrayana in 
the autumn, and the Yavagrayana in the winter. These rules relate to the 
economic conditions of North India. In the South, only Vrihyagrayana is 
performed, since paddy alone is grown. 

The offering of an animal, generally a goat, forms an integral part of 
many sacrifices. As a compromise between the injunction of the holy writ 
(sruti) and the tenet of nonviolence preached by the Vaisnava sect, Madhva- 
carya introduced the practice of offering an animal of dough (jpistapasu). 
This tradition is being observed even at present by the followers of the 
Madhva sect (cf. nos. 341, 342). It became a point of dispute between the 
traditional ritualists and the followers of the Madhva sect in the first quarter 
of this century. 

In recent times there has been a growing opposition to the animal 
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sacrifice from various quarters. In consequence, some Soma sacrifices have 
been performed without actually offering an animal (cf. no. 318: Nasik 
T959)- In several sacrifices clarified butter has been used as a substitute (cf. 
no. 334: Indore 1930, Poona 1955; no. 252: ICotambailu 1957 or 1959; no. 
249: Harihareshwar 1961; no. 308: Akalkot 1969). In the Sagnicitya Atira- 
tra of Panjal, Kerala, I975> which is described in detail in the present publi¬ 
cation, dough tied in a piece of banana leaf was offered in place of an 
animal because of the public opposition; the substitute was adopted from 
the similar one used at the domestic rite of Astaka in Kerala. 

In an animal sacrifice the omentum and certain organs are to be offered. 
Their identification, however, presents a problem, and some are taken only 
partially. The main reason for this seems to be that in Karnataka, Andhra, 

Tamil Nadu the body of the immolated animal (goat) is not dissected, 
but the organs are extracted by making an aperture in the dead body of the 
animal. Such a practice can be explained on the basis of the vegetarianism 
of the brahmins to whom the practice of ritualistic religion has for long 
been largely restricted. 

It appears from the Brahmana texts that the original Soma plant, the 
principal offering substance of a Soma sacrifice, had already by that time 
become difficult to procure. The reason for this was most probably the 
migration of the Vedic people away from the habitat of the original Soma 
plant. Its identity remains a problem that Gordon Wasson’s mushroom 
theory has hardly succeeded in solving (cf. Brough 1971). The most likely 
candidate seems to be some species of Ephedra growing at high altitudes in 
the Iranian plateau, and imported as haoma by the Parsis of Bombay (cf. 
Watt 1890, III, 246 ff.). The Brahmana and Sutra texts already mention 
substitutes. Nowadays, as has been the case for a long time, the most com¬ 
monly used plant is some species of Sarcostemma (cf. Watt 1893: VI, 2, 
477 f.); the vernacular names of both the two genera mentioned are often 
derived from the word soma. 

The Ilgveda, the Yajurveda and the Samaveda each have their own 
sphere of influence in the performance of a Soma sacrifice. A problem arises 
when a Veda transgresses its specific field. Thus, while the adhvaryava is 
the field of the Yajurveda, the Taittiriya Samhita and Brahmana of the 
Krsna-Yajurveda have recorded the hautra for certain sacrifices. Since the 
hautra is the field of the Rgveda, the one recorded in the Taittiriya Veda 
was naturally regarded as the hautrasesa. In view of the fact that the hautra 
for a Soma sacrifice is contained in the Rgveda alone, it has been the 
age-old practice of most Taittiriyas to adopt in a Soma sacrifice the com¬ 
plete hautra from the Rgveda. The Apastambins in and around Kallidai- 
kurichi in the Tirunelveli district of Tamil Nadu, and the Satyasadhins of 
western Maharashtra, have adopted the yajusa-hautra for pre-Soma pur¬ 
poses. In the 18th century, however, Gopinatha Ganesh Oka, a Maharash¬ 
trian of Varanasi and the commentator of Satyasadha-Srauta Sutra VII-X, 
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rofessed that even in a Soma sacrifice performed by a Satyasadhin the 
hautra elements of the Taittiriya Veda had to be adopted by the hotar. In 
the Agnistoma performed in 1872 at Pachwad by Kashinatha Dikshita 
Karandhikar, a Satyasadhin of Wai (no. 337), the hautra was performed 
along these lines, and it was followed by a number of similar Soma sacri¬ 
fices in western Maharashtra, particularly at Wai and Sangli (cf. nos. 322, 
326, 327, 329, 338-340). In most of these the entire hautra was performed 

not by Rgvedins but by Satyasadhins. 
The coordination of the three Vedas in a Soma sacrifice also involves 

the question of the relations of their subschools. There are no rules for the 
coordination of specific schools. Certain traditions, however, have been 
established, probably as a consequence of neighborly relations. Thus a 
Rgvedin (Sakala) sacrificer from Maharashtra was required to choose as 
his adhvaryu a person belonging either to the Baudhayana or the Apastamba 
school. Since neither of these schools were available in the city of Poona, the 
Taittiriyas there belonging to the Satyasadha school, S. R. Rajawade, a 
Rgvedin ahitagni (no. 325), chose a follower of the Satyasadha school as 
his adhvaryu in the first quarter of the 20th century. This caused a stir among 

the priests for some time. 
An ahitagni begins with the performance of the Full-and New-Moon 

sacrifices, followed by an animal sacrifice, the Caturmasyas and finally the 
Agnistoma. The Srauta Sutras enumerate seven forms of one-day iekaha) 
Soma sacrifices, but the practice of performing all of them one by one is 
very rare. In most parts of India it is customary after the Agnistoma to 
perform the Aptoryama sacrifice involving the chanting of stotras charac¬ 
terised by all the stomas and all the prsthas (cf. Eggeling 1894? HI? P- xx) 
combined with the building of the fire altar. In Kerala, however, the Atira- 
tra is performed instead of the Aptoryama. 

Due to the decline of the srauta tradition, the reduced number of ahita- 
gnis and sacrificial performances, the skills of the officiating priests have 
deteriorated. The knowledge of many priests in recent times has been 
limited to learning the Veda by rote and to a practical knowledge of the 
prayoga manuals of specific sacrifices, if that. As a result, the performances 
have often taken a longer time to complete than expected. For example, in 
an Agnistoma the third pressing should be finished well before the sunset, 
and in an Atiratra by next morning, but not infrequently the procedure of 
one day’s Soma pressing has been spread over two days. 

It is true that changes in the mode of life have led to the introduction of 
certain practical conveniences, producing a sort of artificiality in the per¬ 
formances. Nevertheless, the study of modern srauta tradition renders 
invaluable help in understanding Vedic texts. The history of religions is 
about to lose this important primary source, and it is to be hoped that the 
scholarly world will not cease in its efforts to preserve as much of it as 
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possible: the Kerala Agnicayana project, important as it is, has far from 
exhausted the potential. 
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RECEA^r^MBUDIRI performances of 
agnistoma and agnicayana 

c. V. Somayajipad M. Itti Ravi Nambudiri, and Erkkara 
Raman Nambudiri 

thJ™1» 
name of the Nambudiri house (illam T' ^ filSt column we Jist the 
belonged. They all belong to the Si v 1 manc^ to which the yajamana 

In the second column we list the Vi"age)- 
the family is now located Tn the f™, H ’ 11 tle third the district, where 

of performances tSave "ken nZ - >°,Umn We liSt the Wmba 
the dates if we can recolcfthem H I"?! bS‘100 years> fo"™ed by 

of Agnistoma; , *1 ■*“““* PCTf°~ 
Agnicayana. The dates are Jventa Se Mall J P?rforma”“* «f 

dan dates can be (T** ““ GreS» 
alphabetical. This list should supplement and^h 0rder °f the listings is 
the information provided by Kashikar and Parpola 

HOUSE 

1. Aldttam 
2. Alakappura 

3. Alampilli 
4. Alampilli 
5. Amettur 
6. Annam 

7. Atakkapputturkun- 
nam 

8. Bhattinambutiri 

VILLAGE 

Sukapuram 
Tiruvegappura 

Kavalappara 
Kirayur 
Sukapuram 
Tontinur 

Atakkapputtur 

Akatiyur 

district 

Malappuram 
Palakkatu 

(Palghat) 
Palakkatu 
Palakkatu 
Malappuram 
Palakkatu 
Palakkatu 

Trssur 

YEAR 

2 
1: 1074 

1: 1104 
2: 1116 
2: 1102, 1145 
2: 1067, 1105 
2 + 1(A): 1102 

2: 1062, 1098 

Malayalamfahho^niywork1 Ss °f the names into 
retained the expression of dates in terms of the iu T bycSreeknshna Sarma. I have 
check them and error is minimized For i tbenMaJfyaIani Efa= so that the authors can 
1949, see Mooss 1973, pp. 209-221' cordance of dates over the years 1899- 
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HOUSE VILLAGE DISTRICT YEAR 

9. Bhattiputtillam Palalippuram Palakkatu 3: 1078, 1103, 
1140 

10. Bhattivat akkedam Palalippuram Palakkatu 1: 1084 
11. Cerumukku Etappalam Palakkatu 8 +4(A): 1044, 

1058, 1070, 
1104, 1114, 
1129, 1140(2), 

1048(A), 
1060(A), 1130 
(A), 1150(A) 

12. Ceruppoyilam Poyilam Palakkatu 2: 1091 
13. Cola Trttala Palakkatu 1: 1104 
14. Eletam Karalmanna Palakkatu 2: 1101, 1140 
15. Elikkotu Painkulam Trs§ur 2: 1090 
16. Ennali Sukapuram Malappuram 2: 1078, 1102 
17. Eratta Poyilam Palakkatu 3: 1104 
18. Erkkara Mukkutala Malappuram 3: 1062, 1068, 

1104 
19. Etattara muttetam Etattara Malappuram 1 
20. Kakkatu Guruvayur Malappuram 2 + 1(A) 
21. Kaliyan Poliyam Palakkatu 1 
22. Kallanikkatu Netunnottur Palakkatu 1 
23. Kanayurkapra Sukapuram Malappuram 2: 1086, 1103 
24. Karttiyam Kirayur Palakkatu 1 + 1(A) 
25. Karuvatu Sukapuram Malappuram 1: 1102 
26. Kilakkekkuttulli Sukapuram Malappuram 3: 1081, 1102, 

1129 
27. KHenarippatta Karalmanna Palakkatu 2: 1070, 1140 
28. Kil muntayur Peramahgalam Tr§§ur 1: 1060 
29. Kiluprakkath Poyilam Palakkatu 2: 1113 
30. Kirayur palli§§eri Kirayur Palakkatu 1: 1128 
31. ICorattikkara Panflal Tr^ur 3: 1090 
32. Kotakkattu kuttulli Sukapuram Malappuram 1: 1101 
33. Koyttati Karalmanna Palakkatu 2: 1127 
34. Krsnattu Trannali Palakkatu 1 
35. Kuliyankunam Akatiyur Trssur 2 + 1(A): 1091 
36. Kummini Kavalappara Palakkatu 2: 1097 
37. ICunnam Karalmanna Palakkatu 2: 1128 
38. Kunnam Kirayur Palakkatu 1: 1068 
39. Kurissattamanna Kalluvali Palakkatu 1 
40. Kuttulli Sukapuram Malappuram 2 + 1(A): 1128, 

1094(A) 
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HOUSE VILLAGE DISTRICT YEAR 

41. Mamgalatteri Mukkutala Malappuram 2: 1079, 1114 
42. Marattukapra Sukapuram Malappuram 7+ 1(A): 1013, 

1043, 1073, 
1090, 1097(A), 
1108, 1121, 1140 

43. Melenarippatta Karalmanna Palakkatu 1 
44. Meppoyilam Poyilam Palakkatu 2: 1102 
45. Molikunnam Karalmanna Palakkatu 1 + 1(A) 
46. Muntayur Attur TrSsur 4: 1091, 1103, 

1128 
47. Muntayur Araiinottukara Trssur 1: 1060 
48. Murttyetam Karalmanna Palakkatu 2: 1078, 1102 
49. Muttattukattil 

mamannu 
Pannal TrsSur 4 + 1(A): 1055, 

1086, 1104, 
1019(A) 

50. Muttetam Sukapuram Malappuram 1 
51. Nalletam Natuvattam Palakkatu 1: 1074 
52. Narassu Etappal Malappuram 3: 1103, 1130, 

1140 
53. Neddham Sukapuram Malappuram 2: 1068 
54. Nellikkattil 

mamannu 
Pannal Tr§§ur 3 + 3(A): 1091, 

1116, 1076(A), 
1093(A), 1131 
(A) 

55. Netunnottur 
muttedam 

Netunnottur Palakkatu 1 

56. Netunnottur para Netunnottur Palakkatu 1 
57. Nilayannotu Cattanur Palakkatu 1: 1080 
58. Ottupura Kirayur Palakkatu 1: 1080 
59. Pakaravur Mukkutala Malappuram 3: 1078, 1098 
60. Palayam Vattanatu Palakkatu 2: 1095 
61. PallisSeri Killimamgalam Tr§§ur 2: 1078, 1128 
62. Pantam Karalmanna Palakkatu 1: 1085 
63. Para Tontinur Palakkatu 2: 1089 
64. Patinnattatu Trannali Palakkatu 2: 1091, 1102 
65. Patinnattukara Accipra Malappuram 1 
66. Patirippilli Pannal Tr§§ur 2+ 1(A): 1088, 

1034(A) 
67. Perumannatu Pannal Tr§§ur 2: 1079 
68. Potayattu Trannali Palakkatu 2: 1086, 1140 
69. Pottakkuli Poyilam Palakkatu 1: 1101 
70. Pukkuli Alannotu Malappuram 2: 1089, 1113 

HOUSE 

71. Putumana 

72. Putu§§eri 

73. Tekkeppatu 
74. Tekkumparampu 
75. Tiyyanur 
76. Tottam 
77. Vaddhyan 
78. Vaykkakkara 
79. Yennallur 
80. Ventrakkatu 

VILLAGE DISTRICT YEAR 

Tonnallur 
Sukapuram 
Etappalam 
Karalmanna 
Kavalappara 
Pannal 
Attur 
Pannal 
Onnallur 
Etappal 

Trssur 
Malappuram 
Palakkatu 
Palakkatu 
Palakkatu 
Trssur 
TrSsur 
Tr§§ur 
Palakkatd 
Malappuram 

2: 1076, 1104 
1: 1086 
1 
2: 1128 
1: 1104 
3: 1087, 1100 
1 
3: 1080, 1127 
1 
2: 1085 
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A HISTORY OF THE NAMBUDIRI COMMUNITY 
IN KERALA 

M. G. S. Narayanan and Kesavan Veluthat 

MIGRATIONS FROM THE NORTH 

In south India the historical period began in approximately the third 
century b.c. with what is generally designated as the Sangam age, the age 
of the Sangam literature (Sastri 1966, pp. 115-145). During this period, 
Kerala formed an integral part of Tamilakam in the political, social, cul¬ 
tural, and linguistic senses, and the early bards of Tamilakam traveled 
freely between the forts of chieftains on either side of the Western Ghats 
(Kunjan Pillai 1970, pp. 9-23). In those days the Cera or Kerala kingdom, 
which gave its name to Kerala, included the central portion of the modern 
state of Kerala (the major part of Kozhikode, Malappuram, Palghat, 
Trichur, Ernakulam, and Alleppey Districts) and a few western districts 
of the modern state of Tamilnadu (Coimbatore, Salem, and Tiruchirappalli). 
To the north of the Cera kingdom on the west coast lay the Muva territory 
around Efimalai, beyond which lay, as far as the Tamils were concerned, 
Mofipeyardesam (the land of a different speech). To the south of the Cera 
kingdom was the Ay-Vel territory on the west coast and, further south, 
the Pandyan kingdom. Contrary to earlier notions among historians, it is 
now clear that brahmins, along with their Vedic-puranic lore and ritual 
tradition, formed an influential section of Tamil Sangam society and played 
a crucial role in policy-making in the courts of the chieftains of Tamilakam 
during the Sangam age (Sastri 1972; Narayanan 1975). In fact, the Vedic 
sage Agastya is regarded by the Tamils as the first grammarian of the Tamil 
language and the father of Tamil culture. 

The First Wave: Sangam Period 

_ It is interesting to note that Nannan of Konkanam, the Muva chieftain 
of Elimalai (in North Kerala), is mentioned in the Sangam literature as a 
great warrior and patron of Tamil poets. This Nannan was probably the 
same as Nandana, the great ancestor of the Muva or Musaka rulers, who 
are described in the eleventh-century historical work called the Musakavatp- 

sakavya as the lords of North Kerala (Narayanan I973a). The nearby site of 
Cellur is described as the place marked by the sacrificial pillar and never- 
extinguished sacred fire that commemorate the sacrifice of the Great One 
With the Battle-ax who extirpated many princes. This is a clear reference to 
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the myth of Parasurama, although there is nothing to suggest a legend to 
the effect that the land of Kerala was itself created by Parasurama. Cellar 
is the same as Perincellur (now known as Tafiparamba), one of the two 
northernmost Nambudiri or Kerala brahmin settlements in Kerala (Veluthat 
1978 PP- 12-20), the other being Payyannur, about 20 kilometers west- 
northwest of Taliparamba. These two settlements constitute the northern 
group, geographically separated from the others by more than 150 kilome¬ 
ters, and are the only major brahmin settlements in North Malabar. Though 
Cellur is included in the list of thirty-two traditional brahmin settlements of 
Kerala found in the Keralolpatti chronicle, the prolific references to Kerala 
in the Sangam works do not contain any mention of the other great brah¬ 
min settlements known to Kerala tradition. Moreover, the Keralolpatti itself 
refers to two stages of brahmin immigration to Kerala. The earlier brahmin 
settlers, who were called Palantuluvar (the early Tulu people) and were 
supposedly brought by Parasurama, suffered from the hostility of the Nagas 
and fled. The second attempt by Parasurama is described as having been 
more successful. There is a possibility that in the account of the Palantuluvar 
we have a reference to the old brahmin settlements of the Sangam age 
(including Cellur), which were associated with the Vedic sacrifice of Para¬ 

surama. . . . 
With regard to the Parasurama tradition, one must bear in mind mat 

the puranic references to Parasurama’s violent quarrel with the ksatriyas, 
his gift of the whole earth to the Kasyapas, and his creation of new land 
from the sea (Saletore 1933) have nothing to do with Kerala. They are 
associated with places in Saurashtra, Gujarat, and Maharashtra, because 
they refer to Mahismati, the Haihaya capital, Surparaka or Sopara, Bhr- 
gukaccha or Broach, and Mount Mahendra of the Vindhyan range. How¬ 
ever, these legends may allude to northern settlements on the west coast 
of brahmins belonging to the Kasyapa and Bhargava clans, who were dis¬ 
tinguished by their taste for innovation and adventure (Kosambi 1956? PP- 
99,111,120,124). When these brahmins migrated further south along the west 
coast they seem to have carried the Parasurama legend with them, with the 
result that there is an association of the Konkan, Canara, and Kerala coun¬ 
tries with the alleged reclamation of land by the great sage. 

The Second Wave: Kadambas and Calukyas 
The enduring large-scale brahmin settlement of Karnataka seems to 

have been established under the auspices of the Kadamba dynasty founded 
by Mayuravarman (a.d. 345-360). According to the undated Candravalli 
tank inscription Mayuravarman claimed to have defeated the Pallava and 
the Punnata territories of the south as well (Archaeological Survey, Mysore 
State, Annual Report of Epigraphy I929> P- 50). Another early Kadamba 
inscription in Prakrit, by an unnamed king at Malavalli (Epigraphia Carna- 

tica, 7, Sk. 264), records a grant of villages to a brahmin. King Mayuravar- 
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man is described in the Talagunda Pillar inscription of his descendant 
Kakusthavarman as a great conqueror who began life as a Vedic scholar 
and, following a quarrel with the Pallavan force at the ghatika of Kanci, 
carved out a kingdom for himself on the west coast. This ruler is credited in 
the Sahyadrikhanda and the Gramapaddhati chronicles, both pertaining to 
South Canara, with importing brahmins from the north in order to settle them 
in his territory. These traditions are corroborated by several medieval inscrip¬ 
tions of Karnataka and appear to be reliable (Saletore 1936, pp. 327-35; 
Kosambi 1956, p. 33). The large-scale brahmin settlement of the Tulu- 
Kannada region may therefore be assigned to the fourth and fifth centuries 
a.E). A sixth century Kadamba king named Visnu Varman left a label in¬ 
scription at Edakal on the northeastern frontier of Kerala (Indian Antiquary, 

XXX: 409-421), but there is no evidence of direct political influence of the 
Kadambas over Kerala. 

In the period of the ^seventh and eighth centuries, land grants to brah¬ 
mins took place in the Alupa country of South Canara, which had come 
under the domination of the Calukyas. The records of the Calukyas from 
the time of Kirtivarman I (a.d. 566-598) also claim that the Musakas and 
Keralas were brought into subservience along with the Alupasi Gangas, 
and other groups (Fleet, nos. XVIII, XXIX, XXXI), which may indicate 
the extension of brahmin settlements into Kerala in the same way as in 
Alupa. country. In fact, the Kerala brahmin traditions as found in the 
Keralolpatti also point in this direction. According to these traditions, 
Parasurama established sixty-four brahmin settlements in the territory 
between Gokarnam and Kanyakumari, the first thirty-two being in Tulu 
country and the rest of them in Kerala itself. As pointed out earlier, the 
association of Parasurama with these settlements represents only the migra¬ 
tion of a myth. All the evidence from the early brahmin settlements of Kerala 
confirms their affiliation with the settlements in Tulunadu. Moreover, it is 
clear that all thirty-two settlements of Kerala proper had come into exist¬ 
ence by the ninth century, since even a southern settlement like Tiruvalla 
had developed upagramas (subsidiary settlements) by that time, as is evident 
from the Valappalli copper plate of Rajasekhara (T.A.S., II: 8-14). We may 
theiefore conclude that the thirty-two traditional settlements of Kerala were 
established in the period of Calukya hegemony during the seventh and 
eighth centuries a.d. 

These brahmin settlements must be distinguished from the earlier 
brahmin settlements of Tamilakam (including Cellur) that flourished in the 
Sangam age. In this connection, it is important to remember that the Keralol¬ 

patti, the record of Nambudiri tradition, contains no trace of the early Cera 
kingdom with its many celebrated kings and poets, or of the Muva kingdom 
of Elimalai, or of the Ays and Vels of South Kerala. In addition, there is no 
mention of the Agastya legend, nor of the Cera king Cenkuttuvan who is 
celebrated in the epic of Cilappatikaram. The ancient ports of Tondi (Tyndis 

of the Greeks) or Muciri (Muziris) are also conspicuously absent. The 
chronicles begin with the brahmin settlements of the Tulu and Kerala 
countries and move directly into the problems of government which led to 
the establishment of the rule of the Cera Perumals of Kodungallur. These 
traditions fit into the framework of epigraphic evidence regarding the 
Kadambas and Calukyas discussed above. There is every reason to attribute 
the foundation of the thirty-two settlements of tradition to the post-Sangam 
period, preferably to the seventh and eighth centuries, and to postulate a 
close connection between these brahmin settlements and the ninth century 
phenomenon of the rise of the later Cera kingdom of Makotai or Mahodaya- 

puram. 

DEVELOPMENT UNDER THE CERA KINGDOM 

By the ninth century a.d. the historical scene in Kerala emerges with 
greater clarity. Light is thrown from different angles: there is a good deal of 
evidence from epigraphy, and to a lesser extent from archeology, as well as 
from literature. Thanks to recent studies (Kunjan Pillai 1970; Narayanan 
1972) we have a definite picture of a long line of hereditary rulers known as 
Perumals presiding over a kingdom that brought almost all the territory of 
the present-day state of Kerala under a uniform system of administration. 
This new Cera or Kerala dynasty had its capital city at Makotai or Maho- 
dayapuram, which is identified with modern Kodungallur. The Perumals 
claimed ksatriya status and, like the Guptas, Calukyas, Pallavas, and others, 
proudly proclaimed their championship of varnasramadharma. They were 
great patrons of the temples, which were controlled by the Kerala brahmins. 
Among these kings were Ceraman Perumal Nayanar, one of the sixty-three 
Tamil Saiva saints, and Kulasekhara Alvar, one of the twelve saints of 
Tamil Vaisnavism. It was during the later Cera period that the Kerala 
brahmins developed into an organized, powerful, wealthy, landowning 
community enjoying the patronage of the state. They formed an oligarchy 
supporting the Perumal’s government, thus accelerating the process by 
which a rigidly hierarchical caste system was established. Gradually the 
influence of these brahmins from Tulu-Kannada areas and their Nayar 
followers weaned Kerala away from the common Tamil heritage. This 
period also witnessed the beginnings of the development that shaped Mala- 
yalam into a separate language. 

All thirty-two traditional settlements of Kerala brahmins appear to 
have been established before the close of the eighth century. This can be 
inferred from the fact that Valappalli and Tiruvattuvay, two subsidiary 
villages of the brahmin settlement of Tiruvalla in the south, are mentioned 
in the early ninth century Valappalli copper plate of King Rajasekhara. 
Moreover, out of the thirty-two traditional settlements, eighteen have 
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yielded inscriptions of the Cera period from their temple precincts, four 
figure prominently in Cera inscriptions from other places, three others are 
mentioned in near-contemporary literature and six have come down to us 
with their continuing brahminical traditions and temples, the foundations 
of which are stylistically datable to the Cera period (Narayanan 1972, 
passim; Veluthat 1978, pp. 21-38). 

Nature of the Council 

These brahmin settlements are distinguished by their peculiar temple- 
centered organization, consisting of a central temple known as the grama- 
ksetra, as well as several other temples. The administration of the temple and 
its property (Narayanan 1972; Veluthat 1978, pp. 52-67) was entrusted to a 
permanent council consisting of hereditary members, ten or sixteen or 
eighteen or twenty-five or twenty-seven as the case may be, who represented 
the founding families who jointly owned the temple property, known as 
devasvam, and severally owned plots of land, or brahmasvam. The details 
presented in some land grants of about the eleventh and twelfth centuries 
indicate that on the establishment of a new temple the ruler invited brahmins 
to settle around that temple. They were charged with the maintenance of the 
temple and its devasvam property, and the brahmasvam property appears 
to have been bestowed on them to provide an incentive for settlement and 
continued supervision of the temple. 

The council, variously known as Ur (this term denoted both the village 
and its council), Sabha (assembly), Patinettu Nattar (the Eighteen Resi¬ 
dents), Patinarumar (the Sixteen), and so on, met regularly within the 
precincts of the temple. The council often had a smaller executive com¬ 
mittee, called the Paratai (parisad or committee), and an executive officer 
called Potuval. Important decisions taken by the council were set down on 
granite walls, loose granite slabs, or copper plates. In several cases the 
Perumal (king), Koyil Adhikarikal (king’s representative), Nad Utaiyavar 
(district governor) or Patai Nayar (commander of the army) presided over 
such council meetings, thus demonstrating royal supervision over these 
otherwise relatively autonomous bodies. 

In the council meetings decisions were taken unanimously. Most of the 
lesolutions were concerned with the regulations of tenancy rights on temple 
property and the service conditions of the employees of the temple. Those 
who consistently opposed the consensus and those who violated the agree¬ 
ments were mercilessly excommunicated. Such offenders lost their member¬ 
ship in the council as well as all other positions, and their property was 
confiscated. These interdicts also applied to the relatives and supporters of 
the offenders and to their succeeding generations. The severity of such 
punitive clauses, which equated socioeconomic offences with the scriptural 
mahapatalcas (great sins), illustrate the manner in which new legislation was 
put into practice by these councils in close collaboration with the authority 

of the state. They also confirm the intensity of the desire on the part of 
these brahmins to preserve their communal property and privileges even at 
the risk of inflicting self-torture (Narayanan 1976). 

Another significant trend characteristic of this period is the degree of 
unity and uniformity among the brahmin settlements. Several temple council 
resolutions, from EJimalai near Cannanore in the north to Tirunandikkara 
near Trivandrum in the south, refer to the regulations regarding the man¬ 
agement of property and services of Mulikkalam temple, quoting it as a 
precedent that exercised the force of law. This demonstrates an awareness 
of the identical nature of their problems and their eagerness to impose a 
uniform pattern, enforced with the help of the Perumal. In addition to the 
kaccam (agreement) of Mulikkalam, which covered all the normal functions 
of the village council, several other kaccams were devised for specific re¬ 
quirements such as the management of cerikkal or crown property under 
lease (as in the Tavanur, Sankaramangalattu and Kadangattu kaccams), 
protection of the temple girls (as in the Kottuvayiraveli kaccam), and the 
amalgamation of two or more brahmin villages (as in the Kaitavarattu 
kaccam). These measures indicate both the development of brahmin com¬ 
munal identity on a pan-Kerala basis and the growth of a complex legal and 
judicial system. The latter is manifested in all parts of India, especially in 
the contemporary epigraphic records of peninsular India, but the former is 
a feature peculiar to Kerala, which might lend support to the tradition of 

group migration into the region. 

Landed Property aud Political Power 
Epigraphic records reveal that the brahmin village councils underwent 

a period of quick development in the ninth, tenth, and eleventh centuries, 
receiving donations of land and gold from princes, chieftains, merchants, 
brahmins, devadasis, and others. In addition, some of the members of the 
council surrendered their brahmasvam property to the temple and took up 
cultivation as tenants of the temple. In some instances the ruling chieftains 
transferred whole villages and forest areas to the temple authorities for the 
conduct of annual festivals or for some routine expenditure. The donations 
of gold were also invested in land that was leased out to tenants on liberal 
terms, and temple servants were usually remunerated by the assignment of 

land on service tenure. 
These transactions appear to have made the brahmin uralar of the 

settlements the biggest landlords in Kerala, at least in their corporate 
capacity. In this connection it may be noted that all the Kerala brahmin 
settlements are found in the plains between the sea-coast and the mountains, 
where the fertile soil, watered by numerous rivers, furnished ideal conditions 
for paddy cultivation. For example, the three biggest clusters of traditional 
brahmin settlements are found on the banks of Pampa, Periyar, and Perar 
(Veluthat 1978, p. 31), which would appear to reveal an early preference foi 
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arable land. Moreover, the rate of increase in the extent of cultivated land 
held as devasvam property is amazing. Though this is demonstrated by the 
records of several settlements, the finest example is provided by the lengthy 
copper plates from Tiruvalla, dated to about the twelfth century (T.A.S., 
II: 131-207). For instance, the land set apart to feed brahmins could be 
sown with 12,634 kalam (126,340 parai; one parai equals roughly 17 liters) 
of paddy seeds, and land of a seed capacity of over 2,000 kalam was ear¬ 
marked for the expenses of burning “perpetual lamps” in the temple. A 
subordinate temple, Teviyarnatai, possessed land sown with 5,600 kalam of 
paddy. The revenue of 13,685 parai of paddy was used to finance the burning 
of daily lamps, 13,500 parai for daily food offerings to the deity and 1,237 1/2 
parai for purchasing ghee. Beyond this lay the land for the conduct of 
festivals, ceremonies, and so on instituted by different devotees, the land 
for the payment of the various functionaries, and the land for the mainten¬ 
ance of the hospital and §alai attached to the temple. Wealth in other forms, 
such as gold, precious stones, and vessels, also belonged to the temple 
(Kunjan Pillai 1970, pp. 238-239). 

This vast amount of landed wealth naturally gave the brahmin uralar 
great authority over a large army of tenants. The skillful blending of the 
sense of obligation to the landlord and devotion to the deity certainly made 
the lord-tenant relationship doubly strong and secure. The resolutions 
of several brahmin settlements setting down conditions of tenancy with 
punitive clauses reinforced by priestly imprecations illustrate the degree to 
which the alliance between ruler and priest tightened feudal ties of depend¬ 
ence. It is also possible that the traditional Nayar militia of the middle ages 
in Kerala came to be recruited largely from these tenants of the temple. 

The tenants who failed to measure out the stipulated amount of paddy 
at the prescribed time had to pay twice as much by way of fine. If they 
again defaulted, they had to surrender the tenure. Thus the fear of temple 
authority was maintained through harsh regulations. To avoid complica¬ 
tions, it was often prescribed that members of the council or their close 
relatives were unwelcome as tenants of the temple. That the members of the 
Sabha at Avittattur and Sukapuram were prohibited from courting alliances 
with the women of the tenants (Narayanan 1972) implies the existence of 
clandestine brahmin-sudra relations in spite of orthodox brahmin sentiment 
and strictures in Dharmasastra literature. 

The brahmin uralar were further endowed with the right to change 
tenants or alter the conditions of their tenure, as attested by several inscrip¬ 
tions of the Cera period. However, it might be argued that conditions of 
tenure were nonetheless comparatively favorable to tenants because there 
were some landowners, such as Etiran Kaviran of Perunna in the eleventh 
century, who surrendered their land to the temple and took it back as 
tenants (Kunjan Pillai 1970, pp. 344-345). Such acts of commendation show 
that in times of insecurity the ordinary people came to look upon the temple 
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presided over by the brahmin Sabha as a permanent institution with pro¬ 
tective power. Moreover, tenancy was largely hereditary. Under such 
conditions the secret of the successful development of the brahmin settle¬ 
ments in Kerala lay partly in the good relations they established with the 
tenant class and the close contact, through sambandham (concubinage), 
even at the risk of attracting the punitive clauses of the sastras and bringing 
upon themselves derisive comments from brahmins outside Kerala. The 
confidence generated among the nonbrahmin population of tenants, coupled 
with the support of political authority, ensured peace and material prosperity 
for the brahmin settlers, which in turn set many of them free for the pursuit 
of higher ideals in science, philosophy, and literature. 

As in the case of tenants, the brahmin settlers were in an advantageous 
position in respect to the temple servants as well. In addition to the priestly 
hierarchy, large groups of skilled laborers like drummers, musicians, 
dancers, actors, storytellers, cooks, sweepers, garland-makers, oil mongers, 
and such were necessary for the temples. When the temples grew in size and 
importance, as indicated by the records at Tiruvalla, Trikkadittanam, 
Perunna, Tiruvanvandur, Trikkakara, Irinjalakuda, Avittattur, Sukapuram, 
Mulikkalam, and elsewhere, the number of functionaries increased accord¬ 
ingly. Many of these inscriptions deal with the appointment of temple 
personnel from priest to sweeper. Several powerful officers like the Variyan 
or Samanjitan (accountant) and Potuval (secretary) were concerned with 
the management of temple property and services. These functions, remune¬ 
rated by land assignment on service tenure, became hereditary and gave 
birth to small subcastes, generally known as ampalavasi (temple servant) 
or antarajajati (intermediate caste). According to tradition, offspring of 
anuloma relations between brahmins and others, as well as certain fallen 
members of the brahmin community itself, were assigned these functions 
and grouped into their respective subcastes. It is not surprising that over 
the centuries close contact with the brahmin groups resulted in the emergence 
of Sanskrit scholars, astronomers, physicians, and poets from these temple¬ 
serving classes. In fact, their contribution to Sanskrit culture in Kerala is 
almost as great as that of the brahmins themselves. 

Besides control of landed property and human resources through 
temple patronage, the Kerala brahmins also enjoyed political power through 
the constitution of Nalu Tali (the Four Temples), which functioned at the 
capital city of Mahodayapuram. Although this advisory council of the 
Perumafs finds mention in some records of the Cera kingdom, the details 
regarding its composition are elaborated only in the Keralolpatti chronicle. 
According to this, the Nalu Tali, Melttali, Kilttali, Netiya Tali, and Cinga- 
puram Tali were the seats of the representatives of the four important 
brahmin settlements of Mulikkalam, Airanikkalam, Paravur, and Irunga- 
tikkutal (Irinjalakuda), respectively. The ruins of ninth century temples 
called Kilttali and Cingapuram (Sringapuram) are found in the old capital, 
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and a record in the former temple establishes its connection with the Airanik- 
kalam brahmin village. The relationship between Netiya Tali and the village 
of Paravur is similarly attested by early medieval literature (Kunjan Pillai, 
ed., 1959, vol. 84). In the Keralolpatti we find statements to the elfect that 
members of the Muttil and Kotamangalam families represented Mulikkalam 
at Melttali; the Karinnampalli and Curavalli represented Airanikkalam at 
Kllttali; and the Elamturutti and Katampanat represented Paravur at Netiya 
Tali; however, the names of the representatives of Irinjalakuda are not men¬ 
tioned. It is interesting to note that some of these family names, like 
Curavalli, Elamturutti and Katampanat, figure prominently in Cera 
inscriptions as well. It is quite likely that the Keralolpatti refers to a historical 
fact when it states that the officers of the four talis in the capital represented 
the four brahmin settlements around the capital, which in turn represented 
four kalakams into which the thirty-two settlements were organized (Nara¬ 
yanan 1972). 

Whether the council of Nalu Tali had the power to control the sover¬ 
eign, as is claimed by the traditional chronicle, is open to doubt, but the 
status of this institution as an integral part of the Perumal’s ministerial 
council is established by epigraphic evidence. One record states that the king 
and the Nalu Tali, meeting at Netiya Tali, ordered the cancellation of the 
annual payment from Perunna village (T.A.S., V: 37-40). Therefore it may 
be inferred that the brahmin leaders of the thirty-two settlements, enjoying 
close contact with the Perumal at the capital, used their position to confer 
the blessings of royal patronage on brahmins and temples. It is also clear 
from a record at the Kollam RameSwaram temple that these councillors 
accompanied the Perumal to his temporary headquarters at Kollam or 
Quilon in order to supervise the military operations against the Cola Empire, 
further evidence of their influence (T.A.S., V: 40-46). 

Significance of the Temple 

A significant feature of the Cera period is the rise and development of 
numerous brahminical temples. The earliest temples of Kerala, as distinct 
from the kavus or native tribal shrines, exhibit in their granite foundations 
and sculptural motifs the characteristics of the late Pallava period (eighth 
and ninth centuries). A few rock-cut shrines, like those at Vifinjam, Kaviyur, 
and Irunnalakot, also belong to this period. Inscriptions from Tiruvadur, 
Cokkur, Karikkat, Nedumpuram Tali, Avittattur, Trikkakara, Perunna, 
Trikkadittanam, Kaviyur, Tiruvalla, and elsewhere contain the names of a 
large number of brahmins who figure as members of the Sabha (temple 
council), or of the Ganam (board of trustees for the conduct of special 
endowments), or as witnesses in transactions. Apart from this, over sixty 
other brahminical temples of the Cera period have yielded inscriptions, and 
there may well have been many more. 

This was a period in which Vedic ritual had lost its popularity all over 
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India and the Agamaic mode of temple worship assumed importance. There¬ 
fore a curious amalgam of the two may have developed in Kerala, as else¬ 
where. Certainly the Kerala brahmins became devoted to the new type of 
temple worship, as is testified by the entire corpus of Cera inscriptions, but 
this need not necessarily mean that they discontinued Vedic sacrifices and 
rituals, especially the domestic rites. In fact, we come across a Somayajin 
of Neduveli (T.A.S., II: iii) at Tiruvalla and a Sarvakratuyaji Akki at Tirup- 
parappu (T.A.S., I: xiii). Beyond this we have no epigraphic evidence 
regarding the performance of Vedic sacrifices. Therefore, it may be inferred 
that while the Vedic forms of community ritual survived in certain pockets 
as a relic of ancient tradition, the new forms of Agamaic temple worship 

dominated the social arena. 
The brahminical temples grew into gigantic establishments sending out 

tentacles into every area of social life and culture. It may be suggested that, 
since we are able to identify about seventy temples from this period, about a 
hundred or so may have been in existence. If we calculate on an average 
rate of ten brahmin families per temple we get a thousand families. If again 
we assume an average of ten members per family, the total Nambudiri 
population during the later period may have been only about ten thousand. 
Leaving a generous margin for unnoticed temples, this number might be 
doubled. Since the armies of the Cera Perumal and his vassals alone num¬ 
bered several thousand, these ten or twenty thousand brahmins must have 
formed only about one or two percent of the total population of Kerala. 
However, they enjoyed high status and possessed property and influence 

out of all proportion to their numbers. 
The brahminical temples usually contained a central shrine dedicated 

to Visnu, Siva, Subrahmanya, or Bhagavati, plus a number of subsidiary 
shrines. The waves of the bhakti movement had swept through Kerala in 
the ninth century, as is evident from the works of Ceraman Perumal Nayanar 
and Kulasekhara Alvar. Nevertheless, the feuds and rivalry between Saivites 
and Vaisnavites do not appear to have significantly influenced the brahmin 
community in Kerala, for shrines of Visnu and Siva and their associates 
are found within the same temple. Again, irrespective of the nature of the 
deity, the routine of worship with lamps, garlands, offerings of food, and 
oblations remained essentially the same, as revealed by epigraphic evidence. 
There are also special festivities in each temple, including annual birthday 
and consecration celebrations; common festivals like Onam, Visu, and 
Tiruvatira; and royal festivals and local festivals. On such occasions there 
were grand feasts and entertainments primarily intended for the brahmins 

themselves. 
In addition to routine worship and special offerings, the temple was 

also the major proprietor of the land in Kerala, regulating conditions of 
tenure and influencing rates of interest, prices and wages. With the approval 
of the state they also functioned as the custodians of weights and measures. 
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Attached to them were also institutions like the salai or Vedic college, and 
the kuttampalam, or theater. The great salais of Kerala, such as those at 
Parthivasekharapuram, Kantalur, Tiruvalla, and Mulikkalam, promoted 
Sanskritic and brahminical studies like vyakarana (grammar), mimamsa 
(a philosophical system), and paurohitya (priestcraft) (T.A.S., I, i: 1-14). 
The bhattas or professors were engaged in vakkanam or vyakhyana (com¬ 
mentary) on the texts. Their disciples, known as cattas or chatras, enjoyed 
free food and accommodation and were expected to be subject to severe 
discipline. A curious form of entertainment called Cattirakkali (the play of 
the chatras) performed by three different sanghas (groups) of six families 
each appears to have been cultivated in the Salai. Their traditions, as well 
as the records, would suggest that they received both military training and 
Vedic education under the patronage of kings and chieftains. The revenue 
fiom a laige number of villages was usually set apart for their maintenance 
(Kunjan Pillai 1970, pp. 267-277; Narayanan 1973 , pp. 21-42). 

The salai catered to the educational needs of the brahmin community, 
and the kuttampalam fostered the arts of singing, acting, dancing, and 
storytelling. A large number of Cakkiyars, Nambiyars and Nangiyars were 
attached to the temples. Under the patronage of King Kulasekhara (a.d. 

844-ca. 883) the Cakkiyars adopted several Sanskrit plays, notably the 
Mattavilasa, Bhagavadajjuklya, Ascaryacudamani, Svapnavasavadatta, Tapa- 
tisamvarana, Subhcidradhananjaya and Balacarita, as well as several other 
plays of Bhasa. Performances are mentioned in several temple endowments 
of the period. A consequence of theatrical development was the rise of a 
large class of dancing girls with proficiency in Bharatanatya. Women called 
devadasis or tevadiccikal were attached to the temples. Endowed with 
beauty, aitistic skill, social status, and wealth, they came to play a very 
prominent part in society. The remuneration of dancers, as well as a few 
donations made by members of their class, are mentioned in Cera inscrip¬ 
tions (Kunjan Pillai; 1970, pp. 278-283; Narayanan 1973b). 

A popular institution, which acted as a link between the brahmin and 
the nonbrahmin community and played a part in the dissemination of 
itihasic and puianic culture, was that of the Mahabharata bhattas appointed 
in seveial temples to recite stories from the Mahabharata for popular 
consumption (Kunjan Pillai 1970, pp. 278-283). The playacting of the Cak- 
kiyais and Nangiyars, the dancing of the devadasis and the storytelling of 
the bhattas must have made a profound impact on the local people, attrac¬ 
ting them to the temple and familiarizing them with the concepts, manners 
and customs of the brahmin-ksatriya elite. These affected mainly the 
temple-serving groups of ampalavasis and the warrior groups of Nayars, 
but excluded the Izhavas and Pulayas, who were outside the pale of the 
temple. 

Thus the temple served as a kind of fort for the brahmin populace, 
ensuiing their economic and social supremacy, as well as support from a 
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large class of servants and tenants who were usually connected in some way 
with temple functions. This institution became the center of the arts and 
sciences, of education and culture in the brahmin-dominated society of 

Kerala. 

THE POST"CERA PERIOD OF NAMBUDIRI DOMINANCE 

Around the beginning of the twelfth century the hegemony of the 
Ceraman Perumals of Makotai or Mahodayapuram began to wane, leaving 
the government of the different districts in the hands of the feudatories. 
After the collapse of the central government, the brahmin community, with 
its numerous interrelated settlements and temple corporations, became the 
only pan-Kerala power. They had established a system of legal immunity 
that in a sense elevated their status over that of the ruling class of ksatriyas, 
Samantas, and Nayars in the small principalities. They served as advisers 
to regional chieftains, who were usually the sons of brahmins owing to the 
sambandham form of alliance. Apart from the fragmentation of territory 
and the dissipation of economic resources in petty wars, the marumakkat- 
tayam or matrilineal form of succession also weakened the power of the 
ruling classes. Since each ruling dynasty (svarupam) was divided into several 
competing branches of succession or mother lines (tavalis), there was loss 
of continuity and of political unity in the principalities. Powerful rulers 
like those of Kozhikode and Venat launched ambitious programs of ag¬ 
grandizement. As a result, there was political anarchy and social insecurity 
in Kerala, although the geographic barrier of the Western Ghats minimized 
the possibility of political interference from outside. Given these conditions, 
the temple corporations alone could provide a protective umbrella foi their 
numerous tenants and servants. Once a person took refuge within the 
sanketa or sphere of the temple’s authority, he was virtually beyond the 
reach of the tyrant’s arm (Padmanabha Menon 1912, pp. 183-187). Else¬ 
where the people were at the mercy of anyone who possessed hereditary or 

mercenary bands of retainers. 

Continued Prosperity 
Most of the brahmin settlements continued to be economically pros¬ 

perous, although the increase of wealth often weakened the sense of 
solidarity within the settlement itself and among the different settlements 
in Kerala. The middle of the twelfth century witnessed the foundation of 
new settlements, illustrated in the charters given to Tiruppalkadal and 
Devldevesvaram. In fact, this trend could be noticed even a century earlier 
in the Tiruvadur inscription of ca. 1020 (A.R.E. 1926, nos. 477, 478). In 
Tiruvadur in North Kerala, twenty-four brahmins from the earlier well- 
established settlements in central Kerala (six from Avittatur, four from 
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Irinjalakuda, seven from Peruvanam, two from Paravur and five from 
Vaikkam) were drawn together to establish a new settlement. Land, to be 
inherited according to the rule of primogeniture, was allotted to each 
member of the settlement. It may be remembered that only the eldest son of 
a Kerala brahmin married within the community, while others resorted to 
the sambandham form of alliance. A Kilimanur record dated a.d. 1169 

also registers a grant of land to a newly constituted brahmin settlement 
around a newly consecrated temple at Tiruppalkkadal (T.A.S., V, i: 63-85). 
This settlement was formed by ten brahmins drawn from eight old villages, 
viz. Paravur, Mufikkalam, Airanikkalam, Irinjalakuda, Peruvanam, Cen- 
gannur, Tiruvalla, and Aranmula. Apart from the land given as devasvam 
for the maintenance of the temple, each of the newly settled families was 
provided with land having the seed capacity of six kalam, together with 
house sites and a pair of serfs to work the land. According to this system, 
the earlier occupants of the land became tenants of the temple. An executive 
committee with a rotating membership consisting of two members at a time 
out of the original ten managed temple affairs. In Devidevesvaram another 
brahmin settlement was created (or re-created) by the renewal of a charter, 
purportedly issued first during the time of Srlvallavankota of Venat (tenth 
century) and reissued in a.d. 1189 (T.A.S., IV: 22-65). Twenty-three brah¬ 
mins were granted land with a total seed capacity of 1,365 parai, together 
with garden lands. This land was known as patakaram and was not to be 
sold, mortgaged, donated, or otherwise alienated. The provision for different 
kinds of skilled labor and services, including the supply of oil, food, cloth, 
and pottery, indicates the growing self-sufficiency of this type of village. 

At the same time, the flourishing condition of traditional settlements 
like Cokiram, Perincellur, Ettumanur, and Irinjalakuda is illustrated in 
literary works such as Sivavilasam, Unniyati, Uniiiccirutevi, Candrotsamm, 
Cellurnathodayam, and the sandesakavyas. The same Manipravala poems also 
contain scattered references to many other settlements, including new ones 
like Tirumarudur and Kandiyur (Kunjan Pillai 1956). 

In the midst of this prosperity the mysterious decay and disappearance 
of certain settlements (Chemmanda, Ilibhyam, Karattola, and Katamaruku, 
among them) also took place. Most of the temples bearing the names of 
these villages have survived to this day, but without even a trace of the 
Nambudiri settlements. Most probably the loss of these gramas took place 
in the post-Cera period due either to wars or calamities, or to mass excom¬ 
munication or extinction of families (Veluthat 1978, pp. 71-72). If we may 
use an analogy from South Canara, the commission of great sins or maha- 
patakas may have led to social ostracism (Saletore 1936), which could have 
resulted in migration or wholesale conversion to other creeds like Christianity. 

With prosperity came the evils of luxury and licentiousness, as indi¬ 
cated by the sensuous accounts of devadasis living in palatial buildings 
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decorated with arched gateways and gardens. Their clients included boastful 
bhattas and quarrelsome chatras armed with pseudoscientific pretensions 
about astrology and medicine. By the confession of their own poets these 
wealthy brahmins were captivated by the glamour of the courtesans, offering 
them tributes with as much seriousness as to a deity in the temple. The 
Candrotsamm, a satirical poem on an imaginary moon festival organized 
by courtesans, bears testimony to the degenerate aspects of Nambudiri life 

in medieval Kerala. 

Rise of Brahmin Chieftains 
The disappearance of central political power also meant the disappear¬ 

ance of central control over the councils of brahmin settlements. This, 
coupled with their growing prosperity, seems to have eventually brought 
about a weakening of the corporate character of the settlements. In its 
place we find the emergence of individual brahmin chiefs like the lord of 
TirumalaSseri, the raja of Paravur, the raja of Edappalli and the raja of 
Ambalappula. Lesser brahmin houses like Talakkat of Payyannur, Kuru- 
mattur of Perincellur, Aluvanceri of Sukapuram, Kaippanceri of Panniyur, 
Karinnampalli of Airanikkalam, Vannippula of Aranmula and Vilakkili- 
mangalam of Tiruvalla also came into prominence. In addition, a few 
Tantris like Tarananallur became very prosperous and powerful, owing 
to their connections with a number of temples in all parts of Kerala, 
and eight Nambudiri houses of adhyans acquired great wealth and in¬ 
fluence. 

These rulers and chieftains possessed large territories and temporal 
authority, like any other nonbrahmin magnate, reinforced by their brah- 
minhood and their sacerdotal functions, especially their association with 
the temples. Thus the raja of Edappalli was the chief priest of Trikkakara 
temple. There was a common belief that a donation, or tira, to this temple 
was efficacious in ensuring progeny (Kunjan Pillai, ed., 1959, pp. 88-89, 
commentary on verse 95). Similarly the brahmin raja of Ambalappula 
performed priestly functions in the local temple. The circumstances under 
which these brahmin chieftains established their authority and functioned 
in their dual capacity are not very clear. However, during this period the 
brahmins in Kerala are described as brahmaksatra, wielding sastra and 
sastra with equal force. 

The political influence of the sanketa or temple corporation also 
became very powerful in this period. Several medieval records prove that 
the temples maintained forces for self-protection, administered their own 
law within their territory and invited princes from some of the regional 
principalities as their melkoyma or supervising authority (Padmanabha 
Menon 1912, pp. 183-187). They were also engaged in fierce competition 
with one another and with other local potentates. The case of a long-drawn 
feud between two settlements is examined below. There are some reliable 
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traditions regarding a violent conflict during this period between the temple 
authorities of Irinjalakuda and Tirukkanavay in which the latter, controlled 
by two Nayar families (it appears to have been a Jain center), came ultimately 
to grief. The Ettarayogam, which controlled the affairs of the Sripadma- 
nabha temple in Trivandrum, played a crucial role in Venat politics (Kunjan 
Pillai 1970, p. 357). In many cases the king of Venat was forced to offer 
prayascitta or atonement for offences committed against these brahmins 
(Kunjan Pillai 1970, p. 346). The Pattillathil Pottimar of Tiruvalla were 
powerful rulers of the region whom the Venat king Marthanda Varma 
overthrew following a bloody struggle (Raghavan Nambyar 1929). In these 
cases we find certain aristocratic houses appropriating leadership and 
acting in the name of the corporate bodies. We also come across instances 
in which some of the old member families became extinct and their voting 
rights were acquired by others (Veluthat 1978, p. 89). The same families 
gradually appropriated the uranma rights in several temples, and in some 
cases a whole temple with all its property and sanketa rights was handed 
over to a single brahmin house, as in the case recorded in the Navaykkulam 
Copper Plate (T.A.S., III: 216). 

During this period we do not encounter the old Mulikkalam kaccam 
jealously safeguarding the communal and corporate character of the local 
bodies. The corporate character survived nominally in the case of Tiru- 
vanantapuram, Tiruvalla, Irinjalakuda, and a few other places, but real 
authority came into the hands of certain aristocratic brahmin families. 
Concentration of wealth and power often made the brahmins a serious threat 
to the small principalities, thus contributing to the growth of feudal anarchy 
in Kerala. 
r 

Sukapuram-Panniyur Feud 

A strange feud, the origins of which are unclear, between two neigh¬ 
boring settlements, Sukapuram and Panniyur on the banks of the river 
Perar, developed in the post-Cera period. In Sukapuram there is a grama- 
ksetra or village temple of Siva-Daksinamurti with ninth or tenth century 
inscriptions recording landed properties on a large scale (A.R.E. 1895, nos. 
208-211). Panniyur, with a gramaksetra of Visnu-Varahamurti, has a 
fragmentary inscription from the tenth century {A.R.E. 1895, no. 214). In 
addition, Sukapuram had a well-established history of yajnas dating back 
to Melattol Agnihotri, who is said to have performed ninety-nine sacrifices. 
According to tradition, the spirit of competition led Panniyur brahmins to 
accept paradesi teachers, and this paved the way to disputes and violence. 
Finally one group polluted the temple, as a result of which they lost ritual 
privileges and came to be looked down upon by the rest of society. 

These two brahmin villages are prominently mentioned, with equal 
status, in the thirteenth century Vlra Raghava Copper Plates {Epigraphia 
Indica, IV: 290-297). Along with Ernat, Valluvanat, Venat, and Odanat, 

the Panniyur and Cokiram gramas are described as witnesses to the grant 
outlining the character of privileges. Most probably the open feud began 
some time after a.d. 1225, the date of this record. Echoes of the con¬ 
flict are found scattered in the Manipravala poems of the fourtheenth 
and fifteenth centuries, such as Unniccirutevi, Kokasandesam, and Lllati- 
lakam. In the Calicut-Cochin wars of the fifteenth century, Tirumalasseri, 
the leader of Panniyur grama, had become a camp follower of the zamorin 
of Calicut, helping him in his military action against the raja of Cochin 
(Kunjan Pillai, ed., 1959, vols. 26-27). Naturally Sukapuram received the 
patronage of the Vafluvanat raja who was himself an ally of Cochin. Several 
foreign travellers have observed that the Sukapuram-Panniyur feud rocked 
the whole of Kerala, dividing the chieftains into two camps (Padmanabha 
Menon 1924, pp. 479-480; Krishna Ayyar 1938, pp. 97-102; Panikkar 1959, 
pp. 52-60). The intensity of the feud is indicated by the fact that the two 
gramas followed opposite ways in everything from sacrificial rituals to the 
manner of cutting vegetables. They never dined together, and they did not 
intermarry. Although the Panniyur brahmins ultimately lost the privilege 
of performing Vedic sacrifices, stray references in medieval Malayalam litera¬ 
ture indicate that the brahmins of Sukapuram continued their tradition of 
Vedic rituals and sacrifices. Moreover, Alvanceri Tamprakkal, who was 
the spiritual leader of the Sukapuram group, also became the chief ecclesia¬ 
stical functionary in the coronation ceremony of several rajas in medieval 
Kerala, including the zamorins of Calicut and the Tiruvadis of Venat 
(Krishna Ayyar, 1938, pp. 23). 

The Grand Alliance 
The successful domination by the Nambudiri community of medieval 

society and polity was the outcome of a grand alliance between the Nam- 
budiris and the ruling groups. The ancient ksatriya dynasties of Kerala like 
the Ceras and Musakas were originally aboriginals of the Sangam age upon 
whom the brahmins conferred ksatriya status. Various other dynasties or 
svarupams of the post-Cera period, like the Perumpadappu, Puranat or 
Kottayam, Punjar, Pantalam, Parappanat, and Vettam, also must have 
belonged to this category. None of them, except the Musakas, preserves any 
tradition of having migrated from the north in the manner of the brahmins 
themselves, and even the Musakas are usually associated with the Konkan 
and mentioned as the relatives of Cedis and Kalingas (Narayanan 1973*). 
Therefore it would appear that the brahmins of Kerala had “aryanized” 
them, giving them Sanskrit names and Sanskritic culture. By the post-Cera 
period at least all these ksatriya ruling families had adopted the matrilineal 
form of succession (marumakkattayam; Kunjan Pillai 1970, pp. 292-323). 
Their women were usually married to Nambudiri brahmins, with the result 
that all the rulers in Kerala were sons of brahmins. This was also true of the 
Samanta and Nayar kings, chieftains, and landlords. Therefore the priestly 
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educated groups of Nambudiris had a direct hold on politics, war, and 
administration, in addition to their functions as councillors and messengers, 
similar throughout India. Thus, as relatives of the rulers, administrators, 
and warriors, the brahmins occupied a unique position from which they 
could command respect and influence. 

During the Cera period and the immediate post-Cera period, the Nam¬ 
budiris, whose tenants formed a large group of people from whom the 
warriors and officials of the state were recruited, played a significant role 
in the rise of the Nayar militia (Narayanan 1977). Many tenant families 
appear to have had the opportunity, through brahmin sambandham alliance 
and brahmin favor, to eventually attain high positions, as illustrated by the 
case of Etiran Kaviran (Kunjan Pillai 1970, pp. 344-345) whose descendants 
later climbed to the status of influential feudal chieftains. Another interesting 
case is that of Kotikkalattu Iyakkan Govindan, who enjoyed the goodwill 
both of the governor of Kilmalainadu and of the uralar of Trikkadittanam 
and Tiruvalla (Kunjan Pillai 1970, pp. 350). Thus it is evident that the 
Nambudiris mediated the rise of a new ruling class in Kerala consisting of 
ksatriyas, Samantas andNayars, with whom they had close relations owing to 
sambandham alliance. Matrilineal succession among these later classes 
provided an arrangement convenient to brahmins and non-brahmins alike. 

Though there was a progressive “aryanization” of the indigenous 
groups resulting in the imposition of priestly brahmin authority on secular 
society, there was on the other hand a progressive secularization of the 
Nambudiri community, as outlined earlier. Only a small fraction of the 
community continued Vedic-Sastraic studies and the performance of Vedic 
sacrifices other than the domestic rites (Ravi Varma 1932, pp. 182-185). 
For the great landlord classes, brahminical ritual was confined to the sam- 
skaras, or sacraments, and patronage of temples. In other words, the great 
majority of brahmins were secularized, with the result that the pursuit of 
professional skills came to be recognized as the hereditary occupation of 
certain brahmin families (Gundert 1961, passim). The posts of temple priests 
were offered chiefly to new brahmin immigrants from the Tulu area called 
Emprans because the rich landlord Nambudiris considered it beneath their 
dignity to take up such an occupation. In fact, most of the Nambudiris 
followed worship and learning by proxy, concentrating their attention 
primarily on worldly affairs and the pursuit of the arts of leisure. 

Another aspect of the Grand Alliance was the promotion of temple 
arts and culture by means of Nambudiri patronage. A large number of 
temple servants belonging to the Variyar, Potuval, Pisharoti, Cakkiyar, and 
Nambiyar subcastes acquired proficiency in Sanskrit language and literature 
and in Sanskritic studies through brahmin contacts. Among Variyars and 
Pisharotis we find an early tradition of studies in grammar, poetics, logic, 
medicine, astronomy, and literature. The Cakkiyars made use of itihasas, 
puranas, and later Sanskrit works for their Kudiyattam and Kuttu perfor- 
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mances (Kunjunni Raja 1958, passim). The Bharatanatya brought by the 
brahmins formed the foundation of the dancing skill of devadasis in the 
temple (Narayanan 1973b, pp. 43-53). In this way brahmin ownership of 
the temple, coupled with sambandham relations with temple-serving classes, 
accelerated the dissemination of brahminical Hindu culture to an extent 
that was not possible outside Kerala. Thus the Grand Alliance that the 
Nambudiris formed with the ksatriyas, Samantas, and Nayars on the one 
hand, and with the Variyars, Potuvals, Pisharotis, and suchlike on the other, 
was responsible for their sociopolitical domination and their success in 
promoting their traditions. It played a historic role in the formation of the 
essential character and distinctive features of the culture of Kerala that 
gradually emerged in the middle ages. It may be noted that the legitimiza¬ 
tion, at an unspecified date, of the loose form of unorthodox conjugal rela¬ 
tionship called sambandham, which brought the brahmins and upper-class 
nonbrahmins onto a new plane of social, economic, and political partner¬ 
ship, was the critical choice that set Kerala brahmins apart from brahmins 
elsewhere in the country and set Kerala society on a new course through the 
Grand Alliance. Although it is difficult to account for such a complex 
development, one might venture an explanatory hypothesis based on the 
ecology of the hill country, which favored both the retention of archaic 
tribal matriliny and the rise of the dispersed pattern of rural settlement in 
place of the usual nucleated pattern seen in other parts of India. This form 
of alliance came to be the source of both strength and weakness for the 
brahmins of Kerala. 

Positive and Negative Roles 
The medieval period has been described as the orgiastic season of the 

Nambudiris (Kunjan Pillai 1963, p. 81). However, to concentrate our 
attention on the decadent forms of the arts and the degenerate aspects of 
Nambudiri culture in medieval Kerala would be to misrepresent the facts, 
for creative activity of a high standard existed in science, philosophy, the 
arts, and literature (Kunjunni Raja 1958). Taking their cue from Sankara- 
narayana’s Laghubhaskariya Vyakhya in the ninth century, a long line of 
commentaries on important astronomical works were produced, culminating 
in the revolutionary new treatise on drgganita by Vadasseri Paramesvara. 
The tradition of campus, exemplified by Kulasekhara’s Ascaryamanjari, 

which followed in the footsteps of the Dasakumaracarita of Dandin, pro¬ 
duced a series of scholarly campus in Sanskrit, crowned by the prabandhas 
of Narayana Bhatta, which in turn supplied an inexhaustible repertoire of 
scholarship, wit, and romance for the Cakkiyars in their Kuttu performances. 
Although the inhabitants of Kerala had in general followed the Indian 
pattern of temple ritual and architecture in the earlier centuries, a typical 
Kerala manual was composed by Cennass Narayana, the Tantrasamuccaya. 
From Saktibhadra’s Ascaryacudamani and Kulasekhara’s twin plays in the 
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ninth century there was a steady development of dramatic literature and 
performance. In addition to these, many Sanskrit plays, old and new (includ¬ 
ing the plays of Bhasa) were adapted to the requirements of the local 
audience by standardizing the abhinaya or gesture and incorporating the 
role of the vidusaka, who explained everything in a humorous manner in 
Malayalam. This was known as Kutiyattam or group play, a tradition of 
theatrical reform that attained a new peak of excellence with the evolution 
of Kathakali and its literature. From Sankara in the ninth century and 
Sarvajnatman, the author of Samksepasaririka, in the eleventh, the stream 
of philosophical thought in Kerala was widened by the contributions of the 
Bhatta and Prabhakara schools, especially those of the Bhattas of Payyur 
Mana, including Maharsi Paramesvara. Lllatilakam, the “manual of 
Manipravalam,” represented a leap of the intellect in an attempt to com¬ 
prehend developments in language and literature through the formation of 
new rules of grammar, prosody, and poetics, and opened an area of endeavor 
that continued up to the Prakriyasarvasvam of Narayana Bhatta. The 
Bhasakautaliyam, the early Malayalam translation and commentary on the 
Arthasastra, was the first of its type in regional languages and denotes the 
growing interest of the cultured elite in the theory of government and social 
organization. A tangible expression of medieval Kerala genius is also found 
in the late medieval temple architecture and sculpture. In all these spheres 
the Kerala brahmins and the brahmin-inspired ksatriyas and ampalavasis 
played a dynamic role. 

At the same time, the growth of feudal power and the resulting dom¬ 
inance of the Nambudiris produced a tendency on the part of the brahmin 
landlords to deal more harshly with their tenants. For instance, a twelfth- 
century inscription of Tiruvambadi temple in Trivandrum prescribes the 
confiscation of all the property of a tenant if he failed to remit his dues to 
the temple even once (T.A.S., III, p. 51). There are several inscriptions of 
this type in Harippad temple (T.A.S., VI, nos. 25-31). The same kind of 
cruelty was perpetrated on women, as illustrated by the institution on a 
large scale of smartavicaram, a trial imposed on Nambudiri women accused 
of adultery (Mathur 1975). The large number of sale deeds and mortgage 
deeds relating to serfs reveal the miserable condition of the Pulayas, Parayas, 
and others who were condemned to permanent servitude (K.S.P., V: 275- 
285). To this period may also be attributed the growing rigidity of caste and 
growth in the number of subcastes. The Keralolpatti, in its present form a 
product of about the seventeenth century, contains a list of the numerous 
castes and subcastes that obtained in Kerala and, in its eagerness to standard¬ 
ize and legitimize the institution along with all its ramifications, attributes 
it to the great Sankaracarya. 
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Though the Arabs and their native Muslim followers played an in¬ 
creasingly important role in Kerala politics from the twelfth century 
onwards, they never upset the sociopolitical balance of Nambudiri dom¬ 
inance. For one thing they confined their activities to coastal trade and the 
conversion of outcastes. Though they supported certain rulers like the 
zamorin of Calicut, they did not possess a common army or an independent 
political base. On the other hand, the advent of Portuguese power on the 
Malabar coast at the close of the fifteenth century dealt the first real blow 
to the feudal order dominated by the brahmins in Kerala. Armed with huge 
cannons and supported by a powerful Christian state, the Portuguese were 
prepared to interfere extensively in local politics. Their power grew day 
by day as they played a decisive role in the Calicut-Cochin wars and in the 
economy of the region, which had become increasingly oriented toward 
commerce. The traditional Nayar militia, loyal to the rajas and brahmins, 
lost their superiority. Gradually the Portuguese were superseded by the 
Dutch in Cochin, and then the French and the English entered the fray. 
Some enterprising local rajas like Martanda Varma of Travancore were 
emboldened to launch a policy of conquest with European-trained forces. 
He defied Kerala brahmin power in many respects, but when he later tried 
to placate them the brahmins found it more profitable to acquiesce. The 
Travancore dynasty, with its affiliations with the Tamil country, began 
increasingly to patronize the Tamil brahmins. 

Failure of Leadership 
In spite of these danger signals, the Nambudiri hold on Kerala society 

remained fairly strong as long as they possessed the major part of the 
cultivated paddy land and influenced behavior and beliefs through the 
management of temples. However, a real shock was administered to their 
complacency by the Mysore invasions and the occupation of Malabar in the 
second half of the eighteenth century. Large numbers of Nambudiris left 
their ancestral homes and lands to become refugees in Travancore. The 
many petty local rajas who patronized Nambudiris did likewise, and their 
Nayar military groups were either forcibly disbanded, massacred, or con¬ 
verted. The temple authorities were discredited and the temples often 
looted. The damage done was so great that even the partial restoration of 
the old order by the British could not bring back the old climate, although 
many of the brahmin landlords and their dependents returned from Travan- 
core. 

With the beginning of the nineteenth century the firm establishment of 
British rule in Malabar and British supremacy in Cochin and Travancore 
took political, social, and cultural initiative out of Nambudiri hands. The 
Nambudiris withdrew more and more into their own shell of old world 
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rituals and beliefs in the seclusion of the villages, leaving government and 
politics in alien hands. This was especially true of Malabar, where even the 
loyal groups of Nayars, who had lost their traditional military functions, 
discovered new opportunities in English education and the British admini¬ 
strative setup. Thus, these Nayars were increasingly alienated from their 
Nambudiri mentors and masters. Chandu Menon’s Indulekha (1889), the 
first significant social novel in Malayalam, depicts the educated Nayar 
community in revolt against its own traditional Nambudiri alliance. More¬ 
over, the network of traditional caste occupations and caste cultures was 
weakened by the impact of modern transport, education and commerce. 
By the turn of the century, the wind of social reform unleashed by Dr. 
Palpu and Sri Narayana Guru among the Izhavas of Travancore shook the 
very foundations of the caste hierarchy over which the Nambudiri had 
presided for so many centuries. While Nayars agitated for the abolition of 
taravSd, marumakkattayam, and sambandham, Christian missionary work 
among lower communities accelerated the dissolution of caste. Even in 
Cochin and Travancore, where the native rulers still exhibited special 
consideration towards brahmins, the latter had now been dismissed from all 
positions of power at the court and the palace. In short, Nambudiri dom¬ 
inance continued only in rural agricultural life and in the religious life of 
the orthodox sections of the people. 

However, the straw that broke the camel’s back was the reform of land 
tenure. This came under discussion first in British Malabar, whence it spread 
to Cochin and Travancore. Step by step the nonbrahmin tenants established 
their privileges until the Nambudiri landlords were finally deprived of their 
holdings. 

Stagnation of Culture 

Following the loss of political control and socioeconomic supremacy, 
the Nambudiris were fast becoming relics of the old world. For as long as 
they could, they clung to their lands, temples, and caste privileges and turned 
their back on the “mleccha” system of modern English education. They 
could not participate in the social reform movement, since it was largely 
directed against their dominance; and with their aversion to manual labor 
they were strangers in the world of industry and commerce. Even in matters 
connected with their landed property they had become dependent on a 
professional class of lawyers, composed of their tenants and caste subor¬ 
dinates. With their sensitivity sharpened by misfortune, they grew more and 
more cynical and sought refuge in the palliatives of archaic faith and culture 
in the timeless heaven of Kutiyattam, Kathakali, and the feasts and festivals 
associated with the temple; and in purificatory rituals, as if to shut out the 
noises of modern society by chanting mantras and ward off its sights by 
closing their eyes in meditation. In spite of a small fanatical group of re¬ 
formers, the majority of Nambudiris observed the rigid caste rules, including 
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the 64 anacaras or injunctions (Padmanabha Menon 1912, pp. 162-176) 
with increasing religious fervor. The picture presented by writers from the 
Nambudiri community is one of harsh treatment of women and compulsive 
ritual observance (Nambudiripad 1969; Bhattathiripad 1957, 1970). 

Today the typical Nambudiri-owned temples are found in dilapidated 
condition in remote villages. In spite of modern encroachments, Nambudiris 
still continue to live in their twilit houses and offer prayers at their ancestral 
shrines. Daily worship in temples continues, but the management of all 
prosperous temples has gone out of Nambudiri hands. Even the very recent 
wave of religious and spiritual revivalism has found leaders other than the 
Nambudiris in Kerala. The social reform movement set in motion among 
Nambudiris themselves by the Yogakshema society, with its slogan of 
making Nambudiris into human beings, had turned a group of Nambudiris 
gradually to English education, business, industry, the professions, and 
political activity by the middle of this century (Nambudiripad 1969; Bhatta¬ 
thiripad 1970). However, many others had decided to stay where they were. 
Many young girls were still given in marriage to old men by the practice of 
adhivedana; many widows were still pushed into the darkness of the kitchen. 
However, a few stray Vedic yajnas are still performed, and even the Chatrak- 
kali, the conventional semireligious entertainment of students in medieval 
Vedic colleges, has occasionally been given before rural audiences. 
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THE NAMBUDIRI RITUAL TRADITION 
(With Special Reference to the Kollengode Archives) 

M. R. Raghava Varier 

INTRODUCTION 

The vedic heritage in Kerala can claim an almost continuous history 
of about two thousand years, from the age of the Sangam literature onward. 
While the antiquity of these poems is a subject of controversy,1 scholars 
generally date them to “the period of a few centuries immediately preceding 
or succeeding the Christian era” (Subramanian 1966, p. 25) and agree that 
they were composed in several phases. A song in Akananuru, attributed to 
an early period, contains a reference to the ritual performed by the sage 
Parasurama at Cellur (modern Taliparamba, Cannanore District) in north¬ 
ern Kerala.2 A later work, Patirruppattu, deals exclusively with the glory 
and achievements of the early Cera kings, who are frequently described as 
patrons of Vedic culture and ritual. Palyanai Celkehi Kuttuvan, mentioned 
in the third decad of this anthology, apparently performed nine yagas (Vedic 
rituals) for the merit of his court poet, Palai Gautamanar, who accordingly 
attained heaven along with his wife (Patirruppattu, III Patikam). The hero 
of the eighth decad, Perunceral Irumporai, is said to have performed a 
Putrakamesti (Patirruppattu, VIII, 4. See also III, 1,11: 5-7; VII, 4, 14; VIII, 
4, 12), and Ilam Ceral Irumporai, of the following decad, is praised in the 
famous Tamil epic Cilappatikaram, which dates from a later period, as a 
patron of the Soma ritual, Madukkol Velvi (Cilappatikaram, XXVIII, 147, 
148). 

One significant feature of this early ritual tradition in Kerala was the 
symbolic identification of the yajamana king with Vedic or puranic deities, 
such as Indra, Yama, Varuna, Subrahmanya or Muruka, Siva, and so on. 
The word tirai, in Sangam poetry, denoted both a tax levied by the king and 
an offering owed to the gods, while the term vendan meant both “Indra” 

1 For various opinions about the problem see V. Kanakasabhai, The Tamils Eighteen 
Hundred Years Ago (Madras, 1904), pp. 2-3; V. A. Smith, Early History of India, 3rd ed., 
(London, 1914), p. 445; V. R. Ramachandra Dikshitar, Studies in Tamil Literature and 
History (Madras, 1936), p. 21; K. A. Nilakanta Sastri, The Pandyan Kingdom (London, 
1929), p. 24; idem., The Colas (Madras, 1955), p. 3; K. R. Srinivasa Iyengar, The Age 
of Imperial Unity (Delhi, 1972), p. 293; and M.G.S. Narayanan, “The Mauryan Problem 
in Sangam Works,” in Re-interpretations in South Indian History (Trivandrum, 197 7)- 
2 Akananuru, 220. For the identification of Cellur, see Kesavan Veluthat (1979). 
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and “king.” Such identification served a dual purpose: it legitimized the 
supreme right of the tribal chieftains over their territory, and it also served 
to elevate the status of the ruler by making him the “principal of the ritual.” 
Moreover, from the Sangam age onward, crowned monarchs in South 
India typically claimed to have conquered the entire region from the Hima¬ 
layas to Cape Comorin—an apparent echo of the concept of cakravarti- 
ksetra found in early Buddhist and Brahmanical texts—and consequently 
attempted to trace their lineage to the solar or lunar ksatriya dynasties. 

Traditionally the ksatriya had two duties: protection of the people and 
acquisition of wealth. For both purposes, battles, violence, and murder are 
essential. With reference to the latter duty in particular, the sacred texts 
emphasized that the sin inherent in the ksatra dharma creates a need for 
rituals as a “necessary antidote” (Drekmeier 1962, pp. 49-50). However, 
owing to the practice of ritual gift-giving,3 especially to brahmins, the ritual 
also served as an efficient means to redistribute the plundered wealth, and 
as a result, large amounts of gold, land, and cattle began to flow into the 
hands of the priestly class. Such gifts, to which references occur in Sangam 
poems and which were considered meritorious acts, permitted the emergence 
of a new, noncultivating, landowning class. They also marked the beginning 
of the agraharas, or brahmin settlements, throughout South India. In Kerala 
these agricultural brahmin caste corporations later grew into oligarchies 
that controlled the immense wealth of the temples, a change that suggests 
the growing influence of brahminical religion and the dominance of brah¬ 
mins in the caste hierarchy (Gurukal 1978, p. 28). Moreover, one could also 
infer that one cause of the gradual weakening and eventual fall of the three 
crowned monarchs of the Sangam period could be traced to their relative 
impoverishment. 

The Sangam age was followed by a so-called dark period, associated 
primarily with a warlike tribal group known as the Kalabhras. They are 
believed to have been followers of Jainism, which was reorganized in South 
India during this period on the basis of a powerful network of landed 
monasteries that enjoyed royal patronage (Raghava Varier 1978). Jainism 
and Buddhism, both of which “had made substantial inroads in the Tamil 
country during the period of the ‘Kalabhra interregnum,’ ” (Spencer 1969, 
p. 47) attracted large numbers of people, chiefly from the lower social strata, 
by adopting popular cults and practices. Thus, by the time of the rise of the 
Pandya and Pallava dynasties, the challenge of the heterodox religions, 
coupled with the social and doctrinal exclusivity of the brahmin elite, had 

3 The original practice of giving a gift to the brahmin priest at the time of the per¬ 
formance of a ritual gradually gave way to the custom of ritual gifts to brahmins. See 
Nicholas B. Dirks, “Merit and Prosperity: From Ritual as Gift Giving to Gift Giving 
as Ritual in Early South Indian Kingship.” Quoted by A. Appadurai, “Kings, Sects 
and Temples in South India, 1350-1700 a.d., Indian Economic and Social History Re¬ 
view, 14 (1977), P- 48 n. 3. 
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paved the way for the emergence of a popular revival movement. 
Accordingly, the center of gravity of Brahmanical religion shifted to 

the temple, which became the center of dissemination of the bhakti ideology, 
employing the powerful media of myth, music, and theater, as well as its 
control over economic resources.4 With the resulting spread of bhakti, the 
Vedic gods were relegated to the background and replaced by the Agamaic 
deities such as Krsna, Muruka, Bhagavati, Siva, and others. Similarly, 
Vedic rituals were superseded by the Agamaic mode of worship. This change 
of focus in the religiocultural life of Kerala to the temple and its popular 
cults also reflects the tremendous changes that occurred in the modes of 
production and distribution under the system known as “Indian feudalism.” 

Ideas and institutions, which initially emerge to fulfil certain socio¬ 
economic needs, frequently exhibit a tenacity even after they have ceased 
to be of specific value. Consequently, the bhakti movement did not prevent 
the occasional performance of a traditional ritual: reference is made to a 
Sarvakratu Yajiyar Akki in the ninth century Tirupparappu copper plate, 
and to an Atiratrayajiyar in a Sucindram temple inscription of about the 
twelfth century, as well as to a couple of Somayajis in the Tiruvalla copper 
plate of the same period (T.A.S., IV, pp. 126-127; III: pt. I, p. 77; II: pt. 
Ill, pp. 142, 162, 196). Moreover, Vedic study and recitation continued in 
the salas, educational establishments attached to temples in various parts 
of South India, including Kerala, where students (Cattirar or Cattar) re¬ 
ceived both Vedic instruction and military training. A copper plate grant 
of the Ay king Karunantatakkan, issued in his ninth regnal year (a.d. 

864-865), provides detailed information about the regulations laid down for 
admission to the sala attached to Parthivasekharapuram that he established 
(T.A.S., I, p. 2). The record refers to the sala at Kantalur and states that 
its rules are binding on the newly constituted sala as well. A certain number 
of seats were allotted for different sutras, e.g., 45 for the Pavafiyaccarana 
(bahvrcacarana, Rgveda), 36 for the Taittiriyacarana (Yajurveda), and 14 
for the Talavakaracarana (Samadeva). Temples at Tiruvalla and Mulik- 
kalam (central Kerala) also housed Cattirar engaged in Vedic studies (T.A.S. 
II, Tiruvalla Copper Plates; 1.410; III, pp. 189-191, line 5). At Tiruvalla, 
the number of Cattirar is indicated by the fact that 350 measures of rice were 
set aside daily for them. The landed property intended for the maintenance of 
the sala was called calappuram (Skt. salabhogam) and to this day many 
places in Kerala bear that name. 

The salas belong roughly to the period of the Cera kings of Makotai or 
Mahodayapuram (modern Cranganore), from about the ninth to the twelfth 

4 For a study of South Indian bhakti, see the unpublished monograph of M.G.S. 
Narayanan and Kesavan Veluthat, The Bhakti Movement in South India, Calicut Uni¬ 
versity, 1978. 
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centuries. Unlike the Ceras of the Sangam songs, the Cera kings of Makotai 
do not seem to have performed Vedic rituals. However, it appears that they 
extended their patronage to Vedic learning via the temples, which had be¬ 
come the pivot of socioeconomic and cultural activities. Thus, the preser¬ 
vation of Vedic culture came to depend on the centers of Agamaic worship, 
and Vedic rituals were fitted into the Agamaic brahminical system. 

Medieval Manipravala kavyas of the period between the thirteenth and 
the sixteenth centuries contain references to Vedic rituals, and to the reci¬ 
tation of Vedic hymns. Among them, the Unniccirutevi Caritam, of about the 
thirteenth century, describes Sukapuram village, one of the thirty-two tra¬ 
ditional brahmin settlements, as a place where the humming sound of Vedic 
recitation was heard (Krishnan Nair ed., 1973, p. 27). Comayis or Somaya- 
jis, the sharing of the patakara property that was probably received as a 
gift after the performance of a ritual, and the churning of the sacrificial 
firewood are alluded to in another stanza of the same work (Krishnan Nair, 
ed., 1973, p. 27). Candrotsavam, a sixteenth century work, refers to eighteen 
groups of Cattirar. These literary references to the Cattirar, which depict 
them more as fighters and lovers of courtesans than as Vedic scholars, suggest 
the decline of the Salas as centers of Vedic study. The original function of 
the salas was probably transferred to the Brahmasvam mathams, or brahmin 
monasteries. Such monasteries exist to this day as Vedic educational institu¬ 
tions, drawing brahmin students from all over Kerala. Most are situated 
near medieval temple centers. The monasteries at Trichur and Tirunavay, 
the medieval site of the famous Mamankam festival and the place praised 
as sacred by the Vaisnavite bhakti saints of the early medieval period, are well 
known throughout Kerala. 

Vedic manuals that were apparently intended as “guide books” have 
been discovered in the possession of various Nambudiri families in Cochin 
and Malabar.5 These manuals have not been systematically analyzed, but 
after an initial examination the present author feels that they can be attri¬ 
buted on linguistic grounds to the period from the sixteenth to the eighteenth 
centuries. One significant feature of these works is that they describe every 
ritual in abbreviated form, giving one or two words that begin a particular 
hymn at the point where the entire hymn is to be recited. Thus, they appear 
to confirm the existence of a tradition of Vedic ritual during their period. 
The valuable information supplied by the manuals is supplemented by a 
number of palm-leaf manuscripts available in the private archives of the 

5 Vedic manuals in palm-leaf manuscripts obtained from various parts of Kerala are 
housed in the Kerala University Manuscript Library. I have used two of them: Agni- 
cayanam (in Malayalam), no. L 1196 A; and Agnistomam, no. T 1093. Recently I also 
received another manuscript from Matampumana, near Trichur, which is complete 
from Varana to Avabhrtha. Another manuscript from Vehamparampu mana in 
Perumanam (Trichur District) is incomplete. This indicates some departure from the 
manual followed by the members of the Sukapuram group of brahmins. 
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raja of Kollengode. Thus, an image of the continuity of the Vedic heritage 
into the modern period begins to emerge, since these latter records, which 
form part of the correspondence between the Nambudiri priests in Malabar 
and Cochin and the raja of Kollengode, belong to the nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries. In the following pages an attempt is made to analyze 
the evidence supplied by the Kollengode archives.6 

THE RAJA OF KOLLENGODE 

The raja'of Kollengode (Kollankod) is known by different names. In 
the correspondence he is addressed as Vennunnattu Muppil, while in the 
Keralolpatti, a traditional chronicle of about the eighteenth century a.d., 

he is called Vennunnattu Nampiti. “Muppil” literally means the eldest mem¬ 
ber of a family, usually of a ruling family or chieftaincy, “muppu” being the 
position of the eldest member. “Nampiti” is the title given at the time of 
investiture. Vennunnattu Nampitis use a common title, Viran Iravi, when 
they correspond with others. 

The nampitis enjoyed an important position among the local chieftains 
of Kerala owing to their close association with Vedic ritual. It is the solemn 
duty and exclusive monopoly of the nampitis to supply Soma (Sarcostemma 
brevistigma), karinnali (.Mimosa catechu), and krsnajina, the black antelope 
skin, all of which are essential for performing Vedic sacrifices. No king or 
chieftain in Kerala other than Vennunnattu Nampiti is entitled to supply 
these articles, and furthermore it is considered a sin on the part of the nam¬ 
pitis to give these articles to those who have no right to perform yagas (CU/ 
KPPM, no. 15) The sacrificial articles are to be obtained from the nampiti’s 
own hands at the temple of Kaccankuricci, of which the nampiti is the su¬ 
preme authority (Ka§., XVI). 

According to the Keralolpatti, Vennunnatu was one of the administra¬ 
tive divisions in Kerala. The territory of Vennunnatu comprised five desams 
(villages), namely Kollengode, Vattakkad, Vatavannur, Elavanceri, and 
Payyalur. A legendary chronicle of Kaccankuricci temple states that Venkata 
(Vennunnatu) is 4 yojanas in length and 4 yojanas in breadth (Krishna Iyer 
1942, pp. 4iff.). The political importance of the territory lies in the fact that, 
situated at the mouth of the Palghat gap, it served as an outpost and a 
strategic position in the prevention of invasions from the other side of the 
Western Ghats. The palace of the Nampiti is in the village of Kollengode, 
hence the name Kollengode Raja. The Nampiti was allowed certain privi¬ 
leges otherwise enjoyed only by kings and chieftains in Kerala, such as the 

6 The author is indebted to the present raja of Kollengode, Venugopala Varma, for hav¬ 
ing provided the manuscripts available for reference and study. The palm leaves are 
now kept in the Department of History, Calicut University. 
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use of a palanquin, the Camari whisk, a white umbrella, a lighted lamp 
during the daytime, and a black and white carpet. In addition, he was 
permitted to enter the mandapa, the porch in front of the central shrine in 
temples, and to ring the holy bell, privileges that were usually accorded 
exclusively to brahmins. Moreover, he had the right of saksibhojana, i.e., 
the right to dine with brahmins in the same hall, although not in the same 
line. While this might appear to indicate his inferiority to brahmins, he also 
wore metiyati, a sort of wooden footwear, inside the temple, which even 
brahmins were not permitted to do. 

We do not know whether Vennunnattu Nampiti was ever an indepen¬ 
dent ruler. It is known that he was a vassal of the zamorin of Calicut. The 
fact that the presence of the nampiti was essential at the time of the conse¬ 
cration of the zamorin and that the nampiti had a role in the duodecennial 
Mamankam festival at Tirunavay along with the other vassals of the zamorin 
suggest his feudatory position. At the time of the investiture of Kutiravattat- 
tu Nayar, another local chieftain under Calicut, the zamorin made him take 
an oath that he would protect Vennunnattu Appacci, the female member of 
the Vennunnattu family. Professor K.V. Krishna Iyer, the author of The 

Zamorins of Calicut, quotes a letter of Vlran Iravi, a Vennunnattu Nampiti, 
which demonstrates the control of the zamorins over the latter. Once the 
zamorin removed Ceruvalli Accan from Vennunnatu and caused Cakkum- 
parambil Uniccanta Nampiyar, the junior Peruventa Mukkil Kijakke Nam¬ 
piti to be adopted and invested as Vennunnattu Nampiti, an incident which 
clearly indicates the subordinate status of Vennunnatu. Iyer also mentions 
that in a.d. 1504 and in a.d. 1550 Vennunnattu Nampiti was present with the 
zamorin during his fight against Cochin. When Hyder Ali conquered Mala¬ 
bar, he recognized the raja of Kollengode as the koyma or owner of Kac- 
cankuricci temple and an inam was sanctioned to him. When Malabar fell 
into the hands of the British, the Kollengode family was recognized as a 
chieftaincy, and Sthanam and Nayarship, as well as a privy purse of Rs. 
854/-, were bestowed upon the raja (Krishna Iyer 1942, pp. 42 ff.). 

ORIGIN OF THE FAMILY 

Like many other problems in the history of Kerala the origin of the Ven- 
nunnattu Nampiti and his spiritual status are shrouded in obscurity. The 
only sources from which the origin and history of the Vennunnattu family 
can be traced are the Keralolpatti, the Ka'syapaksetramahatmyam (another 
legend that was claimed as part of the Skandapurana), some folksongs popu¬ 
lar in Palghat district, and an undated inscription, attributed to the twelfth 
to fourteenth centuries a.d., in Tamil Grantha and Vatteluttu characters on 
the adhisthana of the Srlmulasthanam shrine in Vatakkunnathan temple 
at Trichur. 
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According to the Keralolpatti, Vennunnattu Nampiti was given the 
rights over his territory by Ceraman Perumal. However, the Kasyapakse- 
tramahatmyam states that the nampiti obtained the territory of Vennunnatu 
from the sage Parasurama, who created the Palghat gap. This text tells an 
interesting story about the origin of the nampitis. Dharmavartma, the king 
of Niculapura, was a leper, and he came with his wife Dronavatl to Kasya- 
paksetra. Parasurama advised him to take a bath in the healing water of 
the tank in front of the temple. As soon as the king dipped himself in the 
water he was cured, and before long he begot a son due to the blessings of 
Prajapati. The king and his wife then returned to Nicula with their son 
Hemanga. On the way, they lost the son in the river Iksumatl, the modern 
Malampula. A blacksmith found the child and brought him up. When he 
grew up he left the blacksmith and went to the forests of the Western Ghats, 
where he lived by hunting animals. One day he met the sage Parasurama, 
who was lying in the forest, wounded by the raksasa Bali. Hemanga killed 
the raksasa with the handax of Parasurama, who gave him the territory 
of Vennunnatu in gratitude (Ka§., XVI). Hemanga ruled the country for 
many years. By this time Dronavatl had come to Venkata (Vennunnatu) 
following the death of Dharmavartma. When Hemanga died, there was 
nobody to succeed him on the throne, since he was brahmacarin, or celibate, 
throughout his life. At this point Parasurama summoned all the brahmins 
of sixty-four villages and installed Dronavatl as Hemanga’s successor (Kas., 

XIX). Once Surya, the sun god, saw the queen and fell in love with her. 
Disguised as a brahmin, he requested her hand in marriage from the sage 
Parasurama, who gave Dronavatl to the sun god. By Surya Dronavatl begot 
a child named Vira Ravi. 

Some points in this story are intriguing. First of all, the prince Heman¬ 
ga is related to the family of a blacksmith. Kollengode, the seat of the 
nampiti, literally means a settlement of blacksmiths. This name is Sanskri- 
tized in the Kasyapaksetramahatmyam as Ayaskarapura, ayaskara being a 
word for blacksmith. Even today Kollengode is referred to as Aykara by the 
people beyond the river Malampula. Secondly, the legend would suggest a 
matrilineal succession in the ruling family of the Vennunnatu Nampitis. 
Thirdly, there is a clear attempt in this story to connect the family of the 
nampitis with the solar race of kings. It was a common practice among the 
medieval chroniclers of local Hindu dynasties to relate their patron’s family 
to the solar or lunar race in order to legitimize them by elevating their 
status. It may be pointed out in this connection that matrilineal succession 
is followed in the family of Vennunnatu, and that as soon as the eldest male 
member of the family becomes the nampiti, he accepts the name Vira Ravi. 
In the earlier records the suffix ‘-varma’ was not added to the nampiti’s name, 
though in some later records it is used. Furthermore, a significant feature 
of the legend is that it connects the family with a brahmin by means of the 
story of the marriage of the princess Dronavatl with the sun god disguised 
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as a brahmin. Probably it might also point to some kind of early adoption 
or acculturation of a local tribe by the brahmin settlers, which was in fact 
a common practice in early and medieval India. Though the Kasyapalcse- 

tramahatmyam might be a late composition, the legend could well have 
been retained as a distant memory of an actual event. 

The spiritual status of the nampiti is considered to be much more im¬ 
portant than his political status. All the legends about this family relate 
them to Vedic rituals, although they have no right to study Vedas. It was 
Vennunnattu Nampiti who brought Darbha and Sruva for a ritual con¬ 
ducted by the brahmins of Kerala. The Keralolpatti categorically states 
that Soma and sruva are to be supplied by Vennunnattu Nampiti (Ker., 
p. 59). The Kasyapaksetramahatmyam contains a story about the monopoly 
of the nampitis regarding the supply of these ritual implements, a right 
which was supposedly granted by Indra. When Vira Iravi was ruling, 
the brahmins of Kerala began a great ritual to which they did not invite 
ParaSurama or other gods. Parasurama complained to Indra about the 
matter and Indra carried away Soma, karinnali, and krsnajina and even 
the sacrificial fire to the temple at Kaccankuricci, where he was welcomed 
by Vira Iravi. Indra told Iravi: “Thou shalt be on earth as I am in heaven. 
These articles will remain with thou. Thou shalt be the only authority to 
give these things to the brahmins. Thou shalt give them when Parasurama 
comes. Thou shalt get the one-sixth portion of the result of Yajnas.” Then 
he invoked the Agneyamantra on his feet and, warning him against walking 
barefooted, Indra departed. Consequently, it is believed that the earth might 
be burnt if the nampiti touches it with his feet. Parasurama then came and, 
making Iravi sit on the mandapa in the Kaccankuricci temple, told him: 
“You yourself will give Soma, karinnali, and krsnajina to the vaidikas and 
karmis (priests) of the three villages of Panniyur, Covvaram, and Peruva- 
nam with your own hands from this porch.” Besides this, the sage gave him 
further instructions that he must assume dlksa, he must abstain from shaving 
and trimming his hair, he must not chew betel leaves and nuts, he must avoid 
the company of women and observe strict brahmacarya, he must observe 
aindravrata, and must always wear wooden footwear. He also wanted 
Dronavatl and other female members of the family to observe aindravrata 
and give clothes and turmeric to brahmin women (Krishna Iyer 1942, p. 
46). Thus this story is clearly an attempt to legitimize the monopoly of the 
nampiti. Another version of the legend says that Parasurama engaged a 
gandharva who lived in Tenmala-Vatamala region to protect the brahmins 
in Kerala, and the nampitis are the descendants of that gandharva. This 
story is reminiscent of the similar Vedic and Brahmanic statement that the 
gandharvas should bring the articles for sacrifice (Mackenzie, mss. 17, 5, 
44, 2). According to legends, this is the reason why the women of the nam- 
piti’s family are called appacci, the Malayalam rendering of apsarastri, a 

nymph. In fact, appacci is a local kinship term that means father’s sister. The 
importance given to appaccis again suggests the matrilineal inheritance 
pattern in the family. 

The Avarodha or investiture ceremony of the nampiti clearly reveals 
the nature of his spiritual status.7 At the end of the death pollution of the 
deceased nampiti, which lasts for fifteen days, his nephew, the incoming 
nampiti, takes leave of the family and walks along to the Kaccankuricci 
temple. Tantri, the priest, invokes upon him the spirit of Indra by avahana 
and then gives him the consecrated pearl necklace. After this the priest 
performs soda§opacara, the sixteen modes of worship as to a god. A golden 
chain that is a characteristic ornament of the chieftains of Kerala is given 
to him, and he wears it on his right leg. Again, the priest writes the bija- 
ksara, mystic letters of Agni, Indra, and Varuna, on his feet, palm, and head, 
respectively, and invokes these deities on him. Thus transformed into the 
Vedic triad, he can cause no touch pollution thereafter. He is permitted to 
enter the sacrificial hall when the rites are taking place, where he will be pro¬ 
vided with a respectable seat transcending his social status. 

On an auspicious day during the Avarodha, the nampiti wears the 
wooden sandals consecrated by certain puja ceremonies. From then on he is 
expected never to part with them and to wear them in the temple. After this 
comes the most interesting part of the Avarodha ceremony. Tantri, the 
priest, makes the nampiti swear that he will give Soma, karinnali, and krsna¬ 
jina to every brahmin who seeks them for sacrifice and will always protect 
brahmins and cows. After this oath the priest takes out ponti, the club, 
val, the sword, and parica, the shield, which were kept in the sanctum sanc¬ 
torum, and gives them to the nampiti. He is then taken by palanquin in a 
procession to Kollengode, followed by his 999 Nayar soldiers. After wor¬ 
shiping the deity of the kalari or gymnasium, he returns to the Kaccan- 
kuricci temple, where he should live for the rest of his life. He is not expected 
to leave the temple except to collect the articles for sacrifices from a tribe of 
Tenmala in the range of Western Ghats. This can be related to a certain stage 
of the Avarodha ceremony during which the priest gives him twelve measures 
of rice. At this moment the priest’s hand is connected with the hand of the 
deity by a darbha cord, and it is supposed that the nampiti becomes the serf 
of the deity after this rite. Consequently he never leaves the temple. He takes 
care of temple administration with the help of kovil karmis, temple officials. 
It is the second and third heirs of the nampiti who look after the secular 
matters of the territory on behalf of the nampiti. 

The investiture ceremony is significant in more than one respect. Pri¬ 
marily, it is a rite that purifies one who formerly belonged to an impure 
lower stratum. After the rite his touch does not cause pollution, i.e., his 

7 For the description of the Avarodha rites, the author has relied upon Professor K. V. 
Krishna Iyer, “Venganad Nampitis,” RVRIB, 10, pp. 90ff. 
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social hierarchy is elevated to a status almost equal to that of a brahmin. 
But it should be noted that he is not given the right of dining with brahmins 
in the same row. This clearly shows that he is not included in their social 
group, probably due to the fact that he formerly belonged to a lower group. 
Another reason might be the military character of his function, which is 
symbolized by giving him the club, the sword, and the shield consecrated in 
the shrine of his tutelar deity. Still another reason might be his very solemn 
duty of supplying the skin of a black antelope, for which he has to kill the 
animal and skin it, which is taboo for brahmins. The ceremony as a whole 
seems to be a contract between the Nambudiris and the nampiti. The 
Nambudiris required sacrificial articles that are found only in the forest that 
belongs to the nampiti. To assure a ready supply of those articles, the 
brahmins conferred a certain social stature and privileges upon the nampiti. 

FORMAL ACQUISITION OF THE SACRIFICIAL ARTICLES 

Vedic rituals are performed during vasanta, the spring. The first fort¬ 
night is preferred, although on rare occasions the rituals have been per¬ 
formed during the second fortnight.8 A letter should be sent to the Ven- 
nunnattu Nampiti through his finance secretary sufficiently early informing 
him about the proposed yaga. Another letter from the priests is also neces¬ 
sary; without it the nampiti would not release the articles (CU/KPPM, no. 
1). The priest should certify that the articles applied for are intended to be 
used in the sacrifice of the applicant himself. Again, if the articles are to be 
handed over to a person other than the applicant, he should bring a letter 
of identification with him (CU/KPPM, no. 3). All these restrictions pre¬ 
suppose the ritual status that qualifies a brahmin to perform a yaga. 

Along with the application for the sacrificial articles, a certain sum is 
to be remitted in advance by the applicant. The articles will be released only 
after the balance is received. It seems that the cost of the articles varied 
from time to time. An undated receipt shows that the price of a krsnajina 
was 175 panas, equal to about 48.75 rupees (CU/KPPM, no. 19). Another 
letter of the year 1032 k.e. (a.d. 1857) mentions a smaller amount of 31 
rupees, 6 annas, 5 1/2 paisa as the price of the articles (CU/KPPM, no. 21). 
Still another letter of 1043 k.e. (a.d. 1868) states that the total amount 
received was 21 rupees, 4 annas, 17 1/2 paisa (CU/KPPM, no. 24). It may be 
pointed out in this connection that some Vedic texts describe selling Soma 
as evil (Keith 1920, p. 113). However, we do not know whether Soma was 
supplied free of cost, for separate receipts are not available to verify the 

8 Almost all records testify to this. According to a letter dated 2nd Tulam 1102 k. e., 
the yaga of Meppoyilattu Atisseri was performed during the second fortnight (see 
CU/KPPM, no. 92). 
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case. It is said that the nampiti returns the nominal price of one pana re¬ 
ceived as the cost of the articles with a handsome amount of contribution 
but there is no evidence to prove this statement (Krishna Iyer 1942, p. 41n.). 
Once payment has been received, the nampiti takes it as his most important 
responsibility to supply the articles (CU/KPPM, no. 11). He sends his men to 
obtain the skin of the black antelope. The animal is drowned, and the skin 
is carefully removed so that no damage is done to it. The skin must have 
portions of head, horns, eyes, ears, teeth, forelegs and hindlegs, hoofs, tail, 
and body (CU/KPPM, no. 18). 

THE RIGHT TO PERFORM YAGAS 

We have seen that some formalities are to be observed for procuring 
Soma, karinnali, and krsnajina involving restrictions that presuppose a 
brahmin’s eligibility for ritual status. A letter from the Vaidikas of Cov- 
varam, Peruvanam, and Irinnalakkuta categorically states that only certain 
families of those villages and their subsidiary villages of Alattur, Perun- 
cellur, and Karikkat have the right to perform Vedic ritual (CU/KPPM, 
no. 10). All the above-mentioned six villages are referred to in the Keraldl- 

patti as separate and independent brahmin settlements. For some unknown 
reason the second group of villages mentioned in the letter became sub¬ 
sidiary to the former ones. It is highly probable that the tradition might have 
been a later invention of the orthodox brahmin families of the first group of 
villages, because in the solemn oath taken by the nampitis before their tute¬ 
lar deity at the temple of Kaccankuricci, the supply of the sacrificial articles 
is not restricted to any particular section or group of brahmins in Kerala. 
The restriction is explained in a legend popular among the Vedic scholars in 
Kerala according to which the Nambudiris in Kurumbranad in the north 
and those living beyond the river Periyar in the south did not take part in 
the sacrifices of Melattol Agnihotri, and so they were denied Vedic rights 
(Vedaratnam Erkkara Raman Nambudiri, private letter). This Agnihotri 
is a legendary figure who is said to have performed ninety-nine yagas. The 
reason that the two groups of brahmins boycott the yagas of Agnihotri is 
not clarified in the story. 

There is an interesting set of letters among the Kollengode palm-leaf 
manuscripts regarding a dispute over the Vedic right of the brahmins of 
Kurumbranad. It began when two Nambudiris who belonged to the six- 
village assembly (gramayoga) of Kurumbranad decided to perform a yaga 
and applied for Soma, karinnali, and krsnajina (CU/KPPM, no. 10). The 
Vennunnattu Nampiti was suspicious and consequently referred the case 
to two vaidikas, Kariyannur Cdmatiri and Kukkampara Comatiri (CU/ 
KPPM, no. 2). A great controversy ensued, in which the vaidikas and priests 
of the villages of Covvaram, Perumanam and Irinnalakkuta divided into 
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two camps, arguing for and against the proposed yaga. Those who supported 
the Nambudiris of Kurumbranad were led by Cerumukku Somayaji and 
Taikkatu Vaidika, two priests of the village of Covvaram. Those who oppos¬ 
ed the yaga consisted of priests from all the three villages of Covvaram, 
Perumanam, and Irinnalakkuta. In a letter to Vennunnattu Nampiti they 
strongly protested against any attempt to supply Soma, karinnali, and kr- 
snajina to the Nambudiris of Kurumbranad on the grounds that there was 
no tradition of yagas among those brahmins (CU/KPPM, no. 15). In the 
same letter they also pointed out that the Nambudiris of Kurumbranad did 
not belong to the three major or subsidiary brahmin villages that had the 
exclusive right of performing Vedic sacrifices. At the same time the suppor¬ 
ters argued on the basis of tradition that the Nambudiris of Kurumbranad 
had the right to perform sacrifices and, referring to the aged and the wise 
among them, they quoted the example of the Puttillam family, a member of 
which had performed a sacrifice (CU/KPPM, no. 10). At a certain stage 
in the dispute the raja of Kurumbranad and the svamiyar of Korattikkara, 
a spiritual leader, interfered in the matter. The six-village assembly of 
Kurumbranad also presented the case to Vennunnattu Nampiti (CU/KPPM, 
no. 14). Ultimately the case was decided by the svamiyar of Korattikkara 
in favor of the Nambudiris of Kurumbranad (CU/KPPM, no. 8). The dis¬ 
pute came to an end when in a letter dated 27th Kanni of 1037 m.e. (a.d. 

1862), Vennunnattu Nampiti undertook to supply Soma, karinnali and kr- 
snajina, referring to the letter of the svamiyar of Korattikkara (CU/KPPM, 
no. 7). However, Vedaratnam Erkkara Raman Nambudiri writes that in 
1069 or 1070 m.e. (a.d. 1894 or 1895) a certain Nambudiri of Kurum¬ 
branad decided to perform a sacrifice and managed to get Soma, karinnali 
and krsnajina, but he could not actually perform the yaga because of the 
protest of some other Nambudiris. The two black antelope skins he obtained 
were used for the Agni of Patinnare Kuttulli Atlri that took place in 1074 

m.e. (a.d. 1899), since the articles requested for that celebration were not 
received from Kollengode in time. 

Another interesting point to be noted in this connection is that the vil¬ 
lage of Panniyur is not included in the list of those who have the right of 
sacrifice, despite the fact that it was one of the early important and influen¬ 
tial settlements of brahmins in Kerala. Along with Covvaram (Sukapuram), 
this village figures as a witness in the copper-plate grant of Viraraghava 
in the year a.d. 1225. A feud between these two villages is alluded to in some 
Malayalam literary works of the medieval period. At last the people of Panni¬ 
yur, who worshiped the boar incarnation of Visnu, were defeated and driven 
away by the people of Covvaram, who worshiped Daksinamurti. Professor 
K. V. Krishna Iyer writes that the Panniyur brahmins escaped to Kollengode 
and settled down there with the patronage of Vennunnattu Nampiti, but 
there is no evidence to prove this statement (Krishna Iyer 1942, p. 41). He 
adds that at present not even a single family of brahmins can be found 
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there. W. Logan, the author of Malabar Manual, mentions Vennunnad as 
one of the pure and important brahmin settlements of his time (Logan 1898, 
p. 118). He might have been referring to the orthodox Tamil brahmins in 
this place who enjoyed the patronage of the Vennunnattu Nampitis. Proba¬ 
bly some families of Panniyur might have gone to distant places like Kurum¬ 
branad in the north and beyond the river Periyar in the south. If so, this 
would account for the denial of Vedic rights to the brahmins of those places. 
However, at present this is only an inference, yet to be substantiated. 

The spread of the bhakti movement and the proliferation of the temple 
cult seem to have influenced the Vedic ritual system, as testified by some 
private family records of the Nambudiris. Before commencing the sacrificial 
rites, the yajamana (the sacrificer) and the officiating priests would invoke 
and propitiate their tutelary deities in order to procure blessings from them 
for the successful performance of the ritual. A yajamana from the Suka¬ 
puram village would thus invoke Daksinamurti of his village temple. Lur- 
ther, a lamp would be lit in the sacrificial hut as a symbol of the presence 
of the deity at the ritual. Similarly, a Nambudiri of Perumanam village 
would worship the Sasta of Tiruvallakkavu temple. This appears to amount 
to a link between the conduct of the Vedic rituals and the institutionalized 
aborginal systems of worship in the respective localities. Not only did the 
Agamaic deities of the temple-centered brahmin society supersede the Vedic 
gods, but even aboriginal local gods like Sasta or Ayyappan were granted 
higher status than the celestial beings propitiated in the Vedic rituals. 
However, it is not unlikely that the gods of a seminomadic pastoral society 
would be replaced by the deities of a sedentary agricultural group. 

Even since the Atharva Veda, it would appear that there was infiltra¬ 
tion of aboriginal occult practices into the Vedic rites. This becomes clear in 
some practices related to the menstruation taboo of the Nambudiris. In an 
interesting example of a yajamana of Vefiamparampumana of Perumanam 
village, private records of the family state that the priest Kalati Bhattatiri 
offered each of the three wives of the yajamana a ring charged with a magical 
spell in order to check their menstruation until the expiry of the ritual. In 
spite of the magical ring one woman menstruated. Magical rings were again 
given to the other two in order that they might have their menses. This time 
the rings proved to be successful. 

The economic implications of the Vedic rituals of this period need to 
be emphasized. Medieval Manipravala texts like the Unniccirutevi Caritam 
refer to the institution of patakaram, or the sharing of the corporate wealth 
of a village or a group among the members who have the qualification with 
special ritual status. The period between patakarams varied in different 
villages. Thus, in Sukapuram village it was once in twelve years, whereas in 
Perumanam it took place every year. Only those who performed rituals were 
entitled to a share in patakaram. The family records of the Nambudiris of 
Perumanam village indicate that every year new members came forward 
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to perform sacrifices. In Sukapuram village new aspirants appeared in the 
last two or three years of the stipulated twelve-year period, which would 
explain the sudden boom in the number of applications for sacrificial ma¬ 
terials received by the Vennunnattu Muppil towards the end of every twelve 
years. 

The economic function of the institution of patakaram seems to have 
been to redistribute resources. Through patakarams the corporate wealth of 
the brahmin groups was allocated to individuals, along with the transfer 
of proprietory rights from the former to the latter. Such transfer of rights 
from corporate bodies to individuals increased private land holdings and 
other forms of personal wealth. To the casual observer the performance of 
a ritual simply conferred a certain status upon the performer, but at a less 
obvious level it also bestowed upon him a proprietory right over a share of 
the corporate wealth. At the same time, the institution of patakaram appears 
to have been the source of an internal division that fostered centrifugal 
tendencies within the corporate groups. 
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APPENDIX 

CU/KPPM 1 
The letter from Vennunnattu MOppil. The situation as it should be under¬ 

stood by Etamana Ati^eri1 of Kannanur in the village of Perumanam.2 It has 
been decided to perform the yaga of AtiSseri in the pflrvapaksa of Vasanta 
of this year and for this purpose Rs. 32/—have been remitted here towards 
the cost of Soma,3 karinnali,4 krsnajina.5 To know that the articles are for 
the Atisseri’s yaga itself, a letter either from the Vaidika or from the karmi 
is necessary according to the existing rules. As it has not been produced, it 
should be brought (at the time) when he comes for collecting Soma, karin¬ 
nali, etc. as said by AtisSeri, and Soma, karinnali, krsnajina are to be col¬ 
lected only after this. That which has to be entrusted and brought here shall 
also be entrusted and brought. In this way written on 25th Tulam, 1025 

K.E. [A.D. 1850]. 

1 Atisseri denotes the Nambudiri who has performed the ritual of Adhana. The terms 
Atitiri and Atiri are variants of Atisseri. All these terms are derived from the Sanskrit 
Adhatr. 
2 One of the early brahmin settlements in Kerala. The village is in Trichur District, 
about seven miles to the south of Trichur. 
3 Sarcostemma brevistigma. 
4 Mimosa catechu. 
5 Skin of a black antelope. 
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CU/KPPM 10 
Letter from Taikkatu.1 The situation as it should be informed to Ven- 

nunnattu Muppil2 by Krishna Menon.3 It was decided to conduct the yagas 
of Eta^eri Atisseri and Puttur Atisseri of six-village yoga of Kurumbranad 
in the last Vasanta,4 and the above-mentioned persons were sent with a 
letter to remit the advance for tol5 and, as there are yagas in several places 
and the date was too soon, and as Atlri6 and Etasseri informed us that the 
reply concerning the supply of tol had not been received, it has been decided 
that the yaga may be performed in the ensuing Vasanta. Since the ex¬ 
perienced and the wise say that the villagers can perform the yaga and that, 
after the yaga of Puttillam, nobody could perform yaga, and as there is no 
other objection, the supply of tol may be undertaken and a reply may be 
sent. In this way, on 17th Cinnam, 1022 m.e. [a.d. 1847]. 

1 Name of a Vaidikan family (see Vol. I, page 175). It is the custom of the Kerala Nam- 
budiris to call themselves by their family name. 
2 The raja of Kollengode. 
3 Finance secretary of the raja. Nobody is permitted to correspond directly with the raja. 
Instead, all correspondence should be routed through the finance secretary (Pandarattil 
Menon). 
4 Usually yagas are performed in Vasanta. This may be due to the fact that Soma is 
suitable for sacrifice only in the spring when it is in flower. All the yagas mentioned 
in the Kollengode manuscripts were performed in Vasanta. 
5 “Tol” literally means skin. Here it signified the skin of a black antelope. 
6 See App., CU/KPPM 1, n. 1. 
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CU/KPPM 14 
The letter of Tottupurattu Somayaji, Karuvatu Somayaji, Kaupra 

AtiSseri, and Patinnare Kuttulli Atisseri. To be read out by Krishna Menon 
before Vennunnattu Muppil. After receiving the letters of the raja of Kurum¬ 
branad1 and the six-village assembly at Taikkatu and Cerumukku [stating] 
that the yagas of Etasseri Ati§§eri and Puttur AtiSSeri of the six-village group 
were to be performed in the last Vasanta, Puttur Atisseri and Etasseri Ati§- 
seri were sent in order to remit the advance so that the supply of tol and Soma 
may be undertaken and a reply may be sent. But they were sent back for 
want of the letter of the four karmis. Then that also was sent. Since Puttur 
Atisseri etc. have come here and explained the matter, and as it has been 
heard from the experienced and the wise that they were permitted by the tra¬ 
dition to perform yagas, we have decided that there is no objection in ac¬ 
cepting the advance and undertaking the supply of tol and Soma and also 
in sending the reply at the time when they reach there according to the letter 
of Taikkatu and Cerumukku. So the advance payment and the previous letter 
may be acknowledged. In this way, written on 21st Cinnam 1023 m.e. [a.d. 

1848]. [Witnesses?]. Signature of Meppoyilattu Somayaji, Karattaliyattu 
Somayaji, Kaupra Ati§§eri, and Kiluprakkat Somayaji. 

1 Kurumbranad was another nadu, or administrative division, at least since the time of 
the Ceras of Mahodayapuram. The ruling family of this nadu is believed to have been 
ksatriyas related to the family of Kolattiris, the rulers of Kolattunad. 
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CU/KPPM 15 
The letter written by Akkittattu Comatiri, Kukkampara Comatiri, 

Tiyyannur Comatiri, and Krsnattu Comatiri of Covvaram village;1 Man- 
nanamparra Atisseri of Perumanam village;2 and Cerukulannara Comatiri 
and Palappurattu Tekkiniyetattu Atisseri of Irinnalakkuta village.3 The 
situation as it should be informed to Vennunnattu Muppil by Pandarattil 
Menon. The vaidikas of Taikkatu and Cerumukku and some karmis wrote 
(to you) that Soma and karinnali might be supplied for the yagas of Etasseri 
and Puttur Ati§§eri of Kurumbranad, and we informed [you] then that it 
was against traditional customs and that [Soma and karinnali] should not 
be given. As we were asked to produce an original document, this letter is 
being sent. Details of yagas: as a matter of rule certain Nambudiri families 
of the villages of Covvaram, Perumanam, and Irinnalakkuta and of the 
villages of Alattur,4 Perincellur5, and Karikkatu,6 which belong to the above 
village, have the right to perform yagas. And this custom is also followed. 
Apart from these, neither have we known nor have we heard from our 
aged ancestors that the Nambudiris of Kurumbranad have the right to per¬ 
form yagas. And they do not belong to these [above-mentioned] three vil¬ 
lages. We have also heard that Korattikkara Tirumumpu7 has sent a letter 
to your excellency, asking to supply Soma and karinnali to such people 
violating the tradition. Therefore we think that your excellency will act only 
according to the traditional custom. 

In this way 16th Kanni 1023 m.e. [a.d. 1848]. 

1 One of the thirty-two early brahmin settlements in Kerala. The legendary feud be¬ 
tween the villages of Covvaram and Panniyur is famous in traditional lore as well as 
in medieval Malayalam literature. The brahmins of Covvaram worshipped Daksina- 
murti as their temple deity, while the brahmins of Panniyur worshiped the boar incar¬ 
nation of Vishnu. The Unniccirutevi Caritam, a thirteenth century Manipravala 
campu, refers to the Vedic practices of priests living in the village of Covvaram. 
2 Another early brahmin settlement in Trichur District. 
3 Another early brahmin settlement, also in Trichur District. In a granite inscription of 
Sthanuravi (844-887 a.d.) in the temple at Irinnalakkuta, the place name is given as 
Irunkatikkutal. The brahmin assembly of the temple is also mentioned in this record. 
4 The Keralolpatti chronicle mentions Alattur as an independent village. It is in Mala- 
ppuram District. 
5 Perincellur was one of the earliest brahmin settlements in Kerala. A Vedic ritual per¬ 
formed in this village by the sage Parasurama is mentioned in Akananuru, 220. Perin¬ 
cellur is modern Taliparamba in Cannanore District. 
6 Another brahmin settlement, mentioned in the Keralolpatti chronicle as an indepen¬ 
dent settlement, near Manjeri in Malappuram District. 
7 The letter is highly damaged due to an attack of white ants and only a part of it 
could be restored. 

CU/ICPPM 18 
The letter of Erannur Krishnan Nambudiri in Mukundapuram of Co¬ 

chin. The situation as it should be informed to the Vennunnattu Muppil by 
Kunju. I have given to you the letter from Kaimukku1 Somayaji stating 
that the Soma, karinnali, and tol for the Agni of Porali2 may be handed 
over to me. I have also given 75 panams, which was in balance after paying 
an advance of 15 panams. I have received a tol without any injury to its 
head, horns, eyes, ears, teeth, hind legs, forelegs, hoofs, tail, and body. I 
have also received Soma and karinnali. 

Thus written on 10th Meenam, 1028 [a.d. 1853]. 

1 Vaidikan family of Perumanam village. 
2 Name of a Nambudiri family. 
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SANSKRIT AND MALAYALAM REFERENCES 
FROM KERALA 

K. Kunjunni Raja 

Kerala, the land of the Malayalam-speaking people, is the narrow 
coastal strip on the southwest of India bounded by the Western Ghats in 
the east and the Arabian Sea in the west. With luxuriant forests fed by both 
the southwest and northeast monsoons, extensive lagoons on the coastal 
areas surrounded by coconut palms, hills and dales, and swift-flowing ri¬ 
vers, ever-green paddy fields, and gardens, it is one of the most beautiful 
regions of India. With the Western Ghats standing as a barrier to easy re¬ 
gular contact with the people on the east, it has evolved a unique pattern of 
Indian culture, preserving many ancient customs not surviving elsewhere, 
and adapting other customs in its own characteristic ways. 

According to the ancient Tamil literature belonging to the early cen¬ 
turies a.d., a common language and culture once united the three great 
divisions of South India: Cera or Kerala on the west coast, Pandya in the 
extreme south and Cola in the east. However, Aryan influence had permeated 
the land even before the beginning of the Christian era. At least four of the 
eight early Tamil poets who sang the praise of Cera kings were brahmins: 
Kumattur Kannanar, who wrote about Imayavaramban Nedumceralatan; 
Palai Gautamanar, who sang about Palyanai Celkelu Kuttuvan; Paranar, 
author of a song about Ceran Cenkuttuvan; and Kapilar, who praised 
Selvakkadunko Yallyadan. Brahmins are described in the Sangam literature 
as well versed in the four Vedas and as receiving the patronage of kings in 
the form of lands and gifts. Vedic rituals were also being conducted by 
brahmin priests. Palai Gautamanar performed ten sacrifices under the pa¬ 
tronage of Palyanai Celkelu Kuttuvan. The condition in the Cola and 
Pandya kingdoms was similar, and there is nothing in the early Tamil 
Sangam literature to indicate that the brahmins of Kerala were at that time 
significantly different in customs and manners from those in the eastern 
region. 

According to the later popular traditions of Kerala—preserved in the 
Malayalam work Keralolpatti and the Sanskrit work Keralamahatmyam, 
and referred to in other works like the Miisakavamsa and the Sukasandesa— 
Parasurama, the sixth incarnation of Visnu, reclaimed from the sea the 
land from Gokarna to Kanyakumari (Cape Comorin) and donated it to the 
brahmins to organize a theocratic government. It is said that the brahmins 
settled in sixty-four gramas, thirty-two in Tulunadu in the north and the 

other thirty-two in Kerala proper, and instituted special laws regarding the 
social and religious life of the people. The story of the ocean receding west¬ 
ward from Sahya mountain at the behest of Parasurama is at least as old as 
Kalidasa, who refers to it in the Raghuvamsa (IV.53): 

ramastrotsaritapyasit sahyalagna ivarnavah 

The army of Raghu seemed to be the ocean which came 

towards the Sahya, though previously driven away by 

the arrows of Rama. 

The name of Mayuravarman, the Kadamba king (a.d. 345-370) figures 
in the Keralolpatti tradition, and this suggests that the immigration of brah¬ 
mins in large numbers to Kerala began in the fourth century. Perhaps 
several waves of brahmins migrated to Kerala at different times from different 
parts of India, from the north as well as the east. 

The Parasurama tradition is not very popular in the Tamil Sangam 
works. However, there is one significant early Tamil reference to Vedic 
rituals performed by Parasurama, the wielder of the axe and the destroyer 
of ksatriyas, at Cellur in North Kerala. In Akananuru 220, Madurai Marutan 
Ilanakanar speaks of the sacrificial pillar erected by Parasurama and the 
continuously kindling sacrificial fire. This Cellur is identified with Perin- 
cellur, in modern Taliparamba in Cannanore District. Perincellur is the 
northernmost of the thirty-two brahmin settlements of Kerala according to 
the Kerala tradition. In the Miisakavamsa, a historical mahakavya by Atula of 
the twelfth century, King Satasoma or Sutasoma of Musaka country is 
said to have performed several sacrifices at Cellur and founded the Siva 
temple there. This story is corroborated by the Malayalam poet Nilakantha 
in the seventeenth century in his Malayalam campu, Celluranathodaya. 

The emergence of Kerala as a distinct cultural unit and the evolution 
of Malayalam as a separate language may be said to coincide roughly with 
the starting of the Kollam Era in a.d. 825. The Nambudiri brahmins, though 
small in number, were at the top of the spiritual and social hierarchy and were 
well versed in the arts of both war and peace. Many rulers like the kings of 
Ampalappula, Parur, and Idappalli were themselves brahmins, and most of 
the aristocratic Nambudiris were major landowners who wielded great 
power and influence. Their peculiar system of primogeniture—confining 
inheritance to the eldest son of the family, who alone could marry in his own 
caste, and allowing the younger brothers to enter into alliances (sambandha) 
with the women of matrilinear ksatriyas, Nayars, or Ampalavasis like the 
Variyars—helped not only to preserve the landed property of the Nam¬ 
budiris intact, but also to create a leisured class of intellectual brahmins 
free from the worries of day-to-day existence, who could thus devote 
their entire time and energy to the performance of religious rites and to the 
cultivation of literature and the fine arts. This system of hypergamy per- 
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mitted the study of Sanskrit to filter down to the lower strata of society, to 
the Ampalavasis and Nayars, in contrast to the situation in other parts of 
India, where it was confined to the brahmins and ksatriyas. 

While most of this volume is concerned with the Vedic culture of the 
Nambudiris, it should not be forgotten that many Nambudiris are excluded 
from the pursuit of Vedic studies. We shall first pay attention to this latter 
group. Those who did not study the Vedas fully were known as Ottilattavar. 
Among them were the Cattira brahmins (or Cattas) who studied and prac¬ 
ticed the use of arms, and the Astavaidyas, who specialized in Ayurveda 
medicine with its eight branches (astanga). Those who specialized in medi¬ 
cine had to study the Astatigahrdaya of Vagbhata, a Buddhist, and had to 
come into contact with a wide variety of patients belonging to different cas¬ 
tes. Consequently, they had very little time for a secluded religious life of 
study and rituals and hence were exempted from the study of the Vedas. 
They had only to repeat the Vedic text once as it had been recited by the 
teacher. Among those privileged to study the Vedas, the aristocratic 
brahmins were called Nambutirippad or Bhattatirippad. They were not to 
receive gifts nor attend festivals uninvited, and did not perform rituals, 
although they were to be eligible. It is said that their ancestors had perform¬ 
ed enough rituals for the sake of their descendants as well. Bhattatiri and 
Bhattatirippad are the terms by which members of families where great 
Sastraic scholars once flourished are known. There are six vaidika families 
in charge of the Srauta tradition, all in central Kerala: Taikkat, Kaplinnat, 
Pandal, Perumpatappu, Kaimukku and Cerumukku (see Vol. I, page 
175). 

The case of the Cattira brahmins is quite interesting, and therefore we 
shall deal with them in some detail. The circumstances that led to the origin 
of the military Cattira brahmins are not known, but in all probability they rose 
to prominence during the eleventh and twelfth centuries, when there was 
no strong central power wielding authority in the land, and the petty local 
chieftains, though powerless, took the law into their own hands and harassed 
the people, including the brahmins. There were various centers of education 
for the brahmins specializing in Vedic studies as well as in Vyakarana and the 
two systems of Mimamsa. Many of these were associated with temples like 
Kantalur, Parthivapuram, Mulikkalam, and Tiruvalla. In an inscription dated 
a.d. 865 it is said that the school or Sala at Parthivapuram temple was es¬ 
tablished on the model of the school of Kantalur. Among the disciplinary 
rules mentioned are those prohibiting students from fighting with weapons 
in the class, from carrying weapons to the class, from keeping women in the 
hostel and from gambling within the temple precincts. From this informa¬ 
tion we can conclude that by that time the brahmin students had begun to 
use weapons, at least outside the temple. During the emergency period 
following the Cola invasions, the Salas may have been converted into mili¬ 
tary schools. The Cattira brahmins who neglected Vedic studies and con¬ 

centrated on the use of weapons and their descendants came to be known 
as the Cattira Nambudiris. From the Malayalam literary works belonging 
to the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, we know that the Cattira brah¬ 
mins had established themselves firmly in the land. Interested primarily in 
wars and women, these brahmins are described as well-dressed gallants 
carrying with them the sword or the dagger, as well as pahn-leaf manuscripts 
and stylus. They are often described as adept in the art of writing love-songs 
about the beautiful women of the land and in coining literary surnames for 
them. The Sanskrit poem Sukasandesa of the late thirteenth century refers 
to Kerala as the land where brahmins are the rulers (brahmaksatra), and 
where the brahmins were, like Parasurama, experts in both sastra (weapon) 
and Sastra (the orthodox systems of thought, such as Mimamsa and Vya¬ 
karana). 

These military brahmins, descendants of the early Vedic students who 
had had to neglect their studies and take to arms, were divided into eighteen 
troops or sanghas, each having its own area of jurisdiction. The names of 
these sanghas are given in the sixteenth-century Malayalam poem called the 
Candrotsavam; the eighteen sanghas were grouped into three sections, the 
Vaiyakaranas or grammarians, the Bhatta Mimamsakas, and the Prabhakara 
Mimamsakas. Perhaps these classifications are quite old, dating from before 
the time when the brahmins began to specialize in the military art. According 
to the Candrotsavam (Chapter IV, verses 24-34) the eighteen sanghas are 
the Vaiyakaranas: (1) Kandarama, (2) Pulikkll, (3) Velapparamb, (4) Purap- 
patinnakam, (5) Tattamangalam, and (6) Pullipulam; the Prabhakaras: 
(7) Kllvlti, (8) Vellannallur, (9) Bhaskara, (10) Tittappalli, (11) Cafikkat, 
and (12) Palekkat; and the Bhattas: (13) Nattiyamangalam, (14) Cundak- 
kanna, (15) Cokiram, (16) Attupuram, (17) Tamarasseri, and (18) Nenmeni. 

The poem tells us that all the sanghas assembled at the house of the 
heroine Manavlmenaka during the celebration of the Candrotsava festival. 
They are all described as having a special headdress and a red flag, and 
carrying weapons like the sword and the shield, as well as the spear or the 
dagger. They came in procession separately, playing on the drum, and dis¬ 
playing their weapons. 

The names of these eighteen sanghas are also given in the KeraWlpatti, 
but the terms used are corrupt forms of the original given in the Candrot¬ 
savam. Many of these families still exist, mostly in central Kerala. A full 
sangha must include a high-class Nambudiri brahmin to hold the post of 
vakyavrtti, a term that may be a corruption of vaddhyavrtti, the teaching 
profession. (The term vaddhyar is the Dravidianized form of upddhyaya.) 
He is the leader of the sangha and has at present no function in the per¬ 
formance of the festival except to receive some money. Another must hold 
the office of the treasurer, or kilippuram. Others are the parisa, or the 
ordinary Cattira Nambudiris, whose number should not be less than four. 
These eighteen sanghas might have extended all over Kerala in ancient times, 
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but later most of them flourished in central Kerala. Each sangha had its own 
favorite deity—Kali, Sasta (Ayyappan), or Vettekkaran (a special deity of 
Kerala supposed to be the son of Siva, as the hunter)—of a particular temple 
in its area of jurisdiction. In addition, Siva of the temple at Trkkariyur was 
the common deity for all the sanghas. 

The Sanghakkali, an ancient form of variety entertainment of a dramatic 
nature, was performed by these military sanghas on important festive oc¬ 
casions. The tradition concerning its origin is given in the Keralolpatti of 
the sixteenth or seventeenth century. During a debate between the brah¬ 
mins and the Buddhists, the brahmins, who were about to be defeated, pro¬ 
pitiated the deity of the temple at Trkkariyur in a certain manner according 
to the advice of a sage and consequently came out victorious. The nalupada, 
one of the main items of Sanghakkali, is said to be performed even now in 
the same manner. This story, suggesting a religious origin for the drama, may 
not be authentic, because it is clear that by the time of the Keralolpatti, 
Sanghakkali had become an established form of entertainment. In any case, 
one thing is clear: Sanghakkali was started by the military brahmins of 
Kerala as a form of entertainment and was not completely dissociated from 
religion, even though it may have been chiefly secular in origin. The brahmin 
students imitated and parodied the nonbrahmins, especially the Nayar chiefs 
of the land, reciting the Malayalam stotras used to propitiate Kali or Ayyap¬ 
pan in a peculiar way with accents as in Vedic recitation. They also imitated 
the Veliccappad (shaman) of the Kali temples in a humorous fashion. Feats 
with weapons also formed an important item of the entertainment. In anoth¬ 
er item the brahmins, who were strict vegetarians, made fun of the Nayars, 
who were fond of fish, by songs purporting to praise the importance of fish. 

According to popular tradition the first person to perform sacrifices 
in Kerala was Melattol Agnihotri, the son of the legendary sage Vararuci. 
It is said that Vararuci married a low-caste girl unwittingly and had twelve 
children by her, each being brought up in a different community. The 
eldest child, Melattol Agnihotri, performed 99 sacrifices on the banks of the 
Nila (Bharatappula). The dates of his birth and death are traditionally given 
as 343 and 378 (represented by the Kali dates given in the chronograms 
yajnasthanam samraksyam and purudhisamasrayah). Much credence cannot 
be given to the tradition about Vararuci, although a similar scandal about 
Vararuci is mentioned by Bhoja in his Srngaraprakasa. (See V. Raghavan, 
Bhoja’s Srngaraprakasa, Madras, 1963, p. 829.) A similar story is also popu¬ 
lar in Tamilnad. In Kerala this Vararuci is said to be the author of the 
Candravakyas that give, in 248 formulaic phrases using the Katapayadi 
notation, the position of the moon for each day of the 248-day cycle. 

Melattol Agnihotri is also referred to as YajneSvara, and the present 
Kndallur family of Nareri claims to have descended from him. This is clear 
from the statement of Nllakantha of Kudallur in his commentary on 
Sankara’s Visnusahasranamabhasya: 
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jajne yajnesvarah prag upanilam adhipo yajvanam ahitagnis 

tadvamsodbhutanarayanabudhavarajad gotrajad gadhisunoft 

nagasrenyakhyadesodbhavabhavanajuso brahmadattadvijendraj- 

jato namndrn sahasram vyavrnuta gurukarunyato riilakanthaii 

Formerly Yajnesvara Agnihotri, the leader of the Yaj- 
vans, performed rituals on the banks of the Nila; 
Nllakantha, son of Brahmadatta, a descendant of that 
Yajnesvara, and belonging to the family of Nagasreni 
(Nareri) and the gotra of Visvamitra, commented on 
the Sahasranamastotra by the grace of his teacher. 

The brahmins of Kerala who live in the region between the rivers Valli 
and Kauni are praised by Uddanda Sastri, a Tamil brahmin scholar and 
poet of the fifteenth century. Born in Tundiramandala on the east coast, 
he migrated to Kerala seeking patronage and settled there, participating in 
literary discussions and writing Sanskrit poems like the Kokilasandesa and 
the drama Mallikamaruta: 

sarvotkrsta jagati vidita keralesu dvijendra 

vallikaunyos tadapi mahima kapi madhyasritanam 

tatrapy asyas salilapavana yatra yatra prathante 

tesam tesam atisayajusas silavidyanubhavah 

(Kokilasandesa 1-76) 

The brahmins of Kerala are well known in this world 
as best; even among them those who live between the 
Valli and the Kauni have a special excellence. Even 
there the places blessed by the cool breeze from the 
river have brahmins well known for their character 
and education. 

A similar statement is given by Narayana—of the Akkittam family of 
Vennanat in Perumpally near Trippunittura—in his Dipaprabha commentary 
on Kaiyata’s Mahabhasyapradipa: 

brahmaksatro jayati vipulo bhupradeso mahanto 

yatracaryah srutisu niratas sahkaradyah babhuvuh 

tatra valllkavinayor nadyor madhye dvijatayali 

prasastagramavastavya antarvanaya uttamah 

curnlnilamahanadyo yatra stas tatra ye dvija/i 

vasanti tesam mahatmyam ko vaktum saknuyad bhuvi 

varnasramanam acaro nityam yatra pravartate 

agnistoma prabhrtayah kratavo vitatas sada 

anugrahe nigrahe ca tesam samarthyam adbhutam 
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There is the vast and great land ruled by the brahmins, 
where flourished teachers like Sankara well versed in 
the Vedas. There the brahmins living between the Valli 
and the Kavina are great scholars; who on earth can 
fully describe the greatness of those living in the vicinity 
of the COrni and the Nila? They follow the rules of 
behavior pertaining to the caste and the stage of life. 
Rituals like the Agnistoma are performed regularly 
there. They have wonderful powers for blessing or 
cursing. 

Special sanctity is thus given to the brahmins living near the CurnI 
(Alwaye) River and the Nila (Bharatappula). The identity of the rivers Valli 
and KaunI (Kavini) is not certain; they are said to be the Katalundi River near 
Calicut and Kumaranallur river near Vaikkam. The Unninilasandesa describes 
the river Tiruvancaippula (Meenachil) as the boundary of the region of pious 
brahmins: viprendranam abhijanavatam vasasafiketaslma (verse 130). 

In the Kamascmdesa (verse 60), Istakroda or Tirumittakkod on the Nila 
River is described as the abode of high-class brahmins whose ancestors 
performed sacrifices for years: 

istakrodas tadanu bhavata gamyatam attavegam 

yad bhudevesvajani mahitesvabhijatyordhvasima 

yesam purve kratubhir ayutam vatsaran istavantas 

tretavahnir atha dadur ami tesu jatyunnatatvam 

Then you must go quickly to Tirumittakkod. The 
highest acme of aristocracy goes to the brahmins of 
this land. For thousands of years they have been per¬ 
forming rituals, and it is because of this that they 
are considered to have belonged to a high family. 

In the poem Candrotsavam of the fifteenth century the brahmins of Irin- 
jalakkuda grama are said to have performed several sacrifices and thereby 
made the gods pot-bellied. We come across sporadic references in literature 
to the brahmins performing rituals and the description of the smoke rising 
from their fires appearing as clouds. Thus Srlkantha Variyar of Desaman- 
galam describes his native place as 

vaitanagniviloladhiimapatalisaugandhanairantara 

Dense with the fragrance of sacrificial smoke moving 
up from the vaitana fire. 

Among the Sanskrit authors of Kerala some Somayajins are well 
known. Nilakantha Somayaji of Kelallur, author of a bhasya on the Arya- 
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bhatiyci and original works on astronomy like the Tantrasangraha (a.d. 

1443-1543) belonged to Trikkantiyur in Ponnani Taluk. Another astrono¬ 
mer was Putumana Somayaji (a.d. 1700-1760), author of the Karanapad- 
dhati. The author of the Purnapurusarthacandrodaya, an allegorical play, tells 
us that his father, Jatavedas, had performed a Somayaga; his house was also 
on the banks of the Nila. Nilakantha, alias Padmapadacarya, author of the 
Niruktavarttika, was from Kontayur near Desamangalam on the banks of 
the Nila. He too says that the brahmins of the village were famous for 
performing Soma sacrifices. His father, Kirasarman, performed a sacrifice 
and was an expert on rituals (yajvci yajnavisaradah), and his grandfather, 
Rudrasarman, had performed several yagas. Payyur Paramesvara Bhatta, 
author of the Sutrarthasangraha, pays obeisance to the five sacrifices: 

agnihotram darsapurnamasestifi pasubandhanam 

caturmasyani somas ca yajnah pancapy avantu nah 

Madhava, author of the Uttaranaisadha, was an Atitiri (Ahitagni) of the 
Arur family and flourished in the beginning of the nineteenth century. I11 

the Malayalam poem Kucelavrttam by Ramapurattu Vairyar, Kucela, the 
classmate of Krsna, is described as a Somayaji (or Comatiri). 

Kerala brahmins began to specialize in Vedic studies and Vedic exegesis 
from very early times. In the seventh century Dandin refers in his Avanti- 
sundarikatha to some brahmin friends in Kerala such as Matrdatta, a poet 
who wrote some commentaries, and his father, Bhavatrata, commentator on 
some Kalpasutras. Sadgurusisya, well-known author of the commentaries 
Vedarthadipilca on the Sarvanukramani, Sukhaprada on the Aitareya Brah- 
mana, Moksaprada on the Aitareyaranyaka, and Abhyudayaprada on the 
Asvalayana Srautasutra, also refers to some Malayalam words, indicating 
thereby his association with Kerala: 

samhita cannata grhyam kirihyam daksina tatha 

takana tavana mulam mutal munpum punas tu pin 

(.Aitareyaranyaka, TSS 167, p. 265) 

Sadgurusisya was active during the twelfth century a.d. 

Udaya of the Muriyamangalam family of Brahmakkalam, son of Nara- 
yana Yajvan and Savitrl, wrote the Sukhada commentary on the Kausitaki 
Brahmana, which is not only a textual exegesis but also elucidates the ritual 
application and demonstrates Udaya’s intimate knowledge of rituals. His 
father had performed a Soma sacrifice, as the title Yajvan suggests. Udaya 
seems to have been a nephew of Rsi, probably of the Payyur Bhatta family, 
and flourished in the fifteenth century. Saunaka’s Sarvanukramani has ano¬ 
ther commentary, Dipaprabha, by Narayana of the Akkittam family of Ven- 
nanad near Trippunittura. He also wrote the Dipaprabha commentaries on 
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Kaiyata’s Bhasyapradipa and Vararucasahgraha. Another elaborate metrical 
commentary on the Sarvanukramanika called Sarvanukramanipadyavivrtti 
was written by a Kerala scholar whose name is not known. (Kunhan Raja’s 
manuscript is in my possession.) Nilakantha Yogiar of the Taikkat vaidika 
family, who was active during the sixteenth century, wrote the Srautaprayas- 
cittasangraha on the srauta expiatory rites. Another very important work on 
Vedic exegesis is the Niruktavarttika, a metrical commentary on Yaska’s 
Nirukta, by Padmapadacarya, who before becoming a samnyasi was a Ni¬ 
lakantha of a family in Kontayur on the banks of the Nila. He is quoted as 
an authority by Payyur Paramesvara in his commentary on the Sphotasiddhi 
and by Kelallur Nilakantha Somayaji in his Bhasya on the Aryabhatlya, 
and hence must have written before the fourteenth century. Melpputtur 
Narayana Bhatta wrote a short poem, the Suktasloka, which, while praising 
the Goddess, gives statistical details relating to the Astaka-adhyaya-varga 
classification of the Rgveda using the Katapayadi notation. Godavarma, 
yuvaraja of Cranganore (1800-1850), wrote a Garudacayana pramana on 
the construction of the vedi for the Garudacayana. 

Besides these, there are several Malayalam works that also deal with 
ritual exegesis, as for example the Cerumukkil Pacca by Cerumukku Para- 
mesvaran Nambutiri. 

In a Malayalam campu work called the Unniccirutevicaritam dating to 
the thirteenth century, there is a long description of Cokiram village, which 
is compared to the lotus flower arising from the navel of Visnu. Alvanceri 
Tamprakkal, the most prominent Nambudiri brahmin in Kerala, is equated 
with Brahma, who resides in the lotus, and the eight aristocratic brahmin 
families (adhyas or astagrha) form its petals. The other brahmin families 
form its sepals; the brahmins are the bees that hover around it. The chanting 
of the Vedic hymns is compared to the humming of the bees, and knowledge 
is, of course, the honey. Moreover, this lotus flower is being fondled by 
Laksmi, the goddess of prosperity and beauty, and the consort of Visnu. 

In a village called Poyilam, there were several Somayajins (Comayis) 
whom the poet compares to soldiers by the clever use of double entendre. 
They prepare food with rice obtained as a gift; they use the skin of the 
deer; they attend rituals where the goat is killed; they perform rituals 
flawlessly; they use the darbha grass; they have installed the sacred fire by 
churning the arani woods; they drink the Soma juice; they are called by the 
term adikal; they use tricks and curses against the haughty brahmins of the 
Panniyur grama and are enthusiastic in protecting the interests of the Coki¬ 
ram grama. 

The story of the Pahcaratra, one of the thirteen Trivandrum plays as¬ 
cribed to Bhasa by T. Ganapati Sastri, begins with some young brahmin 
boys setting fire to the yagasala before the final avabhrthasnana ablution 
was over, thereby creating confusion as the fire spreads to neighboring trees. 

In the stotra poem Narayartiya by Melputtur Narayana Bhatta (section 

KUNJUNNI RAJA, SANSKRIT AND MALAYALAM REFERENCES 

94, verse 2), teaching is explained on the analogy of the kindling of the fire 
by the use of aranis. The teacher is the lower arani, and the student the upper 
arani, and by the process of drilling, knowledge is produced in the form of 
fire, which burns up the wood of ignorance. This analogy is taken from the 
Bhagavata and can be traced to the SvetaSvataropanisad. 

The Narayatilya also contains some stray references to brahmins who 
perform the sacrificial rituals out of greed: “These haughty brahmins per¬ 
form sacrificial rituals for the sake of livelihood alone” (vrttyartham te 
yajantah, section 92, verse 3). 

The Malayalam poet, Puntanam, a contemporary of Narayana Bhatta, 
also criticizes brahmins who perform the Agnihotra and other rituals only 
in order to be entitled to receive gifts. (“Some perform Agnihotra, etc., in 
order to become qualified to receive money” [jnanappana].) 

Among modern Malayalam poets, K. K. Raja wrote a sonnet on an 
Agnihotri in which a similar idea is expressed: 

I have no patrii, I have not performed an agnyadhana, 

I have not till now kindled the new fire for money, 
by drilling. Nobody has offered money at my feet in 
venerable prostration. Still I am an excellent agni- 

hotrin with the fire of knowledge in me. 

The Rajasuyaprabandha by Melpputtur Narayana Bhatta contains a 
detailed description of the Rajastlya sacrifice performed by Yudhisthira, 
which gives evidence of the author’s intimate acquaintance with sacrificial 
rituals. The sumptuous feast arranged under the direction of Bhlmasena oc¬ 
cupies a considerable part of the description, which conforms to actual 
practice in Kerala, where the feast is an important feature of the sacrifice. 
Since Yajnavalkya is the priest for the Rajasuya, the Satapatha Brahmana is 
followed, although in Kerala the Kausitaki Brahmana is more generally 
followed. 

The Rajasuyaprabandha introduces several technical terms connected 
with the rituals, and the poet often indulges in the use of double entendre in 
association with various aspects of the rituals. Some of the bricks are called 
Yasoda, which is the name of Krsna’s foster mother; some are called Prana- 
bhrt, some Srsti, some Nakasad, some Vikarni, etc. The agniciti is compared 
to a sweet pudding made of ghee, jaggery, and rice: paramannam iva ghrta- 
ktabahusarkaropetam (sarkara means pebbles and jaggery). In addition to 
the technical terms, the order of sequence in the procedure for the various 
rituals is indicated in this text in detail. 

It must, however, be noted that the Rajasuyaprabandha is the only text 
where such details regarding the performance of rituals are mentioned. 
Generally poets of Kerala, including the Nambudiri brahmins, do not 
seem interested in divulging such details. Hence this particular text is of 
extreme importance for students of the ritual in Kerala. 
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THE MUSIC OF NAMBUDIRI UNEXPRESSED 
CHANT (ANIRUKTAGANA) 

Wayne Howard 

An important characteristic of Samaveda ritual lauds (stotras) is 
the substitution of monosyllabic interpolations for certain original syllables 
of the chants (samans). The portion of the saman that is affected by such 
replacement is referred to as aniruktagana (“unexpressed chant” or “un¬ 
enunciated chant”), a term which “points to something which may be 
found only beyond nirukta, beyond those narrow boundaries which are 
those of intelligible speech, of the exact representation circumscribed by the 
word” (Renou and Silburn, p. 76). Therefore “nirukta refers to the ‘distinct’ 
uttering of the syllables in the chant (stotra), anirukta aiming at their being 
replaced” {Ibid., p. 70). The reasons for these supplantations vary from one 
chant to the next. The Pancavimsa Brahmana of the Kauthuma-Ranayaniya 
recension of Samaveda prescribes in one passage that substitutions are to 
be made to avoid what is “terrible” in the original words of the gayatra 
melody (PB 7.1.8); another sentence warns that failure to sing the rathamtara 
unexpressedly will cause the chanter to be struck by a thunderbolt (PB 
7.7.11); one excerpt declares that failure to chant unexpressedly in the 
vamadevya will obtain cattle for the god Rudra, who may slay them in the 
course of the year (PB 7.9.16-18). 

This syllable substitution, which takes several forms, has musical as 
well as verbal ramifications. The nature of these changes in Nambudiri 
sacrificial chants will be discussed presently, but first it is necessary to review 
the ritualistic structure of the Samaveda lauds and to describe the musical 
attributes of Nambudiri samans. The examination of aniruktagana will 
focus first on the gayatra melody, then on the rathamtara and yajnaya- 
jnlya, and finally on the remaining chants. The study treats only the practical 
aspects of Nambudiri ritual music as it has been passed down through oral 
tradition. Therefore no attempt will be made to justify findings by alluding to 
relevant passages in the Brahmanas, the Srautasutras and auxiliary texts, 
the instructions of which are often contradictory or enigmatic. Such re¬ 
ferences will be made here and there to emphasize particular points, but the 
task of assembling and comparing all the literature on aniruktagana is far 
beyond the scope of the present effort. 



PART III PERSPECTIVES 

RITUALISTIC SAMAVEDA 

Nambudiri Samavedins belong to the Jaiminlya school of this Veda. 
The texts upon which they base their ritual chants (which they call stutis 
rather than stotras) are drawn from the uttararcika of the Jaiminlya 
Samhita, where verses are arranged in groups of two (pragathas) or three 
(trcas). The actual chants are found in two songbooks (ganas), Ohagana and 
Rahasyagana (Ohyagana); the Nambudiris avoid the term rahasya and 
refer to the chants of the latter compilation as usani. The Jaiminlya ganas 
have not appeared in print. 

The pragathas and trcas are used as text sources for samans; the former 
are changed into the latter by an overlapping process described in CH 307 
and NVR 71-72. Each saman is therefore stated three times to different texts; 
each statement is called a stotriya. The verses do not appear exactly as they 
are found in the JS; they are modified so as to fit the requirements of the 
melody. Every stotriya is comprised of five sections (bhaktis): prastava, 
udgitha, pratihara, upadrava, and nidhana. Three Samavedic priests are 
required to chant these five sections. The prastava is performed by the 
prastotar; the udgitha and upadrava are sung by the udgatar; the pratihara 
is chanted by the pratihartar; the nidhana is performed by the three as a 
trio. 

A stuti (stotra) may consist of one or several samans. Nevertheless, the 
number (stoma) of stotriyas is fixed for each stuti. Some stutis require that 
the stotriyas be gone through once without repetition. Examples of this type 
are the three pavamana stutis, each consisting of several trcas. Other stutis, 
those derived from a single trca, require repetitions according to certain 
patterns called vistutis. A vistuti is comprised of three rounds (paryayas); 
each paryaya must include at least one statement of each stotriya of the 
trca. At the commencement of every paryaya is chanted the himkara (the 
syllable hum, pronounced ham by the Nambudiris). In addition to this, an 
okara (the vowel d) is intoned by the Nambudiris at the beginning of each 
stuti prior to the first himkara. Solo chants (parisaman) are performed as 
well, but principally at auxiliary rites such as the Pravargya ceremony. The 
stutis, however, are Samavedic chant par excellence, and in them alone is 
the ritualistic application of aniruktagana realized. 

MUSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF NAMBUDIRI SAMAVEDA 

The chants of the Nambudiris differ substantially from those of other 
Samavedic traditions in India. Listening to one of their samans produces an 
impression of something quite primeval. This is admittedly a subjective 
reflection, but the musical traits tend to reinforce such an opinion: the com- 
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pass is rather narrow; it spans no more than a major sixth and usually does 
not exceed a perfect fourth (bracketed below). 

Some upper tone (usually II) and some lower tone (V, VI, VII or VIII) 
are sounded in rapid alternation to form certain motives (short pitch pat¬ 
terns); most, but not all, of these conclude with the pivotal pitch IV (see 
SC 201-202). The motives, consisting of from two to fifteen tones, are com¬ 
bined in different ways in the course of a saman. The chant is therefore 
extremely repetitive, for most of the motives merely alternate pitch II with 
some lower tone; there is no change in dynamic level. Whereas kampa (wa¬ 
vering, vacillation) is found to some degree in all Samavedic chants, in the 
Nambudiri samans it is an end in itself. Thus the chants are very melis- 
matic, with some textual syllables held an inordinate length of time, so a cer¬ 
tain amount of physical stamina is a definite prerequisite. The samagas 
cultivate full resonant voices; as a result there is a great amount of natural 
vocal vibrato, which occurs almost entirely on the central pitch IV. 

The motives, presented in SC 202-208, are repeated below for the conven¬ 
ience of the reader. They are represented, for analytical purposes, by 2a, 
3b, 4c, and so on, the symbols referring to specific motives with two, three, 
and four pitches, respectively. Nonmotivic tones (single pitches) are repre¬ 
sented in this way: la = tone IV, lb = II, lc = VI, Id = VII, le = VIII, 
If = I. 
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The final tones of the above motives are given always as sixteenth notes, but 
in practice these pitches vary in duration. In order to accurately depict the 
musical content of the chants, some system had to be devised to take into 
account the element of time as well as that of pitch. For this purpose I use a 
plus sign (|) to designate an extension of the final tone of a motive by a six¬ 
teenth note. For example, if the motive 2a has a sixteenth note as its final 
pitch, then the motive is listed simply as 2a without the addition of a plus 
sign. If the final pitch is an eighth note (twice the value of a sixteenth), then 
the motive is given as 2aj. Continuing in this manner, 2aff has a dotted 
eighth (three times the value of a sixteenth) as its final tone, 2a+-f| concludes 
with a quarter note, and so on. Fractions of a sixteenth are not taken into 
account. 

The symbolic representations of samans given below make use of few 
additional signs. Asterisks mark the spots where breath is taken. A dash 
indicates that the final tone of a motive is repeated as the first tone of the 
following textual syllable. Some motives are divided between two or more 
syllables of text; in these cases the tones associated with each syllable are 
given in parentheses. For example, the designation 3b(l) (2-3) shows that the 
first pitch of motive 3b belongs to one syllable, the second and third pitches 
to the following syllable. 

ANIRUKTAGANA APPLIED TO THE GAYATRA MELODY 

The gayatra saman is encountered most often as the melody that 
carries the well-known Savitrl verse (JS 4.3.8), a mantra set in the gayatri 
metei that invokes the blessing of the sun deity, Savitr. The verse is repeated 
daily by every orthodox brahmin: tat savitur varenyam bhargo devasya 
dhlmahi/ dhiyo yo nah, pracodayatH. When these words are adapted to the 
melody, the text (as chanted by the Nambudiris) takes a different form: 
tat savitur varenyom bhargo devasya dlilmahayil dhiyo yo nah praca ham bha 
o vaH. Two versions of the gayatra are aligned below. The letters H and S 
preceding each version refer to the catalogs of recordings of Vedic recita¬ 
tion and chant that I published in SC 455-500 and that Staal published in 
NVR 87-97. The figures following the letters cite sections of tape sides. I 
wish to thank Staal for sending copies of some of his recordings so that I 
could compare them with my own. The Samavedin in both instances is Sri 
Muttatukkattu Itti Ravi Nambudiri, who is the chanter of all the samans 
analyzed in this study, unless otherwise indicated. These versions, of course, 
do not give the ritualistic form of the gayatra, but they must be presented 
so that comparisons can be drawn later. A musical transcription of the first 
recording can be found in SC 438-439. 
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Nambudiri gayatra 
HIXb(2): [prastava] la} lb 
SXX(2) : la} lb 
Text : ta tsa 

—}2a(l) (2)| 4c 3d-f 
—+2a(l) (2)} 3d} 
vi tu rva re 

-} 3e 5a 3e 3b}}} 4c 2e 2e 3d}}}}} - * [udgItha] -} 2h} —f —\ le 

—} 3e 5a 3e 3b 3b 3d}}} - * -} 2h - - lc 
nyo m bha rgo de va sya 

la} 3d} -} 4c 3d} -} 4c 3b 3d} -}} 2e(l) (2) 3d -} 5b 3b(l) (2-3) 3b 
la 3d} -} 4c 3d -} 4c 3b 3d -} 2e(l) (2) 3d-} 5b 2a(l) (2) 
dhl md ha yi dhi yo yo 

3d - 2e 4a 3b}} 4c 3d 3e 3b}}}* Id la}}}}} 6a 2a}} 2e 4c 2e 
4b (1-3) (4) 3d 3b} lb 3b Id la}} 4a 2a} 4c 2e 

na liprd 

3d 11(?) 3b 5b 3b 2e 2e 3d} 4c 4c}} 4c 6a 2a(l) (2) 4c 2e 
5b 3b 2e lb 5a 2e 26(1)* (2)} 5b 3b 3d 5a 3d(l-2) (3)} 4c 

ca 

3d [pratihara] -} 4c 3d* -}} 4c}} 7c 3d}}}} [upadrava] Id} la} 4c lb 
-} 4c 3d -} 4c 3b 3d}}} Id la} 3e 
ham bha o 

5a 3e 3b}}} 4c 2e 3d}} [nidhana] - 2e 6a 3b}}} 4c 2e 2e 3d}}} // 
5a 3c 3b 3b 3d - 3b 3b 3d} // 

vd 

The two versions are remarkably similar, but the first contains a few more 
motives and hence is of slightly longer duration. This is probably because 
the chanter takes three breaths here but only two in his second interpreta¬ 
tion. By breathing more he has the energy to include more motives and also 
to hold tones longer. Since the chanter breathes in the same place only at 
the conclusion of the prastava, it can be inferred that in theory udgItha, pra¬ 
tihara, upadrava and nidhana are to be sung in a single breath. A note¬ 
worthy textual feature is the incorporation of the sacred syllable om at the 
end of the prastava: tat savitur varenyOM. All prastavas of all settings of the 
gayatra conclude with this syllable, regardless of the school of the Samavedin. 

In the rituals (yagas) celebrated by the Nambudiris, Agnistoma and 
Atiratra-Agnicayana, the gayatra is chanted in seven stutis: bahispavamana 
(stomas 1-9), all four ajyas (stomas l-15ineachcase),madhyamdinapavamana 
(stomas 1-3), and arbhavapavamana (stomas 1-3). Hence the melody is heard 
seventy-five times in the course of the sacrifice and is set to twenty-seven 
different texts. Aniruktagana is employed on each occasion. To illustrate the 

textual and musical changes which take place, an analysis of the first paryaya 
of the third ajya stuti of the Agnistoma is now given. The paryaya is comprised 
of five statements of the gayatra with texts from JS 3.2.7—9; for comparative 
purposes the five versions are presented concurrently. Performance rules 
for the gayatra saman apparently deviate from the standard practices: the 
prastotar chants the prastava, as he does ordinarily, but the remaining four 
bhaktis are sung only by the udgatar, who in this instance is Sri Nellikkattu 
Nilakanthan Akkitiripad. A musical transcription of the first stotriya is 
supplied at the end of this article, together with the first stotriyas of the 
rathamtara and vamadevya. 

\. la} lb}} - - - 2a(l) (2)} 3d}} 
a yd hi su su ma 

First Paryaya 2. la}} lb}} - - - 2a(l) (2)} 3d} 
of Third Ajya a ya hi su su md 
Stuti 3. [prastava] la} lb}} - - - 2a(l) (2)} 3d}} 
(Aniruktagana) a yd hi su su md 
HXXVIIb(l) 4. la} lb}} -} - - 2a(l) (2)} 3d}} 

a tva bra hma yu jd 
-5. la} lb} -} -} - 2a(l) (2)} 3d}}} 

bra hmd na stvdyu jd 

1. -} -}} 3e 5a 3e 3b}}}} 4c 2e 3d}}}} - ❖ -}}}} 2a} 
hi to m 0 

2. - -} 3e 5a 3e 3b}}}}} 4c 2e 3d}}} - 
❖ -}}} 2a} 

hi to m 0 

3. -} -}} 3e 5a 3e 3d}}}}} 4c 2e 3d}}}}} - * [udgItha] -}}}} 2a} 
hi to m 0 

4. -} -} 3e 5a lb 3b}}}} 4c 2e 3d}}}} _ * -+}++ 2a 
ha ro m 0 

5. -} -} 3e 5a lb 3b}}}} 4c 2e 3d}}} _ * -}+}} 2a 
va yo m 0 

1. 2e 5a(l-4) (5)} 5c}} 3d} 6b} 6c -}} 2a} 2e 5a(l-4) (5) 
va 0 vd 

2. 3d 5a(l-4) (5)} 5c}} 3d} 6b} 2b 2b 2a -}} 2a} 3d 5a(l-4) (5)} 
va 0 vd 

3. 2e 5a(l-4) (5)} 5c 3d} 6b} 6c -}} 2a} 3d 5a(l-4) (5)} 
va 0 vd 

4. 2e 5a(l-4) (5)} 5c} 3d} 6b} 6c -}} 2a} 2e 5a(l-4) (5)} 
vd 0 vd 

5. 2e 5a(l-4) (5)} 5c}} 3d} 6b} 6c -}} 2a}} 3d 5a(l-4) (5)} 
vd 0 vd 
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1. 6cj 3dj 6bj 6c Id lajj 2b 2b 2ajj 15a 3bj 3d 
0 va 

2. 5cj 3dj 6bj 6c Id lajj 4b jj 15a 3bj 3d 
0 V& 

3. 5c jj 3dj 6bj 6cjj Id lajjj 2b 2b 2ajj 12a 3e 2b 2b 2b 3bj j 4c 
0 va 

4. 2e 3d j 3dj 6bj 6c 2a jj 4b jj 15a 3b 3d 
0 va 

5. 5c jj 3d 6bj 6c 2a jj 6c jj 15a 3bj 3d 
o va 

1. 7a(l-6) (7) jj 4c 3d _j 4cj 6c 
ham bha 

2. 7a(l-6) (7) jj 4c 3d -j 4cj 6cjjj * 
ham bha 

3. 5a 3b (1-2) [pratihara] (3) jj 4cj 3d “j 4cj 6c * 
ham bha 

4. 7a (1-6) (7) jj 4c 3d -j 4cj 6c 
ham bha 

5. 6a - laj 4cj 3d “j 4cj 6c 
ham bha 

1. 
2. 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

[upadrava] 

le laj 6bj 3b 3dj 
o 
Id laj 6b| 6c 
o 
le laj 6bj 6c 
o 
le laj 6bj 6c j 
o 
le laj 6bj 6c 
o 

[nidhana] 

- 2e 3b j 6c j 
va 
- 2e 3bj 3b 3djj 
va 
- 2e 3bj 6c jjj 
V<2 

- 2e 3b j 3b 3djj 
va 
- 2e 3bj 3b 3djjj 
va 

When the gayatra is chanted unexpressedly, the udgltha contains none of 
the words of the original text. Rather the syllables o va o va o va are 
substituted, as they are in the above performance. A comparison of the 
motives of this interpretation of the udgltha with those of the ordinary 
gayatra reveals that the two are completely different. The music of the 
anirukta version has, like the text, a tripartite structure: 

1. lajjjj 
0 

2a j 2e 5a(l-4) (5)j 
va 

5c jj 3dj 6bj 6c 

2. lajj 
0 

2aj 2e 5a(l-4) (5)j 
va 

5c jj 3dj 6bj 6c 

3. Id lajj 2b 2b 2ajj 15a 3b 3d 7a(l-6) 
o va 

The first two parts are sung exactly alike, but the music of the third is not 
the same. Therefore the udgltha has the musical structure aab. These divi¬ 
sions are perhaps the three avrts referred to in JUB 3.3.1.5: tad etad tryavrd 
gayatram gayati (see B. R. Sharma’s edition, p. 105). An avrt is a section of 
the udgltha (see Caland’s note on PB 7.1.1; see also Renou, p. 31). An 
exception to the general rule is the first stoma of the first ajya stuti, where 
the udgltha has different words and music (see Staal, “Twelve Ritual 
Chants,” p. 417; I have used for the analysis the Levy and Staal record album 
“The Four Vedas.”): 

laj - j 4cj 4c - jj lb - 5a 3dj 3d 5b 3b - 2aj 5b 3b 3d -j 2e 4a 2a(l) 
da da ta ta ham ta[bha7] 

Ritualistic traditions have all but died out in the non-Nambudiri Jaimi- 
niya communities of Tamilnatu and Kerala. However, some pandits conti¬ 
nue to sing the gayatra in both its forms, but set apparently only to the 
Savitri verse. A musical transcription of the gayatra without aniruktagana— 
called prSjapatyam gayatram by the Vaidikas—is given below, based upon 
a performance by Tiru U. V. Narayanan Upadhyaya, who is originally from 
the village Tentirupperai in the Tirunelveli District of Tamilnatu. This is 
followed by the anirukta version, which is termed the prayoga form of the 
chant. Here two renditions are presented simultaneously; the first is by the 
samaga mentioned above, the second by Tiru Venkatacala Upadhyaya of 
Tentirupperai. In these and subsequent musical examples, the first note is 
set equal to the actual sung pitch; metronomic readings also are given. A 
comma (,) designates a spot where breath is taken; flats (b) and sharps (#) 
placed above the notes indicate that these tones are somewhat lower or 
higher, respectively. The signs / and \show ascending or descending glides 
from one tone to the next. Phrase markings (/—\) are used above individual 
syllables wherever notes have the value of a quarter note (J ) or more. The 
symbol o/\n shows where natural vocal vibrato occurs. 

[PRASTAVA] 
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Here also the udgltha of the unexpressed saman deviates both textually and 
musically from the prototype. The replacement syllables o va o va o va are 
the same as in the Nambudiri tradition, but a close comparison of the two 
interpretations reveals that the musical form here is aaa (the same music 
for each o va) instead of aab. By examining the spots where breath is 
taken, we can assume that, like the Nambudiri habit, the ideal is to sing 
everything after the prastava in a single breath. 

A different version of the prajapatyam gayatram is encountered in other 
Tamil-speaking areas (Kdtuntirappulli, near Palakkatu [Palghat], and Sri- 
rangam, near Tiruccirappalli). A Kotuntirappulli manuscript preserves this 
reading with the Jaiminiya musical syllable notation (written above the 
text), with which the Nambudiris are not familiar (the notation and the 
accompanying hand and arm gestures are described in SC 142-152; see also 
Parpola, “Jaiminiya Samaveda,” pp. 19-20; the Nambudiris employ dif¬ 
ferent movements, discussed in SC 220-233). 

ca su te ca ka ti 
tat savitur varenyomjbhargo devasya dhimaha/ i dhiyo yo nah 
sat ca sa kac tac tac sa tac kac ca sa 
praca hum bha o va o va o va hum bha o va 

This seems to combine features of both the nirukta and anirukta types; the 
full text of the Prajapati chant is used, as well as the three successive o va 
statements (the Srlrangam Samavedins use only two). The musical notation 
of this extract (tac! tael sa !ac) reveals a structure similar to that of the 
Nambudiri udgitha: aab. But elsewhere different symbols are found (see, 
for example, the gayatra chants in SK 2S/1; a manuscript of the JUB gives the 
notation as tyac tyac tyac [see B. R. Sharma edition, p. 9, n. 2]). 

It may be useful to compare the practices of the Jaiminiyas with those of 
the Kauthumas, who notate with numbers instead of syllables. The Kauthu- 
ma chants in SK 2S/1 were edited by Sri Rsisankar Tripathi Agnihotri of 
Varanasi, whose family comes from Gujarat. Consequently these samans 
must be viewed as representing the tradition of northern and not of southern 
Kauthumas; textually and notationally, however, the two practices are 
probably rather close, or perhaps identical. The model continues to be the 
gayatra with the Savitri mantra. 

1 r 1 r r 
prastava: tat savitur vareniyom/udgItha: bhargo devasya 

r 2 lr r 2 1 
dhlmahi 2/dhiyo yo nah praco 12 1 2/pratihara: hum a 2/ 

1 2 111 
upadrava: dayo/mDHAUA: a 3 4 5// 
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The numeral notation is explained by Simon (pp. 309-321) and by me (SC 
29-75). We disagree on several details, but some general information will 
suffice to make the system clear for this particular saman. Numbers are 
notated both above and within the line of text. Once notated, a number 
holds true for all subsequent syllables until a different number appears. The 
letter r means that the syllable over which it appears is held for two matras 
(time units). I have proven in my book that the numbers do not stand for 
specific tones. In other words, the number sequence 12 (the number 1 above 
the text, the number 2 within the textual line) does not imply that only two 
pitches are to be sung; it is rather a symbol for a specific kind of melisma 
(embellishment), which in this case consists of more than two tones. In the 
udgitha, the only bhakti that will concern us here, two of these number se¬ 
quences are found: I2 and 2x212- The first is called prenkha (an older term 
is karsana), the second avanardana (see Simon, pp. 313-314, n. 6). Therefore 
the musical material of the gayatra udgitha can be represented symbolically 
in this way: 

122121212 

Aniruktagana is applied to udgitha and upadrava; the Kauthumas replace 
each syllable of the original texts by the vowel o (see CH 180). This, as we 
have seen, is different from the Jaiminiya traditions, where 0 va (stated three 
times) is substituted. Another notable difference is that the Kauthumas 
usually retain the gayatra melody in its original form, without modifying 
the music of the udgitha. However, changes do occur in certain stomas of 
the bahispavamana and ajya stotras. A modification of the melody of the 
gayatra—which takes place always in the udgitha—is called a dhur (see 
Bollee on §B 2.1.1, n. 4; see also his quotation of LSS 7.12.1: “The dhurs of 
the gayatra are a modification of the giti [melody]” [note on SB 2.2.3]). There 
are five dhurs; their notational schemes (see SK 2S/1, pp. 279, 328 n. 1, 340 n. 
1,345 n. 1), which differ of course from the udgitha prototype cited above, are: 

1. I222l2212i2l2 (bahispavamana, stoma 1) 
2. I2222221212il2l2i212 (bahispavamana, stoma 3; third ajya, stoma 1) 
3. I2I2I2I21212 (bahispavamana, stoma 4; first ajya, stoma 1) 
4. 12i212212i212l2l212 (bahispavamana, stoma 5; fourth ajya, stoma 1) 
5. 1212121212x212 (bahispavamana, stoma 6) 

In practice the dhurs of the ajyastotras are sung partly nirukta, partly 
anirukta. For example, the dhur of the first ajyastotra is chanted as follows 
(see SK 2S/1, p. 328): 

1 r r _1 r _ 1 rr _ 12 
om o o o o2 o o o o2 nai hota sa2d o ol212 

HOWARD, Mysic OF THE UNEXPRESSED CHANT 

Transcribed below are three versions of the udgitha of the first stotriya 
of the bahispavamanastotra. The top version gives the nirukta unmodified 
form (called gayatragana), the middle the nirukta modified form (called 
niruktagana), the bottom the anirukta modified form (aniruktagana). These 
are evidently three stages which Kauthuma-Ranayaniya Samavedins master 
when they are being initiated as srautins (sacrificial functionaries). The no¬ 
tational pattern of the last two versions is of course that of the first dhur: 
122212212x212- The chanter is Sri Krsnamurti Srauti (see SC 103, n. 1; 
277-280), an Aiyar Brahman formerly of the village Maraiturai in the 
Tancavur (Tanjore) District of Tamilnatu; he now resides in Varanasi. 

O OOO 
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We are in a better position to determine the actual meaning of the 
term avrt as it relates to the Kauthuma-Ranayanlya recension. Two passages, 
LSS 7.10.21 (cited in Renou, p. 31) and the commentary on GVS 1.14-27 
(see B. R. Sharma’s edition, pp. 8—12) identify the three sections: 

1 lrrr _ 21rr 2 1 
pa2va2manayendava2[yi] / abhi devam iyal212 / ksato 

The quotation is from the first stotriya, called retasya, of the bahispava- 
manastotra—which, as we have seen, is sung unexpressedly in the ritual. 
Since the three avrts are considered sections of the udgitha, it is surprising 
to find the syllables ksato as part of this bhakti; they would normally belong 
to the upadrava. But the pratihara, the bhakti separating udgitha and upa- 
drava, is not chanted in the first stotriya (see PB 7.1.5; GYS 1.24-26); hence 
these two bhaktis are joined together as one and are called udgitha. It is 
important to note that though it refers to the other four, the GVS never 
mentions an upadrava bhakti, which has been absorbed as part of the udgi¬ 
tha. The criterion that distinguishes one bhakti from another is that no two 
of the five are sung consecutively by the same solo chanter. However, with 
the elimination of the pratihara the two bhaktis sung by the udgatar appear 
side by side—an untenable situation that is rectified by calling the two 
collectively the udgitha. In practice only in the retasya is the pratihara not 
chanted; therefore the term avrt may refer only to this stotriya, the im¬ 
portance of which is underscored by the fact that it has a special name. If the 
same is true in the Jaiminlya tradition, the three avrts here may be: 

o va o va o va/o/va 

This division reflects the singing of udgitha (o va o va o va), upadrava (o), 
and nidhana (va) by the udgatar. Perhaps Jaimlniya Samavedins themselves 
will be able to shed further light on the subject. 

ANIRUKTAGANA WITH BHAKARA SUBSTITUTIONS 

The Nambudiris chant two stutis in which syllables are replaced by those 
which begin with the consonant bh; these samans are the rathamtara (on JS 
3.4.1-2) and the yajnayajnlya (on JS 3.5.12-13). In the rathamtara the pro¬ 
cedure normally followed is to retain the original vowels of the udgitha but 
to begin all syllables except the last four with bh (see Parpola on LSS 2.9.12- 
14a [= DSS 6.1.16]); the Nambudiris add two extra syllables at the end: 
o yi. Below I give the original texts of the udglthas of the three stotriyas— 
omitting the final syllables, which are not affected by aniruktagana. I wish 
to thank Dr. Parpola for sending copies of the bhakara-rathamtara and arci- 
kagana-rathamtara as written down by Sri Malamel Paramesvaran Nambu- 
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diri with the aid of Sri Muttatukkattu Itti Ravi Nambudiri. The sub¬ 
stitutive syllables are given below the original text; those used by the Nam- 
budiris are presented first (NJ = Nambudiri Jaiminiya), those belonging to 
the Kauthuma (K) tradition (see SK 2S/1, 388-389) are printed beneath.1 

1. A-DU-GDHAI-VA DHE-NA-VA I- SA-NAM 
NJ: o bhu bha bhi bha bhe bha bha bhi bha bha 
K: om vag bha bhu bha bhi bha bhe bha bha bhi bha bha 

A- SY- A JA—GA—TAH 
NJ: bha bhi bha bha bha bha 
K: bha bha bha bha bhah 

2. NAM IN-DRA TA-(SU-)-STHU-*SO NA TV-A- VAM(VAlvl) 
NJ: o bhi bha bha bhu bha bha bhu bha bha 
K: om vag bha bhi bha bhu bhu bho bha bha bha 

A-*NYO DI- VY-*0 (DI- VI- YO) 
NJ: bha bha bhi bhi bha 
K: bha bho bhi bhi bho 

3. TO NA JA-NI-S YA-TE [—] A-(’)SV-A-YA-*NTO 
NJ: o bha bha bhi bha bhe bha bhu bha bha bha 
K: om vag bho bha bha bhi bha bhe bha bha bha bho 

MA-GHA-VANN IN 
NJ: bha bha bha bhi 
K: bha bha bha bhi 

I do not know how to explain why Nambudiri bhakara replacements for 
some of the original syllables (marked above with asterisks) have different 
vowels. It may be that at one time breaths were taken after these syllables; 
if this is true then tasthuso would be changed to tasthusah, anyo to anyah, 
divyo to divyah, and asvayanto to asvayantah. When this is done, every 
vowel of every word would belong to the same phonetic class as the corres¬ 
ponding vowels of the padapatha. 

The udgitha excerpts quoted above are below musically analyzed accord¬ 
ing to the method previously used for Nambudiri samans. Two performances 
of both the rathamtara and bhakara-rathamtara are provided so that ac¬ 
curate conclusions can be drawn. Corresponding syllables are aligned. 

1 Editor’s Note: This rathamtara occurs in the Agnistoma, but not in the Atiratra 
(see Volume I, page 641). 

Rathamtara 

Bhakara-Rathamtara 

[from stotriya 1] 

’ HIXb(3) : lc 2a(l) (2)} -}} 
SXVIII(5): lc 2a(l) (2)} -} 

.Text : a du gdha va 
HIXa(15) : le la 
SXVIII(6): le la 

.Text : o 

— — } 3d}} 2e 2e 
3d} 2e 2e 

bhu bha bhi bha 

lb la 
lb la 
dhe 

lb - la} lb} 
lb - la} lb} 
na va i sa 

*2e 3d} 3d 3d} 2e 3b 3b 3d}} le la - 4c -} 4c 3b 3d}} * 
2e 3d 3d 3d 2e 3b 3b 3d}} - 2a (1) (2) - 3d} -} 4c 3b 3d} 

-bhe bha bha bhi bha 

r- 2a(l) (2)}} -} 
- 2a(l) (2)}} -} 
na ma sya 

r-m 2e} 2e -} 2e -} 
-++ 2e 2e -} lb K 

bha bha bhi bha 

3d(l—2) (3)} 8b(l) (2-8) lb 3b}} 
3d(l—2) (3)} lb 7a 3e 3b}} 

ja ga 
3d(l-2) (3)} lb - 5a lb 3b}} 

la 2b - 5a 3e 3b}} 
bha bha 

"4c} -}} 
4c -+ 

tah 

f 4c 2e(l) (2)} 3d} 
4c - 3d} 

bha 

[from stotriya 2] 

-+ 2h - -} - -} lc lb} 

-1 2h - - - -1 lc lb} 
na mi ndra . ta sthu so na tva 

-+ 2e 2e lb le la} 2e lb le la} 

-} 2e 2e lb 2a(l) (2) 2e lb 2a(l) (2) 
0 bhi bha bha bhu bha bha bhu 

2e 3e - la 4c -} 4c 3d} -} -} 4c 
- la 2e lb la 3d -} 4c 3d -} 4c 
vam a nyo di vyo 

'-} 3d} 2e 4a 3b}} 4c -} 3d *-}} -} 3d} -} 4c}} 
-} 3d} 2e 3b}} -} 3d -1} -} 3d -} 4c} 
bha bha bha bha bhi bhi 

[from stotriya 3] 
3b 3d}} - 2b(l) (2) - - - Id 
3b 3d - 2b(l) (2) - - _ _ ie 

to na ja ni sya te 

5a| -} 3d} - 2e 2e} 2d 2e lb la} 4c —f - 4a 3b}} 4c} 
2e(l) (2) 3d la 2d la-f 2d la} lb la} 3d - - 4a 3b}}} 

bha o bha bha bhi bha bhe 

Ib-f 

lb+ 
’Sva 

- la 5b(l-2)(3-5)2a} - 
- la 2d 3e 2a - - 
ya nto ma gha 
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3d} If lb 3b} 3b 3d}} * - 2a -} 3d} 2e lb la}3d 
3d 4a 3b 3b 3d} lc 2a -} 3d 2e lb la 3d 

.bha bhu bha bha bha bha bha 

'2e 3b 3d -I 4c 3b 3d 
2e 3b 3d 4c 3b 3d 

.vann in 

4c}} 4c -} 3d} 
- 4c} lb - 

.bha bhi 

It has been said that the bhakara-rathamtara is sung in the same way as the 
nirukta equivalent (this is true in the Kauthuma tradition). The analysis 
shows, however, that they are different in many respects. The two perfor¬ 
mances of the rathamtara usually agree, as do the two interpretations of its 
anirukta counterpart; this is astounding considering that the two recordings 
were made fourteen years apart. For this reason I believe the analysis to be 
authoritative. 

Not much need be written regarding the yajnayajniya. Bhakara sub¬ 
stitutions are made only at the first repetition of the first stotriya in the 
opening paryaya (see Staal, “Twelve Ritual Chants,” p. 428). Four syl¬ 
lables are affected: poprim vaya of the original text are replaced by bha 
bha bha bha in the following way: 

lb la 3d}}} lb la 4a 3b} 3b 3d}}} Id la} -}}}} 4c}}} 4c 2b 2b 2b 
po prim va ya 

becomes 
la 2a(l) (2)|| 3e 2a(l) (2)} 3e 2a(l) (2) 3d}}} [HIXa (16-17)] 
bha bha bha bha 

Text and music are also different in the prastava of the same stoma, but 
aniruktagana is not found in this bhakti. 

aniruktagana in other samans 

Unlike the Kauthumas and Ranayaniyas, the Nambudiris impart 
aniruktagana not only to the gayatra and rathamtara but also to other 
chants. All of the Agnistoma samans are sung anirukta; the same probably 
is true of chants proper to the Atiratra (stutis 13-29), although I have not 
listened to all of these. 

To illustrate the extent to which unexpressed chanting is carried out in 
some of the samans, I supply now analyses of the udgitha of the first stotriya 
of the vamadevya (on JS 3.4.3) in both the nirukta and anirukta forms; 
these appear in the left and right columns, respectively. 

Vamadevya 
Stotriya 

SXVIII(7) : la} 2e -} lb - 2b 
Text : u tl sa 
2a(l) (2)}}}} 4c} 3b 3d}-2e 

da vr 
-} lb - 5a -} 3b 3d} 2e 3b}’ 
dha ssa kha au 
lb 3b lc 2a} -} 3e 3b -} 3d - 

ho ha yi ka 
- 2e 3b} lb 3b} - 2a(l) (2)} 
ya sa ca 
4c} 4c -}} * 

yi 

Vamadevya: Aniruktagana 
1: Udgitha 

SXVIII (8) : la} 4d lb 3b}} lb 3b 
Text : o 
3d}} 6b 2e 3d}}}}} 2b 2b 2b 2b 
2a}}} lb 3b 3d}} 6b 2e 3d}}}}} 
2c 2a 2a 5a 3e 3b 3d} lb 3b 
3d}} 2e 2e 2e 4c 3e 5a 3e 3b 
3d}} 6b 2e 3d}}} 2b 2b 2b 2b 
2a}} 4c lb * 3b} 3d}} 6b 3d 
3d}}}}} 2c 2a 2a 5a 3e 3b 3d}} 
3d} lb 6a 3b} 3b 3d}} le la - 

a bu 
-} 3d 2e 4a 4a 2a(l) (2)}}} 5b 
hau ho ha 
2b 2a 3e 5a 2e 2e 3d} 5b 3b 3b 
3d} * -}}} 3e 2b 3b}}} lb 3b 

o 
3d}} 7b 5a 3d 3e 3b 3d} lb 3b} 
lb 3b 3d}}} 5b 3b}}} * 

Thus the text of the original chant is completely lost; the music too is 
entirely different in the unenunciated performance, which contains an okara 
of extraordinary length. The Srautakosa editors have written six okaras 
instead of this one (see SK 2S/1, p. 399), probably to correspond with the six 
notational syllables pa kha ta pa kha ta (of Baroda Oriental Institute Ms. 
286?). From the tape it is clear that the Nambudiris sing only one okara here. 
The udglthas of the other stotriyas have the same text and tonal patterns. 

The remaining chants of the Agnistoma are also made unexpressed 
primarily by the use of okaras, but the placement of these vowels varies from 
chant to chant. It will be instructive to compare the Nambudiri readings of 
the udgitha texts in these additional chants with those of the Kauthumas. 
I use the capital O to indicate the anirukta syllables; a broken line shows the 
syllables of the Kauthuma texts that are not sung by the Nambudiris. The 
upadrava sections are also sung unexpressedly, but here the pattern is prac¬ 
tically always the same: only the first syllable—but occasionally also the 
second—is replaced by an O. Therefore the upadrava texts will be omitted, 
except in those cases where there are departures from the general rule. The 
names of the samans are supplied in each instance. 

Amahiyava (see SK 2S/1, pp. 358, 361), on JS 3.3.1-3 
1. K : on divai sad bhumi ya dadai 

NJ: 0-vau sal bhuO-dadayi 
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2. K :om varunaya marudbhiyah 
NJ: 0- ya 0- bhayah 

3. K : on dyumnanai manusanam 
NJ: 0 - maO-sanam 

Raurava (see SK 2S/1, pp. 358-59, 362), on JS 3.3.4-5 
1. K : om apo vasano arsasy a ratnadha yonim rtasya saidasa 

NJ : Opo vasano arsasy a ratnadha yonio - dada 
o ha u va 
o ha vu va ’ 

2. K : om utso devo hiranyayo duhana udhar diviyam madhu 
NJ : Otso devo hiranyaya duhana udhar diviO - 
K : priyam o ha u va 
NJ : priyam o ha vu va 

3. K : om pratnam sadhastham asadad aprcchyan dharunam vajiy arsasa 
NJ : 0 - tnam sadhastham asadad aprcchyan dharuO — rsasa 
K : o ha u va 
NJ : o ha vu va 

i 

Yaudhajaya (see SK 2S/1, pp. 359, 362), on JS 3.3.4—5 
1. Udgitha 1 

K : om apo vasana a 
NJ : OpO- na ya 
Udgitha 2 > 
K : a ratnadha yonim rtasya sai 
NJ : O ratnadha yoniO - sya say! 

2. Udgitha 1 
K : om utso daivo hira 
NJ : OtsO — hira 
Udgitha 2 
K : duhana udhar diviyam madhu 
NJ : O-hana Udhar diviO-m madhu 

3. Udgitha 1 
K : om pratnam sadhastham a 
NJ : O - tnam O - stham a 
Udgitha 2 
K : aparchiyan dharunam vaji ya 
NJ : Oparchiyan dharuO — ja ya 

HOWARD, MUSIC OF THE UNEXPRESSED CHANT 

Ausana (see SK 2S/1, pp. 360, 363), on JS 3.3.6-8 
1. K : on drava pari kosan ni sida nrbhaih punano abhi vajam arsa 

NJ : O -va O-ri O — ni sida O-bhaylh / punano abhi vajam arsa 
2. K : om yudhah pavate daivalndur asasthiha vrjana raksamanah 

NJ : O-dhaO — vaO — vaindur Osasthiha /vrjana raksamanah 
3. K : om viprah puraeta jananam rbhur ddhira usana / kaviyena 

NJ : O-praO - raO-jananam Obhuh / dhlra usana kaviyena 

Rathamtara (discussed above; the upadravas are introduced by Ua) 

Vamadevya (discussed above; the upadravas consist of vak 6) 

Naudhasa (see SK 2S/1, pp. 403-405), on JS 3.4.6-7 
1. K : om vasor mandanam andhasa abhi vatsan na svasaraisu 

NJ : O-sor mandanam andhasa Obhayl / vatsan nu svasraylsu 
K : dhenavah 
NJ : dhenavah 

2. K : om indran glrbhair navamahai dyuksam sudanun 
NJ : Ondran gayirbhayir havamahaO — ksam / sudanun 
K : tavisaibhair avarttam 
NJ : tavisaylbhaylr avarttam 

3. K : oh girin na purubhojasan ksuma - ntam vajam ^atinaih 
NJ : O-rayin na purubhojanam O - ma / tarn vajam satinam 
K : sahasrainam 
NJ : saihasrayinam 

Kaleya (see SK 2S/1, pp. 411-412), on JS 3.4.8-9 
1. K : om indram sabadha utayai brhad gayantah sutasome adhvarai 

NJ : O - saO-dha uO - brhat gayaO - sutasome adhvarayl 
2. K : om huvai bharan na karinan na yan dudhra varante na sthira 

NJ : O - bhaO - su kaO - na yan dudhra O-rante su sthira 
K : murah 
NJ : murah 

3. K : om madaisu saipram andhasa ya adrtya sasamanaya sunvatai 
NJ : O — su O-pram aO — ya adrtya 0-§amanaya sunvatayi 

Samhita (see SK 2S/1, pp. 421, 426), on JS 3.5.1-3 
1. K : om pavasva soma dharaya 

NJ : O-sva soO- 
2. K : om abhai yonim ayohatai 

NJ : O — yonim O- 
3. K : om mamhaistho vartrahantamah 

NJ : O-stho vr-0- 

Sabha [see SK 2S/1, p. 427; the Kauthuma tradition prescribes a different 
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mantra, but the saman corresponding to the Nambudiri chant is 
UG 1.2.15 (Sapha), found in Diksitar, UG/UhyG, 36.], on JS 3.5.4 

1. Udgltha 
K : [om] rebhan pavaitram pari yaisi vai / svatah 
NJ : O-pavayitram pary ayisi vayi - svatah 
Upadrava 
K : dhara asa / ksato 
NJ : O — hO — ato 

Pauskaia [see SK 2S/1, p. 427; the Kauthuma tradition prescribes a dif¬ 
ferent mantra, but the saman corresponding to the Nambudiri 
chant is UG 2.7.2, found in Dlksitar, UG/UhyG, 289.], on JS 
3.5.5 

1. K : [om] ati hvara / sai ramhaya 
NJ : O -hvaram sayi ramhaya 

Syavasva (see SK 2S/1, pp. 423, 427-428), on JS 3.5.6-8 
1. Udgltha 

K : om sutaya madayitnava e hi ya apa svanam snath! 
NJ : O-taya madayitnava O hOi ya apa svanam snath! 
Upadrava 
K : e ha e hi ya sakhayo dairghajihvayo 
NJ : O hO O hOi ya sakhaO-dayirghajlhvayam 

2. Udgltha 
K : om yo dharaya pavakaya e hi ya pariprasyandatai 
NJ : O- dharaya pavakaya O hOi ya pariprasyandatayi 
Upadrava 
K : e ha e hi ya indur asvo na kartvayo 
NJ : O hO O hOi ya indur Osvas su kartvayo 

3. Udgltha 
IC : on tan durosam abh! nara e hi ya soma visvaclya 
NJ : O— durosam abh! nara O hOi ya somam vayisvaciya 
Upadrava 
K : e ha e hi ya yajnaya santuv adrayo [Some of the okaras in 
NJ : O hO O hOi ya yajnaO- santu adrayo this saman may not 

be anirukta syllables.] 

Andhigava (see SK 2S/1, pp. 423—424, 428), on JS 3.5.6—8 
1. K : om sutaya madaya hum ma 

NJ : O-taya madaya ham ma 
2. K : om yo dharaya pava hum ma 

NJ : O-dharaya pava ham ma 
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3. K : on tan durosam abh! hum ma 
NJ : O- tan durosam abh! ham ma 

Kava (see SK 2S/1, pp. 424, 428-429), on JS 3.5.9-11 
1. Udgltha 

K : om priyani pavatai cano haita namani yahvo adhi yaisu 
NJ : O—yani pavatayi cano O-mani / yahvo adhi yayisu 
K : varddhatai 
NJ : vaO- 
Upadrava 
K : ratham vai§vancam aruhad vaicaksa 
NJ : O-thama vayiscancam aO-yicaksa 

2. Udgltha 
K : om sya jihva pavatai madhu prayam vakta patir ddhiyo 
NJ : O—jihva pavatayi madhu O- kta patih / dhayo 
K : asya adabhayah 
NJ : sya daO- 
Upadrava 
K : nama tarttiyam adhai rocanan dai 
NJ : O-ma tarttiyam aO - nan dayi 

3. Udgltha 
K : on dyutanah kalasam acikradan nrbhir yemanah kosa a 
NJ : O - tanah kalasam acaO-bhih / yemanah ko§a 
K : hiranyayai 
NJ : hiraO — 
Upadrava 
K : adh! traiparstha usaso vai raja 
NJ : Odhayi trayiprstha uO —yi raja 

Yajnayajniya (see SK 2S/1, pp. 453-454), on JS 3.5.12-13 
1. K :om a ira ira ca daksasai paprim vayam amrtaii jatava 

NJ : O yira iha ca daksasayi poprim vayaO amrtaO — va 
K : hum ma i 
NJ : ham ma yi 

2. K : om maitram su samsisam urjjo napatam sa hinayam a hum 
NJ : O - tran nu Samsisam urjo nupatam sa hy ayum a ham 
K : ma i 
NJ : ma yi 

3. K : om ma havyadatayai bhuvad vajesv avita bhuvadd hum 
NJ : O- havyadatayayi bhuvad vajesv avita bhuvadd ham 
K : ma i 
NJ : ma yi 

It is interesting to observe that the original first syllables of every udgitha 
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and upadrava of every Nambudiri ritual chant are replaced by the vowel 
o in aniruktagana. 

Of the stutis past the twelfth, special mention should be made of the 
sixteenth, consisting only of one saman that the Nambudiris appropriately 
call sodasi (see NYR 34, 80, 83; the complete text, along with a musical 
analysis of the stotriyas, is found in SC 215-218; a transcription of the 
first stotriya is presented in SC 445-451); the corresponding Kauthuma- 
Ranayaniya chant is named gaurivita (UG 1.5.2; see Dlksitar, UG/UhyG 
87-88). Since it is said that a single error in the singing of this laud will 
cause the chanter to go mad, in the interest of testing the validity of this 
legend I will compare two recordings of the second half of the udgitha in 
the first stotriya. The first, not recorded during a yaga, I made in 1971; the 
second is from the Atiratra of 1975. 

From $oda§i rHXb(2) : lb| 2a|| 3e 3b|| 4c 3d - 2e 4a 3b 3d|| 
1975 Atiratra : lb 2a|| 4c 3b 3d - 3b 3d| 

.Text : su ta 

" 6b 3d 3d|||||| 2b 2b 2b 2b 2a||| lb 3b 3d|| 6b 3d 3d|||| 2c 2a 2a 4a 3b 
-2b 2b 2a -6b- 

'3d||| 3d| lb 4a 3b 3b 3d| * 2e 4a 3b| lb 3b 3d|| lb 3d|||| - 2a||||| 
-2e| - 3b|-lb 3b -2a| 

sya ma 

'2a 2a 4a 3b 3d|| lb 3b 3d| 2e 4c 2e 2e 9a 3b 8b 2e 2e 7b 2a| 3e * 
2a- 4c 3d -8b 2b 2b 2a|| — 

’ laj 3d||| 6b 3d 3d|||||| 2b 2b 2b 2b| la||| 5b 3b 3d|| 3e 3b - 
- 2b 2b 2a(l) (2)||-4c -|| 

tir na 

'2e 3d|| lb 3b lb * lb la 6b 3d 3d||||| 3a|| 2a 2a 2a 2a 4b++|| 2b 2b 2b 
-2c2a2a4b{ - 

' 3b+ -++I 3e 3b|| 2e| 3d| lb 3b 3d|| 6b 2e 3d|||| 2c 2c 2c 2b (1) (2) 
2e -|| 4c -| - 2c 2a 2b (1) (2) 

ma dho h 

[Duration: approximately 79 seconds] 
[Duration: approximately 22 seconds] 

Obviously the first recording, not taken during a sacrifice, is more complete 
than the second, in which lacunae of three or more motives are indicated by 
the sign-. The reason for the dissimilarity is that during the rituals the 
Samavedins as a rule sing every section (vacana) in a single breath; this precept 
takes precedence over the music, which often has to be drastically abbreviated. 
This is especially true for the soda§i, where syllables are exceedingly 
prolonged. It is in a sense ironic that Nambudiri samans can be heard in 
their authentic musical versions only outside the perimeter of the ritual. 

HOWARD, MUSIC OF THE UNEXPRESSED CHANT 

TRANSCRIPTIONS FROM NAMBUDIRI STUTIS 

Third Ajya Stuti: Stotriya 1 
[HXXVIIb(l)] 

Note: Pmstava performed by Muttatukkattu Itti Ravi Nambudiri; Udgitha, Pratihara, 

Upadrava and Nidhana, by Nellikkattu Nilakanthan Akkitiripad. 
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a s 

Note: Performed by Muttatukkattu Itti Ravi Nambudiri. 

Vamadevya (Aniruktagana): Stotriya 1 
[SXVIII (8)] 

«Lll6 
f = a Prastava 

HOWARD, MUSIC OF THE UNEXPRESSED CHANT 
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stha yau ho 

ma 

Upadrava 

/va 

Note: Performed by Muttatukkattu Itti Ravi Nambudiri. 

HOWARD, MUSIC OF THE UNEXPRESSED CHANT 
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THE FIVE-TIPPED BIRD, THE SQUARE BIRD, 
AND THE MANY-FACED DOMESTIC ALTAR 

C. V. Somayajipad, M. Itti Ravi Nambudiri, and Frits Staal 

As WE HAVE SEEN (Volume I, page 182), the six-tipped bird (satpatrika), 
which is the shape of the 1975 Agni, is one of three Nambudiri traditions— 
the one that all the six Vaidikans are eligible to adopt. Of the two others, the 
five-tipped bird (pancapatrika) can be adopted by Taikkat, Kaplingat, or 
Pantal, and was adopted once by Taikkat after 1919. The last remaining one, 
the square bird (pithan), can be adopted by Cerumukku, Perumpatappu, or 
Kaimukku, and was adopted by Cerumukku some one hundred fifty years 
ago. 

In all three traditions the names of the numbered bricks, and the 
mantras with which they are consecrated, are the same. Bricks of half¬ 
thickness also have the same number. All other rites and recitations are 
identical. Therefore, if we know the shape, configuration, and order of the 
bricks, we are in a position to construct the entire Agnicayana in traditions 
of the five-tipped bird and square bird simply by adapting our description 
of the Agnicayana for the six-tipped bird. 

THE FIVE-TIPPED BIRD (PANCAPATRIKA) 

There are six kinds of bricks. The unit square is a fourth (caturthi) of 
the yajamana, measured to the ground from the tips of his fingers when he 
stands with outstretched arms. The other five are derived from the unit 
square in accordance with the methods outlined in Figure 15: 
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UNIT SQUARE (caturthi) fourth of size of yajamana 
1/2 caturthyardha 1/2 goose-beaked (hamsamukhi) 
1/4 caturthipada three-cornered quarter (trikonapadya) 
1/4 1/4 caturthipada four-cornered quarter 
(catuskonapadya) 

(hamsamukhi) 

caturthipada caturthipada 

three-cornered quarter four-cornered quarter 
(trikonapadya) (ca tuskonapadya) 

Figure 15—Shapes of Bricks of the Five-Tipped Bird 

c.v., ITTI 

Caturthyardha: 1/2 of caturthi 
Caturthipada (in the form of a three-cornered 

quarter, trikonapadya): 1/4 of caturthi 
Hamsamukhi (“goose-beaked”); 1/2 of caturthi 
Caturthipada (in the form of a four-cornered 

quarter, catuskonapadya): 1/4 of caturthi. 

The last shape comes in two orientations: left-oriented and right-oriented. 
The total number of bricks in each layer is two hundred, and the dis¬ 

tribution of the six kinds is as follows: 

ist/yd/5th layer 

Caturthi 61 
Caturthyardha 96 
Caturthipada (trikona) 36 
Hamsamukhi 1 
Caturthipada (catuskona) 

left-oriented 3 
right-oriented 3 

TOTAL 200 

2nd/4th layer 
72 
64 
64 

200 

The surface area of each layer is: 

Caturthi 
Caturthyardha 
Caturthipada 
TOTAL 

1st/yd/5th layer 
61 x 1 =61 
97 x 1/2 = 48.5 
42 x 1/4 = 10.5 

120 

2nd!4th layer 
72 X 1 =72 
64 X 1/2 = 32 
64 x 1/4 = 16 

120 

120 = 7 1/2 x 16, or 7 1/2 square purusas. 

Since the size of the bird is different from that of the six-tipped bird, 
the vrddha (extended) prakrama of the five-tipped bird is 35 2/3, not 34 1/3, 
viral (see Volume I, page 195). The configuration and order of bricks in the 
first through the fifth layers are given in Figures 16-20. 
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Figure 16—First Layer of the Five-Tipped Bird 
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N 

Figure 20—Fifth Layer of the Five-Tipped Bird 

THE SQUARE BIRD (pITHAN) 

All the bricks are square. There are four kinds, their sides being func¬ 
tions of the size of the yajamana (see Figure 21): 

dasami 

Figure 21—Shapes of Bricks of the Square Bird 

Caturthi (fourth): 1/4 is the unit square 
Pancami (fifth): 1/5 = 4/5 of caturthi 
Sasthi (sixth): 1/6 = 2/3 of caturthi 
Dasami (tenth): 1/10 = 2/5 caturthi. 

The sides of the four squares are relative to the size of the yajamana, but may 
be approximately measured in terms of the absolute unit of length called the 
viral. In that case, the sides of the four squares are 30, 24, 20, and 12 viral, 
respectively. 

The total number of bricks in each layer is two hundred, and the dis- 
tribution of the four kinds is as follows: 

Istl3rdl5th layer 2ndj4th layer 
Caturthi 24 12 
Pancami 120 125 
Sasthi 36 63 
Dasami 20 
TOTAL 200 200 

The surface area of each layer is: 

lst/3rd/5th layer 2nd 14 th layer 
Caturthi 24 X 1 = 24 12 X 1 =12 
Pancami 120 x 16/25 = 76 4/5 125 X 16/25 = 80 
Sasthi 36 x 4/9 = 16 63 x 4/9 = 28 
Dasami 20 X 4/25 = 3 1/5 
TOTAL 120 120 
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120 = 7 1/2 x 16, or 7 1/2 square purusas. 

The configuration and order of bricks in the first through fifth layers 
are given in Figures 22-26. 

While there are three traditions for constructing the bird-shaped main 
altar, there are two for constructing the new domestic altar. In both tradi¬ 
tions, the altar is constructed in 5 layers of 3 X 7 bricks. The mantras with 
which the bricks are consecrated are the same. The domestic altar of the 
1975 performance is called ekamukhi, “single-faced.” In the other tradition, 
the altar is called bahumukhi, “many-faced.” It was constructed about 150 
years ago in Bhatti Mana near Kunnamkulam. 

In the many-faced domestic altar there are three kinds of bricks, all 
square, and measured in terms of virals: 

Trtiya (third): 32 viral 
Caturthi (fourth): 24 viral 
Sasthi (sixth) : 16 viral. 

Note that these are different from their namesakes in the square bird. 
The distribution of the three kinds over the five layers is as follows: 

lst/3rd/5th layer 2ndl4th layer 
Trtiya 
Caturthi 12 

5 

Sasthi 9 16 
TOTAL 21 21 

The surface of each layer is : 

Trtiya 
Caturthi 
Sasthi 
TOTAL 

lst/3rd/5th layer 2nd!4th layer 
5 x 322 = 5120 

12 x 242 = 6912 
9 x 162 = 2304 16 x 162 = 4096 

9216 9216 

The side of the altar is 96 viral, since 9216 = 962. 
The bricks are consecrated in the order marked 1—21 in Figure 27: 
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Figure 24—Third Layer of the Square Bird 
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2nd and 4th layers 

Figure 27—The Bricks of the Many-Faced Domestic Altar 

VEDIC MUDR AS 

Frits Staal 

Mudras, or hand gestures, are used in Indian culture in widely 
divergent areas ranging from iconography to dance.1 The earliest extant 
description of mudras occurs in Bharata’s NatyaHastra, a text dealing with 
dance, music, and drama, from the beginning of the Christian era, but it is 
likely that they were mentioned half a millenium earlier in the Natasutras 
that existed in Panini’s time. Over the centuries mudras have become a 
common feature of religious worship in Hinduism, Buddhism, and Tan- 
trism. With the spread of Indian civilization, they traveled over large parts 
of Asia. They are prominent, for example, in Bali (see De Kleen 1924, and 
Hooykaas 1970, pp. 27-46, 117-164), and in the Mantrayana Buddhism of 
Japan (see Lokesh Chandra and Sharada Rani 1978). 

The Nambudiris use two sets of mudras: one to accompany the recita¬ 
tion of the Rgveda and one to accompany the chanting of the Samaveda. A 
Nambudiri tradition ascribes their invention to Ravana. Nothing is known 
of their history, however, and it is uncertain whether Vedic mudras are older 
than any of the others. Whatever their origin, the Vedic mudras could not 
have resulted from a simple adaptation of other varieties, since they are 
characterized by a feature that is distinctively Vedic: unlike other mudras, 
which represent meaning, Vedic mudras represent sound. 

MUDRAS OF THE NAMBUDIRI RGVEDA 

The first scholar who studied the Rgvedic mudras of the Nambudiris 
was Arnold Bake (see Brough 1964). In the early thirties, probably in 1932, 
he took a series of twenty-seven photographs of a young brahmin at Tri- 
chur. These photos comprise a series of twelve mudras for vowels: a, a, 

i, u, e, o, ai, au, am, am, ah, and ah; twelve for consonants: (?), na, ha, ka, ta 
la, sa, ha, ca, na, (?), na, and pra; and three mudras that accompany the 
recitation of RV 1.1.1: agnim lie purohitam. Of the first set, the mudra for 
the vowel i was published in 1953 by Beryl de Zoete (Plate 4a). After Dr. 
Bake’s death in 1963, Mrs. Bake presented me with a complete set of prints 
of those photos. 

1 Karl Ray was the first to suggest that an essay on Vedic mudras be included in the 
second volume of Agni. I use the term “mudra” as an English word. The Sanskrit form 
is mudra, which means “sign, token, seal, stamp,” as well as “hand gesture,” 
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In 1967 the Nambudiri Rgveda school at Trichur, Brahmasva Matham 
(cf. Volume I, page 174), celebrated its Golden Jubilee. On that occasion a 
souvenir volume was published in Malayalam under the title Sovanlr. This 
book contains, on pages 115-120, an article by Paramesvara Bharatikal 
entitled “Vedamudrakal” (Vedic mudras). This article was translated for 
me by Madamp Narayanan Nambudiri, and an extended and annotated 
version—prepared by Dr. K.M.J. Nambudiri, an accomplished expert in 
these mudras and also a medical doctor—was elicited and made available 
by Madamp Narayanan Nambudiri. The following description is very largely 
based upon it. Dr. Nambudiri used anatomical terms to make the descrip¬ 
tion more explicit. For example, the joints of the fingers closest to the palm 
are called metacarpophalangeal, the next joints are first interphalangeal, 
and so forth. To indicate whether the palm of the hand is up or down, use 
is made of the terms supine/supination, and prone/pronation, which cor¬ 
respond to Malayalam malarnnukltakkunna and kamilnnukitakkunna, res¬ 
pectively. 

At the time of the 1975 performance of the Atiratra-Agnicayana, Robert 
Gardner made a five-minute film of two young Nambudiris, Naranamanga- 
lat Agnisarma and Naranamangalat Paramesvaran, reciting with mudras the 
padapatha of RV 1.164.1-5. At about the same time Adelaide de Menil made 
twenty-five color photographs of eighteen mudras at the Rgveda school in 
Trichur. These were identified with the help of the article in Sovanlr, and the 
identification was subsequently checked with the help of the staff of the Tri¬ 
chur school in December 1978. The eighteen photographs published on 
Plates 9 A-F, 10 A-F, and 11 A-F will be referred to in the following des¬ 
cription. 

The mudras of the Nambudiri Rgveda are not simple representations of 
sound. They are used to represent the ends of words (pada) in the word-for- 
word recitation (padapatha) of the Rgveda (cf. Volume I, page 29). 
Their function is to disambiguate the text in doubtful places. For example, 
the continuous recitation (samhitapatha) of RV 3.56.1, na ta minanti, has 
for its padapatha naltalminanti. But the padapatha might have been na/ 
tatylminanti. A ten-year-old pupil learns the samhita and padapatha without 
knowing Sanskrit grammar and the rules of sandhi. So he is taught the 
appropriate mudra, which distinguishes between ta and tah. In other cases 
the pupil may have learned the rules of sandhi from practice, but he does 
not know which are words of the Sanskrit language and which are not. 
According to the modern, historical, point of view, the padapatha is an ana¬ 
lysis of the samhitapatha, and the latter results from the former. According 
to the traditional point of view, the samhita is eternal, and the padapatha is 
one of its modifications (vikara). 

Ambiguity may also be inherent in accentuation. The accents are ex¬ 
pressed by the position of the entire hand (this parallels to some extent 
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the position of the head, inculcated when the accents were taught for the 
first, time, see Volume I, page 174): 

Accent Position of the I 

Udatta up 
Anudatta down 
Svarita to the right 
Pracaya to the left 

In the movement of the head, no distinction is made between the svarita 
(the accent immediately following the udatta) and the pracaya (the “accu¬ 
mulated” accent of syllables neither immediately following a svarita nor 
immediately preceding an udatta). As will be seen from the descriptions, 
some of the mudras correspond to the shape of the mouth or vocal tract 
that produces the corresponding sound. For example, the mudra for the 
vowel u imitates the rounding of the lips that characterizes its pronunciation. 
Unlike dance mudras, all Rgvedic mudras are executed by the right hand 
only. If the form of a mudra is the same as in Kathakali (the classical dance 
drama of Kerala), this will be noted (following Bharatikal), even though 
the significance is always different. 

LIST OF RGVEDA MUDRAS 

1. Hrasvamudra: mudra for short (hrasva) syllables. 
All fingers are extended in all joints and all fingers except the thumb are 
in apposition with each other. 

examples: devaya, asavi, gayata. 
The position of the hand is supine, i.e., with the palm up, for sarvanudatta 
(a sequence of anudatta accents, e.g., gayata), and prone, i.e., with the palm 
down, for pracaya (e.g., asavi). There are ten exceptions, viz., cases where 
the syllable is short but where other mudras are used: murdhanya, ghosa, 
dlrghavisarga, udatta, tithi, si, ukara, svarapurvakatakara, hrasvavisarga, and 
prathamanta. 
This is hamsapaksa in Kathakali. 

2. Mitrdhanyamudra: mudra for retroflex (murdhanya) consonants, viz., 
ta, tha, da, dha, na, sa and la, followed by short vowel or e. Ring finger 
flexed at metacarpophalangeal joint and first interphalangeal joint, 
extended at last interphalangeal joint; all other fingers extended and 
separated from each other. Hand in supination. 

PLATE 9A 

PLATE 9B 
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PLATE 9C 

PLATE 9D 

PLATE 9E 

PLATE 9F 

PLATE 10A 

examples: prna, raksa, trini, aila (RV 10.95.181), kane (RV 10.155.1), 
vikate (RV 10.155.1), paprkse, lie. 

The same mudra is used for syllables ending sya or sva, unless they are ac¬ 
cented with svarita, e.g., urusya, krnusva 
For syllables ending in sya or sva and marked with svarita, the hrasvamudra 
is used, e.g., amusya 

3. Ghosamudra: mudra for unaspirated consonants with voice (ghosa), viz., 
gha, jha, dha, dha, bha, and ha. 

All joints extended except metacarpophalangeal joints of little, ring, and 
middle fingers, which are flexed. Hand in semipronation. 

examples: gha, adhi, tastambha, abhi, nahi 
This mudra is also used when the padapatha is aspirated, though the samhi- 
tapatha is unaspirated, e.g., daksat, padapatha: dhaksat; juguksatah (RV 
8.31.7), padapatha: jughuksatah. 

4. Dirghavisargamudra’. mudra for long (dirgha) syllables ending in visarga 
Qi), and for syllables ending in ~na and -ni. Little, ring, and middle fingers 
flexed at metacarpophalangeal and first interphalangeal joints, while 
the thumb rests on the outer surface of the middle phalanx of the ring 
and middle fingers. Hand is in pronation, except for sarvanudatta, where 
it is in supination. 

examples: devah, tayoh, bahvih, devlh, ratnani, ahani, dhattana. 

If the visarga is preceded by ai or au, the index finger is moved slightly 
up and down. 
examples : devaih, gauh 
This is siicimukha in Kathakali. 

5. Udattamudra: mudra for syllables with udatta accent. Thumb extended, 
all other fingers flexed at metacarpophalangeal and first interphalangeal 
while the last interphalangeal joints are kept extended. Hand in supination. 
examples : uta, vi, adya, pra. 

6. Tithimudra or timudra: mudra for syllables ending in -ti and -thi. Ring 
and middle fingers kept in apposition, flexed at the metacarpophalangeal 
joints and extended at other joints; tip of the thumb resting on the tip 
of the ring and middle fingers at their inner surface. Other fingers 
are extended. 

examples: iti, patanti, pathi. 

This is mrgasirsa in Kathakali. 

7. Simudra: mudra for syllables ending in -si, -si, -se, -sya, and -sva. Index 

'I have marked the source in the Rgveda of rare words or hapax legomena. 
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finger flexed at metacarpophalangeal and first interphalangeal joints; 
thumb rests upon the distal half of the index finger at its outer surface. 
All other joints are extended. 

examples: asi, atasi (RV 1.30.4), devasya, pavasva, naviyasi, sahase. If 
sya constitutes a single word, it is shown by hrasvamudra, e.g., vi sya grathi- 
tam (padapatha: vi / sya / grathitam, RV 9.97.18). 
This is bhramara in Kathakali. 

8. Ukaramudra: mudra for syllables ending in -u. plate iob 

Ring, middle, and index fingers flexed at metacarpophalangeal joints and 
kept in apposition; tip of the thumb rests upon the inner surface of the 
tip of the index finger. All other joints are extended. Hand is in pro¬ 

nation. 
examples: krnu, vidu, vllu, apsu, susthu (RV 8.22.18). 
This is kartarimukha in Kathakali. 

9. Svarapurvakatakaramudra: mudra for syllables ending in -t (takara) plate 10C 

preceded by a vowel (svara). 
Index finger flexed at the metacarpophalangeal joint; tips of index and 
thumb kept in apposition. All other joints extended. 

examples: at, tat, yat. 
If the preceding vowel is short, the hand is in supination, e.g., tat, yat. 
If the preceding vowel is long, the hand is in pronation, e.g., at. 

10. Hrasvavisargamudra: mudra for short syllables ending in visarga. plate iod 

Tips of index and thumb are kept in apposition, forming a ring that is 
opened at the sounding of the visarga. 

examples: sah, agnih, divah, viprebhih. 

This is mudra in Kathakali. 

11. Akaramudra: mudra for all syllables ending in -a. The ring finger is flexed plate 10E 

at the metacarpophalangeal joint. All other joints are extended. Hand is 
in pronation. 

examples : a, vrsa, manasa. 

This is pataka in Kathakali. 

12. Prathamantamudra: mudra for syllables ending in “first” (prathama) plate iof 

consonants, viz., -k and -t, or ending in -t immediately preceded by r. 
Same as akaramudra (no. 11), but with the tip of the thumb touching 
the root of the ring finger. 

examples: samrat, vit, arvak, bat, avart (RV 7.59.4). 

13. Talavyadirghamudra: mudra for long, palatal (talavya) vowels, viz., i plate iiA 

and e, unless they follow retroflex consonants (viz., ta, tha, da, 4ha, 
na, sa, la). 
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Ring, middle, and index fingers are flexed at metacarpophalangeal and 
first mterphalangeal joints; thumb rests on the outer surface of the mid- 
d e phalanx of the index finger. The little finger is extended in all joints 

examples: havamahe, dadhatl, urvl, are. 
This is bana in Kathakali. 

14. Aikaramudra: mudra for ai. 

Same as talavyadirghamudra (no. 13), but with rotating movement of the 
tip of the little finger. 

examples: etavai, yajadhyai. 

plate nB 15. Osthyadirghamudra: mudra for long, labial (osthya) vowels viz a a 
and au. ’ ” ’ ’ 

Same as ukaramudra (no. 8), but the little finger is also in apposition 
with the others. 

examples: vasn, vaso, indo, ubhau. 

This is mukul.a in Kathakali. 

plate hc 16. Nakaramudra: mudra for n. 

Index finger flexed at metacarpophalangeal joint with distal phalanx of 
the thumb resting on the outer surface of the first phalanx of the index. 
All other fingers extended. 

examples: mahan, kavin, arhan, devan. 

plate i id 17. Nakaramudra: mudra for n and n. 

Middle finger flexed at metacarpophalangeal joint, the tip of the thumb 
touching its first interphalangeal joint at its inner surface. 

examples: pratyan, aksan (vantah, RV 10.79.7). 

plate he 18. Anusvaramudra: mudra for short anusvara. 

Ring, middle and index fingers flexed at metacarpophalangeal and first 
mterphalangeal joints, extended at last interphalangeal joints. Thumb 
rests on the outer surface of the middle phalanges of the middle and index 
fingers. Little finger is extended at the metacarpophalangeal, and flexed 
at all other joints. Hand is in semipronation. 

examples: tarn, devam, agnim, purohitam, vibhum (RV 6.15.8). 
This is mufti in Kathakali. 

19. Dirghanusvaramudra: mudra for long anusvara. 
Anusvaramudra in prone position. 

examples: nasatyabhyam, gacchatam, urvlm. 

20. Akarasucakamudra: mudra for initial a in doubtful situations. Same as 
Irghavisargamudra (no. 4) for ai and au, with the index finger moving 

up and down (viz., aikaravisargamudra). 
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examples: gopamaguh (RV 10.61.10) with padapatha: gopam / a / aguh/, 
not gopam / a / guh / 

vidharmanayantraih (RV 10.46.6) with padapatha: vidharmana / ayan- 
traih /, not vidharmana / yantraih / 

utagah (RV 10.137.1) with padapatha: uta / agah /, not uta / agah / or uta / gah / 
This mudra is also used in order to distinguish some other cases where the 
sandhi is similarly doubtful: 
naijan (RV 1.63.1), padapatha: na/aijan/, not na/ejan/ 
apauhat (RV 10.61.5), padapatha: apa/auhat/, not / ohat / 
usasam ivetayah (RV 10.91.4), padapatha: usasam iva/etayah/, but 

not usasam iva / itayah /, or / itayah / 
yathohise (RV 8.5.3), padapatha: yatha / ohise /. The expected form in the 

samhita is yathauhise, since yathohise would correspond to: yatha / 
uhise /, or / uhise / 

21. Mudra for repha, vikara, prakrti, and utpatti. 

Same as svarapttrvakatakaramudra (no. 9), but with a “pin-rolling” 
movement between the tips of the thumb and index finger. 

examples: repha: punah, padapatha: punar iti / 
antah, padapatha: antar iti / 

vikara: dudhyah (RV 10.44.7), padapatha: duh ’dhyah // 
vrsapanasah (RV 1.139.6), padapatha: vrsa ’panasah / 
sisasati (RV 1.133.7, etc.), padapatha: sisasati / 

prakrti: initial gh, d, dh, n, r, s or s may be due to sandhi or 
may be original: 
srug ghrtavati (RV 6.11.5), padapatha: sruk/ghr- 

tavatl /, not / hrtavatl / 
udyam, padapatha: ut / dyam /, not / yam / 
tasminnrmnam (RV 1.80.15), padapatha: nrmnam, 
not rmnam 
arusi rathe (RV 1.14.12), padapatha: rathe, not athe 
madhvah scotanti (RV 4.50.3), padapatha: scotanti, 
not cotanti 
mahaddhanam, padapatha: mahat / dhanam, not : 
hanam 

utpatti: when a sound is added in the padapatha: 
cit kambhanena (RV 10.111.5), padapatha: cit/ 
skambhanena / 

22. VikSranisedhamudra: mudra used when an expected modification fol¬ 
lowing a modification from retroflex to dental as marked by vikaramudra 
(no. 21) does not take place.1 

1 Note that on the traditional view there is a modification (vikara) from retroflex to 
dental, not the reverse. 
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PLATE io 

Rgveda Mudras 

A. simudra B. ukaramudra 
C. svarapurvakatakaramudra D. hrasvavisargamudra 
E. akaramudra F. prathamantamudra 
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PLATE n 

Rgveda Mudras 

A. talavyadlrghamudra B. osthyadlrghamudra 
C. nakaramudra D. nakaramudra 
E. anusvaramudra F. um-itimudra 
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Same as murdhanyamudra (no. 2), but index finger moves slightly up and 

examples: prapesat (RV 2.20.3), padapatha: nesat, not nesat. 
Similarly, parisicyamanah (RV 9.68.10). 

This mudra is also used for pragrhya words when the final vowel is not sub¬ 
ject to sandhi, e.g., indragnl, asme. 

23. Hrasvlkaranamudra: mudra for shortening (hrasvikaranam) in the 
padapatha. Same as talavyadlrghamudra (no. 13), but the hand makes a 
tilting movement in semipronated position 

examples: vavrdhate (RV 7.7.5, etc.), padapatha: vavrdhste. 
is mudra is also used when a consonant is silent in the padapatha, e.g. 

puruscandra, padapatha: purucandra. ' ’ 

plate i if 24. Utti-itimudra: mudra for urn iti in the padapatha. 

The index finger is flexed at the first interphalangeal joint, its tip resting 

°r mi pthaIanx1 of the middle finger- The middle and ring fingers are 
slightly bent, the thumb and little finger extended. 

25. A vagrahamudra: mudra for separation (amgraha) in the padapatha of 
a compound word in the samhita. ' 

Same as talavyadlrghamudra (no. 13), but the hand is kept in different 
positions: 

a. If the first member of the compound ends in a short vowel accented 
udatta, anudatta, or pracaya, the hand is semipronated, e.g., pra-sas- 
taye, sura-patni (RV 10.86.8), aghora-caksuh (RV 10.85.44). 

the first member of the compound ends in a short vowel accented 

thC hand 1S pronated’ e-g-’ garha-patyaya (RV 10.85.27, 36). 
It the first member of the compound ends in visarga, dlrghavisarga- 
mwrfra (no. 4) is used, e.g., puro-hitam, aslrvantah (RV 1.23.1). 
It the first member of the compound ends in a long syllable and the 
second member is iva, the mudra for the final of the first member is 
used. 

examples: apasa-iva (RV 6.67.3; 10.106.1), aksramudra (no. 11) is used; 
bhagam-iva (RV 1.141.6), anusvaramudra (no. 18) is used' 
rasmin-iva (RV 1.141.11 ;8.35.21), nakdramudra (no. 16) is used! 

In a few cases the mudra for the final of the first member is used, even though 
it is not long and the second member is not iva: 

pati-lokam (RV 10.85.43), tithimudra (no. 6) is used; 
kuvit-sasya (RV 6.45.24), svarapurvakatakaramudra (no. 9) is used. 

b. 

c. 

d. 
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MUDRAS OF THE NAMBUDIRI SAMAVEDA 

The Samavedic mudras of the Nambudiris have been described and il¬ 
lustrated at some length by Wayne Howard in his book Samavedic Chant 
(1977, pp. 220-248). There would be no reason to return to them here, ex¬ 
cept that the Samaveda should not be omitted from this survey, and in¬ 
cluding it affords an opportunity to publish a new set of photographs, thus 
providing a fragment of information that complements the information 
presented by Howard. 

Some Samavedic mudras are identical with Rgvedic mudras. This ap¬ 
plies to several of the mudras for vowels (see Howard, Figures 39-48). In 
the Samaveda, however, they are used sparingly. The proper domain for 
the Samavedic mudras is svara, the musical phrases or motives of the chant 
(Howard, p. 38). But there is one inherent difficulty. Since the flow of melody 
in these chants is more continuous than the flow of speech in recitation, the 
Samavedic mudras are more dynamic than those of the Rgveda. They should 
be seen in movement, while the chanting is heard. Words alone and pic¬ 
tures alone are both misleading: a proper study can only be undertaken 
with the help of cinematography. A first beginning was made by Robert 
Gardner, who filmed Itti Ravi Nambudiri chanting the initial portion of 
the first chant of the Jaiminiya Gramageyagana with the accompaniment of 
mudras. 

The twelve photographs published here were selected from a collection 
of twenty-five taken by the Krishnan Nair Studio, Shoranur. The full set is 
permanently exhibited in the museum of Kalamandalam, the Kathakali 
school at Cheruthuruthy (now Vallathol Nagar). These photographs also 
illustrate the gestures that accompany the chanting by Itti Ravi Nambudiri 
of the beginning of Jaiminiya Gramageyagana 1.1 {gautamasya parkah). 

The chant begins with a sequence of fifteen svaras, sung to the single 
syllable “o”. The first three are not accompanied by mudras, but merely by 
a counting movement of the fingers. The remaining twelve svaras consist of 
a sequence of elementary positions of the right hand. I shall describe these 
positions first, following Howard (pp. 220-221). 

The hand is held at three vertical levels: high (upari), middle (ma- 
dhyam), or low (adhah). It may be moved to three horizontal positions: right 
(daksina), middle, or left (vama). In each of these positions the hand may 
be held in one of four ways: 

1. Malartti, “supine” (see above page 360): in the upari position, 
the palm of the hand faces the chanter. 

2. Kamiltti, “prone” (see above page 360): in the upari position, 
the back of the hand faces the chanter. 

3. Uparistha, or cericcii, “sideways”: the edge of the little finger 
faces the onlooker. 
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4. Matakki, “closed”: the hand is held in a fist, which may be done 
in any of the three preceding positions. 

Omitting the first three, Howard describes the sequence of twelve svaras 
accompanying the chant of the initial “o” of JGG 1.1: (1) majakki, malartti, 
upari; (2) malakki, malartti, madhyam; (3) malartti, adhah; (4) malartti, 
upari; (5) malartti, madhyam; (6) malartti, adhah; (7) malartti, madhyam; 
(8) kamiltti, upari; (9) kamiltti, adhah; (10) cericcu, kamiltti, daksina, upari; 
(11) cericcu, kamiltti, madhyam; (12) kamiltti, adhah. 

The sequence of these mudras constitutes a continuous movement, 
pictured on Plates 12 A-F, 13 A-F. In 12 A-C the hand, in supine position, 
moves down but remains closed; in 12 D-F, still in the same position, it 
moves down again but opens up in the process. This corresponds to Howard’s 
nos. 1-6 in the above table, but according to his description the open position 
(malartti) begins earlier. Plate 13 A pictures the hand going up again, still 
open; this corresponds to Howard’s no. 7. Now begins a new, quicker 
downward movement that is pictured in Plates 13 B-C, where the hand is 
in prone position; this corresponds to Howard’s nos. 8 and 9. Next, the hand 
moves down again, beginning in the sideways position (cericcu) to the right 
(dak§ina), but gradually turning and ending in the prone position (kamiltti); 
this is pictured on Plates 13 D-F and corresponds to Howard’s nos. 10-12. 
Thus ends the sequence of mudras accompanying the syllable “o.” 

The next syllable, “gna,” consists of the same twelve mudras and is 
accompanied by the same sequence of mudras. Plate 13 F actually pictures 
the transition from the last movement of “o,” prone and down, to the first 
movement of “gna,” supine and closed. If the chant had ended with the last 
svara of the “o,” the hand would have remained in the pure kamiltti posi¬ 
tion, with the fingers extended. 

The Jaiminiya Samaveda consists of more than two syllables, and the 
reader is referred to Howard, who has provided the sequence of svaras for 
the first three chants of the Gramageyagana. However, the correlation be¬ 
tween svaras and mudras remains unexplained, and much more work is 
needed before we are in a position to arrive at an adequate understanding 
of the function of the mudras of the Nambudiri Samaveda. 
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PLATE 12 

Samaveda Mudras for the Initial “o” of JGG 1 

A. matakki, malartti, upari 
C. malartti, adhah 
E. malartti, madhyam 

B. matakki, malartti, madhyam 
D. malartti, upari 
F. malartti, adhah 
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PLATE 13 

Samaveda Mudras for the Initial “o” of JGG 1.1 

A. malartti, madhyam 
C. kamihti, adhah 

B. kamihti, upari 
D. cariccu, kamiltti, daksina 

upari 
cariccu, kamiltti, madhyam F. kamiltti, adhah 
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JONES, VEDIC MUDRAS, KOTIYATTAM AND KATHAKALI 

NOTES ON COMPARISON OF VEDIC MUDRAS 
WITH MUDRAS USED IN KUTIYATTAM 

AND KATHAKALI 

Clifford R. Jones 

Editor's Note: In the following the author compares the Nambudiri Vedic 
mudras with mudras used in Kutiyattam and Kathakali, which differ in 
several respects from the brief references to such mudras provided by Pa- 
rameSvara Bharatikal. Most of these mudras are illustrated in Jones, C.R. 
and B.T., Kathakali (American Society for Eastern Arts, San Francisco; 
and Theatre Arts Books, New York, 1970). They derive from the late me¬ 
dieval Hastalaksanadipika, edited and translated by Tiruvannattu Nara- 
yana NamblSan (Kozhikode, 1958). 

1. Hrasvamudra seems to be the same as hamsapaksa if the 
thumb is extended away from the fingers in the plane of the 
palm. 

3. Although the preceding text does not mention this, ghosamudra 

is similar to ardhacandra, except that in ardhacandra the little, 
ring, and middle fingers are also bent somewhat at the first and 
second interphalangeal joints. In at least some sampradayas the 
little finger is bent or curled inward toward the palm until it 
almost touches the base of the palm; the ring finger is bent 
slightly less, and the middle finger still less, so that the three 
fingers are in a sequentially ordered position. 

4. Dirghavisargamudra is similar to sucimukha (also called 
sucikamukha), as noted in the text. 

5. Udattamudra is used in both Kutiyattam and Kathakali, but 
with all the finger joints flexed as in making a fist. It does not, 
however, appear in the Hastalaksanadipika, and has no uni¬ 
versally accepted name within the Kutiyattam or Kathakali 
tradition. 

6. Tithimudra or timudra would be the same as mrgasirsa if the 
tip of the thumb rested on the first interphalangeal joints of 
the ring and middle fingers rather than on the tips of the 
fingers. 

7. Simudra is not quite the same as bhramara; in bhramara the in¬ 
dex finger is bent only at the first interphalangeal joint. The 
thumb and all other fingers are extended. 

8. Ukaramudra would be the same as kartarimukha if the thumb 
rested on the outer edge of the first interphalangeal joint of 
the index finger rather than upon its tip. 

10. Hrasvavisargamudra is the same as mudrakhya except that the 
opening of the ring formed by the thumb and index finger is not 
an integral part of the mudrakhya mudra. This opening is used 
however in certain contexts. 

11. Akaramudra would be the same as pataka (as stated in the text) 
if the ring finger were flexed at the first interphalangeal joint 
rather than the metacarpophalangeal joint. 

13. Talavyadirghamudra is not one of the mudras of the Kutiyattam 
and Kathakali traditions. No barn is mentioned in the Hastala¬ 

ksanadipika. 
15. Osthyadirghamudra would be the same as mukula if the tip of 

the thumb met the tips of all the fingers. 
18. Anusvaramudra is not quite the same as musti. In musti the 

little, ring, middle, and index fingers are bent at all joints and 
curled in toward the palm as in a fist. 
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HOOYKAAS, AGNI OFFERINGS IN JAVA AND BALI 

AGNLOFFERINGS IN JAVA AND BALI 

C. Hooykaas 

My colleague frits staal invited me to contribute to his magnum 
opus on the Vedic Fire Altar, expecting that a comparison between present- 
day Indian and Indonesian ritual celebrations might be of interest to the 
readers of his book. He had seen my contribution to the Festschrift Stein 

on “Homa in India and Bali.” As a matter of fact, six of the eight manus¬ 
cripts dealing with Homa that are at my disposal bear the title Agnijanana. 

In Balinese literature we also find Agnibhaya, Agnidharana, Agnihotra, 
Agnijaya, Agnimukha, Agnirahasya, Agnirohana, Agnistoma, Agnivisa’ 
and Agnivrata. 

Homa is a ritual of importance to the entire country of Indonesia. It 
was last celebrated by the Hindu Balinese in their former Muslim colony, 
Lombok, in 1931. In 1963 they celebrated on a comparable scale the Eka- 
da§a-Rudra in the temple complex of Besakih, the all-Bali sanctuary on 
the slope of their highest mountain, Gunung Agung, above which is the 
abode of the Balinese gods. 

In 1966 short notices on Homa ritual and colossal Homa offerings 
came to light for the first time. At the time it proved impossible to find the 
elaborate manual(s) for the officiating priest(s), notwithstanding repeated 
endeavors. Only short general notes, a few pages in length, could be found, 
four of them quite similar. One came from Mataram, the site of the 1931 

ritual, another from quite near that site, and two from Bali. Translations 
from these manuscripts, collectively designated as the M texts, are included 
here. 

Another four manuscripts were found over the years following 1966 

during the transliteration of Balinese manuscripts that was co-financed by 
the Staatsbibliothek Berlin, the Cornell University Library, the Leiden Uni¬ 
versity Library, the Library of the British Museum, and the Melbourne 
University Library (see Archipel 6 [1973]; and Spectrum [Jakarta, 1978]; 
the collection now totals some 2,500 items). These four manuscripts came 
from Bali: B (Blayu), G (Gulingan), S (Sanur) and J (Sibang Kaja). 

Though these Homa materials are incomplete and defective, a need to 
write about them was strongly felt in March-April 1978, when the Balinese 
pei formed the Panca-Bali-Krama rituals and offerings, thereby beginning 
the preparations for the Eka-da§a-Rudra to be celebrated a year later. 
Regarding the Eka-dasa-Rudra of 1963, the second half of my Balinese 

Bauddha Brahmans described the ritual of the leading Buddhist brahmin 

priest, and since the Netherlands’ Board for Scientific Research on the 
Tropics (WOTRO) sent a fully competent and well-equipped researcher 
to the Panca-Bali-Krama and planned the same for the Eka-dasa-Rudra, 
better data and materials for comparison will be brought to light. And this 
was the moment to publish the still unsatisfactory materials on Homa, in 
the hope that a more complete ritual will turn up somewhere, which may 
make it possible to sketch more and better comparisons of these most 
important and massive of Hindu Balinese offerings. 

Admittedly, the Balinese rituals have not yet exhibited many areas, 
lines, or even points of comparison with Buddhism as hitherto made 
accessible in publications. My book Surya-sevana has proved to be less con¬ 
vincing than was hoped in the comparison contained in its Chapter IV, 
although Stuti and Stava, on which I collaborated with T. Goudriaan, con¬ 
tains dozens and scores of possible points of comparison in its 350-odd 
litanies. However, it seems to be less known due to the lack of competent 
reviewers, so it still offers possibilities for the future. 

This theme of comparison and comparability between India and Hindu 
Bali should form the first part of this introduction, so it is good to know 
that Agama Tirtha was the name of the religion of Bali (chosen as the title 
of my Five Studies in Hindu-Balinese Religion), despite its having since 
been changed to Agama Hindu Bali (Balinese Hinduism) by the Bureau 
for Religious Affairs and the Parisada. 

More about the Balinese manuscript sources on Homa is to be found in 
Festschrift Stein; here it need only be mentioned that according to what is 
perhaps the most famous of Indonesian manuscripts, the Nagarakrtagama 

(1365, likewise found in West Lombok), the palace compound in the royal 
capital of Majapait contained a special court for the daily Homa offering. 
The Tantri Kamandaka (several centuries old) likewise mentions such a 
court (Pahoman), in which the king’s vazir finds consolation_for his cares. 

According to the Old Javanese prose extracts from the Adiparvan and 
Virataparvan, King Drupada celebrated Homa in order to father a son. 
The Ramayana has King Dasaratha celebrate a great, regal Homa and 
consequently have four sons from his three queens. J he centuries-old 
historical Usana Bali mentions the celebration of a state Homa aimed at 
averting calamities and impurities, whereas the writings on the necessary 
offerings (very circumstantial and difficult to obtain) give strong assurances 
about resistance to poison, victory over enemies, good health, welfare, and 

low prices in the market. 
The father of the Fire Child is Siva vyomavyapi, “Piercer of the Sky,” 

and the mother is Prabhavati (= Prthivi), according to the Balinese Siva 
priests (see SuSe), so here once more we are concerned with the holy mar¬ 
riage of the supreme god of the sky with the earth. 

The kunda is the place—“fire pit, hole in the ground,” but also “jar” 
or “pitcher,” at least according to MW—but nobody has been found who is 
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able to tell us anything concerning the kunda and its place in the 1931 

ritual. The word paridhi for the square fire pit’s sides is found in the manu¬ 
script, but not mekhala, though this testifies only against the texts at our dis¬ 
posal, for the word is well known to KBNW. Sthandila, “leveled piece of 
ground prepared for a sacrifice,” is referred to more than once, not to men¬ 
tion vardhanl and paMa. Samidh is found in the texts, though written as 
samit, but neither darbha nor kusa occur, although the purifying force of 
jungle grass is held in high esteem in Balinese ritual. After much prepara¬ 
tion the Siva priest during his daily worship of the sun encircles his own 
head with grass (Sirovista; see SuSe, Plates 10-15), for the vessel that 
contains the holy water (see SuSe: Ga, p. 54). During the Homa ritual, 
after the enumeration of eight different kinds of straight wooden sticks for 
the eight directions, the point of culmination is dulcut lepas for the center, 
that is, “grass of liberation.” Srug and sruva, not used since 1931, are to be 
found only in the dictionary and the texts. Pancagavya is frequently men¬ 
tioned, and the five ingredients are even well defined in one place, but 
since the cow is not holy in Bali, cow’s milk not drunk, and butter not made, 
here some doubt might not be misplaced. Nevertheless, the word parnahuti 
is missing in no manuscript. 

The chief officiating priest (padanda) at the celebration of Homa seems 
to be a Buddhist, just as was the case with Eka-da§a-Rudra in 1963. Accord¬ 
ing to Goris in Bali, Besakih was of old a Buddhist sanctuary, and though 
nowadays the numerical relation of Buddhist to Saiva priests is 1:25 (BBB, 
App. II), the Buddhist sanctuaries of Borobudur and Candi Sewu from the 
eighth and later centuries in Java are proof of an impressive Buddhist past. 

This should suffice as an introduction to the presentation of the M texts 
and other fragments; it is borrowed from the Festschrift Stein, just as is the 
rest of my contribution to the present volume. The sentences of the transla¬ 
tion have been numbered. Those marked with an asterisk are commented 
upon in the notes which follow. Relevant lists of abbreviations and of 
European-language authors have been appended; the Festschrift Stein 
gives complete lists and adds the Balinese sources used. 

TRANSLATION OF THE M-TEXTS ON THE MAKING OF FIRE 

Here follows what has to be done for fire-making when performing 
Homa. 

1. First make oil. Let fall [into the fire pit] three tips of grass, 
signifying the Trinity. 

2. *Use the ladle three times, reciting the Astra mantra [given at 
length in SuSe]. 

3. Prepare/cleanse the fire pit while reciting the Astra mantra. 
4. Extend the ladle; flourish the lis over the fire-pit; Astra mantra. 

5. Provide the fire pit with a layer of grass. 
6. The goddess is able to conceive, said to be unclean. 
7. Then she is cleansed by using holy water from its vessel. 
8. *When she fancies [a treat], drop some unguents into the fire pit. 
9. *And drop the wreti for the goddess into the fire pit; Astra 

mantra. 
10. *She is expectant. 
11. *Drop the tip of one blade of grass into the oil. 
12. *Make the design of the syllable OM on her belly. 
13. Her pregnancy has a serious meaning; this is called Homa. 
14. Once more dip the tip of a blade of grass into the oil. 
15. Sprinkle the goddess a dozen times with drops of holy water. 
16. The goddess’ son is now born. 

Swathe the child, using the Astra mantra. 
Keep it in this state during a day and a night. 
Worship the Siva fire, using the Brahma-limb formula: 

17. 
18. 
19. 

Om Im homage to Fscina 
Om Tam homage to Tatpurusa 

Om Am homage to Aghora 
Om Bam homage to Bamadeva 

Om Sam homage to Sadyojata 

-thumb; 
—ringfinger; 
—middle finger; 
—forefinger; 

-little finger. 
20. Now follows the mantra, called the Siva-limb formula: 

Om (6x) homage to (6x) [while touching/pointing 

Am the Heart the heart; 
Ram Trunk and Head the head; 
— Earth-Sky-Heaven the bump under the 

neck; 
— the Tongue of the Fire the upper end of the 

back; 
Hrum the Coat the knot of cloth; 
Bham the Eye (2x) the eyes; 
Hum Rah Phat the Brandi Missile the ears. 

21.*Mutter, according to power/ability: Om homage to A, to Sa, 

Ka, Va. 
22. *One should perform the fire offering. Drop all kinds of seeds 

and oil. 
23. Go on with fire sticks, consisting of different kinds: drop 

waduri into the center of the fire pit, mabulu SE, tahang S, 
kern SW, ancak W, palasa NW, grass N, grass of liberation NE, 
bila E. The priest handles 108 pieces, divided into 9 groups; 
each bundle/direction counts 12 sticks. 

24. Drop a complete offering, the five products of the cow, with the 

Astra mantra. 
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25. *Thereupon one should coerce one’s breath, using the Three- 
Syllable formula. 

26. :|:Produce breath from the tip of the tongue, forcing it to the 
fire, using OM. 

27. *Take a flower into one hand, the bell into the other, and say 
loudly: I praise Agni who is placed in front of us (StuSta, 034). 

28. *Now follow [the captions of] the Four Vedas: Reg, Yajur, Sa- 
ma, and Atharva. 

29. *The formula asking forgiveness for involuntary shortcomings 
and mistakes destroys the tri-wreti—i.e., the three channels, the 
so-called three evils—using a petal and the formula Om homage 
to (5x) Aghora, Tatpurusa, Sadya, Bamadeva, Isana. 

30. Now follow the lines, with petal [to be muttered in the direc¬ 
tions] : 
for impregnation 

producing a male child 

arranging the parting of the hair 
(of a pregnant woman) 
giving birth 

giving of a name 

East, Om homage to 
Sadyojata; 

South, Om homage to 
Bamadeva; 

West, Om homage to 
Aghora; 

North, Om homage to 
Tatpurusa', 

Center, Om homage to 
Isana. 

31. For the next set of formulas not only are petals used, but a 
blade of grass is pointed into oil as well. 

32. *Positioning of the Nine Gods; use petals with the mantra Om 
homage to [9x] Sambhu [NE], Sankara [NW], Rudra [SW], 
PrajSpati [SE], Brahma [S], Visnu [N], Isvara [E], Mahadeva 
[W], Umapati [C]. 

33. *Next the Five Gods, using petals: Om homage to (5x) Brahma 
[S], Visnu [N], Isana, Sadasiva, The One Who has one standard 
(Krsna). 

34. To the goddess The Resplendent One, using a petal: Om 
homage to Savitri. 

35.*Use perfume, unblemished rice grains, flowers, frankincense. 
lamp: 

Om (5x) 
perfume homage to the Ambrosias of the 

Lady of Perfume, 
private parts; 

rice grains homage to Him Whose seed 
became Kumara, 

the heart; 

flowers homage to Him Whose teeth are 
like flowers, 

the feet; 

frankincense Fire Fire Glow Glow homage right hand; 
and honor, respectfully I offer 
frankincense, 

lamp Sun Glow Glow homage and left hand; 
honor, respectfully I offer the lamp. 

36. *Take the wreti, [of a] length [of] twelve fingerbreadths, sprinkle 
it with oil, stick it into a banana lying in a casket called ele¬ 
phant’s footprint, containing steamed rice of the four colors, 
augmented by the protein of [two] duck’s eggs, while muttering 
Om homage to the Heart; three times circumambulate the 
fire pit. Next make three times a circular gesture inside the 
fire pit (seven times is allowed as well), while muttering Om 
Srom homage to the Coat. Drop the petal into the fire pit: 
Om Am homage to the Heart, as before. 

37. Let the fire flame up; do not permit it to die down, for that 
would shorten your duration of life. Take good care of the 
following mantra, pronounced while using a petal: Om ksmum 
honor and homage to the Siva of the Sky. Now imagine the 
marriage of Sky-Siva with Goddess Resplendent. 

38. *Drop three blades of grass, representing curtains: from the pit’s 
(3x) west side, the blade stretches towards the east; sea side, 
the blade stretches towards the east; east side, the blade 
stretches towards the opposite of sea side, using the Coat and 
Heart mantra as before and [throwing] petals. 

39. *Pay homage to the tray, called “gifts to be offered,” containing 
a kalpika, by using the Brahma-limbs and the Siva-limbs 
formulas (19-20). 

40. * Sprinkle holy water from the container, cleanse the fingers of 
the one hand after the other, and conclude with the actions, 
gestures, and mantra of censer-lamp-bell (omnia). 

41. Drop sandal rubbings and rice grains, with petal and the 
mantra Om homage to hana. 

42. Drop the five products of the cow (cf. line 24), using petal and 
the Astra mantra. 

43. Imagine that the priest melts the oil and mutters the Heart 
mantra, with a petal; while getting force of its temperature, 
with a petal, he mutters Homage to the Eye wo ya phat. 

44. *Remove the impurities of the oil, using a petal and the Astra 
mantra. Throw the flower in the direction of anger, just as 
when pronouncing the formula Om Com Candi[saya\. 

45. Again take two blades of grass, expose them to the fire. Drop 
them on the tray together with pure oil. 

46. *Drop the contents of the tray into the pit; this is called . . . ; 
repeat this three times; mantra as before. 
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47. *Consecrate the ladle, called lis, in the same way as with the 
tray, i.e., three times. Drop the contents of the lis, as well as 
those of the tray, into the pit, using the mantra Om Srom 
homage sat. 

48. Replace the lis in its previous place on the priest’s seat of 
officiating, using petal and mantra Om homage to Am. 

49. *Drop some oil into the ladle, directed towards the east, turning 
towards the center, using the mantra Om Srom homage to 
Tatpurusa. 

50. Wrap cotton around the lis, to be fastened with a thread, 
but not too tightly; put down the wreti while using the Brahma- 
limb mantra. 

51. Drop this into water in the pot. 
52. Put the ladle to the south of the fire-pit. 
53. Using petals speak the following mantra to the fire pit: Homage 

to (5x) Am, Um, Mam, Mahadeva, Ksmum Sadasiva. 
54*Om homage to the Soul element, the Sun sphere, the Lord', 

Um homage to the Knowledge element, the Moon sphere, the 

Lord’, Mam homage to the Siva element, the Fire sphere, the 
Lord. 

55. *Disposition of the lotus; use petal and the mantra Om homage 

to Endless Seat. Now comes the turn to “knowledge of Dhar- 
ma,” using: 

Om homage to Avita, in the four directions; Om homage to the 
Prabhuta seat, in the center of the lion seat; Om homage to 

the Stainless One (SE); Om homage to the Kernel (SW); Om 

homage to the Original Seat (NW); Om homage to Supreme Bliss 
(NE). 

Take flowers, drop them on the Prabhuta seat, using Om 
homage to the Lotus seat. 

56. *Worship the filament with petal and mantra Om homage to the 
Filament. Next to the pericarp of the lotus: Om homage to the 

Pericarp. On top of that, apply the following mantra to the 
pericarp: Om Am Mam Yam Ram Lam. 

57. *When pronouncing one’s mantra, one should be immobile 
and use no other words than those belonging to the ritual. 
When one does not pronounce them, one is allowed to write 
them down and drop them into the fire pit. 

More mantras, using petals: Om homage to (9x) the Sthandila, 
the Fire pit. Am, Um, Mam, Supreme Siva, Continuous Siva, 
Siva, Yam Bam Horn Im Bum. 

The citadel of the divine victory over death: Om Rum Rum 
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Ksmum, Um Ksmum Um. This should be kept secret in the 
matter of fire offering; do not divulge; great risk. 

Another mantra, using a petal: Nam Sam Sam Sam Ham. 

58. Next, Composition of Petals: Am am, im im, um um, rm, rm, 
Im Im, em aim, om aum, am ah. 

Om am kam kham gam namah; gham ngam cam namah; cham 

jam jham namah; 
Om nyam tarn tham namah; dam dham nam namah', tarn tham 

dam namah’, 
Om dham nam pam namah; pham bam mam namah. 

59. Continuation with the Nine Goddesses on the filament of the lotus. 
60. Brahmanga (cf. line 19). 
61. Sivanga (cf. line 29). 
62. *Astra mantra. 
63. Jnana- and Kriya-sakti; sixty-four Kuta mantra bwat Sora 

(= Mula mantra). 
64. Having finished the worship, make a triangle and begin drawing. 

NOTES TO THE TRANSLATION 

2 “Ladle” is the translation of the Indonesian word sendok. The Weapons or Brand 

mantra has been dealt with at length in SuSe. 

4 The lis, a bundle of carefully cut and plaited palm leaves each with its own shape and 

function and used to sprinkle holy water, is handled by the priest’s wife or junior. It 

has been drawn in all its detail and provided with all its mantras in Ritual Purification of 

a Balinese Temple. 
4 Usually srug and sruva, the lesser and bigger ladle, are distinguished. 

8 In the early stage of her pregnancy the Goddess is expected to have a fancy for a 

treat consisting of unripe fruit, in the true Indonesian way. 

9 The function of this graceful ritual object becomes clear in line 36. 

10 This line should precede line 9 with its fancy of pregnancy. 

11 “Grass” = ambengan, omitted in De Clercq-Greshoff. 

12 Brahmanga (again in line 60) and Sivanga, somewhat different, more circumstantial 

and lucid in SuSe; the description there does not restrict itself to these mere essentials. 

21 22 Too succinct to be readily comprehensible. Cf. sarvausadha. 

25 This breath control has been dealt with at length in SuSe, I, 56-59. The Three- 

Syllable formula runs: Am-Um-Mam, i.e., Brahma-Visnu-Isvara. 

26 The manual suggests that the breath control had [strong] breath as its aim. 

27 This first line of the Rgveda (and the following ones) are to be found in StuSta 0 34. 

In the Rgveda, purohita, “placed-in-front,” refers to the priest of that name. 

28 Sylvain Levi shows that the Balinese have not handed down much more than the 

captions of the Veda. They are in the habit of applying the word in their litanies in 

honor of the gods, stuti and stava. 
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29 Tri-wreti means the three channels Ida-Pingala-Susumna, reaching from the sex 

region of the human body (muladhara) to the shoulders and higher, generally accepted 

as salubrious, so that “the evils” are incomprehensible. Siva’s five aspects or faces 
appear frequently in SuSe. 

32 Prajapati and Umapati are unexpected, and the sequence of gods is unusual, to say 

the least, unless Umapati might be considered to be the mother of the fire, and thus 
found as the center of expectation and worship. 

33 This pentad is also unusual. 

35 Here, again, the text is written for those nourris dans le serail. The complete for¬ 
mulas are found in SuSe, p. 80, 0 16-25, copied here. 

36 Four colors: white (E), red (S), yellow (W), and dark/black (N) serve to stress the 

cosmic importance. “Protein” is the word used for the Indonesian iwak, which is meat- 
fish-egg (zoological). 

The banana, with the two duck’s eggs, representing the male sexual organ in an 

exaggerated measure and by means of the graceful wreti kept in its place in the yoni, 

the female counterpart (cf. Soma-Sambhu-paddhati, Plate VIII), forms a Balinese 

enrichment of this part of the ritual. One would have expected to find it mentioned in 

line 30 or line 31. The four colors direct themselves to the witnessing and protecting 
gods of the four directions. 

38 The text’s words kangin and kanh mean respectively east (sunrise) and west (sunset) 

and thus are certain, but kelod (seaward) and kaja (landward) in North Bali mean 

respectively the north and the south, and in South Bali the opposite. 

39 The drawing of the kalpika has been borrowed from SuSe. 

40 The three last words refer to the ten lines of 35 (SuSe, p.80, 0 16-25). 

44 The direction is SW, where frightful Rudra resides, the direction to which one 

should throw away impurities; cf. SuSe, p. 48, Cb 4-5. 

46 Several words here are incomprehensible, to my Balinese informant as well as to me. 

47 The first five words give only nonsense; the same is the case with the word sat. 

49 SSP, I, p. 180, has Tatpurusa in the east. 

54 The tri-mandala and tri-tattva are known from SuSe: Gb, 1-10; and H, 1-14, pp. 
54-57. 

35 SuSe: Nc, 1-8, Nd, 1-5, and Ne, 1-11, pp. 68-71, deal with asana; cf. also Hooy- 

kaas, Agama Tirtha. Line 55 remains less than comprehensible. 

56 M-y-r-1 (and line 57) s-s-s-h are the eight last consonants of the Indian alphabet; 

their complete set, preceded by the vowels, is found in SuSe: Nf, 1-33, pp. 70-73. 

Since they are the materials from which any mantra can be formed, they constitute the 

most mighty protection and weapon one can imagine. 

57 The meaning of some of the bija mantras, formulas consisting of one syllable only, 
escapes me. 

62 It is not evident whether Brahma-Visnu-Isvara or Siva-Paramasiva-Sadasiva is meant 
here. 

THE PAHOMAN: THE COURT FOR THE HOMA OFFERING 

Our texts provide detailed information on the court where the fire 
offerings take place. Unfortunately, some question marks are left, though 
there is a happy ending. 

G, S2, says: 

After the preceding activities one should perform Homa in the 
[protecting] circles to begin with; concentration when one feels 
weak, and the method is tenfold: drop the sticks for the “nine 
planets” [MW gives sun, moon, five planets with Rahu and Ketu]. 
Method: drop one kalpika while pronouncing the Upahrdaya 
mantra, followed by Omnia. Drop fire sticks . . . three at a time, 
while saying Om Om Am homage to Angara, svaha; unite [the fuel 
sticks?] while pronouncing the Kuta mantra; pour a hundred 
drops of oil [into the fire] while muttering a hundred [bija mantra]; 
while giving their direction to the drops of oil, use the Kata man¬ 
tra; ten times drop oil. 
The six following mantras are completely similar, but are directed 

respectively to Bum Budha (Mercury), Crom Vrehaspati (Jupiter), Srum 
Sukra (Venus), Ksam Sanaiscara (Saturn), Krom Rahu and Krom Ketu 
(the ascending and descending nodes; cf. Dowson). 

The result is seven only, whereas Br, I, 84, deals with the asta-graha 
Soma-Ahgara(ka)-Budha-Sanaiscara-Guru (for Vrhaspati)-Rahu-Sukra- 
Ketu, a mere octad; and Dowson speaks of nine. But our text has daSanga or 
dasansa, which connects with the ten and the hundred following immediately 
and repeated every time. We miss here the word idep, “imagine/understand,” 
which in ritual texts is frequently of considerable help to the researcher. 

The above (incomplete) heptad forms a good introduction to another 
one, that of the seven heavenly seers, Vasistha cum suis, of the M texts, 
line 73. It is useful to know that, according to Dowson again, he was a 
celebrated Vedic sage, to whom many hymns are ascribed, that his name means 
“most wealthy,” and that in Dowson he occupies four out of four hundred 
pages. He is still respected in Bali. Not to be overlooked, on top of this, is 
half a page s. v. rishi. The SSP (60, 286) knows them, but gives some dif¬ 
ferent names. Hooykaas {Kama and Kala, 122) tries to deal exhaustively 
with the Balinese sources on their different names. 

The preceding line 72 of the M texts deals with guru-krama, one’s duty 
towards the teachers, also mentioned in B, 91-93; CP, 4; G, 7; and J, 3. 
The M text here is the best elaborated and runs as follows: 

Next one should worship in the following parts of the 

western corner of the house temple, using petals: 

(on the soil) Homage to the Sri-Teachers; (at even 
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height) Homage to the Sri-Original-Teachers; (on high) 

Homage to the Sri-Supreme-Original-Teachers. 

Once more one should worship, with fragrance, 

hands closed, without interruption: 

Om Sa-Ba-Ta-A-I, homage to the Sri-Teachers and the 

Sri-Original-Teachers \ Om A-U-Ma, homage to the Sri- 

Supreme-Original-Teachers followed by: 

The manifestation of the Teacher is eternal wisdom; 

one should always mutter the Teacher’s name; a god 

more supreme than the Teacher does not exist in any 

time whatsoever (StuSta, 320). 

Whereas the guru-krama preceded the sapta-rsi, this sloka is followed 
immediately by the Vedic Agni-male, quoted in the preceding paragraph, 
now provided with the additional remark that the use of Agni-madhye 
formula (StuSta, 0 31) is allowed as well. In translation: 

The Sun exists within the Fire, the Moon within the 

Sun; the Luminous exists within the Moon, Siva is 

present within the Luminous. 

The recitation of this formula, which with the Balinese Agni-male has 
only three syllables in common—and with a more correct Indian Agni- 
male only five letters—should be completed with Omnia. 

M, 75, following now, mentions a facultative pa-dudus-an, “lustration,” 
for the officiating priest, leaving the choice between dudus agung “optional” 
and dudus alit “small, short,” mentioning lukat and biakala as well, that 
is, annihilation of mishap and evil. However, since such rituals are rather 
complicated to describe, occur in other as yet undescribed rituals, and are 
not mentioned in B-G-J-Sa, the matter has not been discussed here. 

Finally there are the direct surroundings of Pahoman, the court of the 
fire offering, the fire pit. On the Indian side we find a most enlightening 
Mantra-nyasa de la Dvara-Piijd, “placing of the mantra in their directions” 
on Plate IV of Br., I. On the Balinese side, G, 19-26, gives by far the best 
information, completely corresponding with the caption of that Indian 
diagram. G, 19, prescribes a mantra, Om Ksmum homage to Sadasiva, to be 
pronounced in the sanctuary north of the door of entry, to be repeated 
according to ability, and to be followed by Omnia. 

Next (G, 20) one should worship the sun with the formulas Om Om 

homage to the Venerable Sun svaha and Om Om homage to the Ambrosia 
of the Sun, accompanied by the Sun mudra, continued according to ability, 
and concluded by Omnia. Offerings are to be red. On the diagram we find 
the sun in the NW corner. 

G, 21, goes on with Om Ksam homage to the Moon, Om Ksam homage 
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to the Ambrosia of the Moon, the Amrta mudra, black offerings, and Omnia. 
On the diagram we find the moon in the SW corner. 

Homage to Gapapati (G, 24), . . . , the parasu mudra, adequate (?) 
offerings, Omnia; the NE corner. 

Homage to Sarasvatl (G, 24), . . . , to the N, where we find Gahga, 
that other most famous river. 

G, 25, continues with Homage to her who is full of loveliness, south, so 
that the river Yamuna of the diagram may be meant. Sarasvatl, found in 
the SE corner next to MahalaksmI, is found in Br., I, 298, note 3 (with 
reference to III, “Culte de Siva”). It might be of more importance to stress 
here that these introductory details of Homa worship are modeled upon 
the worship of Siva than to lose much time on the momentarily untraceable 
and unwelcome Jahili and Mahili, for whom petals should be thrown down 
in the “direction of anger” (SW). The diagram mentions a Dindin and 
Mundin about whom neither Br., I, p. 94 nor Rauravdgama make us any 

wiser. 
We conclude with Nandlsvara (G, 22) and Mahakala (G, 23), given 

on the diagram as Nandin and Mahakala, respectively situated somewhat 
to the N and somewhat to the S, but both on the E side. They are entitled 
to a simple homage, an adequate offering, gada mudra and danda mudra, 
concluded by Omnia. Furthermore, Nandlsvara and Mahakala deserve 
special attention because they are located in the two temples of guardian 
gods for the largest and most imposing Siva sanctuary of central Java, 
Candi Prambanan (BK, p. 99), dating from a thousand years ago and 
situated between the court capitals of Surakarta and Yogyakarta. Equal 
importance is attributed to Nandlsvara and Mahakala by the J text, which 
begins by mentioning them amongst the Devogra, the terrifying gods. They 
have their place in the Homadhyatmika as well. The MahalaksmI of the 
diagram, to the extreme E on a line with Ganapati (NE) and Sarasvatl 
(SE), is known to B, 28. 

PREPARATION OF THE FIRE PIT 

The officiating padanda has first cleansed himself for Surya-sevana if 
he is a Saiva, or for Purvaka Veda if he is a Boda/Bauddha. As a result 
of this daily worship he has prepared arghya/toya/tirtha, as described in 
detail in SuSe and BBB. Passing on to Homa-puja and the Pahoman, 
he passes the Nandin/Nandlsvara as described above, and begins the 
sodhana (ritual cleansing) of the kunda, just as in a death ritual the 
padanda, in the very early morning before an incineration, begins with the 
bhumi-sodhana of the place on the setra or sema (smasana), where in 
several hours’ time an incineration will take place. 
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For preparing the kunda he uses blades of grass to draw diagrams; the 
lis has to be able to reach every nook and corner with drops of holy water. 

The steps to be taken for the approach of the holiest were sufficiently 
elaborate. In our manuscript the kunda is afforded considerably more 
attention than in the SSP, whose brief description, while indispensable, was 
just sufficient for its priest students. Br., IV, 5 gives the technical term 
kala-prakalpana, “settlement of the kala,” sapienti sat—followed by tri- 
sutri-dvestana, “enclosure by three threads,” concluded by homage using 
the Hrdaya mantra. Following the learned author, in this paragraph we be¬ 
gin with the kala. 

There are thirty-eight kalas, asta-trimsa, a word used in G, 77, and J, 
16, both without comment because they are presumed to be understood. 
Though the word asta-trimsat is missing from the Index of SSP, the thirty- 
eight are mentioned on p. xxxiv (180) and p. 166, note 1, where for the 
complete list of the thirty-eight kalas of Sadasiva we are sent to Raura- 

vagama, p. 25, note 20. Here we learn that their nyasa or prakalpana con¬ 
sists of the slight touching of the officiant’s own body while muttering the 
mantra containing these thirty-eight kalas. The basis on which these mantras 
are constructed consists of five Vedic mantras in the Taittiriya Aranyaka, 
X. 43-47, each of which has been related to one of the five “faces” or 
aspects of Siva: Sadyojata (8), Vamadeva (13), Aghora (8), Tatpurusa 
(4), and Isana (5). Between pages 28 and 29 we find a complete list of the 
thirty-eight kalas. Of the five found in our Balinese text, four are related to 
Tatpurusa, but not the fifth (it probably has some some other name); the 
critical remarks of Brunner and Bhatt convey the impression that it is not 
only Balinese ritual constructions that are often unclear. Rau., 28, prints 
‘kala (saktiy; Cappeller gives “a small part, esp. a sixteenth of the moon’s 
orb; a cert, small division of time; an art (there are 64).” MW confirms this, 
and adds the names of these sixty-four kalas; he does not mention our set of 
thirty-eight, although s.v. kala-nyasa he has “tattooing a person’s body with 
particular mystical marks, Tantras.” Br., I, is by far the most enlightening 
source on this term, which appears to occur repeatedly with more than one 
meaning. Br. (I, 234, note 1) mentions that nivrtti-kala (cessation) is applied 
to the W of the kunda, pratistha (foundation) to the N, vidya (knowledge) 
to the S, santi (tranquillity) to the E, and santi-atlta (beyond santi) to the 
C; she concludes the note by adding that this pentad is related to the five 
aspects of Sadasiva, the Sa-Ba-Ta-A-I. 

This sketch of the Indian origin had to precede the picture of the 
Balinese situation, for which mainly the B-J-G manuscripts offer detailed 
materials, on the one hand showing perfect parallelism with the Indian tradi¬ 
tion, but on the other some important deviations. 

The five pentads occurring in the Balinese manuscripts themselves are 
well known to Indianists, but they are partly unknown to researchers in 
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“things Indonesian” and they are known to neither group in their com¬ 
binations. 

The Five Elements (panca-maha-bhuta), earth-water-heat/glow-wind- 
ether, (prthivl-apah-teja-bayu-akasa), are clear sailing. 

The pentad atma-antaratma-par(am)atma-niratma-atyatma of B, 68- 
72, in SuSe O, p. 61, translated by “soul, internal-soul, supreme-soul, 
without-soul, and transcendent soul,” there functions to provide the first five 
members of the Sapta OM-kara-atma mantra, completed by Sadasiva-niskala- 
atma and Paramasiva-Sunya-atma, which heptad here serves to transport the 
human soul. 

The Five Gods—Brahma(S), Visnu(N), Isvara(E), Mahadeva(W), 
Sadasiva(C)—of B, 68-72, are closely related to the Brahma, Visnu, Isvara, 
Sadasiva, and Paramasiva found in G, 93-97. 

In Bali we are used to a system of tri-mandala, “three spheres,” each 
consisting of twelve kala (SuSe: Gb p. 54): the Agni (fire), Surya (sun), 
and Soma (moon) mandalas. Indian speculation distinguishes another set, 
this time consisting of five mandalas (Br., I, xn., xx, 118n., 120, 122, 124, 
126, Plate V), which, when enumerated in the same order as in No. I above, 
have the shapes square, crescent, triangle, hexagon, and circle, and are 
yellow, white, red, black, and colorless. The original author of B, 73-77, 
may have meant this pentad, which we find in Plate V together with that 
dealt with in the following paragraph, but somebody somewhere at some 
time may have substituted the tri-mandala for the panca-mandala and 
filled in the two last items, B, 76 and 77, by reusing 71 and 72. Finally (see 
Table) the starting pentad of B, 68-72; G, 93-97; and SSP, 1Y, 5 = Br., I, 
p. 234, is nivrtti (cessation), pratistha (support/foundation), vidya (know¬ 
ledge), santi (tranquillity), and santi-atlta (beyond tranquillity). 

In the ensuing pentad (J, 73-77) we find Agni, Surya, and Soma manda¬ 
las followed by the borrowed and displaced Mahadeva and Sadasiva, as 
mentioned above. 

G, 93-97, begins with the nivrtti pentad, continues with two incom¬ 
prehensible sets, goes on with the Five Elements, followed by the Five Gods 
(B-V-I-Sadasiva-Paramasiva), continues with another puzzling pentad, and 
ends with repetitions of the Five Elements and the Five Gods—that is to 
say, any or all five items of each pentad is preceded by Om, and the essential 
word is put in a sort of dative followed bynamah, “homage to.” 
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HOOYKAAS, AGNI OFFERINGS IN JAVA AND BALI 

It is interesting to turn the essentials of Br., I, Plates V and VI, 90 de¬ 
grees, which she did in her Chapter III, “The Worship of Siva” (see Table). 

Columns 1-6 have been borrowed from Plate V, 7-8 from Balinese 
practice, and 9-10 from Plate VI. Rudra in Column 5 deviates 45 degrees 
from his ordinary SW direction from the Balinese point of view, and he 
might better be replaced by Mahadeva as above. Considerably more serious 
is the internal discrepancy among Indian colors and with the present Bali¬ 
nese general identifications found in column 7. 

The interested reader should also avail himself of Brunner’s “Un Tan- 
tra du Nord,” where serious attention has been given to subjects that here 
can only be touched upon superficially and provisionally. 

In my description of the importance of drawings in the Festschrift 

Stein, attention is called to the diagram of a triangle containing an eight- 
petaled lotus on the floor of the fire pit, and to the grasses drawn along the 
four sides. It goes without saying that proksana, the throwing upwards of 
drops of (holy) water, must be performed (G, 31, 33, accompanied by the 
Kavaca mantra; J, 11 idem). 

J, 5, sprinkles the kunda, using the Astra mantra, and drops a kalpika 
into it using Hrdaya mantra. J, 6, is the only passage to pay homage to the 
male and the female white bhuta (presumably the Naga and Nagini of SSP 
and G, 28), which encircle the kunda, by throwing a petal into the pit, fol¬ 
lowed by Omnia, finished by the throwing of a petal in the SW direction of 
wrath. Thereupon (7) the interior of the pit is wiped with three blades of 
lalang grass, using the Kavaca mantra, and the blades are thrown away 
to the SW. Next (8) the same should be done to the exterior of the pit 
using two sticks of firewood of equal length, with the Astra mantra, 
smoothing (8) the exterior with the Astra mantra. Finally (9) the impurities 
of the pit should be sucked up with the Hrdaya mantra and thrown away 
to the SW with the Astra mantra. 

Only B takes the trouble to point out the samskara of sruk; sruva is 
not mentioned, and the other manuscripts are silent here as well. 

Failure to consecrate the numerous and variegated upakara, as they 
are called in Bali, the perishable and less perishable instruments and means 
for this ritual ceremony, is unforgiveable, and cannot be atoned for by the 
prciya'scitta, “expiation/amends” (a word by frequent use reduced to simple 
pras); alpayusa, “shortened duration of life,” will be the officiant’s punish¬ 
ment, according to a threat found in most manuscripts. 

THE PERISHABLE PARTS OF HOMA 

Considerable attention has been given to the surroundings of Homa 
and the precautions taken to make such an offering successful. It is now 
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the moment to have a look at the perishable upakara, “necessaries,” their 
materials, shape, function, and consecration before use. 

The immovable kunda, imperishable, has been dealt with; the movable 
and likewise square sthandila, repeatedly mentioned in our texts (B, 89; 
G, 5; J, 3, 46), is addressed by a formula of respect, but neither its use 
more than once nor its consecration before use are described. 

The fact, however, that the earthenware waterpots with their different 
kinds of holy water for incinerations are smashed to pieces after having been 
used once strengthens the assumption that the sthandila, srug, and sruva 
likewise are used only once. The smaller spoon and bigger ladle for the ad¬ 
ministering of the oil to feed the fire can be assumed to belong to the peri¬ 
shable necessaries. It might be easy and useful for the reader if we deal in one 
paragraph with the spoons, vessels, panca-gavya (five products of the cow), 
samidh (sticks of firewood), lis (bundle of plaited and carved palm leaves), 
kalpika (auxiliary for prayer), wreti (ritual stander) and sava (as yet un¬ 
identified), in that order. 

B, 3-4, addresses the kunda and the srug with the Astra mantra; B, 48, 
consecrates the sugvan with the kalpika, Brahmanga and Sivahga mantras, 
proksana, talabhedana (SuSe, Plates la-c, 2a-b), and Omnia. B, 58, pres¬ 
cribes the same ceremonial for the srug, immediately after which some oil 
is poured in it and thence into the fire. The M texts begin with the Astra 
mantra, now denoting sendok-sendok (general word for spoon in the plural), 
which they stick into the ground (5), as is also prescribed in B. 

During the writing of these lines Helene Brunner provided me with the 
invaluable SSP III with its Plate X “Decoupage de la cuillere a oblations 
par les cinq kala.” The srug appears to represent the philosophic ideas that 
have already been expressed repeatedly, so that we may assume that, in 
Bali as in India, srug and sruva were instrumental for establishing contact 
between the bhuvana alit (offerer) and the bhuvana agung (cosmos). 

In an island where the cow is not holy and where milk from cattle is not 
used for human consumption or the making of butter, one cannot have 
serious illusions about orthopraxis in matters of panca-gavya, since even 
orthodoxy may be expected to fail. Our texts are not reticent on this liquid: 
B, 26, mentions it, followed by pRrnahuti, “the completed offering,” just as 
it is mentioned in M, 24, B, 53, preceded by Eana. Only G, 16, translates 
the term rightly, knowing that it consists of milk and two products of milk, 
plus urine and feces. 

The texts do not reveal anything about the substance and the origin of the 
oil (lengis, minyak, tila/tela) with which the fire is fed, drop by drop. B in 
its first line prescribes that one should begin with the consecration of minyak; 
B, 16, suggests that the fivefold Brahmanga mantra and the sixfold Sivahga 
mantra should then be used, which seems a rather cumbersome procedure, 
the more so when a whole series of eight drops is being poured into the pit. 
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Better, presumably, to use only the Astra mantra, as B, 17, prescribes for 
the dropping of a bit of firewood. 

For the vessels used during Homa, to wit kala§a, kumbha, and var- 
dhani, as mentioned in the Balinese manuscripts, we do best to look first in 
Br., II, Plates I-III, where the diagrams show the placement of the mandala, 
in the kunda, 27 kala§a (one-fourth of the beloved number 108), the §iva- 
kumbha, the vardhanl and the panca-gavya. Plate III has a photograph of 
the square kunda with mekhala, Siva-kumbha, and vardhanl (see Br., 
Errata et Addenda). Our G, 7, after paying obeisance to the guru, prescribes 
the consecration of the kalasa, all kinds of dig-bandha, sugvan, and srug 
(guva?), permitting sava (?) and thread, firewood, palungan (a kind of 
container), and kumbha, etc. G*: “All upakara for Homa should be stored/ 
placed in the NE (direction of Isana) [and] be covered with banana leaves.” 

A formula given in S, 9 and 11: 

the has as its tattva as its mantra 

vardhanl (W) the king’s weapon Om Hrom homage to the 
Royal Weapon; 

digbandhana langse (curtain), naga Om homage to the Rucira 
(snake) being the other cloth; 

kala§a (E) all kinds of weapons Svah homage to the Aggressive 
Weapon; 

kumbha (N) destruction of all Arah2 homage to the ruin of 
hindrances evildoers; 

palungan (S) Visnu destruction of all illness-evil- 
stain; 

dyun (C) Supreme Siva ruin of all enemies-crime- 
criminals. 

In current usage the word tattva is translated as “being, nature,” but 
a glance in the Sanskrit dictionaries, the ritualistic volumes by Brunner, 
or the handbooks on philosophy shows a wide range of meanings. 

G, 7-8, situated the sticks of firewood (samidh/samit) to the NE of 
the pit; line 13 continues: “One should know that the god for waduri wood 
is Ra-Aditya (Respected Sun); for palasa, Candra/Soma; for dandanan, 
Anggara; for 1 wa, Budha; for wudhi, Vrhaspati; for angkem, Sukra; for 
rangre, Sanaiscara; for alang-alang, Rahu; for grass of liberation, Ketu.” 
Thus offering and cosmos are connected, an idea dear to the Balinese. 

M, 23, follows another method of relating the tiny and perishable fire¬ 
wood with the universe: “[We distinguish] the following kinds of samit: 
drop waduri into the center of the fire pit, mabulu in the SE, tahang S, 
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kem SW, aiicak W, palasa NW, ambengan N, grass of liberation NE, bila 
N. The wiku (from bhiksu; here ‘officiating priest’) should have 108 of them 
at his disposal in nine bundles, each of them containing twelve pieces.” 

G, 15, stipulates that the sticks should have a length of twelve finger- 
breadths, should not be kept or handled upside down, but worshiped by 
incense, the bija[mantra], and sirovista (“tie,” as is done around the vessel 
about to contain holy water and the priest about to receive Siva; cf. SuSe). 

The three volumes of the SSP have nothing of this kind to report; one 
wonders, however, when reading in Br., Ill, 56, that in the case of black 
magic Somasambhu asks for “batonnets tordus,” and even more when 
finding the note that, for a Homa not aiming at malevolent goals, the right 
sticks are needed. 

For the drawings and a detailed description of the lis, half of a mono¬ 
graph was needed (see Ritual Purification of a Balinese Temple), in which 
the bundle of plaited and chiseled palm leaves was addressed as mighty 
supernatural beings. Small wonder that M, 47-50, attributes the personal 
pronoun “I” to the lis as well as to the carefully made sruk (if in Bali the 
same care was bestowed upon it as in India). 

B, 51, tells the officiating priest to consecrate sugvan saha kalpika 

by using the Brahmanga and Sivanga mantras, i.e., by means of a kalpika, 
frequently used but nowhere stipulated to receive any consecration or 
homage. 

The wreti should have a length of twelve fingerbreadths (B, 38). From 
its definition in G, 17, it seems that the watri (sic) should consist of a piece of 
split bamboo, the length of a hand, thickness sapamuduh (?), and that 
thrice enwrapping it is allowed. When in ritual use it is placed on the top of 
a just consecrated seat for a god, it expresses the fact of the god’s descent. 

G, 40-45, reveals something more about the wreti, “which the officiating 
priest should stick into porridge of rice in the four colors of the four direc¬ 
tions: white [E], red [S], yellow [W], and black [N]; put this in a [basket 
called] tulung of the [elephant’s] footprint, and [an offering called] bhagya 
(happiness) should be put in a pointed container (tulung).” 

G, 41: After this has been done, worship the wreti by muttering Om 

homage to the Sky-piercing Siva, Om Om Ksam homage to Sadasiva; Omnia. 
G, 42: Next, put down the wreti, muttering Om Om homage; fire ema¬ 

nates from a fiery crystal. 
G, 43: Now the wreti should flame up; the fiery object should be put into 

the yoni of the kunda with Hrdaya mantra and Kuta mantra, followed by 

Omnia. 
G, 44: Thereupon circulate it outside the kunda, three times; one is 

allowed to pause after each circumambulation, but the wreti should stay 
in the yoni of the kunda; apply Kuta mantra. 

G, 45: This is called consecration by means of the wreti. 
The word tri-wreti refers here to the three arteries—Ida, Pingala, and 

Susumna—running upwards from muladhara, the region of sex in the 
underbelly, usually called tri-nadi. Why wreti, already loaded with different 
meanings in Sanskrit as well as in Balinese, has been used for this triad es¬ 
capes me. 

Among the five different texts dealing with the ritual activities only the 
M manuscripts mention tri-wreti: Muah mantra mawak prayascitta, ngil- 
angang I Tri-wreti nga, jlene tatlu, saha sekar, muang mantra: Om Aghoraya 
namah, Om Tatpurusaya namah, Om Sadyojataya, Bamadevaya, Isanaya 

namah. “Next the mantra embodying the atonement of involuntary short¬ 
comings, annihilating the personified tri-wreti, those three evils, by using 
petals and the mantra: . . . ” In M this passage is immediately followed 
by the fecundation. 

In the mystical Homadhyatmika texts, however, not less than ten lines 
are bestowed upon the three arteries, which are identified with Brahma, 
Visnu, and Isvara. This discrepancy cries for explanation, which it is hoped 
fresh materials may provide. 

Finally G, 14, stipulates that “sawa should ...” but it fails to cir¬ 
cumscribe this sawa, mentioned in 7 and repeated in 79 and so certainly not 
misspelled, but unknown to the other manuscripts, to the KBNW, and even 
to the most recent endeavor at composing a Balinese dictionary, still in 

statu nascendi. 
In accordance with the Dutch saying “the last is best,” we may end 

with the assurance that the officiating priest has prepared himself, the holy 
water, and what is needed for exorcism (panglukatan) in the usual way, and 
now squats down on his palahka mas (B, 36)—i.e., golden throne, seat, or 
at least cushion—to begin his ritual. 

ABBREVIATIONS 

B = Blayu (Tabanan), place of origin of the Agnijanana 

BBB = Hooykaas, Balinese Bauddha Brahmans 

Bali = Bali: Studies in Life, Thought, and Ritual 

BK = Bernet Kempers 

Br. = Brunner, Helene. Somasambhupaddhati I-11I 

C = Cakranagara (Lombok), place of origin of Agnistoma (11.6-7 in Karya Yad- 

nya C., K 12) 

CP = Caru Pahoman, offerings for the celebration of Homa, LOr. 5042 = Z 1848 

G = Gulingan, place of origin of Puja Homa, Agnijanana bwat Sora 

J = Sibang Kaja, place of origin of Puja Homa, Agnijanana bwat Sora 

K = Kirtya Lieftinck-van der Tuuk, now Gedong Kirtya, Singaraja, Bali 

KBNW = Van der Tuuk, Kawi-Balineesch-Nederlandsch Woordenboek, I-IV (1897— 
1912) 

M = Mataram, collective name for four manuscripts on the Homa ritual 

MW = Monier Williams 
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Nagarakrtagama, cf. Pigeaud 
origin of = origin of my copy, without prejudice to the real origin 
Omnia, cf. “Register” in SuSe 
Rau. = Rauravagama 
Sa. = Sanur (Badung), origin of Ketrangan Puja Homa-widhi, bwat Kirana 
Si. = a copy of the same made by Pecanda Made Sidemen, Sanur (Badung) 
SSP = Soma-Sambhu-paddhati, edited and translated by Helene Brunner (Br.) 
StuSta = Goudriaan and Hooykaas, Stuti and Stava 
SuSe = Hooykaas, Surya-sevana 
VKNAW afd. L.=Verhandelingen Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen, afdeling 

Letterkunde, Amsterdam 
Z = zelf (Hooylcaas’s private collection) 
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TIBETAN HOMA RITES 

Tadeusz Skorupski 

THE DURGATIPARISODHANA AND ITS MANDALAS 

The Durgatiparisodhana is a Buddhist literary work belonging to the 
Yoga-Tantra class. There are two distinct versions of this work, both avail¬ 
able in Tibetan translations,1 separated from one another by about five 
hundred years. The earlier version was translated into Tibetan in the eighth 
century by Santigarbha and Jayaraksita, and revised by Rin-chen-mchog of 
rMa. The second version was translated into Tibetan in the thirteenth 
century by Devendradeva and Chos-rje-dpal. The available Sanskrit manu¬ 
scripts correspond to the later of the two Tibetan translations. 

The subject matter is presented in the form of discourses given either 
by Sakyamuni or by the Lord Vajrapani, who speak in the place of the 
Buddha. The instructions given relate to the arrangement of various manda- 
las and the rites of initiation given in them, as well as to the descriptions of 
the ceremony known as Homa in Sanskrit, and as Sbyin-sreg in Tibetan. 
The various Homa rites are used for afterdeath ceremonies in order to insure 
a satisfactory rebirth, and also for this-worldly intentions such as tranqui- 
lizing evil influences, securing prosperity, and overcoming foes of all kinds. 

Different liturgies and ceremonies that make use of the Homa rites are 
still preserved as a living tradition among the Tibetan Buddhists. They have 
obviously been modified by Tibetan culture and by the different Indian 
traditions followed. However, they remain essentially the same as they were 
when they were inherited from Indian Buddhism. 

Of the two extracts from the Durgatiparisodhana given below, the first 
refers to the Four Rites, namely Santi, Pusti, Vasya and Abhicara, and the 
second one to the Homa rites for the dead. The illustrations of the hearths 
are reproduced from The Creation of Mandalas: Rong tha bio bzang dam chos 
rgya mtsho, Vol. 3 (New Delhi, 1973). 

All the Homa rites described in this tantra are performed in relationship 
to the Durgatiparisodhana mandala. In the earlier version this mandala is 
referred to as the basic mandala (rtsa-ba'i ’khor-lo).2 Here in the center we 
have Sarvavit (Vairocana) with four faces and white in color; to the east 
Sarvadurgatiparisodhanaraja, pale red in color and making the gesture of 

1 Taisho Tripitaka, 5.116, pp. 83.2.1-99.4.8; and 5.117, pp. 99.5.2-121.5.4. 
2 Taisho Tripitaka, 5.116, 56b. The detailed discription of this mandala is in Vajra- 
varman’s commentary, Taisho Tripitaka, 76.3453, pp. 124.1.8 If. 

1 
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meditation; to the south Ratnaketu, blue in color and making the gesture of 
giving; to the west Sakyamuni, red in color and making the gesture of prea¬ 
ching with his right hand; to the north Vikasitakusuma, green in color and 
making the gesture of fearlessness. In the four intermediate quarters there 
are the Four Buddha Goddesses: Mamaki, Locana, Panduravasini, and 
Tara. The Sixteen Vajrasattvas are placed on the sixteen spokes around the 
Buddhas and the Buddha Goddesses. The Eight Goddesses of the Offerings 
(Lasya, Mala, Giti, etc.) are placed in the corners of the mandala. In the four 
portals of the mandala there are the Four Guardians: Vajrankusa, Vajra- 
pasa, Vajrasphota, and Vajravesa. The Sixteen Bodhisattvas of the Good 
Age (Maitreya, etc. are distributed on both sides of the Four Portals in sets 
of four. Further outside there is a circle of thirty-two divinities: Eight Sra- 
vakas, Eight Pratyekabuddhas, Eight Mighty Wrathful Ones (Khro-bo 
chen-po), and Eight Messengers of the Wrathful Ones. On the outside of 
that there is a circle of sixty-four divinities: Four Great Kings, Eight Planets, 
Lunar Mansions, Eight Great Rsis, and Eight Leaders of the Lesser Divi¬ 
nities such as Asuras, Gandharvas, and others. Then there are the Four 
Continents and the Six Spheres of Existence. 

The above mandala is not included in the second version. Instead the 
mandala of the Nine Usnisas3 is described as the Durgatipariisodhana man¬ 
dala. In the center of this mandala is Sakyamuni making the gesture of 
preaching; to the east Vajrosnisa, white in color and making the gesture of 
touching the earth; to the south Ratnosnlsa, blue in color and making the 
gesture of giving; to the west Padmosnlsa, red in color and making the 
gesture of meditation; to the north Visvosnisa, green in color and making 
the gesture of fearlessness. In the four intermediate quarters there are Tejo- 
snisa, Dhvajosnisa, Tiksnosnlsa, and Chatrosnisa. The Eight Goddesses of 
the Offerings are placed as usual in the corners of the mandala. In the four 
portals are the Four Guardians. The Sixteen Bodhisattvas of the Good Age 
are placed to the sides of the four portals. Here we have a set of thirty-seven 
divinities. Other sets of divinities may be included here but very often are 
not. 

THE FOUR RITES 

Sanskrit Text4 

atha te devas tathaiva namasyaivam ahuh / santi bhagavan sattva 
jambudvipaka alpayuso mandapunya apayagatika narakapreta- 

3 Taisho Tripitaka, 5.117, 107b ft'. 
4 The Sanskrit text has been reconstructed from a manuscript belonging to the National 
Archives of Nepal. It is written in Newari script, has 109 folios, and is undated. This 
particular passage is on folios 62b to 65b. The corresponding Tibetan texts are in Taisho 
Tripitaka, 5, 81b ff. (first version), and 125a (second version). 
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tiryakpratyupapanna va tesam katham vayam bhagavan prati- 
patsyamah / 

tesam bho devaputra ihaiva mandale pravesayadhvam / pravesya 
cabhisincayadhvam / 

dharmataksaram ca japayadhvam / tena te sattva dirghayuska 
bhavanti / punyahinah punyavanto bhavanti / apayad vinimukta 
bhavanti / ye capayotpannas tesam bho devaputra namabhisekam 
kuruta / pratibimbabhisekam kuruta / tatputram tadgotram tannama- 
dharakam va bhrtyam vabhisincadhvam / saptaratradivasya saptabhir 
mandale pravesyabhisekair vimucyata apayavaranat / tannamakenapi 
devaputra japadhvam dvilaksam catullaksam yaval lalcsasatasa- 
hasram pancanantaryakarino ’pi vimucyante / kim punah 
svalpapapakarina iti / 

santikarma 

hastamatram devaputra vartulam dvihastam va Santikam kundam 
krtva hinotkrstamadhyamam tannamna Svetasarsapanam §atsa- 
hasram juhuyat / sarvapayad vimucyante / 

tanmamsasthikeSabhasmadikam va tenaiva vidhanena juhuyat / 
sarvapapad vimucyante / 

tanmadhye likhec cakram astarasvetajvalinam // 
samantal likhed vajram pancasulam §itam§ulam // 
viSvavajram tato kuryad vajraratnambujottamam // 
tato nanavidhamudram kuryat papahananaya // 
bahyavajrakulanam tu mudra bahyato likhet // 
grahanaksatracihnani tatha lokabhrtyan api // 
patapratimam tu nathasya sthapayed vajrina saha // 
kalasan purnakumbhams ca balinaivedyasuklakan // 
sutrayitva samasena samlikhya ca yathavidhaih // 
svetambaradharo bhutva buddharupi visaradah // 
anusmrtya ca tam sattvam apayagatisamsthitam // 
homayec chuddhasamtanah papavaranasantaye // 
ghrtakslrasamaksikair lajasarsapami^ritaih // 
asthimamsadikam tasyatha va namamatrakaih // iti / 

pustikarma 

utpadya sugatau tasya pustim kuryad vicaksanah // 
dvihastam caturhastam vastahastam tathottamam // 
krtva kundam catuhkonam samantad vedikayuktam // 
tasya madhye ratnapadmam tu likhet pltarasminam // 
samantal likhed ratnam vedikayam tu ambujam // 
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kulapancakabhedena likhed mudram tu bahyatah I I 
tathaiva bahyadevanam likhed amkusadikam // 
pltambaradharo bhutvanusmrtya sugatisamsthitam 11 
kuryat paustikakarma pustyarthaya taddhitam // 
ayuh srikantisaubhagyam vardhayet tasya dehinah // 

vasyakarma 

tatah kuryad vasyam tu tasya karma hitaya // 
dvihastam caturhastam tu krtva kundam dhanurakrtim 11 

hastam va tasya madhye tu samlikhya raktam ambujam // 
tasyopari ca samlikhet sasaram dhanur eva ca // 
samantac ca likhec capam sasaram raktavarnakam // 
bahyatas tadvad evasya kuryad mantrabhutah sada // 
smrtva tasya sattvasya raktambarabhusitah // 
raktapuspambujam capi phalam raktam sadhatukam // 
bhavet tasya devadayo ghrtamisritakumkumaih // 
raktacandanacurnais ca sarve tisthanti tadvasah // 

abhicarakarma 
tasya dustavinasaya abhicaram samarabhet // 
dvyardhahastam trihastam va navahastam tathottamam 11 
krtva konatrayair yuktair madhye vajranavatmakam // 
trisucikair vrtam vedim krtva visvai§ ca vajribhih // 
dandamundatrisiilamkair vajraparasusucikaih // 
karayed bahyato capi triputam purvavac citram // 
kalasan balikumbhams ca naivedyan sthapayed bahu // 
mamsarudhirasampurnah kapalas capi sarvatah // 
krsnambaradharah kruddhas trailokyavijayl svayam // 
sarvapapadivighnanam nasayet tasya dehinah // 
tatah sauhatapapatma nirvighna§ carate sukham // 
svargalokesu manusye yavat trailokyadhatusu // 
anenaiva kramenasu kuryaj janmanihasthitan // 
tatas tathaiva syat tesam yesam uddisya karyate // 

TRANSLATION 

The gods prostrated themselves in the same manner and said: “O Lord, 
there are living beings in Jambudvlpa whose life is short and their merit 
limited. Being subjected to evil destinies, they are born in hells, among 
tormented spirits or among animals. O Lord, how are we to act on their 
behalf?” 

“O gods, place them in this mandala. Having placed them in it, conse¬ 
crate them and recite the Dharma syllable. By means of this action the living 
beings gain long life. Destitute of merit, they become possessed of merit, 
and they are freed from evil. As for those who have been reborn in evil 

states, O gods, consecrate their name [card], consecrate their effigy, conse¬ 
crate their reliquary or the form of their divinity. At least, consecrate their 
son, someone of their people or their lineage, someone bearing their name, 
or their servant. Place their [representation] in the mandala seven times 
for seven days and nights. One becomes freed from the obstruction of evil 
destinies by means of the consecrations. O gods, recite their name two 
hundred thousand times. Even those who commit the five deadly offenses 
are liberated; how much more those who commit minor offenses.” 

1. The rite for pacifying (Figure 28) 
O gods, making a hearth for pacifying rite, round in shape, small, 

medium or large, one, two or four cubits in size, one should offer a sacrifice 
one hundred thousand times [using the representation] of their name and the 
seeds of white mustard. They are freed from every evil. Should one sacrifice 
their flesh, bones, hair, ashes or anything else in accordance with this rite, 
they become freed from every sin. 

In the center [of the hearth] one should draw a circle blazing forth 
eight white beams of light. All around on the circumference one draws five- 
tipped vajras shining with white rays. Next one draws a crossed vajra, a 
vajra, a jewel, and a lotus. In order to destroy sins, one should make the 

Figure 28—Homa hearth for pacifying rite 
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different mudras. On the outside one draws the mudras of the outer vajra 
Family, the signs of the Planets, the Lunar Mansions, and the Guardians 
of the World accordingly. One should place there an image of the Lord 
painted on a cloth together with the vajra entourage, vases and bowls filled 
with offerings and food for divinities, white in color. In short, one draws the 
design in accordance with the rules. 

Clad in a white garment and having an appearance of a Buddha, the 
fearless one, remembering that living being experiencing an evil destiny, 
should offer a whole series of Homa sacrifices in order to eliminate the 
obstructions of sins, using clarified butter and milk together with honey, 
parched rice and white mustard mixed together, or using his bones or si¬ 
milar things, or just his name [card]. 

Commentary5 

In performing this rite one should use things required for worship, such 
as butter, mustard seeds, and similar items, and something that represents 
the one for whom the rite is performed. It may be a card with his name writ¬ 
ten on it, his bones, or something else. The design of the hearth is modeled 
on a mandala. It has a center [navel], a circumference [rim], etc. The color 
for this rite is white. In the center of the hearth one draws a wheel with eight 
spokes. The inner rim is made of five-tipped vajras white in color. Above it 
one draws in white-red color the representation of the departed one. In the 
center ope places an eight-spoked wheel, the seal of Vairocana; to the 
east a vajra, the seal of Sarvadurgatiparisodhanaraja; to the south a jewel, 
the seal of Ratnaketu; to the west a lotus, the seal of Sakyamuni; to the 
north a crossed vajra, the seal of Vikasitakusuma. In the intermediate quar¬ 
ters one draws the seals of the Four Buddha Goddesses—Locana, Mamaki, 
PanduravasinI, and Tara—represented by vajra, eye, padma, and utpala. 
On the sixteen outer spokes one draws either the seals or the seed syllables 
of the Sixteen Vajrasattvas. Further outside one draws the seals of other 
sets of divinities such as the Eight Goddesses of the Offerings, the Sixteen 
Bodhisattvas of the Good Age, the Planets, the Lunar Mansions, etc. The 
whole rite may be performed just with the basic set of thirty-seven divinities. 
The Arhats, Pratyekabuddhas, and Rsis do not belong here because of 
their limited accomplishments in the way of different activities. 

One places in the hearth vases and bowls filled with offerings white in 
color. Clad in a white garment and adorned with pearls and other ornaments 
of white color, one recalls the living being experiencing an evil destiny, and 
embarks on performing the rite. On the outside one places vases shaped like 
birds, 8 or 16 in number; drink and food for the divinities; and other of- 

5 The explanatory notes given here followed Vajravarman’s commentary on the Dur- 
gatiparisodhanatantra, Taisho Tripitaka, 76. 3453, pp. 180.2.1-181.3.2. There are sev¬ 
eral commentaries on this tantra available in Tibetan translations, but Yajravarman 
is the only one who gives detailed descriptions of the Four Rites. 
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ferings, 108 in number. One also places a white flower on the top of the 
hearth. 

Taking a sacrificial ladle made of silver or of white sandalwood, one 
generates the Body of Vajrasattva and performs the Homa rite. In order 
to destroy the sins of the being experiencing an evil destiny or in order to 
pacify diseases and the like of the one living in heaven, one sits down with 
crossed legs, draws the breath centrally, and looks with tranquil mien 
at the form of the Tathagata on the tip of his nose. One performs the rite 
with clarified butter, parched rice, white sesame, white mustard seeds, 
camphor, firewood of dhebaruba, kusa grass, white sandalwood, and curds. 

As for the Homa rite performed with a representation of the departed 
one, one takes his bones, or ashes, or flesh, or a leaf with his name and a 
mantra inscribed on it, and performs the rite one hundred thousand times. 

2. The rite for gaining prosperity (Figure 29) 
Once he is born in a happy state, the wise one should perform for him the 

rite for gaining prosperity. He makes a square hearth, two or four or at the 
most eight cubits in size, having an edge on all sides. In its center he should 
draw a lotus with a jewel radiating rays of golden color. All around he 
should draw jewels and on the edges lotuses. On the outside he should mark 
the seals (mudra) divided into sets of the Five Families. In the same way 
he should draw the seals of the outer divinities, Amkusa and the others. 

Clad in a garment of golden color and remembering the one who is 
experiencing a happy destiny, he should perform on his behalf and for his 
prosperity the rite for gaining prosperity. He should increase for that em¬ 
bodied creature the length of life, fame, reputation, and good fortune. 

Commentary 
In the center one draws on top of a lotus a jewel radiating light of golden 

color. On the rim one also draws jewels on top of lotuses. The outer part is 
designed in a threefold way. In the eastern and other quarters one marks in 
red-golden color the signs of the seals or of the spells of Vairocana and 
other Buddhas, then the seals of Buddha Goddesses (Locana, etc.), the 
Sixteen Vajrasattvas, the Guardians of the Portals, the Guardians of the 
Ten Directions, and so forth. 

Clad in a garment of golden color, one generates the Body of Ratna- 
sambhava, looks towards the right (south) and draws the breath from the 
right. Holding a ladle made of gold or of turmeric (skyer-pa = harita) 
four cubits in size, one should perform the Homa rite for the purpose of 
increasing the merit of the one who is in the world of those advancing with 
speed (bah ’gro'i ’jig rten na.) Sitting with crossed legs formed like a jewel, 
one should perform the rite one hundred thousand times with mustard oil, 
yellow flowers, saffron, medicinal concoction (sman ’gi wan), wood together 
with grains, mustard, incense of golden color, parched rice, and other 
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Figure 29—Homa hearth for the rite for gaining prosperity 

things. Increasing in this manner the life, merit, happiness, and so forth of 
the ones living in heaven, one succeeds in bringing them to complete ful¬ 
filment. 

3. The rite for subjugation (Figure 30) 
Next he should perform for his benefit the rite for subjugation. He 

makes a hearth shaped like a bow one or two or four cubits in size. In its 
center he draws a red lotus and on the top of it a bow with an arrow attached 
to it. All around he draws bows and arrows red in color. The one accom¬ 
plished in mantras should always do the same on the outside of it. 

Adorned with a garment red in color and remembering the living being, 
he offers a Homa sacrifice using saffron mixed with clarified butter, powder 
of red sandalwood, and red flowers or red lotuses together with red fruits. 
All the divinities and the rest become subdued to his power. 

Commentary 

In the center one draws a lotus with sixteen petals. The seals of the Five 
Families and of the divinities belonging to the mandala are drawn in their 
appropriate places. One sits down in a lotus posture, looks to the left, and 
draws the breath from the left. The ladle used for this rite is made either of 
copper or of red sandalwood. In order to subdue living beings to the power 

410 

of the one reborn in heaven, one should enter into a state of concentration 
of the Lord Amitabha. At the end of the meditation one pronounces the 
mantra for subjugation and performs the rite one hundred thousand times 
using fruits smeared with red flowers or lotuses or red fruits or red paint, 
barley, butter, saffron, flour of red sandalwood, red sesame, red mustard, 
firewood of red oleander, and similar things. 

4. The rite for destroying (Figure 31) 
In order to destroy the evil ones opposed to him, he should embark on 

performing the rite for destroying. He makes a hearth two and one half, or 
three, or at the most nine cubits in size, triangular in form with a nine-tipped 
vajra in the center, with the rim surrounded with tridents and crossed va- 
jras, and marked with clubs, heads, tridents, and pointed vajra axes. On the 
outside he should adorn it as before with a third series. He places in it 
vases and bowls for offerings and much food for the divinities. He also places 
everywhere skulls filled with blood and flesh. 

The fierce one, Trailokyavijayin himself, wearing a black garment, 
should destroy all the obstructions of sins and so forth of that embodied 
creature. Freed from the obstructions, his sins totally destroyed, he will 
progress happily to the world of gods or men in the threefold sphere. 

He should act promptly in the same manner with regard to those who 

Figure 30—Homa hearth for the rite for subjugation 
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Figure 31—Homa hearth for the rite for destroying 

live in this life. It should happen accordingly in the case of those on whose 
behalf the action is taken. 

Commentary 

The hearth is adorned with many offerings and flowers of black or blue 
color. One is clad in a black garment, adorned with human bones, and seated 
in the vajra or sword posture. One enters into a stage of concentration of 
Trailokyavijaya. One’s eyes are wide open and one draws the breath in a 
terrifying manner. Holding a sacrificial ladle made of a bone one cubit in 
length, one offers the Homa sacrifice either one hundred thousand times or 
hundreds of thousands of times with flesh, blood, pieces of metal and bones, 
flour of catechu wood (sen Ideii = khadira), poison, black mustard, herbs, 
blue flowers, and human fat. 

TWO HOMA RITES FOR THE DEAD 

Sanskrit text6 

1. tannama vidarbhya kusalo laksasatam va yavac chata- 
sahasram // 

6 Same manuscript as above, folios 75a-77a. Tibetan texts: Taisho Tripitaka, 5.116, 
60b ff., and 5.117, 132a ff. 

homam kuryan mahanarakapapamukta bhavanti // 
yavan nimittam jvalitagnisthane samutpadyate // 
tilasvetasarsapatandula ajakslrasamyuktah // 
samidhas ca gandhaktas tavad yathavidhihotavyah // 
tatas te niyatam devanikayesutpanna nimittam upadar say anti/ 
kadacid devottama utpanna atha va kundamadhye svetapradaksi- 

najvala 
nirmalordhvajvalanam / avakirnasamdattajvalanam vidyudivanir- 

malam sthiram / 
etany agninimittani paSyati / atha vaisvanaladevatatmanam ta- 

thaiva darsayati / 
candravannirmalam suklamukhavarnajvalitam etannimittadarsanat 

tesam narakadivimuktipapasphotanasvargotpattayo jnatavyah / 
caturhastapramanam ca yathavidhi kundam khanet // 
paryante vajraparivrtam likhen madhye cakram // 
yathavat pancakulamudrah svadiksu likhet // 
yathavat sattvanam lokadhipan ca likhet // 
tatah purnakalasa balipurnabhajanani // 
castau sodasam va sthapayani bhaksabhojananaivedyani ca / 

puspamaladayas 
tathaiva ca vitanadhvajapatadibhir uttamachatrais ca samyag- 

vibhusaniyam / 
evam uttamahomakunde samyak hotavyam / likhitvaivam vidhijno 

devaganam 
akarsayet / mantrajno mantramudrargha upadhaukaniyah / sam- 

ksepatah pujam krtva . . .7 karpuracandanakumkumavastralam- 
karabhusito ’bhimantritadhupam dhupayet / 

2. . . .7 puspamaladibhis ca pujayet / cudayam bahau ca tathaiva 
mantram likhitva bandhayet / hrtkanthamukhapradese sarvavi- 
dyadhisthanam kuryat / lalatornadvaye sirahsikhabahudvaye / 
nasakatijanupadanasikagracaksurdvaye / guhyendriyapradeSesv 

7 As the Sanskrit text is corrupt and a part of it is missing in this passage, I give here 
the Tibetan text, which I follow in the translation: Taisho Tripitaka 5.116, 61a. 
mdor na mchod pa byas nas ni // lha yi sbyor bas rab gnas la // 
ga bur gur gum la sogs pas // mar dang ’o ma til bsgos la // 
til dang yungs kar ’bras rnams dang // dri yi chus ni legs bkang ste // 
’bras chen yos dang la du dang // sbrang rtsi sa ka rar ldan pa // 
brgya phrag du mar yongs bzlas la // yam sing la yang de bzin te // 
rang gi sngags kyis btab pa’i sing // khung bu’i nang du gzag par bya // 
ro la sngags kyis btab nas kyang // chu mchog gis ni bkrus nas su // 
bzlas pa’i dri yis byug par bya // gos dang rgyan gyis klubs nas kyang // 
me tog phreng la sogs pas mchod // gtsug phud dpung par de bzin du // 
sngags bris nas ni gdags par bya // snying kha lkog ma kha phyogs su // 
sarvavit kyis byin gyis brlab // 
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evam anyesv api mantraksarany ekantasubhani vinyaset / 
tato durgatiparisodhanayasanasahitam tanmadhye sthapayet / 
tatas ca mantry abhimantritavastrena chadayet / tatohutabhujam 
samyakprajvalya / sahasrajvalakulakayam kundendusannibham 
santam anantam agnim akrstargham parikalpayet / tathaiva ca 
buddhiman agratah pratimadikam sthapayet / tathagataganam 
tathaivakrsyarghadikam parikalpayet tathaiva yathoktapuja 
kartavya / 
tata ahutim havyam purayitvajvalanaya parikalpayitvajinadinlm 
astottarasatam parikalpayet / tatah sodhanamantrarajasyaika- 
vimsatim ahutim parikalpayet / 

TRANSLATION 

1. One-aim Homa rite (phyogs-gcig sbyin-sreg) 
Calling the name (of the deceased), the auspicious one should offer 

the Homa sacrifice ten thousand times or as many as one hundred thousand 
times. They are released from the evils of great hells. 

Until there is a sign in the actual fire—so long should he offer the Homa 
sacrifice in accordance with the rite, using sesame, white mustard, and 
grains, together with goat’s milk and scented firewood. They are certainly 
born in the assemblies of gods and show a sign accordingly. Whenever 
they are thus born as highest gods, he sees in the center of the hearth signs 
such as these: a white flame moving towards the right; a pure flame rising 
upwards, continual, steady and bright like lightning; or he will see the fire 
divinity himself [Agni], pure as the moon with his face shining white. On 
seeing these signs, he should know that they have been freed from hell and 
other unhappy states, that their sins have been destroyed, and that they 
have been born in heaven. 

In accordance with the rite, he should dig out a hearth four cubits 
in size. In the center he should draw a circle with the rim surrounded with 
vajras. He should draw in the correct order the mudras of the Five Families 
in their appropriate places, and those of the Bodhisattvas, the Guardians of 
the World, and the others. He should place in it the vases and vessels filled 
with offerings, eight or sixteen in number, food and drink for the divinities, 
garlands made of flowers, and other similar things. He should adorn it with 
a canopy, banners of victory, silk strands, umbrellas of excellent quality, 
and other ornaments. He should perform the Homa sacrifice correctly in 
this excellent Homa hearth. Having drawn [their symbols], the one who 
knows this rite summons the assembly of gods, and knowing the mantras, 
he should present the offerings with the mudras and the mantras. In short, 
having worshiped and having performed the consecration by means of the 
divine yoga, he should place in the hearth camphor, saffron, etc., butter 
and milk mixed with sesame, sesame and mustard mixed together, scented 
water, much rice and roasted barley, honey and sugar, sacrificial wood 

blessed many hundreds of times, and firewood that has been consecrated 
with their mantras. 

Commentary8 
Here the yogin performs the pacifying Homa rite (zi-ba’i sbyin-sreg). 

He should dig out a hearth for pacifying rites, draw the name of the deceased 
on a cloth and visualize the mandala of the Durgatiparisodhana by means 
of the circle he designs in the hearth. Then he should perform the Homa 
sacrifice. The spot used for making the hearth should be smeared with the 
five products of the cow and with scent. In the center he should draw the 
syllable om on a lotus, to the east hum, to the south tram, to the west hrih, 
to the north ah. In the intermediate quarters he draws the seed syllables of 
the Four Buddha Goddesses: lo (Locana), mam (Mamaki), pam (Pandura- 
vasini), and tram (Tara). Then he draws the seed syllables of the Bodhisat¬ 
tvas, the Eight Goddesses of the Offerings, and the other divinities. 

Vajravarman explains that the yogin performing the rite is given a sign 
whether he should perform the Homa rite using various things only—such 
as sesame, mustard seeds, etc.—or whether he should perform the Homa 
rite that refers to corpses. The first sign indicates that he should perform it 
using various things only, and the second one indicates that he should per¬ 
form it with reference to corpses. 

2. Homa rite referring to corpses (ro sbyin-sreg) 
In the case of a corpse, he pronounces the mantra, washes it with pure 

water, smears it with consecrated perfume, covers it with a cloth and orna¬ 
ments, and honors it with garlands of flowers and so forth. Having written 
the mantra, he fixes it to the crown of the head and on the shoulders. By 
means of Sarvavit (Vairocana), he consecrates it at the heart, on the throat, 
and on the mouth. Next he applies the auspicious mantra syllables on the 
forehead, between the eyes, on the ears, and on the crown of the head, the 
shoulders, the nose, hips, knees, feet, ankles, private parts, and other places. 

In order to eliminate evil rebirths, he should place it on a mat in the 
center of the hearth. Then the mantrin should cover it with a cloth blessed 
with the mantras. Kindling the Consumer of Offerings and summoning Agni, 
whose body blazes with thousands of flames and who resembles the white 
moon, tranquil and limitless, he should arrange the offerings. 

Then the thoughtful one should place before him the image and other 
things. Summoning the group of the Tathagatas, he arranges the offerings 
and the rest, and performs the worship as already explained. 

Having prepared the sacrificial offerings and having arranged them for 
burning, he should distribute them 108 times to the Victorious Ones and the 

8 Vajravarman’s Commentary, Taisho Tripitaka, 76.3453, pp.136.4.2 ff. 
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others. Then he should arrange a burnt offering for the King of the purifying 
Mantra (Sarvadurgatiparisodhanaraja) 21 times. 

Commentary9 

Seven days after the death, the yogin dispels the obstructions by means 
of meditations on the wrathful divinities. He washes the corpse with milk, 
scented water, and other fluids blessed with the formulas (vidya) of the di¬ 
vinities of the basic mandala. He anoints it with camphor and other oint¬ 
ments and adorns it with ornaments and pieces of cloth in accordance with 
the four classes of men (brahmana, ksatriya, etc.). The corpse is incensed and 
blessed with the spells and wrapped with a garland. Next the yogin conse¬ 
crates it at the heart with this spell: om sarvavid avaranani visodhaya hana 
hum phat. He writes this spell with white sandalwood on a four-petaled lotus 
drawn on bark or something else and glues it with camphor on the navel. 
With the spell om sarvavid hum he consecrates the eyes, with om sarvavit 
phat the ears, with om sarvavid ah the nostrils, with om sarvavit tram the 
throat, with om sarvavid om the forehead, with om sarvavid hum the head, 
with om sarvavit sra the shoulders, with om sarvavid ah the elbows, with 
om sarvavit tratha the ankles, with om sarvavit pa the front private part, 
with om sarvavit sa the rear, with om vajradhitistha jnanasamaye hum the 
crown of the head. 

As for the other places, he consecrates (1) the two lower organs with 
the spell of Sarvavit, (2) the two thighs with the spell of Durgatiparisodhana- 
raja, (3) the calves with the spell of Ratnaketu, (4) the knees with the spell of 
Sakyamuni, and (5) the upper parts of the feet with the spell of Vikasita- 
kusuma. 

Next he places the corpse and the offerings in the mandala and performs 
the consecration. Having completed the consecration, the yogin produces the 
form of the divinity of the deceased. On a mat smeared with melted butter 
and other items, he draws a lotus with eight petals, and on the top of this 
he pronounces and places the following mantra: om tistha vajra samayas tvam. 
He covers it with a cloth blessed 108 times with the basic mantras of the Five 
Tathagatas. Then he disperses into space the boundless light of the seed 
syllable in his heart. By means of that he summons the Wrathful Jnanadeva 
Trailokyavijaya, white in color, rather angry and yet having a tranquil 
appearance, having four arms. In his right hands he holds a vajra and a 
noose. With one left hand he holds a lotus, and with the other one he makes 
threatening signs. He is adorned with all kinds of ornaments and wears 
Aksobhya’s diadem. With his feet he tramples on the sins of the deceased. 
He is endowed with masses of the knowledge fire of the Tathagatas of the 
Three Times and the Ten Directions. Presenting offerings at his feet, the yo¬ 
gin imagines him seated in front of him on a lotus seat. Next he summons 

9 Ibid., pp. 137.5.5 ff. 

Agni, the god of rites, the great hermit (las kyi me lha drang srong chen po). 
He has four arms and is seated on a goat. In his right hands he holds a gar¬ 
land and a sacrificial ladle, and in his left hands an orb and a cup. He has 
the appearance of a hermit. The yogin pours five ladles of melted butter on 
the fire and says om deva sakya bhiita sam sdkyardja tathagata arhan samyak- 
sambuddha om havakavya jvala svaha. He puts three more ladles of melted 
butter and says om agnaye ram ram daha daha santim kuru svaha. 

The he summons the Sugatas by means of the previously explained me¬ 
thod. He presents them with offerings, invites them to enter the hearth, and 
worships them. First he offers a burnt sacrifice three times to Agni in his 
transcendent form (ye ses kyi byin za) together with his mantra. Then he 
presents offerings to the Precious Ones. Next he makes an offering three 
times to Agni as Fire God of Rites (las kyi me lha). Following this he says 
om vairocana om papasantim kuru svaha, om sarvadurgatiparisodhana hum 
papasdntim kuru svaha, om ratnaketu sra papasantim kuru svaha, om sa¬ 
kyamuni ah papasdntim kuru svaha, om vikasitakusuma tratha agaccha pa- 
pasantim kuru svaha; he continues in the same way pronouncing the mantras 
of the other divinities belonging to the mandala. He pronounces those man¬ 
tras and makes the mudras of the Sugatas, their sons and the entourage. 
He should do it 108 times. Then he should make an offering 21 times to the 
Tathagatas reciting the basic mantra of Sarvadurgatiparisodhanaraja (om 
namas sarvadurgatiparisodhanarajaya tathagataydrhate samyaksambuddhaya 
tadyatha otn Sodhane sodhane sarvapapavisodhane suddhe visuddhe sarva- 
karmavaranavisuddhe svaha). 

While presenting the offering, he wears a diadem on his head, necklaces, 
bracelets, finger rings, and other ornaments, and is dressed in a white gar¬ 
ment. He looks towards the east and arouses in himself thoughts of great 
compassion. First he presents flowers, then incense, melted butter, boiled 
rice, milk boiled with rice, three sweet things, pastry, parched rice, etc. He 
offers them making the lotus gesture and performing a dance. 
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HOMA IN EAST ASIA 

Michel Strickmann 

HOMA IN CONTEXT 

remarkable testimony to the radiation and persistence of ancient Indian 
fire ritual is found at the extreme eastern limit of Indian cultural diffusion, 
in present-day Japan.* There the Homa rite (Japanese goma gtJp) may still 
be observed performed by ordained Buddhist monks, members of the Shin- 
gon and Tendai orders, as well as the Yamabushi, or mountain-dwelling 
ascetics. The larger context of the rite is Tantric, or esoteric, Buddhism, 
and the Japanese survivals parallel other remaining ritual complexes that 
represent the Tantric phase of Indian religions. Examples are the Saivite 
traditions of Tamilnadu and Kashmir, the practices of the Hindu-Buddhist 
Vajracaryas among the Newars of the Kathmandu Valley, those of the 
Saivite and “Bauddha-Brahman” priesthoods of Bali, and the vast and 
complex ceremonial of the Buddhists and Bon-po of Tibet. In all these mi¬ 
lieux we find versions of Homa preserved within a larger corpus of similarly 
structured rituals. Such rites are “Tantric” if we accept as a minimal de¬ 
finition of this imprecise but useful term that they center upon the visuali¬ 
zation by the officiant of the deity to whom the rite is addressed, with whom 
the officiant then proceeds to identify himself or otherwise unite. 

Thus, these contemporary instances of Homa do not represent the Vedic 
ritual, but rather its Tantric metamorphosis. It is well known that the Tan- 
tras (or Saivite agamas) embody a conscious antithesis to Vedic rites and 
precepts—an element that we will discover in the East Asian Buddhist do¬ 
cuments, as well. Their antithetical stance need not represent a true break 
in continuity, however; explicit opposition may as often as not prove to be a 
rationale justifying pragmatic assimilation and continuance of ancient prac¬ 
tices under altered social conditions. Yet the basic structural homogeneity 
of Tantric ritual, transcending sectarian and ethno-linguistic boundaries, 
clearly calls for study of this material in its own right. A very considerable 
portion of Asian religious practice has been determined by the Tantric 
revolution that pulsated in successive waves of ever increasing intensity 
through the third to twelfth centuries. We may look forward to the compara¬ 
tive study of this cognate ritual matter as it survives in texts and living 
traditions, in India and abroad. Meanwhile, though, work on the several 

* The letter T followed by a number refers to works in the Taisho edition of the Sino- 
Japanese Buddhist Canon (100 vols., Tokyo, 1924-35), as listed in Hobogirin 1978. 
A more ample recension of this essay will be published in the third volume of Tantric 
and Taoist Studies in Honour of R. A. Stein, Melanges chinois et bouddhiques, Brussels, 
1983. 
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national and sectarian corpuses has only recently begun, and interest in 
their shared elements has accordingly been slow to awaken. 

Awareness of the need and opportunity for coordinated research has 
been delayed by problems of terminology and definition no less than by the 
general obfuscation that still surrounds matters “Tantric.” In some instances 
the nature and extent of potential resources, both texts and living traditions, 
are still too little known. The case of the Indian survivals is instructive. It 
was long supposed that the original Saivagamas, the third/seventh century 
basis of Hindu Tantra in South India, no longer existed. Descriptions of the 
various forms of South Indian Saivism drew on late hagiography and syn¬ 
cretic compilations, blithely omitting the central ritual element—the Tantric 
core of the religion—that forms the subject of the original agamas. Only 
through the efforts of M. Jean Filliozat, Mme Helene Brunner, and their 
colleagues at the Institut Fran?ais d’lndologie in Pondichery have a number 
of the most important agamas been recovered in manuscript and authenti¬ 
cated; they are being systematically edited, analyzed, and translated (Fil¬ 
liozat 1961). There is no further doubt that in these long-neglected scriptures 
lies the origin of modern Indian religious ritual, and the Saivagamas are 
no whit less significant in respect to subsequent developments than the 
Vedas were before them (Brunner 1977). 

Descriptions of practice may be found in Diehl (1956) and Gonda 
(1970; pp. 84-86), while there is also an account of the comparable rite in 
the Vaishnavite sphere (Joshi 1959, pp. 13-17). With regard to the texts of 
the dominant Saivite tradition, Mme Brunner is completing an edition and 
translation of a voluminous ritual manual of the eleventh century. This 
text contains a section on Homa (called ahuti in the Saivagamas) based 
directly on the agamas and in turn providing the authority for later, still 
current manuals of priestly practice (Brunner 1963-77* H, 86 ff. et passim). 
Mme Brunner’s careful work on fundamental Sanskrit documents provides 
a basic point of reference for those engaged in the study of Tantric rites 

outside of India. 
The late Christiaan Hooykaas dedicated the latter part of a long and 

fruitful scholarly career to the reconstruction of the ritual of the Saivite 
and Buddhist priesthood of Bali—a complex Tantrism with mixed features 
and marked local assimilation (Hooykaas 1964)- A dwindling remnant, 
these priestly initiates preserve palm-leaf manuscripts that Dr. Hooykaas 
was at pains to collect, collate, publish, and translate (Hooykaas 1966, 
1973). He also began the work of comparison with South Indian traditions 
and documents (Hooykaas 1966, pp. 141-156). Indeed, one of his last major 
studies was on “Homa in India and Bali” (Hooykaas 1982), of which a 
portion is published in this volume (pages 382-402). 

The Kathmandu Valley of Nepal offers another theater of Tantric ritual 
operations, one no less marked than Bali by assimilation to local custom 
and social structure. There among the Newars the descendants of the old 
Buddhist sangha form the Banra caste. Their elite are the Vajra masters, 

li 
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Vajracaryas, who may or may not be learned in their hereditary traditions, 
but of whom it has been written, “Their one need is to know how to per¬ 
form the rites, of which the homa-sacrifice is the most important” (Snell- 
grove 1957, p. 112). John Locke has completed a comprehensive study of 
Vajracarya rituals, where we find Homa forming “an integral part of some 
of the life-cycle rites, notably the marriage ceremony, caste initiation rites, 
and the diksa ceremony. It forms a part of the consecration rite of images, 
is used for the annual worship of the family deity, and for other occasional 
pujas a family may ask their priest to perform it if they can afford it” (Locke 
I977, P- 127). Locke has described Homa as carried out in the larger context 
of Newari Buddhist ritual practice (ibid., pp. 126-140). 

Still another great corpus of information on Tantric Homa is found 
within Tibetan Buddhism and its Mongolian offshoot. There is of course 
much material awaiting study in the Tantras themselves and their commen¬ 
taries, whether translated into Tibetan or composed directly in that language, 
and preserved in the several editions of the Tibetan Tripitaka as well as the 
great collections of the different religious orders. Meanwhile, we now have 
critical editions of several prescriptive texts from the Tripitaka dealing spe¬ 
cifically with the performance of Homa (Miyasaka et al., 1972). Moreover, 
accounts of recent or current practice have been published by Lessing de¬ 
scribing Homa as performed by Mongolian lamas at the Yung-ho kung 

in Peking (1942, pp. 150-161), by Schroder, working among the 
Mongols of the Kansu frontier (1952, pp. 860-870), and by Beyer, observing 
Tibetan bKa’-rgyud-pa refugees in India (1973, pp. 264-275). Nebesky-Woj- 
kowitz described the several forms of Agni invoked in Tibetan Homa rites 
on the basis of manuscripts and block prints in the collection of the Leiden 
Ethnographical Museum (1956, pp. 528-532). 

Scholarly activity is thus well underway on several fronts, yet it is 
surprising that so little has been done by Western scholars on what is perhaps 
the longest unbroken tradition and the most abundant textual corpus of 
all the texts and rites of Sino-Japanese Tantric Buddhism preserved in the 
Shingon and Tendai schools. The relative attention accorded the various 
Tantric survivals appears to be in inverse proportion to their accessibility. 
Tibetan Buddhist studies undoubtedly drew strength from the cloud of 
mystery that long enveloped Tibet and owe much of their current vigor 
to the menace that has hung over Tibetan traditions since 1959. The spe¬ 
cialists in Saivagama have had to battle against indigenous prejudice and 
academic obscurantism in recovering and restoring to their proper place 
scriptures long consigned to oblivion. Until very recent years, the practices 
of the Newari Vajracaryas remained closed to outside observers. In Bali 
Dr. Hooykaas and his associates were obliged to search out and piece 
together fragmentary manuscripts, deciphering crabbed scripts and restoring 
corrupt texts eked out with the oral information supplied by a vanishing 
handful of traditional practitioners. 
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The situation with regard to Sino-Japanese Tantric Buddhism is en¬ 
tirely other. The Homa rite may be freely observed daily throughout Japan. 
Moreover, our textual resources are all but limitless, and there is no problem 
of accessibility, for most are readily available in print. Indeed, the basic 
Chinese descriptions of these rites have all been in print for fully a thousand 
years, since the first printing of a Chinese Buddhist Canon in 971-983. 
The great Buddhist publication projects of the twentieth century have made 
the standard works accessible in convenient form: authoritative scriptures 
translated from the Sanskrit, detailed commentatorial expositions compiled 
in China, Chinese and Sino-Japanese epitomes of rites, enchiridia for the 
officiant, elaborate compendia of sadhanas—all are easily to be found in 
most university libraries in Europe and America. The manuscript tradition, 
too, was until recently very much alive, and the abundance of handwritten 
ritual manuals—many with added notes recording orally transmitted ins¬ 
tructions and the discrepancies in their various accounts—attest the vigor 
and profusion of the numerous lineages and sublineages of Shingon and Ten¬ 
dai Buddhism in Japan. 

There is, then, no lack of material, nor of opportunities for direct ob¬ 
servation. The only question is, how have Western scholars contrived to 
neglect all this for so long? This form of Buddhism and its rituals played an 
important role in China, especially during the T’ang (cf. Chou 1945, van Gu- 
lik 1935). In Japan, where one speaks of the “esoterization” (mikkyo-ka 
^ffc-ffc.) of all forms of Buddhism, the Tantric rites of Shingon and Tendai 
have reigned, aristocratic and supreme, ever since their establishment at the 
ninth-century Heian court (Hayami 1975, De Visser 1935). In the context 
of East Asian cultural history, there is no excuse for neglecting the copious 
remains of Tantric Buddhism. Still less should Buddhologists continue to 
slight the Sino-Japanese evidence in favor of Indo-Tibetan materials. In 
studying Tantric Buddhism, Western scholars have hestitated to recognize 
the importance of East Asian survivals, even as they have been behindhand 
in acknowledging the relevance of analogous Tantric matter preserved out¬ 
side the Buddhist fold, whether in South India or in Bali. Narrow parochi¬ 
alism should have no place in studying a subject of such scope and impor¬ 
tance. The unbroken series of translations into Chinese from the third 
through ninth centuries furnishes the most reliable documentation of the 
development of Buddhist Tantra in India, even as the subsidiary exegetical 
texts composed in China and Japan provide the clearest record of the sys¬ 
tem’s adaptation within a non-Indian cultural context. This great mass of 
texts and living traditions calls out for systematic investigation, and its in¬ 
tegration within the larger field of Buddhist studies is urgent. 
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SCHOLARSHIP TO DATE 

Though the texts and rites of East Asian Tantric Buddhism have been 
neglected in the West, Japanese scholarship on this subject has, in a sense, 
been continuous since the ninth century. Yet even at the present time, 
Japanese writing on the Homa, as on other Tantric rites, is still virtually the 
exclusive preserve of learned initiates, Shingon and Tendai masters. Them¬ 
selves duly ordained practitioners, they normally address their writings on 
ritual to professional colleagues. Most twentieth-century scholarship on 
our subject, then, is sectarian, being written not merely by priests for other 
priests but, even more narrowly, for other priests within the same ritual 
lineage. Japanese indologists at secular universities are duly impressed by 
fragmentary survivals of archaic Vedic rites in India, but they generally take 
no cognizance whatever of the Homa that may be in course of performance 
two streets away from their lecture halls and libraries. Indology itself is of 
course a recent and prestigious import to Japan from the West; its Japanese 
adepts are consequently caught in a rigidly secular and historicist attitude. 
Yet indology has also penetrated into the very different world of the Bud¬ 
dhist universities, where its influence has been considerable. In the present 
century, the scientific study of Sanskrit was incorporated into the curricula 
of these training centers for future priests; the standard textbooks of ritual 
that enjoy authority today in the several schools of Shingon and Tendai all 
reveal varying degrees of Sanskritizing sophistication. 

Of these modern manuals there will be more to say below. Between them 
and the ultimate scriptural authority of the rites come scores, perhaps 
hundreds, of traditional prescriptive texts, each one authoritative for a 
greater or lesser span of time within a particular ritual lineage or sublineage. 
Some of these texts present a bare ordering of the elements of the rite that is 
close to scriptural simplicity; others incorporate traditional commentaries 
crystallized for the most part sometime between the twelfth and eighteenth 
centuries. Most are fairly elaborate and describe the necessary visualizations, 
transcribe the mantras (which are written either in Siddham script — cf. Van 
Gulik 1956, Nakamura et al. 1977—or Chinese characters), and at the foot 
of the page provide sketches or linecuts of the relevant mudras at the place 
in the rite where they are to be formed. These traditional manuals are still 
in use. Whatever other compendious critical works with historical comments 
and reconstructed Sanskrit mantras the officiant may once have been ex¬ 
posed to, it is the standard manual of his lineage, printed in traditional 
accordion format, that lies open before him when he performs the Homa. 
And we may safely assume that once their intensive pseudoacademic train¬ 
ing is over, most priests today as in the past have little more to guide them 
than the authority of their own traditional manual, often with supplement¬ 
ary notes written in from the instruction of their teachers. 

There have been several attempts by scholar-priests to study the his¬ 

torical development of Homa, its symbolic meaning, and its place in the 
Sino-Japanese Buddhist tradition. The pioneering work is Saeki 1929, the 
first book devoted to a comprehensive discussion of the subject. Still of 
value, its 1972 reprint contains an inventory of nearly 350 different manu¬ 
script sets of instructions for performing various types of Homa, preserved 
in the Koyasan University library. Rather more popular than Saeki’s work, 
and addressed to a wider audience, is Takai 1941. Here the emphasis is on 
the scriptural sources for the character and attributes of the Homa’s chief 
divinity, Fudo myoo (Acalavidyaraja), but the second half of the 
book contains a clear presentation of the structure and objectives of the 
rite. A third specialized work on the Homa is Kamei 1971. Its orientation is 
explicitly historical, but the resemblances between this book and Saeki’s 
work of over forty years earlier are many and striking. The organization 
of the subject is virtually identical, the section-headings are the same, the 
same illustrative texts are drawn upon. Such are the conservative virtues and 
imaginative limitations of priestly scholarship. Both Saeki and Kamei begin 
bravely enough with the Vedas. Both neglect, as we can no longer afford to 
do, the steadily emerging medieval Indian sources, which are certain to 
prove of more immediate relevance than the Vedas to the study of early Tan¬ 
tric Buddhism. The organization of their studies according to the topics 
traditionaly recognized as significant by Shingon scholars of Homa rather 
obscures the historical development of the subject itself as presented in 
Saeki’s and Kamei’s books. Yet both authors have drawn forth and dis¬ 
cussed a considerable quantity of valuable information from the Chinese 
sources, and all students of Homa must be indebted to them. 

The standard Buddhist encyclopedias and dictionaries contain concise 
descriptions of the Homa rite: the comprehensive Mochizulci Bukkyo dai- 

jiten (II, pp. 1294a-1295c) as well as the specialized Tantric Milckyo daijiten 

(1969 reprint, II, pp. 638a-645a), Sawa (1975, PP- 227-229), and Tomita 
(1911, pp. 336-338). It should be noted, however, that these accounts all 
follow the canonical scriptural directives, rather than describing actual 
practice. Analyses of the many and various prescriptive texts will be found 
throughout the Bussho kaisetsu daijiten’, Tendai manuals are listed in Shi- 
buya 1943. On the broader context of the development of Tantric Buddhist 
ritual, there is much to be found in the massive pioneering work of Omura 
Seigai (1918), based on the Chinese translations and commentaries. Special 
mention must be made, too, of Toganoo Shoun 1935, a thoroughgoing dis¬ 
cussion of the basic Shingon rituals by a Koyasan scholar noteworthy for 
the exceptional breadth of his learning. (Homa is treated on pp. 85-96.) 
Descriptions by Shingon scholars of the development of Tantric Buddhism 
as a whole are Toganoo 1933 and Matsunaga 1969a, which contain passing 
mentions of Homa in historical context. On thejiistory of Tantric Budd¬ 
hism in T’ang and pre-T’ang China, there are Omura 1918, Chou 1945, 
and the essays collected in Osabe 1971. For Japanese Shingon history the 
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standard work is Kushida 1964 with its 1979 sequel; Hayami 1975 is very 
important for the place of Tantric rites in medieval Japanese society. Finally, 
specialized articles on Homa will be found listed in the rather incomplete 
Shingon bibliography by Natsume (1975), and, more fully, by Matsunaga 
(1972, p. 231). They are not numerous. 

HOMA IN PROTO-TANTRIC TEXTS 

Indology is starved for historical documents; sinology is glutted by 
them. Nearly all the texts with which we have to deal in recovering the his¬ 
tory of Homa in East Asia are either already dated and localized or else 
easily datable. In India it might be daring to attempt the “history” of a 
rite; in China it would be risky to neglect it. At the present, preliminary 
stage of inquiry, the superabundance of undigested, dated materials pre¬ 
cludes any effort towards a would-be masterly synthesis. Later on it may be 
possible to isolate crucial stages and vital issues, then at long last to pro¬ 
nounce significantly on the subject as a whole. Meanwhile, our task must be 
provisional, historical piecework, and we will depend very largely on delv¬ 
ing and discoveries already accomplished by Saeki, Kamei, and other Japa¬ 
nese scholars. The task is the more compelling in that, if nothing else, it 
should serve to dispel the ingrained notion that the first description of Homa 
as a Buddhist rite is found in the eighth-century Manjusri-mala-kalpa (Snell- 
grove 1957, p. 112; Locke 1977, p. 127). In isolating Homa-related elements 
among the vast textual debris of Sino-Japanese Tantric Buddhism to as¬ 
semble the first part of this study, we will inevitably lose sight of Homa as 
a coherent rite. I hope it will eventually be possible to offset this failing by 
providing a well-illustrated description of a Homa rite as currently per¬ 
formed in Kyoto. 

The question of continuity from Vedic times, so momentous for the 
Shingon scholars, need not concern us, and it is still too early to attempt a 
full-scale confrontation with the medieval Saivite texts. The relevant Chinese 
translations document two main stages in the development of Tantric Bud¬ 
dhism. The first, known to Japanese scholars as “diffuse esoterism” (zomitsu 

«), begins with translations made as early as the third century a.d. 

Among these works are astrological texts such as the Matahgl-sutra and— 
in ever-growing numbers as the centuries advance—independent books of 
spells (dharani-sutras) and comprehensive anthologies of dharanis and 
mantras. To this welter of texts, Omura Seigai has provided the only sys¬ 
tematic guide (1918, pp. 1-352). In the traditional Shingon perspective, the 
formal distinguishing characteristic of this literature is its having been 
pronounced by the historical Buddha of our own world, Sakyamuni, other¬ 
wise glossed as the Sambhogakaya. Moreover it is supposed to treat ex¬ 
clusively of means for attaining worldly ends: protection from disease, 

robbers, death; the bringing of rain, and the augmentation of riches or 
length of life. For those who classify Tantric complexities according to the 
later, fourfold schema current among the Tibetan exegetes, these early works 
fall into the kriya or carya classes (cf. Matsunaga 1969b). I would suggest 
that at our present stage of nescience, the relevance of that classification as 
well as the validity of the criterion of “worldliness” applied to the proto- 
Tantric literature should still be considered open questions. 

In contrast to this proto-Tantric matter, the second and dominant class 
of texts is termed “pure esoterism” (junmitsu MtO- Here the disclosing 
noumenon is no longer Sakyamuni, but rather the Tathagata Mahavairocana 
(Dainichi-nyorai ±1J#I5K), the Dharmakaya. Works of this class are con¬ 
sequently taken to represent a higher, purer stage of revelation. It is certain 
that they contain on the whole a far more elaborate systematization of 
Tantric Buddhist doctrine and practice. Ritual is still the central concern, 
but a complex anagogic structure has been superimposed upon each rite and 
all its component parts. Using such texts—translated, adapted, or even 
created directly in eighth-century China—the nascent Shingon and Tendai 
schools were to found their own synthesis in ninth-century Japan. It is 
therefore among this group of scriptures that we find the ultimate prototypes 
of the long series of subsequent practical directives for carrying out the 
Homa and most other major Shingon and Tendai rituals. Yet despite the 
seeming clarity of the time-honored distinction between the texts of “dif¬ 
fuse” esoterism and those of the mature, self-conscious system, it should be 
recognized that the transition from proto-Tantra was in fact a gradual and 
subtle process. The earlier literature anticipates the later synthesis in many 
ways. There are, for example, suggestions of Homa in fourth-century texts, 
and we shall see that a fully Buddhist Floma rite was already in existence 

by the sixth century. 
Tantric Buddhism in its successive phases is characterized by a near¬ 

obsessive inclusiveness. Buddhism as a whole drew to itself from its sur¬ 
roundings numberless divinities and practices, to which it proceeded to 
assign new significance and functions. The process is all the more pronounc¬ 
ed in the materials we are calling “Tantric”, for it is clear that from the 
beginning the practices they document evolved in close symbiosis with the 
gods and rites of the profane. Hence the complex and thoroughgoing re¬ 
absorption of the “pan-Indian substrate” in the system’s canonical Sanskrit 
form (cf. Ruegg 1964; and 1967? PP* 18-22). All this is of course still reflected 
in the various extra-Indian Tantric systems, each of which has also duly 
erected its own exuberantly assimilative superstructure on local foundations. 
For Buddhist authors, Homa itself was an arch-“heretical rite at the outset, 
and medieval Buddhist texts frequently allude to the continuing popularity 
of various forms of Homa among non-Buddhists a Homa false and de¬ 
lusive, when compared with its Buddhist counterpart. The presence of Homa 
among rites promoted by the Buddha must be viewed within the dominant 
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mythological drama of Tantric Buddhism, the submission and conversion 
of the pagan gods (see Iyanaga 1983; and Stein 1971-78). In the dharani- 
sutras and proto-Tantric literature generally, the Buddha and his host of 
saints are often little more than a foil for more ambiguous personages, 
rumbustious spiritual beings from outside the fold. The earlier careers of 
these figures, be they gods or demon kings, were full of dramatic, often 
gory incident that some of the texts detail at length. Now in all repentance 
and humility they approach the Buddha’s tranquil circle to make submis¬ 
sion, but they bear with them, as offerings to the community, all the awesome 
devices that previously enabled them to dominate demonic legions. These 
potent spells and rites, they aver, will be indispensable to monks and nuns 
of future times, when the Buddha is no longer present in the world and his 
Law is threatened with extinction (Strickmann 1980). So we find in Bud¬ 
dhist proto-Tantric literature mantras, astrology, and fire offerings that 
superficially resemble the practices of the profane, yet we are constantly 
assured that their true purpose and inner meaning are other and transcen¬ 
dent, among these Buddhists so skilled at giving “un sens plus pur aux mots 
de la tribu.” 

The text regularly adduced by Shingon scholars as furnishing the 
earliest description in Chinese of a Homa performance not surprisingly places 
it in a non-Buddhist, even anti-Buddhist, context. A version of the Ma- 
tangisutra tells of the rite carried out by a Candali woman whose daughter 
was infatuated with the Buddha’s handsome disciple, Ananda. To entice 
him away from his master, the sorceress “smeared the floor of her house 
with cowdung, on which she spread white rushes. In this ritual area she pro¬ 
ceeded to light a great, raging fire into which she threw 108 flowers, reciting 
her spell in its entirety with every flower she threw” (T. 1300, XXI: 400a27 
et seq.). There is no doubting the downright worldliness of this rudimentary 
procedure, and the narrative is supposed to be an early third-century trans¬ 
lation of a still more precocious Indian original (Omura 1918, p. 50; Saeki 
1929, p. 44; Kamei 1967, pp. 14, 34). There is a problem here, however. The 
influential Matanglsutra was several times translated into Chinese, and 
there are four extant versions, each different from the others. The tradition¬ 
ally accepted sequence among them has been T. 551 (second century a.d.), 

T. 552 (perhaps just after the preceding), T. 1300 (early third century) and T. 
1301 (late third century). A quite different sequence was established by 
Hayashiya Tomojiro, after critical scrutiny of the texts and early scriptural 
inventories: T. 1301, 551, 552, all probably third century, and T. 1300, mid¬ 
dle or late fifth century (Hayashiya 1945, pp. 524-543). According to this 
revised reckoning, the text in which the Homa figures is the latest of the lot, 
and moreover either underwent considerable modification in the course of 
being translated or else was simply composed in China. In the earliest ver¬ 
sion of the sutra, we find the scheming parent using water, not fire, to 
effect her designs; the flowers are magically produced in eight jars of water, 

into which they are cast again one by one after the spell has been intoned 
over each of them (T. 1301, XXI: 410cl5 et seq.). Hayashiya’s proposed re¬ 
ordering of the sutras would accord very well with the larger literary con¬ 
text, for the most ample source of miscellaneous data on fire and non-Bud- 
dhist fire offerings was made available to Chinese readers and scriptural 
authors only with the translation of the Agamas (Nikayas)—which, as is 
well known, came to pass comparatively tardily, at the beginning of the fifth 
century (Demieville 1953, pp. 418-419). In these “gospels of Buddhism” we 
find an enumeration of the different types of profane Homa as well as vari¬ 
ous metaphorical applications of the properties of fire in general. Metaphor 
is extended into the sphere of ethics in the Buddha’s account of seven fires 
in the Samyuktagama’s second Agni sutra—a concise treatise on the Brah- 
manic fire offering from an early Buddhist point of view. To be avoided are 
the fires of passion, hatr_ed, and delusion. Three other fires, though, are 
worthy of reverence, the Ahavanlya, Garhapatya, and Daksina. These three 
vital fires of srauta ritual are here respectively identified with parents; wives, 
children, and domestic servants; and brahmans and recluses—three classes 
of persons deserving of honor and attention. Their Chinese renderings are 
the Basic Fire (var. Fire of Reverence M7c), the Householder’s 
Fire ftic-k (var. Fire of Sorrow and Joy Together ig^fRjk), and the Fire 
of the Field of Merit These equivalents, particularly the third, in 
themselves reveal a degree of interpretation and Buddhist assimilation. A 
seventh fire, the “Wood Fire” fr^C, is described as requiring periodic quen¬ 
ching and relighting, but is not provided with an explicit social correlative 
(T. 99, II: 24b-25b; for variants, cf. T. 100, II: 464b-65b). Many other 
references to fire and fire rites are contained in the voluminous Jataka and 
Avadana literature, of which early Chinese translations can be found in 
Volumes III and IV (Hon’en-bu of the Taisho Canon. 

The Agamas, Jatakas, and Avadanas also furnish numerous references 
to a meditation on the element Fire, tejodhatusamadhi or jyotisprabha- 
samadhi. By its performance in the very remote past, the Buddha Pusya is 
said to have brought the then Bodhisattva Sakyamuni rapidly on towards his 
eventual enlightenment (Lamotte I949> PP- 253-254); the same exercise 
climaxes the legend of Gavampati {ibid., p. 253 n. 3). A text in the Madhya- 
magama sets this meditation in explicit contrast to heretical fire worship; 
at the Buddha’s bidding the ascetic Uruvela Kasyapa attests his abandon¬ 
ment of the time-honored sacred fire by rising into the air and entering the 
Fire samadhi: “When he had entered that state his body put forth all manner 
of flames, blue, yellow, red, white, and the color of water-crystal zKtfa 
[glass]. When the lower part of his body sent out fire, the upper part sent out 
water, and when the upper part sent out fire the lower part sent out water.” 
(T. 26,1: 497c20 et seq.). The Samyuktagama tells a similar tale of Darva 
Mallaputra, who entered nirvana by that means: “Facing east, he mounted 
into the air, manifested the four comportments—i.e., walking, standing, 
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sitting and reclining—and entered the Fire samadhi. The lower part of his 
body produced a fire, and his body was penetrated on every side by flames of 
blue, yellow, red, white, and the pink of sphatika [glass]. Now the lower 
part of his body put forth fire that swept back and burned up his body, and 
then the upper part put forth water that laved his body; now the upper part 
put forth fire that went down and burned up his body, and then the lower 
part put forth water that went upwards and laved his body. When he had 
manifested these wonders in all ten directions, from within him came a fire 
that entirely consumed his body, and so he achieved nirvana without re¬ 
sidue, being entirely extinguished without so much as a mote of dust re¬ 
maining. Like an oil lamp that has entirely burnt out in the air, so was the 
nirvana in the air of Darva Mallaputra” (T. 99, II: 280cl-10). 

The fatal, nirvanic aspect of the Fire meditation naturally came to 
dominate the literature. In the Vinaya of the Mahasangikas, the Buddha 
himself is said to have “ascended by miraculous tread into the void, there 
entering Fire samadhi for his own jhapita [cremation]” (T. 1425, XXII: 
491a2-3). In one version of the Mahaparinirvanasutra, translated during 
the effervescent early fifth century as were all the texts so far quoted, we 
read of Subhadra, last of the Buddha’s disciples, who could not bear that his 
master should predecease him and so entered the Fire samadhi and nirvana 
in the presence of the dying Buddha (T. 7,1: 204b25-26). These good scrip¬ 
tural precedents and the satisfying finality of a total consumption of the body 
and all its impurities in flame promoted the practice of self-immolation 
among monks throughout East Asia (Gernet i960; Mochizuki Bukkyo dai- 

jitenl: 746-747). Yet similar fire meditations were prescribed in the course of 
regular monastic life, as well. The Essential Rites of the Secrets of Dhyana 

(Ch’an-pi yao-fa ching translated or compiled during the same 
period either by Kumarajiva or Dharmamitra, recommends the following 
meditation for purifying one’s person after an infringement of the precepts. 
Following a statement of repentance and a preliminary cessation of discur¬ 
sive thought, the offender is to visualize a fire produced between his bones, 
burning away all impurities. Then its golden radiance flows outward and 
enters the crown of his head, whereupon he experiences a feeling of in¬ 
comparable joy. Next his body is to be envisaged as a banana tree, the layers 
of skin like the overlapping leaves. The body becomes ever slighter till it is 
seen as a hollow, dessicated stalk. Subsequently a fire from within burns it 
all away, then fires arise in all four directions, the body is as hot as fire, a 
fire that is felt to arise in the joints and spring forth from every pore. The 
entire body seems a mass of flame, burning out of control. Then from the 
four quarters four huge flaming volcanos approach and unite in front of the 
of the meditator, who next beholds his own body fuse with them. This is 
called the Visualization of Fire (huo-hsiang 7c5ti), and when the body has 
been completely consumed by this fire, the practitioner perceives that he is 
entirely without Self (T. 413, XV: 259c25-60a24). 
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We will have to recall the ancient tradition of fire meditation when we 
come to consider the “Inner Homa,” an essential feature of Tantric Buddhist 
Homa in East Asia from the eighth century on. We will also find that the 
central deity of the rite, Acalavidyaraja (Fudb-myoo), is regularly described 
and depicted in a state of Fire samadhi. Such continuity with early Bud- plate 14 

dhism, involving a conscious revivification of elements drawn from the 
oldest canonical literature, is characteristic of the mature Tantric system. 
Meanwhile, the few illustrative texts that we have selected from a very co¬ 
pious supply show that varied images of fire, charged with metaphorical 
and ritual power, became abundantly available to Chinese Buddhists early 
in the fifth century. With regret we turn from these vivid meditations to the 
prosaic traces of Homa itself in Buddhist ritual. 

As the earliest evidence for a Buddhist Homa rite, the Japanese authori¬ 
ties quote a text attributed to Srimitra, master mantrist at the Eastern Chin 
court from ca. 317 to 343. It contains instructions for demarcating the ritual 
area to be used for the recitation of the Peacock-Spell Sutra {Mahamayiiri- 
vidyarajni), and is attached to an early sixth-century rendering of that work 
(T. 984, XIX: 458c-459a). Within the ritual area are to be arrayed five 
swords, five banners, twenty-one arrows, twenty-one oil lamps, and five 
mirrors. The earth is to be anointed with a perfumed decoction of two types 
of incense, in place of the cow dung used in such rites by the profane. Mus¬ 
tard seeds are to be burned in a fire, whereupon all evil demons will straight¬ 
away be entirely burned up. 

The brief reference to the burning of mustard seeds has captivated the 
Japanese historians, for mustard seeds still figure among the offerings used 
in the Homa rite today (Omura 1918, p. 62; Matsunaga 1969a, pp. 133-134). 
But the attribution to the celebrated Srimitra may have been only hearsay; 
nothing else by him survives, though at the end of the sixth century his 
name was erroneously attached to a large collection of spells that had in 
fact been compiled ca. 457 (Strickmann 1980). Moreover, the burning 
itself is obviously apotropaic, to clear the ritual area of unwelcome other¬ 
worldly intruders, instead of propitiatory, as in the later Homa rite. A pa¬ 
rallel is found in a dharani collection translated in 462, where the King of 
the Demons, Mara Papimat, newly converted by the Buddha, resolves to 
throw white sesamum and mustard seed into a fire—an act that will cause 
all demons similarly to burn away (T. 1335, XXI: 573a). Significant though 
the Peacock Spell instructions may be in tracing the general history of fire in 
Buddhist rites, the Japanese historians of Homa seem once again to have 
chosen a shaky proof text. 

Much might still be written about other anticipations of Homa during 
this period. The 462 translation just mentioned gives comprehensive instruc¬ 
tions for burning different types of incense and reciting mantras before the 
images of various deities to bring about the apparition of a golden-bodied 
goddess who will fulfill the worshiper’s every wish (T. 1335, XXI: 579bl- 
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PLATE 14 

The Blue Fudo (Acala-vidyaraja) 

Vajra Sword of Gnosis in his right hand, Lasso of Subjugation 
in his left, he is seated on a layered altar rock in the midst of water 
and enveloped in Garuda-headed flames. Shoren-in Kyoto. 
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29). Incense is among the offerings made in the full-scale Homa, and evo¬ 
cation of a divinity is one of the rite’s basic objectives. We will see that there 
are remarkable parallels between Homa hearth and incense burner. Theore¬ 
tically, their proper functions are quite discrete, but in East Asia at least 
they show certain intriguing convergences. 

Rather than combing early sutras for other suggestive analogies, how¬ 
ever, we should go directly to the first firmly attested Buddhist Homa texts. 
We have now to leave the fascinating fifth century, that bubbling spiritual 
alembic in which a truly Chinese Buddhism was first distilled, since our 
earliest certain document is a translation made in North China sometime 
during the years 561-578. The Spirit Spells of the Eleven-Visaged Kuan- 

shih-yin directs that a white sandalwood icon of this divinity, Eka- 
dasamukha Avalokitesvara, be fashioned and consecrated. The proper man¬ 
tras are to be recited in its presence during the first fortnight of the month, 
as the offerings set before the image are gradually increased. On the four¬ 
teenth and fiteenth days, the officiant is to light a fire of sandalwood in front 
of the icon. Before his own seat he is to place a pint of vegetable oil in a 
bronze vessel. He should have prepared 1,008 slender, inch-long pieces of 
aloes wood. Beginning at noon on the fifteenth he takes the aromatic tablets 
one by one, dips them in oil, and places them in the fire as he recites the 
mantra of Kuan-shih-yin. He continues until all 1,008 slips have been con¬ 
sumed. During these two days, the fourteenth and fifteenth, he is to eat 
nothing at all. When the rite has been completed, during the night of the 
fifteenth, Kuan-shih-yin will descend into the icon, which will begin to trem¬ 
ble. From the topmost of the statue’s eleven heads will issue a voice praising 
the officiant: “Well done, well done, good son—I have come to behold you. 
All your wishes shall now be fulfilled” (T. 1070, XX: 150c20-151a27; 
Saeki 1929, pp. 37-38). 

This Buddhist proto-Homa well illustrates the axial relationship be¬ 
tween incense burner and fire altar, for the rite is structurally all but iden¬ 
tical with the procedure described in the text of 462, and both the fire’s basic 
fuel and its subsequent mantra-endowed nourishment are fragrant woods, 
among the most precious of aromatics. Still, we have clearly entered a new 
phase of ritual. A special fire is to be constructed for the transmission of an 
offering, and the spell wood is to be dipped in oil before burning, as is done 
in the Homa today. Though closely akin to the earlier rite, it is nonetheless 
distinct—a fire offering, not simply another pious fumigation. As in the 
fifth-century text, an icon serves as the support for visualization, but the great 
Bodhisattva that now enters it is unquestionably a higher power. Yet the 
rite itself is primitive enough. The way towards Homa finally seems clear, 
but we have still to wait for most of the elements that were to characterize 
the fully developed rite, from the elaborate altar fittings and numerous sym¬ 
bolic offerings to the well-thought-out soteric purpose of each step in the 
proceedings. At this point many of the later components of Tantric Homa 
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can already be traced in the Chinese translations, separately present but as 
if floating in suspension, prior to being fused in a comprehensive system. Yet 
we can confidently state that by the mid-sixth century at the latest, a Bud¬ 
dhist Homa rite existed in India. 

The Avalokitesvara book of spells declares that the officiant to whom 
the Bodhisattva appears will be given his choice among four wishes: to be 
able to fly into the air without leaving the ritual area, to join the host of 
saints and enjoy perfect freedom, to be a king among mantra possessors, or 
to be able in his present body to accompany Kuan-shih-yin. Though any 
simple wish fulfilment might be deemed a “worldly” aim, these several 
objectives are easily assimilable to loftier spiritual ambitions, as well. A 
rite of this type could also be put to immediate practical use. In the event 
of illness, whether among men or cattle, the text prescribes dipping in white 
mustard-seed oil, becharming, and burning in an acacia-wood fire 1,008 
slips of acacia wood, each the thickness of a writing brush.* Their total 
consumption will bring about the total cure of all maladies (T. 1070, XX: 
151b28-c5). 

Homa directives begin to proliferate in other translations made under 
the Sui dynasty (581-618) and during the first decades of the T’ang. Most 
also came under the patronage of Kuan-shih-yin and formed part of the 
rapidly expanding literature and rites of this most popular of all Buddhist 
deities. They show a clear therapeutic bias and employ steadily increasing 
quantities of ritual properties and offerings. The materials to be burned 
include incense pellets, wood dipped in curds and honey, and lotus flowers— 
all in the auspicious number of 108 (Saeki 1929: 46). The fullest presentation 
of this material is in the Collected Dhdrani-siitras P'feH/EflfM, translated or 
compiled in the early 650s in Ch’ang-an. This large work, a sununa of 
proto-Tantric ritual, attests the diversity and general lack of system that 
still prevailed. There was still no neat formal classification of the various 
types of Homa; we find different versions presented as bringing relief from 
disease, deliverance from demons, robbers, rapacious officials, and unsea¬ 
sonable weather, as well as the fulfilment of all desires. One fire rite is 
endowed with the function of annihilating sins (mieh tsui -®ff), and this 
inkling of a metaphorical and moral purpose has been duly noted by the 
modern scholar-monks as yet another anticipation of the later, symbolic 
Eloma. The medium, once again, is the apotropaic white mustard seed; 

* The text describes the combustible as “purple oak” ±£1ffi, and the same term is found 
in the 651 version of the rite (T. 901, XVIII: 825a26-27; it occurs in five other rites 
in T. 901). The compilers of the relevant index volume to the Taisho Canon have iden¬ 
tified it as Khadira W&B (Acacia catechu). Hsiian-tsang’s seventh-century and 
Amoghavajra’s eighth-century renderings of the Kuan-shih-yin text require Nim- 
ba wood (Melia azedarach)—“the Bitter Lien tree” (T. 1071, XX: 154b 18—19; 
T. 1096, XX:142a6). Both woods were later used in the Homa of exorcistic Subjugation 
l^fk(Abhicaraka). 
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demon-quelling has here been made allegorical (Saeki 1929, p. 47; Kamei 
1967, p. 39). 

There is still a dominant association of Homa with Kuan-shih-yin, an 
association later to be prolonged in medieval Japan in the rite of the 
Six-Syllable Mantra and other widely diffused therapeutic procedures 
(Hayami 1970, pp. 202-206). But other deities also promote Homa in the 
Collected Dharani-sutras, and we find there, too, the first reference to Agni 
in the context of Buddhist Homa. The god of fire is to be invoked and 
installed within the hearth, the kunda. Curds mixed with honey and various 
other substances are to be placed in the fire as offerings to him. Then Agni 
is to be moved to the hearth’s rim, and all the Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, Vajra- 
beings and devas are to be invited into the kunda. In addition to curds and 
honey, the offerings to them comprise the five grains, different varieties of 
flowers and fragrances, cakes, fruits, and perfumed water. When the offerings 
have been made, each divinity is to be installed in his place, in due order of 
precedence, by forming the appropriate mudra and reciting the proper 
mantra. When all this has been accomplished, the entire host is to be sent 
off again, using the mudra of dismissal (T. 901, XVIII: 879c25-880a6). 

Here we are close to the mature rite; its basic outline has been es¬ 
tablished. First comes the evocation and propitiation of Agni, the inter¬ 
mediary, a preliminary fire offering that prepares the way. This is followed 
by a full-scale summoning of the celestial hierarchy. They too descend to 
the fire altar in order of rank, where each receives various oblations in 
accordance with his nature and functions. It is already clear that the hearth 
corresponds to the center of a mandala, and later texts make this explicit. 
The officiant manipulates his otherworldly visitors using the Three Mysteries 
of body, speech, and mind—the hand-formed mudras, the murmured 
mantras, and the force of visualization. The rite completed, he dismisses 
them. This is a simple picture of Homa as still performed today. 

A pair of texts translated by Bodhiruci ca. 709 indicate a notable 
advance. They furnish the earliest systematic classification of Homa types. 
In these works we find the word Homa transcribed as hu-ma HJip; I have 
not yet noticed an earlier occurrence of this term, which was to become 
standard. They divide the rite’s procedures into three stages: the Fire Altar 
‘XWk (i.e., the invocation of Agni), the Hearth MiS (invocation of the 
host of Buddhas et al.), and the Burning of Timely Edible Offerings 
The texts further distinguish three sorts of Homa, each with a different 
objective and requiring a hearth of different shape and dimensions, special 
apparatus and offerings, and a particular spatial orientation and time 
schedule. They are the Santika Paustika and 
Abhicaraka : the Homa of Pacification, for assuring domestic and 
personal security; of Augmentation, for the increase of worldly goods and 
benefits; and of Subjugation, for the conquest of assailing demons or, 
indeed, human adversaries assimilated to demons (T. 951, XIX: 261c et seq.). 

For the Santika Homa of security, the altar is round and the officiant 
faces north, singlemindedly —seated in a half-lotus position. He con¬ 
cludes each mantra with the syllables svaha and burns black sesame-seed 
oil mixed with white mustard seeds as the offering. He feeds the fire with 
Nyagrodha (Banyan) wood [Ficus refusal, Udumbara wood [Ficus glome- 

ratal, Asvatta wood [Ficus religiosal, and “Winter plant of the Celestial 
Portal” [Asparagus lucidusl. 

To accomplish the Paustika Homa of increase, the altar is square and 
the officiant faces east, collectedly JgU seated in full-lotus position. He 
concludes each mantra with the syllables svaha and burns black sesame-seed 
oil mixed with white unhulled rice as the offering. He feeds the fire with 
Karavlraka wood [Oleander], Asoka wood [Jonesia asoka roxb.l, Asana 
wood [?], wood of the Bodhi tree [Ficus religiosal, and Sarjaka wood [Sala, 
Vatica robusta\. 

In carrying out the Abhicaraka Homa of subjugation, the altar is 
triangular and the officiant faces south, furiously crouching with the 
left knee raised, left foot on right ankle. He concludes each mantra with the 
syllable hum and burns toxic pharmaka mixed with Langali root [Methonia 
superbcil as the offering. He feeds the fire with woods like Khadira [Acacia 

catechul, “Unscathed” Mg for Ml [here probably for Aristaka, Sapindus 
detergens roxb.l. Bitter Lien [Nimba, Melia azedarach\, and Karavlraka 
[Oleander] (T. 952, XIX: 272c). 

Owing to the quantity and variety of vegetable substances consumed 
in the rite, Homa manuals are a rich source of Sino-Indian botanical nomen¬ 
clature. Apart from the standard onomastika, Mitsuhisa 1977 is helpful in 
this connection, and has a special section on plants listed in Homa texts and 
used in other Tantric Buddhist rites (pp. 138-164). Nonetheless, since there 
are no Sanskrit or Tibetan versions of the two works translated by Bodhi¬ 
ruci and no invariable system of identification or transcription was used 
by the Chinese, several of the foregoing equivalents must be regarded as 
tentative. It would no doubt be simpler to eliminate all references to dubious 
and perplexing plant names, but the substances used were crucial to the 
sense of the rite. Each was chosen with a specific intent, and it should prove 
rewarding to puzzle out in time exactly what was being burned, and why. 

The three types of Homa attested in these early eighth-century trans¬ 
lations were to continue to dominate later practice, though before the 
century was out they had been joined by two other formal categories. Even 
so, the purposes for which Homa was performed remained numerous and 
varied, and ever more involved texts of “diffuse” Tantrism continued to be 
translated throughout the T’ang and into the Sung. The tale of anticipations, 
ramifications, and variants could be endlessly prolonged, were we to pursue 
a fuller description of this massive ritual literature. But our account has now 
brought us to the beginning of the eighth century, which witnessed the ad¬ 
vent of the mature Tantric system in China. To this system we must now turn. 
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HOMA IN THE EIGHTH AND NINTH-CENTURY SYSTEM 

The fundamental texts of Sino-Japanese Tantric Buddhism include 
scriptures and ritual manuals translated from Sanskrit, as well as an even 
more voluminous body of scriptural commentaries, elaborations, and ritual 
instructions composed directly in Chinese. They emanate from the schools 
of the three great Tantric masters of the T’ang, the Indians Subhakarasimha 
(Shan-wu-wei Vajrabodhi (Chin-kang-chih and Vajra- 
bodhi’s disciple, Amoghavajra (Pu-k’ung t^eO, whose standard biographies 
have been translated by Chou Yi-liang (1945). These scholar-monks also 
trained great Chinese Tantric specialists; those whose works most closely 
concern the history of Homa are Subhakarasimha’s disciple and collabora¬ 
tor, I-hsing — fx (673-727), and a spiritual descendant of Vajrabodhi and 
Amoghavajra, the ninth-century master Fa-ch’uan j£jt. 

Subhakarasimha arrived in China in 716 and died there in 735. Among 
his many translations, two of the most important are the Mahavairocana- 
sambodhisutra (T. 848) and the Susiddhikaramahatantra (T. 893). Unlike 
certain of the earlier dharanl sutras from which we have already quoted, 
both these works are also extant in Tibetan translations made directly from 
Sanskrit originals, and are fundamental to all subsequent Tantric develop¬ 
ment; they represent, as it were, the mainstream. The Susiddhikara deals 
succinctly with general Tantric procedures and regulations, including those 
employed in Homa, as do other texts rendered by Subhakarasimha. But by 
far the most influential works to issue from his atelier were the translation of 
the Mahavairocanasutra (short title, Book of the Great Sun Jz B12), which 
he made in collaboration with I-hsing, and the massive commentary in which 
I-hsing consigned the essentials of his master’s oral exegesis of this text. 

The study of these books is complicated by the existence of several 
alternative versions, both of the sutra itself and the commentary. Apart 
from the basic Chinese translation, transmitted in successive printed versions 
of the Chinese and Sino-Korean Buddhist Canons (T. 848), there is of course 
the independent Tibetan rendering (no. 126 in the Otani Kanjur Catalogue). 
Moreover there are discrepancies in the scriptural text as quoted in the 
various recensions of I-hsing’s scholia, and in the other major eighth-century 
commentary, by the Indian Buddhaguhya, preserved only in Tibetan (Otani 
Tanjur no. 3486). In Tibet the Mahavairocana came to have an importance 
all its own. Fourteenth-century dGe-lugs-pa exegetes saw it as the chief 
Tantra of the Cary a class and hence the authority for numerous major 
rituals (Lessing and Wayman 1938, pp. 205 et seq.). The Tibetan translation 
has been published in a collated edition by Hattori (1931) and compared 
with the Chinese version by Sakai Shinten (1962). As for I-hsing’s com¬ 
mentary, it also exists in several forms. Two distinct versions are readily 
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accessible, both based on Japanese manuscripts. Text A is entitled shu ®ft, 
“commentary,” and has been printed as T. 1796. Text B, which terms itself 
i-shih WM, “explanation of meaning,” is available in the supplement to the 
Chinese Buddhist Canon, the Zolcu zokyo tilWMS. (XXXVI: 507-986; Text A is 
also printed in the same volume, 57-505). The somewhat shorter Text A 
enjoys favor with the Shingon school, while Text B has authority in Tendai. 
Two other manuscript versions of I-hsing’s work, preserved in Tendai 
temples, have never been published. Any attempt to reconstruct either a 
hypothetical Sanskrit original of the scripture or the successive stages in the 
formation of the I-hsing commentary would of course have to take all this 
material into account. We may be thankful that our aims are far more 
modest. The textual complexities have been described by Osabe (1963) and 
Iyanaga (1983); there is a French translation of the scripture’s first section 
by Tajima (1936). 

In the basic Chinese translation, divided into thirty-six topical sections 
{p'in i5n) spread over seven books (chiian If), the major statement on Homa 
occupies section 27 in Book Six, and is entitled “Worldly and Otherwordly 
Homa” IflrttiiSrlllPtm. Fortunately this section has already benefited from 
the critical scrutiny of Tsukinowa Kenryfl, who noted divergences among 
the several Chinese and Tibetan versions (Tsukinowa 1971, pp. 616-639). 
Section 27 of the sutra was to become the classic theoretical exposition of 
Homa, and so demands a reading. The Buddha Mahavairocana opens it 
by recounting to his interlocutor, Vajrapani, the “Master of Mysteries” 

an episode from his own earlier career. Long before, when he was 
still a Bodhisattva striving towards Enlightenment, he dwelt in the Brah- 
maloka. On one occasion, Brahmadeva asked him: “Great Brahman, we 
should like to know how many different sorts of fire there are.” The future 
Buddha replied with a full genealogy of the descendants of Agni, “forty- 
four fires” in the Buddha’s own summing-up, though no extant version of 
the list has quite so many. The Chinese and Tibetan texts are at variance 
concerning a number of the names; the interested reader may consult 
Tsukinowa’s discussion. The line opens with celestial fire (Mahabrahman 

ahamkara smyambhu, alias Agni), then names the son of Mahabrahma, 
Pavaka, “the beginning of fire among men.” His son is “Brahman-nourish¬ 
ment,” Brahmodana, who in turn begat Pitara (the Tibetan has Bharata), 
and so forth. From the twelfth descendant of Agni on, the names are ac¬ 
companied by a reference to functions; named for us are the specific fires 
employed after conception, ablutions, wife’s ablutions, the birth and naming 
of a son, eating and drinking—through a long series of other common acts 
and domestic and civic rites—forty names in all. Such were the fires of which 
the names and cult had been orally transmitted by students of the Vedas, 
and such was therefore the Buddha’s response to Brahmadeva. Yet, as he 
nows admits to Vajrapani, all of that was before he had achieved enlighten¬ 
ment, and consequently before he had realized the true nature of fire and the 
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proper manner of performing Homa. After his attainment of Buddhahood, 
he was able to expound the twelve fires—which evidently represent a higher, 
Buddhist understanding of the rite. 

The list that follows names the twelve, and briefly describes their attri¬ 
butes. The Chinese and Tibetan versions are essentially in agreement here, 
but the commentaries of I-hsing and Buddhaguhya often differ in assigning 
the various fires to a particular type of Homa, differences that have been 
registered by Tsukinowa. Be that as it may, the scriptural list starts with 
“the Fire of Wisdom ^k first of all, named Mahendra, dignified and 
golden, of increasing awesomeness, coiffed with flames and in a state of 
samadhi, manifesting the plenitude of wisdom.” The second fire, “Fullness 
of Action” fjj® (no Sanskrit name is given), sends forth its rays like the 
autumn moon, is surrounded by an auspicious wheel, and wears a pearl- 
adorned chignon and a pure white garment. The third, Maruta, is black as 
if parched in a burning wind. The fourth, Lohita (“Red”), is the color of the 
rising sun. The fifth, Mrda, is heavily mustached and pale yellow in color, 
long-necked, gleaming, and entirely compassionate. The sixth, “Furious” 

(again there is no Sanskrit), is squint-eyed, fog-colored, with an upright 
shock of hair and an earth-shaking bellow, powerful, and displaying four 
fangs in his mouth. 

And so the catalogue continues. The commentaries make it clear that 
the twelve fires are to be visualized by the performer of Homa, each at the 
proper time. In the scriptural text, Yairocana declares: 

Master of Mysteries, these various 
sorts of fire are to be maintained 

Each according to its own form 
with the appropriate pharmaka, etc. 

And in accomplishing this outer homa 

you will achieve siddhis according to your intention. 
Moreover, though, in your own heart 

there is a single nature, but triune: 
Three parts united to form one— 

the inner homa of the yogin. 
Performing it with great love and compassion 

is termed the rite for cessation of ills. 

Combining these qualities with joy, 
One accomplishes the rite for increase of benefits. 

Fury arises within the womb 
to make the various forms of karma. 

Yet, Master of Mysteries, 
as has been explained, 

In whatever form karma may arise 
so shall faith dissolve it and burn it away. 

—T. 848, XVIII: 42c25-43cll. 
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The opposition of “inner” and “outer” runs through the entire scrip¬ 
tural exposition. First, we had the forty-four profane fires of Vedic tradition, 
cultivated by the future Buddha before his enlightenment—or by the 
Brahman prior to his conversion to Buddhism. Only the awakened know 
the true twelve fires of the Buddhist analysis. In this formulation we find the 
explicit contrast with Vedic practice that Tantric Buddhism shares with the 
non-Buddhist Tantrism of the Saivagamas. Yet here it forms part of a fuller 
and still more ancient complex of ideas, through which Buddhists at large 
defined themselves in opposition to all other Indian religious doctrines, 
practices, and institutions. These were seen as the works of “heretics,” the 
“external” teachings of outsiders (wai-tao ^fjl). For Buddhism itself is the 
true “inner” teaching (nei-tien p*3$0. Earlier we had another example of a 
similar dichotomy of fires, in the passage from the Samyuktagama that 
contrasted the three venerable fires of srauta ritual with the reprehensible 
fires of desire, anger, and ignorance. Here, too, was an instance of the 
Buddha approving the Vedic rite, at least as a metaphor. All this has now 
been supplanted by the elaboration of a properly Buddhist Homa. 

Beyond this the scripture establishes a similar dichotomy within the 
Buddhist Homa itself. By nourishing the twelve fires with the appropriate 
substances and in the prescribed manner, the officiant will duly achieve the 
purpose of the rite—but this palpable, tangible cult is no more than an 
“Outer Homa” The yogin realizes that one must transcend the 
banal, mechanical exigencies of outward ritual. He knows that the three 
essential agents of the rite—the chief divinity, the fire, and himself, the 
officiant—form but a single entity, and he unites them in his meditation. 
For the “Inner Homa” pgUlp is accomplished within the heart. 

Thereupon Vajrapani 
asked the Buddha: “O Venerable One, 

How is the hearth to be arranged, 
how is the sprinkling to be performed, 

How the auspicious grasses placed, 
and what implements are to be employed?” 

The Buddha declared to the Master of Mysteries, 
the Holder of the Vajra: 

“The hearth should be a cubit’s measure, 
its four sides square and equal, 

Its rim divided in four sections, 
sealed all around with a Vajra-seal. 

Pile it with fresh rushes, 
going round the hearth towards the right. 

Do not set the tips on the bases; 
the bases should be set upon the tips. 

Then take the auspicious grass 
and sprinkle in the same manner, towards the right. 
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PLATE 15 

Inner Homa 

Joining the two ladles, the priest unites with the divinity. Shin- 
nyodo Kyoto. 
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Take powdered incense, flowers, and lamps, 
and present them to the God of Fire. 

Let the officiant, with a single flower, 
perform an offering to Mrda [Fire no. 5]. 

When the god has been installed in place, 
sprinkling is once again to be performed, 

And full gift offerings made to him, 
causing him to stay by use of his own mantra. 

Then perform the Homa for cessation of ills, 

or else the rite for increase of benefits. 

Such is the worldly Homa 
that we term the outer service. 

Thereafter comes the inner homa 

which annihilates all karma. 
One must fully understand one’s own manas [mind] 

and avoid all sensual and other pleasures. 
The acts of eye, ear, nose, tongue, body— 

as well as those of speech and thought— 
All arise entirely in the heart 

and by the heart, the ruler, they are stopped. 
Discriminations, as those by eye, etc.— 

and realms [visaya], such as that of sensual 
pleasure— 

These obstacles to wisdom 
the Wind-Parched Fire [no. 3] is able to destory. 

It burns away erroneous perceptions, 
and forms the pure heart of Bodhi [enlightenment]. 

This is termed the inner homa, 

and I have expounded it for the benefit of 
Bodhisattvas.” 

—T. 848, XVIII: 43cl2-44a8. 
Cf. Sakai Shinten 1962 pp. 209- 
216; Tsukinowa 1971, pp. 635-639. 

The scripture’s terse directives were fully elaborated by the eighth- 
century commentators and their successors. I-hsing’s influential exposition 
gives a full account, most notably of the first fire, that of wisdom, expatiating 
on its symbolic and allegorical significance and explaining anagogically its 
purgation of the ignorance that results in karma and rebirth. The fire of 
wisdom may simply be visualized inwardly by the yogin—but where an 
outer, “worldly” Homa is in question, this first fire is most appropriate to 
the Homa of pacification, Santika. Yet I-hsing proceeds to specify that, as 
the divine fire of Wisdom is garbed in yellow, so should the officiant per¬ 

forming the Santika rite wear a yellow robe and construct a square hearth. 
This is anomalous, since we already know that yellow garments and square 
hearths are properties of the Paustika Homa, and indeed Buddhaguhya’s 
commentary confirms that it is rather the Paustika rite that corresponds to 
the first fire—I-hsing’s text is out of joint in both published versions. As 
Santika comes first in most enumerations of the three types of Homa, some¬ 
one quite early on tried to square I-hsing’s account with the traditional 
order, but did his work ineptly. 

It is the second fire, then, that is appropriate to the Santika rite with 
its round hearth and white vestments. Ills are without number, comprising 
in the external world flood, fire, insects, hail, locusts, and all the other 
afflictions that devastate crops and cattle. Within the body itself, there are 
a myriad forms of disease and distress. All these the Santika rite eliminates, 
whether from one’s own body or that of another. But firm faith is essential. 
Of this Homa for the cessation of ills there are also two forms. Its yogic 
practice requires only contemplation and recitation. For the Outer Homa, 
however, the fire rite must be accomplished. If one is able to provide the 
requisite offerings, it should be carried out in conjunction with the meditative 
rite. Otherwise the Inner Homa may be performed by itself. Yet it is illicit 
solely to realize Homa in the heart if one does have the wherewithal to 
accomplish the outer rite. 

The third fire, the ashen wind-parched one, is suited to the Abhicaraka 
Homa. To the fourth no special function is assigned, but the fifth fire, Mrda, 
is glossed as signifying “harmonious” or “conjoined.” This hirsute, half- 
smiling (“neither angry nor joyful”) god—whose body is half red (anger) 
and half yellow (joy)—seated on a couch of which the right half is square 
(earth) and the left triangular (fire), with a sword in his left hand and a 
vajra in his right, is equally suited to the Santika Homa of Pacification or 
the Ankusa Homa of Captation $]—a fourth variety, which we have not 
yet encountered. In this case the officiant, ever obliged to assimilate himself 
to the divinity evoked, finds himself constrained to adopt the equivocal 
manner and raiment of the god: one eye furious, the other appeased, and so 
forth. Subsequently all the remaining fires are duly accounted for, though 
no further correlations with Homa types are ventured. 

I-hsing also clarifies the scripture’s implications concerning the true 
sense of the Inner Homa. It is, first, a recognition of the identity of the 
divinity, the fire, and the officiant. Moreover it signifies the unity of the Three 
Mysteries of body, speech, and mind—in other words, mudra, mantra, and 
visualization of the deity. Referring back to the scriptural text, I-hsing states 
that all is to be achieved by means of great love and great compassion. Union 
of these qualities with recognition of the identity of the three ritual functions 
constitutes the Santika Homa. When compassion is united with joy (as the 
scripture declares), one performs the Paustika Homa. And even the fury 
required for carrying out the Abhicaraka Homa is quite unlike the fury 
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known in the everyday world, for it results from a thorough comprehension 
of the real nature of anger, perceived in compassion, and is only evoked as 
an expedient means of subduing evil. I-hsing then proceeds to a celebrated, 
oft-quoted definition: “Thus in general the meaning of Homa is with the 
fire of wisdom to burn the kindling of the klesas until all are entirely con¬ 
sumed” (cf. Buddhaguhya on the sense of Inner Homa, Wayman 1959, 
pp. 121-122). It is thus the Inner Homa, at the center of the rite, that confers 
meaning and efficacy on all that precedes and follows it—the Outer Homa, 
within which it is encapsulated. And though the meditation may be used to 
effectuate various sorts of Homa, Homa performed without this meditative 
support is meaningless, even heretical: “One would simply be burning the 
kindling and vainly using up the offerings. Not only would one be commit¬ 
ting a profane act, but moreover it would be devoid of all efficacy.” 

I-hsing’s subsequent remarks on the practical realization of the Outer 
Homa are also based on Subhakarasimha’s oral explanations, and suggest 
the gap that already yawned between the laconic instructions of Tantric 
revelation and their ritual application. In the vital oral tradition, even the 
most ordinary-seeming vocables of scripture might prove to be freighted 
with a precise and elaborate esoteric significance. In a sense, the revealed 
scriptures only lived insofar as they were reinterpreted and applied in ritual, 
and commentaries such as I-hsing’s are essential to an understanding of the 
sutra’s full potential. I-hsing’s entire exposition of Homa should be studied 
in close comparison with the rite’s subsequent history and current practice. 
Here we can only touch on a few points to clarify the scriptural text. First, 
the arcane-seeming injunction “Do not set the tips on the bases; the bases 
should be set on the tips” refers to the initial placing of the kindling, before 
the fire is lighted. The sticks are set across the hearth, resting on the rim, and 
care should be taken to place the root-end of one stick upon the flowering- 
end of the preceding one, and not the reverse, as they are laid criss-cross 
over the kunda. The “sprinkling” of the scripture denotes the argha water 
of hospitality offered to a newly arrived guest; we are referred to the Susi- 
ddhikaratantra for more detailed information. I-hsing himself distinguishes 
two methods of sprinkling. The first employs a small bundle of reeds, which 
is dipped in the argha water and sprinkled around to the right; this kind of 
sprinkling can also be done with the hand. The second type of sprinkling is 
termed “direct” or “orderly” sprinkling (shun-sa Jill). Of this, too, there 
are two modes. One is employed at the outset, when first purifying the fire, 
and is called “direct sprinkling around to the right.” The second, employed 
to purify the offerings, is simply a straightford sprinkling with no circular 
motion attached. We also learn that the term we naively translated as “full 
gift offerings” (man shih is in fact the name of a large square ladle, 
which is to be used to convey various offerings to the flames. It is seconded 
in its work by a smaller ladle, but no more than a mention is made here, for 
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such matters (I-hsing repeats) are treated at length in the “Siddhi” (T. 1793, 
XXXIX: 780b-782b). 

This sampling from the great commentary may suffice to suggest some 
of the elaborations to which the revealed scripture gave rise. Before pro¬ 
ceeding, we should follow I-hsing’s counsel and examine the Susiddhikara- 
tantra. The work is a treasury of ritual Realien, all neatly classified according 
to genre. It lists all the substances required for an extensive ritual repertory, 
and prescribes freely on proper modes of performance. Here we find the 
mass of practical detail that the self-consciously cryptic style of the Maha- 
vairocanasutra denied us. However, use of this encyclopedia so agreeably 
full of information and devoid of literary pretensions is complicated by the 
involved state of the texts. Under its number T. 893 the Taisho Canon 
prints three different versions of this book, one from the Koryo Sino- 
Korean Canon, one from a Sung Canon, and one printed in Japan in 1418. 
There are considerable differences among all these editions, as well as among 
the several Japanese manuscripts that the editors adduce in their textual 
apparatus. Such was the fate of several of the seminal early eighth-century 
works that were at the core of the Tantric movement in East Asia, and 
consequently enjoyed wide manuscript diffusion in a large number of ritual 
lineages. 

The Susiddhi’s 25th section sets forth rules for the performance of 
Homa, and we can read there the instructions for using argha water to 
which I-hsing alludes, here integrated within a broad description of the rite. 
Directions for constructing the hearth are given. The wood, incense, and 
flowers are to be placed to the right, the various Homa vessels to the left. 
Appropriate mantras are to be used for purifying the offerings. The officiant 
holds the argha vessel in his hand and invokes the master of the suitable 
mantra, pours a small amount of the water in the hearth, then places there a 
flower and recites the mantra to purify the hearth. Next he recites the 
defensive mantra kili-kili * followed by the kundali mantra and a purifying 
sprinkling. Then he lights the fire, using “milk wood” wood that 
still has the sap in it. At this point Agni is summoned: “I now respectfully 
request the Chief of Agni Devas, Best of Gods, Brahmacarin, Reverent, to 
descend into this place and receive the Homa.” The mantra for invoking 
Agni is recited (it is given in Chinese phonetic transcription), argha water 
is sprinkled thrice in purification, and the various offerings, including the 
five grains, curds, and so forth, are thrown three times into the fire while the 
mantra of offering to Agni is intoned. Once Agni has been fed, he is to be 
visualized as withdrawing to his proper place in the mandala that is in pro¬ 
cess of formation. Thereupon kili-kili is chanted again, accompanied by the 
appropriate mudra, and the fire is purified once more. These procedures are 

* Editor’s Note: see page 67, above. 
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to be carried out at the beginning of every Homa, no matter what its cate¬ 
gory (T. 893, XVIII: 621b24-c21). 

And so they are still performed today; indeed, in certain lineages the 
words of the summons to Agni are virtually identical. The preliminary 
offering to Agni is a Homa in miniature and anticipates the structure of 
the main portion of the rite, which follows. The need for distinguishing the 
several types of “sprinkling” becomes clear when we realize that the hearth 
must first be purified and made fitting for the god’s descent, and the pros¬ 
pective offerings cleansed for his consumption. When the god arrives, he is 
to be accorded the protocol due an honored guest, beginning with the cere¬ 
monial washing of his feet—hence another libation. He must be given water 
to rinse his mouth before partaking of the meal, and when at length he has 
been seen off with due ceremony, the hearth must be laved again prior to 
inviting the next, higher-ranking visitor. This will of course be the chief 
deity to whom the principal Homa is addressed, a divinity to be chosen with 
reference to the rite’s type and function. The Susiddhi carries the remainder 
of the ritual through to its conclusion. But this brief Homa section is very 
far from exhausting the work’s resources on the subject. Whole sections are 
devoted to particular procedures that Homa shares with other rites, such as 
choice of the location (6) and invocation of the chief deity (17). Other sec¬ 
tions treat of offerings of flowers (8), powdered incense (9), incense for 
burning (10), lamps (11), and edible offerings (12), all of which are Homa 
requisites. Individual sections are also provided on each of the three cate¬ 
gories of rites—Santika (13), Paustika (14), and Abhicaraka (15)—replete 
with detail on the substances to be used in each. Yet even with all this we 
have not come to the end of the work’s data on Homa. Recourse is had to 
Homa in virtually every circumstance of the Tantric religious life as des- 
scribed in the Susiddhi, and each function requires a Homa of a particular 
character and composition. The Susiddhi is consequently an exceptionally 
rich mine of information on fire ritual of all types. 

Our preliminary reconnaissance has so far brought us only to the 
eighth century, and even the eighth-century Tantric synthesis that was 
transmitted to Japan still holds many sources on Homa which we have not 
yet mentioned. Even so, we can already perceive many of the complex forces 
of change, as well as conservation, that worked upon Homa in the context 
of Buddhism. India still had more to contribute in the way of Tantric 
developments, of course, and subsequent ever more elaborate Homa-types 
and symbolism were duly reflected in China, and particularly in Tibet. Yet 
quite as intriguing is the steady acclimatization of Homa in East Asia. 
Though this can be documented to some extent for China, it is best illust¬ 
rated in Japan. For in the current practice of priests in the Shingon and 
Tendai lineages, we find a recognizably Indian rite curiously adapted to 
East Asian conditions—a rite, therefore, which despite its canonical Indian 
authority nevertheless shares certain formal features with the rituals of 

other East Asian forms of Buddhism, as well as with Taoism. These in¬ 
clude the reading out of a written document, which is then burnt in the flames 
of the hearth, and the veneration of local godlings like the fox spirit (assimilat- plate i6 

ed to Dakinl). Other groups in Japan, beyond the confines of Buddhist 
professionalism, have taken over Homa and adapted it to their own purposes. 
Most noteworthy among these enthusiasts are the yamabushi, the ascetics 
whose spiritual lives are organized around elaborate retreats performed in 
remote mountain districts. Within a frame of reference principally indebted 
to Tantric Buddhism, the yamabushi have forged a synthesis of beliefs and 
practices originally derived from autochthonous Japanese constituents as 
well as from Taoism and other strands of Chinese occult lore. For the 
Shingon and Tendai priests, Homa is normally a rite performed by a single 
officiant at a permanent hearth in a specially constructed building. The 
yamabushi have in a sense drawn forth the contents and symbolism of the 
cloister—the mandalas, the permanent altars, the rites performed in sealed 
chambers—and applied them to the landscape, the mountains and caverns 
which serve them as sanctuaries and actualizations of paradise. The Homa 
of the yamabushi (like that of the Tibetans, as it happens) is thus an open-air plate 17 

performance, with a plurality of participants, and sometimes even a large 
attendance of outside observers, pious or merely curious. In this it seems 
strangely to recall the semi-nomadic nature of the Vedic rite, as recorded in 
Altar of Fire, as if the yamabushi were leading Homa out of its monkish 
captivity, back into the open air. In contrast to both Tibetan Buddhism 
and the Vedic Homa, however, these Japanese offerings frequently attain 
mammoth bonfire proportions and culminate, while the embers are still 
glowing, in a fire-walking ordeal in which the officiants are followed by 
many of the onlookers (Blacker 1975: 250-251). With this spectacular con¬ 
clusion, the participants and the rite itself are restored to the primordial 
level of experience, long pre-dating the Vedas, from which all rituals have 
ultimately sprung, and to which (it would appear) they may all in time 
return: the shamanic substrate, the ultimate foundation of all spiritual 
science. 
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Homa 

The officiant reads out the inscribed tablets and places them in the 
flames. Shinnyodo, Kyoto. 
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THE AGNICAYANA PROJECT 

Frits Staal 

The circumstances that led to the 1975 performance of the Atiratra- 
Agnicayana were briefly described in the Preface to the first volume of this 
book. Other features relevant to the background were touched upon in the 
sections on the Nambudiri tradition in Chapter 6 of Part I, and in the 
Preliminaries of Part IL In the following pages the Agnicayana project will 
be described in greater detail, and attention will be given to organization 
and budgets; local reactions; publicity, rumors, and controversies sur¬ 
rounding the performance; and other matters of general interest. Technical 
information on the audiovisual documentation will be provided in Part V. 

The performance was originally planned for 1974, but the then prospec¬ 
tive yajamSna withdrew at the critical moment. In the resulting confusion, 
Cherumukku Vaidikan came to our rescue and undertook the overall 
responsibility for organizing a performance in 1975 with his third son, 
Nilakanthan Somayajipad, as yajamana. Itti Ravi Nambudiri, who had 
always supported our endeavors, assumed responsibility for the audgatra 
chants, for the construction of the ritual enclosure on a piece of his land in 
Panjal, and for procuring the bricks and other material prerequisites. 
However, it proved extremely difficult to find the four required Samavedins 
because of the chief difficulty affecting all Vedic fieldwork: those few who 
are well versed are necessarily the most orthodox and therefore the least 
willing to divulge their traditional knowledge. Once again the entire per¬ 
formance was almost called off until we finally prevailed upon a brahmin 
who was indeed out of practice, but who had at least originally undergone 
the traditional training. After overcoming other similar difficulties, the basic 
decisions and arrangements were made in December 1974 when Robert 
Gardner and I visited Kerala. 

A problem that loomed large in our final discussions was to arrive at 
a compromise between brahmin orthodoxy and the requirements of our 
sound and film crews. It had been obvious from the beginning that non- 
Nambudiris would not be allowed to enter the ritual enclosure. Yet it was 
felt by all concerned that it should be possible to compensate for this 
physical exclusion from the locus of activity by eliminating possible obstruc¬ 
tions to the cameras’ line of vision and by attaching microphones to the 
roofs of the enclosure throughout the performance. In the course of discus¬ 
sions with Erkkara, C.V., and Itti Ravi, agreement was reached on all these 
points. Accordingly, the two written agreements separately concluded with 

C.V. and Itti Ravi, which I signed on behalf of the Smithsonian Institution, 
contained the following “Guidelines for Filming”: 

1. Cameramen can go up to the enclosures of the Pracinavamsa 
and the Mahavedi on all sides. Other non-Nambudiri visitors 
may approach no closer than five feet from the southern side 
of the Mahavedi enclosure only. 

2. As needed, one cameraman may move discreetly between the 
Pracinavamsa and the Mahavedi, and may move from there 
around the Mahavedi from north toward the east and south. 

3. Roofs and enclosing walls will be constructed in accordance 
with the requirements of the cinematographers. 

4. The space on the east side of the Mahavedi will be reserved 
for the cameramen, who shall at all times keep a minimum dis¬ 
tance of two feet from the Ytipa. 

Fortunately, we were later assisted by two Nambudiri cameramen who 
could enter the enclosure at all times. 

We agreed to contribute the expenses for the construction of the en¬ 
closure and for the materials required for the performance in accordance 

with the following budget: 

1. Tiles (bricks) Rupees 4,500/- 
2. Construction of the §ala, including special 

arrangements for cameramen and visitors 12,000/- 
3. Vastram (garments: 450) 3,600/- 
4. Ghee (50 liters) 2,000/- 
5. Temporary sheds (dining halls, etc.) 1,500/- 
6. Ney Vilakku (ghee lamp) 60/- 
7. Gold (14 1/2 grams) 725/- 
8. Silver 10/“ 
9. Wages for goldsmith, for kundala (earrings), etc. 50/- 

10. Wood for sruk, etc. (2 sets) 400/- 
11. Wages for carpenter 800/- 
12. Pottery containers (2 sets) 500/- 
13. Goats (14) 1.750/- 
14. A cow with milk (13 days) 60/- 
15. A goat with milk (13 days) 30/- 
16. Cow milk for sacrifice (50 liters) 100/- 
17. Goat milk for sacrifice (5 liters) 10/- 
18. Horses (2) 850/- 
19. A donkey 
20. Skin of an ox 75/- 
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21. Skin of a black deer Rs. 60/- 
22. Honey 51- 
23. Coconut oil for lamps 700/- 
24. Agra phja for Vaidikas 100/- 
25. Rental of Soma cow 10/- 
26. Wages for Nair servants (42) 4201- 
27. Watchmen (6) 600/- 
28. Maid servants 60/- 
29. Oxen (2) 15/- 
30. Travel for ritual purposes 60/- 
31. Wages for vaidyan 120/- 
32. Rice for the sacrifice 40/- 
33. Food for Yajamana and Patni 150/- 
34. Darbha, Ku^a, etc. 300/- 
35. Unforeseen expenses 1,500/- 

Total Rs. 33,210/- 
(approximately U.S. $4,313) 

Most of these items arrived in due course, though there were some 
problems in connection with the bricks, as we have seen (Vol. I, page 199). 
The Raja of Kollengode was officially approached by Cherumukku Vaidikan 
on behalf of the Sabha Matham to provide Soma, antelope skins, and 
various woods. Plenty of Soma stalks arrived in time, together with two 
decrepit horses, a cow, and an ass. The extra sets of wooden and clay 
implements mentioned on the list were made for scholarly preservation and 
are now in my office on the Berkeley campus. 

We agreed to pay compensation and living allowances for forty priests 
and assistants during the two-and-a-half months in which rehearsals were 
to take place. Such rehearsals are common in connection with the prepara¬ 
tion for large ritual performances, but they were particularly necessary in 
1975, since the last performance of the Agnicayana had taken place in 
1957, almost twenty years earlier. Some of the younger priests had therefore 
never witnessed an actual performance. It is also customary for additional 
priests to be trained in case any of those originally selected are prevented 
from assuming their roles for whatever reason: the performance, once 

^ begun, should on no account be stopped. It had been decided that C.V.’s 
fifth son, Krishnan Nambudiri, would be the adhvaryu—^the most difficult 
and onerous of the priestly tasks—which he had performed once before 
(in 1956). His elder brother, Vasudevan Akkitiripad, was ready to take over 
from him in case it should be necessary. In 1975 we faced yet another dif¬ 
ficulty: the new yajamana himself also wavered. Indeed, at no time prior to 
the beginning of the performance was there complete certainty that he 
would carry out his declared intention. Under the circumstances, Cheru¬ 
mukku Vaidikan himself decided that he would be ready to take his place. 

Though not eager to assume this responsibility, he was eligible, able, and 
willing to do it, should it be necessary. 

The rehearsals for the Samaveda priests took place in Panjal and were 
directed by Nellikat Nilakanthan Akkitiripad and Itti Ravi Nambudiri; 
the rehearsals for all the others took place in Shoranur and were directed 
by Erkkara Raman Nambudiri and Cherumukku Vaidikan. The contribu¬ 
tion we made toward the expenses, including a small travel allowance and 
the cost of offerings to Daksinamurti and Ganapati, was Rs. 98,100/- 
(approximately $12,740). 

An essential feature of all Indian rituals is the accommodation and 
feeding of guests. In fact, honoring guests is a yajna called nryajfia or 
manusyayajna. In the !Rgveda, Agni himself is described as a guest in the 
house of the sacrificer. During the 1975 performance responsibility for the 
guests was assumed by Mathur Alarkan Nambudiripad, a prominent 
inhabitant of Panjal. The Nambudiri guests were to be fed in a building 
adjacent to the Panjal temple, where they would go in any case for their 
worship and bath in the temple tank. To form an idea of the magnitude of 
this catering operation, it will be sufficient to ponder on the details of the 
budget that we also agreed to fund as part of our contribution: 

I 
1. Boiled rice: 210 paras (2100 kg) Rs. 8,400/- 

2. Raw riee: 10 paras 425/- 

3. Ghee (clarified butter): 3 Edahgali (3 kg) 108/- 

4. Curd: 50 kudams (600 liters) 1,200/- 

5. Coconut (dry): 200 210/- 

6. Coconut (less ripe): 100 125/- 

7. Common salt (loose): 60 liters 91- 

8. Common salt (packet): 14 41- 

9. Tuvara dal (a lentil): 80 kg 280/- 

10. Kadala dal (kind of pulse): 15 kg 65/- 

11. Ulunnu dal (Phaseolus radiatus): 70 kg 245/- 

12. Pottu kadala (another kind of pulse): 10 kg 20/- 

13. Payar (a kind of bean): 10 kg 25/- 

14. Mutira (horse gram): 10 kg 20/- 

15. Mustard: 8 kg 43/- 

16. Chili: 3 kg 48/- 

17. Chili powder: 8 kg 130/- 

18. Kottamalli (coriander): 6 kg 33/- 

19. Uluva (fenugreek): 3 kg 14/- 

20. Kayam (Assafoetida): 1 kg 32/- 

21. Turmeric powder: 3 kg 30/- 

22. Jirakam (cumin seed): 1 1/4 kg 12/- 
23. Cukku (dried ginger): 2 kg 22/- 
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24. Black pepper: 1 kg Rs. 11/- 
25. Black pepper powder: 1 1/2 kg 23/- 
26. Coconut oil: 80 kg 930/- 
27. Gingelly (sesame) oil: 15 kg 145/- 
28. Kerosine: 18 liters 55/- 
29. Sarkara (brown sugar candy): 60 kg 150/- 
30. Rava (cream of wheat): 80 kg 260/- 

Rs. 13,074/- 

II 
1. Coffee powder: 12 kg 144/- 
2. Tea: 10 kg 160/- 
3. White sugar: 100 kg 450/- 
4. Milk: 280 liters 630/- 
5. Milk powder: 4 kg 120/- 

Rs. 1,504/- 

III 
1. Gourd: 850 kg 510/- 
2. Pumpkin: 425 kg 300/- 
3. Yam: 60 kg 45/- 
4. Cembu (Caladium esculentum): 30 kg 45/- 
5. Cucumber: 150 kg 300/- 
6. Mangoes: 1500 150/- 
7. Drum sticks: 500 91- 
8. Bitter gourd: 500 50/- 
9, Ladies finger: 1500 60/- 

10. Tomatoes: 10 kg 12/- 
11. Ginger (not dried): 5 kg 30/- 
12. Chili (another kind): 8 kg 25/- 
13. Kariveppu (bay) leaves: 10 kg 40/- 
14. Coriander seedlings: 4 kg 15/- 
15. Bananas (long variety): 1500 525/- 
16. Bananas (short variety): 2500 250/- 
17. Jack fruits 50/- 
18. Banana leaves (to serve food): 11,250 \,700/- 
19. Pappadam: 170 packets 350/- 
20. Tamarind: 10 kg 30/- 

Rs. 4,496/- 

IV 
1. Betal leaves: 150 packets 90/- 
2. Areca nut: 1500 75/- 

3. Tobacco leaves: 8 kg Rs. 96/- 
4. Beedi, cigarettes, matches 50/- 
5. Tobacco snuff 5/- 
6. Lime 4/- 
7. Eratti madhuram: 1/2 kg 10/- 

Rsl 330/- 

V 
1. Soap: 18 cakes 27/- 
2. Washing soap: 10 bars 40/- 
3. Vaka: 1 para 15/- 

"Rs^ 8^ 

VI 
1. Fire wood: 24 units 336/- 
2. Three-para bamboo container: 12 48/- 
3. Three-para bamboo containers (another size): 16 25/- 
4. Three-para bamboo containers (another size): 2 6/- 
5. Three-para bamboo containers (another size): 10 15/- 
6. Grass mat container: 3 15/- 
7. Bamboo mats: 4 25/- 

470/- 

VII 
1. Pottery of different sizes Rs. 40/- 

VIII 
1. Rent and repair charges for the vessels 600/- 
2. Rent for four numbers of gas lights 280/- 
3. Rent for electric wire and bulbs 280/- 

Rs. 1,160/- 

IX 
1. Labor charges Rs. 2,004/- 

X 
1. Remuneration for eleven cooks: 14 days 3,850/- 
2. Remuneration for ten servers 1,680/- 
3. Renumeration for supervisor and head cook 500/- 

"Rs^ 6,030/ 

XI 
1. Unforeseen items of expenditure Rs. 310/- 

Total Rs. 29,500/- 

(approximately U.S. $3,831) 
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The entire catering operation was handled smoothly and efficiently. The 
number of guests during the last days increased unexpectedly, and as a 
result the quality and quantity of the meals decreased somewhat toward 
the end of the performance. Nambudiri guests slept in the temple, in or 
on the porches of adjacent buildings and homes, and sometimes in the §ala. 
Arrangements were made with the Traveller’s Bungalow and the Guesthouse 
of the Public Works Department at Cheruthuruthy for foreign visitors 
(from Finland, Holland, Japan, and the United States). A group of ten 
visiting scholars from Poona found accomodation in the home of Mathur 
Alarkan Nambudiripad. 

In the recent past, performances of Vedic rituals have taken place 
quietly, within Nambudiri compounds, and without being noticed by the 
outside world. In 1975 the situation was very different. Because of foreign 
participation, as well as the filming and recording activity, news about the 
impending performance spread rapidly to larger sections of the public and 
to the press. The Central and State Governments had been informed, which 
was not merely a matter of courtesy, but also necessary in view of the 
permission required to engage in the documentation and to import large 
amounts of equipment, films, tapes, and so forth. In fact, we provided 
facilities for a cameraman from the Ministry of Broadcasting and Infor¬ 
mation of the Government of India to make films, and gave copies of many 
of our recordings to All-India Radio at Kozhikode (Calicut). 

Though few members of the public and representatives of the press had 
any idea of what the Agnicayana is, we witnessed the rapid formation of 
groups who were for or against it. Objections to the performance were 
primarily of two kinds. Some people did not approve of the filming of the 
event by foreigners. They claimed that the films would be used for cheap 
propaganda against India. The Communist Party (Marxist) decried in 
particular “the political penetration of Dollar Imperialism into India.” 
But the chief objection was against the sacrifice of goats, a custom that was 
felt to be not merely barbaric, but contrary to the spirit of a nation dedicated 
to ahimsa, “non-violence.” An influential Malayalam newspaper, Matr- 

bhumi, published an editorial urging that the ritual be performed without the 
sacrifice of goats. Malayala Manorama, another well-known paper, defended 
the traditional procedure. An avalanche of articles and letters to editors 
appeared in the press, pro and contra. Many people visited us and ex¬ 
pounded their views. I recall in particular a delegation of Jain monks who 
had come all the way from South Canara to hold forth on the hideous 
implications of violence. I continued to explain to whoever would listen 
that our feelings were irrelevant, and that we hoped simply to record what¬ 
ever would happen. 

Although discussions on the presence, dollars, and motives of foreign 
scholars and cameramen were relatively few, the outpouring of sentiment 
over the goats was practically unbounded, and continued long after the 
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performance was over. A leader of one of the more militant political parties 
(Jan Sangh) declared that he would immolate himself in the sacrificial fire 
if the goats were to meet with that fate (which in any case they would not). 
The Trichur District Collector and Superintendent of Police, concerned plate 19 

about law and order, began to interfere, and consultations followed between 
them and ourselves involving the Panjal Village Council, the Kerala Govern¬ 
ment, and even the Central Government in New Delhi. 

The priests did not oppose the exploration of alternatives to the goat 
sacrifice when popular sentiment and official pressure seemed to make this 
unavoidable. However, the ritual and technical questions of how to handle 
the prescribed recitations (mantra) and rites (kriya) had to be resolved. A 
meeting was held on April 11, one day before the beginning of the perfor¬ 
mance, attended by Cherumukku Vaidikan, Erkkara Raman, Professor 
Sreekrishna Sarma, Dr. Kashikar together with some other Maharasthrian 
scholars, and myself. Dr. Kashikar explained the practice that had been 
adopted at Poona at a performance of the Vajapeya sacrifice in 1955. At 
that time, in the face of similar popular opposition, the animals, though 
present, were not sacrificed, and instead oblations of clarified butter were 
offered. Erkkara conveyed the Nambudiri decision: for the first time in the 
history of the Nambudiri tradition, the animals would be represented by 
rice flour folded in banana leaf in the same manner in which this is done 
at the sraddha or funeral ceremonies, when the same substance also stands 
for an animal offering. The meeting was conducted in English and Mala¬ 
yalam, with Professor Sreekrishna Sarma translating. 

The rice flour (ata) offered at the sraddha is put in a banana leaf folded 
in the manner called paitrkam “for ancestors.” This is a representation of 
meat (mamsapratinidhi), and was therefore adopted for the animal sacri¬ 
fices. When an offering of ata is made in temples, it is put in a banana leaf 
folded in the manner called daivikam “for gods.” Both methods are illu¬ 
strated by the Exhibit inside the back cover of this volume. 

The decision of the meeting of April 11 was issued to the press in the 
form of a statement in English and Malayalam: 

STATEMENT ISSUED BY SRI MUTTATHUKATTIL MAMUNNA ITTI RAVI 

NAMBUDIRI AND DR. J. F. STAAL, CHAIRMAN, INTERNATIONAL 

COMMITTEE FOR ATIRATHRA AGNI CHAYANA 

Members of the Namboodiri Community in Kerala decided 
some time ago to perform an Agni Chayana Vedic Yagam. An 
International Committee was formed consisting of several Sanskrit 
Scholars in India and abroad. Contributions were received from the 
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, and other foundations which 
would make it possible to film and record the rituals so that a per¬ 
manent record would be available to scholars all over the world. 
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An agreement was made with the Government of India, which 
provides all facilities to visiting scholars and which will receive 
copies of all the films to be taken. The Union Minister for Infor¬ 
mation and Broadcasting has also deputed its Film Division to 
cover the proceedings. 

The performance was organized by Cherumukku Vaidikan 
Vallabhan Somayajipad. Cherumukku Neelakandan Somayajipad 
agreed to be the “Yajamana.” Full cooperation was given by Sri 
Vedaratnam Erkkara Raman Namboodiri and other Nambudiri 
Scholars. A reception committee has been set up to receive scholars 
from abroad and from other parts of India. 

We understand from the Press and the Trichur Collector that 
popular sentiment has been voiced against the sacrifice of the 
animals which in Vedic times was part of this ritual. In view of 
this development, the organizers have decided to substitute Inani¬ 
mate Substances in place of the animals. The organizers hereby 
assure the public that no animal sacrifice will take place. We 
request the cooperation of the public for the successful conduct of 
the Yagna. 

The decision not to sacrifice goats, which was earlier adopted not only 
in Poona but also among Madhva brahmins in the area of Udipi, has so far 
been resisted in Tanjore and Andhra Pradesh among Smarta brahmins 
who perform Soma rituals. Yet it is in some sense quite consistent with 
tradition. Mantras can never be changed or deleted, but material substances 
are liable to replacement. Baudhayana mentions, for example, that the 
animal heads may be made of clay, though they can also be real (below, 
page 613). Soma itself was long ago replaced by a substitute. 

Ill I975» ill spite of the decision to avoid killing goats, controversy 
continued to surround the performance. Even after it was over, one paper 
reported that films of goat sacrifice were taken to America. The majority 
of the press reports, however, calmed down after the ceremonies had begun. 
Here is the beginning of a representative article, “Controversial Yagna 
Begins,” from the front page of an English-language newspaper from 
Cochin, Sunday Standard (April 13, 1975): 

TRICHUR, April 12 
Against the glare of publicity provoked by the fierce contro¬ 

versy in the State, the Vedic Yagna Athirathram or Agnichayanam 
commenced at the remote village of Panjal, near Cheruthuruthy, 
this morning. 

The solemn rituals, which will last for twelve days from today, 
have drawn a large number of scholars, foreign and Indian, to the 
paddy fields where the yaga salas have been erected, and the 
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nearby Namboodiri illam, though the local people, except for a 
number of Namboodiris, were by and large unmoved. 

The curiosity, evoked mainly by the controversy and the 
presence of nearly 25 foreign nationals from Canada to Japan with 
their batteries of movie cameras and sophisticated recording instru¬ 
ments, has lent some colour to the rare but elaborate rituals which 
otherwise would have gone almost unnoticed as a family ceremony. 

However, despite an earlier talk that along with the prohibition 
of the sacrifice of goats the district authorities have also forbidden 
the filming and recording of the event by the foreigners, the latter 
were going about theirjobs without hindrance and the small number 
of policemen present on the scene were there only to help them. 

Similar press releases and word of mouth produced a gradually broad¬ 
ening stream of visitors. These included villagers from all over Kerala, 
curious to see the foreigners and their equipment, but increasingly arriving 
in a spirit and mood of devotion. Among these outsiders there was a strong 
tendency to conceive of the ritual enclosure as a kind of temple or place of 
pilgrimage, where devotees could receive “darshan” (a glimpse of a pre¬ 
siding deity), make a donation, perform a circumambulation, and return 
home with freshly acquired religious merit. The presence of these villagers, 
a diversion at first, became a nuisance, and during the final days developed 
into a threat. At times outsiders entered the enclosure (which the visiting 
scholars avoided scrupulously) and imperiled the filming, recordings, and 
indeed the ritual proceedings themselves. Some films were spoilt or made 
impossible, and in several recordings the chants and recitations, already 
endangered by Nambudiri chatter, were drowned in extraneous noise, thus 
more than preserving the flavor of authenticity. The priests themselves 
began to complain and at one point asked me to enter the enclosure and 
urge some of the outsiders to leave, as they hindered them in the perfor¬ 
mance of their tasks. (I declined.) On the whole, I opposed these intrusions 
by outsiders as best I could, operating with some Nambudiri youths, six 
policemen, and varying success. During the last days the best films and 
recordings were made during the early morning and night, when snoring 
was the only impediment. On the final day, a mass of some 10,000 people 
assembled, but was successfully kept at a distance. 

The drowning out of our last recordings by outside noise is not as 
regrettable a loss as it may seem, for many of the rites were repetitions of 
earlier ones (in particular, the sequences of the Maitravaruna animal sacri¬ 
fice). We continued with the recordings as long as we could, but our micro¬ 
phones, cables, and equipment had to be removed before the burning of 
the enclosure. When the ceremonies were almost completed, a live eagle 
flew high over the enclosure with its eagle-shaped altar. When the fire 
started, the crowds fled rapidly in all directions. Within two hours after 
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the completion of the ceremonies, the first monsoon rains came pouring 
down. There was a widespread rumor that the chairman of the International 
Committee danced in the rains “with the innocent pleasure and satisfaction 
of a child.” 

The appearance of the eagle and the outburst of the monsoon were 
widely considered signs that the ritual performance was successful. Like 
many other periodicals, the Illustrated Weekly of India completed its article 
“Kerala Yajna with Foreign Participation” (May 25, 1975) with a glorious 
description of these miraculous events. The Hindu, India’s best English 
language newspaper, released on April 25 a news item entitled “Heavy 
Rain After Yagam”: 

TRiCHUR, April 25 
The 12-day “Athiratra Yagna” ended at Panjal, 30 kms from 

here, on Thursday with the completion of all the rites and burning 
of the yagnasala (sheds). 

An hour later, a heavy downpour fell over the area which the 
sponsors claimed was true to tradition and marked the “success” 
of the yagna. Those present at the concluding rites claimed that a 
“garuda” (eagle) flew over the yagnasala as it was set on fire, in 
confirmation of another traditional belief. 

Trichur town too had a heavy shower last evening. 

The controversies that had surrounded the Agnicayana continued 
after the performance in one form or other. Some members of the Interna¬ 
tional Committee felt that the films should be edited in accordance with 
scriptural authority, which would imply that all real or apparent deviations, 
irregularities, and poorly executed sequences should be removed. In their 
view, the film, in order to be an efficacious tool for the study of Vedic ritual, 
should present to the public only rites that conform to the injunctions of 
the §rautasutras. The majority of the Committee disagreed with this view, 
considering it our duty as scholars to record what was found and not 
tamper with it. Accordingly, the film “Altar of Fire” pictures the Nam- 
budiri performance of 1975, not what the texts prescribe. The analysis and 
description given here do primarily the same, though they place the events 
in their traditional setting. 

When the film was later reviewed in the American Anthropologist (80 
[1978]: 197-199), the reviewer, Robert A. Paul, claimed that Robert Gardner 
and I had staged the ritual—that it was, in fact, a media event, a circum¬ 
stance that we allegedly had “gone to great lengths to try to deny and 
disguise.” He also complained that the filmmakers went “so far as to try to 
keep out” outsiders who entered the enclosure and who took “the religious 
meaning of the ceremony seriously.” My reply, which need not detain us 
here, was published in the same journal (81 [1979]: 346-347). The present 
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book by and large should make clear what happened in 1975, and this chapter 
on the vicissitudes of our Agnicayana project may place the event in its 
organizational context. Both combined illustrate the difference that some¬ 
times exists between a thing-in-itself and its appearance to outsiders and 
in the press. Without such a difference, ignorance, rumors, and the media 
would suffice, and there would be no need for scholarship. 

The 1975 Agnicayana was a traditional Nambudiri performance, 
though we were partly responsible for its occurrence and indirectly contri¬ 
buted to the nonsacrifice of goats, which was in some sense a deviation 
from the tradition. In the social sciences there is much interest in moderni¬ 
zation and other changes that influence people’s behavior and societies as 
a whole. The traditional philologist confines himself to texts and to what 
they can teach us about the past. In the humanities we are not only interested 
in people’s behavior and in their past, but also in what is in their minds— 
for example, in what they know. Unfortunately, minds and knowledge are 
invisible, and therefore have to be made manifest, something that can be 
done in many ways, including outside prompting. This would cause no 
surprise to the scientist working in his laboratory, where he studies reactions 
he himself has induced. Naturally, we need not be surprised that, in any 
situation, the observer may influence what he observes. The philosopher 
muses on the boundaries of objectivity, the romantic may wish to limit such 
influence, and the moralist to direct it. The scholar or scientist is content to 
describe, analyze, and explain its occurrence and extent. 
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BAUDHAYANA SRAUTA SUTRA ON THE AGNICAYANA 

BAUDHAYANA SRAUTASUTRA X 

English Translation by 
Yasuke Ikari and Harold F. Arnold 

INTRODUCTION 

The agnicayana is described in five distinct groups of sutras in the 
Baudhayana Srautasutra. The tenth prasna or “topic” of the main sutra 
text describes the rite from beginning to end in a straightforward fashion. 
Twelve chapters of the Dvaidha Sutras (22:1-12) record practices at variance 
with those described in the main sutra text but authorized by different 
preceptors of the school, among whom the most frequently cited are Baudha¬ 
yana and Saliki. Five chapters of the Karmanta Sutras (25:27—32) supple¬ 
ment the main sutra text and the Dvaidha Sutras by describing certain 
points of the ritual in greater detail, as well as by recording a few variant 
practices. 

In our translation we have preserved the distinction between the main 
sutra text, the Dvaidha Sutras, and the Karmanta Sutras. When a variant 
of a certain point is recorded in the Dvaidha Sutras, this is indicated by an 
asterisk (*) in the text of the translation of the main sutra text. The various 
Dvaidha Sutras are provided with marginal references citing the page and 
line numbers of the pertinent passages in the translation of the main sutra 
text. Similarly, the existence of a Karmanta Sutra referring to a certain 
point is indicated by a dagger(f). Dvaidha and Karmanta Sutras not ac¬ 
companied by marginal references do not refer to specific points in the main 
sutra text, but give general rules for the performance of the ritual. 

Our system parallels that used by Caland in his edition of the Sanskrit 
text, where the marginal references in the Karmanta and Dvaidha Sutras 
refer to the volume, page, and line of his edition of the main sutra text. In 
using this system it should be borne in mind that the tenth prasna of the 
Baudhayana Srautasutra was originally printed in the second volume of 
Caland’s edition; therefore almost all of his references begin with the Roman 
numeral “II.” 

The fourth group of sutras describing the Agnicayana are the Sulba 
Sutras, the thirtieth prasna of Caland’s edition. These describe, inter alia, 
the measurement of the sacrificial arena, the geometrical construction of 
different types of Agni altar and the shapes and sizes of different kinds of 
bricks. We have not translated the Sulba Sutras since Thibaut’s translation 
of 1875-77 has been reproduced and is readily available. But where reference 

to the Sulba Sutras is necessary for understanding the main Sutra text, 
footnote citations are provided. The fifth group of sutras, consisting of the 
sections of the “uttaratatih” that describe optional forms of the Agni altar 
to be constructed for the fulfillment of special desires (BSS 17.28-30) and 
relevant passages from the Dvaidha and Karmanta Sutras, have been added 
as an appendix. 

The authors of the srautasutras organize their description of the ritual 
by dividing groups of similar sacrifices into prakrti sacrifices and vikrti 
sacrifices. The prakrti or “normal” sacrifice is the paradigm, of which the 
vikrtis are considered modifications. Thus, the Full and New Moon Sacrifice 
(darsapurnamasa) is the paradigm of all the istis. It is also the paradigm of 
the Agnisomlyapasu, which in turn is the paradigm of all the animal sacri¬ 
fices. Similarly, the Agnistoma is the paradigm of all the Soma sacrifices in 
which there is a single pressing day. In the Srautasutras, only the prakrti or 
normal sacrifice of each group is described in detail. For the vikrti sacrifices, 
only those points where they differ from the normal sacrifice are described 
in detail. The rest of the normal sacrifice is either tacitly understood, or 
briefly indicated. 

A parallel system of describing srauta rituals has evolved in the west. 
The Darsapurnamasa, paradigm of all of the istis and animal sacrifices, has 
been described in A. Hillebrandt’s Das altindische Neu- und Vollmondsopfer. 
The normal animal sacrifice has been described in J. Schwab’s Das altindische 
Thieropfer. In this work Schwab deals with elements of the isti incorporated 
into the animal sacrifice by referring the reader to the relevant sections 
of Hillebrandt. Similarly, in L’Agnistoma: description complete de la forme 
normale du sacrifice de Soma dans le culte vedique, Caland and Henri deal 
with incorporated elements of the isti and animal sacrifice by referring to the 
relevant sections of Schwab and Hillebrandt (see Volume I, page 37, and 
this Volume, pages 133-134). 

Since the Agnicayana is an ahga or “subsidiary limb” of a Soma sacri¬ 
fice, the author of the Baudhayana Srautasutra frequently refers to his own 
descriptions of the Soma sacrifice, the animal sacrifice, and the isti. In such 
cases we have followed the western scholarly tradition by referring the 
reader to the relevant sections of Caland and Henri, Schwab, and Hille¬ 
brandt for more details. In the case of the Pravargya, which is not treated 
in Caland and Henri, we have referred to Van Buitenen’s The Pravargya. 
Since most of these works are out of print, and rare, we have also referred 
the reader to the relevant portions of the English Section of Srautakosa: 
Encyclopaedia of Vedic Sacrificial Ritual, which contains a translation of 
the Baudhayana Srauta Sutra in a somewhat revised order. The reader who 
wishes to consult the Sanskrit originals will find them in the corresponding 
Sanskrit Section of Srautakosa. 

In quoting mantra texts, the Baudhayana Srautasutra usually gives 
them by pratlka (indicating the mantra by its first few words only), but it 
sometimes cites them in full. In our translation we have usually given only 
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the first words of the pratika, with the last syllable in its primary presandhi 
form, followed by a reference to the source of the mantra. In cases where 
the sutra gives the full mantra, this has been indicated by italicizing the 
letter of the quoted mantra (e.g., TS 4.1.2.2K). In cases where Weber’s 
edition of the Taittiriya Samhita does not indicate the subdivisions of the 
mantras, these have been shown by the addition of a superscript number 
to the final letter of Weber’s reference (e.g., TS 4.1.6.1a1-a7). 

The present translation of the Baudhayana Srautasutra X is based on 
Caland’s edition of the Sanskrit, which has been reproduced facing the 
translation. In some cases we have corrected the punctuation of the printed 
edition, or have preferred variant readings given in the text-critical notes at 
the foot of Caland’s pages. In preparing our translation we have also utilized 
two commentaries: Bhavasvamin’s Bodhayanakalpavivaranavyakhya and 
Vasudevadlksita’s Bodhayanasrautasutravyakhya (Mahagnisarvasva). The 
former covers the whole main sutra text but is very short, explaining only 
such passages and words as the author found difficult for his students. The 
latter covers only the tenth prasna, Agnicayana. It is, however, exhaustive 
and very useful for understanding the sutra’s intention. Copies of manu¬ 
scripts of these commentaries were obtained by Yasuke Ikari from the 
Tanjore Library (TMSSM Library) after observing the Cayana performance 
held in Panjal in 1975. 

The coauthors had both read the text independently before the per- 
mance of the Agnicayana. Yasuke Ikari had read it in connection with 
his Ph. D. dissertation on the preparation of the ukha, while Harold Arnold 
had been quick marched through it during a course on Yedic ritual given 
by J.C. Heesterman at the University of California, Berkeley, in the winter 
of 1975. During the following year we both prepared independent transla¬ 
tions of the text. After a couple of brief meetings over coffee in Kyoto in 
1977, Arnold revised Ikari’s translation in the light of his own work, and 
these revisions were again checked by Ikari. Finally the translations of 
numerous terms were changed to conform to those used in the description of 
the 1975 performance in Part II of Volume I of the present work. 

KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS AND BIBLIOGRAPHY OF WORKS CITED 

_ , 
ApSS = The Srauta Sutra of Apastamba belonging to the Taittiriya Samhita. Edited by 

R. Garbe, Bibliotheca Indica, 92. 3 vols. Calcutta, 1882-1902. 
AS = Atharva Veda Samhita. Edited by R. Roth and W. D. Whitney. Berlin, 1855. 
Baudhayana-Sulbasutram. Edited and translated by G. Thibaut. Pandit 10, 11, n. s. 

1 (1875-1877). Reproduced with introduction by Satyaprakash and R. S. Sharma 
in Dr. Ratna Kumari Publication Series No. 4. New Delhi, 1968. 

BSS = The Baudhayana Srauta Sutra Belonging to the Taittiriya Samhita. Edited by 
W. Caland. Bibliotheca Indica. 163. 3 vols. Calcutta, 1904-1923. 
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Sayanacharya. Edited by Rajendralala Mitra. Bibliotheca Indica. 2 vols. Calcutta, 
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vj 

<?rfa g HT^qiqq’sjf *zi ^ suffaf 

q^qpfat qqffaqqf ^ ^KR^qw ^ *itnif5[- 

§»H£ 3iw p^5j- 

* «fft»TTt% !W!TfSlsilft*nf«I ^rmfa- 

cfi^g^TfirT ^snsjtfastaraTqnfa qr ’srfqqfr 

qT^qr urcrr* 3Wrt% *m *amf?f 1 rr^rffar 

1 w fafa qnftfpr1 rj^qm^fri s^tI^t 

'q g^q^ =q f^T^fsw fq^qfh 

\ o *qfa>g<€|TTf^i q^ftqiqqt f^wf?i1 m l*gt 

1 s*ffa?;K 3Tiwiqq3^qj 

1%wfTT f^qqffr1 H qfqn^qi m qfaajw fqqi~ 

ffif^^rwf^r wqftf^T 1 ?i 

qfa^fafa 1 fa ! fl^q- 

n wcr 'w^Fffqgr ^5iqffaf«T 

W*MfS|«rcft*ITf*r $3Mf%dfaT- 

q’qq^HiW'r Wslf qqqfaf^ ffTHrft ' fa(- 

^sfa 5cu%1 qft^qifa1 ^fgqm gq- ^ d 
fqsjrft siut =q wfqtg fqw- 
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One who is going to prepare the ukha pots procures a horse, a donkey, i°.i 
two reins made of munja or kusa grass for them, a hoe prepared in ac¬ 
cordance with the Brahmana passage,1 previously prepared clay suitable for 
molding, an anthill, a black antelope skin and a lotus leaf, a cord, a water 
pot, a piece of gold, potsherds from a ruined village, finely crushed gravel, 
hairs from a billy goat, hairs from a black antelope, a man belonging to the 
vaisya class as the seventeenth, a woven basket as a support, and a skillful 

ukha maker. 
Then, after performing the New Moon Sacrifice (on the day of the 

new moon), or under a (suitable) lunar mansion, he (scil., the adhvaryu) 
has a hole dug as far in front of the sala as one can throw a §amya. He has 
it besmeared (i.e., filled up) with the prepared clay. He makes this level 
with the hole.t2 He places the black antelope skin and the lotus leaf, the cord, 
the water pot, and the piece of gold next to it. Then he places the anthill 
at the midpoint (between the sala and the clay pit) after digging there with 
the wooden sword and sprinkling. The vai§ya sits on guard to the south of 
it. Then he pours out the sand in front of the northern part of the Sala after 
digging with the wooden sword and sprinkling. He makes it into a circular 
mound.*3 Then he makes it shine with sand. Then they enclose it on all 
sides, after covering it with kusa sprouts and knotted bunches of durva grass. 
They make a door to the north of it. Near it he places the potsherds from a 
ruined village, the finely crushed gravel, the hairs from a billy goat, the 
hairs from a black antelope, the woven basket as a support and the skillful 
ukha maker. Then both the horse and the donkey stand in front of the sala 
after having been well washed.f He places the hoe within the vedi and the 
two reins at the northern end of the vedi. 

They strew (darbha grass) around (the offering fire). The brahman and 
the yajamana sit down south of (the offering fire). Then he (scil., the adh¬ 
varyu) melts and purifies clarified butter over the domestic fire, takes four 
spoonsful of it into a ladle, and offers the oblations for Savitr on the offering i0. 
fire, while the yajamana holds him from behind. (The mantras accom¬ 
panying these oblations are) the six verses (starting from) yunjanah pra- 
thamam manah TS 4.1.1.1a-2f), the verse deva savitah . . . (g), and the 

1 According to TS 5.1.14, the “hoe” is made of bamboo, is hollow, spotted, and sharp¬ 
ened at both ends. It is a fathom long and “unlimited in girth” (i.e. the girth is optional). 
2 A dagger (t) indicates that a topic is discussed in the Karmanta Sutras. 
3 An asterisk (*) indicates that a topic is discussed in the Dvaidha Sutras. 
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<3jref?r ^r?t usn^V- 

<4T qfq?T. m?q tf^ ^rjfw: 

Jig^- 

apt ^1S?T3tT 1 cJ^Sff*!- «■ 

^Tfpf H(3^ ^t??t^ 1 

?TCT ^WTfa^WTfa ^T*IT£ RCT^f^f ^ *ft*T*itfr ?Rh 

^fs?! ' FJ^T!^?l?r Rig^- 

*i4'*i 35m qvm ^ if^sn: 

*WT^fli :1 3*3 §4?t 1 «• 

t*g: s^fa ^t: 

SflW RSJT^'q q<*ffaqqTgqf?l&?t sfft .$Ct«w- 

fjTOSf^siT*? 

q*J*ft STIriq^T: | ^ ^ ^RT- 

if^ft ^Trrm^s|^*n^5T rt^t u 

qrSSJVR 3TOT«fare IS 5R?|- 

3# ^ ?8 if^ft atWWiWTOf^s: *itf*i: I 

tW!!?? ^«TT Ff^rf SBR g «l5W?I5i> 
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^TRTSRrt |) ^ || *• 

‘strI ^ftaq^sr jtsitwj: i ?thjts( 

^Tjf^rJTSfTq^: ifqnpsd 

prose formula (yajus) imam no deva savitah . . . (h). He may conclude 
with either the verse or the prose formula. After offering the oblation as the 
ninth (i.e., after offering a single oblation after reciting the eight mantras), 
he recites red, stomaih sam ardhaya . . . (i) while standing near (the offering 

fire).* 
Then he takes the hoe, with the four mantras that have a refrain be¬ 

ginning with devasya tva savituh prasave . . . (TS 4.1.1.3k-n). He carries 
it around in front of the offering fire and gives it to the brahman who is 
sitting to the south. Then he takes a rein, with imam agrbhnan rasanam 
rtasya . . . (TS 4.1.2.1a). He fastens it on the horse, with praturtam vajinn 

adrava . . . (b). In the same way he takes the second rein.* He fastens it 
to the donkey with the two mantras yunjatham rasabham yuvam . . . (c) 
and yogeyoge tavastaram . . . (d). They lead the horse in front. He recites 
praturvan ehy avakramann asastlh . . . (e) after it. (He recites) pusna sayuja 

saha ...(/) (after) the donkey, which follows. They walk clockwise around 
the vaisya.* The vaisya asks, purusah him acchetha (“Gentlemen, what are 
you going to fetch?”). The others answer, agnim purisyam angirasvad acche- 
mah (“We are going to fetch Agni of the earth in the manner of the An- 
girases”) (g). Then he stands next to the anthill and recites agnim purisyam 

angirasvad bharisyamah . . . (h). Then they proceed, passing by (the 
anthill) with anv agnir usasam agram akhyat . . . (k). 

Then he makes the horse step over the clay to the east, with two man¬ 
tras: agatya vajy adhvanah ... (1) and akramya vajin prthivlm . . . (m). 
Then he rubs its back, with dyaus te prstham . . . («). At this point he 
should think of someone whom the sacrificer hates as under the foot of the 
horse. He then makes it step out to the east to the accompaniment of two 
(mantras): ut krama . . . (o) and ud akramit . . . (p). Then he pours 10.3 

water onto the footprint, with apo devlr upa srja . . . (q). Then he 
takes four spoonsful (of clarified butter) into a ladle, places the 
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33-ffpir ^5$ 

srftfff fqra^jfsr srst ^dfiq vA 

fqwsr ?iqWtlrqiif^3i^T <qr 

fqrafqq ^rt^dq^qr qfc- 

^ f<«nqfq qf< qT5iqfq: qifq: qfc <qiii ^ q«i ww 

^■fHfeffT fq^fHI 1 515?ffl ?qT qfq'fj; J]«3% 

5?ftlTjqj5rj <qril ^q^qrfafq ^TO^T^q: qj^ri: 

WT^TOt qqfaTUTfqi <?qjTfq Tlqqft; Si^Tfsiq 

qTft^qlq^Ti^^^q^qq^^Tqf ss^fq gsq^qqi- 

V *imf?T 1 q^qf^IreiWfrfsi^ fw^St u'jpifq u4 

q w- qqqrqrfqfq WTqq^q 

II ^ II 

sfq fqwT ^fq ' quit qq*jd ^tt?^- 

q^f%W 1 w fqn?fq«15 qq^f ^T^'fq qiElfq^qiiiq 

t* fqqj£ ^rSqqqqB fqWtqq qTf«IRT%^q^5}fq q 

t qTqnfqf^T ^T^qTqR ,!g^ I ^qiqf 

q^fq HT^q qqi q qq^ ^qfqdqtqfw- 

^^^qw fq^iq qffq<q «^Tfqq<fcTqnqfT^-- 

qftqqilfq wq> qftfqiq m qq q^qqiq^: 

*• ^q: ' qiqt qq qsiw fqniqq> idtq- 

piece of gold on the southern half of the print of the frog of the 
hoof, strews (grass) around it, and makes an oblation (on it), withy'zg/zarmz 
cignim manasa . . . (r). He takes four more spoonsful, places the gold on 
the northern half of the print of the frog of the hoof, strews (grass) around 
it and makes an oblation (on it), with a tva jigharmi vacasa . . . (s). He 
removes the piece of gold, takes the hoe (from the brahman), and scratches 
around the footprint with three mantras: pari vajapatih kavih . . . (t), 
pari tvagne puram vayam . . . (v), and tv am ague dyubhih . . . (w). He 
digs, with two mantras: devasya tva savituli prasave ... (TS 4.1.3.1a) 
and jyotismantam tva’gne . . . (b).* Then to the north (of the clay pit) 
beside the material collected (for the rite) he strews blades of grass with 
their tips to the east. Over them he spreads the black antelope skin with 
its neck to the east and its hairy side up. Then he takes the lotus leaf, with 
apam prstham asi . . . (c). He places it over the black antelope skin'" and 
touches both of them, with two mantras: sarma ca sthah . . . (d) and sain 

vasatham . . . (e). He removes the lotus leaf and takes the clay, with eight 
mantras starting from purisyo ‘si visvabharah . . . (f-n). Four of these 
(f-i) are in the gayatri meter, four (k-n) are in the tristubh meter. He either 
takes each lump (of clay) with one verse, or takes a single lump with (all) 
eight.* Then he has the pit filled with grass and pours water on it, with saw 
te vayur matarisva . . . (TS 4.1.4.1a). He then places the lotus leaf over the 
clay, gathers the ends of the black antelope skin, and ties them with the 
cord to the accompaniment of sujato jyotisa saha . . . (b). Then 
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^35 1 <3T *f?T 
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*3^*1 i qfaq sajq^- qqfari 

St!jJ%ffr ' qqj 1 |j^: 

SW ftr wtfnifir vm- 

qn; qqiq^qtftq^q: qfrrjai^Tfji^riqiqqq: t*- 

qpqrq1^«^rqq^qT|<qq*T?jqT 

^ qrf^w *p5f?t' || 8 II jfSR.* II 

^ fa q^BT ?qqT Ut^IiT ?4- 

he takes this and stands up, with two mantras: ud u tistha svadhvara . . . 
(c) and urdhva u su iia utaye . . . (d). He carries it, with sa jato garbho 

asi . . . (e), and loads it on the donkey, with sthiro bhava vidvahga . . . (/). 
Then he stands near it and recites sivo bhava prajabhyah . . . (g). 

(On the way back to the molding site) they lead the horse in front. He 
recites praitu vajl kanikradat . . . (ft1) after it.* (After) the donkey, which 
follows, (he recites) nanadad rasabhah patvci . . . (A2-4), rasabho vam kani¬ 

kradat . . . (0, vrsagnim vrsanam bharan . . . (A:1-3). Then he gazes at 
these two (i.e., sky and earth), with rtaih satyam . . . (ft4) rtam satyam 
(ibid.).* They walk clockwise around the vaisya. The vaisya asks, purusah 

kim bharatha (“Gentlemen, what are you carrying?”). The others answer, 
agnim purisyam ahgirasvad bharamah (“We are carrying Agni of the earth 
in the manner of the Angirases”) (TS 4.1.2.2i). Then they bring it (scil., the 
bundle of clay) down onto the mound (within the enclosure in front of the 
northern section of the sala) with two mantras: osadhayah prati 

grhnita . . . (TS 4.1.4.41) and osadhayah prati modadhvam . . . (m). They 
sprinkle the horse and donkey with water and let them loose. They throw 
the two reins down into the water; or they sprinkle them with water and 
keep them.* 

Then he unties it (scil., the bundle of clay), with vi pajasa prthuna sosu- io.5 
canah . . . (TS 4.1.5.1a). 
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bf sisftfq *f?r 

^r^5i1% fire: sfaffaR- 

^IR p?r ^THJTSr'I*!^ W^f?| %%r. Wi(gj 

» sfqftfafer' 1w q^ffi finft 1 sjw 

q^ ^ s^t sqf^ir 

^fsq^T^Ttff? ‘ ^qi^SR^r375^- u^fff 
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^ JR^ERT UW8}^rere?T ^Tf^ajI^I 
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I *141% HI^Tfw^cU^^Slt 
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^TftsreHHT ^f^lRgTq^qRfw ‘ 

^Tf^qfiqg 'qirt 1 qqTfsRfH^a: §qf- 

t^fq ^TUqj^^qf qq^f q^gRTll ftW 321TRjf^fq% 

f%« ?2W(5 qr§q fq^rfrT prq 

Then he pours water onto it (thrice) with the three mantras (starting from) 
ap0 hi stha mayobhuvah . . . (b-d). Then he mixes it with the potsherds 
taken from a ruined village, the finely crushed gravel, the hairs of a billy 
goat, and the hairs of a black antelope, with two mantras: mitrah sam 
srjya prthivim . . . (e) and ayaksmaya tva sain srjami . . . (f). Then he 
packs it together, with rudrah sambhrtya prthivim . . . (g). He makes it 
into a ball, with makhasya biro ‘si . . . (1). With yajnasya pade sthah . . . 
(m), he presses it down with his thumbs. Then he cuts off one third of the 
clay and makes it into three balls. He gives one of them to the ukha maker, 
with sam srstam vasubhl rudraih . . . (h). (While the ukha maker molds the 
bottom part of the ukha),4 he recites vasavas tva krnvantu . . . (n1 and n5).5 
He gives him half of the remaining clay, with sinlvall sukaparda . . . (i). 
(While the ukha-maker molds the middle part of the ukha), he recites rudras 

tva krnvantu . . . (n2 and n5). Finally he gives him all of the (remaining) 
clay, with ukham lcarotu saktya . . . (k). (While the ukha maker molds the 
top part of the ukha), he recites two mantras: adityas tva krnvantu . . . (n3 
and n5) and visve tva deva vaisvanarah krnvantu . . . (n4 and n5). There is 
(a Brahmana passage referring to this): “One gives (the clay) with one set 
of mantras and follows this with another set of mantras, in order to make 
pairs. One makes it (scil, the ukha pot) have three elevations.” (TS 5.1.6.4). 
One takes (the clay) three times and smears (it) three times, therefore it has 
three elevations. He makes it a span (pradeba) in height and of unlimited 
(i.e., unspecified) width. Then, three angulas or four ahgulas (from the 
top), he puts a belt around it, with adityai rasnasi (TS 4.1.5.4o). Then he 
raises up eight corners on it, corresponding to the cardinal and intermediate 
quarters. He makes eight breasts on the joints of the belt and the corners. 
A Brahmana passage says, “For one who practises witchcraft he should 
make it have nine corners” (TS 5.1.6.4). (In this case) he makes the ninth 
corner without a breast. Then he grasps the bowl, with aditis te bilam 

grhnatu (TS 4.1.5Ap). Then he places it down on the mound, with lcrtvaya 

sa mahim ukham . . . (q) up to the end of the section. 

4 Cf. SK.II.ES, p. 30, 11. 14 seq. 
5 The mantras TS 4.1.5.3n1-ns are condensed in the text. The concluding part of 
each mantra, n5, is dharaya mayi prajaih rayas posatn gaupatyam suvlryam sajatan 

yajamanaya. 
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gjqff ^igqu: 1 || ^ || 

^fq^7lfrf gqsft UBflg- 

^Tlil^qr qfhq^J q*q^T G\ vj 
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1 irraig*firafSran£ 

^ft if^iaiT: sff- i* 
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^rot «4T ifw: sfif- 

?W**g?i Tmwi wiraq sftef g^f q^ 
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wl*ftqf?;gTOWsj ^Tqt%*qf?i 1 u 

*nftoTOTfafll»I^Wtaft || ^ || 

f*iq<TOf?T ?iT^f?r 

In the same way he makes the second (ukha), and in the same way the 
third. Without mantras (he makes) five Bull (bricks) (rsabha), and three io.6 
Circle bricks (mandala).*6 7 Then he smears the remaining clay (on them) and 
exposes them to the air in a windy place. 

When they have dried, he prepares twenty-one balls of stallion dung,* 
a hoe, fire, and fuel for firing. Then he lights the horse dung and fumigates 
the main ukha, with (seven mantras) starting from vasavas tva dhupayantu 
. . . up to varunas tva dhupayatu . . . (TS 4.1.6.1a1-7).* Having fumigated 
it thoroughly inside and out, he puts it down. In the same way he fumigates 
the second (ukha), and in the same way the third. Without mantras (he 
fumigates) the five bull bricks and the three circle bricks. 

Then he has a pit shaped like a large bowl dug to the north of the 
sala, with adit is tva devi . . . (TS 4.1.6.16). He covers (the bottom of) it 
with fuel and places the main ukha into it, with devanam tva patnih . . . (c). 
In just the same way he places the second (ukha), (and) in the same way the 
third. Without a mantra (he places) the five Bull bricks and the three Circle 
bricks.* He arranges them towards the east or towards the north (i.e., from 10.7 

west to east, or from south to north).* Then he covers them completely with 
fuel and covers (the pit) with clay. He leaves a space of four angulas open in 
in each direction in order to light (the fire). Then he lights (the fire), with 
dhisanas tva . . . (d1) in the east, with grtas tva . . . (d2) in the south, 
varutrayas tva . . . (d3) in the west, (and) with janayas tva . . . (d4)8 in 

6 The form of a bull is drawn on the rsabha brick and a circle is drawn on the mandala 
brick (cf. BSS 30.6.399.4-5). 
7 We have deviated slightly from Caland’s punctuation. 
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BAUDHAYANA SRAUTA SUTRA ON THE AGNICAYANA 

the north. Then he entrusts them (to (Mitra), with mitrai’tam ukham . . . 
and te paridadami . . . (e and /). They are fired for a day or for a night. 
If he lights the fire in the morning, he approaches (the pit) in the evening. 
If (he lights the fire) in the evening, (he approaches) in the morning.* 

When they have been fired he prepares cow’s milk, goat’s milk, a poker, 
powdered stone, a platter, a pair of tongs, a wicker basket, a sling, (and) a 
black antelope skin. Having collected these, he approaches (the pit) with 
abhVmam rnahind divam . . . (TS 4.1.6.2.g) and mitrasya carsanidhrtah . . . 
(h). Then he takes the poker and removes the coals from the main ukha, 
with devas tva savito ‘dvapatu . . . (i). He then stands it up, with uttistha 
brhati bhava . . . (/c2). Then he stands it firm in its place, with apadyamana 

prthivl . . . (k1). Then he grasps it with the tongs, places it down on the 
platter, and pours goat’s milk over it with (the mantra) beginning vasavas 
tva ‘chrndantu . . . and ending visve tva deva . . . (1). When he has 10,8 
rinsed it thoroughly inside and out,8 9 he pours cow’s milk over it. In just the 
same way he rinses the second, and in the same way the third. Without 
mantras (he rinses) the five Bull bricks and the three Circle bricks. 

Then, if there happens to be a hole or crack, he mixes the powdered 
stone with goat’s milk, sprinkles (the hole or crack) with this, and heats (it) 
with a torch. Indeed thus is it mended. If it is completely broken, he grinds 
the potsherds themselves fine and mixes them with the clay left 

8 The mantras TS 4.1.6.2d3 and TS 4.1.6.2d4 are condensed into one in the mantra text 
which reads: varutrayo janayas tva devir visvadevyavatlh prthivyah sadhasthe ‘higrasvat 
pacantiikhe; d3 is varutrayas tva devir . . .. In d4 varutrayo is replaced by janayas. 
9 We have deviated slightly from Caland’s punctuation. 
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q^qpfaw^qwqNqqqreq w*% ^fqf^ 

wff w^roroiT q<#te q>rw5*r *q ^r 

q^jftaffqj nfq| 

qrc^qfajqi qjit iesta qfqq^rqr ^I’qarqrfq^irfW 

over for expiation rites. He should make (the ukha) fire, rinse, and place 

it down * . . ,, 
When the hissing stops, he sets these things down together in the 

basket, covers them with the black antelope skin, and hangs them up in the 
sling in the northern part of the sal a. They remain there until the proper time. 

Now, during the same fortnight of the waxing moon, he offers an animal 10.9 

sacrifice to Vayu. He has prepared the heads of a horse and a vaisya, both 
killed in battle, as well as the requisites of one who is going to perform an 
animal sacrifice.10 They play dice and cook a bull, a ram, and a billy goat. 

They bring the snake’s head *f 
Now he has measured out the (uttara-) vedi for the animal sacrifice on 

the day before.11 He strews grass around it and performs the stambayajus 
rite.12 This (procedure) has been established in the section about the puro- 
dasa cake offering: thrice with mantras, the fourth time silently. He performs 
the first tracing out of the uttaravedi. He murmurs the Karana mantra. He 
digs up (the ground intended for the uttaravedi). The agnidhra throws out 
(earth) three times from what has been dug up. Then, while the agnidhra 
is throwing out (earth) three times, he (scil., the adhvaryu) draws (a line) 
around the catvala hole in accordance with the procedure for the catvala. 
He pours down (earth) on the uttaravedi in accordance with the procedure 
for the uttaravedi. Having raised up the “navel of the uttaravedi he brings 
forth the fire in accordance with the procedure for the fire. When there is a 
fire, he performs the second tracing out of the uttaravedi and makes it level. 
He fixes the wooden sword crosswise (on the uttaravedi) and speaks the 
command: “Set down the sprinkling water, bring the kindling sticks and 
barhis grass, clean the spoon, the knife, and the ladles (with the relevant 
mantras), and the prsadajya ladle silently. Fasten (the girdle) around the waist 
of the wife (of the yajamana) and come here with the butter and the curds. 
Pratiprasthata, get the heads of the sacrificial victims. 

The adhvaryu himself performs the established rites connected with 
the animal sacrifice.13 Then the pratiprasthata asks for twenty-one 

10 SK.I.ES, p. 774. cf. Schwab, no. 30. „ . . 
11 For the preparation of the uttaravedi and the following procedures v. Schwab, nos. 

18-36; SK. I. ES, pp. 776-780 (cf. 291-294). 788-790. 
12 This consists in cutting the grass with the wooden sword and throwing it outside the 

vedi together with the dug-out clods of earth. 
13 Cf. Schwab, nos. 37-44; SK. I. ES, pp. 790-794. 
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[ V 1 *-> V I ] I < 

*?iqT’q<*nnii q?i*n 

^f^?r n?ifq^rf?iT wist 

q?rfwfq: gqqfiH;: qft;^ fq*;qqi: qi§UT^r 

1 II £ II 

qwn’faroi’it »nw mr[ i gc^Fft si grqf?r 

q^fiwfaqw %;mb *?ft€|¥w qftqrafH 

fqfrqjwi Tmfq ^ §ht: i $ q<§- 

g g ‘gr^rf^i fapfc qflfa: qft^qq 

'• ^ KTOfal fqfq^^I i^JT ^q | 

§ sHRsgfal 5U^!T^iqf^«J^ta}qi^ ^fa- 

qqffaqqT* q^q‘ q^iq gqqfti?;:' stw: hhut- 

q^ftqiqqf fq^lc^Hruqqfjjft" 

w«l »5^Tf»lt%«3fU5ifsTf^*qijnqrTs|wfl^Tfqr 

beans, a parna branch, a lump of clay, a water jar, a torch, an anthill with 
seven holes in it, and a pair of tongs. He collects all this and approaches the 
heads of the victims. The human head is lying to the south (of the sala) and 
the other (heads are lying) to the east (of it). Then, wearing his sacred 
thread over his right shoulder and under his left arm, he scatters seven beans 
around the human head and draws the parna branch around it three times, 
counterclockwise, with aharahar nayamanafy . . . (TA 6.5.3.6). He scatters I0.I0 
another seven around and draws around (the branch in the same manner), 
with vaivasvate vivicyante . . . (c). He scatters another seven around and 
draws around (the branch in the same manner), with te rajann iha vivi¬ 

cyante . . . (d).* He takes the anthill in (his) right (hand) and the human 
head with the tongs in his left, hand. He aligns the holes (of the anthill) 
with the sense orifices (of the head) and puts the anthill down in its place. 
Then he sprinkles the human head, burns (its hair), washes it, and smears 
it with the clay without smearing the orifices. They prepare the others 
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i [ \° i \\ i ] 

srt^^crft 1 srhit- 

' H \® || 

w quf: wfii^H^i: ' u qrsir qrfasra *si- 

1 TOTWfl Viqt qvfofasffa 1 FIT^t ®q>fa- '»■ 

^14 CTITBjtr IWSiqaft *1151 
I A ^ 

^t fa ^Fwfsj<imT ^*nfN1 m: uti- 

1 WfaWT- c\ 

faWTO: Wftflrira fRiraTTOTOT^TOWTrl 

qrrafarfo sfansSrer vm *ra*^tfa ^i^n 1 t° 

HT^f 7TT^qi<?tsrc%2J ^faST^f ?[^ra|qV 
' c? 

with three (rites) only: they burn (their hair), wash them, and smear them 
with clay without smearing the orifices. Then, sprinkling them with water, 
he sets them down. They remain until the proper time. 

Now the procedure with regard to the firewood verses14: (there are) i0.h 
eleven (verses starting from) pra vo vaja . . . (TB 3.5.2.la-31) (and) ten 
(verses starting from) samas tvagne . . . (TS 4.1.7.1a-4k). He omits the 
verse containing the word “light” (jyotis) (i.e., TS 4.1.7.4k) from these 
(latter verses) and puts nine into the place for intercalated verses.15 Next 
he puts the two intercalary verses containing the word “broad chest” (prthu- 
paja) (TB 3.6.1.3h-i). Then he puts the (verse) yuksva hi devahutam . . . 
(TS 2.6.11.1a). When these are recited one after another, they add up to 
twenty-four. (Then) at the end he recites the verse containing the word 
“light” (jyotis) (TS 4.1.7.4.k). 

Then he offers the aghara oblation (of butter),16 with hiranyagarb- 

hah . . . (TS 4.1.8.3n).* 
Now the investigation of the Apr! verses:17 there are twelve (verses 

starting from) iirdhvd, asya . . . (TS 4.1.8.1a-3m). For yajamanas belong¬ 
ing to the Vasistha gotra he takes out the verse addressed to Tanunapat 
(b) and puts in that addressed to NaraSamsa (c). For yajamanas 

14 Cf. Schwab, no. 50; SK. I. ES, p. 806, 813; Hillebrandt, pp. 74-79; SK. I. ES, p. 
329, 340. 
15 After the ninth of the eleven verses of TB 3.5.2.la-31. 
is Cf. Schwab, no. 52; SK.I.ES, p. 806; Hillebrandt, p. 80; SK.I.ES, p. 329. 
17 Cf. Schwab, nos. 57-61, 81; SK.I.ES, p. 807. 

I 
| 
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t \° ! W> i J i U 

S3 «RT§ v: Kmtit *T?W^T Tfff ^35- 

JT qraTOT sft ^fqq ' Tfn 

3 *f<( f*(Wt ‘ 3 ^qqpqsj VW *?qf?T 

* ft *ifai;y?mT % % qsnjft- 

stw s ^fwt 1 s*r *if^ ^qqTsjTqaj tjw *ref% 

«K SHOT* * *nW^ T^rlTBf % qqrc § qssSTt- 

^ni^i ^ ^fqq: 1 mft: ^*rqthnf*i *n&- 

^fwfiiq4fJI3i^T^T|^ UTtjTTW fu^^I^3i^?T- 

v aa^flPC *psw fSrasi firnqni n»i^Tf?r1 tti^t 

^PjfTrqftift ' || ll \\ TZ^zc, \\ 

nfritffaft 1 S gqsfi^^fr TS^TfiJb 

«rf^ ^sjTmrf vr^frr1 «kt | 
sJ 

<^rT ft^r S^Tfafrfa «II^?T 1 S 5qqrare?r 

a« tot: st^w^t: q^r wotf*- 

TlT^lfW ST *fhf|»?t q?5rf»i®riT *R- ®\ N> <\ 

belonging to other gotras he takes out the verse addressed to Narasamsa 

(c) (and puts in) that addressed to Tanunapat (b). 
Now, pivo’nnam . . . (TB 2.8.1.1a) and raye’nu yam . . . (b) are 

(the puro’nuvakya and yajya verses) for the offering of the omentum. Yah 
pranatah . . . (TS 4.1.8.4o) and ya atmada . . . (p) are for the offering of 
the purodasa cake for the animal sacrifice. Pra vayum accha . . . (TB 
2.8.1.le) and a no niyudbhib . . . (2f) are for the offering of the havis. This 
is how it is done if (the animal sacrifice) is mixed.18 But if it is^ all for Vayu 
alone, then of the (six verses starting) pivo’nnam . . . , raye’nu yam . . . 
(TB 2.8.1.1a-2f), two are for the omentum, two for the cake of the animal 
sacrifice, and two for the havis. Now if it is all for Prajapati alone, then of 
the (six verses beginning) yah pranatah . . . ,ya atmada . . . (TS 4.1.8.4o- 
5t), two are for the omentum, two for the cake of the animal sacrifice, and 
two for the havis.19 They perform the concluding parts of the animal sacri¬ 
fice. Then, after a torch has been carried around the heads of the sacrificial 
victims, he hangs them in slings at the northern section of the sala. Then he 
strings the snake’s head on a cord and ties it to the loop of a sling. They 

remain until the proper time. 
Now the second half of the month begins, t If he is going to pile a fire I0.I2 

that is maintained (in the ukha) for some days, (the yajamana) prepares the 
bricks and the daksinas for the Agnicayana. But if (he is going to pile a fire) 
that is maintained (in the ukha) for a year, he should ignore this, thinking, 
“The race is long” (i.e., the actual performance of the rite is still a long way 
off).* He prepares a stool made of udumbara wood for the ukha. Its legs 
are a pradesa long. The crossbars at the top of the leg are an aratni long. 
Its (seat) is woven with cords made of a single strand of munja grass. 

18 I e if the omentum and havis are offered to Vayu, but the purodasa is offered to 
Prajapati, as at the Agnicayana of 1975- On that occasion, however, a different verse 
was used as the yajya for the purodasa. See Volume I, page 312. 
19 Yasuke Ikari, “Notes on the Vayavya pasu” (Baudh SS X.9-11), Indogaku Bukkyo- 
gaku Kenkyu (Journal of Indian and Buddhist Studies) XXIV. 2 (Mar. 1976: 951-943). 
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*rtqiq*nsrNr^m i lA° I Vb VU 

WfiTfawfaf qSS|T« IfT^nV 

UT*I qr Isr- 

'q ^ *?f^qft: qfirof^iqrt 

5U5iTs^r nq>fq£ufqfqqN}?: w ' qnfggt- 

fw: shect 1 w*rr q»Tlw nqurn * 

iffaf^lqi fq^fqq*ifiifteq>ifaTfofs fqqq- 

fUTiJTq^q^qrr^Uqiqiqmf^ai v<t ^ q^TSpC 

q\qpqf?lfq 1 ?pt fN^EST ' 

W*4§: J?^<TOTS3I DrUfT^TEf q^t: W3IJ wifU 

qqTOTqiriqTsq^ESlT USiqqfaT^I^T: ^qqftqvqTrT- \* v*® vO 
^fflCNi^ftsjfrfrr ii ^ ii 

■STfjfJWflf qgsi£ ^T^T *}q> iteTflfjr 

f*m fq^ra*if?i ^t qjqft fq\jf?wfif 

qgqqq^ ?h% ^r^rjj^ q^i^TO ^r%- 

ata ^fq 'q^ftri JsftaTstpsj ^jjf^ wrlpqi i* 

fq^ ^q^j wm -<jn ?^- 

«lf% ^ $«?% ^T%sftq?q^qTq?I!TRf^ fSjqg- 

siqrqqiT^qqt^ qqf^sj ^3wqi*r ^^it- 

There are boards (phalaka: pi.) across (the top of it). It is smeared with clay. 
(He also prepares) a sling of six or twelve munja cords, a wad of munja 
grass, a chip of wood dipped in clarified butter, two kindling sticks: one of 
vikankata wood and one of sami, seven udumbara kindling sticks, three of 
different kinds of wood, and a golden breastplate with twenty-one knobs. 
(He also prepares) the well-known requisites for the Agnistoma.20 A sala 
(i.e., the Old Hall) has been constructed on a suitable sacrificial site.21 Then 
having led him (scil., the yajamana) from the bathing place and purified 
him,22 (the adhvaryu) begins the isti of the consecration for the Agnicayana. 
This consists of three oblations: a cake cooked on eleven potsherds for 
Agni and Visnu, an oblation of rice porridge {earn) cooked in clarified butter 
for Aditi, and a cake cooked on twelve potsherds for (Agni) Vaisvanara. 
As many of (the rites) are omitted as in the (normal) consecration isti (of 
the Agnistoma).23 The adhvaryu turns around clockwise, runs to the west 
and performs the patnlsamyaja offerings.24 He goes towards the east, fills 
the dhruva ladle (with clarified butter), pours it back into the butter dish, 
and, ladling out of the butter dish with the sruva ladle, performs the (six) 
dlksahutis of the Agnicayana, with (the six mantras starting from) akutim 10.13 

agnim prayujaih svaha . . . (TS 4.1.9.1a).* Then he takes four spoonsful 
(of clarified butter) into the ladle and offers the ladleful of clarified butter 
as the audgrahana oblation, with visve devasya netur . . . (b). At this junc¬ 
ture he pours the vessel full (of the pranita water) inside the vedi.25 Then he 
carries (the paraphernalia of the yajamana) in front of the offering fire and 
gives them to the yajamana.26 

20 C-H, no. 11; SK. II. ES, p. 1. 
21 C-H, nos. 8-10; SK.II.ES, p. 2, p. 17. 
22 I.e., having performed all of the rites of the consecration before the diksaniyesti, 

see C-H, nos. 12-14; SK.II.ES, pp. 47-52. 
23 C-H, no. 15; SK. II. ES, pp. 52-53. 
24 C-H, no. 16; SK.II.ES, p. 53, 1. 15; Hillebrandt p. 15If; SK.I.ES, pp. 407f. 
25 C-H, no. 16; SK.II.ES, p. 67-68, 1. 8; Hillebrandt, p. 170; SK. I. ES, p. 410. 
26 C-H, no. 17; SK.II.ES, p. 68, 11.8-13. 
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E l VU1 i ^ 

*TT t f*W 

?IW 5RT 

^$rlf ^ qf^Hqf*fiqT q 3iqf?r ^ f^^rf 

1 ^qi§: ' ST fH^fl IJrlT^ 

aRSTSTT^TSsH’ fq^T luT *g3?TOf^TlT?T riST 

mm f^WBrarot wm 1 »*q- 

I WffT *j SiTSSfT 

qswpi ^l^sll 

*• t sqfff «ft susifqiqr tTOn^Bnf^&ra1 I 

vmfn *ft sug <3^tI. t[q qsi 

Sirf^fH 1 S ^ s.|q v3^t| SfUqi^US^ 
N* 

g«TO*W^lf?lr ST ft 'Sq qf%ST 

TIT <T TT^ST9[S% ^T%(qq ^5jSiffiT3qqqr1?ra^qif?T 

u 5^: sf^Tgfqftak Isnu^f -q q sfaqr- 

qi^WTfH s^jt •qfa sq?i Tf?r 

^T4rT Ttrf s't^ <4 «7T<5^T SW 

1 w sfsv 

^T^VTtrr l| m \\ 

Then he asks for the principal ukha. Into it he strews balls of dung and 
dry grass (patitrnani) and pours a spoonful of clarified butter. He places it 
in the embers at the edge of the offering fire with two mantras: ma su 
bhittha ... and drmhasva . . . (TS 4.1.9.1c and 2d). Then he entrusts 
it (to Mitra) with two (mantras): mitraitam ukham . . . (e and /). Now 
there is (a Brahmana passage): “If it breaks he should mix (it) with the 
potsherds themselves” (TS 5.1.9.3). If it should break he grinds the pot¬ 
sherds themselves fine and mixes them with the clay left over for expiation 
rites. He (should) make (the ukha), fire it, rinse it, and place it down. Then 
he places another one on the fire.27 Now there is (a Brahmana passage): “He 
should place (fire into the ukha) from the fire of the frying pan for one who 
wishes food” (TS 5.1.9.4). Now there is (a Brahmana passage): “He should 
take (fire) from someplace else and place (it into the ukha) for a sacrificer 
for whom he desires, ‘May I produce a rival for him”’ (ibid.).28 Now there 
is (a Brahmana passage): “He should produce fire by friction and place 
(it into the ukha) for one who has attained the highest prosperity (TS 
5.1.9.3).* Now there is (a Brahmana passage): “That which is born from 
the ukha should be the only fire for one who desires prosperity” (TS 5.1.9.4). 
He places the wad of munja grass into just that fire which is born 
from the ukha from heating, to the accompaniment of ya te agne 

. . . ,29 Then he adds the chip of wood dipped in clarified butter, 
with drvannah sarpirasutih . . . (TS 4.1.9.2g). Then he adds the two 
kindling sticks of vikankata and saml, that of vikankata with parasya 
adhi samvatah . . . (h), that of §aml with paramasyah paravatah 

. . . (i). Then he stands near (the fire) which has sprung up and 
recites to it the three (mantras starting from) sida tvam . . . (k-m). 

27 I. e., after remaking the principal ukha he puts it aside and uses one of the two 
“spares.” 
28 Baudhayana has added an explanatory yajamanam to the text of TS. 
29 This mantra occurs only here. 
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i L V i i' J 

HTf*r TTt% qrfrssrfqn- 

JTOTq sf^ajT ht: %5?r qwtaffftwiirsi wf»r 

5n<<ftsi«itaf?TB!f mw. sfafS *r pftffcnita .fftwt 

■rraretHt: ^swt 

*F?f $ Tt% IsR^at tohwct- 'i- 

#taTf|f?I TT^fTTrT % SfT^ *f?r- 

TfargTiif ^Tw^HiT^jT?!nr I'miW 

*T5WR ^T^f^rfrT ' 3jft %T *T ^ ^ 

m$rumn^ swffcqqqrnt 3ra%*!T*w^i fa^nlrr1 

irorfSwiTOt || H <° 

ifsrft sftsmfss: § ifaY fwSor i s» 

m 9f^t*n Jrorofirfwiitf gsjfgj- 

mifN SritfSmfvS' w qf^Ufi- sufsft ^sr 

Tak ftrqq^mf-1w ^qit% qf?i^?r qtfq- 

Wf 1 g«<ff \» 

3w $fa iwwfareS fil’d ^ ffti? *t<ut 

^T*T t q^ Hnuflpi. 5^5 

W*wt: urn usj*ft »fT%a}^['jiTft 

wt sfa utotW *i^g w: qtfn 1 ^Thrift- 

Then he adds the five kindling sticks of udumbara, with yad agne yani kani 

ca . . . (TS 4.1.10.1a), yad atty upajihvika . . . (b), ratrimratrim apra- 
yavam . . . (c), nabha prthivyah . . . (d), yah send, abhltvarih . . . (e).* 
Then he stands near this (scil., the fire) and recites to it the five “Raksas 
Slaying” verses (starting from) krnusva pajah . . . (TS 1.2.14.1a-2e). Then 
he smears the three kindling sticks of different kinds of wood (with clarified 
butter) and puts them into the ukha. (He puts in) the one of asvattha with 
damstrabhyam malimlun . . . (TS 4.1.10.2f), that of vikankata with ye 

janesu malimlava . . . (g), that of saml with yo asmabhyam aratiyat . . . 
(h). Then he adds the last two udumbara kindling sticks while making (the 
yajamana) recite saihsitam me brahma . . . (and) ud esam bahu . . . (TS 
4.1.10.3i and k). At this point he makes the yajamana, (sitting) on the black 
antelope skin, recite (the Yajnanvarambha mantra, TS 1.2.2.3n).30 But (the 
yajamana) does not clench his firsts or restrain his speech.f31 Then he places 
the stool behind the offering fire with the sling loosened. He grasps the 
ukha with the fire in it using a pair of potholders and places (it) on it (scil., 
the stool) with mateva putram . . . (TS 4.2.5.2e with variants). Then (the 
yajamana), seated, puts on the golden breast plate with its knobs upward, 
with drsano rukma . . . (TS 4.1.10.41). Then he puts on the sling with two 
(mantras): viSvQ rupani . . . (m) and naktosasa . . . (n). (He puts) the 
black antelope skin on top without a mantra. Then he gazes at this (scil., 
the ukha fire), with suparno’si garutman trivrt te sir ah . . . (o). Then he 
lifts it up, with suparno ‘si garutman divam gaccha . . . (p). 

3° C-H, no. 17h; SK.II.ES, p. 69, 1. 36. 
31 C-H, no. 17h; SK.II.ES, p. 70, 1. 2. 
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fsrqqqTin: qrf?;?n »Fif5?r1 & f3 5@f% 

sfq jj ^ || 

f^: qisfl- s^jfwrfw *irqq ^ 

sfqCta^fqq>*Hir fsflfa: *j fq'w Tf?r 

* 1 ' «T JfJRTOfW ‘ 

rrTTl^T^T^ 

qqfaq^ 5$ w^fj^g ^fgr: 5*1*531? ^ 

’T'Orfe??!- fliqijqTIT- 

^pp?f ^tH7 ^r?I5T^f?(5g^5mT^?-(gT PjT^i^- 

v «ra srwinta ^ qiii^fT 

Khto* vvz ^if^f?r <j wst arc^f* 

qruqts^N qqriH J?f??wfi<UTSrj^i;gT^fH <4 

>3qt?? Tfrl ^ 

^frf 5iN 'q *r^apgiii j?rf *f$r- 

I'L ^W3I^wf?f «IT 5}qf?T qr^q^ 5^^ sft 

ifa ^T 3sftfrjq^4r '3^T*jfvjfrT ‘ ^ SJTq- 

swt ^ SJfT q^r^qsN^qx^qiftoxi?: flfatWHir- 

qr siqfq tq$oi$qqf«ng1 w jmuf^i 

BAUDHAYANA SRAUTA SUTRA ON THE AGNICAYANA 

The loops of the sling have already been made long (enough) for him (to be 
able to carry the ukha). He either takes one stride (towards the east) with 
each of the four successive mantras starting from visnoh kramo ‘si . . . (TS 

4.2.1.1a) while it (scil,. the fire in the ukha) remains in place, or he picks 
it up (and takes the strides). At the third step he (also) recites the fourth 
mantra (TS 4.2.1.1a4). He does not take a stride for the fourth mantra. He 

does not go beyond the offering fire.32 Then he further recites akrandat . . . 
(b). Then he turns around (his) right shoulder (i.e., he revolves clockwise) 

with the four mantras (starting from) ague ‘bhyavartin . . . (c-f). Then 
he turns towards the north, takes olf the black antelope skin, and takes olf 

the sling, with ud uttamam . . .(g). Then he takes it (scil., the ukha fire) 
(to the place where it was before the Visnu strides) with two mantras: a tva 
harsam . . . (h) and agre brhan . . . (i). At this point, if he (scil., the 
adhvaryu) wishes a royal yajamana to have the kingship, he should meditate 

on him mentally, (since) a Brahmana passage says, “The kingship indeed 
comes (to him)” (TS 5.2.1.4). Then he carries it back around as it was 

brought, and sets it inside the vedi with four mantras (starting from) sida 
tvam . . . (TS 4.2.1.3k-n) including the one containing the word “hamscT 

(n). At this point he clenches his fists and restrains his speech.33 
Then, when he is about to give him (scil., the yajamana) the vrata milk 

he either adds a kindling stick (to the ukha fire) for (Agni) Annapati with 
annapate . . . TS 4.2.3.1a) or murmurs (the mantra) (without adding a 
kindling stick). Then he makes the fire in the ukha flare up, with yena deva 

. TS 5.7.2.2c).* Whenever he is about to give him the vrata milk he either 

adds the kindling stick for (Agni) Annapati, or murmurs (the mantra) in 

the same way, and makes the fire in the ukha flare up in the same way. Then 
(next) morning, after the sun has risen and (the yajamana) has 

32 For the Visnu strides (visnukrama), see Hillebrandt pp. 171f.; SK. I. ES, pp. 428f.; 
C-H, nos. i7h—21; SK.KI.ES, p. 70, 1. 2. 

33 C-H nos. 17h—21; SK. II. ES, p. 70, 1. 2. 
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M I [ | | ] 

fq^giqf qifa 

am ,srfjrftBi?tqqiT^i]qq ' q qq^q qifej: 

i tfqTqftqqqql^ s^iagq^ qq- 

' II ^ II II 

qqrw^q q'faT^r 1 ftfqri quftqqqt *- 

fq*qajqrq qT ^qqqiqifN?! q^sifqr 1 qqgfqr 

jr?!^i^q^Tqi^l^ qqrqq qqfri #ti qiqqsi qqq 

^Tqqqitqfq<*lqt<3i3jqi,qpT <qr fqq \m qaiqq- 

qqq: W #tq <q *ITf5WT gq^r *fq 

qq^fq: ^Bif*i^fRqT^ftqm«qi«%H \» 

fqfqqgfqi 1 q^i fqqqqnr Jmgqqfq qi?;^ft- 

qqrfq ssftffW- 

quftfq qn^uw qsiq '3?B^<f}ifi5q1x^m5iqT^T^iq- 

fqTt Tgqi^fq^ qfqqqwiT^Tfq ^itwnfir ^q^H 

?Hqreqmfaf^ 1 qifqiqqjT ^faq qri^fq *nw v* 

qi^qqi qqT^mf?pkq^ ^s sfq ^sreiqj '* 

q qiqcguq: q^i^’nq^q^qq^q qrrtfq 1 || || 

writ qqn qqTfh^qj qfais^T1 qqr 

q*nt q qqqi^rat qqqsft^ffe q^ufqfiq^qi^Tq 

released his speech, (he) stands near (the ukha fire) and recites to 

it the Vatsapra song of eleven verses starting from divas pari . . . (TS 
4.2.2.la-41). In this way (during the period of consecration) he strides (the 

Visnu strides) on one day and worships (with the Vatsapra song) on the 
next. Then for him the Vatsapra song falls on the day before the ritual 

purchase of Soma.* 
Now with regard to setting out on a journey:34 (The yajamana sets 

out) when he suffers the loss of property after he has been consecrated or 
when he has been consecrated in some place other than the place of sacrifice. 

They fasten (the vessels containing) the two vrata milks (to the cart). They 
tether the calves of the two cows which have produced the vrata milk (to 

the cart). They load whatever is to be loaded: the domestic fire in the body 
(of the cart), the sacrificial fire on the front part of the yoke pole. Then (the 
yajamana) picks up the fire in the ukha (i.e., the ukha in its stool), with ud 

utva . . . (TS 4.2.3.1b). Then he sets it on the front part of the yoke pole 

(of the cart) with four mantras (starting from sida tvam . . . (TS 3.2.1.3k- 
4n) including the one containing the word hamsa (n). Then they tie the legs 

of the stool tightly to the boards (of the cart). They fasten the sling to the 
center beam (of the roof of the cart). Or he consigns the fires to the two pieces 
of wood forming the firedrill, (places them on the cart,) and sets out with 

two mantras: bhadrad abhi sreyah . . . (TS 1.2.3.31^^), pred agne . . . 

(TS 4.2.3.1c).* Then, if the axle creaks, he recites the verse akrandad . . . 
(TS 4.2.2.2.d). Then, when (the cart) stops for the night, he adds a kindling 

stick dipped in clarified butter (to the ukha fire), with the gayatri verse 
samidha ‘gnim . . . (TS 4.2.3.1J) svaha for a brahmin (yajamana), with the 

tristubh verse prapra ‘yam agnir . . . (e) for a royal (yajamana). He does 

all of this in the same way whenever he is about to set out. 
Now with regard to (the ritual procedures concerning) an excessive 

quantity of ash (in the ukha): If the ash becomes excessive he prepares a 
platter, an iron spoon, and a pair of tongs. After they have collected these 

34 Cf. C-H, no. 24; SK. II. ES, pp. 100-101. 
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[. \° I VS k*--1 J I 

sRiq^nf^r ^rt^EiT 1 wmftlg qftrau qit 

*r^I JfSHScSTqt ^ft: qfirefjrT ««- 

rTor^ir sftlgq nifr *SSitq^tSTt%fff ffl^fw;^5*- 

^jtf^U^tnjf JRH^*»Tffr W HWIT stfs 

* ^s^isg q^roq^ft ipi^sif ** ^f?r 

wt g*is|a|stsq^qsf*?sj Q^if^aiT wr: 

sfSJSrfTfarJm Wl^rf qfHqsf^??r ^5l»ITSTSfl^ 

shiT s 1 s sr- 

cgi<qt TOFf^tm TR^t^f SiftdsTri: qtf^T^flwit 

*• ssr^«j: 1 l! |l xr^H.* || 

•wh: ^ssr'tirss: q*ifaq%1 s 

qgufifsgqiT ’sqfrfam ^q^iT ®*<frfw*3qr- 

qqff ^tq^qif^qifiT Tata'tqq^^ s^^sr- 

^qSl^flSijngftffT ^THJl^i's fqfa#tri 

<•1 TlrTT^q SSTSS: qqi^qqisIl^IST ?ITSS q<RFT Wn»£ 

qfTWtffl 1 l^IWTrlstSRflflffl qcug w- 

SWcfT ssiq^^^il- 

q^ s^iftST^ *R»r.1 qfi>4 st sats^ sr 

BAUDHAYANA SRAUTA SOTRA ON THE AGNICAYANA 

they go with the ukha fire to a place where there is water. Then he grasps 
the fire (i.e., the burning coals in the ukha) with the tongs, places it on the 
platter, and puts the ash in the water with the iron spoon (thrice), with three 

successive mantras: apo devih . . . (TS 4.2.3.2f), apsu ague sadhistava . . . 
(g), and garbho asy osadhinam . . . (h). Then he puts this (fire) back (into 
the ukha) with the two mantras containing the word jyotis: prasadya bhas- 

mana yonim . . . (i) and punar asadya . . . (k). Then he comes back up 
(from the water) with two (mantras): punar ttrja ... (1) and saha rayya 

. . . (m). Then he adds fuel to the fire in the ukha, with punas tvaditya . . . 
(n). Then (the yajamana) carries it back around the same way it had been 

taken and recites bodha . . . (o) (and) sa bodhi . . . (p) up to the end 
of the section, while standing in the place of the yajamana. Whenever the 

ash becomes excessive he does all of this in the same way.* Thereafter (the 
ukha fire) is kept until the time (of being used, that is, until the time of 

preparing) the paraphernalia (for piling the domestic fire). 
Now the day preceding the ritual purchase of Soma approaches.35 

The yajamana prepares one hundred five bricks, an unspecified number of 
pebbles, three black bricks for Nirrti, baked in a fire of chaff, ash (from 

the ukha), dirt, saline soil, and sand. Then, on the day preceding (the ritual 
purchase of Soma), he (formally) occupies the sacrificial site with two man¬ 
tras : edam aganma . . . (TS 1.2.3.3o) and apeta . . . (TS 4.2.4.1a)*36 Then 

(the adhvaryu) measures out the mahavedi. He strides those same larger 
strides,37 measures (the mahavedi) with the diagonal measuring,38 and stret¬ 
ches a cord around (it). He stretches out the prsthya line (down the centre 

of the mahavedi).39 Then, to the west of the peg marking the place of the 
hole for the sacrificial post, he measures out the Field of Agni with a piece 

of bamboo as long as a man (i.e., the yajamana) so that the wings and the 
tail are of the same size. The two wings are made an aratni longer.40 (The 

Agni is measured in this way) if (the yajamana) is going to pile up a sixfold 

or a sevenfold, or a twelvefold (Agni), or one of any size.41 

35 Concerning this section, see C-H, no. 24f.; SK. II. ES, pp. lOlf. 
36 Cf. C-H, no. 24; SK.II.ES, p. 102. 
37 See above Part II p. 380. 
38 The “diagonal measuring” is based upon what we call “Pythagorean relationship.” 
Here, owing to limited space, we refer only to the passages of Baudhayana Sulbasutra 
that treat the themes of mahavedi construction and measuring that it presupposes: 
BSS 30.1: 390, 2f; BSS 30.2: 392.1-3; BSS 30.4:395.3f. 
39 C-H, no. 64; SK. II. ES, p. 236. 
40 This refers to the square type of bird-shaped altar. See BSS 30.8:401.12-402.5. 
41 According to the Baudhayana Sulbasutra, an area of seven and one half square pu- 
rusas (i.e., sevenfold) is the basic area of the altar. Cf. BSS 30. 5:396. lOf. For other 
Forms of the Agni altar see below, pp. 667-675. 
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^ r [ \ ° i ro i ] 

nnre ^*rr 

rf^ ^lf ^iwiT^trl^: *fi<K 1fti*lft 1 

sra^m^ ^rfftwissiST^T^ -w^w ^urf% f*wr- 

m ^taftaferofiR' qft qgsj ^mrft »■ 

*wft1 wn^wiiwnre: nwf?m$«T 1 ?if%e- 

ur?tt^w ft ft 

q^u^'ft1 n^qj *ft- 

fwtwifawj %*af f^aaiq^s^E^i: ?awiW- 
( <i <\ -■» 

'^’rtJTOT q^n? qffaift: ' (1 || 

W STWITHTfJTOfii'- Jaiftft J21T*lft ^flf *ft 

sft 1 ^fftfri siqfft *nftj *ir mfft 

*uftfft 1 ^?l»r?5Rf«^3T5fi:m^f?WT^^Tf?T JfSJT- 

qf?lW ST^KJ Tf^JT ’ftftwq ^T^T- 
sS 

faqqarawHT^fft Hiro: w- ** 

*rofft ft 

Iwfr1 wrwsftfft «i m n: q tw 

m i ^hut *ft ’srcg .qfiw ftffai^ft sift- 

wit qjraTifftft q^awrorq i 

jhotitoiw: sq^*? ssim sq- 

Then he measures it diagonally and stretches a cord around it. He draws 
a line along the cord. They remove the cord and have trenches dug (along 
the line). They set up the pebbles (in the trenches). They make them higher 
in the south and in the west. Just so much work is done that day. They pass 
the night. 

Then, in the latter half of the night (i.e., in the early morning) the 
adhvaryu runs up and gives the order, “Milk the vrata milk from three 
teats.”42 Then they pour the old offering fire onto the platter and sit to the 
south (of the hearth) making it flare up. Then he has the place for the (new 
domestic) fire smeared with a ball of dung. On it he arranges four bricks (in 
a straight line) towards the east (and) two parallel in the east and two 
parallel in the west. Then he piles thirteen bricks clockwise around this 
(scil., the area for the new domestic altar) (thus filling it in). He draws a line 
around the bricks. They remove the bricks and have trenches dug (along 
the line). They set up the pebbles (in the trenches). They make them higher in 
the south and in the west. Then (the adhvaryu) (formally) takes the fire into 10.20 

himself with two mantras: mayi grhnamy agre agnim . . . yo no agnih . . . 
(TS 5.7.9.1a). He murmurs the “self-piling” mantra (svayamciti): yds te ague 
samidho yani dhama . . . (TS 5.7.8.1a). Then he touches the white horse43 and 
ritually places this (earth) inside the pebbles,44 with prajapatis tva sadayatu 

taycl devatayangirasvad dhruva sida (TS 5.52.4). At this point he pours out 
the collected materials: the ash (from the ukha) with agner bhasmasi. . . 

(TS 4.2.4.1 bl), the soil with agneh purlsam asi (b2), the saline soil with 
samjnanam asi kamadharanam (c1), the sand with mayi te kamadharanam 

bhuyat (c2).*f Then he mixes these together, with sam yd vah priyds tanu- 
vah . . . (d). Then he arranges them, with kalpetam dyavaprthivi . . . 
(TB 1.2.1.18a). 

42 C-H, no. 59; SK.II.ES, p. 102. 
43 A white horse stands to the south of the area, a black one to the north; cf. TS 
5.7.1b; BSS 22.8:127.12-14, below , page 629. 
44 I. e., he transforms the earth into a “brick” by touching it and reciting a mantra. 
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fq?f ^ ’Ttxf^Ff 'araf^fn ^*4 

wflfWpr: jttsi^tt *t*i- 
-j 

fwir 1 irarav v3 -3 

*F3^f?r1 fifa^rrc?: qr^t^t^qtqq^ifFr || ^ o || 

* «ft qrfjrcjf fswr^fl *m 

f^f% qq: sfw iftanit ^?rq *f?r1 i sw 

TSTW *1% 3[fW*l4 % TajTl^t! 
Nl 

^ f4^iYf?r ^tw qf^^®mTw4 

^q^ufwRffqiTfa: q1rf¥ftfw t?iW ^ 

*• fw% ^ ftr^T i reift m TO?fm:t%“ 

=*fNTq€tq^1% ' ff^T^qn ^1% H3T ^«UTOTf|'- 

^*^4 ^tHtt ht w ^nhi«: 
«* 

to: i spH^Fif fq7i1%srr 

^ftqgq^rfa 

u srl f^ftfa 1 wt^jH 33^*9 sstfafer ^t 

s;q m f%f?if^^?r1 qq^ai faiW n4 

«?<?t*N ^<5^4 ' ?rRf3 

^rsiiTTsrt 1 

jrf^iwfiT1 ?rt H^Tfq<sj^ qfwfafa 

V ^rl^fvr: 4fqqq?ft ' S*T flTOT^f f^f?T || ^ || 

BAUDHAYANA SRAUTA SUTRA ON THE AGNICAYANA 

Then he (formally) “places” the (pebbles that have been stood up in 
the trenches and are now called) urdhvacits with cita stha paricita urdhva- 

citab . . . (TS 4.3.7.4/). Then he spreads out (the materials) with the 
gayatri verse apyayasva . . . (m) for a brahmin (yajamana), with the 
trstubh verse sam te payamsi . . . (n) for a royal (yajamana). He spreads l0.2I 
(the materials) smoothly in the area enclosed by the pebbles. On it he places 
four “yajus”45 bricks (in a straight line) towards the east with ay am so 
agnir . . . (TS 4.2.4.2e), agne divo arnam achha jigasi . . . (f), agne yat te 
dive varcahprthivyam . . . (g), purisyaso aganyah . . . (h). (Then he places) 
two parallel in the east, with idatn ague . . . (i) for the one on the south 
(and) ayam te yonir rtviyo . . . (k) for the one on the north. (Then he 
places) two parallel in the west, with cid asi... (1) for the one on the south, 
and paricid asi . . . (m) for the one on the north. Then he piles thirteen 
“space filler” bricks clockwise around this (area) with lokam prna chidram 

prria . . . (n) (thus filling it in). He recites the Tayadevata mantra: taya 
devatayangirasvad dhruva sida (TS 5.5.6.3; cf. 4.2.4.61) (over each of the 
bricks). Then he recites the Sudadohas mantra: ta asya sudadohasah . . . 
(TS 4.2.4.6o) (over each of the bricks). Then he dismounts (from the layer 
of bricks), touches the black horse,43 and deposits a thin layer of loose soil 
(tanupurisa) over the layer of bricks) with prsto divi . . . (TS 1.5.11.Id). 
He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over it). Thus the first 
layer is completed. In the same way the second is completed; in the same 
way the third, the fourth, and the fifth.* If the sun should rise on them when 
they are about to pile (the new domestic altar) the yajamana should restrain his 
speech and take hold of the adhvaryu from behind. The adhvaryu takes the 
fire in the ukha, the pratiprasthata takes the fire which is to be augmented 
(i.e., the old sacrificial fire previously placed on a platter). Facing the west 
in front (of the new domestic altar) these two pour down (the fires) together 
(upon the altar) with four mantras starting from sam itam . . . (TS 

4.2.5.1a-d).* 

45 “Yajus bricks” are put down with their own mantras and contrast with “space-filler” 
bricks, which are all put down with TS 4.2.2.2n. 
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wfta € *ft«rra?nw i 

?it qfi^ro f«i$fr- 

f*rf%1 fit *n^?tajTis: fu 1 nm- 

wr ^ffafTSWJ- * 

Tirwnaw f^viata^w 

W?W ' .Iff ^T ^TWTfqf^^: 1 W t^r^f 

^ T®W JQffi ^f^TOrf I 71*1 

w ^f?t: w*5Tf^*^«ro*iT 

t%W92| fit f^JT *rf*rr S^T^l ^WrTffltr^ *9V Wff*\ 

3T ' Tt^TqTT’tfa'mi^ fluff *l^aW 

^T%fH ' f^RRHW^ Wq^B^K^Wlffl W 1 ?t 

f*iw?T «f=w ^ft f*n*f7H?q«ra spsiisi *tcit: 

*»T q*sqi H3ra*w*ftq- u 

fr(B^ 5^5?W«J5IiTI5lf»!^ fa*lfH 

ff?I ^T^I^R^T^ft 5jfnfW^ W*3 *»WPI%W*!T 
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Then (the adhvaryu) removes the ukha from the sling, with mateva 10.22 

putrarn . . . (TS 4.2.5.le, with variants). It is said, “He should not look at 
it (scil., the empty ukha) because it is full of pain.”46 Looking aside he 
throws drops of curd into it with “I give your heat (i.e., pain) to so and 
so,”47 or without a mantra.* Then he fills it with sand, covers the top with 
curds, and places it in the northern part of the sala.* In the same way he fills 
the second (ukha) and likewise the third. They remain until the proper time. 
Then he takes the sling, with the Vaisvanara verse: yad asya pare raja- 

sah . . .(/, omitting the last three words).* Then he asks for the three bricks 
for Nirrti, which have been baked with chaff, the stool, the cord for the 
golden breastplate, and the water vessel. They take these, step out (of the 
sala) through the southern door, and go in the direction where he sees the 
soil is naturally saline, or cleft.48 (The adhvaryu) puts down the sling with 
the noose outwards (i.e., to the southwest), with ague vaisvanara svaha (the 
last three words of f). He places the Nirrti bricks outwards (in a line) along 
the sling, with namalj, su te nirrte visvarupe . . . (g), yat te devi nirrtir aba- 

bandha . . . (h), yasyas te asyah . . . (i).* He places the stool and the cord 
for the golden breastplate next to them. Then he stands near (the Nirrti 
bricks) and recites two mantras: asumantam . . . (k) and devim iha 
. . . (1). Then they pour out water (between the bricks and them¬ 
selves),* throw away the vessel, and return without looking (at them). 

46 Source unidentified, but cf. MS 3.2.7:26.12; and SB 7.1.1.40. 
47 This mantra occurs only here. 
48 Probably to the southwest, the direction of Nirrti. 
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fq^qq: qqs^ q^qifqRiTqqqlqg tsR i^qt^q 

sfa *!TW*ft qfqqjftf^1 II ^ II TO is 

w ura'fftq qtfh1 qT*ni?tqq qf^RT q^q 

* 1 q^q qfw ^iqiq fqqqRufd- 

qiq qqq «^?n«jf qqwrqqsjt qqra|qlqfqMiqiv q|q- 

*nq ^quqnqilFq fqqiqqq qqq^Ril^qfd 

i^wr1 fqqiqqq nwfq 1 q 

*q?5^: qqfa: JBIi*nsqqiTqfq q^ ‘ 

f^rof^ ' * ^^qTqjf wr^rt1 w jrtw qq^T- 

^qfal^tfqq^q ^T^q qqfa: q*i?TTqp?iTWg^ 
n# 

<3qq1^t% q q<qftqj qnqft1 wV 

q^mi qtmTrw*q^^^%q nfq# q^qrfaqi 

fq’foqT qjjq ' ^ qftwq qf^qrfq1 w 

u ^Wrrc'im^Tft^'trffT 1 «I^Tftlrt%^R3^7qW 

urrat ffte^qqqrq ^f^qnxT q^iq?lfq1 qqp- 

qqq ^ §q*rcJq qffqQffsj^lqqiqq sqg^ fq^ $rj- 

«^Tfq!* qf^q^TriT qqfgil- wft mT Traf^t 

«fq qqqiqW «qT fq^ qr qq1 $f*r <rc 

*• <^t^qR ^TT^fri ^qfqtq^t $qw tFftfasqrr 

fqqfqtf^qiq ^wq ^qfqrapgn^ qwfqRjcF 

55 C-H, nos. 53-55; SK.II.ES, p. 217. 
56 BSS 25.29:263.5-7, below p. 655, 7. 12. 
57 For the preparation of the mahavedi see C-H, no. 64; SK.II.ES, pp. 236-237. 
58 For these mantras cf. ApSS 17.13.3. 
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They wash their hands and feet, return in the same way they went, stand 
near the old domestic fire, and recite nivesanah samgamanah . . . (m) to 
it. But according to some (ritualists) (they) stand near the old offering fire 
and recite to it, thinking, “Henceforth this will be the domestic fire.”*49 

Then he performs the introductory isti of the Soma sacrifice.50 After he 
has performed the introductory isti he performs the rites involving the 10.23 

footprint of the Soma cow. After he has performed the footprint rites, 
purchased King Soma and carried it (on a cart),51 he performs the guest 
offering for Soma (atithyesti).52 After he has performed the guest offering 
he performs the first Pravargya53 and Upasad.54 Then he steps out (of the 
Old Hall), and gives the following order: “Subrahmanya, recite the Subrah¬ 
manya chant. Give (the yajamana) the vrata milk from three teats.” The 
subrahmanya priest recites the Subrahmanya chant, they give (the yajamana) 
the vrata milk from three teats.55 

First (the adhvaryu) paces four prakramas to the west from the tail (of 
the Field of Agni) and a fifth to the south. He puts the wooden sword 
down there. That is the place for the uparava resounding holes. Then, from 
the peg marking the northern shoulder of the mahavedi, he paces twelve 
prakramas to the west along the edge of the (maha)vedi and a thirteenth 
to the north. The agnidhra sits down there. That is the place for the 
rubbish heap (utkara). Then (the adhvaryu) takes the stambayajus clods 
from the place for the resounding holes.*f56 This (procedure) has been 
explained in the section concerning the cake offering: thrice with mantras, 
the fourth time silently. He performs the first tracing out of the mahavedi. 
He whispers the Karana mantra. He digs up (the ground intended for 
the mahavedi). The agnidhra throws out (earth) three times from what has 
been dug up. Then, while the agnidhra is throwing out earth three times, 
(the adhvaryu), standing in front of the sala (i.e., the Old Hall), gives the 
command: “Vedi makers, prepare the (ground of the) vedi.” They do as 

commanded.57 
Then they put on the sandals made of black antelope skin: the adhvaryu 

with cite tva, the pratiprasthata with acite tva, the brahman with mcmascite 

tva, the yajamana with tapascite tva. Or they all (put them on) with cite tva 

cite tva.58 Or (they put on the sandals) without any mantra.* 
Then (the adhvaryu) asks for a bow and arrow, four stones, the AindrI 

brick, the vibhakti brick, a pot of water, a bunch of darbha grass, 
durva grass and the dish of clarified butter with the sruva ladle. They 

49 The upasthana of the old domestic fire is supported by TS 5.2.4.4, that of the old 
offering fire by KS 20.2:20.14. 

so C-H, nos. 26-28; SK.II.ES, pp. 101-105. 
si C-H, nos. 29-38; SK. II. ES, pp. 112-117. 
52 C-H, nos. 39-49; SK.II.ES, pp. 145-151. 
53 C-H, nos. 50-51; van Buitenen, pp. 63-123; SK.II.ES, pp. 166-169, 192-195. 
54 C-H, no. 52; SK.II.ES, pp. 214-217. 
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^ I [ \® I ^8 I ] 

wftft *rfq 33¥r«jfl 'srfir *»> 5ft qrf»f?cf?r1 

siqf?t snii ^if sfwt *irf% mil fa1 %wgnf»r- 

^i^ii^Tfamgq^mfa srsrrqfri^T ?w 

^wJTfjp^iyqr ^fojg^fi^t sajm * 

^rei^sf ^fwiTftr qftajiifa sqr-^ 

t^ft^rf || ^ H 

^ym qqft sfa rnwr^qr *i: qfa*iir Wtw- 

Jjragqspirfar «ft ^r: q> mw- *•■ 

*2^^ qw ^3% qqftq** ’SJTqan*fU- 

1^^*%re^nqRr5^[q^^Tf?i «ft sft ^f%qqr 

Wf H^wq^ $<sftqs^ m*raTT5rj:n%*f?i3 fars- 

•nfeuw^q^VTf?! q> 5i: q^Tf^sfafa^i qwt- 

'fft q^tagq* qipqa^iJi^fag fq^wi^T^gq- *«. 

take these things and place them at the edge of the northern hip (of the 
Field of Agni). Then (the adhvaryu) (formally) takes the fire into himself 
with two mantras: mayigrhnamy agre agnim . . . (TS 5.7.9.1a1) and yo no 
agnih. . . (a2). Then he murmurs the Self-Piling Mantra: yas te ague samidho 
ydni dhama . . . (TS 5.7.8.1a). He touches the white horse*59 and ritually 
places this (earth) inside the pebbles,60 with prajapatis tva sadayatu tciya 
devatayangirasvad dhruva slda (TS 5.52.4). 

Then he takes the bow and arrow and the four stones. Having taken 
these, he walks around behind the (Field of) Agni to the south and, standing 
in front of the peg that marks the place of the hole for the sacrificial post, 
he strings the bow, draws it, and shoots the arrow inside the pebbles, with 
indrasya vajro esi . . . (TS 5.7.3.1a1). He pulls it out and puts down a stone 10.24 

(on the spot) with yo nah purastat . . . (a2). Then he draws the bow at the 
southern edge of the southern wing and shoots the arrow inside the pebbles.61 
He pulls it out and puts down a stone (on the spot) with yo no daksinatafi 
. . . (a2). Then he draws the bow at the western edge of the tail and shoots 
the arrow inside the pebbles. He pulls it out and puts down a stone (on the 
spot), with yo nah paScad . . . (a2). Then he draws the bow at the 
northern edge of the northern wing and shoots the arrow inside the 
pebbles. He pulls it out and puts down a stone (on the spot), with 

59 See also BSS 22.8: 127.12-14, below p. 629, /. 17. 
60 See above p. 519, n. 44. 
61 According to Vasudevadiksita, TS 5.7.3.1a1 is again used here. 
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[ V I *8, ^ I ] I ^ 

ipITuf ^ «r TffT 1 HTW51 

san^rrf?r sg f tfifw n firwr- •j 

*ft I ?ft ^f<ST: ST 

^ f^Ri£ ^fnafwr 2?i®irf%fpj1 vw^ri mu Wr 

5^4 ^WI ‘?!I«?rj% 

#fa*i 1 m-u g^hra 

?^rfH wi^t s^rffcfTt m ^ff ^rw* w- 

*• w<^> s«iTCf3?fxf?t f^f- 

?t T<mr f^f ^«2 gfferft: i 

wr w ^t 1 

155OT ^ 

^rfK?i «**!% is H 

u ¥p m winm m' m ww mmfu * wit 

Pi^muwizfufti iwt1 spiffs fftr 

yo na uttaratah . . . (a1).*62 A Brahmana passage says, “He places (them) 
on the quarters” (TS 5.7.3. 1-2). He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas 
mantras (over each of them). 

Then he places the AindrI brick on the spot upon which one steps to 
mount the altar,63 with sa im pahi . . . (TB 2.5.8.1a).* He recites the 
Tayadevata and the Sudadohas mantras over it. Then he places the Vibhakti 
brick in the south (i.e., at the southwestern corner of the southern wing), 
with agna ayahi vltaye . . . (TB 3.5.2.1, cf. TS 5.5.6.1a). He recites the 
Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over it). Then he runs (onto the 
Field of Agni), pulls out the peg that marks the place of the naturally 
perforated stone (at the centre of the body), pours out the pot of water,"* 
and puts down a bunch of darbha grass, with vak tva samudra upadadhalu 
(KS 38.13:116.1-3, cf. ApSS 19.11.11), or without a mantra.* Then he 
makes (five) oblations of clarified butter on it with the sruva ladle, to the 
accompaniment of five mantras: sajur abdo ‘yavabhih . . . (TS 5.6.4.1). 
Then he places the durva grass (on the bunch of darbha grass), with ayane te 
parayane durva rohantupuspitiifr . . . (AS 6.106./) with variants).* He recites 
the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over them). Now he has prepared 
beforehand a yoke and plow made ofudumbarawood for six or twelve oxen." 
The adhvaryu touches the straps with two mantras: sarn varatra dadhatana 
. . . (TS 4.2.5.5n) and niskrtahavam avatam . . . (o). He yokes (it) with 

62 The mantras with which the stones are put down are identical except for the words 
indicating the directions. In the mantra text they are condensed into a single mantra: 
TS 5.7.3.1a2. 
63 According to other SS texts, this is at the northern junction of the tail and the 
body, cf. ManSS 6.1.6.12; ApSS 16.21.12; also cf. TS 5.5Z7.2; TS 5.7.6.1b. 
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s^a i 

g*ir 3T«if1 sqfq ^Tf^i 

3J5? »f: Tfff sthjt* 1 ftm 

qim qimgi v^r sraix 1 q 

tri^r: nrffi qfar: 

ftart1 ^fw*t 3fr^'rn;*?^??f»T 1 ^fw- *> 

^i^tit q^f»t fh^rt 1 JRtf^OTTrajf- 

UpPjg^itfN <3<|3|f% 1 ?T I??* S^qr«Tf*?T ^ 

1 I sfiphlTTO aj?^rT 1 
vj sf N 

W sg^rg?! wffr1 q f?re: *• 

flrft: ftaT wf?r *?r siraT sfrr 

'^SgrPCTq 

*Mfrf!^l?w*ITf5|“ fff^f^f^TrqqiTg!TH< q^*?f*T 

^f^sta^ufMqftfar mwnvfa f^wft #gpq*r- 

^ n* srre spqr qf^u^nrtgw^ ' u 

rRSFT.im’ S^lffr || ^ || 

two mantras: sir a yunjanti kavayo yuga . . . (p)and yunaktaslra . . . (q).* 
He plows each furrow with two mantras: langalam pavlravam . . . (r) and 
sunam nah phala . . . (s). He gazes at the furrow, with two mantras: kamam 
kamadughe dhuksva . . . (t) and ghrtena slta . . . (u). He plows three 
furrows toward the east from the tail, three from the northern hip to the 
southern shoulder, three from the southern hip to the northern shoulder, 
(and) three from the southern wing to the northern wing.*f Then he unyokes 
these (oxen), makes them turn around clockwise, sprinkles them with water, 
and lets them loose toward the north. If one is performing a sacrifice in 
which the sacrificial fee (daksina) is given, they are for the adhvaryu. But 
if the Agnicayana is part of a sattra, they go back to their original owners.64 
The yoke and plow go with the oxen. Now he has prepared beforehand a 
mixture of all kinds of grains mixed with clarified butter and curds in a 
trough of udumbara wood. He sows the three furrows running eastward 
from the tail with three successive mantras: ya jata osadhayah . . . (TS 
4.2.6.1a-c) (using one mantra for each furrow).* (Then he sows the three 
furrows running) from the northern hip to the southern shoulder with three 
mantras (d-f). Then he sows the three furrows running) from the southern 
hip to the northern shoulder with three mantras (g-i). (Then he sows the 
three furrows running) from the southern wing to the northern wing with 
five mantras (k-o).| A Brahmana passage says, “He sows with fourteen 
(mantras)” (TS 5.2.5.5). 

Then he throws clods from the quarters. He runs to the east from the 
spot (where he finished sowing) and takes a clod from outside the pebbles. 
He throws it inside the pebbles with ma no himslj janita yak 

64 Because in a sattra no sacrificial fee is given. 
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L %* i i J i 

AT *fr f^sWfarfr q: 2fq31T WPT ^f%qi q^J- 

ifaftcim *rfa!r^TwtOTT^' 

awnuTO: m^iir q^H5?- 

11 WtERT^Tl 

sfh 1 ^tgajT *ft »f^ ftUf^I^t- 

4f^f?I 1 m f^ufafR f^frl SpST»HS} f^t% ?«ft 

*T3frT SI^TflT ulrif f^TT- 

5FlfH 1 ^fqqf^f^rT^q^- 

\* 'itaffr: m- 

*TFW?IcJI^ ‘ rT^Tm<iH31W "^Tt^T^f qlxf^HI- 
s® 

^W^TOT>W$f?C ■ftqW'r^Tfag^T^ faq^T 

f^qqmiT cm Tfa qff ,c^5^R*fi*sfvT 

^q^wrffr fq?r ^ qft;fq?T ^^4f^?r. sju** ?wt 

N* ^ 

*twwi ^ ?t q^T^Irr f^^ir ^rsi^ 1 wgs >3 s* 
'qqniTO^ffi1 H ^ H BHHi II 

vfat *wf5qf?re' ^T^qqim qr 
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prthivyah . . . (TS 4.2.7.1a). Then he runs along the southern wing and I0 26 
takes a clod from outside the pebbles. He throws it inside the pebbles, 
with abhyavartasva prthivi . . .(b). Then he runs along the tail and takes 
a clod from outside the pebbles. He throws it inside the pebbles with agne 

yat te sukram yac candram . . . (c). Then he runs along the northern 
wing and takes two clods from outside the pebbles with isam arjam aham ita 

adade . . . (d1)- He throws one of them inside the pebbles with a no gosu 

visatv ausadhisu . . . (d2). He throws the other in the direction of the 
person he hates, with jahami sedim aniram amlvam . . . (d3). Another view 
is that even when taking (the last two clods) he should make (the direction 
from which these clods are taken) correspond with this direction.65 Another 
view is that he should transpose one mantra with another.*66 

Then, starting from the peg marking the northern shoulder of the 
mahavedi, he paces three prakramas to the west along the edge of the 
(maha)vedi, and a fourth to the north. There he circumscribes the catvala 
trench in accordance with the procedure for the preparation of the catvala. 
He pours (earth) on the uttaravedi (i.e., on the Field of Agni) in accordance 
with the procedure for the preparation of the uttaravedi. He raises the 
“navel” of the uttaravedi and scatters sand (over the Field of Agni) (six 
times) with six successive mantras: ague tarn hravo vayah . . . (TS 4.2.7.2e- 
3k).67 Then he ritually places (the pebbles that have been stood up in the 
trenches and are now called) urdhvacits, with cita stha paricita ardhvacitah 

...(/). Then he spreads out (the sand), with the verse in the gayatri meter 
apyayasva . . . (m) for a brahmin (yajamana), with the verse in the tristubh 
meter sam te payaihsi . . . (n) for a royal (yajamana). He spreads (the 
sand) smoothly in the area enclosed by the pebbles. 

Then they deposit (the following materials called) the “great piling” 10.27 

in front of the §ala (i.e., the Old Hall), on a straw mat or on a hide: 

65 I.e., he should take the two clods from the direction of the person he hates. 
66 I. e„ when, proceeding clockwise around the Agni, he comes to the direction of 
the person he hates he should used d3 rather than the mantra specified for that 
direction, which is then used at the north. 
67 For the preparation of the catvala and uttaravedi, C-H, no. 66; SK.II.ES, p. 237; 
cf. Schwab, nos. 20-21; SK.I.ES, pp. 777-780. 
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*t ^TfiisrnfH ^ws’siWf*! TCiiW 

tfN ^Tnc%f^5fii^ 

^WiHGT** tfi ■*? 

m ^i t? 5?^ ^ ^ 

^ w«?r **T k ^T^r '*- 

WllW^fa m ^ *I«£- 

*y¥qv 1 vrfaK- 

uftf ^t^^rf«T wtfti a: sftaqifr'ft' 

sfawfl sjgpifh^f^ m js^ff siflroifln 

sansqiftiqta sqsmrsTfspq: uftw»l«it 1 i* 

srf^ tfm ST *gtw% ^rsf»iT«f u* sftenft w** 

T«jm%^t f^T^ntaifiprow jtfnqq^ 1 ^%^si 

HHTfWft || || 

’JJHIWf^T: ?7!5fT ^TT^tf^ll^ ^fVTOKWW- 
0 

ir«w mum- i* >3 
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twenty-two bunches of darbha grass, milk for sprinkling, clarified butter 
for sprinkling, a horse, the requisites for the uttaravedi, (twelve) “pot bricks” 
with the (pot of rice porridge) for Brhaspati as the thirteenth, the same 
number of chips of gold (i.e., twelve), a bowl, a pot of water, a lotus leaf, 
the golden breastplate, a golden image of a man, two offering ladles, the 
snake’s head, the entire svayamatrnna nikota [i.e., a “golden brick” (hir- 
anya), a Circle brick (mandala), and a Seed-Discharging brick (retahsic)] f68 
the ten Shoulder bricks (skandhya), avaka plants, and whatever other (bricks) 
he is going to place (on the Agni altar), curds mixed with honey, a tortoise, 
a mortar and pestle made of udumbara wood, a mixture of all kinds of 
grains, the ukha pots, and the heads of the sacrificial victims. 

Then he dips the twenty-two bunches of darbha grass into the milk 
for sprinkling and sprinkles (the materials) with them, to the accompaniment 
of agnln vo ‘gnibhyo justan proksami69 or without a mantra.* (He sprinkles) 
the clarified butter, with agninagnih samidhyate . . . (TS 1.4.46.31-TS 
3.5.11.5s, cf. TS 5.5.6.1c). Then he gives a command (to the hota), agnibhyah 
pranlyamanebhyo ‘nubruhi (“Recite for the fires being brought forward.)”70 
If the hota does not wish for himself (the merit of the rite),71 the yajamana 
himself recites the one mantra purlsyaso agnayah . . . (TS 4.2.4.3h) thrice. 
They then proceed (to the Field of Agni) with (the materials for) the Agni 
altar before them. Then (the adhvaryu) runs eastward onto (the field of 
Agni) with the horse, with abhyasthad viSvah prtana aratih . . . (TS 
4.2.8.1a). He recites yad akrandah prathamam jayamanah . . . (b) when it 
steps on the southern shoulder. They deposit (the materials) at the edge 

68 BSS 25.30:263.11-13, below p. 655, /. 23. 
69 This mantra is found here only. 
70 For the following cf. C-H, no. 79. 
71 I.e., if the hota has not undergone dlksa and may not perform the acts that belong 

to the yajamana; in other words, if the present Agnicayana is not part of a sattra. 
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^l^THPTI^flj 3z€t^ ?lfH 

53WTRm Hfij h> 5ft ^frtfiifT ' wfafN Hqf?r hi# 

^ qffltft ^Tt% HmfrT 1 %f5R,93ltW^Tf^^3l^T“ 

sqHH SJHHI ^ H 

* ?m f^ra^i**} §*«£ w»i 

gmroHfHHr f^n^- naj^i hi hut 

mg fqgqiljgqfa- 

f^Tfrr \\ H 

flaw's??: S^EW t?TWT HTHT£ TTSIT TO> HTfa 

l» w% ffr? tJjfMM q«»HI HI W^Tiq 

yfcv: Hf*WT«P5TWT£qf^ mg fapai^a^q^nlTf 

a^tqqr h I'qiN syfaSN qajnt hi urn 

^rfwtr sftqn ^srairowT^qfai ?ug fl^aajg- 

ffrrfq^Hrfa qw h hw h q#q q?u<q 

r* ht w ^Tf*7^mc^wsmmm$qfm mg fq$q- 

hh*it w«m ^cfneN qm^f 

ht iim HTg fq^q- 

m^agq^Hrlri stw h ^hhii §'q%q 

qajm ht qm mg 
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of the northern hip. Then he (ritually) takes the fire into himself with 
two mantras: mayi grhnamy agre agnim . . . (TS 5.7.9.1a1) and yo no 
agnih . . . (a2). He murmurs the Self-Piling Mantra: yas te ague samidho 

yani dhama . . . (TS 5.7.8.1a), He touches the white horse and runs onto 
(the Field of Agni), with two mantras: apam idam nyayanam . . . (TS 
4.6.1.31) and namas te . . . (m). 

Then he places the bowl at the junction of the tail and the body. Then 
he turns the jar of water over (into the bowl). He takes a male pot (kumbha) 
in his right hand and a female pot (kumbhi) in his left hand, fills (them) from 
the bowl, tosses a chip of gold into each of them, and places (them) in the 
middle of the furrows that run from the southern shoulder to the naturally 
perforated stone, with two mantras: hiranyavarnah sucayah pavakah . . . 
(TS 5.6.1.1a) and yasaih raja varuno yati madhye . . . (b). He fills (another 
two pots with water), tosses (chips of gold into them) in the same way, and 
places them in the middle of the furrows that run from the northern hip to 
the naturally perforated stone with the third and fourth (mantras of this 
section: c and d). He fills (another two pots with water), tosses (chips of 
gold into them) in the same way, and places them in the middle of the 
furrows that run from the southern hip to the naturally perforated stone, 
with the fifth and sixth (mantras of this section: e and f). He fills (another 
two pots with water), tosses (chips of gold into them) in the same way and 
places them in the middle of the furrows that run from the northern 
shoulder to the naturally perforated stone with the seventh and eighth 
(mantras of this section: g and h). He fills (another two pots with water), 
tosses (chips of gold into them) in the same way and places them in the 
middle of the furrows that run from the southern wing to the naturally 
perforated stone with the ninth and tenth (mantras of this section: i and k). 
He fills (another two pots with water), tosses (chips of gold into them) in 
the same way and places them in the middle of the furrows that 
run from the northern wing to the naturally perforated stone 
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q 3[T^?JT ^ 1 m^f qri- 

*?Jo9 ?pq <3q^lf?l f^far *W*TS»|ft* ?irj^ ifw 

1 wmi w^w. qn^fw1 || II 

'R’ftffr 1 rFJT^qK licsjT 

^qs^q^rfff ^ *\JJ1- 

q^/a-ftrtsT ^reiT^qfFr «<u«q qisj: 
Vj 

qfqffr *r ¥«ftfWq ^twr: t^q- 

*jq^vTftr ?;q$?wf»ugufh[ ^ 

1 <TOT^qrf ®<qr qiTtcqqlTj?;?!: 

^Tiq^^Fqq? ^qjf qn^ispit 

ftf^T qn^q^^BTq^sfl^jqff ?*qtq 1 riqf^qrf 
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fq'qqiTPSIT ^firiT I *TT RJT ^qqfi $qjq- 

with the eleventh and twelfth (mantras of this section: 1 and m). In the 
middle of these he places the (pot of rice porridge cooked) for Brhaspati, 
with divi srayasvantarikse . . . (o). A Brahmana passage says, “He places 
them along the furrows” (TS 5.6.2.5). He recites the Tayadevata and Suda- 
dohas mantras (over each of them).* 

Then he completes the uttaravedi (i.e., Field of Agni) in accordance 
with the procedure for the uttaravedi.72 Then he places the lotus leaf in (the 
center of the uttaravedi), with apam prstham asi . . . (TS 4.2.8.1c). He 
recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over it). Then he places 
the golden breastplate with its knobs upward (upon the lotus leaf) on the 
uttaravedi, with brahma jajhanam . . . (d). Then he takes five spoonsful of 
clarified butter into a ladle and pours it out diagonally over (the golden 
breast plate), with krnusvapajah prasitim naprthvlm . . . (TS 1.2.14.1 a-e).73 
Then, to the south (of the golden breastplate) he places the golden man, 
with its head towards the east, with hiranyagarbhah samavartatagre . . . 
(TS 4.2.8.2e).f Then he touches it, with drapsas caskanda . . . (f). He 
recites the Tayadevata and the Sudadohas mantras (over each of them).* 
He then places the two offering ladles a step to the north: the one made of 
karsmarya wood is filled with clarified butter, the one made of udumbara 
wood is filled with curds. (He places) the karsmarya ladle on the right, 
thinking, iyam asi (“you are this [earth]”), and the udumbara ladle on the 
left, thinking, asav asi (“you are that [sky]”) (cf. TS 5.2.7.3). He recites the 
Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over each of them). Then he places 
the snake’s head on the southern part of the forehead of the (Field of Agni) 
with three consecutive mantras: namo astu sarpebhyah . . . (TS 4.2.8.3g-i). 
Or (he places the snake’s head in the direction) from which he thinks human 
danger to the country might come.* He recites the Tayadevata and Suda¬ 
dohas mantras (over it). 

Then he consecrates the naturally perforated stone with: dhruvasi . . . 

’2 C-H, no. 79; SK.II.ES, p. 266; Schwab, nos. 22, 24, 25; SK.I.ES, pp. 788, 1.20- 
789 1 38 
73 For details see Schwab, no. 24; SK. I. ES, p. 789. 
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(TS 4.2.9.1 a). Then he has the horse sniff it, mounts (the altar) with an 
ignorant brahmin and places it so that its holes line up with the sense 
apertures of the (golden) man. (The sense apertures) should not be blocked. 
(While placing it he recites) the word bhuh, then runs through prajapatis 
tv a sadayatu . . . up to agnis tvabhipatu mahya svastya chardisa samtamena 
taya devatayangirasvad dhruva sida (b). (There is a Brahmana passage which 
says,) “He should breathe out after he puts the first naturally perforated 
stone in place” (TS 5.5.5.2). (Therefore) he breathes out. Then that brahmin 
(i.e., “ignorant” one) gives a gift (to the adhvaryu). Then (the adhvaryu) 
takes four spoonsful of clarified butter into the ladle and makes an oblation 
on the holes in the naturally perforated stone with cittim juhomi manasa 
ghrtena . . . (TS 5.5.4.3). Then he has (the yajamana) touch (the naturally 
perforated stone) with his thumbs and recite the Ascent mantra (anvaroha): 
prthivim akramisam prano ma ma hasit (TS 5.6.8.1a1)- He places a “golden 
brick” (i.e., a piece of gold) on the western hole of the naturally perforated 
stone, with tejo ‘si. . . (TS 4.4.5.1c1). A prakrama behind it he places a Circle 
brick (mandala), withprthivy udapuram annena vista . . . TS 4.4.5.1c). To the 
south (of the naturally perforated stone) he places a Seed-Discharging brick 
(retahsic) with prthivi retahsik sa me reto dadhatu sa me retah prajanayatu.74 
He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras over each of them. 

Then he arranges the ten Shoulder bricks (skandhya)15 in a line to the 
east76 (from the naturally perforated stone). (These are:) two Season bricks 
(rtavya), two two-yajus bricks (dviyajusi), a Brilliance brick (viraj), an All- 
Light brick (visvajyotis), a Companion brick (sayuj), an Invincible brick 
(asadha), and two Way bricks (samyani). He puts the two Season bricks in 
place (together), with madhuts ca madhavas ca . . . (TS 4.4.11.1a). He 
adds an avaka plant, with agner yonir asiP7 Then he puts the two two-yajus 
bricks in place: a durva brick (durvestaka)*78 with two mantras: kandat 

kandat prarohanti . . . (TS 4.2.9.2c) and ya Catena pratenosi . . .(d); then 
he puts a Golden-Headed brick (hiranyamurdhni) in place with yas te ague 
surye rucah . . . (n), ya vo devahi sttrye rucah . . . (o). (He places) the 
Brilliance brick and the All-Light brick, (the latter) to the north (of the 
former), with virat jyotir adharayat (p1), (and) brhaspatis tva sadayatu . . . 
(TS 4.4.6.1a). He puts the Companion brick in place with indragnibhyam tva 

74 This mantra occurs here only; cf. TS 5.6.8.4-6f. 
75 I.e., bricks to be placed on the shoulder of the Agni altar. 
76 This and similar instructions refer only to the square variety of bird-shaped altar 
BSS 30.6:399.10-11; cf. BSS 30.8:402.5ff. 
77 This mantra is not found in the Samhita, but its use is implied by TS 5.4.2.1. 
78 See BSS 22.5:124.7-9, below p. 623. /. 10. 
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82 Things that would take up the place of bricks, such as the mortar and pestle, the 
heads of the sacrificial victims, etc, are to be placed into holes in the earth (BSS 30 6: onn o a\ v 

sayuja yuja yunajmi (TS 4.4.5.1a).79 He places the Invincible brick, on which 
three lines are drawn, with the mark upward, with asadha’si sahamana . . . 
(TS 4.2.9.2e-f).80 He puts the two Way bricks in place, with agner ydny asi 
(TS 4.4.6.2c1) and devanam agne ydny asi (e2). He recites the Tayadevata 
and Sudadohas mantras (over each of them). 

Then he sits down, to the north of the (Invincible) brick, on which three 10.33 

lines are drawn, and asks for curds mixed with honey, and the tortoise. He 
smears it (scil., the tortoise) thrice with the curds mixed with honey, with 
three consecutive mantras: madhu vata rtayate . . . (TS 4.2.9.3g-i). Then 
he wraps it in a bunch of avaka plants and places it to the east (of the 
naturally perforated stone) with its head to the west with two mantras: 
mahi dyauhprthivi ca nah . . . (k) and catasra asahpracarantv agnayah . . . 
(TS 5.7.8.2bj. Then he hammers pegs around it so that it will not crawl 
away. He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over it). 

Then, standing right there, he asks for the mortar and pestle made of 
udumbara wood* and the mixture of all kinds of grains. The mortar is a 
pradesa wide and the pestle is an aratni long. In it (scil., the mortar) he 
husks the mixture of all kinds of grains, with iirjo bhago ‘sy urjah pavitram 
urg annam annddyaya*81 Then he places it (scil., the mortar containing the 
grains)82 a prakrama to the north, with tad visnoh paramam padam . . . 
(TS 4.2.9.31). He places the pestle to the north (of the mortar) as a space 
filler (with TS 4.2.4.4n). He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras 
(over each of them). 

Then he asks for the main ukha pot. With the sruva ladle he makes two 
oblations of clarified butter that flow down inside it. He makes one obla¬ 
tion in the southern (half of the) bowl, with agne yuksva hi ye tava . . . 
(TS 4.2.9.5q). (He makes the other) in the northern (half of the) bowl, with 
yuksva hi devahutaman . . . (r). Then he places it a step to the north (of the 
naturally perforated stone), with dhruvasi prthivi sahasva prtanyatah . . . 
(m). He places the other two (ukha pots) to the north as space fillers (with 
TS 4.2.4.4n).* He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over 
each of them). 

Then he asks for the human head. He places chips of gold in its sense 

79 Eight mantras for the eight Companion bricks are condensed in TS 4.4.5.1a. The 
first is given in full in the text. The word indragnibhyam is replaced by aghdrdbhydm 
and tejasd in the two mantras used on p. 553 below, by varcasa and ukthebhih on p. 
559, by stomebhih and chandobhih on p. 563. The last part of the whole mantra begin¬ 
ning from rayyai posaya ... is used on p. 567. 
80 According to a prescription included in the Pravargya section, two more bricks are 
placed immediately after the Invincible brick: “Then, after placing the three-lined 
Invincible brick with its mark upward, one should place at this moment a Heat brick 
(gharma) and a Nest brick (kulayim), the Heat brick with ud asya susmat: . . (TA 4.17), 
the nest brick with yds te agne . . . (18) (BSS 9.17:292.3-5) 
81 This mantra occurs here only. 
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BAUDHAYANA SRAUTA SUTRA ON THE AGNICAYANA 

apertures: in the mouth, with drapsah caskanda . . . (TS 4.2.9.5s), in the right 
nostril, with abhudidam vihvaysa bhuvanasya vajinam (t1), in the left, with qgwer 
vaisvancirasya ca (t2), in the right eye, with agnir jyotisa jyotisman (t3), in the 
left, with rukmo varcasa varcasvan (t4), in the right ear, with rce tv a (w1), 
in the left, with ruce tvu (u2). Then he takes four spoonsful of clarified butter 
into the ladle and makes an oblation in the right eye, with citram devanam 
udagad anlkam . . . (TS 1.4.43.1b = 2.4.14.4p). He takes four more 
spoonsful of clarified butter and makes an oblation in the left eye, with 
citram devanam . . . (ibid.). There is a Brahmana passage which says 
“He makes an oblation with the same (verse)” (TS 5.5.3.3). Then he fills it 
(soil., the human head) with curds mixed with honey, with sum it sravanti 

sarito na dhenah . . . up to the end of the section (i.e., TS 4.2.9.6v-w). Then 
he places it upright with its face toward the east in the the (mam) ukha 
pot, with adityam garbham payasa samanjan . . . (TS 4.2.10.1a) up to imam 
ma hiinsir dvipadam pasuncim . . . (b1). He (symbolically) casts out (its) 
burning pain (onto a wild animal) with mayum aranyam anu te dihami . . . 
(b2). He places a “golden brick” (i.e., a piece of gold) on (its) forehead, 

with vihvakarma diham patih . . . (TS 5.5.5.1).83 ? 
Then he sits down to the east, facing west, and places the horse s head 

inside the body (of the Agni-altar), with vatasya dhrajim varunasya nabhim 
. (TS 4.2.10.1c) up to imam ma hiinsir ekahapham pahmam . . . (d1). 

He (symbolically) casts out (its) burning pain (onto a wild animal) with 
gauram aranyam anu te dihami . . . (d2). He places a golden brick on 
(its) forehead, with prajapatir diham patih . . . (TS 5.5.5.1). 

Then he sits down to the west, facing east and places the bull’s head 
inside the body (of the Agni-altar), with ajasram indum arusam bhuran- 
yum . . . (TS 4.2.10.2e) up to imam samudram satadharam utsam . . . 
(f1). He (symbolically) casts out (its) burning pain (onto a wild animal) with 
gavayam aranyam anu te dihami . . . (f2). He places a golden brick on 
(its) forehead, with rudro diham patih . . . (TS 5.5.5.1). ? 

Then he sits down to the south, facing north, and places the ram s 
head inside the body (of the Agni altar), with varutrim tvastur varunasya 

nabhim . . . (TS 4.2.10.3g) up to imam urnayum varunasya mayam . . . (h1). 

83 TS 5.5.5.1 gives in condensed form the five mantras to accompany the placing of 
pieces of gold on the foreheads of the five sacrificial victims. The mantras are identical 
except for the names of the deities: Visvakarman, Prajapati, Rudra, Varuna, and Agm. 
The first and last mantras are given in full. Only the deities of the others are indicated. 
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He (symbolically) casts out (its) burning pain (onto a wild animal) with 
ustram aranyam anu te disami . . . (h2). He places a “golden brick” on (its) 
forehead with varuno disam patih. . . (TS 5.5.5.1). 

Then he sits down to the north, facing south, and places the billy goat’s 
head inside the body (of the Agni altar), with yo agnir agues tapaso ‘dhi 

jatah . . . (TS 4.2.10.4i) up to ajn hy agner ajanista garbhat . . .(k). He 
(symbolically) casts out (its) burning pain (onto a wild animal) with Brab¬ 

ham aranyam anu te disami . . .(k2). He places a “golden brick on (its) 
forehead, with agnir disam patih . . .(TS 5.5.5.1). There is a Brahmapa 
passage which says “For the yajamana (whom the adhvaryu wishes to obtain 
more food) he should separate (the heads) and place them at the edges (of 
the body of the Agni altar)” (TS 5.7.10.3).* He recites the Tayadevata and 
Sudadohas mantras (over each of them). 

Then he puts the Water bricks (apasya) in place: he places five in the 
east in a straight line toward the west, with apam tvemant sadayami . . . 
(TS 4.3.1.1a),84 five in the south (with b), five in the west in a straight line 
toward the east (with c) and five meter bricks («chandasyaf5 in the north 
(with d). He recites the Tayadevata and Sudodohas mantras (over each of 

them). 
Then he puts the Exhalation Supporting bricks (pranabhrt) in place: 

he arranges ten in a straight line toward the east from the naturally per¬ 
forated stone, with ayam puro bhuvah . . . (TS 4.3.2.1a);86 he arranges 
ten in a line toward the south from the naturally perforated stone, with 
ayam daksina visvakarma . . . (b); he arranges ten in a line to the west 
from the naturally perforated stone, with ayam pascad visvavyacah . . . 
(c); he arranges ten in a line to the north from the naturally perforated 
stone, with idam uttarat suvah ... (d); he piles ten on top clockwise 
around (the naturally perforated stone), with iyam upari matih . . . (e).82 
(But) there is a Brahmana passage which says, “He places (them) diagonally” 
(TS 5.2.10.4-5). He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over 
each of them). Then he puts twelve Unifying bricks (samyat) in place with 
(the twelve mantras starting from) ayusah pranam samtanu . . . (TB 
1.5.7.1); (he places) three in each direction, none in the middle. 

84 TS 4.3.1.1a, b, c, and d contain five mantras each, one of which is to be recited 
while placing each brick. 
85 So called because the mantras with which they are put in place contain the names ot 

meters. . , 
86 TS 4.3.2.1a, b, c, d, and e contain ten mantras each, one of which is to be recited 
while placing each brick. 
87 In this section we have deviated slightly from Caland’s punctuation. 
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He recites the Tayadevata and Sildadohas mantras (over each of them). 
Then he puts the Inhalation Supporting bricks (apanabhrt) in place. 

To the south of the (first group of) pranabhrts he arranges ten (bricks) in a 
line to the west toward the naturally perforated stone, with prUci diham . . . 
(TS 4.3.3.la).88 He has (the yajamana) recite pitarah pitamahah . . . (f).89 
To the west of (the second group of) pranabhrts he arranges ten (bricks) 
in a line to the north toward the naturally perforated stone, with daksina 

diham . . . (b). To the north of (the third group of) pranabhrts he arranges 
ten (bricks) in a line to the east toward the naturally perforated stone, with 
pratlci diham . . . (c). To the east of the (fourth group of) pranabhrts he 
arranges ten (bricks) in a line to the south toward the naturally perforated 
stone, with udici diham . . . (d). Outside the (fifth group of) pranabhrts 
he piles ten (bricks) on top counterclockwise around (the naturally per¬ 
forated stone), with ttrdhva diham . . . (e).90 There is a Brahmana passage 
that says “He places them going in opposite directions” (TS 5.2.10.6). 
The layer is completed with the apanabhrts.91 He recites the Tayadevata 
and Sndadohas mantras (over each of them).* 

Then he piles the Agni altar so that it faces in all directions (sarvato- 
mukha): he places a brick in the east with a mantra in the gayatri meter, 
one in the south with a mantra in the tristubh meter, one in the west with a 
mantra in the jagati meter, one in the north with a mantra in the anustubh 
meter, and one in the centre with a mantra in the pankti meter.*92 He recites 
the Tayadevata and Sndadohas mantras (over each of them). 

Then he places the (five bricks called) Agni’s Limbs (agner angani), 

with prUcya tva diha sadayami . . . daksinaya tva diha sadayami . . . , 
udicya tva diha sadayami . . . , and urdhvaya tva disa sadayami . . . (TS 
5.5.8.2-3).* He recites the Tayadevata and Sndadohas mantras (over each 

of them). 

88 TS 4.3.3.1a, b, c, d, and e contain ten mantras each, one of which is to be recited 
while placing each brick. 
89 This recitation by the yajamana follows the placing of each of the groups of apana¬ 
bhrts. 
90 In this section we have deviated slightly from Caland’s punctuation. 
91 I.e., the bricks particular to the first layer have been placed. The rest are common to 
all five layers. 
92 According to the commentaries, these mantras are respectively TS 4.4.4.1a, d, 2g, 
3k, and 6t. 
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Then he places a Prajapatya brick to the north, with samvatsarasya 

pratimam . . . (TS 5.7.2.1b). He places a Bull brick (rsabha) a prakraraa 
behind it, (with the head of the bull drawn on it) towards the east, with 
tvdm agne vrsabham cekitdnam . . . (a).* He recites the Tayadevata and 
Sudadohas mantras (over each of them.) 

Then he puts the Space-Filler bricks in place, with lokam prna chidram 

prna . . . (TS 4.2.4.4n).93 He recites the Tayadevata mantra (over each of 
them): taya devataya’ngirasvaddhruva sida (TS 5.5.6.5, cf. 4.2.4.41-m). Then 
he recites the Sudadohas mantra (over each of them): ta asya sudadohasah 

. . . (TS 4.2.4.4o). This time he commands (the officiating priests and the 
yajamana) (to cover the Agni altar) with the eastward space filler. They 
completely cover the Agni altar with (Space-filler) bricks from west to east. 
When it has been completely covered, (the adhvaryu) sweeps it with a palasa 
branch, with lokam prna chidram prna . . . (n). Then he touches (the 
completed first layer) with the Accomplishment of the Layer mantra (citi- 
klpti): cittim acittim cinavad vi vidvan . . . (TS 5.5.4.4). He touches the 
layer with the mantra for Agni in the gayatri meter (TS 4.4.4.1a?) and dis¬ 
mounts from the altar with two mantras: van ma asan . . . (TS 5.5.9.2g) 
and pranadah . . . (TS 4.6.1.4q).* Then he performs the afternoon Pravar- 
gya and Upasad. Just this much ritual work is done on this day. They pass 
the night. 

Then on the second day, after the sun has risen, he performs the 
(morning) Pravargya and Upasad. Then the adhvaryu and the yajamana 
put on the sandals made of black antelope skin. Then (the adhvaryu) (sym¬ 
bolically) takes the fire into himself with two mantras: mayi grhnamy agre 

agnim . . . (TS 5.7.9.1a1) and yo no agnih . . . (a2). He murmurs the 
Self-Piling mantra: yds te agne samidho yani dhama . . . (TS 5.7.8.1a). 

93 The bricks used to fill up the layer are called “space-fillers,” and are all placed with 
the same mantra. 
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VT?ffii1 ret 
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qqqr q^T ^qfsq ^-qqr <qi qgqr qsiT qqsftdq 
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^>qq: qf^ajqifgq^qq^Tfq gqfqfqqqqtfqftfq 
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BAUDHAYANA SRAUTA SCTRA ON THE AGNICAYANA 

He touches the black horse and spreads a thin layer of soil (over the first 
layer), withprsto dm . . . (TS 1.5.11.Id; cf. TB 3.11.6.4).* He recites the 
Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras. Then he performs the afternoon 
Pravargya and Upasad. Just this much ritual work is done on this day. 

They pass the night. 
Then on the third day after the sun has risen, he performs the (morning) 

Pravargya and Upasad. They all (scil., the adhvaryu, pratiprasthata, brah¬ 
man and yajamana) put on the sandals made of black-antelope skin. Then 
(the adhvaryu) asks for the dish of clarified butter and the sruva ladle, a 
Vibhakti brick, a jar of water, five Shoulder bricks, avaka plants and what¬ 
ever other bricks he is going to place (in the layer). They collect these things 
and place them at the edge of the northern hip (of the Agni altar); then (the 
adhvaryu) (symbolically) takes the fire into himself with two mantras: mayi 
grhnamy agre agnim . . . (TS 5.7.9.1a1) and yo no agnih . . . (a2) He 
murmurs the Self-Piling mantra: yas te ague samidho yani dhama . . . (TS 
5.7.8.1a). He touches the white horse and mounts (the altar) with two 
mantras: apam idam nyayanam . . . (TS 4.6.1.31) and names te . . . (m). 
Then, having mounted (the altar), he makes the first two samcita oblations 
(on the first layer) with agna udadhe . . . (TS 5.5.9.1a) and tat tv ay ami . . . 
(TS 2.1.11.6w, cf. TS 5.7.6.4-5). In the south he places a Vibhakti brick with 
agnim dutam vrnimahe . . . (TB 3.5.2.3; cf. TS 5.5.6.1b). He recites the 
Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over it). 

Then he places the five shoulder bricks in a line to the east: two Season 
bricks, two Companion bricks and one Way brick. He puts the two Season 
bricks in place together, with sukras ca sucis ca (TS 4.4.11.16). He adds an 
avaka plant, with agner yonir asi.94 Then he puts the two Companion bricks 
in place, with agharabhyam tva sayuja yuja yunajmi and tejasa tva sayuja 

yuja yunajmi (TS 4.4.5.1a).95 Then he puts the Way brick in place with vayor 

yany asi . . . (TS 4.4.6.2/1). He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas 
mantras (over each of them). 

Then he places five Asvina bricks (asvini) one in each direction and one 
in the middle, with dhruvaksitir dhruvayonir . . . (TS 4.3.4.1 a-e). He recites 
the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over each of them). 

94 See above, p. 541, n. 77. 
95 See above, p. 543, n. 79. 
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98 So called because the mantra with which the fourth of them is put in place contains 
the word miirdhan (“head”). 
99 I.e., the brick placed with the mantra beginning purusah . . .(I13) is the last of the 
bricks particular to the second layer. The rest are common to all five layers. 
100 For details, see above, pp. 549-51. 

Then he puts five Season bricks {rtavyti) in place, one in each direction 
and one in the middle, with sajur rtubhiJj, sajur vidhabhih . . . (f). There is 
a Brahmana passage which says, “(The mantras accompanying the Season 
bricks) have the same beginning and the same end”96 (TS 5.3.1.2). He recites 
the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over each of them). Then he puts 
five Exhalation Supporting bricks (pranabhrt) in place, one in each direction 
and one in the middle, with pranam me pahi apanam me pahi . . . (TS 
4.3.4.3g). He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over each of 
them). 

Then he puts five Rain Bringing bricks (vrstisani) in place, one in each 
direction and one in the middle, with apas pinvausadhir jinva . . . (h). 
There is a Brahmana passage which says, “He deposits them after carrying 
them around (the Agni altar)” (TS 5.3.1.3).97 He recites the Tayadevata and 
Sudadohas mantras (over each of them). 

Then he places four “containing ‘head’” bricks (murdhanvatif8 in the 
east, to make the wild goose fly upward, with vistambho vayah . . . (TS 
4.3.5.116-19). He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over each 
of them). Then he puts the Vigor bricks (vayasya) in place. He places five on 
the southern hip, with tryavir vayah . . . (I1-5), five on the northern (hip), 
withpasthavad vayah . . . (I6-10). He places (one) on the southern shoulder, 
with basto vayah . . . (I11), (one) on the northern (shoulder), with vrsnir 
vayah ... (I12). He places one on the southern wing, with vyaghro vayah 

. . . (I14), (one) on the northern (wing), with siihho vayah . . . (I15), (one) 
in the middle, with puruso vayah . . . (I13). The layer is completed with the 
purusa." He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over each of 

them). 
Then he piles the Agni altar so that it faces in all directions. (He places 

the five bricks called) Agni’s Limbs, a Prajapatya brick, a Bull brick, and 
the Space Fillers.100 This time he commands (the officiating priests and the 
yajamana) (to cover the Agni altar) with the northward space filler. They 
completely cover the Agni altar with bricks from south to north. When it 
has been completely covered (the adhvaryu) sweeps it with a palasa branch, 
with lokam prna chidram prna . . . (TS 4.2.4.4n). Then he touches (the 
completed second layer), with the Accomplishment of the Layer mantra: 

96 Five mantras are condensed in TS 4.3.4.3f. The phrase sajur rtubhih sajur vidhabhih 
. . . sajur devair vayonadhair agnaye tva vaisvdnaraydsvina dhvaryu sadayatam iha tva, 
is common to all of them. The phrases containing the names of the deities—sajur va- 
subhih, saju rudraih, sajur adityaih, sajur visvair devaih, and sajur devaih—are inserted 
in the empty space to complete the mantras. 
97 Each of these bricks is carried clockwise around the Agni altar before it is placed in 
position. 
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into the space in the phrase agne . . .yata isur yuva nama taya no mrda tasyas te namas 
tasyas ta upa jivanto bhuyasma. 

cittim acittim cinavad vi vidvan . . . (TS 5.5.4.4). Then he touches the layer, 
with the mantra for Agni in the trstubh meter (TS 4.4.4.Id?) and dismounts 
from the altar with two mantras: van ma asan . . . (TS 5.5.9.2g), and 
pranadah . . . (TS 4.6.1.4q). Then he performs the afternoon Pravargya 
and Upasad. Just this much ritual work is done on third day. They pass 

the night. 
Then, on the fourth day, after the sun has risen, he performs the 

(morning) Pravargya and Upasad. The spreading of the (thin layer of) soil 
(over the second layer) is the same (as over the first).101 

Then, on the fifth day, after the sun has risen, he performs the (morning) 
Pravargya and Upasad. They all (soil., the adhvaryu, pratiprasthata, brah¬ 
man, and yajamana) put on sandals made of black antelope skin. Then 
(the adhvaryu) asks for the dish of clarified butter and the sruva ladle, a 
Vibhakti brick, a jar of water, the entire svayamatrnnanikota (i.e., the 
“golden brick,” the Circle brick, and the Seed Discharging brick), ten 
Shoulder bricks, avaka plants, and whatever other bricks he is going to 
place (in the layer). They collect these things and place them at the edge of 
the northern hip (of the Agni altar). Then (the adhvaryu) (symbolically) 
takes the fire into himself with two mantras: mayi grhnamy agre agnim . . . 
(TS 5.7.9.1a1), and yo no agnih . . . (a2). He murmurs the Self-Piling 
mantra: yds te agne sainidho yani dhama . . . (TS 5.7.8.1a). He touches 
the white horse and mounts (the altar) with two mantras: apam idam nya- 
yanam . . . (TS 4.6.1.31), and names te . . . (m). Then, having mounted 
(the altar) he makes the second two samcita oblations (on the second layer) 
with agne dudhre . . . (TS 5.5.9.1b)102 and tattvayami . . . (TS 2.1.11.6w; 
cf. TS 5.7.6.4-5). He places the Vibhakti brick in the south, with agninagnifi 
samidhyate . . . (TS 1.4.46.31; cf. TS 5.5.6.1c). He recites the Tayadevata 
and Sudadohas mantras (over it). 

Then he has the horse sniff a naturally perforated stone, mounts the 
altar with an ignorant brahmin, and puts it in place. (While putting it in 
place, he recites the word) bhuvas, then runs through indragni avyathama- 
nam . . . (TS 4.3.6.1a) up to . . . vayus tvabhipatu mahya svastya chardisa 
samtamena tayd devatayafigirasvad dhruva slda (b). (There is a Brahmana 
passage which says,) “He should breathe across after he places the second 
(naturally perforated stone)” (TS 5.5.5.2-3). He breathes out and in. This 
is the cross breathing. Then the brahmin gives a gift (to the adhvaryu). Then 
(the adhvaryu) takes four spoonsful of clarified butter into the ladle and 
makes an oblation into the hole(s) of the naturally perforated stone, 
with cittim juhomi manasa ghrtena . . . (TS 5.5.4.3). He has (the 
yajamana) touch (the naturally perforated stone) with his thumbs 

101 See above, pp. 551-553. 
102 Four mantras for the samcita oblations are condensed in TS 5.5.9.lb-e. The 
complete mantras are obtained’by inserting the words dudhra, gahya, kimsila, and vanya 
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and recite the Ascent mantra: antariksam akramisam praja ma ma haslt 
(TS 5.6.8.1a2). He places a “golden brick” (i.e., a piece of gold) on the 
western hole of the naturally perforated stone, with jyotir asi . . . (TS 
5.7.6.2c2). A prakrama behind it he places a Circle brick, with adhi dyaur 
antariksam brahmana vista . . . (TS 4.4.5.2d). To the south (of the naturally 
perforated stone) he places a Seed-Discharging brick, with antariksam re- 
tahsik tan me reto dadhatu tan me retah prajanayatu103 which he recites 
mentally. He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over each of 
them). 

Then he places the ten shoulder bricks in a line to the east: four Season 
bricks, a samraj brick and an All-Light brick (yisvajyotis), two Companion 
bricks, and two Way bricks. He puts (two) Season bricks in place (together), 
with nabhas ca nabhasyas ca . . . (TS 4.4.11.1c). He adds an avaka plant, 
with agneryonir asi.m (He puts the other two Season bricks in place together 
with) isas corjas ca . . . (TS 4.4.11.Id). He adds an avaka plant, with 
agner yonir asi.m (He puts) the samraj brick and the All-Light brick in 
place, (the latter) to the north (of the former), with samrat jyotir adharayat 
(TS 4.2.9.4p2) and visvakarma tva sadayatu . . . (TS 4.4.6.1b). Then he puts 
the two Companion bricks in place with varcasa tva sayuja yuja yunajmi 

(TS 4.4.5.1a) and ukthebhis tva sayuja yunajmi (ibid.)105 Then he puts the 
two Way bricks in place, with devanam vayoyany asi (TS 4.4.6.2/2) and 
antariksasya yany asi (g1). He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras 
(over each of the shoulder bricks). 

Then he puts the five Direction bricks (disya) in place, one in each 
direction, one in the middle, with rajny asi pracl dilc . . . (TS 4.3.6.2c). 
He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over each of them). 

Then he places ten pranabhrt bricks in the east in a line to the west 
with ayur me pahi . . . (d). He puts the one of them which is accompanied 
by the mantra containing the word “light” (jyotisy’ (i.e., the last mantra of 
d) in place last. He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over 
each of them). 

Then he puts the brhati bricks in place: twelve in the south, with ma 

chanda . . . (TS 4.3.7.1a1-12), twelve in the west, with prthivi chanda . . . 
(a13-24), twelve in the north, with agnir devata . . . (a25-36). He recites the 
Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over each of them). 

103 This mantra occurs only here; cf. TS 5.6.8.4-6f. 
104 See above, p. 541, n. 77. 
105 See above, p. 543, n. 79. 
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See above, pp. 551-53. 
See above, p. 557, n. 102. 
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Then he puts the Valakhilya bricks in place. He places seven in the east 
in a line to the west, with murdhasi rat . . . (TS 4.3.7.2b1-7), seven in the 
west in a line to the east, with yantrl rat . . . (b8-14).* The layer is completed 
with the Valakhilya bricks.106 He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas 
mantras (over each of them). 

Then he piles the Agni altar so that it faces in all directions. (He puts 
in place the bricks called) Agni’s Limbs, a Prajapatya brick, a Bull brick, 
and the Space Fillers.107 This time he commands (the officiating priests and 
the yajamana (to cover the Agni altar) with the eastward space filler. They 
completely cover the Agni altar with bricks from west to east. When it has 
been completely covered, (the adhvaryu) sweeps it with a palasa branch, 
with lokam prna chidram prna . . . (TS 4.2.4.4n). Then he touches (the 
completed third layer) with the mantra called Accomplishment of the Layer: 
cittim acittim cinavad vi vidvan . . . (TS 5.5.4.4). He touches the layer with 
the mantra for Agni in the jagatl meter (TS 4.4.4.2g?) and dismounts (from 
the altar) with two mantras: van ma asan . . . (TS 5.5.9.2g) andpranadah 
. . . (TS 4.6.1.4q). Then he performs the afternoon Pravargya and Upasad. 
Just this much ritual work is done on this day. They pass the night. 

Then, on the sixth day, after the sun has risen, he performs the (morn- 10.41 

ing) Pravargya and Upasad. The spreading of the (thin layer of) soil is the 

same.108 
Then, on the seventh day, after the sun has risen, he performs the 

(morning) Pravargya and Upasad. They all (scil., the adhvaryu, prati- 
prasthata, brahman and yajamana) put on sandals made of black antelope 
skin. Then (the adhvaryu) asks for the dish of clarified butter and the sruva 
ladle, a Vibhakti brick, a jar of water, five Shoulder bricks, avaka plants, 
and whatever other bricks he is going to place (in the layer). They collect 
these things and place them at the edge of the northern hip (of the Agni 
altar). Then (the adhvaryu) (symbolically) takes the fire into himself with 
two mantras: mayi grhnamy agre agnim . . . (TS 5.7.9.1a1), and yo no 

agnih . . . (a2). He murmurs the Self-Piling mantra: yas te ague samidho 

yani dhama . . . (TS 5.7.8.1a). He touches the white horse and mounts (the 
altar) with two mantras: apam idam nyayanam . . . (TS 4.6.1.31) and 
namas te . . . (m). Then, having mounted (the altar), he makes for the 
third time two samcita offerings (on the third layer), with agne gahya . . . 
TS 5.5.9.1c)109 and tat tva yami . . . (TS 2.1.11.6w; cf. TS 5.7.6.4-5). He 
places the Vibhakti brick in the south, with agnir vrtrani janghanat . . . 

(TS 4.3.13.1a; cf. TS 5.5.6.1d). He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas 
mantras (over it). 

106 I.e., the bricks particular to the third layer have been put in place. The rest are 
common to all five layers. 
107 For details, see above, pp. 549-51. 
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gw^q^nfd mif: q^fq*u qftqrf^r- 

m *f?r ^Tajw^^f^vc'ir T®Ti<rt: 1 qif^qffq^q 

Tt^ g^T^q^Tfq fasq Tf?f qfiq- 

W. jtffiET iff! q^T^T^: q^fq^IT ?7UtT~ 
N s» 

X?ft1 sifafqt s#tt% g^n^q^^Tfq *rqqrat wfl u 

5?tfH <f^SJ?rt fllW W»ft Wfi^J ^TPft 

^ft^Ti^rit1 q^f *mt sftfq gw^vran-- 

f^qt STTsft flftffl ^f%Wt sf^| *lFft sf|f?T 

sqfajTTC/ft 1 TffT 

g^fiT^q^sifn qtqiqt «?iqt sftfa \° 

§iftV s^tfrf q^Tfqqm sBTwf^u ' 
N$ 

^qTq^T^qiq^T^tfrT ' qqi^qfi mi 

Then he places five shoulder bricks in a line to the east: two Season 
bricks, two Companion bricks and one Way brick. He puts 
the two Season bricks in place (together), with sahas ca sahasyas ca . . . 

(TS 4.4.1 l.le). He adds an avalca plant, with agner yonir asi.no Then he 
puts the two Companion bricks in place, with stomebhis tva sayuja ynja 

junajmi (TS 4.4.5.1a5) and chandobhis tva sayuja yuja junajmi (a6).111 Then 
he puts the Way brick in place with devanam antariksayany asi (TS 4.4.6.2g2). 
He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over each of them). 

Then he puts the Aksnayastomlya bricks in place. He places one in the 
east, with asus trivrt (TS 4.3.8./1); one in the south, with vyoma saptadasah 
(/3); one in the west, with dharuna ekavimsah (/7); and one in the north, 
with bhantah pancadasah (/2). He places one in the east, with pratttrtir as- 

tada’sah (l4); one in the south, with abhivartah savimsah (/6); one in the west, 
with varco dvavimsah (Is); one in the north, with tapo navadasah (l5). He 
places one in the east, with yonis caturvimsah (/10); one in the south, with 
garbhah pancavimsah (ln); one in the west, with ojas trinavah (l12); one in 
the north, with sambharanas trayovimsah (l9). He places one in the east, 
with kratur ekatrimsah (l13); one in the south, with bradhnasya vistaparn 
catustrimsah (/15); one in the west, with pratistha trayastrimsah (/14); one in 
the north with nakah sattrimsah (l16). He places one in the east, with agner 

bhago ‘si . . . (TS 4.3.9.1a); one in the south, with nrcaksasam bhago 

‘si . . .(c); one in the west, with mitrasya bhago ‘si . . .(d); one in the 
north, with indrasya bhago ‘si . . . (b). He places one in the east, with 
vasunam bhago ‘si . . .(f); one in the south, with adityanam bhago ‘si . . . 
(g); one in the west, with adityai bhago ‘si . . .(e); and one in the north 
with devasya savitur bhago ‘si . . . (h). He places one in the east, with 
dhartras catustomah (TS 4.3.8./18); one in the south, with yavanam bhago 

‘si . . . (TS 4.3.9.2.i), one in the west with rbhunam bhago ‘si . . . (k), 
one in the north with vivarto ‘stacatvarimsah (TS 4.3.8./17). There is a Brah- 
mana passage which says, “He recites (the mantras) in one way, and puts 
(the bricks) in place in another” (TS 5.3.3.1).112 He recites the Tayadevata 

110 See above, p. 541, n. 77. 
111 See above, p. 543, n. 79. 
112 This explains why the mantras are not employed in the same order as in the Sam- 
hita text. 
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w Jfr^ahr ^ffaqqwapRqugqir jrt qrcfa- 

qqq*1 qnqft qf^$ sw fh^t 

W $*T fqqft R 'q?ret 1 

^fws: qftftoWTqraqrfcr 1 irt 

* 2fi<\a}q m *n nw 

q^^n 1 frofwt f^j fSro> ?ra 1 

' Iffl^fi fRl q^tffl 1 II 8^ II 

wfflx faj?t 5TOif*i srrsfTW^w 

qf|qi?q!T1 ^ft^TR qftqisqiqr 

,# 1 tirani qqjTnirra^T qftqr$f?r qflqi 

TH f*3f W«R t^fa^?|Ttellf?T fqfrWfqfri 

tw^«imciT5^wrf fqf?mfw?*?? ^\-m- 

*nqqf?r wi?r 'qr^Rm^r ratarq^itv^tot qq- 

y3qrqq^jf jR^riq^ta^q: qn$ fw^ 1 qqwiTs: 

u qrftn 1 H 8^ II ^rat^r: II 

qrore% swf^r ^nfqsi qq^irqqgjf qq^fa1 

tor sftrotoreT*m $*qfq?r ^Tf^ qqnfr- v3 

wait TOrft 1 wq qq qtRsrffqT^kqFiq 'qragv*} 1 

qrqaiRRji^t^ qwf frofqifqqRK qf q 

'• ’wmrttfaqftii*' qq q wiig w ^ qRir 
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and Sudadohas mantras (over each of them). 
Then he puts seventeen Creation bricks (srsti) in place, with ekaya- 

stuvata, praja adhlyanta . . . (TS 4.3.10.11-17). He places four at the 
southern shoulder, then three (to the west of them), then three (further to 
the west), then three (further to the west), then four (further to the west). 
He arranges them from the southern shoulder to the southern hip.* He 
recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over each of them). 

Then he puts fifteen Dawn bricks (vyusti) in place, with iyam eva sa ya 

prathama vyaucchat . . . (TS 4.3.11.1 a-p); (he places) three in each direc¬ 
tion and three in the middle.* The layer is completed with the Dawn bricks.113 
He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over each of them). 

Then he piles the Agni altar so that it faces in all directions. (Then he 10.43 

places the bricks called) Agni’s Limbs, a Prajapatya brick, a Bull brick, and 
the Space Fillers.114 This time he commands (the officiating priests and the 
yajamana) (to cover the Agni altar) with the northward space filler. They 
completely cover the Agni altar with bricks from south to north. When 
it has been completely covered, (the adhvaryu) sweeps it with a palasa 
branch, with lokam prna chidram prna . . . (TS 4.2.4.4n). Then he touches 
(the completed fourth layer) with the mantra called Accomplishment of the 
Layer: cittim acittim cinavad vi vidvan . . . (TS 5.5.4.4). He touches the 
layer with the mantra for Agni in the anustubh meter (TS 4.4.4.3k?) and 
dismounts from (the altar) with two mantras: van ma asan . . . (TS 5.5. 
9.2g) and pranadah . . . (TS 4.6.1.4q). Then he performs the afternoon 
Pravargya and Upasad. Just this much ritual work is done on this day. They 

pass the night. 
Then, on the eighth day, after the sun has risen, he performs the 10.44 

(morning) Pravargya and Upasad. The spreading of the (thin layer of) soil 

is the same.115 

Then, on the ninth day, after the sun has risen he performs the (morn¬ 
ing) Pravargya and Upasad. They all (scil., the adhvaryu, pratiprasthata, 
brahman, and yajamana) put on sandals made of black antelope skin. Then 
(the adhvaryu) asks for the dish of clarified butter and the sruva ladle, a 
Vibhakti brick, a jar of water, the entire svayamatrnna nikota (i.e., the 
“golden brick,” the Circle brick, and the Seed-Discharging brick), 
seven Shoulder bricks, avaka plants, and whatever other (bricks) he is 

113 I.e., the bricks particular to the fourth layer have been put in place. The rest are 
common to all five layers. 

114 For details, see above, pp. 549-51. 
115 See above, pp. 551-53. 
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g’TOTOWf?? tit ' 

*«U *lf*f 3ZWSH1 ^ 

^fufxf^ ' 'tw 

ff?T ^'f^rlT^nt ^$<33 *> 

fefiM aw m^f?r 1 fwfwg^wsra 

VTVTO Tfn 1 TOI^OT TOT 33$W 3$wfan: 

*n ctuit: nT$Tr*iT?wf?t i 33i«i ^ f^- 

vrtffrr Wsc w-i i wtoiAw wnpnft ?W3 

3Ti«i ^ ft*- Xo 

sqtfM ^ 3TI^ ^fawreTOT^TO «T3*fwiq- 

'rrow 1$ xft«IT«T ^3lT<TT*lf 3R^TR^- 

*rra *wr *4r *gan gsiT ^TOftnw ^nTsqip^ir- 

aroftTOrorf^ra sf?i1 rim^m tot 3R$^: 

3$fa' II 83 IS "L 

TOW^IT V^WaS aiTUFflW^T si: SWfafa 

gT3iyR[t|Tf?l SWT ^imfsiffT 

3>»» ^fWU $** 3fiR 

gff w% gq^Tfff ifw: sCItotojV sn%f?r1 ^j- 

tot 3^$^w: ^$a|^ f^i^r gq^qrsfcqqp^t v 

-ffi-T ^if^un f^j 1 r^j" 

ffifjw 1 ?w|;*ii tot 33$w w(t~ 
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going to place (in the layer). They collect these things and place them 
at the edge of the northern hip (of the Agni altar). Then (the adhvaryu) 
(symbolically) takes the fire into himself with two mantras: mayi grhtiamy 

agre agnim . . . (TS 5.7.9.1a1) and yo no agnih . . . (a2). He whispers the 
Self-Piling mantra: yds te agne samidho yani dhamci . . . (TS 5.7.8.1a). He 
touches the white horse and mounts (the altar) with two mantras: apSm 

idam nyayanam . . . (TS 4.6.1.31) and names te . . . (m). Then, having 
mounted (the altar), he makes the fourth pair of samcita offerings (on the 
fourth layer), with agne kimkila . . . (TS 5.5.9.Id)116 and tat tva yami . . . 
(TS 2.1.11.6w; cf. TS 5.7.6.4-5). He places the Vibhakti brick in the south 
with agne stomam manamahe . . . (RV 5.13.2; cf. TS 5.5.6.le).117 He 
recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over it). 

Then he places the seven Shoulder bricks in a line to the east: two 
Season bricks, a Svaraj brick and an All-Light brick, one Companion brick 
and two Way bricks. He puts the two Season bricks in place (together) with 
tapak ca tapasyas ca . . . (TS 4.4.11.If). He adds an avaka plant, with 
agneryonir asi.m (He puts) the Svaraj brick and the All-Light brick in place, 
(the latter) to the north (of the former), with svarat j'yotir adharayat (TS 
4.3.9.5p3) and prajapatis tva sadayatu . . . (TS 4.4.6.1c). Then he puts the 
Companion brick in place with rayyai posaya . . . (TS 4.4.5.1a8).119 Then 
he puts the two Way bricks in place with antariksam asy, antarilcsaya tva 
(TS 4.4.6.2/z). He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over each 
of them). 

Then he puts the Unrivalled bricks (asapatna) in place. He places one 
in the east, with agne jatanpra nudanah sapatnan . . . (TS 4.3.12.1a); one 
in the west, with sahasa jcitan . . .(b); one in the south, with catukcatva- 

rimka stomalj, . . .(c); one in the north, with sodaka stomah . . . (d). He 
places the one of them which is accompanied by (a mantra containing the 
word) “mud” (purlsavatl) in the middle, with prthivyah purisam asy apso 
ndma (<?).* He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over each 
of them). 

Then he puts the forty Sovereign (yiraj) bricks in place, ten in each 
direction, none in the middle, with evak chando varivas chandah . . . (f). 
(But) a Brahmana passage says, “He places them diagonally” (TS 5.3.5.3).* 
He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over each of them). 

116 See above, p. 557, n. 102. 
117 This mantra is not given in full in TS, but KS (20.14.35.5-6) and MS (4.10.2: 145.12- 
13) give the whole mantra in their Agnicayana sections. 
118 See above, p. 541, n. 77. 
119 See above, p. 543, n. 79. 
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V 19^i J ifairolhrQpiq i 8^ 

<?j*r ^rTuHPii <3q^JTf?r ^fsjTfq <qr 

qflqq f^J f?l*t q$ 1 qui^tf «<qT 

qpftajq qi^ ^q^WTffl ^imf% fll'ft 

f^qjqqqi ^qr •qfqquq *fq qiW f^qrf q$ 1 

* rlsn%FT «^r ^$3[>*q: qflftaNr q^tf*f <3qftST“ 

qT^Tffq^Trqq tjfr ^f<%u: ^fqifcfq qfjW 

f^^qrf *{§ ' nT^f q^Tqu^j'qqigq^iTajq q q^r- 

*Uq> ife H qqST ^Tqf?r 1 qqT^qq H«qT ^ftqq: 

qptfdq *^T*wq^vmqfa«qf f^q T^fugi^Tw 

'• ^I^T^iTrf '. 8IW^: ^TOT^WfiV fq^ft 

qf^qtrft STJI^t: q^Tq^H 1*^*1 ' 

'af^nq: gw^qqtirffl q^t^f^qirft s^^q^t: w- 

^fqq^qfy\xrt fqq^r ' sfq qrfq^sqq 

fqq^T '3Tl?:qqfqT?qfi Ii<qT qi^ta'q ^fqq 

u 5^% xT^m qqqvim^T qrqrfq 5*11 qwl^fq qq 

uqn?iqi^qT|qH «<qr ^S^tqq: qrciWq qffcqqfaq- 

^%JTfq ^qiqqfq^qjqiqfq^fq qtlq.f f^qrf 

1 Sqqft^TT^ qT?q^tfq qT^q 1 qq^qq «<qT 

^qqt’qq: qfftataif^sqiT qq^vifq qfwq m 

*9 q#*rq ^T fq^ q q>q 1 qqTSqq *><qr 

^^q: qf^sjq ^gqfr gq^iwq wt qq ^fq 

q|W f^ffif q^ ' S^tt^n^C qi^q^tfq HTfjq1 

120 The mantra TS 4.4.2.3f is added to each of the mantras TS 4.4.2.1a-e. 
121 The nakasad and pancacoda are half as thick as ordinary bricks (BSS 30.7:399.14- 
400.1). 
122 The mantra TS 4.4.3.2f is added to each of the mantras TS 4.4.3.la-e. 
123 The sequence of placing the five Protuberance bricks in the five directions, including 
the middle, is different from the usual clockwise way of brick placing, i.e., E-S-W-N- 
Middle. Here the order is E-S-N-Middle-W. 
124 Seven mantras are condensed in TS 4.4.5. lb. The first is amba namasi prajapatina tva 
visvabhir dhlbhir upa dadhami. In the following six mantras the word amba is replaced 
by dula, nitatnifi, abhrayanti, meghayanti, varsayanti, and cupunika, respectively. 
125 Each of these bricks is carried clockwise around the Agni aitar before it is placed 
in position. 
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Then he puts the thirty-one Chant-Sharing bricks (stomabhSga) in place, 
seven in each direction and three in the middle with rasmir asi ksaydya tva 

ksayam jinva . . . (TS 4.4.1.la-e). He recites the Tayadevata and Suda¬ 
dohas mantras (over each of them). 

Then he puts the five Sitting in the Sky bricks (nakasad) in place, one 
in each direction and one in the middle, with rajny asi praci dig vasavas te 
devS, adhipatayah . . . (TS 4.4.2.la-e).120 He recites the Tayadevata and 
Sudadohas mantras (over each of them). 

Then he places the five “five-tutted” (protuberance) bricks {pancacoda) 

on top of the Nakasads,121 one in each direction, one in the middle, with 
ay am puro harikesah silryarasmilj, . . . (TS 4.4.3.la-e).122 He places the last 
one of them in the west pointing east.123 At this point he meditates on 
whomever the sacrificer hates. He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas 
mantras (over each of them). 

Then he puts the (twenty nine Meter (bricks) (chanddmsi) in place, three 
by three, with the mantras of the section beginning agnir murdha divah . . . 
(TS 4.4.4) in the traditional order. He places (three) bricks in the east with 
mantras in the gayatrl meter (TS 4.4.4. la-c), (three) in the south with 
mantras in the trstubh meter (d-f), (three) in the west with mantras in the 
jagatl metre (g-ij, (three) in the north with mantras in the anustubh meter 
(k-m), (three) in the middle with mantras in the brhatl meter (n-p). He 
places (three) in the east with mantras in the usnih meter (q-s), (three) in the 
south with mantras in the pankti meter (t-v), four in the west with mantras 
in the aksarapankti meter (w-z), one in the north with a mantra in the 
aticchandas meter (aa-bb), (three) in the middle with mantras in the dvipada 
meter (cc-ee). Or he places a brick in the middle with the mantra in the 
aticchandas meter and (three) bricks in the north with the mantras in the 
dvipada meter.* He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over 

each of them). 
Then he places seven Krttika bricks f in a cluster on the southern 

shoulder with amba namasi . . . (TS 4.4.5.1b).124 He recites the Tayadevata 
and Sudadohas mantras (over each of them). 

Then he puts five Rain-Bringing bricks (vrstisani) in place, one in each 
direction and one in the middle, with purovatasanir asy abhrasanir asi . . . 
(TS 4.4.6.Id). A Brahmana passage says, “He deposits them after carrying 
them around (the Agni altar)” (TS 5.3.10.1).125 He recites the Tayadevata 
and Sudadohas mantras (over each of them). 

Then he puts eight Aditya bricks (aditya) in place, two in each direction, 
none in the middle, with salilaya tva, sarnikaya tva . . . (TS 4.4.6.2i). He 
recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over each of them). 

Then he puts five “clarified butter bricks” (ghrtestakd) in place, one in 
each direction and one in the middle with rce tva, ruce tva . . . (TS 4.4.6. 
2k).* A Brahmana passage says, “He deposits them after carrying them 
around (the Agni altar)” (TS 5.3.10.4). 
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88 I [ | 8 4, fit? I ] 

fi??i%iri gq^Tfn 

«qr ^T^T^ffT 1 

imt 

^wi^fq qfW sm 1 <tot- 

|q<r «<qr su^wipyi^f* «* 

^qq^fttrr qilqtf ^ ' ?raT^*ii ®<qT wr 

^q: S[fqqft^r 'aq^nfJT sfww *faro 

qi^T^tf?! qt%^f f^ihrt ^1 ®<qr 

3^q: gq^%nf?r to % qpgqm % 

qrfH% f^f fhqft 1 nqT^RT si<qt 

q^m^qw^q^qTfq wt w^r 

qlli^f frl^t Tiw 1 riqi^fT ®RF 

1 ii w ii ii 

^^fl^q^TaifiiqT fq’gTqif^f^ q^-- 

qvif % spif 1 fi^qrT ®tqT 35^tW W 

WT*J^q^rffi JTOTqf?!»iqqiWft S^rf *f?f 

rW€T4£( f^#fit *m ' cW^rT f>«qr ^^q: qftf- 

«K wftfhu^faq^Tffr <qr 

f^g q 1 «?rc ^~ 

q^afq qq^trfh ifasf ^iqiqifT” *• 

W WT%fq SfT^T fqqjfqiqft f^J q 1 

«qr q^tro q\<taqT^Tqfaq<cqTfq *m- 

mantras the phrase yasodam tva yasasi is replaced by tejodam tva tejasi, payodam tva 
payasi, varcodam tva varcasi, and dravinodam tva dravine, respectively. 
127 This is the first mantra. Otherwise Weber’s punctuation is correct. 

He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over each of them). 
Then he puts five Glory-Giving bricks (yahoda) in place, one in each 

direction, one in the middle, with yasodam tva yasasi sadayami . . . (TS 
4.4.6.2.1) .126 He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over each 
of them). 

Then he puts five Augmenting bricks (bhuyaskrt) in place, one in each 
direction and one in the middle, with bhuyaskrd asi, varivaskrd asi . . . (TS 
4.4.7.1a). He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over each of 
them). 

Then he puts five Sitting-in-water bricks (apsusad) in place, one in each 
direction and one in the middle, with apsusad asi, kyenasad asi . . .(b). 
He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over each of them). 

Then he puts five Wealth-Giving bricks (dravinoda) in place, one in 
each direction and three in the middle, with prthivyas tva dravine sada¬ 

yami . . . (c). He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over 
each of them). 

Then he puts seven Life Giver bricks {ayusya) in place, one in each 
direction and three in the middle, with pranam me pahi, apanam me pahi . . . 
(d-e). He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over each of 
them). 

Then he puts seven Names of the Seasons bricks (rtunama) in place, 
one in each direction, three in the middle, with yava ayavah . . . (f). He 
recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras over (each of them). 

Then he puts twenty two Indra’s Body bricks (indratanu) in place, five 1046 

in each direction and two in the middle, with agnina visvasat . . . (TS 
4.4.8.1) . He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over each of 
them). 

Then he puts thirty-three Ritual’s Body bricks (yajhatanU) in place, 
eight in each direction and one in the middle, with prajapatir manasandho 

‘cchetalj127 . . . (TS 4.4.9.1). He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas 
mantras (over each of them). 

Then he puts twelve Luminous bricks (jyotismati) in place, three in each 
direction, none in the middle, with jyotismatim tva sadayami . . . (TS 
1.4.34.1a; cf. TS 5.4.1.3). He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras 
(over each of them).* 

Then he puts twelve Being bricks (bhutestaka) in place, three in each 
direction, none in the middle, with prthivyai svaha, ‘ntariksaya svaha . . . 
(TS 1.8.13.3i). He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over 
each of them). 

Then he puts five Uninjured bricks (ajyani) in place, one in each direc¬ 
tion and one in the middle, with satayudhaya sataviryaya . . . (TS 5.7.2. 

126 Five mantras are condensed in TS 4.4.6.2.I. The first is yasodam tva yasasi sadayami 
tena rsina tena brahmand taya devatayatangirasvad dhruva sida. In the following four 
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C V l •< < ] i 

SfarnffT qfW fi^T 

?JTC?T <3q^qTWJT qufqRU%qq- 

q$fq qqqf qW f^q *1 q^ ' VftT 

^tW qPCtm q^qiqlgq^qTfrf 

«• q^if^fq 1 qqi^m iwt qi?ft«k ^fqqr 

qqi£% q^qgqiT qq^qiffi *f^q>T qqqqf?refq?t?i|qqT 

’ftqqam qq *q qqqq^^fq: qlqqiq wt qq fit 

<qT w% sit sqtfnq qwqtf qqqqqs: fqqftq^T 

fquraTHnqiqryiqfh 1 ^Jw^qi^fqqi* «rtftwi- 

t* qiaw qpqqqft qiqiqTqiTsq^qTfFi q^ 
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3d-h). 
He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over each of them). 

Then he puts four Holders of the Realm bricks (rftstrabhrt) in place, 
one in each direction and none in the middle, with agne ya&asvin yasase- 

mam arpaya . . . (TS 5.7.4.3e). He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas 
mantras (over each of them). 

Then he places a Full-Moon brick (paurnam&si) on the southern 
shoulder* with pUrnd pascdt . . . (TS 4.4.10.3c1, the pratika of TS 3.5.1.1a). 
He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over it). Then he puts 
the (twenty-seven) Lunar Mansion bricks (naksatrestaka) in place, (the 
first) on the same southern shoulder, with krttika naksatram agnir devata 

(TS 4.4.10.1a1) (the rest with the corresponding mantras of b). Then he 
makes them shine (by reciting) agne ruca stha . . . (a2) (after putting each 
brick in place).* He arranges a course of Lunar Mansion bricks from the 
Rohini brick to the Visakhas brick. He arranges them in a line from the 
southern shoulder to the southern hip. Then he places a New-Moon brick 
(1amdvdsya) on the junction of the tail and the body, with yat te de\a adadhur 
bhagadheyam . . . (TS 4.4.10.3c2, pratika of TS 3.5.1.1b). Then he arranges 
the (other) course of Lunar Mansion bricks from the Anuradhas brick to 
the Apabharanis brick. He arranges them in a line from the northern hip 
to the northern shoulder. Then he places a full moon brick on the same 
northern shoulder with pttrnd. pa'scad . . . (TS 4.4.10.3c1; pratika of TS 
3.5.1.1a). A Brahmana passage says, “He places them so that they do not 
touch each other” (TS 5.4.1.4). The layer is completed with the Lunar 
Mansion bricks.128 He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over 
each of them). 

Then he dismounts (from the altar), touches the black horse, and 
spreads (a thin layer of) soil (over the fifth layer), with prsto din . . . (TS 
1.5.11.Id: cf. TB 3.11.6.4). He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras 
(over it). At this point he piles the five bricks called the Sixth Layer (sasthi 

citi), one in each direction and one in the middle, with samyac ca pracetah 
ca . . . (TS 4.4.11.2h-m, with n added to each mantra), f He recites the 
Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over each of them). 

128 I.e., the bricks particular to the fifth layer have been put in place. The rest are 
common to all five layers. 
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Then he piles the Agni altar so that it faces in all directions.* (Then he 
places the bricks called) Agni’s Limbs, a Prajapatya brick, a Bull brick, and 
the Space Fillers.129 At this time he commands (the officiating priests and 
the yajamana) (to cover the Agni-altar) with the eastward space filler. They 
completely cover the Agni altar) with bricks from west to east, then with 
bricks from south to north. But they only finish (by covering the Agni altar) 
with bricks from west to east. He piles it as high as he is going to pile it.*130 
But (the layer) has not been touched with the mantra called the Accomplish¬ 
ment of the Layer. 

Then (the adhvaryu) asks for four naturally perforated stones. He 
places them in (each of) the directions with pranaya tva caksuse tva taya 
devatayangirasvad dhruva slda . . . (TS 5.5.5.4.)131 Then he has (the horse) 
sniff a naturally perforated stone, mounts (the altar) with an ignorant brah¬ 
min and puts it in place (i.e., in the middle) with the word suvar, then he 
runs through ayos tva sadane sadayami . . . (TS 4.4.3.3g) up to . . . 
suryas tvabhi patu mahya svastya chardisa samtamena taya devatayangirasvad 

dhruva slda (h). (There is a Brahmana passage which says,) “He should 
breathe in after he puts the third (naturally perforated stone) in place” 
(TS 5.5.5.3). He breathes in. Then the brahmin gives a gift (to the adhvaryu). 
Then (the adhvaryu) takes four spoonsful of clarified butter into the ladle 
and makes an oblation into the holes in the naturally perforated stone, with 
cittim juhomi manasa ghrtena . . . (TS 5.5.4.3). Then he has (the yajamana) 
touch (the naturally perforated stone) with his thumbs and recite the Ascent 
mantra: divam akramisam suvar aganma (TS 5.6.8.1a3). He places a “golden 
brick” (i.e., a piece of gold) on the western hole of the naturally perforated 
stone with suvar asi . . . (TS 5.7.6.1c3). A prakrama behind it he places a 
Circle brick with dyaur aparajitamrtena vista . . . (TS 4.4.5.2e). He places 
a Seed-Discharging brick to the south with dyau retahsik sd me reto dadhatu 

129 For details see above pp. 549-51. 
130 These sutras suggest that further layers may be piled up beyond the fifth, but that 
final layer must be an odd numbered one. 
131 Four mantras are condensed in TS 5.5.5.4. The first is given in the translation. In the 
other three the word pranaya is replaced by vyanaya, apdnaya, and vace, respectively. 
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sa me retahprajanayatuP2 He recites the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras 
(over each of them). 

Then he places an “earless”/“wide-eared” brick (yikarni, on which the 
picture of a woman with wide/without ears is drawn) a prakrama to the 
north with prothad asvo na yavase avisyan . . . (TS 4.4.3.3i). He recites the 
Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras (over it). 

Then he puts the space filler bricks in place with lokam prna chidram 
prna . . . (TS 4.2.4.4n).133 Then he touches (the now completed fifth layer) 
with the mantra called the Accomplishment of the Layer: cittim acittim 
cinavad vi vidvan . . . (TS 5.5.4.4). He touches the layer with a mantra in 
the pankti meter for Agni (TS 4.4.4.6t?) and dismounts from the altar with 
two mantras: van ma asan . . . (TS 5.5.9.2g) and pranadah . . . (TS 
4.6.1.4q). Then he performs the afternoon Pravargya and Upasad. Just this 
much ritual work is done on this day. They pass the night. 

Then, on the very same ninth day, he prepares a thousand chips of gold 
for the tenth day. Some authorities say that (he prepares) an unspecified 
number but more than three.* If there are a thousand, then they are put, 
two hundred by two hundred, into quills. 

Then, on the tenth day, after the sun has risen, he performs the (morn¬ 
ing) Pravargya and Upasad. The spreading of (a thin layer of) soil (over the 
fifth layer) is the same.134 Then he pours water into a dish, scatters chips of 
gold into it and sprinkles the area east of the naturally perforated stone with 
(water containing) two hundred (chips), with saliasrasya prama asi . . . 
(TS 4.4.11.3o). (He sprinkles) the area south of the naturally perforated 
stone with (water containing) two hundred (chips) with saliasrasya pratima asi 
ip2). (He sprinkles) the area west of the naturally perforated stone with 
(water containing) two hundred (chips) with sahasrasya vima asi (o3). (He 
sprinkles) the area north of the naturally perforated stone with (water con¬ 
taining) two hundred (chips), with sahasrasyonma asi (o4). Then he sprinkles 
the middle (of the altar) with (water containing) two hundred (chips), with 
sahasro ‘si sahasraya tva (o5). Then, standing at the edge of the northern 
buttock, (the sacrifice^ turns the bricks into cows, with ima me agna 

132 This mantra is found only here; cf. TS 5.6.8.4-6f. 
133 The reader may have noticed that well over three hundred bricks have been placed 
in the fifth layer. The Sulbasutra reconciles this with the fact that there are supposed to 
be only two hundred bricks in each layer of the Agni altar by prescribing that if there 
are more mantras than bricks then “one should place pebbles anointed with clarified 
butter in the cracks between the bricks” (BSS 30.6: 399.7-8). 
134 See above pp. 551-53. 
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istaka dhenavah santu ... up to the end of the section (p).f Then (the 
adhvaryu) performs the afternoon Pravargya and Upasad. Just this much 
ritual work is done on this day. They pass the night. 

Then, on the very same tenth day, he prepares, for the eleventh day, an 
arka leaf, goat’s milk, a porridge of gavidhuka groats, a bow with three 
(arrows), a stone, a water pot, a frog, an avaka plant, a twig of cane, a 
bunch of darbha grass, a dish of clarified butter and the sruva ladle, and a 
long piece of bamboo as the twelfth. 

Then, on the eleventh day, after the sun has risen, he performs the 
morning Pravargya and Upasad. He ties the sruva ladle onto the long piece 
of bamboo and makes the last two samcita offerings (on the fifth layer), 
with ague vanya . . . (TS 5.5.9.le)135 and tat tva yami . . . (TS 2.1.11.6w ; 10.48 

cf. TS 5.7.6e). While the adhvaryu is busy here, the pratiprasthata waits by 
the last brick (placed) on the northern wing (i.e., the brick placed on its 
north west corner), from which the loose earth has been removed.* Then 
the adhvaryu makes a crease in the arka leaf through which (the oblation) 
can flow, and facing north and holding (the arka leaf) at mouth level says, 
“Bring and pour.” When the stream (of goat’s milk) reaches the brick he 
begins to recite namas te rudra manyave . . . (TS 4.5.1.1a). He recites this 
section up to the end, and the second and the third sections. When he 
notices the mantra namah ksattribhyah . . . (TS 4.5.4.2/1) of the fourth 
(section) he says svaha (after it). After this he turns to the east, and, holding 
(the arka leaf) navel-high, begins to recite samgrahltrbhyah . . . (I2). He 
recites the rest of this section and the fifth and the sixth. When he notices 
the mantra namo varsyaya ca (TS 4.5.7.2m1) of the seventh (section) he 
says svaha (after it). After this he turns to the south and, holding (the arka 
leaf) knee-high, begins to recite avarsyaya ca (m2). He recites the rest of the 
section, the eighth, ninth, and tenth. When he notices the mantra ya etavan- 
tas ca bhuyamsas ca . . . (TS 4.5.11.2k) of the eleventh section, then he 
says svaha (after it). After this he turns to the west and holding (the arka leaf) 

135 See above p. 557 n. 102. 
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ankle-high has the yajamana recite namo rudrebhyo ye prthivyam . . . (TS 
4.5.11.21).136 Holding (the arka leaf) navel-high he has the yajamana recite 
namo rudrebhyo ye ‘ntarikse . . . (m).137 Holding (the arka leaf) neck-high 
he has the yajamana recite namo rudrebhyo ye divi . . . (n).138 At this point 
he throws this arka leaf on the cattle path of him whom he hates. But if 
he does not hate anyone, he throws it into a mole hole. At this point he 
places the porridge made of gavidhuka groats on the last brick (of the 
northern wing) with yo rudro agnau . . . (TS 5.5.9.3/). Then he asks for the 
bow with three (arrows). Standing at the northern hip, or proceeding around 
(the Agni altar) with it, he worships with yat te rudra puro dhanuh . . . 
namaskaromi . . . (TS5.5.7.2-4). Then he gives it (scil., the bow and arrows) 
to a brahmin without being asked.* 

Now the water pot is lying ready for him, touching the stone, at the edge 
of the northern hip. (The adhvaryu) tells a strong man, “Go around (the 
Agni altar) clockwise three times, sprinkling with a continuous stream from 
this water pot.” He does as he is told. While (the Agni altar) is having water 
sprinkled around it, (the adhvaryu) has the yajamana recite abmann ur- 
jam . . . (TS 4.6.1.1a). Then (the strong man) sets the water pot down so 
that it is touching the stone, with ahmams te ksud . . . (b).* After he has 
set the pot down, he goes back around (the altar) counterclockwise three 
times again. 

136 The three mantras TS 4.5.11.21, m and n are condensed in the text; 1 is namo rudre- 
hbyo ye prthivyam yesam annam isavah . . . dadhami. 
137 This mantra is namo rudrehbyo ye 'ntarikse yesam vata isavah . . . dadhami. 
138 This mantra is namo rudrebhyo ye divi yesam varsam isavah . . . dadhami. 
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BAUDHAYANA SRAUTA SOTRA ON THE AGNICAYANA 

Then (the adhvaryu) ties the frog, the avaka plant, the twig of cane, and 
the bunch of darbha grass to the very same long piece of bamboo. With it he 
sweeps the area east of the naturally perforated stone, with two mantras: 
samudrasya tvavakaya . . . (TS 4.6.1.1c) and himasya tvn jarayuna . . . IO-49 
(d). (He sweeps) with two mantras (c-d) in the east, with two in the south 
(e-f), with two in the west (g-h), and with two in the north (i-k). There is a 
Brahmana passage which says. “He sweeps with eight (mantras)” (TS 
5.4.43).* Then they cut the sandals of black antelope skin and the long 
piece of bamboo into pieces and scatter them in the catvala pit. 

Then thinking, “Agni has been pacified,” (the adhvaryu) takes the dish 
of clarified butter and the sruva ladle, mounts the altar, and ladling out of 
the dish with the sruva, offers the oblations to snakes (sarpahuti). (First) 
sitting to the west (of the naturally perforated stone) he makes an oblation 
on the eastern hole, with samici namasi praci dik . . . (TS 5.5.10.1a1). 
Sitting to the north, he makes an oblation on the southern hole, with ojasvini 
namasi daksina dik . . . (a2). Sitting to the east, he makes an oblation on 
the western hole, with praci namasi pratici dik . . . (a3). Sitting to the south, 
he makes an oblation on the northern hole, with avasthava namasy udici 
dik . . . (a4). Then he goes back around by the same route, and makes two 
oblations on the same spot where he made the first oblation, with adhipatni 
namasi . . . (a5) and v as ini namasi . . . (a6).139 

Then he dismounts from the altar and has (the yajamana) worship the 
Agni altar with samans. (The yajamana) worships with the Gayatra (saman) 
in the east, (he worships) the juncture of the southern wing and the body 
with the Heart of Agni (saman) (agner hrdaya), the southern wing with the 
Rathamtara (saman), the southern hip with the Varavantlya (saman), the 
tail with the Rtusthayajnayajniya (saman), the northern hip with the Syaita, 

139 Six mantras are condensed in TS 5.5.10.1a. The phrase raksita yas ca . . .jambhe 
dadhami of a1 and a6 is part of a2-a5 as well. 
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143 See below, p. 595. 
144 According to the commentaries, it has a round rim and no point. 
145 This is the upavasatha day of the Soma sacrifice; seeC-H, nos. 72-73; SK.II.ES, 
p. 243. 

the northern wing with the Brhat (saman), the juncture of the northern wing 
and the body with the Heart of Prajapati (saman) (prajapater hrdaya), and 
the center with the Vamadevya (saman).140 

Then (the adhvaryu) says, “Hota, praise Agni with the Uktha of Agni 
{agner uktha). If the hota does not desire the fruits of the rite for himself,141 
the yajamana himself scatters blades of dry grass behind the tail, sits down 
on them, and praises Agni once or thrice with the Uktha of Agni: pita mata- 
risva . . . (TS 5.6.8.6/z). Then (the adhvaryu) has him (scil., the yajamana) 
recite the milking (doha) of the chant and the recitation (which have just 
been performed); isto yajno bhrgubhih . . .. (g).f142 

Then he performs the afternoon Pravargya and Upasad. Just this much 
ritual work is done on this day. They pass the night. 

Then, on the very same eleventh day he prepares the following materials I0 50 
for the twelfth day: an offering spoon of udumbara wood, a bucket of 
udumbara wood, a ladle of udumbara wood for sprinkling (praseka)m, a 
vitasti ladle144 of udumbara wood with five spoonsful of clarified butter in 
it, (a ladle) of udumbara wood full of curds, three kindling sticks of udum¬ 
bara wood, three of various woods (scil., udumbara, vikankata, and saml), 
a faggot of various woods, curds mixed with honey, a handful (of darbha 
grass), a bunch of avaka plants, a spotted stone, clarified butter for sprin¬ 
kling, the “second hota” (i.e., the maitravaruna) as the reciter of the Aprati- 
ratha hymn, two or three pots of melted and purified clarified butter, grains 
of rice for the rice porridge (cooked) for brahmins (brahmaudana), a mixture 
of all kinds of grains, the hide of a red bull, the milk of a black cow that 
has a white calf, a chariot for the casala oblation, and chips of wood for 

enclosing the fire. 
Then, on the twelfth day, after the sun has risen, he performs the 

(morning) Pravargya and Upasad.145 Then he steps out (of the Old Hall) 
and gives the following order: “Subrahmanya, recite the Subrahmanya 
chant. Give the sacrificer the vrata milk consisting of half of the milk from 

one teat.” 

140 Cf. Parpola, Latyayana & Drahyayana, pp. 85-89. See Volume I, pages 538-540, and 
this volume, pages 709-710. 
141 I. e., if the Agnicayana is not part of a sattra. 
142 The following prescriptions are included in the Pravargya section: “He stands and 
worships the completed Agni altar with the samans. And then, after it has been praised 
with the uktha, he touches it with the section beginning agnir asi vaisvanaro 'si . . 
(TA 4.19.1), while standing at the edge of the northern hip. At this point (the yajamana) 
gives the adhvaryu the daksina of the Agnicayana proper consisting of a hundred (cows) 
or a thousand or as many as there are bricks” (BSS 9.17:292.6-9). 
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** I [ \* HL#, ! ] 

*«$ifa}nfqfq qpi^wqqqjqirq 

q^ffaqisj qijfqq 

q^JafttN 3JT^1T- 

qfq qs qf?q^; qs 

qfaSjqtjq ^qtlTfT ^fT q^fq^<U Wlfafft" * 

qqtfq1 ^rjq> qrq ^ %®rr q: ^rt w w- 

^rqfa: «j? f%% ^iftfq 1 fqffWT qro m %qi qt 

^fw Tzqi TW'riTq qiifW fq% wftfq 1 

qf^qft qm W Ttat q: q^T ff?l tj^JT^lfHt 

sq^: f%% SjftSR^Tqiq't qTq ^ Tfat q OTfTHW '• nI i 

*fq ^fqqq qnffo <rq^: 1%% ^ftm^qq qqq- 

%ai qqq srorjHffaif q^tajfqqqefl qra m *raT 

qTq ’iajqr? qfffH^Tqfcqqfici ftqsqqi $fqfq 1 q* 

q fHRiqqi qRjtfq 1 qnftf^qqfqfqBqjq q^f^qT^n? 

^T qgfqqqprfafq 3 ^qi ^qTqf q* ^T ^«lfv t* 

^qqqiqfqjfq || ^o n 

qiwjf ^qfrqpqf ^fqqmqqwit q^rqTHq^q^1 

S^qftqncqqfaftfq m^qRreqqqqrWT^qr qfq^ng 

titmz qqif^qirq^qjTq^TffqitHif qwiqqgft jtot- 

ajsftqfqqfifci qnqqiq ^q^qjmnjqiifttfaT- *• 

The subrahmanya priest recites the Subrahmanya chant. (They) give (the 
sacrificer) the vrata milk consisting of half of the milk from one teat.146 

Then (the adhvaryu) takes the five spoonsful of clarified butter (in the 
vitasti ladle), the curds mixed with honey, the handful (of darbha grass), 
and the bunch of avaka plants. Having collected these he mounts (the altar) 
and pours the five spoonsful of clarified butter diagonally over the naturally 
perforated stone, with nrsade vat . . . (TS 4.6.1.3n).* Ladling out the curds 
mixed with honey with the same (vitasti) ladle, he offers oblations to the 
Gandharvas (gandharvahuti). Sitting to the west (of the naturally perforated 
stone), he makes an oblation on the eastern hole, with hetayo nama stha . . . 
(TS 5.5.10.3c1). Sitting to the north, he makes an oblation on the southern 
hole, with nilimpd nama stha . . . (c2). Sitting to the east, he makes an 
oblation on the western hole, with vajrino nama stha . . . (c3). Sitting to 
the south, he makes an oblation on the northern hole, with avasthdvano 

nama stha . . . (c4). Then he goes (back around) the same way he had 
come and makes two oblations on the same spot where he first made an 
oblation, with adhipatayo nama stha . . . (c5), and kravya nama stha . . . 

(c6).147 

Then he says, “Pratiprasthata, make this Agni altar speckled like a 
tortoise.” He (scil., the pratiprasthata) makes it speckled like a tortoise. He 
does not step on it where it has not yet been sprinkled. Then he takes the 
handful of darbha grass and sprinkles (the altar) in the east with the curds 
mixed with honey, with two mantras: ye deva devandm . . . (TS 4.6.1.4o) 
and ye deva devesu adhi devatvam . . . (p); (he does the same) in the south 
with the same two (mantras), in the west with the same two, and in the 
north with the same two. There is a Brahmana passage which says, He 10.51 

sprinkles (the Agni altar) as he proceeds around it in order” (TS 5.4.5.3). 
Then he covers it with the bunch of avaka plants, appoints a guard (for it), 
dismounts from (the altar), and performs the afternoon Pravargya and 

Upasad. 
Then he steps out (of the Old Hall) and gives the following order, 

“Subrahmanya, recite the Subrahmanya chant; agnldh, pour out (the 
oblation materials for) (Agni) Vaisvanara and the Maruts; pratiprasthata, 

“6 C-H, no. 74; SK. II. ES, p. 243. 
147 Six mantras are condensed in TS 5.5.10.3c. The phrase vatanamam tebhyo yo namalt 

dadhami is common to all of them. 
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[ \ 8 I ] I 

qrqTWfaqq qf?n?^Tn: qqwNtnqr wfe q^T- 

*^tg 1% s<?H qqnfaw qqrcigqT- 

’SlfWlf^ I WIT TT^UWiqm qqqiqiqiTqq 

t'qrqqai ^ fqqrTwtw^ *§rfq ?3ffar?q- 

sftqpw sftfqqsj^ar qqr^t%q 

gfq^rrt Tfa ^ftaiV Ja'Cfarqqqfa 

qq l^q^qrrfs? qftfq1 q w fqqT ^qqifq 

aj^ai fqwif ^jafsjs ^q ^ wftam 

Jzft?qT a^q: fqfter^aj fqj^^fqwT qvWH 

wftfq ‘ wq qiqq ^^ftqfq ^VT- 

atfa wr^qq fhqr qfaq qT^qraj^q- 

^airf J^rt «rfw mt qfq^q qmiHiT- 

^rtTbr qqrqqfafTtqqqq't: qf^qf^q tot«t- 

M ^q qqqm^TU^ q^qqrqrqT^q^jf^qH^qr^qqf^ 

' qffiqqq qq 

qtmqfqrqw^: fimFi qf?t1 qa# qq#tf?r qi^qj- 

q{q?t^q wfjRKq^ lfqjWq*T«pftqj qj?: 3^f- 

fhqrt qrqr^w qran^faq^ aiq»wqf^- 

^ «qr ^qT Tfq1 qf^icflffr 

150 Van Buitenen, pp. 124-134; SK.II.ES, pp. 245-252. 
151 For this and the following sutras on the agnipranayana, see C-H, no. 79; SK.II.ES, 
p. 266; Schwab, nos. 23-26; SK.I.ES, pp. 788-790. 
152 This sand is put in a pan for carrying the fire. 

put the Pravargya (implements) down together for disposal according to 
the Pravargya procedure.”148 They divide (the earth from) the footprint (of 
the Soma cow) into three parts. (The adhvaryu) puts one third onto the 
hearth of the domestic fire, one third onto the supporting sand (for carrying 
forth the fire), and puts one third away (for anointing the havirdhana cart).149 
Then, after he has disposed of the Pravargya (implements) according to the 
Pravargya procedure,150 he puts (the cake to be cooked on) twelve potsherds 
for (Agni) Vaisvanara and the (seven cakes to be cooked on) seven potsherds 
for the Maruts on the fire.* 

Then he melts clarified butter on the (old) domestic fire, purifies it, 
takes four spoonsful of it into the ladle, and offers the anikavat oblation (to 
Agni) in the (old) offering fire.* He runs through the mantra agnis tigmena 
socisa . . . (TS 4.6.1.5r), then makes the oblation with saina ‘nlkena suvida- 
tro asme . . . (s). He takes four more spoonsful of clarified butter and 
offers the oblations to ViSvakarman in the same offering fire. He runs 
through (the seven mantras starting) ya ima visva bhuvanani juhvat . . . 
(TS 4.6.2.la-g), then makes the oblation with visvakarma hy ajcmista de- 
vah . . . (h). He takes another four spoonsful of clarified butter, runs 
through (the seven mantras starting) caksusali pita . . . (i-p), then makes 
the oblation, with vMvakarman havisa vardhanena . . . (q). There is a 
Brahmana passage that says, “He makes oblations separately with the 
two hymns (i.e., TS 4.6.2.1a-3h and 4i-6q), he puts the strength of the 
two hymns (into the yajamana) separately” (TS 5.4.5.5.). 

Then he puts the three kindling sticks of udumbara wood (onto the 
offering fire) with ud enam uttaram naya . . . (TS 4.6.3.1a), udenamuttaram 
kridhi . . . (b), and yasya kurmo havir grhe . . .(c). Then he puts the 
faggot to be carried forward (to the Agni altar) (onto the offering fire).151 
They arrange the supporting sand from the catvala pit.152 Then he gives the 
command (to the hota): “Recite the verses for the fire being brought 
forward. Agnidh, join (the footsteps of the hota) together with a single 
(line) drawn by the wooden sword. Let the second hota recite the Apratiratha 
hymn. The second hota begins to recite the Apratiratha hymn; ahuh si- 
hanah . . . (TS 4.6.4. la-k). There is a Brahmana passage that says, “It 
has ten verses” (TS 5.4.6.4). Then, together with this fire (i.e., the faggot lit 
on the old offering fire) he takes the spotted stone, the clarified butter for 
sprinkling, (the ladle) of udumbara wood full of curds, the three kindling 
sticks of various kinds of wood, the fuel of various kinds of wood, and the 
chips of wood for enclosing the fire. Then he lifts up this one (scil., the 
burning faggot), with ud u tva vi&ve devah . . . (TS 4.6.3.Id—2i). There is 

14» C-H, no. 77; SK.II.ES, p. 243. 
149 C-H, no. 31, p. 40; SK.II.ES, pp. 128, 245. 
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^ I [ \o I I ] 

RTUR! ' riref % 

qftfi ifaRSJH ifa^rfrJ fw*! hR f^TR 

ffa ilHlWW f%^T 

II ^ II * 

rrr^t HT^Tfpq^^r *w- 

WR: tRsfaiff^Rm: RTf^fn ^f%»m •suf^nw 

fllfl: ’R^TrRTf’tRfif R^UfTTSI^T RT*?ft *1^^- 

TR: qrf^arm^ sw^nr- N> 

RTfalfgRfKBT^^ R^Ttwf^S^f^f <• 

Rlffa^ Rf^ir Rf? f^*Ri?TO*f*rcT *ITRi^ ?1W 

W Rf% RWt 

^mrfiiRi R^RHR^jR*f?m 

«W3*5TRT ^TtffT 1 RR?tRT%fR HT>S^RTW*?^T$ 

R^TifH R^RjRmrsipR RfaBTR*if?r ir^t u 

sf% *nicUTf%fR1 *T^Rrot*r 

fR^lSfdRTR «W?5 

rrur^r wntroi rr *rejRf?f 

fdT ^ITMT RT^fi RRrJ R^TR^T *?1T ®l«l?5 R^T" 

a^rsft «rsr Ra<5 RsiranH ^TH^ft fa^^a: R^ar- \« 

RR. *HJRf?T f?K ^T%dRTR4ajlBjRWTft Rf^r* 

RfazSJ RtRfRIRT VRK W RRRRTR 

a Brahmana passage that says “He takes (the fire) with six (verses)” (TS 5.4.6.3). 
Two of those contain the word parigrhya (i.e., T.S. 4.6.3.2f-g; cf. TS 5.4.6.3). 
Then he places the spotted stone in the center of the agnidhra’s place (i.e., the 
agnidhra’s shed) with two mantras: vimana esa divah . . . (TS 4.6.3.3k) and 
uksa samudrah . . . (1). Then he (holds the burning faggot and) goes up to 
the tail (of the Agni altar) with four mantras: indram visva avivrdhan . . . 
(m-p). They hold this fire (there). Then he sprinkles the piled up (Agni altar) 
with clarified butter for sprinkling, with vasavas tva rudraih purastat pantu . . . 
(TS 5.5.9.4 /') in the east, with pitaras tva yamarajanah pitrbhih . . . (/2) in 
the south, with aditycis tva visvair devaih . . . (/3) in the west, with dyutanas tva 
maruto marudbhih . . . (/4) in the north, and with devas tvendrajyesthah . . . 
(/5) on top (i.e., on the naturally perforated stone).* Then he mounts the altar 
with this fire (i.e., the burning faggot), with five mantras: pracim anu pra- 
disam prehi vidvan . . . (TS 4.6.5.1a), kramadhvam agnincl nakam ukhyaih 
. . . (b), prthivya aham ud antariksam aruham . . . (c), suvar yanto nape 
ksante . . . (d), agne prehi prathamo devayatam . . . (e). They place this 
fire (on the Agni altar). Then (the adhvaryu) offers the udumbara (ladle) 
full of curds on the naturally perforated stone. He recites naktosasa . . . 
(f) as an invitatory verse (puro‘nuvakya), and makes the oblation, with agne 
sahasraksa . . . (g). Then he turns around clockwise, and deposits the 
(burning) faggot (on the center of the Agni altar), with suparno ‘si garutman 
. . . (h]-i). There is a Brahmana passage that says, “He deposits (the fire) 
with three mantras” (TS 5.4.7.3).* Then he loosens (the faggot into separate 
sticks), makes the fire strong enough to receive oblations, and offers the 
adhvara oblations (into it), with agnir yajnam nayatu prajanan mainam ya- 
jnahano vidan, devebhyah prabrutad yajnam prapra yajnapatim tira svaha; 
vayur yajnam nayatu prajanan . . . ; suryo yajnam nayatu prajanan . . . ; 
yajno yajnam nayatu prajanan . . . .153 

Then he dismounts (from the altar) and, now that it has a fire, performs 
the second tracing out (of the mahavedi) and makes it level. He fixes the 
wooden sword crosswise (on the mahavedi) and commands (to the agnidhra): 

153 These mantras are not found in the samhita but are used in the agnipranayana of 
the animal sacrifice; see Schwab, no. 26, p. 37; SK.I.ES, p. 790. 
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C \° I «5» I ] I ^ 

®?PIT^|f*n*TO«R 

^r^rf?r n$t tw 

^ 5J ft 4*ft 9R^JT sff? 

* ft 

m\fft fqfH awN^ fwftata ^ 32ft- 

Rpapsi wi sr^Yfff *jh ft ^if *f*w wn fsi^r 

«?*H5W f^wt tsuftf^wi TFhwrcpg1 ^1 

^n^^f^sfhfw^sil^Twr Tf%^ ^ 

v srcuwitam fftB^fft tfoistf 

*ITW^ SBTP^lW^tRlH S4H ^ tqPTO3^q- 

^rsnift 1 

ail^Tfjf ft’Sm q%fft1 ?ro|ft **ft 

^TSfdf»?Kf^^fW W ^TttrT t?^f«^ 

^ ?mh JmT^ 11 ^ 11 

q*jq^nx ^fftftarerrc^lfi; •raj^^Bi' 

wftf?|1 spistff?^ f*re- 

^fa^ajg^ar ^f^rf ssrfqftfH snfter'cifsi^ ^r- 

sarafrr 8Nfter<ra[ ^ajw^ar *ft 

“Set the water for sprinkling down (on the mahavedi). Set the kindling sticks 
and sacrificial grass beside it.”154 Then (the adhvaryu) mounts the altar, 
places the chips of wood around (the fire) to serve as enclosing sticks,* 
smears the faggot of different kinds of wood (with clarified butter), and 
adds it (to the fire) with the exclamation svaha. He puts the three kindling 
sticks of different kinds of wood (into the fire): that of udumbara wood with 
preddho agne dldihi puro nah . . . (TS 4.6.5.4k), that of vikankata with 
vidhema te parame janmann agne . . . (1), that of saml with tain savitur 
varenyasya citram . . . (m). Then he offers two oblations of clarified butter 
with the sruva ladle (sruvahuti), with cittim juhomi . . . (TS 5.5.4.3) and 
agne tarn adya . . . (TS 4.4.4.7w; cf. TS 5.7.4.1a—b).* Then he takes four 
spoonsful of clarified butter into the ladle and offers the ladleful of clarified 
butter, with sapta te agne samidhah sapta jihvah . . . (TS 4.6.5.50).* At 
this point, while offering, he should think mentally about the quarters. There 
is a Brahmana passage that says, “Thus he obtains him (scil., Agni) from 
the quarters. He offers curds first, clarified butter afterward. Thus he gives 
him (scil., the yajamana) the combined powers of fiery energy (tejas) and 
virile power (indriyaY’ (TS 5.4.7.6).* 

Then, standing on the same spot, he asks (the agnidhra) for (the cake 
cooked on) twelve potsherds for (Agni) Vaisvanara and the (seven cakes 
cooked on) seven potsherds for the Maruts. Then he spreads (a spoonful of 
clarified butter in the ladle) and, while he places the entire (cake) for (Agni) 
Vaisvanara (in the ladle), says (to the hota, “Address Agni Vaisvanara. 
He pours (clarified butter over the oblations in the ladle) twice. He steps (to 
the south of the fire), says Om sravaya, (to the agnidhra, who responds 
astu sinus at,) and says (to the hota), “Say the yajya for Agni Vaisvanara. 
When (the hota) exclaims vasat, (the adhvaryu) offers the oblation in the 
center (of the fire).155 Then he makes (five) oblations of clarified butter with 
the sruva ladle on it (scil., the offered cake) with five mantras: suvar na ghar- 

mah svaha . . . (TS 5.7.5.2b). 
Then he offers (the cakes) to the Maruts as darvihomas156 accompanied 

by spreading (a spoonful of clarified butter in the ladle). He runs through 
idrh canyadrh ca . . . (TS 4.6.5.5o) and makes the first oblation with sukra- 
jyotis ca citrajyotis ca . . . (p). He runs through sukrajyotis ca citrajyotis 

ca . . . (p) and makes the (second) oblation with rtajic ca satyajic ca . . . 
(q). He runs through rtajic ca satyajic ca . . . (q) and makes the (third) 
oblation with rtas ca satyas ca . . . (r). He runs through rtas ca satyas: ca 

154 SK.I.ES, p. 790; Hillebrandt, pp. 55f; SK.I.ES, p. 294. 
155 For the procedure of offering, cf. Hillebrandt, pp. 107-110; SK.I.ES, pp. 362f.; 
Volume I, page 47. 
156 SK.I.ES, p. 959. 
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1 [ i,* i <wi i ] 

sgTrqgt 5jftfrr ’* n't sr*a ^iwt 

wpre x??iTfnin 

*rf*ru<^ n *1% 1 

1%?TTng nfamusf «T ^(U^SraifS; ^T^TfS; $f?T 

^vtfH 1 riPifHfft 1 nut™ *■ 

*f3^ST ''* ^ >j ' \5 

1 || I) 

^i*N q%eR»»jTqTnmnf?i ^fwff q^isj 

*Prek%q *P*i1 3K~ 

^ffwq?3T 'aq^PT ^tjwti: wttwto \» 

f*l*if^«iri?tft 1 ^ *rq unrfij qrsftf?r n<n1%q^ 

Wlf^T *3ftq%f?T S^rT qntnkTW U%qmiJT- 

S^T%R!Tf»T^qf«R 

irfWHlfa'i qqf?r 1 ?i nT^wr^fRn:: nr^f^r1 ?t«i- 

^<Tl^ft %^Tf^f?t fllnqiflni^nfq^T^^Jq^ 5)$ t*. 

»rqf?r1 ^%<jftq- 

'ettH qmflqffa ^tfpf qpsr^ri iraq: ’mq nrsit 

■rc qf^ji *f?r ’q^ir ws^faqqiTq ir^qi 

qftfaWn*mfqwTn h^t?t 5mrteT%fH 
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. . . (r), then runs through the group of mantras that is to be studied in the 
wilderness (aranya) (i.e., TA 4.25) and makes the (fourth) oblation. He 
runs through the group of mantras that is to be studied in the wilderness, 
and makes the (fifth) oblation with idrksasa etadrksasa . . . (TS 4.6.5.6s). 
He runs through Idrksasa etadrksasa . . . (s) and makes the (sixth) obla¬ 
tion with mitasas ca sammitasa's ca nah . . . (t). He runs through mitasas 

ca sammitasa's ca nah . . . (t) and makes the (seventh) oblation with 
idrii canyadrh ca . . . (o). (While offering the cakes) he piles them around 
the offering to (Agni) Vaisvanara (in the fire). There is a Brahmana passage 
that says, “He runs through one group (of mantras) and makes the offering 
with another group (of mantras)” (TS 5.4.7.7), (and another that says,) 
“He says o srnvaya out loud for the offering to (Agni) Vaisvanara. He makes 
the offerings to the Maruts in a whisper” (ibid). 

Then he extends the praseka ladle over the fire from south to north or 10.54 

from west to east.* The front part of it is like an offering ladle, as is the mid¬ 
dle part of it. The base is like a Soma goblet. Spreading four spoonsful of 
clarified butter in it* he says, “Carefully pour (clarified butter) continuously. 
I am going to recite the Flow of Wealth (vasordhara).,, When the stream 
reaches the fire he begins agnavisnu sajosasa. (He recites) the whole Flow of 
Wealth up to the end (i.e., TS 4.7.1-11). At this point he throws the praseka 
ladle into the fire.* Then he offers an oblation on it with the remains (of the 
two or three pots of clarified butter used for the Stream of Wealth). He 
cooks a pot of rice porridge for brahmins (brahmaudana) in the leftover 
clarified butter.* Four brahmins eat it.*157 There is a Brahmana passage 
that says, “He (i.e., the yajamana) should give them four cows” (TS 
5.7.3.4). 

Now the mixture of all kinds of grains with curds and clarified butter 
has been mixed beforehand in the udumbara bucket. Spooning it out with 
an udumbara sruva, he (scil., the adhvaryu) makes fourteen sruva oblations 
as the vajaprasavlya oblation, with mjasyemam prasavah susuve agne . . . 
(TS 1.7.10.1a-g) and vajo nah sapta pradisah . . . (TS 4.7.12.1a-2g). He 
saves the remainder (of the mixture) for the unction of the yajamana. Then 
he covers this (scil., the bucket containing the remainder) and puts it away 
some place where he will be able to find it later. Then he offers the milk of 

157 There are various opinions about the identity of these four brahmans; see SK.I. 
ES, p. 16. 
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ijqq^q qqt ^ftajq q^TSHrft qqtcamqT- 

^rl^T^lff ' q?f sf?T q^tH]^*! 

qq> snftfh qT^i qii qqf qr qf ^it: ^q 

vit qq *rt $fq m^fsiajq qi^T*iT^R[iqtqT^t%- 

* qtaqra qrrfqTflifq qqlf?r qgjff sfq q«^T?ux^T»j: 

q^qq’tejfa *u srf% ^rrqr wqsjt sfq wr 

»i<ir: TOjWtaKfH qr qifq quqT^Tfa <^t=#~ 

?rr sufq ^i^fri 1 f% ^?rft 

1 SWS^T^jiqfx^qqT^qTffl ‘ rf^H- 

^ ' || ^ || ^HfT%W II 

qq q^qfqqfq ^f^sftffr1 q^lqfqtrfq qf^ajr- 

^fqfqnqrfaqqffT1 ^qqqfsrfqf^qr^q^qifTr wii 

qqV fqqqsif^icimftftq w q qisifte; qn q \i 

Sjftqfsm 1 ?W ^csf^f^tq nqtf qq qTqftftqiT^ir q 

* *•' qftqnr'GT1 qqq^iitNfr qq uraift* q^qn q 1 nS 

qq jjrqf^q nqrf q qiqqY q^- q qft¥?qir1 qqr- «a 

fftr^ qqtqmatqt*^ q^q qqq<re*!T wqq^qfa 1 
*V ®\ 

qqgajsqiiftq^q q^qiqj^lrf1 ?ra qfqg 

qqqr qf^qr qqrsrcqft qgnw qq^tq^iialq 
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a black cow that has a white calf, with naktosasa . . . (h). 
Then he offers six Holding of the Realm (rastrabhrt) oblations (of clari¬ 

fied butter), which rtasad rtadhama . . . (TS 3.4.7.la-f). He makes five 
oblations on the front of the chariot, with bhuvanasya pate . . . (g-i). Then 
he makes three Light oblations (rue), with yds te ague sarye rucah . . . 
(TS 5.7.6.3 d1), yd vo devah surye rucah . . . (d2) and rucam no dhehi brah- 
manesu . . . (d3). Then he pours clarified butter into a small dish and 
offers the Wind’s Names oblations (vatanamani) by ladling it out with his 
cupped hands, with samudro ’si nabhasvan . . . (TS 4.7.12.3/1-3).* Some 
(ritual authorities) think of the wind while they are offering (these obla¬ 
tions). At this point he puts the chips of wood that have been used as 
enclosing sticks into the fire.* This is the procedure ending with (the throw¬ 
ing into the fire of) the chips of wood. 

Then he measures out (and constructs) the sadas and havirdhana sheds. 
After he has constructed the sadas and havirdhana, he pours down (earth 10.55 

and sand to make) the hearths of the officiating priests used in the Soma 
sacrifice (adhvaradhisniya).158 On top of these he places the hearths for the 
Agnicayana. On the agnidhra’s hearth (he places) one yajus brick, with 
mamagne varco vihavesv astu . . . (TS 4.7.14.1a) and seven Space Fillers.159 

Then (he places) one yajus brick (with b) and eleven Space Fillers on the 
hearth of the hota. Then (he places) one yajus brick and seven Space Fillers 
on each of the other hearths.160 Then (he places) one yajus brick (with h) 
and five Space Fillers on the hearth for cleansing the implements (marja- 

liya).* 
Then he brings forth Agni and Soma.161 After bringing forth Agni 

and Soma he erects the sacrificial stake in accordance with the procedure for 
the sacrificial stake. (The yajamana) leaves the stake after the chip of wood 
(svaru) has been fixed to it. (The adhvaryu) dedicates the animal (i.e., a goat) 
to be offered to Agni and Soma.162 He offers the omentum in the established 
manner, throws the two spits on which the omentum was cooked (vapaSra- 
pant) into the fire,163 and fetches the vasativarl water.164 Then he pours out 

158 C-H, nos. 81-99; SK. II. ES, pp. 280-285. 
159 See above, p. 521, n. 45. 
160 ie> those of the maitravaruna, brahmanacchamsin, pota, nesta, and acchavaka. 
The respective bricks are placed with c-g respectively. 
161 C-H, no. 106; SK.II.ES, pp. 312-316. 
162 C-H, no. 106f; SK.II.ES, p. 333; Schwab, nos. 41-45f.; SK.I.ES, pp. 788-794, 804. 
163 C-H, no. 106f.; SK.II.ES, p. 333; Schwab, nos. 83-84; SK.I.ES, pp. 817-820. 
164 C-H, no. 108; SK.II.ES, p. 342. 
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^ i [vuj,i<i] 

H33<jTtaiir fqlqfH1 isfte- 

mwm T^frrf^f1 wf% snHrsrat% 1 sn*ir 

*nwf*w 1 HHTHrsEirfH wf»n 1 

fl5|wf?r 1%g®t hw«t n 

s«rara5^reff**rfii 1 fs^gr^frr 1 *r 

rUTHTOTOTHirs tffiqfH q%f?r 1 qqg^ snffauV | 
T 'J 

HftrijfHg: hut 33*1- 

«?tfn hhstT HH’rft ^(Ufqg: f^gsR^sri’© hut 

TO aziTf^l || ^ || <• 

HfqfIT <HT HHHTHT^, ^q?II»rfi[H^q[^t*ir^ 

Hiq^t vroftataf^ntt sqsiHT fan: 

H3JTHT H^ft HH ?TqfiT $ 

^ H WHTapjTSm^HfilHTH nvk 

’Hhth «t^?t ’siTfVqanH suq^isqi^ajHsi h«i- <a 

HTHTHrTH- fr^^rT HI^E oft ^T%|% ifft 

1 sffHff s^nni HTuwint ?;i%(?tfl^: totb^h 

w. wtfxfH hth fro** 1 OTt fare% Jfff» 

the (material for) the cake offering of the animal sacrifice (pasupuroda’sa).165 
The eight oblations to the Divine Instigators (devasuvam havlmsi) fol¬ 

low this. These are the ones (prescribed in the section beginning) agnaye 

grhapataye . . . (TS 1.8.10.1a).166 They (scil., the materials for the obla¬ 
tions to the Divine Instigators) are husked separately and cooked separately. 
They are of different kinds of grain.* f (The offering of) the cake of the 
animal sacrifice is accompanied by a command (of the maitravaruna to the 
hota), (but) the offerings of the other oblations are accompanied (only) by 
the commands of the adhvaryu: yaja and anubruhi.167 When he is cutting 
off the portion to be offered from the oblation for Varuna and says, “Address 
Varuna Dharmapati,” he cuts off portions for the offering to Agni Svistakrt 
from the northern part of each of the oblations, and puts them into the upab- 
hrt ladle. He pours clarified butter over them twice. He does not smear (the 
piaces from which the portions have been cut off with clarified butter). He 
steps (to the south of the offering fire),* says o sravaya (asravya) (to the 
agnidhra, who responds astu srausat), and says (to the hota), “Recite the 
offering verse for Varuna Dharmapati.” When (the hota) exclaims vasatl” 

the adhvaryu offers the oblation. There is a Brahmana passage that says, 
“The offering has been made to Varuna and the offering has not yet been 
made to (Agni) Svistakrt. Then the brahman takes his (i.e., the yajamana’s) 
hand” (TB 1.7.4.2). When the offering has been made to Varuna, (and) the 
offering has not yet been made to (Agni) Svistakrt, then the brahman takes 
his hand, with savita tva prasavanam suvatam . . . ; this whole mantra 
ends ye deva devasuvah . . . (TS 1.8.10.16-c).* Then (the adhvaryu) pro¬ 
claims him, who is standing in the place of the yajamana, esa vo ’ml raja (“O 
so-and-so, this is your king”) (cf. TS T8.10.2d1). Thus (the yajamana) be¬ 
comes the best of those (who have been addressed). The others reply somo 
‘smakam brahmananam raja (Soma is the king of us brahmins”) (d2). Then 
the yajamana (who has restrained it since his hand was taken by the brahman) 
releases his speech with bhur bhuvah suvah. He wipes his face, with two mantras: 
prati tyan nama raiyam adhayi . . . (e) and sarve vrata varunasyabhuvan 

. . . (f). He strides the gayatrl Visnu strides, with visnoh kramo ‘si . . . 

w C-H, no. 106g (p. 120); SK.II.ES, p. 345; Schwab, nos. 87, 88, 93; SK.I.ES, pp. 
831-833. 

166 Cf. Heesterman, pp. 69f. 
167 For the procedure of offering, cf. Schwab, nos. 87, 88, 93; SK.I.ES, p. 832; Hille- 
brandt, pp. 107-110; SK.I.ES, pp. 362f.; Volume I, pages 47-49. 
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C V i M> i u 

Rjqm U'Sf JfTrIT 1 TOTCT- 

$f% ftiwt: sRT®?rof% 

f^ftffan^wilwk fannar 1 «r ^spiwT*?- 

g^nuT: sf?r- 

«- ert1 Trepftqroisyr: ^33^*1 ?^rt *ai%1 w 3q«?t3rft: 

<rftTO w*:flr flfiiaftaref^T11| y^ u srer^sj: II 

WriV V3 3^ 1 **rw ^jfi ^rrs: 

^r^*iT^i^sfT ^ sfii *fr*tsr 3«iwf!f ^ 

^ f^f% sgjFflf*if*fW fFi^finSr TiqireqMmMi 

'•° j?t?t^i% stft ^#aj- 

1 *: 1 nf%^ 1 

*W J75f^ 1 W?TT*T ^f^5n^T^rf%»f ^ wftlNiT- 

^jt 1 qq^iipfon^fTr- 

^"I^Wi^WnN 

t* J5TUS( f*f?I?» WTWUSf fjw 

*rr^*r ^stjure^nj*: *Kfaiw£r*«: *nf^ ^<3i- 

fafft 1 ?t*Tt Ufag aRTf^lft^T ire^ HT?!W*!T*l 1 

173 C-H, nos. 112-115; SK.II.ES, pp. 358-361. 
174 C-H, no. 116-120 (-124); SK.II.ES, p. 362-364, 376. 
175 C-H, no, 125 a-1; SK. II. ES, pp. 387-388 
176 C-H, no. 125m; SK.II.ES, pp. 387-388. 
177 C-H, nos. 127-140. 
178 Cf. C-H, no. 141a. 
179 C-H, no. 141c; Schwab, nos. 83-86; SK.I.ES, pp. 817-820 
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g1-3). Then (the adhvaryu) performs the offering to (Agni) Svistakrt.168 He 
does not cut the ida portion from the (porridge offered) to Rudra. This they 
throw deep into the water. The procedure of offering the cakes comes to an 
end with the ida rite.169 The procedure involving the animal sacrifice comes to 
an end with the patnisamyajas.170 But some (ritual authorities) say that it 
comes to an end with the rite concerning the heart spit.171 Then, after (the 
adhvaryu) has carried the vasativarl water around and given directions 
concerning the various milks, they pass the night before the pressing day.172 

Then, therefore, they wake up in the dead of night. The ritual procedure 
is the same (as in the normal Soma sacrifice) up to depositing the sacrificial 
ladles.173 Having deposited the sacrificial ladles he yokes the Agni altar with 
the Yoking formula: the three mantras agnimyunajmi . . . (TS 4.7.13.1a), 
imau te paksau . . . (b), and cid asi samudrayonift . . . (c).* 

Having taken King Soma down, he initiates the Morning Litany (pra- 
taranuvaka).174 When the Morning Litany has been completed, he goes to 
fetch water. He comes back with water.175 He begins the Soma sacrifice 
according to its type (i.e., he performs the kratukarana oblation).*176 
The procedure of the Soma pressing has been established. The draughts of 
Soma are drawn as has been established. The ritual procedure is the same 
(as in the normal Soma sacrifice) up to the drawing of the draught of Soma 
for the Asvins.177 

After he has drawn the draught of Soma for the Asvins, he takes eleven 
cords and approaches the sacrificial stake.* (The yajamana) leaves the stake 
after the chip of wood (svaru) has been fixed to it. (The adhvaryu) dedicates 
eleven sacrificial animals: a (billy goat) with a black neck for Agni, a ewe 
for Sarasvatl, a brown (billy goat) for Soma, a dark one for Pusan, a white 
backed one for Brhaspati, a variegated one for the Visvadevas, a ruddy one 
for Indra, a speckled one for the Maruts, one of mixed colour for Indra and 
Agni, one with black marks on the lower part of its body for Savitr, and a 
castrated one for Varuna.178 After offering the omenta in the established 
manner*179 they crawl forth (to the sadas shed) for the morning pressing. 

168 Schwab, no. 102; SK. I. ES. p 832; Hillebrandt, pp. 117 f; SK. I. ES, p. 365. 
169 C-H, no. 106g (p. 120); SK.II.ES, p. 345; Schwab, no. 103; SK.I.ES, pp. 832- 
833; Hillebrandt, pp. 122f; SK.I.ES, pp. 372-374. 
170 C-H, no. 106g; SK.II.ES, p. 345; Schwab, no. 109; SK.I.ES, p. 847; Hillebrandt, pp. 
151f; SK.I.ES, pp. 407-408. 
171 C-H, no. 106g; SK.II.ES, p. 345; Schwab, no. 112; SK.I.ES, pp. 848-849. 
172 C-H, nos. 109-111; SK.II.ES, p. 351. 
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*** 1 | [ I ^ I ] 

?if^%ir tffrmt1 qqqf^r flpqf^isj 1 q tpr m 

■q wf?r n^nf^qnn* ^?rhf 

si^i ^rf?r 1 ufagt slim:1 

W J3^T 1 q«T5T qjfjf 1 ^if^'JJT'fq 

vm f%f>i^^(ftq^f?T1 €t^f5fr ^KTn^qr ^iw- * 

t^ffr ^%ifiMTqMJ53?i%ft5wt nr^rerq 

«?£ qmff% sj’iftmsi^ ^tit 

gsuTRT^rf^ traTftai qT^q^tqgrncqfttfta- 

^mnf?! 1 35J3WT*! qi^qt^ ^TOJ^ffT^Tl* ^TWlf 

^TqV?I gTWflawfHfq^fff ' tftqrft sf^T- »-• 

fq^mi || II 

«qT qfqq: sf^sffsrfsHiT gqsrt ^thitc 

^nJ^MNlilW qTOFapnfHfq^T#t^ 

<qr qmreNrfalwfa qw^rfafq^r- 

sftfff 1 *«pwi q^Rtuqqwjq^mqTqT^qu^mvl- \«. 

$g«j tN> sg«i srmtirq^Wq *#i: gqfrfa mi 
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It is concluded in a straightforward manner.180 They crawl forth for the mid¬ 
day pressing. When it is noon, he (scil., the yajamana) fills the golden vessel 
with honey. He gazes at it with the solar mantra containing the word citra 
(i.e., TS 1.4.43.1b; cf. 5.7.1.3c). He makes the horse sniff it* and gives it to 
the brahman. The procedure of pressing the Soma has been established. The 
draughts of Soma are drawn in the established manner. The ritual procedure 
is the same (as in the normal Soma sacrifice) up to the libations preceding the 
distribution of the daksinas.181 After offering the daksina oblations, (the 
adhvaryu) offers the three draughts for (Indra) Marutvat.182 They place the 
replenished narasamsa goblets under the prop of the southern havirdhana 
cart until the time of the offering of the draught for Mahendra.183 

Then, just before the unction, he offers (the first) six partha oblations, 
with agnaye svtiha, somaya svdhd . . . (TS 1.8.13.3 h1-6).184 Then he spreads 
the black antelope skin out on the place of the yajamana with its neck to the 
east and the hairy side upward.185 He seats the yajamana on it with his face 
toward the east and surrounds him with a golden and a silver plate (i.e., he 
places the golden plate on his head and the silver plate under him). He 
anoints him with the mixture of all kinds of grains186 from the east to the 
west. He anoints him on the head and makes (the unction fluid) flow down 
to his mouth, with devasya tva savituh prasave . . . (TS 1.7.10.3h).187 After 
(the unction fluid) has been wiped off (the yajamana) in an upward direction, 
they cry out in a chorus, “This so-and-so, the descendent of so-and-so, the 
son of so-and-so, the grandson of so-and-so, the great-grandson of so-and- 
so, has been anointed by the “agnisava” (i.e., the Agnicayana). Then (the 
yajamana) releases his speech with bhur bhuvah suvah. He wipes his face, with 

180 C-H, nos. 142-172. 
181 C-H, nos. 173-191. 
182 C-H, nos. 193-197. 
183 C-H, no. 197. 
184 Heesterman, pp. 65f.; For the second six partha oblations see below. 
185 Cf. Heesterman, pp. 106 and 108. 
186 This material has been saved from the vajaprasaviya oblation; see above p. 595; 
cf. Heesterman, pp. 107-108, 114f. 
187 The mantra is given in condensed form in both the samhita and the sutra. The 
mantra is (1) devasya . . . agnes tva samrajyena bhisincami; (2) devasya . . . indrasya 
tva samrajyena bhisincami-, (3) devasya . . . brhaspates tva samrdjyenabhisincdmi. 
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[ \° i u i ] i ^ 

1 f3P?g 1 1 

|| yc: || 

ststct ^r?r .^T%1rr1 wrrouftit- 

S|^f?r Tfasj ^NTSTTfw^ ^tl^aj^T 

' H^X 1 H9qf5?T <???NS4*rT*I 1 Rl%^Tf^«I- 

»ainfrr1 s*n*i 

^ ' ?t«rt «TTiflT *IHIT 

•^FIT «!TSir 3T<Ufwro*IT *IT*IT 3*1*1*11: **T*f 3*- 

Slf*: **T*R f^WTWPWT^tST **TT*f|- f^lft ' 

'• *n>TT ‘ **TT* *wf eTSTTUfsprcf' ^fhlT- 

*TJT*lT|**T *fhl WITJH3* WapIlfiWfWgllflT 

W m UT m f***5^ fW'fif?! ^THUVC 1 

**T* *i*if 1 *sft: **r3*j m^ar w- 

flirqr?qi^tX^Tf% *f*ig«j3!£f* S<3T ^TTTlW^*- 

f?[^W»R»a^i^1^r ^flfn *gj(T* 33*1*1 

t%Wlf qrj^ **l Tf* ' Jlfaff S3*PI ‘ 
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two mantras.188 He strides the gayatrl Visnu strides, f Then, immediately 
after the unction, (the adhvaryu) offers six partha oblations, with 
indraya svaha ghosaya svaha . . . (TS 1.8.13.3 h7-12).189 He offers twelve 10.59 

oblations “to remove the beings” (bhutanam avestayah) with prthivyai 

svahantariksaya svaha . . . (i). The midday pressing is concluded in a 
straight-forward fashion.190 

They crawl forth for the third pressing. He deals with the draught for 
the Adityas in the established manner and draws the agrayana draught. The 
ritual procedure is the same (as in the normal Soma sacrifice) up to the 
Pavamana chant. Having performed the Pavamana chant he continues the 
sacrifice of the (eleven) animals at his own place.191 The manota offerings, 
the offerings to the principal deities, the touching (of the cut out portions 
of the animals), and the offerings of the gravy (vasahoma) are performed 
separately for each of them. The offering to Vanaspati, the offering to (Agni) 
Svistakrt, including the command (given by the maitravaruna to the hota,) 
the invocation of the ida, and the offering to the quarters are performed once 
in common for all of them.192 Some (ritual authorities) say that the offering 
to the quarters is performed separately (for each of the animals).*f 

The ritual procedure is the same (as in the normal Soma sacrifice) up 
to the Yajnayajniya chant.193 During the Yajnayajniya chant, when one (the 
last) verse has not yet been sung, (the adhvaryu) touches the Agni altar, 
with two mantras: names te astu ma ma hiihslh . . . (TS 4.7.13.2d) and 
udno dattodadhim bhintta . . . (e). The ritual procedure is the same (as in 
the normal Soma sacrifice) up to the patnisamyaja oblations.194 After he 
has offered the patnisamyaja oblations, he goes to the east, fills the dhruva 
ladle (with clarified butter) and offers the samistayajus oblations of the nor¬ 
mal Soma sacrifice. Then he offers an additional ten (samistayajus) obla¬ 
tions of the agnicayana with jW akutat samasusrot . . . (TS 5.7.7.la-3k).* 
The ritual procedure is the same (as in the normal Soma sacrifice) up to the 
avabhrtha (isti).195 Then, in the avabhrtha (isti) he offers a second ava¬ 
bhrtha oblation with samudraya vayunaya . .. (TS 4.6.2.6r).196 The procedure 
of the avabhrtha has been established. 

After he has performed the concluding offering (udayanlya-isti), 

188 Probably TS 1.8.10.2e-f, the same ones used in 10.56; see above, p. 599. 
189 See Heesterman, pp. 65f. 
190 C-H, nos. 198-215. 
191 See C-H, nos. 216-226. 
192 Cf. Schwab, nos. 94-103; SK.I.ES, pp. 834-837. 
193 C-H, nos. 227-24lc. 
194 C-H, nos. 241o-252. 
19s C-H, nos. 253-254d. 
196 Cf. C-H, no. 254d. 
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i [ v 11*5. i ] 

»rafH ' qsft: *ir$m 

(X, ^ ^ 

§ $u*i: gftaT s^w1irfSwfrre?T ^ri *R- «. 

wft^wttaw 1 w ^1w- 

1 ^ ^sfft 1 w ^tarror 

W?t ' ^tSR- 3f «?fa*T ' 5f Tn)tW£*j 

«iT^f ?! ^wl 1 mfii ptm Krm^mwlv- 

f^fyr wfcjf^ ^T^mwW^Twnai?m tfrt \» 

*r$m ' II \(£. II || 

h zfb ^wfj: im ii 

he dedicates a barren cow (vasa) to Mitra and Varuna.197 Curdled milk solids 
(amiksa) for Mitra and Varuna are to be divided and offered along with 
it.* They perform the whole concluding part of the animal sacrifice. 

Then he melts clarified butter over the domestic fire, purifies it, takes 
four spoonsful into a ladle, and offers the ladleful for the unyoking (vimoka) 
of the Agni altar, with imam stanam urjasvantam dhayapam . . . (TS 5.5. 
10.6e). Then (the yajamana) stands next to it and recites ye ‘gnayah. purisyah 
. . . (TS 5.5.7.4-5). Then he stands next to it and recites the nine succes¬ 
sive Obtainment (Spti) mantras: apatn tvagne manasa . . . (TS 5.5.7.5). 
Then (the adhvaryu) performs the Departure offering (udavasaniya-isti).m 

Then he offers oblations to the minor female deities (devikdhavimsi).*199 
Then he performs the Traidhataviya offering.200 Then he performs the 
SautramanI sacrifice.201 

For a year (after performing the Agnicayana) (the yajamana) does not 
descend (from his seat or chariot) to honor anyone.202 He does not eat the 
flesh of the head (i.e., brain), nor the flesh of birds.203 After he has piled up 
the Agni altar he should not approach a dark woman (i.e., a Sudra) for 
sexual intercourse.204 One who has piled up the Agni altar should not run 
when it is raining, but if he happens to run, he should turn back. There is a 
Brahmana passage that says, “Thus indeed he turns back toward food” 
(TS 5.4.9.2).f 

THUS ENDS THE TENTH TOPIC 

19? C-H, nos. 255-256. 
19« C-H, no. 259. 
199 C-H no. 257. 
200 Caland, Wiinschopfer, no. 178; SK.I.ES, p. 586f. 
201 SK. I. ES, pp. 899-943. 
202 TS 5.5.4.2-3. 
203 Cf. TS 5.7.6.1.a. 
204 Cf. TS 5.7.6.4.e. 
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II. 1. 20. 

II. 2. 6. 

II. 1. 9. 

II. 1. L 3jniqTOT»i: II 
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" '3'fnc ' ii 

II. 1. 20. Tffi II ^ " ^»?HT- 

1IT€tf%; ' II 

II. 2. 6. »TtHT^5IT^r II 5|^^T- 

' II 

II. 1. 9. ?frl II 

^ fq^>5ITqf 
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^?Ilf^f?T ' II 

II. 3. 6. ?g5l5f II ’qwqn: q^^liqq " ’^qqfrl 

iiT€tf%: ' II 

II. 3.10. ■5t^?:q^q^TT?;i?^5»l ll q^qiq- 

u "*^iq^?qiqq UT^tf^: ‘ II 

II. 3.14. fq^niqiii: 'f’cq' Tf^ n i 

^%jTqq: 

^fni: qr^qf^(5j^q»l5qq:'ll 
'* II 

II. 4.8, Tf^ II ^ ’Sirs 

^q^q ^Tf^fq ii 

II. 3. 6. 

II. 3. 10 

II. 3. 14. 
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DVAIDHA SUTRAS 

BaudhSyana Srautasutra 22.1-22.12 

Now WE SHALL explain the procedure for the Agnicayana. 
As for making the mound: BaudhEyana says that one should make 

(it) to the northeast (of the §ala); i^aliki says to the north (of the §ala). 
As for offering the oblations for Savitr: (the view expressed in) the sutra 

is Baudhayana’s. Saliki says that one should offer (another) oblation of four 
spoonsful (of clarified butter) with (the mantra containing a reference to) 
“prosperity” (samrddhi) (TS 4.1.1.3i). 

As for taking the rein for the donkey: Baudhayana says that one 
should take it with a mantra; Saliki says that (one should take it) without 

any mantra. 
As for depositing an anthill (and) seating a vai§ya: (the view expressed 

in) the sutra is ^aliki’s. Baudhayana says on this point that one should 
deposit an anthill; one should not seat a vaiSya. One should go where the 
(clay) pit is (and) answer the person who questions (one) there. 

As for digging: Baudhayana says that one should dig at the end of each 
half mantra; l^aliki says at the end of each mantra. 

“He covers (the antelope skin) with a lotus leaf with its stalk up”*: 
(the view expressed in) the shtra is Baudhayana’s. Saliki says that he should 
cover (it) with (a lotus leaf) in the way in which it grows (i.e., with its stalk 

down). 
As for taking the lumps of clay: (the view expressed in) the sfltra is Sa- 

liki’s. Baudhayana says on this point that one should take (clay) four times, 
using all the mantras each time. Aupamanyava says that one should take 
(it) with the gayatri verses and set it down with the tristubh verses. 

As for making the horse go in front: (the view expressed in) the sutra 
is Saliki’s. Baudhayana says on this point that one should make the horse go 
in front without any mantra; this entire mantra (i.e., TS 4.1.4.3h-k3) should 

be for the donkey. 

p.485,1.19 

p.487. 1-5 

p.487, 1.11 

p.487, 1.16 

p.489, l.io 

p.489, /.14 

p.489, 1.20 

p.491, 1.6 

1 This detail is not mentioned in the main sutra text. 
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As for gazing at the sky and earth; Baudhayana says that one should p49i. iio 
gaze at both six times. Saliki says only three times. Aupamanyava says 
that one should mutter this mantra while gazing at the eastern horizon. 

“They throw the two reins down into the water; or they sprinkle them p.491, /■19 

with water and keep them”: the former alternative is Baudhayana’s, the lat¬ 

ter is that of Saliki. 
As for making the ukhas: Baudhayana says that one should also make a p-495. 13 

foot-long brick called invincible (asS^hn) from this (same clay), which has 
been consecrated by formulae, and that one should take a small amount 
(of the consecrated clay) and mix it with the clay for the bricks. Thus one’s 
whole Agni altar becomes consecrated by formulae. Saliki says that one 
should make only one ukha to the accompaniment of mantras; one should 
make the other two without mantras. 

As for the repetition in case all (of the ukhas) are broken: Baudhayana p.499.1,2 

says that one should repeat the ritual actions and mantras including the ob¬ 
lation to Savitr; Saliki says that (one should repeat everything) except the 
oblation to Savitr. 

“Then he takes twenty-one lumps of stallion dung, a hoe, fire, and fuel”: p.495. i-s 
(the view expressed in) the sutra is Baudhayana’s. Saliki says that one may 
take the dung of any kind of horse. 

As for fumigating the ukhas: (the view expressed in) the sutra is Bau- p.495. /-s 
dhayana’s. Saliki says that one should fumigate with an unlimited number of 
mantras(i.e., with any number of mantras taken from TS 4.1.6.1a). 
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As for placing the ukhas: (the view expressed in) the stitrais Baudha- p495, /.i? 
yana’s. Saliki says that one should place only one ukha with a mantra, the 
other two silently. 

“He arranges them towards the east or towards the north”: the former p.495, /,i8 

altern a tive is Baudhayana’s, the latter that of Saliki. 
As for the firing; Baudhayana says that one should bake the following p-497, i-s 

things (on the fire taken) from the domestic fire: ukhas. Bull bricks. Circle 
bricks, (cooked rice oblation) for Brhaspati, mahavira pot, and Space Filler 
bricks (lokamprtia), and that one should bake the other things on (the fire 
taken from) the village fire (i.e., from the kitchen hearth). Saliki says that one 
should fire anything that is called a “brick” with the village fire. (One should 
cook) anything called an “oblation” (on the fire taken) from the domestic 
fire. 

As for the preparation of the heads of the sacrificial victims: Baudha- p.499, /.lo 
yana says that they should be either real or made of clay. Saliki says that 
they should be real ones only. Aupamanyava says that they should be made 
of gold. Aupamanyaviputra says that he should recite these mantras over 
the head of the goat offered to Vayu. 

“He draws the parna branch around it three times, counter clockwise.” p.501, /.n 

(The view expressed in) the sutra is Baudhayana’s. l^aliki says that one should 
go around (the human head) chanting the Yama stanzas (TA 6.5.3b-d) 
immediately after scattering the beans around it. 

As for the aghara oblation: Baudhayana says that one should offer P503, /,i5 

the aghara with both mantras.^ Saliki says that one should offer this aghara 
with hiranyagarbhah . . . (TS 4.1.8.3n) alone. 

As for offering the diksahutis of the normal Soma sacrifice in the case p.507, /.19 

of one who has not performed the first Soma sacrifice: Budhayana says that 
one should perform the diksahutis proper to the Agnicayana after one has 
performed the diksahutis of the normal Soma sacrifice; Saliki says that (one 
should perform the diksahutis) proper to the Agnicayana alone. 

As for the periods of initiation for obtaining brilliance (vairajldiksa) p-sos, 1.24 

2 I.e., TS 1.1.12.1i-2m, which is used in the paradigm of the rite, as well asTS 4.1.8.3n. 
3 The expression vairaji diksa does not occur in the main sutras. It probably refers 
to TS 5.6.7, which gives the following options regarding the length of the period of 
consecration: three days, six days, ten days, twelve days, thirteen days, fifteen days, 
seventeen days, twenty-four days, thirty days, one month, four months, twelve months. 
Any period of one month or less may be considered a period of vairaji diksa. 
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Baudhayana says that one who is going to perform a Soma sacrifice in which the 
pressing days last for less than a year should not observe the vairaji diksa. One 
who is going to perform a Soma sacrifice in which the pressing days last for a 
year may observe the vairaji diksas. Or, having maintained (the fire in the ukha) 
for a year, one may perform (the Agnicayana) as a sacrifice in which the Soma 
is pressed for one day. Saliki, however, says that the Agnicayana should be 
performed only as a sacrifice in which the Soma is pressed for one day. 

As for adding (fire) to attain a special wish: Baudhayana says that one p.509, i-n 

should add (the fire) for the attainment of a special wish after the (fire) is 
born (in the ukha); Saliki says before. 

As for adding the (five) kindling sticks of udumbara: (the view p.jn, 7,3 
expressed in) the sutra is Saliki’s. Baudhayana says on this point that one 
should add only one kindling sick with the five verses (TS 4.1.10.1a-2e). 
This itself is the “Raksas Slaying.” (Thus the action prescribed in the next 
sutra of the main text is not necessary according to Baudhayana.) 

As for offering a kindling stick for Annapati: (the view expressed in) the p.513,1.24 

sutra is Saliki’s. On this point Baudhayana says that one should add a kindl- 
ling stick for Annapati, one to make the fire flare up, and one for Vi?nu.4 

As for the coincidence of the Vatsapra song and the Visnu strides: p.515, /.e 
Baudhayana says that he should make them coincide (i.e., he should per¬ 
form them both) every day. Saliki says that (he should make them coin¬ 
cide) on the first and last day (of the period of consecration). 

As for the performance of an expiation in case the fire in the ukha has 

4 According to the commentary of Vasudevadiksita, Baudhayana’s opinion implies 
that the adding of a kindling stick for Visnu is accompanied by the mantra TS 5.7.2.2.C 
and that this act replaces that of making the ukha fire flare up with the same mantra. 
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® This sutra is not recorded in the Agnicayana section, but there is a similar sutra in the 
Agnistoma section at BSS 6.9: “Now if he comes to water which he cannot go around, 
he should murmur devir apo apam napat . , . (TS 1.2.3.3k-l). He either enters (it) or 
crosses it (in a boat)” (cf. C-H, no. 24, p. 27 11. 8f.; SK.ES, II, p, 101). 
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gone out: Baudhayana says that one should heat (the ukha), entrust (it to 
Mitra) and make the arka oblations.® Then one should perform the other 
ritual procedures without mantras. On this point l^aliki says that one should 
heat and entrust (the ukha) and make the arka oblations, but should not 
perform other ritual procedures. 

As for setting out: Baudhayana says that one should set out with both p.515.1-22 

(mantras): that of the Soma sacrifice (TS 1.2.3.3m-n^) and that of the Agni¬ 
cayana (TS 4.2.3.1c). Saliki says that (one should set out) with that of the 

Agnicayana only. 
(As for the sutra) “Now if he comes to water which one cannot go p-5I7, i-h 

around (i.e., a river without a bridge)”:® (the view expressed in) the sUtra is 
Saliki’s. On this point Baudhayana says that whenever one comes to water 
which one cannot go around, one should put the ash in the water, but not 
remove its embryo (i.e., one should not remove the burning coals). (Instead) 
one takes a small amount (of ash) and puts it back (into the ukha), with 
prasadya bhasmand yonim . . . (TS 4.2.3.3i). Then one has the rest (of the 
ash) put into dishes or platters. 

As for (formally) occupying the sacrificial site: Baudhayana says that p.517,1,21 

one should occupy it with both mantras, the one for the Sorna sacrifice (i.e., 
TS 1.2.3.3o) and the one for the Agnicayana (TS 4.2.4.1a); Saliki says with 
the one for the Agnicayana alone. 

As for pouring out the collected materials: (the view expressed in) the p.sig, 1.2$ 

sutra is Saliki’s. Baudhayana says on this point that one should pour out 
both the ash and the saline soil with mantras, but the other two materials 

without a mantra. 
As for (piling up) the (altar for the new) domestic fire: (the view p.521, / zs 

expressed in) the sutra is ^aliki’s. On this point Baudhayana says that the 
taking of the fire (into oneself), the Self-Piling, the touching of the white 
and black horses, the mounting and dismounting of the altar, should all 
be performed without mantras. 

5 If the ukha fire is extinguished, one puts the ash into water. Then one smears the ukha pot 
with horse dung, heats it again, and entrusts (it to Mitra). Having made it fit for the 
offerings, one makes oblations in it by means of the sruva ladle with the mantra “Beauti¬ 
ful heating cauldron (gharma), svaha; beautiful ray (arka), svahd” (TS 5.7.5b). One puts 
two arka kindling sticks (into the ukha) with two mantras containing the word “sun” 
(arka). One continues the ritual procedure from (adding) the munja wad up to making 
the yajamana recite a mantra on the antelope skin. Now if the stool for the ukha, the 
sling, or the fire hall is burnt, one puts kindling sticks (into the ukha fire) with the Vais- 
vanara mantra consisting of eight verses (TS 1.5.11.la-h) (BSS 29.6:376.10-377.8 
extracts). 
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As for the (Brahmana passage) that one who is piling an Agni altar 
for the first time should pile one thousand (bricks)’ and five layers:® Bau- 
dhayana says that after completing these,^ one who is piling for the fourth 
time and more should repeat the knee-high and five-layered (Agni altar). 
On this point Saliki says that after completing these, one who is piling for 
the fourth time or more should repeat the neck-high and single-layered 

(Agni altar). 
As for the coincidence of the Vatsapra song or the Visnu strides (with p-52i. /-so 

the upavasatha day, i.e., the day before the ritual purchase of Soma): Bau- 
dhayana says that if the Vatsapra song falls on the upavasatha day one 
should worship with the Vatsapra song and then pour down (the two fires) 
together. But if the Visnu strides fall on the upavasatha day one should 
stride the Visnu strides, worship with the Vatsapra song, and then proceed 
to pour down the fires together. On this point Saliki says that if the Vatsa¬ 
pra song falls on the upavasatha day one should worship with the Vatsapra 
song, (and) pour down the fires together on the next day. But if the Visnu 
strides fall on the upavasatha day, one should stride the Visnu strides, wor¬ 
ship with the Vatsapra song, and then proceed to pour down the fires toge¬ 

ther on the next day. 
“Looking aside he throws drops of curds into it, with ‘I give your heat p.523, 1,5 

to so-and-so’ or without a mantra.” The former alternative is Baudhayana’s, 

the latter Saliki’s. 
“Then he fills it with sand, covers the top with curds (and places it in p.523, 1.6 

the northern part of the §ala).” The (view expressed in) the sutra is Bau¬ 
dhayana’s. Saliki says that one fills it with sand alone and places it in the nor¬ 

thern part of the §ala. 

’ “One piling for the first time should pile a thousand. . . . One piling for the second 
time should pile two thousand. . . . One piling for the third time should pile three 
thousand. . . . One piling for the first time should pile as high as the knee. . . . 
One piling for the second time should pile as high as the navel. . . . One piling for 
the third time should pile as high as the neck” (TS 5.6.8.2). 
8 “One piling for the first time should pile a five-layered (Agni altar). . . . One piling 
for the second time should pile a three-layered (Agni altar), . . .One piling for the 
third time should pile a single-layered (Agni altar)” (TS 5.2.3.6; cf. BSS 30.5:397.15). 
3 The first three pilings described in the Brahmaiia passages. 
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As for taking the sling: Baudhayana says that one should take it with a p-szs. /.9 

mantra; §aliki says without a mantra. 
As for placing’® the Nairrti bricks: Baudhayana says that one should i-is 

recite the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras at this point; ^aliki says that 
one should not. 

As for pouring out the vessel of water: Baudhayana says that one should P.523, /.20 

pour it out clockwise; Saliki says in any way. 
As for standing near the (old) domestic fire and reciting: (the view P.525, U 

expressed in) the sutra is Baudhayana’s. Saliki says that they should only 
stand near the (old) offering fire and recite that yajus mantra. 

As for taking the stambayajus clods: (the view expressed in) the sutra p.525, 7.22 

is Baudhayana’s; Saliki says that the agnidhra should also take them from 
the place for the sounding holes. 

The circumscription of the catvala hole has already been described.” 
The carrying of the dirt dug out from the catvala (lokagni) has already 

been described.’^ 
The worshipping of the wooden sword and the hammer has already 

been described.” 
As for putting on the sandals made of black antelope skin: the former p.525, 1.34 

alternative is Baudhayana’s, the latter ^aliki’s. 
As for putting down the Vajrini bricks:’'’ (the view expressed in) the p.529, u 

sutra is ^aliki’s. On this point Baudhayana says that, standing in front of 
the peg that marks the place of the hole for the sacrificial post, one should 
string the bow, draw it and shoot the arrow to the east (i.e., outside the 
Field of Agni). He should run after it and put a stone down (at the spot). 
He should do the same in the south, west, and north. 

” Instead of Caland’s reading upasthana, we read upadhana, which is supported by 
many manuscripts and makes better sense in this context. 
” Schwab, no. 19; SK.I.ES, p. 778. 
” Schwab, no. 20; SK.I.ES, p. 779. 
” C-H, no. 142a?; cf. BSS 21.14:94.5-8; the exact reference of the text is not clear, 
i'’ The stones placed in the quarters are called Vajrini bricks in accordance with the 
contents of the mantra with which they are put in place. 
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As for putting down the Aindri brick; (the view expressed in) the P'529. i-s 
shtra is Baudhayana’s. I^aliki says that one should put the Aindri brick down 
on the tail. 

As for pouring out the pot of water: Baudhayana says that one should p-529. /.h 
pour it out clockwise; Saliki says in any way. 

As for putting down the bunch of darbha grass: (one should either put p-529, i-n 
it down with) vSk tvS. samudra upadadhatu (KB 38.13: 116.1-3) or without 
a mantra. The former alternative is that of Baudhayana, the latter that of 
Saliki. 

As for putting the darva “brick” in place: Baudhayana says that one p-529, /.i? 
should either put it in place with (real) durva grass or (one should put) dUrva 
grass alone. Saliki says that it should only be accompanied by the mantra 
contining the word durva. 

As for the yoke and plow made of udumbara wood: (the view expressed p.520,1.20 

in) the sQtra is Baudhayana’s; Saliki says only that one should make them of 
hardwood. Baudhayana says that men take hold of the yoke and plow from 
the front and the adhvaryu takes it from behind. Saliki says that one should 
really yoke it and plow (i.e., it should be drawn by oxen, not by men). 

As for plowing: Baudhayana says that one should bring the plow back p.531, /.? 

after plowing each furrow. (Thus the three furrows in each set will all be 
plowed in the same direction.) Saliki says that one should plow them 
boustrophedon. 
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BAUDHAYANA SRAUTA SOXRA ON THE AGNICAYANA 

As for reciting mantras oyer the yokes of oxen: Baudhayana says one p-53i. /-i 
should recite once over each; Saliki says one should recite over all of them 
at once.^5 

As for sowing the mixture of all kinds of grains: Baudhayana says p-53i. 
that one should sow at each half verse (i.e., twice per furrow); §aliki says 
at each verse (i.e., once per furrow). 

“He transposes one from one place to another.” The (view expressed in) p-533. /•13 

the sutra is Baudhayana’s. “Even when taking (the clod) he should make 
(the direction from which the clod is taken) correspond with this direction” 
is the opinion of Saliki. “He should transpose one mantra with another” is 
the opinion of Aupamanyava. 

He dips the bunches of darbha grass into the milk for sprinkling and p-535. Im 

sprinkles with them to the accompaniment of agnln vo ‘gnibhyo justan proksami 
or without a mantra. The former alternative is Baudhayana’s, the latter 
Saliki’s. 

As for placing the pot bricks (i.e., the pots): (the view expressed in) the p.539.1.5 

sutra is Baudhayana’s. Saliki says that one should place them only on 
the wings and the tail. 

As for (bricks) that are placed in different directions with different 
mantras: Baudhayana says that one should recite the Tayadevata mantra 
after putting each brick in place), then recite the Sudadohas mantra (over each 
of them) at the end. Saliki says that one should complete each brick separa¬ 
tely. (I.e., one should recite both the Tayadevata and Sndadohas mantras 
immediately after placing each brick.) 

As for placing groups of bricks: Baudhayana says that one should 
recite the Tayadevata mantra (after putting each group of bricks in place) 
then recite the Sudadohas mantra (over all of them) at the end; Saliki says 
that one should complete each group separately (i.e., one should recite both 
the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras immediately after placing each 
group). 

As for touching (the golden man) and making an oblation (on the P.539. 1.17 

golden breast plate): (the view expressed in) the sutra is that of both tea¬ 
chers (i.e., Baudhayana and Saliki). 

See also BSS 25.30:263.9, below, p. 655, n. 11. 
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Aupamanyava says on this point that one should recite the Tayadevata 
and Sadadohas mantras before touching (the golden man) and before mak¬ 
ing the oblation (on the golden breast plate). 

As for placing the snake’s head: the former alternative is Baudhayana’s, p 539. 1,27 

the latter ^aliki’s. 
As for the mortar and pestle made of udumbara wood: (the view ex- p-543, 1.16 

pressed in) the sutra is Baudhayana’s. ^aliki only says that one should make 

them of hardwood. 
As for husking the mixture of all kinds of grain; Baudhayana says that p.543, /.19 

one should husk with a mantra; Saliki says without. 
As for placing the ukha pots: (the view expressed in) the sUtra is Baud- p.543,7.31 

hayana’s. Saliki says that one should place only one ukha with a mantra, the 
the other two without mantras. 

As for placing the heads of the sacrificial victims: Baudhayana says that p.547,1.12 

one should place (them) on the middle (of the Agni altar); Saliki says that 
one should separate them and place them at the edges (of the body of the 

Agni altar). 
As for placing the Head of Atharvan bricks (atharvaSiras): Baudhayana p.549. i-n 

says that one should place the Head of Atharvan with nine mantras'® in 
front of the naturally perforated stone before making the Agni altar face 
in all directions. Saliki says that one should not place the Head of Atharvan. 

As for piling the Agni altar so that it faces in all directions: (the view p.549,1.22 

expressed in) the sutra is Baudhayana’s; Saliki says that one should place a 
brick with the gayatri mantra in each of the directions (i.e., the four direc¬ 

tions and the center). 

These are not mentioned in the main sutra, but cf. TS 5.6.6.3c; TB 1.5.8; and ApSS 
17.8.2. 
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As for placing (the bricks called) the Limbs (of Agni): the view expressed p.549, i.^i 
in) the sutra is Baudhayana’s; Saliki says that one should place the Limb 
bricks on the well recognized limbs (of the bird-shaped altar). 

As for placing the Bull brick: (the view expressed in) the satra is Sa- p.551,1.4 

liki’s; Baudhayana says on this point that one should place it with its “head” 
somewhat lowered as if the bull (drawn on it) were starting to bellow.*’ 

As for placing groups of bricks that have been skipped accidentally: p-549. / i? 

Baudhayana says that one should place them as an addition (i.e., when one 
notices they have been skipped); Saliki says at the end of the layer (i.e., 
after the bricks specific to that layer have been placed). 

As for giving the vrata milk (to the yajamana): Baudhayana says that p.551. /.19 

one should give the vrata milk at noon; Saliki says (that one should give it) 
upon the completion of the layer. 

As for spreading the layer of soil: (the view expressed in) the sutra is p.553, 1.3 

Baudhayana’s; iSaliki says that one should complete the layer of soil on the 
preceding day (after completing the layer of bricks).** 

Two horses stand beside (the site of the Agni altar): a black one to the 
north and a white one to the south (cf. TS 5.7.1b). Baudhayana says that 
one should feed them grass as they stand there; l^aliki says that they should 
be led out (of the site of the Agni altar) whenever appropriate (i.e., whenever 
they are to be fed). 

As for placing the Valakhilya bricks: Baudhayana says that one should p.561, /. 3 

place the Valakhilya bricks over (the naturally perforated stone); !§aliki 
says at the side (of the naturally perforated stone). 

This refers to the drawing of a bull on the brick, cf. BSS 30.6: 399.4. 
18 See also BSS 25.27flf., below, p. 647 If. 
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As for laying out the creation bricks: one should lay them out (from the p.565, i.e 
southern shoulder) to the juncture of the northern wing and the body, in a 
northward line to the east of the naturally perforated stone; or (one should 
place them) around (the naturally perforated stone). The first alternative is 
that of Baudhayana, the latter that of Saliki. 

As for putting the dawn bricks in place: (the view expressed in) the p,565, i.io 
sutra is Saliki’s; Baudhayana says on this point that one should place them 
in a line from the east to the west, because the night shines from the east to 
the west. 

As for the sutra, “He places the one of them that is accompanied by p.567, /.30 

(a mantra containing the word) ‘mud’, in the middle”: Baudhayana says that 
one should either place it with mud (on it), or should place mud only 
(instead of the brick), l^aliki says that it should only be accompanied by the 
mantra containing the word ‘mud’. 

As for placing the Viraj bricks: the former alternative is Baudhayana’s, p.567.1.34 

the latter ^aliki’s. 
As for placing the Yajnaseni bricks the former alternative is Baudha- p.569,1.28 

yana’s, the latter ^aliki’s. 
As for putting the clarified butter bricks in place: Baudhayana says p.569, /.43 

that one should put them in place along with clarified butter or after anoint¬ 
ing them with clarified butter; Saliki says that these (bricks) should only 
be accompanied by mantras referring to clarified butter; Aupamanyava 
says that at this point one should only place balls of clarified butter. 

*9 The “Meter bricks” are also called “Yajnasena’s piling,” since Yajiiasena Caitri- 
yayana taught it (see TS 5.3.8.1). 
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As for the point at which to insert (other) bricks: the point at which to p-57l '-35 
insert (other) bricks is between the Luminous bricks and the Being bricks. 
Baudhayana says that one should put the following bricks in place at this 
point: the one accompanied by the SamveSana mantra (TS 1.2.3.1c), the one 
accompanied by the Prabuddha mantra (d), the one accompanied by the 
Prayana mantra (m-n' and TS 4.2.3.1c), the one accompanied by the Apar- 
yana mantra (TS 1.2.3.3k-l), those accomipanied by the Samidheni man¬ 
tras (TS 4.1.7.1a-k), those accompanied by the Apri mantras (TS 4.1.8.1a- 
m), and left over groups of bricks (that were not put in place at their 
appointed time). Regarding this, Saliki says that one should not use a man¬ 
tra that is not prescribed to accompany the placing of a brick as though it 
were;2o at this point one should put in place only those left over groups of 
bricks (that have not been placed at their appointed time). 

As for putting the Full Moon brick in place: (the view expressed in) the p-573, a? 
sutra is Baudahyana’s; Saliki says that one should place a Full Moon brick 
on the northern shoulder alone. 

As for putting the Lunar Mansion bricks in place: (the view expressed P.573. A13 

in) the sutra is Saliki’s; Baudhayana says on this point that one should place 
bricks corresponding to each of the stars (that make up each of the 
lunar mansions) and then make each of them shine. 

As for placing (the group of bricks called) “facing in all directions”: p-575. ai 

(the view expressed in) the sutra is Saliki’s; Baudhayana says on this point 
that this has been interrupted by the action of touching the black horse. 
(Therefore) when one is about to place (the group of bricks called) ‘ facing 
in all directions,” he should (again) touch the white horse (and mount the 

altar). 
As for the additions: (the view expressed in) the sUtra is Saliki’s; Bau- p-575. a? 

dhayana says on this point that however many additions coincide on the 

20 I.e., the bricks accompanied by the Samvesana and following mantras should not 
be placed, since these mantras are not prescribed to accompany the placing of bricks. 
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same day, one should recite the Tayadevata and Sudadohas mantras for 
all of them at the end. 

It is said that one puts chips of gold into the water for sprinkling, an p s??, i-n 
unspecified number—but more than three—(or) a thousand. The first altar- 
native is that of Baudhayana, the latter that of ^aliki. 

As for offering the Satarudriya oblation: (the view expressed in) the p.579, /.15 

sutra is that of both teachers (i.e., Baudhayana and Saliki). Gautama says 
that one should make the offering on the eastern edge (of the northern wing). 

As for “worshipping with the exclamation namas” (namaskara): Bau- p.581, 1.12 

dhayana says that one should only worship holding the bow. (After proceed¬ 
ing clockwise around the Agni altar worshipping at each quarter) one 
should turn around in the north, go back the way one came and, standing 
in the west facing east, worship the zenith. I^aliki says that one should 
worship after giving the bow away. One should turn around at that point, 
go back the way one came, and standing in the west facing east, worship 
the zenith. 

As for the sutra “While (the Agni-altar) is having water sprinkled p.581, /.19 

around it (the adhvaryu) has the sacrificer recite”: (the view expressed in) 
the sutra is Saliki’s. Baudhayana says on this point that each time one 
sprinkles water around (the Agni) one should place the water pot on the 
stone, with a§mams te ksud amum te ^ug rchatu (TS 4.6.1.1b), and specify 
the person whom he hates (by inserting his name in place of the word amum 
in the mantra). 

As for sweeping: Baudhayana says that one should sweep with each p-sSs. i-9 
half verse; Saliki says with each verse. 
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As for pouring (clarified butter) over the naturally perforated stone: 
(the procedure specified in) the sutra is Baudhayana’s. Saliki says that one 
should pour (clarified butter) over it from the four corners of the Agni altar. 

As to whether or not there should be mantras to accompany (the pre¬ 
paration of) the cakes for (Agni) Vai§vanara and the Maruts: Baudhayana 
says they should be prepared with mantras; Saliki says they should be pre¬ 
pared without mantras; Aupamanyava says that only the cake for (Agni) 
Vaisvanara should be prepared with mantras, those for the Maruts should 
be prepared without mantras. 

As for offering the anikavat oblation: (the view expressed in) the stltra 
is Baudhayana’s; Saliki says that one should offer the anikavat oblation only 
on the (new) offering fire (after the fire has been brought forth to the Agni 
altar). 

As for the shtra, “Then he sprinkles the piled-up (Agni altar) with 
clarified butter for sprinkling”: (the view expressed in) the sUtra is Saliki’s. 
Baudhayana says on this point that (one should sprinkle in each direction) 
while sprinkling this (altar) to the direction and to the space expressed in 
each mantra.21 

As for depositing the faggot (on the Agni altar): Baudhayana says that 
one should deposit the faggot with both sets of mantras: those prescribed 
for the Soma sacrifice (i.e., TB 2.5.8.12) and those prescribed for the Agni- 
cayana (i.e., TS 4.6.5.3 h^-i): l^aliki says with only those prescribed for the 
Agnicayana. 

As for enclosing (the fire) with chips of wood: Baudhayana says that 
one should enclose the offering fire (on the Agni altar); Saliki says (that one 
should enclose) only the tail (of the Agni altar). 

As for making two oblations of clarified butter with the sruva ladle: 
Baudhayana says one should make (them); Saliki says one should not make 
(them). 

As for making an oblation of a ladleful (of clarified butter): Baudhayana 
says one should make (it); Saliki says one should not make (it). 

As for the satra “At this point while offering he should think of the 
quarters mentally”: one should either say, “May I draw together Agni 

P.587. 1-7 

P.589, l.io 

p.589. /-IS 

p.591, 1.12 

P-591, /.23 

P.593. 1-3 

P.593, /-II 

P.593, /•13 

p.593, /-is 

21 The meaning of this passage is not clear. Vasudeva Diksita comments as follows: 
“According to Saliki’s view, one should sprinkle on every occasion from the south 
and the west to the north and the east; according to Baudhayana, one should sprinkle 
from the center out in each direction.” 
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from the quarters,” or one should not say anything. The first alternative is 
Baudhayana’s, the latter Saliki’s. 

As for extending the praseka ladle (over the fire): the former alternative p 
is Baudhayana’s, the latter l^aliki’s. 

As for (the sutra), “Spreading four spoonsful of clarified butter in it, p-595, i-n 
he says , . .”: (the view expressed in) the sutra is Baudhayana’s. ^aliki 
says that one should not spread clarified butter. 

As for throwing the praseka ladle (into the fire) subsequently: Baudha- p.595. >-21 

yana says that one should throw (it); Saliki says that one should not throw 
(it). 

As for cooking the rice porridge for brahmans: Baudhayana says that p.jgj, 1,24 

it should be cooked as in the Agnyadheya (i.e., in water or milk, cf. SK. 
I.ES p. 15); Saliki says one should cook it in this (left over clarified butter) 
itself. 

As for eating the rice porridge for brahmans; Baudhayana says they p.595, 1.24 

should eat it at the edge of the northern hip (of the Agni altar); Saliki says 
they should eat it around the tail. 

As for offering the wind’s names oblations: (the view expressed in) the /.lo 
sutra is Baudhayana’s; Saliki says that one should also offer wind in his 
cupped hands; Aupamanyava says that one should (also) offer (wind) in a 
cup made by folding a black antelope skin. 

As for subsequently putting the chips of wood into the fire: Baudhayana p.597, /.13 

says that one should put (them into the fire); Saliki says that one should 
not put (them into the fire). 

As for putting the hearths of the Agnicayana in place: (the view p^^^^ 
expressed in) the sutra is Baudhayana’s; l^aliki says that one should place all 
(of the bricks) as Yajus bricks.22 

I.e., one should place all of the bricks in each of the hearths with the mantras pres¬ 
cribed for the respective Yajus bricks. 
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BAUDHAYANA SRAUTA SUTRA ON THE AGNICAYANA 

As for pouring out the different kinds of grain Baudhayana says that p.599. i-7 

one should put them together at the time of pouring them out, then toucn 
(each of the oblation materials) separately (and assign it to the respective 
deity); Saliki says that each oblation should be accomplished separately 
(i.e., from the time of pouring out). 

As for the sutra, “Only in the case of (husking) the rice grains among 
these (different kinds of grain) does (the adhvaryu) speak the Haviskrt 
formula out loud. They lift up the barley grains while the rice is being husk¬ 
ed” :2‘* (the view expressed in) the sutra is ^aliki’s; Baudhayana says on this 
point that the mantras and actions, starting from that of pouring them into 
the mortar^® should be repeated in the case of the barley grains, but the 
Haviskrt formula should be pronounced only once for all the grains. 

As for pouring out water for the Apyas Baudhayana says that one 
should pour out water for the Apyas to the west of the domestic fire; Saliki 
says to the east (of the domestic fire), slightly removed from it. Aupamanya- 
va says either to the east or to the west. 

One should cut off the ida portions of the other oblations along with 
those of the porridges and the cake of the animal sacrifice, or (one should 
cut them off) separately, or (one should cut off the ida portions of the other 
oblations) along with that of the cake of the animal sacrifice (but not of the 
the porridge?). The former alternative is Baudhayana’s, the latter Saliki’s. 

As for stepping (to the south of the offering fire): (the view expressed p ^gg / js 
in) the sutra is Baudhayana’s; Saliki says that one should step (to the 
south of the fire) with the portion cut out for (Agni) Svistakrt.f^^ 

As for the unction: (the view expressed in) the main sutra is that of both p.599, 1-25 

teachers (i.e., Baudhayana and l^aliki); on this point Aupamanyava says 

For this and the following two sutras, see Hillebrandt, pp. 22-29; SK.I.ES, pp. 
264-274. 
24 SK.I.ES, p. 713, 1.43f. 
25 Hillebrandt, p. 28f.; SK.I.ES, p. 273, 11.25-32. 
26 Hillebrandt, p. 43; SK.I.ES, pp. 287, 714. 
2'^ I.e., one should cut out portions for Agni Svistakrtfrom the offerings for the Divine 
Instigators before offering the latter. See also BaudhSS 25.31.265.2-3, and p. 659, /. 
4. 
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that one should perform the unetion before the svistakrt offering (of the 
agnisomiyapasupurodasa),^® (and that one should perform) only as much 
as has been transmitted (in the Brahmapa, i.e, TS 5.6.3.2-3). Here there is 
neither the black antelope skin, nor the two plates, nor the partha obla¬ 
tions. 29 One should only spread blades of ku§a grass and anoint him (soil., 

the yajamana) on them.f 
As for yoking and unyoking (the Agni altar): Baudhayana says that one 

should yoke it each day and unyoke it each day ^aliki says that one should 
yoke it each day and unyoke it at the end; Aupamanyava says that one 
should yoke it only at the beginning and unyoke it at the end. 

As for the kratukarana oblation: (the view expressed in) the sutra is 
Baudhayana’s; Saliki says that one should make the kratukarana oblations 
according to the procedure of the Soma sacrifices.^* 

As for the dedication of eleven sacrificial animals: (the view expressed 
in) the sutra is Baudhayana’s; Saliki says that one should dedicate the 
eleven sacrificial animals at a single stake (instead of at eleven stakes) cf. 

TS 5.5.7.1 & 5.6.8.l-2b). 
As for the two oblations made before and after (parihoma) the offering 

of the omentum: Baudhayana says that one should make them before and 
after each (omentum offering); Saliki says that one should make one 
(before) the first (omentum offering) and one (after) the last.^^ 

As for making the horse sniff (the golden vessel full of honey): (the view 
expressed in) the sutra is Baudhayana’s; Saliki says that one should just make 
the horse sniff (it) during the midday pressing (i.e., not necessarily exactly 

at noon). 
As for placing (the cut out portions) of the sacrificial animals (within the 

vedi): Baudhayana says that one should put (the portions of) each animal 
in place with the Pancahotr mantra; Saliki says that (one should place the 
portion of) only the first animal (with the Pancahotr mantra).^^ 

As for the disposal of the heart spits Baudhayana says that one should 
dispose of them one by one. Saliki says (one should dispose of) all of them 

at once. 

28 Rather than during the midday pressing, above, p. 603, /. 12. 
29 See above, pp. 603-605. 
30 I.e., each pressing day of an ahina or sattra Soma sacrifice. 
31 SK.II.es, p. 388, n. 3. 
32 Cf. Schwab, no. 83; SK.I.ES, p. 820. 
33 Cf. Schwab, no. 94; SK.I.ES, p. 834 1.24f. 
3“* Cf. Schwab, no. 112; and SK.I.ES, p. 848f. 

p.6oi, 1.15 

p.6oi, l.ig 

p.6oi, 1.25 

p.6oi, /.33 

p.6o3, 1.4 

p.6o5, /.18 

p.6o5, 1.28 
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As for the question of whether or not the offering of the amiksa is ac¬ 
companied by mantras: Baudhayana says that it should be accompanied by 
mantras and should be divided and offered along with (the portions of the 
cow); Saliki says that it should be performed without mantras and should 
be divided and offered along with (the portions of the cow); Aupamanyava 
says that it should be accompanied by mantras, and one should not perform 
it as part of the sacrifice (of the cow) (tantrahara), but as an independent 

animal sacrifice. 
As for performing the offering to the minor female deities: Baudha¬ 

yana says that one should perform (it); Saliki says that one should not 

perform (it). 

p.6o7, /.3 

p.6o7, /.II 
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BAUDHAYANA SRAUTA SOTRA ON THE AGNICAYANA 

KARMANTA SUTRAS 

r 

Baudhayana Srautasutra 

25.27-32 

Now THEN, THIS Agni altar is constructed in three Upasad days, six 
Upasad days, or twelve Upasad days. If one is going to construct (an Agni 
altar) of one thousand (bricks) in three Upasad days, in the morning one per¬ 
forms the Pravargya and Upasad, puts the first layer, including the (layer of) 
soil, in place, and offers two samcita oblations (on it). (Then), one puts the 
second layer, including the (layer) of) soil, in place, and offers two samcita 
oblations (on it). On the next day one performs the Pravargya and Upasad, 
puts the third layer, the fourth layer, the fifth layer, and the sixth layer,^ 
including the (layer of) soil, in place, and offers two samcita oblations (on 
each of them). The third (Upasad day) is given over to the ritual activities of 
the day before the pressing day.^ 

If one is going to construct (an Agni altar) of one thousand (bricks) in 
six Upasad days,^ then in the morning one performs the Pravargya and 
Upasad, puts the first layer, including the (layer of) soil, in place, and offers 
two samcita oblations (on it). On the next day one performs the Pravargya 
and Upasad, puts the second layer, including the (layer of) soil, in place, and 
offers two samcita oblations (on it). Thus one does the same for (the first) 
five days. The sixth (day) is given over to the ritual activities of the day be¬ 
fore the pressing day. 

Now if one is going to construct (an Agni altar) of one thousand bricks 
in twelve Upasad days, one does as described in the (main) sGtra text. 

1 See p. 573 above. 
2 See pp. 585-601 above. 
3 This is the option followed by the Nambudiris. 
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Now if one is going to construct (an Agni altar) of two thousand 
bricks in three Upasad days, in the morning one performs the Pravargya and 
Upasad, puts the first layer, including the (layer of) soil, in place, offers two 
samcita oblations (on it), and puts an additional (layer), including the (layer 
of) soil, in place. (Then) one puts the second layer, including the (layer of) 
soil, in place, offers two samcita oblations (on it), and puts an additional 
(layer), including the (layer of) soil, in place. On the next day one performs 
the Pravargya and Upasad and puts the third layer, the fourth layer, the 
fifth layer and the sixth layer, including the (layer of) soil, in place. One of¬ 
fers two samcita oblations (on each layer) and puts an additional layer, 
including the (layer of) soil, in place (after offering each pair of samcita 
oblations). The third day is given over to the ritual activities of the day be¬ 

fore the pressing day. 
Now if one is going to construct (an Agni altar) of two thousand 

(bricks) in six Upasad days, in the morning one performs the Pravargya and 
Upasad, puts the first layer, including the (layer of) soil, in place, offers two 
samcita oblations (on it), and puts an additional layer, including the (layer 
of) soil, in place. On the next day one performs the Pravargya and Upasad, 
puts the second layer, including the (layer of) soil, in place, offers two sam¬ 
cita oblations (on it), and puts an additional layer, including the (layer of) 
soil, in place. One does the same for (the first) five days. The sixth (day) is 
given over to the ritual activities of the day before the pressing day. 

Now if one is going to construct (an Agni altar) of two thousand (bricks) 
in twelve Upasad days, in the morning one performs the Pravargya and 
Upasad and puts the first layer in place. After one has (physically, but not 
ritually) put the (layer of) soil over (the first layer of bricks) one passes the 
night. On the next day one performs the Pravargya and Upasad, puts the 
(layer of) soil in place (ritually), offers two samcita oblations (on it), and 
and puts an additional layer, including the (layer of) soil, in place. 
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In this way, following the (main) sutra text,"* one puts a (layer of) soil 
in place, offers two samcita oblations, then puts an additional layer, includ¬ 
ing the (layer of) soil, in place. The twelfth day is given over to the ritual 
activities of the day before the pressing day. 

Now if one is going to construct (an Agni altar) of three thousand 
(bricks) in three Upasad days, in the morning one performs the Pravargya 
and Upasad, puts the first layer, including the (layer of) soil, in place, offers 
two samcita oblations (on it), and puts two additional layers, including the 
layer of soil, in place. (Then) one puts the second layer, including the (layer 
of) soil, in place, offers two samcita oblations (on it), and puts two additional 
layers, including the (layers of) soil, in place. On the next day one performs 
the Pravargya and Upasad, puts the third layer, the fourth layer, the fifth 
layer, and the sixth layer, including the (layer of) soil, in place, offers two 
samcita oblations (on each layer), and puts two additional layers in place 
(after each pair of samcita oblations). The third day is given over to the 
ritual activities of the day before the pressing day. 

Now if one is going to construct (an Agni altar) of three thousand 
(bricks) in six Upasad days, in the morning one performs the Pravargya and 
Upasad, puts the first layer, including the (layer of) soil, in place, offers 
two samcita oblations (on it), and puts two additional layers, including the 
(layers of) soil, in place. On the next day one performs the Pravargya and 
Upasad, puts the second layer, including the (layer of) soil, in place, offers 
two samcita oblations (on it), and puts two additional layers, including the 
(layers of) soil, in place. One does the same for (the first) five days. The sixth 
(day) is given over to the ritual activities of the day before the pressing-day. 

Now if one is going to construct (an Agni altar) of three thousand bricks 
in twelve Upasad days, in the morning one performs the Pravargya and Upa¬ 
sad and puts the first layer in place. After one has (physically, but not 
ritually) put the (layer of) soil over (the first layer of bricks) one passes the 
night. On the next day one performs the Pravargya and Upasad, puts the 
(layer of) soil in place (ritually), offers two samcita oblations (on it), and 
puts two additional layers, including the (layers of) soil, in place. In this 
way, following the (main) sutra text, one puts a (layer of) soil in place, 

I.e., putting a layer in place on one day and then spreading the layer of soil on the 
subsequent day. 
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offers two samcita oblations (on it), then puts two additional layers, includ¬ 
ing the (layers of) soil, in place. The twelfth day is given over to the ritual 
activities of the day before the pressing day. 

How indeed should one distinguish between (an Agnicayana) with inner 
Upasads, one with outer Upasads, and one with inner and outer Upasads? 
If one buys King (Soma) when twelve days remain of the year-long period 
of consecration, then it is (an Agnicayana) with inner Upasads. If one buys 
King (Soma) after a year has elapsed, then it is (an Agnicayana) with outer 
Upasads. If one buys King (Soma) when six days remain of the year-long 
period of consecration and these (six days) as well as the following six days, 
are Upasad days, then it is an (Agnicayana) with inner and outer Upasads. 

“He makes that clay level with the hole.” This means that he puts 
it in the ground so that it is level (with the surrounding earth). 

Then he has the donkey and the horse stand to the north or east (of the p ^g^ ^ ^5 

sacrificial shed) facing west. If he (has them stand) to the east facing west, 
the horse is to the south and the donkey is to the north. If (he has them 
stand) to the north, the horse is to the east and the donkey is to the west. 

There is a Brahmana passage about the five victims: “He offers the ani- p ^g^ ^ 
mals to the Agnis” (TS 5.1.8.2). If he dedicates (i.e., offers) those (five real) 
victims, then he performs the rites of the animal sacrifice up to laying down 
(a blade of grass from) the barhis,^ cuts off the heads, and throws the bodies 

5 I.e., just before killing the victim; see Schwab, no. 67; SK.I.ES, p. 817. 
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into the water, (since) it is recognized that “They throw the bodies into the 

water.”^ 
He leads the austere life of a religious student for that month (preceding 

the consecration). He sleeps on the ground, does not eat meat, and does not 
approach women (for sexual intercourse). This is considered the prior con¬ 
secration. He is considered as undergoing consecration during this thir¬ 

teenth month.’ 
“At this point he makes the yajamana, (sitting) on the black antelope 

skin, recite (the Yajnanvarambha mantra). (But the yajamana) does not 
clench his fists or restrain his speech.” This is the ritual procedure (of the 
consecration) starting from the (spreading of) the black antelope skin* and 
ending with the declaration (of the yajamana’s consecration).® 

“He measures out the (maha)vedi and takes the stambayajus on the first 
Upasad day.” This is brought about in accordance with the special prescrip¬ 
tion for this rite.'° 

Then, while pouring out the saline soil over the materials, one should 
mentally think that the black (spot) yonder in the moon is here too. 

Each time (one comes to the end of the furrow, one should lead) the 
oxen to the north (in order to plow the next furrow).” 

While plowing one furrow after another, and while sowing all kinds of 
grains, one should not step on the spot for the naturally perforated stone. 

Some authorities sing a saman over the (golden) man and the naturally 
perforated stone. 

In reply to the question, “What, indeed, is the svayamatrnpanikota?” 
one should say, “The ‘golden brick’ {hiraityestaka), the Circle brick (manda- 
lestaka), and the Seed-Discharging brick (retahsic)” 

One should not interrupt whatever group of bricks one is putting in 
place. (E.g.,) one should not interrupt (a group of bricks) in the south with 
(another group of bricks) in the south, or (a group of bricks in the north) 
with (another group of bricks) in the north. 

If one is placing bricks in the south or in the east, one should turn 
around counterclockwise, (if one is placing bricks) in the north or in the 
west, one should turn around clockwise, and put the bricks in place while 
facing the naturally perforated stone. 

As for (the direction), “He puts the krttika bricks in place,” (in 

p.505, /.19 

p.511,1.14 

p.525,1.22 

P.519, 1-25 

P-531. /.7 

P.531. 1-21 

P-539. /-16 

P-535. /-7 

P-569. /-30 

6 Source unknown; cf. SB 6.2.1.7. 
’ This presupposes a year-long period of consecration. 
8 C-H, no. 17a; SK.II.ES, p. 68, 1. 13. 
® C-H, no. 18; SK.II.ES, p. 70, 1.7. 

In the normal Soma sacrifice the measuring of the mahavedi and the stambayajus 
rite fall on the second Upasad day. In the Agnicayana they fall on the first Upasad day. 
See Volume I, p. 386. 
" Or “(one should recite TS 4.2.5.5p-q) over each ox in turn.” 
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response to the question), “Which ones indeed are the ‘krttikas’?” one 
should say, “They are flashes of lightning.” 

According to Baudhayana, there should be a “repiling” (of the Agni 
altar)'2 each Agnicayana, in order to prevent (the libation) from flowing 

away. 
The layer of loose soil is not (put in place as) an addition to the sixth p-573. '.31 

layer, ^aliki says that it is (put in place as) an addition. 
One brings in the sixth layer. (In response to the question,) “At what p-573. /.31 

time should one bring it in?” one should answer, “After putting the lunar 
mansion bricks in place.” j, j ^ 

He (the yajamana) approaches (the Agni altar) during three rites: the 
spreading of the layer of loose soil, the sprinkling with water containing a 
thousand (chips of gold), the transformation (of the bricks) into cows. 

He (the yajamana) approaches (the Agni altar) during eight rites: the P.585. / lo 

last two samcita oblations, the Satarudriya offering, the namaskaras, the 
sprinkling around, the sweeping, the offerings to the snakes, the worshipping 
with samans and the praising (with the Uktha). 

As for the question which rites are common (tantram) to all the oblation p-599, i-i 
materials at the pouring out of the different kinds of grain (and are performed 
only once) ’P the taking of the (Agnihotra) ladle is common; the taking of the 
winnowing basket is common; all of the mantras recited in connection with 
the cart (in which the grains are kept), from that with which the yoke is 
touched up to the Savitra mantra (with which the grains are poured out), 
are common; the Savitra mantra is repeated (thrice) for each kind of grain; 
the Da^ahotr mantra is common; the rites of going up to (the domestic 
fire) and entrusting (the winnowing basket to it) are common; the shaking 
out of the black antelope skin is common; the placing of the mortar (upon 
the skin) is common; the pouring of the grains for the cakes (into the 
mortar) is common; the placing of the pestle (upon the grains) is common; 
the bringing of the winnowing basket near (the mortar) is common; 

12 This refers to eight yajus and four Space-filler bricks put in place with TS 4.7.13.2f- 
n andTS4.2.4.4n,respectively, TS 5.4.10.3-5; ApSS 17.24.11-12; BSS 17.17:297.4-14). 

Hillebrandt, pp. 22-29; SK. I. ES, pp. 264-274. 
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the recitation of the Haviskrt formula is common. The mantras from that 
recited when the grains are poured (into the mortar) to that recited when the 
grains are poured (into the pan) are to be repeated for each kind of grain. 

The view of Saliki, as it has been reported, “One should step to the 
south (of the sacrificial fire) with the portion cut out for (Agni) Svistakrt,” 

applies only to sacrifices in which there are eleven foreofferings (prayaja), 
but not to sacrifices in which there are five foreofferings.^^ 

The view of Aupamanyava has been reported: One should perform the 

unction before the svistakrt offering (of the agnisomiya pasupuroda§a), (one 

should perform) only as much as has been transmitted (in the Brahmana, 

i.e., TS 5.6.3.2-3). Here there is neither the black antelope skin, nor the two 

plates, nor the partha oblations.^^ 
How, indeed, is the unction of the performers of a sattra repeated? The 

announcement of the unction is on the first (pressing) day, the unction is on 

the first (pressing) day,*® the rite of having (the horse) sniff (the golden vessel 

full of honey (is on the first pressing day) ;*■* they should chant the Outdoor 
Chant for the Purified Soma at the astava on the first and last (pressing 
days);*® one should touch (the Agni altar) with two mantras during the 

Yajnayajniya chant on each (pressing day).*^ 
How indeed does one proceed with the performance of the eleven ani¬ 

mal sacrifices ?2<* After (the agnidhra) has laid out the carving board (i^asuna), 

(the pratiprasthata) should stir the mixture of clarified butter and curds 

(prsadajya), pour some of it into the juhu ladle, go out (of the mahavedi) 
to the north, between the catvala pit and the rubbish heap, and engage in a 
dialogue (with the samita). (The adhvaryu) should pour clarified butter 

(over the heart of) the (first) victim, place (the organs) inside (the mahavedi), 
with the Pancahotr formula, and spread clarified butter in the four vessels.^* 

He should cut out the portions for the principal deity from (the organs of) 

*“* Thus Saliki’s view should be followed in the oblations to the Divine Instigators 
as the pasupurodasa, in which they are included, has eleven fore offerings (cf. Schwab, 
no. 81; SK.I.ES,'p. 953, 1. 12f). 
*5 Cf. BSS 22.11:133.15; and p. 641, /. 25 above. 
*® See p. 603 above. 
*7 Ibid. 
*8 C-H, no. 134. 
*^ See p,605. above. 
^** These sutras explain how the procedure for offering the organs of a single animal is 
to be modified in the sacrifice of eleven animals (cf. Schwab, nos. 94-103; SK.I.ES, pp. 
833-837). 
^* I.e., the juhu and upabhrt ladles, the ida pot, and the container for the gravy. 

p.641, 1.24 

p.643, 1.6 

p.605, /.I 

p.605, /.18 
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C\ M 

the first victim, dip the fat of the kidneys into the broth, and cover the juha 
ladle (containing the oblation) with it. He should sprinkle (the oblation) 
with broth and pour clarified butter over it. Then, for the svistakrt offering, he 
should cut off a piece of each of the three organs^^ into the upabhrt ladle, dip 
the fat of the kidneys into the broth, and cover the upabhrt ladle with it. He 
should sprinkle (the oblation) with broth, but he should not pour clarified 
butter over it. Then he should cut off into a dish (for the ida) pieces of the 
heart, the tongue, the sternum, the liver, the kidneys, and the large intestine, 
and sprinkle them with broth, but he should not pour clarified butter over 
them. Then he should take the gravy into a pot of white copper or a wooden 
goblet, sprinkle it with broth and pour butter over it. He should touch (the 
portions cut from the organs of) the victim. He should stir the gravy with the 
thick end of a rib. He should go around behind the uttaravedi and call out, o 
Sravaya. In the middle of the yajya verse the pratiprasthata should offer the 
gravy. He should leave some over for (the offering to) the quarters. He should 
pour it into another vasahomahavani ladle. When (the hota) exclaims, 
vasat\ (the adhvaryu) should offer the oblation. Without making the 
svistakrt oblation, he should step to the north and spread clarified butter 
in both the juhu ladle and the vasahomahavani ladle. He should cut out 
the portions for the principal deity from the organs of the second victim, 
dip the fat of the kidneys into the broth, and cover the juha ladle (containing 
the oblation) with it. He should sprinkle (the oblation) with broth and pour 
clarified butter over it. Then, for the svistakrt offering, he should cut off a 
piece of each of the three organs into the upabhrt ladle, dip the fat of the 
kidneys into the broth, and cover the upabhrt ladle with it. 

22 I.e., the right forefoot, the left buttock, and the rectum. 
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He should sprinkle the combined pieces with broth, but not pour 
clarified butter over them. Then he should take the gravy into a pot of white 
copper or a wooden goblet, sprinkle it with broth, and pour butter over it. 
He should touch (the portions cut from the organs of) the victim. He should 
stir the gravy with the thick end of a rib. He should go around behind the 
uttaravedi and call out, o ^ravayal In the middle of the yajya verse the pra- 
tiprasthata should olfer the gravy. He should leave some over for (the of¬ 
fering to) the quarters. He should pour it into another vasahomahavani 
ladle. When the hota exclaims, vasatl (the adhvaryu) should offer the obla¬ 
tion. (He should perform the rites) in the same way for each of the sacrificial 
animals. When he cuts off the pieces for the svistakrt offering from (the or¬ 
gans of the victim) offered to Varuna, he should pour clarified butter on them 
twice. He should sprinkle the pieces that have been cut out (and placed 
together in the juhu ladle) with the broth and pour clarified butter over them. 
Then he should take the gravy into a pot of white copper or a wooden goblet, 
sprinkle it with broth and pour clarified butter over it. He should touch (the 
portions cut from the organs of) the victim. He should stir the gravy with the 
thick end of a rib. He should go around behind the uttaravedi and call out, 
o §ravaya \ In the middle of the yajya verse the pratiprasthata should offer the 
gravy. He should leave some for the quarters. He should pour it (the gravy) 
into another vasahomahavini ladle. When (the hota) exclaims vasatl (the 
adhvaryu) should offer the oblation. Before the offering to Vanaspati he 
should offer the combined oblations to the quarters (with the remains of the 
gravy oblations). Then he should proceed with the offering to Vanaspati, 
then with that to (Agni) Svistakrt. The rest is performed in the established 
manner. 

As for Aupamanyava’s option, as it has been reported, that one should 
perform the offering of curdled milk solids to Mitra and Varuna in the form 
of an independent animal sacrifice: one should understand that the ritual 
activity of the day preceding the day of sacrifice has been established. It 
should be the same as in the New Moon sacrifice of one who offers the sam- 
nayya,23 with the exception of the pindapitryajna.^^ 

Hillebrandt, pp. 4-14; SK.I.ES, pp. 217-252. 
24 SK.I.ES, pp. 480-484. 
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For a year (after performing the Agnicayana) (the yajamana) does not p.607,1.21 

descend from his seat or chariot to honor anyone. He does not eat the flesh 
of the head (i.e., brain?), or the flesh of birds. After he has piled up the 
Agni altar he should not approach a dark woman (i.e., a §adra) for sexual 
intercourse. One who has piled up the Agni altar should not run when it is 
is raining, but if he happens to run, he should turn back. There is a brahmana 
passage that says, “Thus indeed he turns back toward food.” 
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Appendix 

The Optional Forms of the Agni Altar to be Constructed 
for the Fulfilement of Special Desires 

(Kamyas Citayah) 

There is (a Brahmana passage that says:) “One who desires cattle 
should pile an altar in the form of mantras {chanda^citY (TS 5.4.11.1).^ 
This is the altar in the form of mantras: Wherever an oblation occurs (in the 
normal Agnicayana ritual), he makes an oblation (in the chanda§cit ritual). 
Then, whenever there is a rite involving a physical object other than an 
oblation, he only murmurs the Yajus mantra: there are only mantras for the 
two reins, the horse and donkey,^ and placing the ukha (in the pit to fire it). 
He performs the animal sacrifice to Vayu.'^ (The yajamana) is consecrated.^ 
After (the adhvaryu) has measured out the (field of) Agni and dug (trenches) 
around it, he only murmurs mantras in the area for the pebbles.^ There are 
only mantras for the placing of all the bricks. He offers the oatarudriya ob¬ 

lation,’ and performs the Stream of Wealth, 
“One who desires heaven should pile an altar in the form of a falcon 

i^yenay^ (TS 5.4.11.1). 

1 [ i.'S t R's I ] 

I ' 9 

'si .. >1 S| 

siqfff qqfqifJigqirqT^qvi^' 

NOTES 

* According to the Sulbaslitra one should pile the altar in the form of mantras after 
piling that of three thousand bricks (BSS 30.7:400.17-401.2; cf. BSS 22.4:122.1, 
p.619 above). See also Seidenberg, above, pages 108-113. 
2 p.487 above. 
^ p.495 above. 
^ pp.499-505 above. 
5 p. 507 above. 
® p. 519 above. 

pp. 579-581 above. 
® p. 595 above. 

17.28 
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«jqis?T%T SqTSrTtrT ' qq^qi ^q^TTS'^iqr ' -qqr- 

14 
ihJfZ bird-shaped altar. The main sutra text does not prescribe 
t^he lengthening of the tail by a pradesa, nor does TS 5.2.5.1. This detail is, Lwever 
found m the Sulbasutra (BSS 30,8:402.4-5) and is prescribed by KS 20 3 

See p. 519 above. ' ‘ 

We adopt the reading athantarato Uhantarato given in the apparatus. 

BAUDHAYANA SRAUTA SOTRA ON THE AGNICAYANA 

This falcon-shaped altar is the very one.^ 
“One who wishes, “May I have a head in yonder world,’ should pile 

an altar in the form of a heron” (ibid.). While (the form of the falcon-shaped 
altar) remains the same, he draws out its head an aratni to the east. It is 
measured out in such a way that the sacrificial post is not outside the vedi.^*^ 

“One who desires a firm support should pile an altar with four furrows*^ 
in the form of an alaja bird” (ibid.). While (the form of the altar) remains the 
same, the ends of the wings are (made) an aratni narrower. The junctures of 
the wings and the body are made that much wider. They (i.e., the wings) are 
bent slightly outward (in the center) and are narrower at the outside (i.e., 
the ends). He plows each furrow with a verse. 

“One who has rivals should pile an altar in the form of the triangle 
(made by the two shafts and the cross beam of a chariot)” (ibid.). While 
(the size? of the altar^^) remains the same, he pulls the shoulders together 
and stretches it out to the east. It is measured out in such a way that the sa¬ 
crificial post is not outside the vedi. “One who wishes, ‘May I repel my 
rivals, those that have been born and those that are yet to be born,’ should 
pile an altar in the form of a double triangle” (ibid.). While (the form of the 
triangular altar) remains the same, he pulls the two hips together, in the same 
way, and stretches it out to the west. It is measured out in such a way that the 
sacrificial post is not outside the vedi. 

“One who has rivals should pile an altar in the form of a chariot wheel” 17.29 

(ibid.), according to tradition. There occurs a modification of the shape in 
accordance with the expression.^^ He makes into a circle as much ground 
as is enclosed by the Agni altar of which the wings and tail have been 
lengthened by an aratni and a pradesa respectively,^'’ and piles bricks around 
along the pebbles and inside the pebbles.’^ Then (he piles more bricks) 
inside (them), and then more bricks inside those.’® He proceeds in this way 
up to the naturally perforated stone. 

® I.e., the square variety of bird-shaped altar described by the main sutra text. 
I.e., the eastern edge of the altar should not cross the mahavedi’s eastern edge, 

where the sacrificial post is raised. 
" This may refer to plowing the field of Agni once rather than three times in each 
direction; cf. p. 531 below. 

The Sulbasutra bases the construction of the praiigacit on a square of double the 
area of the square variety of bird-shaped altar. See Thibaut, pp. 156, 58. 

I.e,, the expression “chariot wheel” of the quoted TS passage requires the modifica¬ 
tion of the shape of the altar. 

I 
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Then (he piles bricks) around the naturally perforated stone. In the center 
he makes the nave (of the wheel), as it were. Around it he arranges bricks 
(along the radii) in the quarters and the intermediate quarters like the spokes 
and the rim of a wheel. This chariot wheel shaped altar should be drawn 
in the shape of a circle for one who has rivals.* 

“One who desires food should pile an altar in the form of a wooden 
trough” (ibid.). While (the chariot wheel form of the altar) remains the 
same, he draws out a spout, as it were, an aratni to the east. Then he makes 
a depression, as it were, in the middle.^'^ This wooden trough shaped altar 
should be drawn in the shape of a circle for one who desires food. 

“One who desires cattle should pile (an altar of soil) that has to be col¬ 
lected together” (ibid.); thus is known from tradition. They say that the 
lotus leaf, the golden breastplate, the golden man, and the two ladles are only 
to be indicated.** He actually performs in that way. Then he arranges 
“bricks” of soil only. (This altar of soil) that has to be collected should be 
drawn in the shape of a circle for one who desires cattle. 

“One who desires a village should pile a circular altar” (ibid.). He piles 
bricks around along the pebbles and inside the pebbles. Then he piles (more 
bricks) inside (those), and then (more bricks) inside (them.) (He proceeds) 
in this way up to the naturally perforated stone. Then he piles bricks around 
the naturally perforated stone. This circular altar should be drawn in the 
shape of acircle for one who desires a village. 

I.e., at the placing of the layer of soil, more soil is laid at the edge than in the middle. 
Cf, BSS 30.21:414.8-9; Thibaut, p. 203. 
18 Possibly by drawing figures on the ground; so says Dvarakanathayajvan on BSS 
30.18:411.6 (Thibaut, p. 182). 
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“One who wishes, ‘May I prosper in the world of the fathers,’ should u-so 
pile an altar in the form of a funeral pyre” (ibid.). The body (of the altar) is 
six purusas (from west) to east, three across in the east and two across in the 
west.i® (Xs for) its measurement: if it is neck-high in the east, it should be 
navel-high in the west; if it is navel-high in the east, it should be knee-high 
in the west; if it is knee-high in the east, it should be ankle-high in the west; 
if it is ankle-high in the east, it should be level with the ground in the west. 
This is the pyre shaped altar for one who desires the world of the fathers. 

Now for the tortoise shaped altar, which is not prescribed by a Brah- 
mapa passage. It is circular with its back raised in the middle.^o While (the 
form of the circular altar) remains the same, he draws out its head, as it 
were, an aratni to the east. He arranges bricks like feet for it in the inter¬ 
mediate quarters. This is that tortoise shaped altar, which is not prescribed 
by a Brahmana passage, and which is to be drawn in the shape of a circle 

with its back raised in the middle. 

19 We adopt the reading tmyah purastattiryaco dvau pa§cattiryancau given in the ap¬ 
paratus. Dvarakanathayajvan says that the unit length of purusa is here reduced to 
^7,5/15 (square purusas); thus the area of this trapezium form of smasanaciti remains 

7.5 square purusas. (See Thibaut, p.l84). . / . j n s 
20 “One should put down a thin layer of soil on the edge of the tortoise (-shaped altar), 
a thick (layer of soil) in the middle” (BSS 30.21:414.8, Thibaut, p. 203). 

1 
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The reading of Caland s text of this passage is “wholly uncertain.” Vandaciti seems 
to be identified with the second and the fourth layers according to the occurrences 
of the word in BSS 17.24, 25 and 26. But we don’t see the reason why they are called 
vanda. Is it that these even numbered layers have no svayamatrnna pebbles, while they 
are put in the center of each odd-numbered layer? 

dvaidha 

As for placing the layer of soil on the altar shaped like a chariot wheel: 
Baudhayana says one should make the (altar’s) edges of soil. §aliki says the 
edge of soil should go over the bricks themselves. 

KARMANTA 

There is (a Brahma^ia passage that says) “One who desires cattle 
should pile an altar in the form of mantras” (TS 5.4.11.1). He recites the 
mantras from the one for taking the hoe^* up to the animal sacrifice for Vayu. 
He really performs the animal sacrifice for Vayu^^ and the consecration isti.^^ 
He recites the mantras from the one for placing the ukha (on the offering 
fire)24 up to the adoration of the ukha fire with the Vatsapra Hymn and the 
Visnu steps.25 After he has really performed the adoration of the ukha fire 
with the Vatsapra Hymn and stepped the Vispu steps he should only recite 
the other mantras. He should construct the Agni altar geometricallyHe 
should show the shapes (of the bricks). He should go to the place of saline 
soil and recite the mantras to Nirrti there.^^ He should really worship the 
domestic fire.^® (He should) really (perform) the introductory isti of the 
Soma sacrifice, and the guest offering for Soma.^^ He should recite the 
mantras from those for the sandals made of black antelope skin^° up to 
plowing and sowing (the field of Agni).^^ He should really plow and sow 
(the field of Agni). He should recite (the mantras for) the first layer along 
with (those for) the layer of soil. Similarly, (he should recite the mantras 
for) the second and third (layers). He should recite (the mantras for) each 
complete layer along with a layer of soil (and also) the partial layer along 
with the layer of soil.^^ He should really perform those oblations that take 
place in the sala (i.e., the Old Hall). But mantras which are connected with 
the uttaravedi (i.e., the Agni altar) should only be recited. 

p. 487 above. 
22 pp. 499-505 above. 
22 p. 507 above. 
2‘^ p. 509 above. 
25 p. 513 above. 
25 p. 517 above. 
2'^ p. 523 above. 
28 p. 525 above. 
29 Ibid. 
30 Ibid. 
31 pp. 529-531 above. 
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KAUSITAKIBRAHMANA ON THE ATIRATRA 

E.R. Sreekrishna Sarma 

The following translation is not literal, but it attempts to follow 
the text closely without sacrificing clarity. It consists of Chapters XIV through 
XVII, and the first four sections of Chapter XVIII, adding explanatory notes 
from Udaya’s commentary wherever necessary. The text has been published 
by the author (Franz Steiner Verlag, Wiesbaden 1968), as well as Udaya’s 
commentary (Wiesbaden 1976). For a discussion of these chapters and their 
context in the Kausitaki Brahmana, see the article “The Atiratra according 
to the Kausitaki Brahmana” in Part III of this volume (pages 161-167). 

Then the next is the Ajya (Conquering). By the Ajya the gods con¬ 
quered all desired things, all immortality. In just the same way the yaja¬ 
mana,_ by the Ajya alone, conquers all desired things, all immortality.1 
This Ajya is sixfold: the silent muttering (SSS 7.9.1), the silent recital (SSS 
7.9.2), the Prior Light (SSS 7.9.3), the hymn (RY 3.13), the Sastra Vigor (SSS 
7.9.6), and the offering verse (RV 3.25.4). The year, which consists of six 
seasons, is sixfold. Through this sixfold Ajya the gods attained the sixfold 
year consisting of six seasons; and, through the year, all desired things, all 
immortality. In the same way the yajamana now, through the sixfold Ajya, 
attains the sixfold year consisting of six seasons; and, through the year, all 
desired things, all immortality. That he first mutters the silent muttering (is 
because) the ritual is indeed the world of heaven, and by beginning with the 
silent muttering, he performs a beneficial rite for the attainment of the world 
of heaven. Next he recites the silent recital inaudibly, for the attainment of 
all desired things.2 (He says,) “Fire Light, Light Fire”; thereby he attains 
this world among the worlds and also the morning pressing of the ritual. (He 
says,) “Indra Light, Light Indra”; thereby he attains the middle world 
among the worlds and also the midday pressing of the ritual. (He says,) 
“Sun Light, Light Sun”; thereby he attains the yonder world of the worlds 
and also the third pressing of the ritual. Then there is the Nivid,3 which is 
indeed he who glows beyond. 

For he comes forth revealing all this.4 It (the Prior Light) is placed be- 

1 Udaya takes this as the etymological explanation of the name ajya: a + ji, an instru¬ 
ment by which one conquers directly or completely. 
2 Udaya notes that according to SSS 7.9.1-2, after the silent muttering, the ahava is to 
be made, followed by the silent recital. 
3 This is the Prior Light (puroruc) consisting of twelve parts. 
4 Etymology of the word nivid (ni + vid) — nivedanam is indicated here. 
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fore the hymn in the morning pressing, because the sun is in front at that 
time; in the middle of the hymn during the midday pressing, because he is 
then in the middle (of the sky); after reciting the last verses in the third 
pressing, because at that time he has moved to the back. Therefore in ac¬ 
cordance with his appearance (the hota) continues to fix the Nivid. They 
say that the colored horses draw the morning pressing, the white-backed the 
midday pressing, and the glossy white the third pressing, as in the case of the 
sun. He recites the Prior Light, consisting of twelve parts, one by one. In¬ 
deed twelve months make one year. This is for the attainment of the year. 
Then he recites the Ajya (hymn) consisting of seven verses, because the 
meters are seven. This is for the attainment of all meters. It is in the anus¬ 
tubh meter. Anustubh is speech. So whatever is described by speech, the 
anustubh, he attains.5 He recites each quarter separately.6 That is the symbol 
of generation, for man approaches woman by separating (her thighs). The 
act of dividing also symbolizes the two feet (which are the support). Further 
what is in between the two quarters is the mouth of death. If somebody 
says to him who takes breath in between, “You are falling into the mouth 
of death; you will not live,” then it will happen like that. 

Therefore he shall pass (to the next quarter) without breathing out.7 xiv. 3 

Breath is indeed immortality. So by immortality he crosses death. He 
combines the quarters of the next hemistich and ends with a pranava; by 
doing so he indeed hurls the thunderbolt at his evil rival. They become ten 
gayatrls. The tenth quarter is of only eight syllables. That which is anustubh 
here becomes (one) gayatri.8 Gayatri is the meter of Agni. The adhvaryu 
takes up ten cups at the morning pressing. They chant the Bahispavamana 
in nine (verses) (based on RV 9.11.1-9). The word him is the tenth (PB 
2.1.1) . So there are ten. They (the adhvaryu, udgata and hota), acting in 
different ways, prepare the Viraj.9 All this food is nothing but Viraj. After 
procuring it they bestow it on the yajamana. By repeating the first (RV 
3.13.1) thrice and the last (RV 3.13.7) thrice they make eleven; the offering 
verse (RV 3.25.4) is the twelfth. Since twelve months make the year, this 
leads to the year. Thus, recited properly, they become sixteen gayatrls. 

5 Udaya gives the explanation following Bhartrhari that the world of forms is covered 
by the world of names. He also refers to the view that, because in the Nighantu the word 
anustubh is included as a synonym of vac (‘speech’), anustubh is identified with vac. 
According to another view, following RV 1.164.45, vac consists of four legs, and is iden¬ 
tified with anustubh, which consists of four quarters. 
6 The first hemistich of RV 3.13.1 is to be recited separating the two quarters. 
7 Hence the form of the recital is gamad devebhir asano yajistho barhir asado. 
8 Seven anustubhs, each consisting of thirty-two syllables, when converted into gayatri 
make nine full gayatrls and eight independent syllables. These eight syllables are to be 
reckoned as one gayatri relying upon the dictum astaksara gayatri (TS 5.6.5.1, etc.). 
9 The adhvaryu takes up ten cups; the udgata sings ten samans; the hota recites, as 
above, ten gayatrls. “Ten syllables make the meter Viraj” (PB 2.1.1). 
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Therefore the Ajya becomes one with gayatrl.10 The offering verse (RV 
3.25.4) is addressed to Agni and Indra; thus he makes Indra share half of 
the pressing: Kausitaki says, “Make the deities partake of it.” Viraj consists 
of thirty-three syllables, the deities are thirty-three; so he makes the deities 
share one syllable each. After reciting the hemistich, “You Agni and Indra 
in the house of the generous” (RV 3.25.4), leaving the last quarter, he brea¬ 
thes. Viraj is prosperity and food. So he establishes himself in prosperity, 
in Viraj, which is food. With the next hemistich of the Viraj he utters vasat- 
kara. By that indeed he places the yajamana in the world of heaven. Then he 
follows with the next vasatkara for the tranquility of the oblations, for the 
stability of the oblations. 

xiv. 4 At the morning pressing he calls out, “Let us two recite.” The adhvaryu 
(responds,) “O divine, let us all recite.” These make eight syllables.11 At 
the morning pressing the hota shall say inaudibly, “The Sastra is recited.” 
“O the reciter of hymns,” says the adhvaryu. They are eight.12 Beginning the 
pressing with gayatri they have concluded it in gayatrl.13 At the midday pres¬ 
sing he calls out, “O adhvaryu, let us two recite.” “O divine, let us all recite,” 
(says) the adhvaryu. There are eleven syllables.14 At the midday pressing the 
hota shall say inaudibly, “The hymn for Indra is recited. “O! the reciter of 
hymns,” (says) the adhvaryu. There are eleven.15 Beginning the pressing with 
tristubh they have concluded it in tristubh. At the third pressing he calls out 
in reduplication, “O adhvaryu, let us two repeatedly recite.” The adhvaryu 
responds with reduplication, “O divine, let us all recite repeatedly.” There 
are twelve syllables.16 Because of hairiness, they become thirteen.17 At the 
third pressing, the hota shall say inaudibly, “The hymn has been recited to 
Indra and the gods.” “O! the reciter of hymns,” (says) the adhvaryu. They 
make exactly twelve.18 Beginning the pressing with jagati, they have indeed 
concluded it in jagati. Whatever is sown in the middle becomes this alone.19 
Even if other meters are inserted in the ritual, for him who knows this fact, 

10 Twelve anustubhs are equal to sixteen gayatris (8 x 3). Udaya remarks that ac¬ 
cording to PB 6.3.11 the morning pressing is related to gayatrl. After reciting the 
last rk (3.13.7), the Sastra Vigor (ukthavirya) is recited, followed by the offering verse. 
11 Somsavo (3) plus somsavo daiva (5) makes eight syllables. 
12 Uktharn avaci (5) plus ukthasa (3) makes eight syllables. 
13 Because, as stated above, gayatri consists of eight syllables. 
14 Adhvaryo somsavo (6) plus somsamo daiva (5) makes eleven syllables. 
15 Uktham avacindraya (8) plus ukthasa (3) makes eleven syllables. 
16 adhvaryo sosomsamo plus sosomsamo daiva (6) makes twelve. The reduplication in 
the first is counted as one syllable. 
17 Jagati has twelve syllables. Here by counting the first reduplication as one syllable 
we arrive at twelve. Just as hair grows on a child after it is born without changing it, 
one may be counted as two, and twelve as thirteen. 
18 Avacindrayoktham devebhyah (9) plus ukthasa (3) makes exactly twelve syllables. 
19 The three pressings are carried by the meters, gayatrl, tristubh and jagati, respecti¬ 
vely. Even when other meters than these are used in the middle of these pressings, they 
are to be considered as gayatri, tristubh or jagati. 

only the fixed (three) meters carry the ritual. Further it is said that the follow¬ 
ing verse (RV 1.164.23) confirms what is said here: “That the gayatri20 is de¬ 
posited on gayatra (the morning pressing) and that the tristubh21 was carved 
out of traistubha (midday pressing) and that the jagati22 is placed upon 
jagati (third pressing); those who knew this attained immortality.” Further23 
these deities are also exalted in these worlds. In this world which is gayatra, 
the Agni which is gayatra is exalted. In the middle world which is traistubha, 
the wind god which is traistubha is exalted. In the world beyond, which is 
jagata, the sun beyond, which is jagata, is exalted. 

After reciting the Ajya he recites Praiiga (Assemblage’). The self of the xiv. 5 

yajamana is Ajya, the vital senses are Praiiga.24 Since he recites the Praiiga 
after reciting the Ajya, the yajamana, after obtaining the whole of life in this 
world, attains immortality and imperishableness in the world of heaven. 
After the Pavamana is chanted, he recites the Ajya; after the Ajya is chanted 
(he recites) the Praiiga. This Praiiga is indeed the sastra of Pavamana. Ajya 
itself is the Sastra of the Ajya chant. He transposes these two.25 It is just 
like twisting the inner cords of a chariot. Kausitaki says that the cups are to 
be followed by the recitations. The cups for the Wind and for Indra and 
Wind together are (TS 1.4.4.1) to be followed by (the triplets) addressed to 
Wind (RV 1.2.1-3) and to Indra and Wind together (RV 1.2.4-6), respecti¬ 
vely. The cups for Mitra and Varuna shall be followed by (the verses) ad¬ 
dressed to Mitra and Varuna (RV 1.2.7-9); the cups for the Asvins by those 
addressed to the ASvins. For the offering verses of the Prasthitas,26 (he 
recites the triplet) addressed to Indra. When the assistants (hotras) offer the 
oblations (he recites the triplet) addressed to the Visvedevas. Speech itself is 
Sarasvati in all the pressings.27 Further the Prior Light is he who glows 
beyond; for it is he who shines in front. Moreover the Prior Light is the 
vital breath itself and the hymn is the body. Or, the Prior Light is itself the 
body; offspring and cattle are the hymn. So one should not call out between 

20 Somsavo somsamo daiva (8 syllables). 
21 Adhvaryo somsavo somsamo daiva (11 syllables). 
22 Adhvaryo Sosomsavo somsamo daiva (12 syllables). 
23 The verse quoted above should be interpreted not only as describing the ritual, but 
also as describing the position of the deities in the worlds. 
24 Udaya interprets prana as caksur adayah (the vital senses) in order to equate the num¬ 
ber of triplets in the Praiiga sastra with the number of pranas (AB 1.17.8 sapta vai 

sirsan pranah). 
25 The Bahispavamana chant normally should be followed by Praiiga and the Ajya 
chanting by the Ajya sastra. But here these positions are reversed. 
26 The offerings made by the prasasta, the brahman, the pota, the nesta, and the agni- 
dhra under the instruction of the adhvaryu are meant here. 
27 This statement, according to Udaya, is the answer to an unexpressed question as 
to the propriety of reciting a triplet addressed to Sarasvati in the Praiiga sastra, since 
no cup is offered to that deity. The substance of this statement is that, as all the cups 
are offered with recitation (which is Sarasvati = Vac), the recital of the triplet of Sara¬ 
svati is only proper: it becomes the recital for all the cups. 
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XIV. 

XIV. 7. 

the Prior Light and the hymn. First reciting the hymn combined with the 
Prior Light, he shall call out before (reciting) each subsequent Prior Light,28 
“The Wind proceeds in the front” (SSS 7.10.9). This is the symbol of inhala¬ 
tion. “O! Wind here” (RV 1.2.1-3); this is the symbol of exhalation. 

He recites the Praiiga beginning with gayatri (RV 1.2.1-3). By this the 
morning pressing is attained. He recites (the triplet) addressed to Indra (RV 
1.2.4-6). By this the midday pressing is attained. He recites (the triplet) 
addressed to the ViSvedevas (RV 1.3.7-9). By this the third pressing is at¬ 
tained. Then he recites the Prior Light of which Visvedevas are the deity (SSS 
7.10.13). It consists of six quarters. As such they call it the seasons, for the 
seasons are six. He recites it making a pause after each two quarters. There¬ 
fore the seasons are spoken of in pairs, the Summer, the Rainy, and the 
Winter. Here some (ritualists) recite the Prior Light having Sarasvatl for 
its deity (SSS 7.10.15). It should not be done; for it becomes an excess. Ra¬ 
diant indeed is speech; speech itself is the Prior Light. The hymns beginning 
with “Wind come hither, O lovely one” (RV 1.2) and “O ASvins, (you en¬ 
joy) the ritual oblations” (RV 1.3) with nine and twelve verses, respectively, 
make the Praiiga. That becomes twenty-one. The chant consisting of twenty- 
one verses is the highest among the fourfold chants; so he attains the highest 
chant. There are twenty-one: twelve months, five seasons, and these three 
worlds; the sun beyond is the twenty-first; so he exalts the yajamana by 
this in his (the sun’s) world. 

They form seven triplets. Seven are the meters, so this leads to the 
attainment of all meters. Moreover by these the gods appropriated the seven 
sevenfolds29 of the Asuras. In the same way, the yajamana by these alone 
appropriates the seven sevenfolds of his hateful rival. Formerly the morning 
pressing belonged to Agni, the midday pressing to Indra, and the third 
pressing to the ViSvedevas. As such Agni wished, “Let me partake of the 
midday pressing as well as of the third pressing.” Indra wished, “Let me 
partake of the morning pressing as well as of the third pressing.” The 
Visvedevas wished, “Let us partake of the midday pressing as well as 
of the morning pressing.” Those deities leaving the third pressing, pro¬ 
ceeded towards the morning pressing and assembled therein. Because they 
assembled together in it, it is called the “Assemblage” (Praiiga). Hence 
several deities are praised in the Praiiga. Therefore, all pressings belong to 
all the deities. After reciting the sastra, he utters the offering verse, “With 
all (deities), O Agni, you drink the sweet Soma” (RV 1.14.10). For this 
Sastra is addressed to the Visvedevas. Because of the gayatrl, the morning 
pressing is called gayatra. He should also utter the subsequent vasatkara. 

28 After reciting the Prior Light, he shall immediately follow with the recital of the 
triplet, without any call-out in between; then a call-out followed by the Prior Light and 
the triplet. 
29 Udaya interprets this to mean seven kinds of valuables. The Brhaddevata (V.123) 
enumerates them: discus, chariot, jewels, wife, land, horse, and eiephant. 

The gods, after propitiating the (pressing) stones with the Arbuda hymn 
(RV 10.94) and the purifying verses,1 obtained immortality, made their re¬ 
solutions come true. In the same way the yajamana, when he praises the 
(pressing) stones with the Arbuda hymn and the purifying verses, obtains 
immortality and makes his resolutions come true. When the Pavamana 
chant is over, they proceed with dadhi gharma, for this is its proper time. 
This makes the pressing sappy. Then they proceed with the set of five ob¬ 
lations.2 The explanation for this has already been given (KB 13.1.10). 
At midday, the Prasthita offering verse is that of Bharadvaja (RV 6.17.1); 
for it was Bharadvaja who gave Soma to Indra in the midday pressing. The 
verse having Indra as its deity is in tristubh. He utters the subsequent vasat¬ 
kara for the tranquility of the oblations, for the stability of the oblations. 
Then the associates (hotras) make their offerings together, the explanation of 
which has been given (KB 13.5.20). Then the ritual food, then the hota s 
vessel; the explanation of which has been given (KB 13.5.23-28). After 
the Daksina offerings are made, the remunerations are given. The pressing 
ends with this. Further, giving away the remunerations is indeed the redemp¬ 
tion of oneself. Moreover, it is through remunerations that the ritual is made 
viable. Because the ritual is made viable through remunerations, it is called 
daksina. So they (each) should daily utter (the mantra), “Here let me make 
myself the remuneration for auspicious fame, for the world of heaven, for 
immortality.” Thus they indeed make themselves the remuneration for 
auspicious fame, for the world of heaven, for immortality. After reciting a 
verse of Visvamitra (RV 3.51.7) as the invitatory verse after the cup for the 
Maruts, he offers the oblation with a verse of Visvamitra (RV 3.47.2). The 
cup for the Maruts indicates the continuity of pressing. Speech itself is Vis¬ 
vamitra;3 due to speech the sacrifice spreads. These two (verses) are ad¬ 
dressed to Indra and are in tristubh. The midday pressing belongs to Indra 
and the tristubh. He utters the subsequent vasatkara for the tranquility 
of the oblations, for the stability of the oblations. 

Then he recites the sixfold Marutvatlya;4 since six seasons indeed make 
the year, this results in attaining the year. He recites six meters in the order: 
anustubh, gayatri, brhati, usnih, tristubh and jagatl. Hence it (i.e., the 
Marutvatlya) is sixfold. He begins the Marutvatiya with, “To you like a 
chariot for protection” (RV 8.68.1) in the anustubh. The Marutvatiya is 

1 According to SSS 7.15 the recital can be done optionally by transposing the Arbuda 
and PavamanI hymns. The transposed order is as follows: RV 1.24.3; 5.81.1; 8.81.1; 
8.81.6; 8.81.7; 9.31.4; 10.94.1, 2; 9.31.5; 10.94.3,4; 9.31.6; 10.94.5; 9.8.4; 9.67.7; 
9.15.7; 9.65.14; 9.17.4; 9.67.15; 9.31.4; 10.94.6, 7; 9.31.5; 10.94.8, 9; 9.31.6; 10.94.10; 
9.31.4; 10.94.11; 9.31.5; 10.94.12-16; 9.31.6; 10.94.13. 
2 Curd, fried rice, flour, cake, and curdled milk. 
3 Speech makes friends; Visvamitra means “the one who has the world as his friend” 
(cf. Panini 6.3.130). Therefore speech is equated with Visvamitra. 
4 Udaya reminds us that the drinking of the Marutvatiya cup precedes the Marutvatlya 

recital. 

xv. i. 
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the sastra of the Pavamana chant. The anustubh is the meter of Soma. The 
explanation for transposing the quarters has already been given (KB 14. 
2*22). He recites the verses in gayatrl (RY 8.68.2,3; 8.2.1-3). The verses in 
gayatrl are indeed the vital breath. By this he retains the vital breath in him¬ 
self. This food, O bright one, is pressed” (RV 8.68.4) is the antistrophe 
containing the words “pressed” and “drink.” For this is the sastra of the 
Pavamana chant. “O Indra, come nearer” (RV. 8.53.5-6) is a mingled verse 
(Pragatha) inviting Indra. For the Maruts encouraged him (Indra) by say¬ 
ing? Come nearer.” He replied: “After slaying Vrtra and being successful, 
I may have the drink of Soma with you.” This mingled verse symbolizes 
his drinking of Soma with them. “Brahmanaspati indeed (recites)” is a 
mingled verse addressed to the deity Brahmanaspati. “Smite him,” said 
Brahma, encouraging him (Indra). He replied: “After slaying Vrtra and 
being successful, I may have the drink of Soma with you.” This mingled 
verse symbolizes his drinking of Soma with Brahman. “In it make the deities 
partake,” Kausitaki has said, “in which Indra, Varuna, Mitra, and Arya- 
man, the gods, made their abode.” In this the deities are made to partake. 

It is asked: as the two mingled verses, one inviting Indra and the other 
addressed to Brahmanaspati, are neither strophes nor antistrophes, why are 
they lecited in repetition so as to obtain the kakubh meter? (The answer 
is): the saman chanters do the Pavamana chanting by repetition; hence the 
same form is maintained here.5 “Agni is, just like the Sun, the leader of the 
folk” (RV 3.20.4); “You, O Soma, with your acts, are wise” (RV 1.91.2): 
these two verses are addressed to Agni and Soma, respectively. Agni and 
Soma were inside Vrtra. Indra was unable to hurl his vajra at them. They 
demanded a share of this (two verses) as ransom, besides their share in 
the full moon ritual. This sastra, which is Marutvatiya, is the killer of Vrtra. 
For it was with this that Indra killed Vrtra. “The munificient Maruts make 
the waters flood” (RV 1.64.6) is the verse containing the word “water-flood.” 
This verse referring to the flooding of water is indeed water itself. As the 

5 The question refers to the following idea: the quarters of RV 8.53.5,6 and 1.40.5,6, 
the two pragathas mentioned here, are repeated by the hota in order to make them in 
kakubh meter. According to the general rule, the hota has to recite the rk verses on 
which the chanters base their saman. In this context the chanters do not make use of the 
above mentioned rks for their saman singing. Therefore, the recitation of these verses 
by the hota is a violation of the general rule. How does one account for this violation? 
The answer is this: during the midday pressing the chanters base their samans on the 
three meters, gayatrl, brhati, and tristubh. There they chant the two samans called 
Gayatra and Amahiyava on six rk-verses in the gayatri meter (RV 9.61.10). This is fol¬ 
lowed by singing the Raurava and Yaudhajaya samans on six verses in the brhati 
metre (RV 9.107.6). Then the saman called Ausana based on three verses in the tri¬ 
stubh meter (RV 9.87.1) is chanted. Among these, the Raurava and Yaudhajaya samans 
based on the brhati metres are chanted in repetition. Therefore the two mingled verses 
are now recited by the hota, through repetition obtaining the kakubh meter. So there is 
no violation of the general rule. 

waters gushed out following the killing of Vrtra, and flooded, the verse 
“water flood” is relevant. It is in the jagati meter. Through this all pressings 
become related to the jagati.6 The hymn beginning, “You were born, O 
terrific, for the strength (of gods) and destruction (of enemies)” (RV 10.73.1) 
is addressed to the Maruts and contains the word “born.” The birth of Indra 
was that he killed Vrtra. So he who performs the ritual takes (a new) birth. 
To the first (verse) in this, the adhvaryu responds once (with the expression) 
containing the word “mad”; for it is here that Indra first became intoxicated.7 

This hymn addressed to the Maruts is indeed the conquerer of armies; 
for it is through this that Indra conquered the armies. He places the Nivid 
in the middle of it.8 For it is in the middle of the body that food is placed. 
He recites the Nivids. The Nivids are indeed the vital senses. So he retains 
the vital senses in himself. These he recites one by one, pausing between. By 
doing so he retains each vital sense, one by one, in himself. With the last 
one, he utters the pranava. Through this he exalts this vital breath (over all 
vital senses). Therefore all vital senses follow this vital breath.9 They also 
say further that the Nivids are food. Therefore he should recite them lei¬ 
surely; for one eats one’s favorite food without haste. After reciting the Sas¬ 
tra he offers (uttering) the verse: “Those who encouraged you, O bounte¬ 
ous, at the slaying of the dragon; those who (encouraged you) in the battle 
with Sambara and also, O owner of horses, with those who were in search 
of cattle” (RV 3.47.4). He did all these valorous deeds together with these. 
So this is his Soma drinking with them all. This verse addressed to Indra is 
in tristubh. The midday pressing is related to Indra and tristubh. He utters 
the subsequent vasatkara for tranquility of the oblations, for stability of the 
oblations. The anustubh which is first (in this sastra), is speech itself. Five 
gayatris follow it. The invitation to Indra is the mind; (the couplet) addressed 
to Brahmanaspati is the ear. The three isolated verses are respectively in¬ 
halation, exhalation, and circulation (of vital airs). The hymn is the body 
and the Nivid is what is inside the body. The concluding verse is the feet, 

and the offering verse the food. 
The next is the Niskevalyam (‘The Exclusive’). Several deities are praised 

prior to this and several later too. But this Niskevalya is Indra s alone. That 
is the exclusiveness of the Niskevalya. That it is begun with a verse in the 
brhati is because he who glows beyond is related to brhati, therefore he (the 
hota) enriches him (the sun) with his own form. Two are made into three by 
repetition. That is the symbol of progeny. For in the beginning there are 
only two; then the progeny is added. After reciting the strophe he recites the 

6 Not only this midday pressing but all three pressings. For this occupies the central 
position (Udaya). 
7 The adhvaryu utters the pratigara madamo daiva at the end of the first verse. 
8 After reciting six verses (10.73.1-6), the Nivids are to be recited. 
9 According to Udaya, the pranas here mean the “senses. ’ The last mentioned prana 
is the mukhya prana or ‘life breath’. 

XV. 4- 
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XV. 6. 

antistrophe. The strophe is one’s own self and the antistrophe is progeny. 
Therefore he should make the antistrophe agreeable in form, so that only an 
agreeable one will be born as his offspring, not one who is not agreeable. 
Then he recites the Supporting verse (dhayya). The Supporting verse is in¬ 
deed the vital breath, so he places the vital breath in himself. He recites the 
mingled verse. The mingled verse is indeed cattle. It leads to obtaining cattle. 
Moreover the mingled verse in the brhati metre is the symbol of inhalation 
and exhalation. Therefore he retains inhalation and exhalation in himself. 
The hymn consisting of fifteen verses beginning with “I shall now proclaim 
the heroic deeds of Indra” (RV 1.32) is the Niskevalyam. Yajra is indeed 
fifteen, so they annihilate the evil in the yajamana through the Vajra. In 
the middle he places the Nivid. It is in the middle of the body that food is 
placed. Then he recites the Nivids. Nivids are indeed the vital senses. So 
he retains the vital senses in himself. He recites them with a break after 
each piece. Thus he retains in himself each vital sense separately. With the 
last one he utters the pranava. By this he exalts the vital breath over all 
others. That is why all vital senses follow this vital breath. Moreover, they 
also say that the Nivids are food. Therefore he should recite them in a leisure¬ 
ly manner, for one eats one’s favorite food without haste. 

The concluding verse is to be recited in a lower tone; in this way the 
wife will not go astray. It should not be in a raised pitch, so the wife will 
not be puffed up. The strophe is one’s own self, the antistrophe progeny. The 
supporting verse is the wife and the mingled verse is cattle. The hymn is 
one s own self and the Nivid is what is inside it. The concluding verse is the 
foot and the offering verse the food. When the Pavamana was being chanted 
outside the sadas, death lay in wait for the hota. He outwitted it, except in 
the strophe, with the Ajya sastra. Then it lay in wait in the first Ajya saman. 
He outwitted it, except in the strophe, with the Praiiga. It lay in wait for 
him in the midday Pavamana chant. He outwitted it again, except in the stro¬ 
phe, by the Marutvatlya. That is why the Niskevalyam is initiated with the 
strophe. It is just like one overcoming death after freeing himself from 
fear. They put the query: here (i.e., in the Agnistoma recital) there is the 
Exclusive; there in the Mahavrata also there is the Exclusive. There the re¬ 
citals are made in meters which progress by increments of four syllables. 
How are they obtained here? (The answer is:) here they are obtained better. 
When the strophe and the antistrophe are recited, they make the seven 
(meters), each increased by four syllables over the previous one; and a 
quarter of four syllables emerges in excess. They are cattle. He (the hota) 
confers those cattle on the yajamana. Indeed the Agnistoma is Viraj. The 
number of strophes recited here totals one hundred and ninety. By reciting 
the offering verse in Viraj, he attains the form of Agnistoma directly. 
“Drink Soma, O Indra, let it make you delighted,” he exhales after reciting 
the hemistich in Viraj. Viraj is prosperity and food. So he establishes himself 
in prosperity, the Viraj, which is food. With the next hemistich of the Viraj 

he utters the vasatkara. That places the yajamana in the world of heaven. 
Then he utters the subsequent vasatkara for the tranquility of the oblations, 
for the stability of the oblations. 

Of the Vasus is the morning pressing, of the Rudras the midday pressing, xvi. i. 
of the Adityas the third pressing. Therefore, as the third pressing begins with 
the cup for the Adityas, it commences with its own deity. Further, this 
pressing, which is called the third pressing, is exhausted of its sap.1 This cup, 
which is the cup for the Adityas, is full of sap.2 With this he makes the 
third pressing full of sap. After reciting the invitatory verse in tristubh (RV 
7.51.13) for the Aditya cup, he recites the offering verse in tristubh (RV 
7.51.2). The tristubh is (the symbol of) strength and vigor. Through this he 
confers strength and vigor on the yajamana. He does not utter the subsequent 
vasatkara in this case. The Aditya cup is the beginning of pressing and the 
subsequent vasatkara is (a mark of) conclusion. (He thinks therefore,) “Let 
me not conclude the pressing before (the proper) time.” The offering verse 
contains the word mad\ for the third pressing is related to intoxication. Then 
after the Pavamana4 is chanted, they proceed with the victim, the explana¬ 
tion of which has already been given (KB 12.7.6). Then they proceed with 
the five oblations.5 The explanation of this also has already been given 

(KB 13.1.90). 
The verses addressed to Indra and Rbhus are recited (RV 4.35), during xvi. 2 

the third pressing, when the vessels are filled.6 Only when the Rbhus obtained 
the love of Prajapati did Indra allow them to partake of the Soma drink. 
Therefore they (the chanters) do not chant on the verses addressed to the 
Rbhus, but only afterwards do they call it the Pavamana related to the 
Rbhus.7 In the third pressing, he (the hota) recites the verse addressed to 
Indra and Rbhus as the Prasthita offering verse (RV 3.60.5). By this he makes 
Indra share half of the pressing.8 It is in the jagatl metre, for the third 

1 A mythological account says that the meter gayatii, in the form of a bird, brought the 
Soma creeper from heaven. In her descent she sucked its juice, as the plant was held in 
her beak. In actual fact, by the third pressing the creeper shall have lost much of its 
sap, which will have been extracted during the two former pressings. 
2 The content of this cup is curds. 
3 I. e., madayantam. 
4 This is the Arbhava-Pavamana chant. 
5 Consisting of curd, fried rice, flour, cake, and curdled milk. 
6 These are recited by the maitravaruna priest after receiving the order from the 

adhvaryu. 
7 The Rbhus were human beings. By their good deeds they won the favour of Praja¬ 
pati. On Prajapati’s advice, Indra allowed them to partake of the Soma drink. There¬ 
fore, although the chanters do not praise the Rbhus, the Pavamana stotra came to be 
called the “Arbhava-Pavamana” consequent upon their admission to the Soma ritual. 
8 The whole of the midday pressing is Indra’s own; by this he gets a share in the third 
pressing, too. 
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pressing is related to the jagatl. It contains the word mad, for the third 
pressing is related to intoxication. He follows with the subsequent vasatkara 
for tranquility of the oblations, for stability of the oblations. Then the 
assistants (hotras) recite their (Prasthita) offering verses.9 The explanation 
of these has already been given (KB 13.5.21) This is followed by the ida, 
then the vessel of the hota. The explanation of this has already been given 
(KB 13.6.2-3; 14). In the third pressing they place the rice balls called 
“Aupasana” (near their respective vessels). By this they gratify the Manes.10 
Then they proceed with the cup for Savitr. Him they propitiated first in the 
morning pressing. At that time the progeny were not yet born. Him they 
again (propitiated) at the midday pressing; at that time (the progeny) were 
still not born. At the third pressing again they propitiated him. Then the 
progeny were born. Therefore, (the cup for) Savitr is restricted to the third 
pressing. Moreover, Savitr is one among the Adityas. Of the Adityas is the 
third pressing. So they propitiate him in the third pressing. After reciting 
the invitatory verse in tristubh (RY 4.54.1) for the Savitr cup, he recites the 
offering verse in jagatl (AV 7.14.4). Tristubh is indeed strength and vigor. 
Jagatl is cattle. Therefore he stabilizes himself in strength and vigor and, 
at the end, in cattle. No subsequent vasatkara is uttered; for this cup for 
Savitr is indeed the vital breath and a subsequent vasatkara is (the mark 
of) conclusion. Therefore (he thinks,) “Let me not stop the vital breath 
before the (proper) time.” For this vital breath is, as it were, yoked (to 
oneself). The offering verse contains the word mad; for the third pressing 
is related to intoxication. 

xvi. 3- He begins the Vaisvadeva (sastra of all the gods) with (the deity) Savitr, 
because after being permitted by Savitr, the gods prepared for the third 
pressing. Therefore, the strophe, the antistrophe, and the hymn are addressed 
to Savitr. He begins the Vaisvadeva Sastra with “We choose that of Savitr” 
(RY 5.82.1) in anustubh. This VaiSvadeva Sastra is indeed related to the 
Pavamana (chant). Anustubh is the metre of Soma. The explanation of the 
transposing of the quarters (RV 5.82.2-7) has already been given (KB 14. 
2.22). He recites the verses in gayatrl (RV 5.82.2-6). Gayatrls are the vital 
breath. So he retains the vital breath in himself. He recites the hymn ad¬ 
dressed to Savitr (RV 4.54); for the cup now being offered is for Savitr. By 
this he indeed praises it. He recites the verse addressed to the Wind (&SS 
8.3.10). The verse addressed to the Wind is indeed vital breath. Thus he 
retains the vital breath in himself. When this (verse addressed to the Wind) 
is recited, they (the adhvaryu and others) fill the cups for the twin deities; 
it is (the mark of) placing all (other) breaths in the vital breath, which is 
Wind. He recites the verses addressed to Heaven and Earth (RV 1.159). 
Heaven and Earth are the supporters, so he gets support. Here the adhvaryu, 

9 Maitravaruna: RV 6.68.10; brahmanacchamsi: RV4.50.10; pota: RV 1.85.6; nesta: 
RV 3.36.3; acchavaka: RV 6.69.7; agnldhra: RV 1.94.1. 
10 SSS 8.2.13. gives the prescription for this action. 
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responds with (the formula) consisting the word mad, for the third pressing 
is related to intoxication. He recites the verse (containing the words) “maker 
of fair forms” (RV 1.4.1). Fair form is indeed food. Thus he confers food on 
himself. Moreover this Soma drinking is related to all forms. Therefore he 
retains the (good) form in himself. He recites the hymn related to the Rbhus 
(RV. 1.111). It is here (i.e., the third pressing) that Prajapati provided for 
them.11 Then he recites the verses related to Vena (RV 10.123.1), to Aditi 
(RV 10.63.3), and to Brhaspati (RV 4.50.6). With these he is indeed praising 
the cups named Sukra, Manthin, and Agrayana, respectively. Moreover, the 
recital is indeed addressed to the Visvedevas, so as not to exclude any deity; 
the cup now being raised is also for the Visvedevas, so he praises it with this 
recitation. Twice he recites the concluding verse of the hymn (RV 1.89.10), 
each quarter separately; the third time (he recites) it in hemistiches. Thus it 
becomes Viraj.12 Viraj is prosperity and food; so he attains prosperity, the 

Viraj, which is food. 
He recites four hymns (RV 4.54; 1.159; 1.111; 1.89) in the Vaisvadeva 

sastra. The VaiSvadeva sastra is indeed cattle;13 cattle are fourfold, also four- 
footed; so this leads to the attainment of cattle. Therefore, he should recite 
this in leisurely manner; then cattle will remain with him. The VaiSvadeva 
Sastra is recited with sixteen call-outs.14 All this, (the entire universe,) con¬ 
sists of sixteen parts; so this leads to the attainment of everything. It (the 
recital) becomes seventeenfold: eleven deities,15 four Nivids, the Sastra 
Vigor (SSS 8.21.3), and the offering verse (RV 6.52.13). Prajapati is indeed 
seventeen. The act which corresponds to the Prajapati is indeed bound to 
prosper. After reciting the sastra, he offers the oblation with a verse address¬ 
ed to the Visvedevas: “O Visvedevas, hear this my invitation to you” (RV 

11 The story found in Vedic mythology tells us that the Rbhus, by their good deeds, 
obtained the love of Prajapati. Prajapati sent them to the morning pressing where Agm 
and the Vasus did not allow them to participate. They were then asked to go to the 
midday pressing. Indra along with Rudra prevented them there also. When they were 
sent to the third pressing, the Visvedevas admitted them and they got their share. 
Therefore the hymn related to the Rbhus is recited in the third pressing. 
12 The last verse is to be recited thrice. Each quarter is separately recited twice, which 
makes the number of the quarters eight. The third recitation is done by dividing it into 
two hemistiches. So the number of recitations becomes ten. Viraj is described as 
consisting of ten syllables (AB 6.20.20; PB 3.13.3, etc.). 

13 Udaya gives the following explanations: By this sastra one attains cattle. Vaisvadeva 
is addressed to several deities; cattle are also of several kinds. Cattle aie used for their 
fat blood, meat, and marrow; they also have four feet. The Vaisvadeva sastra consists 
of four hymns. Thus by equating these numbers with the number of hymns, Vaisvadeva 

is equated with cattle. . , „ _ _ 
14 The starting triplet; the succeeding triplet; the hymns on Savitr, Vayu, and Dyava- 
prthivi • the Surupakrtnu verse; the Arbhava hymn; each of the three isolated verses; the 
Vaisvadeva hymn; the four Nivids; and the last verse, an ahava, are to be uttered be¬ 

forehand. 
15 By the term “deities,” the sastra parts are meant, not the gods. 

XVI. 4- 
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6.52.13); for this sastra belongs to the Visvedevas. The offering verse is in 
tristubh. Tristubh is strength and vigor. So he confers strength and vigor on 
the yajamana. The verse contains the word mad, for the third pressing is 
related to intoxication. He utters the subsequent vasatkara, for tranquility 
of the oblations, for stability of the oblations. The anustubh (which is the 
first of the Sastra) is indeed speech itself. Five gayatris follow it. The hymn 
addressed to Savitr is the mind. The verse addressed to the Wind is the vital 
air. The hymns to Heaven and Earth are the eyes. (The verse) “The marker of 
beautiful forms” is the indiscernible vital breath. The hymn of the Rbhus 
is the ear. The three isolated verses are inhalation, exhalation, and circula¬ 
tion. The hymn is the body and Nivid is what is inside it. The concluding 
verse is the support and the offering verse food. 

XVL 5. They put the query: why are only the Brahma and Ksatra unstable, 
while the Vis is stable? (The answer is:) the morning pressing is indeed the 
Brahma; the midday pressing the Ksatra; the third pressing the Vis.16 So in 
the morning pressing and the midday pressing, the concluding verse varies 
according to the context. Therefore the Brahman subjects live without 
stability, the Ksatriyas also without stability. But as the concluding verse 
of the third pressing is always the same, the Vis is stable. “Offer the melted 
butter, offer the cooked rice to Soma,” says (the adhvaryu). Indeed it is with 
these two, with the melted butter and the Soma, that the ritual progresses. 
In this he satisfies them both, (thinking that) when satisfied they carry the 
ritual forward. The offering verse for the melted butter is (recited) inaudibly. 
Melted butter is indeed (the symbol of) pouring the seminal seed; the seminal 
seed is poured in secret. Then the offering verse for the deity Soma is (ut¬ 
tered) aloud. Soma is indeed the moon. The moon is certainly discernible. 
Some say that after the oblation for Soma, no other oblation (with melted 
butter) should be made; because (all luminaries) below him (the moon) look 
down on this (earth). But the decision is that the oblation (of melted butter) 
should be offered (even after the Soma oblation). (The reason is): the melted 
butter is (the symbol of) the world of Gods;17 Soma, the world of the 
Manes.18 So they go beyond the world of the Manes and reach the world of 
gods (by making an oblation after the Soma oblation). Moreover by proceed¬ 
ing with the Soma oblation they certainly make the Manes pleased. Further 
they say that this is the performance of the Upasads; for in the Upasads the 
oblations are offered to Agni, Soma, and Visnu. This also (is offered to) Agni, 
Soma, and Visnu. They bring the Soma oblation to the sadas. The hota 
accepts it and places it beside him. Then looking his reflection in the melted 
butter he touches it with two fingers.19 Then he shall rub his eyes, with the 

16 The concluding verses in the two pressings, morning and midday, vary, whereas RV 
1.89.10 is invariably the concluding verse in the third pressing. 
17 According to RV 1.3.5, melted butter is preferred by the gods. 
18 According to RV 8.48.13, Soma is related to the Manes. 
19 The thumb and the ringfinger. 
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utterance, “You are the protector of eyes; you protect my eyes.” This act 

indeed protects his eyes. Then he hands it over to the saman chanters. 
d Then they proceed with the cup for the gods together with their wives v . . 

(Patnlvata). By this they make the wives share in the Ahavamya oblations. 
A subsequent vasatkara is not uttered here. The oblation is-mixedL with me e 
butter • melted butter does not deserve the subsequent vasatkai a (Bbb 14. )■ 
The Xing verse is reeited inaudibly. The cup for the gods with wives is 
indeed (the symbol of) pouring the seminal seed, and the seminal seed is 
poured in secret. There is no subsequent vasatkara here. The cup for the gods 
with wives is indeed the pouring of the seminal seed; a va?atkara marks the 

conclusion. (Therefore he thinks,) “Let me not terminatethe Poure^ se^ 
seed before the (proper) time.” They ask: this offering verse should 
the nesta;20 therefore why should the agnidhra recite this verse? The answer 
is - this offering verse is indeed addressed to Agni. The agnidhra is related t 
Agni. Therefore this offering verse is uttered by the agnidhra. Moreoyer by 
this the vasatkaras become equally distributed among all those who do not 

reCitH“ihe Agnimaruta (“Fiery Airy”) with twenty-one; call-outs 
The group of chants consisting of twenty-one verses is the last of e grop 
and fa symbol of) a firm stand; it indeed leads to stability. It ^he recital) 1* 
twenty-fourfold; there are twenty joints; so it is forty-four. Tristubh con¬ 
sists of forty-four syllables. Tristubh is strength and vigor. Therefore he 
confers strength and vigor on the yajamana. He recites 
to Visvanara (RV 3.3), because it is the cup for Visvanara that is being 
off“ he praises the cup with this recital. He recites the verse addressed 
to Rudra (RV 2.33.1). Rudra is indeed terrific. By this he applies the healing 
medicine. Moreover Rudra occupies the last position in the ritual. Therefore 
he praises him in the last recital.22 He recites the hymn addressed to the Ma- 
ruts (RV 1 57). Rudra is indeed in their group, so he restores him (Ru ) 
Ms group. Then follow the strophe (RV 6.48.1) and the ant,strophe (RV 

7.16 11) of the Yajflayajnlya. These are recited in the ™dd‘e’° 
fear 23 The female genitals are indeed in the middle of the body out of fear. 
He recites the hymn addressed to Jatavedas (RV 1.143). So this sastra is 

versesmhe concluding verse; three Nivids; before all these, one ahava is to be made. 
These’make twenty-one; Sastra Vigor and offering verse added, we get twenty-three. 
The call-out “adhvaro sosomsavo” makes it twenty-four. Twenty-four and the twenty 

joints (connecting the twenty-one mentioned above) make forty-four. 

22 Aanimaruta is the last sastra in the Agnistoma-samstha. . 

28 Instead of at the beginning, as is the normal case,these' L^ddifhave a 
middle of this sastra. This is for protection; for those who are in the middle hav 

sense of security. 
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XVI. 8 

XVI. 9. 

called “Fiery Airy.” Therefore this is to be recited in utter haste, just like 
the person who wants to escape the blazing wild fire (is in utter haste). 

He recites the verses having Waters as their deities (RV 10.9.1-3). 
Waters are indeed the healing medicine. So by this (recital), towards the end 
of the ritual, the healing medicine is applied. Therefore he should recite these 
in a leisurely manner as one sports in the water. He recites the verse addres¬ 
sed to Ahirbudhnya. Ahirbudhnya is indeed fire. So with this he makes it 
blaze up. Moreover he praises all fires in their abodes. He recites the verses 
“Wives of the gods” (RV 5.46.7) and “I (invoke) Raka” (RV 2.32.4). With 
these he praises the cup for the gods with their wives. As the wives are known 
to occupy the last part (in the house), these verses are recited at the final 
recitation. He recites Aksarapanktis (RV 6.44.7-9). Aksarapanktis are in¬ 
deed cattle. So the recital leads to the attainment of cattle. Moreover, 
Aksarapanktis are inhalation and exhalation. So he retains in himself in¬ 
halation and exhalation. Moreover, this relates the sastra to Indra.24 He 
recites the verses addressed to the Manes (RV 1.123.6-8) and Yama (RV 
10.14.4-6). By this he is praising the vessels called Narasamsa. Further, the 
Manes occupy the last part (of the world); so he recites for them in the final 
recitation. He recites the verses beginning with “This is indeed tasty” (RV 
6.47.1-3). By this he makes the Soma tasty to Indra. Moreover Indra is the 
divine world; Yama is the world of Manes; thus they cross over to the di¬ 
vine world from the world of Manes. When these are recited the adhvaryu 
responds with the phrase containing the word mad. For the third pressing is 
related to intoxication. He recites the verse addressed to Visnu and Varuna 
together (VS 8.59). The ritual belongs to Visnu and Varuna. Whatever is 
erroneous or in excess in the ritual, is healed by this. This is indeed the 
healing medicine. He recites the verses addressed to Visnu (RV 1.154.1) 
and Agni (RV 10.53.6). Agni and Visnu are at the extremes of (the panel 
of) gods. So he praises them in the final recitation. He recites the concluding 
verse addressed to Indra (RV 4.17.20). The Soma ritual belongs to Indra, so 
he establishes it, at the end, in Indra himself. 

Madhuka asked Gausra who is the deity of the Soma ritual. After re¬ 
citing the verses beginning with “The Soma flows” (RV 9.96.5), he replied 
that the other (deities) could only be the extension of Soma. The view of Pai- 
ngya, as one belonging to the Rgveda, was that it (Soma ritual) belonged to 
Indra. Kausitaki’s view was that it belonged to both Indra and Agni. As it 
begins with Ajya it begins with Agni; it ends with the concluding verse 
addressed to Indra, and thus belongs to Indra. This is indeed the Agnistoma. 
This alone is performed for attaining whatever is desired. If one performs 
another ritual without performing this, it is indeed an error. It is said that 
he will be overpowered or done to death. This is the Agnistoma that begins 

24 RV 6.44.7-9 are addressed to Indra, and in this Fiery Airy sastra there are no other 
verses addressed to Indra. 

with the “Conqueror” and ends with the “Fiery Airy”. In the recitation three 
hundred and sixty verses are obtained. The number of days in a year is also 
three hundred and sixty. Thus he obtains the days of the year. After reciting 
the sastra he utters the offering verse (for the oblations of cups). “O Agni 
(you drink) Soma, along with the shining and praiseworthy Maruts” (RV 
5.60.8). This sastra is related to Agni and the Maruts. This verse is in jagati 
and the third pressing is also related to jagati. This verse also contains the 
word mandasana, for the third pressing is related to intoxication. He utters 
the subsequent vasatkara for tranquility of the oblations, for stability of the 

oblations. 
The chants (belonging to sastra) in the Ukthya are addressed to Indra XVL 10 

and Agni. Indra and Agni (represent) all gods. The third pressing belongs to 
the Visvedevas, so it gratifies all gods. For Maitravaruna they (the chanters) 
use the verse addressed to Agni; and for the other two, those addressed to 
Indra. So, the verses together are addressed to Indra and Agni. They25 
recite four hymns each. The sastras are indeed cattle. Cattle are fourfold 
and also four-footed. This therefore leads to the attainment of cattle. They 
become twelve.26 The year consists of twelve months. It leads to the at¬ 
tainment of the year. There are four call-outs for each sastra. The sastras 
are cattle. Cattle are fourfold and four-footed, so they lead to the attainment 
of cattle. The offering verses of these sastras are addressed to twin deities.27 
The yajamana is a biped. It leads to stability. They make the number four.28 
Sastras are indeed cattle. Cattle are fourfold and four-footed. They lead 
to the attainment of cattle. (The offering verse) of the maitravaruna is 
addressed to Indra and Varuna (RV 6.68.11), for Indra and Varuna are the 
deities of this sastra. (The offering verse) of the brahmanacchamsi is addressed 
to Indra and Brhaspati (RV 7.97.10), because Indra and Brhaspati are the 
deities for his sastra. (The offering verse) of the acchavaka is addressed to 
Indra and Visnu (RV 6.69.3), because Indra and Visnu are the deities for 
this sastra. The first and the last (offering verses) contain the word madP 
The third pressing is related to intoxication. All these offering verses are in 
tristubh. The tristubh is strength and vigor. So they confer strength and 
vigor on the yajamana. They utter the subsequent vasatkara for tran¬ 
quility of the oblations, for stability of the oblations. 

25 The maitravaruna, the brahmanacchamsi, and the acchavaka. 
26 Each of these priests reciting four sastras make the number twelve. 
27 Indra and Vayu; Mitra and Varuna; and the Asvins. 
28 The three offering verses addressed to the twin deities plus the biped yajamana make 
four. 
29 RV 6.68.11 (the offering verse for the maitravaruna) contains the word madhumat- 
tamasya; RV 6.69.3 (the offering verse for the acchavaka) has the word madapati. 
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xvii. i. This, known as the SolasI (‘Sixteenth’), is indeed the vajra made of 
anustubh.1 Therefore, by reaching the Sixteenth, they annihilate the evil in 
the yajamana by the vajra made of anustubh. It consists of the word hari 
(‘carrier’). The vital breath itself is the carrier, because it carries.2 That is 
why it consists of the word hari. Again, he who glows beyond himself is the 
Sixteenth. Therefore (the hota) indeed pleases him by this. Moreover, this 
consists of sixteen chants and sixteen recitals; therefore it is called the Six¬ 
teenth. By reaching the Sixteenth, because the whole (universe) consists of 
sixteen parts, they attain the the whole (universe). Moreover, the Sixteenth 
is indeed Indra; therefore it consists of the word hari. Indra, it is well known, 
is praised along with his horses.3 (He begins with) “O Indra, be pleased; 
proceed and come over here with the horses.” Each of these verses (SSS 
9.5.2) consists of twenty-five syllables, by adding nine syllables (of the second 
part of each quarter, to the first part of sixteen syllables). The body is 
indeed twenty-five,4 offspring and cattle are additions. So he adds to himself 
offspring, cattle, servants, and food. They (the verses) are of thirty-three 
syllables each. That meter is svaraj. By this he attains whatever abode of 
the Svaraj, consisting of thirty-three syllables. Those (verses) when recited 
properly, become five anustubhs, and a quarter consisting of ten syllables 
emerges (from them). Each (verse) obtains two syllables (in excess). 

xvii. 2. He recites the (supplementary) verse “We are, O wealthy, yours” (RV 
8.46.1). (This he does) to complete the syllables mentioned above. With this 
the strophe becomes six anustubhs. So for the sake of completion he recites 
this verse.5 Some (ritualists) recite a matching triplet to match (the strophe). 
They say that the Sixteenth is none but he who glows beyond. There is none 
to match him. So, indicating him who recites the matching triplet, if one 
should say, “A hateful enemy will vanquish him,” it will certainly happen so. 
So here the (recital of a) matching triplet should not be considered. One 
transposes the meters recited after this. Meters are indeed the vital airs. 
Therefore (by transposing them) he intertwines the vital airs in himself in 
order to make them tight. That is why the vital airs circulating through the 
body do not pass out. Moreover, the Sixteenth is made of anustubhs. All 
these meters, therefore, make up the anustubh. He transposes the verses 
in gayatrl (RV 1.16.1-3) and in pankti (RV 1.84.10-12). Pankti is the meter 
belonging to the yajamana. Gayatrl is brilliance and divine splendor. So, he 
confers brilliance and divine splendor on the yajamana. He transposes the 

1 All meters used in this sastra are to be reckoned as anustubh. 
2 I.e., leads the other senses to activity. Also, the deity of the SolasI is Indra, who is 
identified with the vital breath. 
3 Hari also means ‘horse’. Indra is often mentioned in the Rgveda along with his horses. 
4 Ten fingers, ten toes, two legs and two arms added to the trunk make twenty-five. 
5 It is said that by reciting the five verses in addition to five gayatris, ten syllables are 
obtained in excess. RV 8.46.1 has twenty-two syllables. Adding the ten to this, one 
gayatrl of thirty-two syllables is obtained. 
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verses in usnih (RV 8.98.1-3) and brhatl (RV 3.45.1-3). The usnih is the me¬ 
ter belonging to the yajamana. The brhatl is cattle. So he confers cattle, which 
are related to the brhatl, on the yajamana. He transposes the dvipada of 
twenty syllables (RV 7.34.4) and the tristubh (RV 6.47.8). The dvipada 
meter indeed belongs to the yajamana. The tristubh is indeed strength and 
vigor. So he confers strength and vigor on the yajamana. He transposes the 
verses of sixteen syllables in the dvipada (SSS 9.6.6) and those in the jagati 
(RV 10.96.1-3). The dvipada is the meter belonging to the yajamana. The 
jagati is cattle. So he confers cattle, which belong to the jagati, on the yaja¬ 

mana. 
He recites the verses in gayatrl (RV 1.84.13-15). Gayatrls are indeed XVIL 3 

the vital breath. He retains the vital breath in himself. He recites the verse 
in seven quarters (RV 10.133.1). The meters are indeed seven. By this all 
the meters are attained. Moreover, with this verse, the gayatris become four 
anustubhs.6 So he recites this to complete (the meters). Then he recites the 
verses which are really in anustubh (RV 8.69.1-3; 10.13-15). The Sixteenth is 
of anustubh meter. So he enriches it with its own meter. They become eight.7 
By these, of course, the gods attained all their desires. In the same way this 
yajamana attains all his desires with these. By a triple recitation of the con¬ 
cluding verse, they become ten. These ten are the Viraj, consisting of ten.8 
Viraj is prosperity and food. It leads to prosperity, the Viraj, which is food. 
He concludes by reciting “Going to the abode of the Sun” (RV 8.69.7). 
Above is the abode of the Sun, where he glows. He (the hota) places the ya¬ 
jamana there himself. During the recital of the Sixteenth he calls out only 
thrice; before the beginning verse, the Nivids, and the concluding verse. 
The Sixteenth is tripartite. So he strikes at the evil in the yajamana with the 
Vajra which is tripartite. These mantras which are called sastra-vigor, are 
the glories and proclamations of the sastras. So one who knows the vigor 
of the Sastra in this way, will become glorious, well-known, vigorous and 
reputed. When recited properly, they (the verses of this sastra) become forty 
anustubhs.9 The pankti meter consists of forty syllables. The pankti is indeed 

6 The three gayatris make seventy-two syllables. This verse of seven quarters consists 
of fifty-six syllables. Combined they make one hundred and twenty-eight which is the 
total number of syllables of four anustubhs. 
7 By adding the concluding verse RV 8.69.7. 
8 The Viraj meter is described as consisting of ten letters (AB 6.20.20). 
9 By the recitation of RV 8.46.1 followed by the triplet given in SSS 9.5.2, six anustubhs 
are obtained as has been mentioned above. By transposing the quarters of RV 1.16.1— 
3 and RV 1.84.10-12, six anustubhs are again obtained. This makes twelve. By reciting 
RV 8.98.1-3 along with RV 3.45.1-3 six anustubhs are obtained. The total is now eight¬ 
een. Recital of RV 7.34.4 and RV 6.47.8 gives two anustubhs. At this point the number 
of anustubhs is twenty. By the recitation of three verses given in SSS 9.6.6. with RV 
10.96.1- 3, six anustubhs are obtained. Again, from RV 1.84.13-15, when recited with 
RV 10.133.1, we get four anustubhs. These transposed verses make, therefore, thirty 
anustubhs in all. Without transposition also, there are ten real anustubhs. They are RV 
8.69.1— 3; 13-15; and 8.69.7 (recited thrice). 
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stability. So he (the hota) establishes the yajamana among all the beings. 
Some say that he shall recite the offering verse in tristubh (RV 10.96.13), 
by transposition (with TA 1.20.1). 

Quick is the horse 

O owner of horses, you have drunk what was pressed previously; 
Mighty is the horse 

But this pressing is exclusively yours. 

Carrier is the horse 

O Indra, you relish the sweet Soma; 

Conquerer is the horse 

O pourer, you pour it first, in abundance, into your 
stomach. 

But the decision is that one should not transpose the tristubh (with other 
mantras). For offering verses are properly prepared vessels for giving ob¬ 
lations to the gods. Only in the divine vessel which is properly prepared 
does one give oblations to the gods. 

This (Sastra) should not be carried over into the night.10 The Sixteenth 
is indeed Indra. There is none higher than Indra. In the night (Atiratra) 
several (deities) are invoked. There are recitations in rotation (by the asso¬ 
ciates) and hymns addressed to the ASvins. Therefore this (the Sixteenth) is 
to be recited only on the fourth day.11 That is the place for the Sixteenth; 
for that day ends with the recital of the Sixteenth. But they say12 that the Six¬ 
teenth should be recited (in the Atiratra too). For the Sixteenth (is the sym¬ 
bol) of the whole of day and night. Therefore by reciting the Sixteenth, the 
day and night are retained as a whole. Then they come to the Atiratra. Day 
and night are the measurement of the year. So the performance of Atiratra 
leads them to the attainment of the year. Moreover, the whole of this (world), 
indeed, consists of two, the oil and the flame.13 Both of them are attained by 
day and night. So, in that they perform the Atiratra, they attain the oil 
and the flame. 

They recite the strophes and antistrophes in gayatri.14 Gayatrl is light; 

10 In the Atiratra ritual the Solasi sastra has a place. This is a view which is rejected here. 
11 Fourth day of the Prsthya-sadaha ritual. 
12 This is the accepted view of the Kausltakins. 
13 According to Udaya, oil stands for what is dull and light for what is bright. The 
whole universe is a combination of these two, represented by night and day, respectively. 
14 In the first rotation, the strophe for the hota (H) is RV 8.92.1-3 and the antistrophe 
RV 8.92.4-6. For the maitravaruna (M) they are RV 7.31.1-3 and 8.32.1-3, respectively. 
For the brahmanacchamsi (B) they are RV 8.2.16-18 and 8.64.6-8, respectively. For 
theacchavaka (A) they are RV 8.92.19-21 and 1.7.1-3, respectively. 
In the second rotation, H is RV 8.17.11-13 and 8.64.10-12; M is RV 8.81.1-3 and 
4.32.1-3; B is RV 8.45.22-24 and 8.69.4-6; A is RV 8.2.1-3 and RV. 1.9.1-3. 
In the third rotation, H is RV 3. 51.10-12 and 8.6.1-3; M is RV. 1.5.1-3 and 8.95.2-4; 
B is RV 1.30.7-9 and 1.6.1-3; A is RV 8.13.1-3 and 8.13.16-18. 
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night is dark and evil. So they cross the dark and evil with the light: they 
recite (the verses), repeating the quarter; that is how the saman chanters 
chant, so the recitation exactly follows the chanting. Some query: “Why is 
it that after the last chant of the Pratiharta, they call out and combine the 
recitation with the chant?” (The answer is:) The ritual is (considered to be) 
a human being. The two oblation receptacles are his head; the ahavaniya 
fire his mouth; the sadas his abdomen; the sastras his food; the southern fire 
and northern fire are his arms; the fires in the sadas are the deities inside 
him; the household fire and the fire for cooking the milk (for vrata) are the 
feet. (It may be considered) in another way also. The Brahma is indeed his 
mind; the udgata his inhalation; the prastota exhalation; the pratiharta 
circulation; the hota is speech; the adhvaryu the eyes; sadasya the offspring; 
yajamana the body; and the assistants his limbs. So, in that the adhvaryu 
begins the chant, he connects the eye with the vital airs. That the prastota 
invites the Brahma by saying “Let us chant, O Brahman” (is to be under¬ 
stood) as follows: “Because the mind is the leader of all these vital senses, 
let us chant the strophes after being permitted by the mind.” In this way 
he unites the exhalation with the mind. 

In that the Brahma gives permission to chant, he is indeed connecting XVIL 6 
the mind with the vital senses. In that the prastota performs the praises, he is 
connecting exhalation with the vital senses. In that the pratiharta does his 
job, he is connecting the circulation (of breath) with the vital senses. In that 
the udgata sings aloud, he is placing the vital breath in the circulating 
breath. All these deities are established in the vital breath alone. Then the 
hota connects the recitation with the chant. The hota is indeed speech, so 
he connects the speech with the vital senses. Therefore in that the associates 
combine the samans (with their recital) they are uniting the limbs with the 
vital senses. Then the yajamana accompanies the chant. Because the udga- 
tas are the vital senses, he retains the vital senses in himself. Therefore the 
sun shall not set when the yajamana is outside the vedi; neither shall he (the 
sun) rise, nor recitals be done nor chants be begun, nor fires be kindled out¬ 
side the fixed places for them.15 All this is because he should think, “Let me 
not screen myself from the vital senses.” In that they repeat the first words in 
the recitation of the first rotation, they are driving the Asuras out of the first 
part of the night. In that they repeat the middle words in their recitation of 
the second rotation, they are driving the Asuras out of the middle part of 
the night. In that they repeat the last words in their recitation of the last 
rotation, they are driving the Asuras out of the last part of the night. Just 
as one may drive out evil by shouting at it again and again and by dancing 
step by step, they (the assistants) drive out the Asuras from day and night, 
by reciting the strophes and antistrophes. (Moreover) by this (repetition in 

15 The idea is that the yajamana should not leave the vedi before sunrise; he should 

be there when the sun sets and the chants and recitals are begun. 
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the recitals) the rule that the recital should conform to the chants is kept in¬ 
tact. 

They recite the Sastra Faces in the meter gayatrl.16 Gayatrl is brilliance 
and divine splendor. So they confer brilliance and divine splendor on the 
yajamana. After reciting the gayatrls, they recite verses in jagati17. They 
call out in between the recitals of gayatrl and jagati verses. By doing so, they 
endow the meters with multiple vigor. After reciting the verses in jagati, they 
conclude with verses in tristubh.18 Tristubh is strength and energy. Jagati 
is cattle. So they make themselves established in strength and energy, and 
in the end, in cattle. The offering verses in tristubh contain the words “food,” 

intoxicated, and “drink” and are, therefore, enriched by having three 
forms. This is indeed the form of the night. 

They shall wake up the night. Wakefulness is indeed brightness. The 
night is dark and evil. So they cross the dark and evil with brightness. So 
long as no chant or no recital is there, they are not capable of containing 
the Asuras and Raksas if they attack. Therefore they should converse (with 
each other) Kindle the ahavanlya, the agnldhriya, the garhapatya; 
light up the fire places.” They should light up (the fires), so that there will be 
brightness alone. They should lie down touching each other. Thus the evil 
would not attack them thinking, “They are active.” Thus they wipe out the 
evil. 

The ASvina (recital) is an excess of Soma (ritual). If there be an excess 
of the ritual, the enemy becomes aggressive towards the yajamana. In that he 
offers oblations to the Asvins afterwards, since the Asvins are the physi¬ 
cians of the gods, he effects the remedy. Further, when Savita gave Surya 
to King Soma in marriage, or maybe to Prajapati, he apportioned one 
thousand (as dowry) for the daughter given in marriage. It became the 
property of the deities. They said: “Let us run a race for this thousand.” 
They ran the race. The ASvins won it on a_donkey. Therefore several deities 
are praised (in this Sastra) but it is called ASvina. Since then, as it were, the 
donkey does not run at full speed, thinking, “I have run (enough) and am 

16 In the first rotation the hota recites RV 8.92.7-23; the acchavaka RV 1.7.4-10; in 
the second rotation, the hota recites RV 8.93; the maitravaruna RV 1.8; the brahmana- 
cchamsi RV 3.41, and the acchavaka RV 1.9; in the third rotation, the hota recites RV 
8.6.4-48, the maitravaruna RV 1.5.4-10, the brahmanacchamsl 1.6.4-10, and the ac¬ 
chavaka RV 3.42. 

17 First: H is RV 1.51; M is RV 1.52; B is RV 1.53; A is RV 1.54; Second: H is RV 
10.48; M is RV 2.16; B is RV 2.17; A is RV 5.34 omitting the last rk. Third: H is RV 
2.21; M is 10.49; B is RV 1.102 omitting the last rk; A is RV 10.96. 
18 First: H is RV2.41.1; M is RV 6.44.15; B is RV 6.24.1; A is RV 6.44.16. Second: H 
is RV 2.19; M is RV 6.44.14; B is RV 10.112.2; A is RV 10.112.6. Third: H is 3.35.1; 
M is 2.15.1; B is 6.37.2; A is 10.104.3. 
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exhausted.” He shall recite one thousand (verses); for they won a thousand. 
(They query:) The basic chants here are in the brhatl meter; why does he 
begin (the recitation) with a tristubh? (RV. 6.15.13.) (The answer is:) When 
recited thrice this (the tristubh) makes three brhatls and one gayatrl.1 The 
three brhatls make the form of conjunction; the first form is gayatrl. He 
converts (all meters) into brhatl, because brhatl becomes one with the chosen 
(RV 7.16.1-2; 81.1-2; 74.1-2). In reciting the initials in brhatl, by repeating 
the quarters of the first mingled verse in each case, he is only following the 
form adopted by the chanters, for the chanters sing by repeating the quarters. 

He recites the portion related to Agni, so he attains this world. He re¬ 
cites that related to Usas, so he attains the middle world. He recites that 
related to the Asvins, so he attains the world beyond. He recites the portion 
related to Surya.2 There is a fourth divine world which is (described as) 
Water. He attains that world. He recites the mingled verse (RV 7.32.26-27). 
Mingled verse is indeed cattle. So it (the recital) leads to the attainment of 
cattle. Moreover the mingled verse in brhatl metre is (the symbol of) inha¬ 
lation and exhalation. Therefore he retains inhalation and exhalation in 
himself. Further it makes the Sastra relate to Indra.3 He recites the hymn 
addressed to Heaven and Earth. Heaven and Earth are the supporters. This 
leads him to stability. He recites the verse consisting of two quarters (SSS 
9.20.26). The meter dvipada is the symbol of stability. This leads him to 
stability. He concludes with the verse addressed to Brhaspati (RV 2.23.15). 
Brhaspati is Brahman. So he establishes himself in Brahman at the end. 
Thus the equivalents (of the meters) are as follows: Three hundred gayatrls 
are equal to two hundred brhatls.4 Seventy anustubhs and seventy panktis 
make one hundred and forty brhatls.5 If one hundred gayatrls are taken out 
of three hundred tristubhs, three hundred brhatls will be obtained.6 The 
remaining one hundred gayatrls, when added to a hundred jagatls, make two 
hundred brhatls.7 Fifty tristubhs and fifty usnihs make one hundred brhatls.8 
Then those fifty-seven (real) brhatls are added to this number of brhatls. 
The two tristubhs, the fifty-first and the fifty-second (RV 7.68.8-9), together 

1 The sastra begins with RV 6.15.13 which is in tristubh, consisting of forty-four syl¬ 
lables. As the beginning verse is to be recited thrice, one hundred and thirty-two 
syllables are obtained in the recital. This makes three brhatls (3 X 36 = 108) and one 

gayatrl (24). 
2 All these four kratusjviz., Agneya, Usasya, Asvlna and Saurya) consist of verses in 
all seven meters. This Asvina sastra is a vikrti of Prataranuvaka. 
3 Because this is a Pragatha in the brhatl and addressed to Indra. 

4 The gayatrl consists of twenty-four syllables and the brhatl of thirty-six syllables. 
5 The anustubh consists of thirty-two syllables and pankti consists of forty. Together 
they make seventy-two syllables equal to the number of syllables in a brhatl. 
6 Tristubh consists of 44 syllables while gayatrl consists of 24. 300 tristubhs have 13,200 

syllables; when 2,400 are deducted we get 10,800, equal to 300 brhatls. 

7 The jagati consists of forty-eight syllables. 
8 Tristubh is of forty-four syllables, usnih of twenty-eight, which make five brhatls. 

XVIII. 2. 
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with the dvipada, make three brhatis.9 Therefore the one thousand (verses) 
recited in several meters are equal to one thousand brhatis. One should 
recite neither more nor less than a thousand. This indeed is the (accepted) 
practice. 

However, the expansion of the Asvina (recital) is indeed directed as 
follows: This is a vedic rite (essentially) related to Agni, so one should never 
swerve from the rite related to Agni. Therefore, if he completes the recital 
of the portion related to Agni before time, he shall follow the recital of the 
portion related to the Asvins, with any verse addressed to the twin gods. 
In the portion related to the Sun, he shall include the verses addressed to 
Pavamana, according to the meters. (This means) he shall include the 
verses in gayatrl (of Pavamana) among the verses of gayatrl (of the Sun), the 
tristubh verses in tristubhs and the jagati verses in the jagatis. All verses 
which indicate the Sun (shall be recited) among the verses (prescribed) for the 
Sun. All mingled verses addressed to Indra (shall be recited) among the mingled 
verses. All verses addressed to the Heaven and Earth (shall be included) among 
the (prescribed) verses addressed to the Heaven and Earth. All the dvipada 
verses (shall be included) among the dvipada verses. All verses addressed to 
Brhaspati (shall be recited), just before the concluding verse. This is how no 
specific verses are here directed (for recital). Moreover, the Asvina recital is like 
a wheeler. The Alambadhas (?) are the two wheels, and the Akudhricis (RV 
1.120.1-9) are the axle. The verse “O Asvins, let your chariot, that flies like 
an eagle, come to us” (RV 1.118.1) is the seat. Then the four hymns of 
Agastya (RV 1.180, 181, 183, 184) are the horses (harnessed to it). This 
makes the divine chariot. By this divine chariot he attains the heavenly 
world safely. Then there will be the Suparna hymns.10 Suparna is indeed a 
bird. So becoming a bird with matching wings, he attains the world of 
heaven safely. There are only two call-outs during the recitation of the 
Asvina, one before the initial verse and one before the concluding verse. 
This is just like making one run without placing any impediment around. 

What follows is only a discussion about the conclusion. When the sun 
rises up to the arch (tied in front of the ritual hall), if the hota sees him, when 
he (the sun) sheds his ruddiness, and when all his rays become restored to 
him, that is the time for concluding (the recital). This is the time when his 
evil is annihilated and he becomes free of evil. He who concludes at this 
time annihilates evils and becomes free of evil. If, by chance, there be clouds, 
the hota shall conclude (the recitation) thinking, “He is not at all screened 
from me, for he is one with the vital breath in the body; and this is his real 
form by which he governs the beings.” If the sun is not discernible, he shall 
offer an oblation for the one who shines forth (probably RV 10.170), if he has 

9 The dvipada is of twenty syllables. 

10 These are said to be 11 in number—10 addressed to the Asvins and one to Indra and 
Varuna—and to consist of not less than 103 verses. Cf. Brhaddevata iii. 119 and notes 
on it by Macdonell; see also the Bhasya on SSS 6.20.14. 

not used it earlier.11 He will reveal himself to them. He shall recite two offering 
verses (RV 1.46.15; 7.81.1); for its duality the recitation is called by the 
name Asvina. Reciting the gayatrl (RV 1.46.15) without breathing in be¬ 
tween (the hemistiches), he breaths out after reciting the half verse in viraj 
(RV 7.81.1). Viraj is prosperity and food. He therefore establishes himself 
in prosperity and Viraj, which is food. With the latter half of the verse he 
utters the vasatkara. By doing so he places the yajamana in the world of 
heaven. Kausitaki says that he shall recite only the Viraj as the offering verse. 
Viraj consists of thirty-three syllables. The deities are also thirty-three. 
So he makes the deities share one syllable each. The confirmed practice is to 
recite the verse in tristubh, “O Asvins you, extremely smart, along with the 
Wind” (RV 3.58.7) containing the phrase “where the day is hidden”; for the 
Soma (creepers) are indeed more than one day old. Further, tristubh is 
strength and vigor; so he confers strength and vigor on the yajamana. 
He utters the subsequent vasatkara, for tranquility of the oblations, for 
stability of the oblations. When the saman chanters are assembled, he offers 
the oblations known as Pravrtahuti. (The idea is) “This is a great sastra; 
may you both, speech and mind, be pleased to raise it up.” 

11 During the recital of the portion related to Surya. 
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JAIMINIYA SRAUTA StJTRA ON THE AGNICAYANA 

THE PAS SAGES OF THE JAIMINlYA SRAUTASUTRA 
DEALING WITEI THE AGNICAYANA, TOGETHER 

WITH BHAVATRATA’S COMMENTARY 

The Sanskrit Text, An English Translation, and Notes* 

Asko Parpola 

1. Introduction 

The Jaiminiya Srautasutra (JSS), which belongs to the Jaiminiya school 
of the Samaveda, is a relatively old text, stylistically still somewhat similar 
to the Brahmanas.* It is divided into three parts, called Sutra, Kalpa, and 
Paryadhyaya. The Sutra section chiefly explains the ritual actions of the 
chanter priests in the Agnistoma and its subsidiaries, the Pravargya and the 
Agnicayana. In the literature of the other main branch of the Samaveda, 
that of the Kauthuma and Ranayanlya schools, it finds a counterpart in the 
first books of the Srautasutras of Latyayana (LSS I-II) and Drahyayana 
(DSS I-VI). This section of the JSS is the only one which has so far been 
edited and translated (into Dutch), by Gaastra (1906); the other two sec¬ 
tions had been thought lost. However, on the basis of a unique manu¬ 
script, discovered only in 1966, which contains the two missing sections, I am 
now preparing a critical edition of the entire work. The Kalpa corresponds, 
in general, to the Masaka-Kalpasutra of the Kauthuma-Ranayanlyas, while 
the subject matter dealt with in the Paryadhyaya is often to be found in LSS 
III-VII and the corresponding sections of the nearly identical DSS. 

The new edition will also contain the commentary of Bhavatrata, on 
all the three parts of the JSS, which was printed for the first time by Shastri 
in 1966. Quite apart from the fact that Bhavatrata’s commentary is an 
unusually good piece of work, it further merits consideration in this connec¬ 
tion because Bhavatrata was a Nambudiri brahmin who lived in Kerala. 
(In 1971, I visited his native illam and collected legends and reminiscences 
relating to him.) In the introductory verses, Bhavatrata mentions his 
compassionate father Matrdatta, who was a trivedin. Dandin, who lived 
around a.d. 700 (see Kunjan Pillai 1954, 23), speaks in very much the same 
terms of his friend, the great Vedic scholar Matrdatta, whose father and 
son were both called Bhavarata (sic), the former a Kalpasutratikakara from 
Kerala (Avantisundarikatha, edited by Kunjan Pillai, 1954, p. 13, 11. 211f.). 

For further information concerning the JSS, the Jaiminiya Samaveda, 

* This research has been financed by the Academy of Finland. 
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and related literature, the reader is referred to two earlier papers (Parpola 
1967, 1973), which contain fairly exhaustive references. 

Most of the Sutra portion of the J&S is relevant to the understanding 
of the Kerala Agnicayana, which was performed as part of a Soma sacrifice 
that also included the Pravargya ceremony. Space, however, does not permit 
inclusion of the passages describing the normal Soma sacrifice, which, 
especially in the case of Baudhayana’s Srautasutra, are very extensive; 
moreover, they are already accessible elsewhere (Srautakosa II). It has 
accordingly been decided that the present work should deal only with 
passages specifically relating to the Agnicayana, which are to be found in 
all three sections of the JSS. In the Sutra portion, the fourth chapter deals 
primarily with the solo samans sung at the piling of the fire altar: (1) the 
five vyahrti samans, or chants of the mystic utterances, which accompany 
the laying down of five particularly important special “bricks”; and (2) 
the samans sung around the completed fire altar. For this passage compare 
LSS 1.5 and DSS 2.1 and my translation (Parpola 1969, 1:2, 76ff.) for 
extensive notes on the parallel texts (including the JSS) and the secondary 
literature. The fourth chapter is followed by a unique apocryphal chapter 
which has great importance for the interpretation of the Kerala ritual. The 
Kalpa section contains prescriptions about the lauds (stotra, chanted by the 
trio of the prastota, udgata, and pratiharta priests) that are to be sung 
on the occasion when the Soma sacrifice is combined with the Agnicayana 
(only the shortest form, the Agnistoma, is here taken into consideration). 
As usual in the JSS, the stoma (the number of verses to be chanted at each 
laud) is given separately in the Stomakalpa section, while the verses and 
melodies are settled in the Samakalpa, in this case its Prakrtikalpa or Prakrta 
section. Finally, the nineteenth chapter of the Paryadhyaya refers to the 
solos chanted around the fire altar, while discussing the division of the 
samans into bhaktis for their sacrificial application. Deviating from the 
order of the J§S, I have dealt with this chapter immediately after the Sutra 
portion. 

The principal materials consulted in establishing and interpreting these 
texts have been listed in the bibliography, which also includes manuscripts. 
Variant readings and the like are recorded in the notes only when they are 
significant. The punctuation and division into sutras (where I have referred 
to Bhavatrata’s commentary) are mine. Since a definite method of referring 
to all the parts of the JSS has not yet been established, I sometimes cite 
below only the pages and lines in Shastri’s Bhavatrata edition (even though 
Bhavatrata does not give the actual sutra text, but simply quotes the first 
and last two syllables of each sutra). References to the JS are made both 
to Caland’s edition and to the Kerala manuscript, which differs slightly. 
The JGrG is cited in the Kerala fashion. In the transcription of the Sanskrit 
text quotations from, or references to, specific texts are indicated by capitals. 

I should like to extend here my sincere thanks to the Nambudiri Jai- 
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minlyas, especially Sri Itti Ravi Nambudiri, for their willing cooperation: 
it is entirely due to their good offices that we now have access to the Uha- 
and Uhya-Ganas of the Jaiminlyas. I have tried my best to delve into the 
bulky manuscripts in Malayalam script, but unfortunately time did not 
permit the verification of all the references to the JUhaG. 

Finally, I should mention here that an important part of the present 
paper consists of a detailed comparison of the old sources with the prastava 
list of the samans chanted at the Kerala Agnicayana, a list compiled by 
Itti Ravi Nambudiri and Malamel Paramesvara Nambudiri. 

2. The Fourth Chapter of the Sutra Portion (Gaastra edition, pp. 5.13-6.3; 
Shastri edition, pp. 21.8-22.27) 

a. The sutra text in Sanskrit: 
(1) atha yady agnim cinvita panca svarjyotirnidhanani samani gayet: (2) 
satyam iti puskaraparna upadhiyamane, (3) purusa iti puruse, (4) bhur iti 
prathamayam svayamatrnnayam, (5) bhuva iti madhyamayam, (6) svar ity 
uttamayam. (7) samcitam agnim samabhir upatisthate: (8) ’gna ayumsi 

pavasa ity ETASU sariravad gayatram, tena siro, (9) rathantarena daksinam 
paksam, (10) brhatottaram, (11) rtusthayajnayajnlyena puccham, (12) 
varavantiyena daksinam amsam, (13) syaitenottaram, (14) prajapater hrda- 
yena daksinam apipaksam, (15) agner vratenottaram, (16) agner arkena 
§iro, (17) vamadevyenatmanam. (18) atra Santo ’gnir. (19) atrodgatre varam 
dadati. 

b. The sutra text in English: 
(1) Now, if (the Sacrificer) should pile up the fire (altar), (the udgata) should 
sing the five ritual chants which have (the words) svar jyotis ‘sun light’ as 
their finale: (2) When the lotus leaf is being laid upon (the altar), (he should 
sing the chant composed on the mystic utterance) satyam ‘truth’; (3) when 
the (golden) man (is being laid down, he should sing the chant composed 
on the mystic utterance) purusa ‘man’; (4) when the first self-perforated 
(stone is being laid down, he should sing the chant composed on the mystic 
utterance) bhuh ‘(earthly) world’; (5) when the middlemost (self-perforated 
stone is being laid down, he should sing the chant composed on the mystic 
utterance) bhuvah ‘(intermediate) worlds’; (6) when the last (self-perforated 
stone is being laid down, he should sing the chant composed upon the mystic 
utterance) svar ‘sky’. (7) He pays reverence to the fully piled fire (altar) with 
(the following) ritual chants: (8) (He worships) the head (of the fire altar) 
with that gayatra (saman) which is provided with a body and (is chanted) 
upon these (verses that begin) “O Fire, thou purifiest the lives ...” (JS 
4.12.6-8); (9) the southern wing (he worships) with the rathantara (saman), 
(10) the northern (wing) with the brhat (saman); (11) the tail (he worships) 
with the yajnayajniya ‘which rests on the seasons’; (12) the southern armpit 
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(he worships) with the varavantlya (saman), (13) the northern (armpit) with 
the syaita (saman); (14) the southern shoulder (he worships) with (the saman 
called) “the heart of Prajapati,” (15) the northern (shoulder) with “the vow 
of Fire”; (16) (he again worships) the head, (this time) with (the saman 
called) “the flash of Fire”; (17) (he worships finally) the trunk (of the fire 
altar) with the vamadevya saman. (18) At this (moment) the Fire (altar) 
is pacified. (19) At this (moment) (the Sacrificer) gives a boon to the udgata. 

c. Bhavatrata’s commentary in Sanskrit: 
(1) athety agnicayanam adhikriyate. agnim yadi cinvita yajamanas, tatra 
panca samani suvarjyotihsabdanidhanany udgata gayet. pancanam samnam 
anukramisyamanatvat paiice ty anarthakam. nanarthakam, anyany api samany 
agnicaye santi geyaniti jnapanarthatvad: anyesv api vidyamanesu suvarjyo- 
tirnidhananam samnam samkhyaya visesanam upapadyate. tanicagniparigana- 
ni PARES AM VIHI<TANI), tanikhalv agnipariganesv iti PARYADHYAYE 
’SMAKAM API DRSYATE. yadi cinvlteti VACANAD vaikalpiko ’gnica- 
yah. (2) puskaraparnam adhvaryur upadadhati. tasminn upadhiyamane 
satyam iti vyahrtisama gayet. atravacane ’pi sistacaratah pranmukhata 
grahya, sthanasane tu vikalpyete iva. na va vikalpoj tisthataivanadese gata- 
vyam; tad AGNYADHEYE PRATIPADAYISYAMAH. tatas ca pascad 
agneh sthitenaitani geyani. (3) hiranmaye purusa upadhiyamane purusa iti 
vyahrtisama gayet. (4) ka§ cid upalavisesah svayamatrnnakhyah. tisrah 
svayamatrnnah prathamatrtiyottamasu citisupadhiyante, aparas catasra 
uttamayam eva. tatra prathamayam svayamatrnnayam bhur iti sama gayet. 
(5) purvoktasu tisrsv eva ya madhyama, tasyam idam ucyate, netarabhih 
saha saptasu. na hi tabhir asam sadharmyam. (7) samcitam parinisthitaca- 
yanam agnim samabhir vaksyamanair upatisthate. cayanad uparitanesu kesu 
cit samskaresu krtesupastheyam. tasmin hi kale ’dhvaryavas codayanti. 
tadartham samcitam ity UKTAM, na citam iti. (8) yasya gayatrasyodgitha 
rgaksarasamsparso nasti, tad asariram amrtagayatram. GAYATRAPRA- 
KARANE HI SRUYATE: tasyasarirena samnct sarirany adhunod iti. yasya 
tv rgaksaresv eva ganam, tac chariravat. agna ayumsi pavasa ityady rksu 
yad gayatram sariravat, tenagneh sira upatisthate. atha va yacchabdam 
anadhyahrtya vakyabhedam krtva vyakhyeyam. tatra gayatram ityantam 
ekam vakyam bhavati. nanv asminn api pakse ’stity adhyaharyam eva. naisa 
dosah, purvasminn api pakse vidyamanatvat. (9) agner daksinam paksam 
rathantarenopatisthate. (14) prajapatisabdo hrdayasabdas ca yasmin samni 
vidyate, tat prajapater hrdayam. (17) brhadrathantaravamadevyesu sam- 
gayah: kim atra trcasthani tani grahyany, utaikarcasthaniti. tatragnya- 
dheyadau trcasthanam ister grahane tesam yani trcasthani trcesu tani gayed 

iti VACANAD atra tadavacanad ekarcasthany evatra grahyaniti prapte 
trcasthanam evatrapi grahanam yuktam brumah. kutah? amnayat. trca- 
sthayor brhadrathantarayor UHARAHASYE samamnayo vidyate. nanv 
agnyadheye trcasthanam esam upayogat krtarthah samamnayah syat. 
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naivam yuktam. kramad ayam amnayo ’gnyartha eva. sarlravato hi 
gayatrasyanantare trcasthe brhadrathantare. evam atramnayata eva trca- 
sthagrahanasiddhes tadartham akrto yatnah, krtarthasya catra samam- 
nayasyagnyadheyadav aprayogaprasange tatrasthito yatnah. brhadrathan- 
tarayos tavad evam bhavatu, katham vamadevye? tad api trcastham eva 
grahyam, brhadrathantarasahacaritvad. yac cedam sariravad vamadevyam 
tree samamnayate, tasya sthanam na smaryate. tatragnikrama eva. sa na 
indr ay ety asmat saindhuksitat praktanam idam vamadevyam anumatavyam. 
atha vanarabhyadhitam idam vamadevyam anumatavyam, prakrtiprave- 
sarhatvat, prakrtau jyotistome maitravarunaprsthatamnanat. samanam 
prakaranikena vamadevyena badhitam anarthakam sad anarthakyad tad- 

angesv iti NYAYAJ jyotistomangam pravargyam agnicayanam ca pravisati. 
(18) atrasminn upasthane lcrte santo ’gnir bhavaty. ayam arthavadah sama- 
bhir upasthanasya stutyarthah. sarvatra carthavadanam SUTRE vacanam 
arthavadapurve prayoge phalabhuyastvajnapanartham. (19) varo varaniyo 
’bhilasanlyah. yad udgatabhilasati, tad asmin karmani dadati yajamanah. 
atha va gaur datavyo varah. PARATANTRE HI PARIBHASITAM: gaur 

brahmanasya vara iti. 
nyayatah prakrtav agner vikrtav apy anityata / 
nityata tv asya vikrtau SRUYATE tu kva cit kva cit / / 
iti JAIMINlYAStiTRAYRTTAY agnicayanapaksavidhis 

CATURTHAH ICHANDAH. 

d. Bhavatrata’s commentary in English: 
(1) “Now,” the piling of the fire altar is (herewith) taken up as the subject of 
discussion. If he, (namely) the Sacrificer, should pile up the fire (altar), in 
that case the udgata should sing the five ritual chants which have the words 
suvar j'yotisa as their finale. (Objection:) Since five ritual chants are going 
to be enumerated one after the other (in the following sutras), (the word) 
“five” (in the present sutra) is useless. (Reply:) It is not useless, because its 
purpose is to indicate that there are even other ritual chants in the piling of 
the fire altar which are to be sung: since even others are known, it is appro¬ 
priate to specify the number the ritual chants having suvar j'yotis as the 
finale. And they are those “pariganas of the fire (altar)” of the others (i.e., 
of the followers of the other, Kauthuma-Ranayaniya school of the Sama- 
veda)b which they have laid downc. They are attested also with us in the 
Paryadhyaya (19.23, see below §4): “Verily, they should certainly get to 
the pariganas of the fire altar ...” From the prescription “If he should 
pile up” (in this sutra, one can see that) the piling up of the fire altar is 
optional. (2) The adhvaryu lays the lotus leaf down (upon the fire altar). 
When it is being laid down, he should sing the ritual chant of the mystic 
utterance “truth.” Even though it has not been expressly prescribed here, 
it is to be understood from the customary practice that one has to face east, 
while it is left optional, as it were, whether one has to stand or to sit.a Or 
else there is no option, but one has to sing standing whenever there is no 

specification; this we shall explain in (connection with) the establishment of 
sacred fires (JSS 1.23.: Shastri, ed., p. 83.21 ff.). And hence these are to be 
sung by (the udgata) who stands behind the fire (altar). (3) When the golden 
man is being laid down, he should sing the ritual chant of the mystic utter¬ 
ance “man.” (4) A certain kind of stone is called “self-perforated.” Three 
self-perforated (stones) are laid down upon the first, third, and last layers, 
respectively, (and) four others just in the last layer. At the first self-perforated 
(stone) among these, he should sing the ritual chant (composed on the word) 
“(this) world.” (5) This is said with reference to that (self-perforated stone) 
which is middlemost among the three mentioned first but not among the 
seven which they make together with the other (four). For the rules valid 
for these do not apply to them. (7) He worships the fully piled, i.e., entirely 
finished, fire (altar) with the ritual chants that will be prescribed. The wor¬ 
shiping is to be done after some consecrations subsequent to the piling have 
been performed, for it is at that moment that the adhvaryu priests summon 
(this worshiping with samans). Therefore it has been said (in this sutra) 
“the fully piled,” not (just) “the piled.” (8) That gayatra (chant) in the 
udgitha of which the syllables of the verse (upon which it is chanted) are 
not touched at all {om or o being chanted in their stead), is the bodiless, 
immortal gayatra. For the holy writ says in the chapter on the gayatra: 
“By means of the bodiless ritual chant he shook off this one’s bodies” (JUB 
3.38.10). But that gayatra (chant), which is sung on the verse syllables, is one 
having a body. He worships the head of the fire (altar) with that gayatra 
(chant) which has a body, sung on the verses beginning: “O Fire, thou purifiest 
the lives . . . .” Or else one has to explain (this sutra) without supplying 
the correlative word yad, by dividing the sentence; in that case the word ga- 
yatram would end one sentence. (Objection:) Is it not so that in this view, too, 
it is necessary to supply “There is . . . ”? (Reply:) There is nothing wrong 
with this, because it is implied even in the previous view. (9) He worships 
the southern wing of the fire (altar) with the rathantara (chant). (14) That 
chant in which the word “Prajapati” and the word “heart” are found is 
(the one called) “Prajapati’s heart.” (17) There is an uncertainty with regard 
to the brhat, rathantara, and vamadevya chants: are they to be understood 
here as based on a tristich or as based on a single verse? On this point, while 
in the establishment of the (sacred) fires, etc., (the chants) of an isti sacrifice 
are understood to be ones which are based on tristichs on account of the 
express prescription: “Those of them which are based on tristichs, he should 
sing on tristichs” (JSS 1.26.11), it seems to follow that here one has to 
understand them as based on single verses, because there is no such express 
prescription here; however, we declare that even here it is proper to under¬ 
stand them as based on tristichs. On what grounds? On the basis of the 
traditional collection of the ritual chants). In the Uharahasya (the secret 
part of the collection of the modified sacrificial forms of the chants), the 
brhat and rathantara (chants) are handed down as based on tristichs. (Ob- 
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jection:) But is it not so that since these are applied as based on tristichs at 
the establishment of the (sacred) fires, this handing down serves (this) 
purpose? (Reply:) It is not appropriate (to explain it) thus. From the order 
(of the chants one can see) that this tradition serves the fire (altar) alone 
(the samans being arranged according to the order of their application). 
For the brhat and rathantara based on tristichs come (there) immediately 
after the gayatra which has a body. Thus because it is settled that the chants 
are already on the basis of the tradition(al collection) here understood to 
be ones based on tristichs, no (extra) trouble is taken for this purpose (in 
this sutra here); and since there is no possibility that they may be used 
(thus) at the establishment of the (sacred) fires, etc., because the handing 
down has had its purpose served (already) here, there is no trouble 
(taken) on that occasion (to settle the matter expressly). It may be so in the 
case of the brhat and the rathantara; but how is it in the case of the vama- 
devya? Even that (chant) is to be taken as based on a tristich, since it goes 
together with the brhat and the rathantara. And as to this vamadevya 
provided with a body which is handed down on a tristich, its place is not 
remembered (i.e., it cannot be found in the Smrti, i.e., the Jaiminiya Ut- 
taragana). In that case, the very order of the fire (altar ritual here determines 
it): one has to infer that this vamadevya precedes this saindhuksita chant 
which is sung on the verse “He to Indra ...” (JArS 5.4 = 107.43, JS 
3.3.2 = 62.2). Or else it is to be inferred that this vamadevya is learnt as a 
detached subject, because it is able to enter the archetype, since it has been 
handed down (in JUhaG 1.2.1) as the “dorsal” laud of the maitravaruna 
(i.e., as the second prsthastotra corresponding to the niskevalyasastra recited 
by the maitravaruna). Since it would (otherwise) be useless, being abolished 
as identical with the vamadevya belonging to the archetype, it enters the 
Pravargya and the piling of the fire altar, which are subsidiary parts of the 
(archetypal) Jyotistoma, on the basis of this general rule of interpretation 
(Mlmamsasutra 3.i.l8): “(A seemingly useless rule appertains) on account 
of its uselessness (at the archetype) to its (subsidiary) parts.” (18) At this 
(moment), i.e., after this worship has been accomplished, the fire altar 
becomes pacified. This explanatory statement has as its purpose the praise 
of the worshiping (of the fire altar) with ritual chants. And everywhere 
does the pronouncement of explanatory statements in the Sutra aim at 
making known the abundance of the fruit inherent in the ritual preceding 
the explanatory statement. (19) A boon is to be chosen, i.e., wished for. 
What the udgata wishes for the Sacrificer gives (him) at this rite. Or else, 
a cow is to be given as the boon. For in a work belonging to another (Vedic 
school) it is stated as a general rule: “A cow is the boon of the Brahmana 
(Paraskara Grhyasutra 1.8.15). From the general rule it follows that the 
fire altar is not obligatory at an archetypal sacrifice nor at an ectypal one; 
yet here and there the holy writ speaks of its obligatory nature in sacrifices 
of the ectypal type. Thus (ends) the fourth chapter in the commentary of 
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the Jaiminiya-Sutra, (called) the rules concerning the case that the fire altar 

is piled up. 

e. Notes on the text and the commentary: 
(1) (a) All the text manuscripts have svarjyotimidhanani, while the manu¬ 
scripts of Bhavatrata’s commentary in the first instance read both svarna- 

jyoti&°, and in the other instance both suvarnajyotir0. The five samans here 
intended are 25.2-6 (= 25.21-25 in the Kerala recension) in the Jaiminiya- 
Aranyaka-Gana (JArG); according to the Jaiminiya-Arseya-Brahmana, the 
(sixth or) aupanisadam parva of the JArG comprises seventeen (2-18) samans 
of mystical utterances belonging to the (goddess) Voice (vaco vyahrtisamani 

tya kha 
saptadasa), out of which these five have the finale svar jyotih. (On the 
musical notation of the Jaiminiyas represented by the superscribed syllables, 
see Parpola 1973, pp. 18 ff. and especially Howard 1977: 12 f. and 141 If.) 
In the Kerala manuscripts of the Ganas, this finale is always written suvar, 
while in the Burnell manuscripts suvar is also found as a variant. In the 
Kauthuma school these five vyahrtisamans have been recorded in Uhya- 
Gana 3.2.10 (Samasrami, ed., in Bibliotheca Indica 71, vol. V, pp. 486-488), 

1 r 31111 
and there the finale is suvar jyoti2345h. The same finale is found also in the 
Kauthuma saman called_ (according to Arseya-Brahmana 3.2.25) ekanu- 

ganam purusavratam in Aranya-Gana 5.1.18 (Bibl. Indica ed., Vol. II, pp. 
495f.) on Samaveda-Arcika 1.169 = 2.32(-34), which Latyayana (1.5.9) 
and Drahyayana (2.1.12) prescribe to be sung at the laying down of the 
golden man in iieu of the vyahrtisaman of “man,” “if (the Sacrificer) himself 
piles (the fire altar).” In the Katha-Aranyaka (fol. 354b), a pravargya saman, 
whose otherwise unknown yoni verse is similar to the stobhas of ArG 5.1.18, 
has the finale svar jyotiSh, while its parallel in Maitrayani-Samhita 4.9.21 
has svar na jyotih, and Taittirlya-Aranyaka 4.40 has suvar na jyotih; cf. 
Witzel 1974, a.l. Cf. also Anupadasutra 7.12 samananidhanani: svarjyotisi 
nidhanam ity aha, and Satapatha-Brahmana 8.7.4.6 svarjyotimidhanani (see 
Parpola 1968,1:1, p. 120). (b) Instead of the cagnipaksagaunani of Shastri’s 
edition and the Madras manuscript it is necessary to read with the Baroda 
manuscript 0pariganani. Bhavatrata here refers to LSS 1.5.1 = DSS 2.1.1, 
the first part of which is quoted by Bhavatrata on JSS 1.9.16 (Shastri, ed., 
p. 36, 15f.) as follows: uktam ca tandinam sutre: sarvatranadese pariganani 

prastota gayed iti. Actually both Latyayana and Drahyayana have parisa- 
mani instead of pariganani, while the latter term is found in JSS 1.25.1 
(= 1.24: p. 30, Ilf. in Gaastra’s ed.) atha pariganani. On these terms, see 
also my notes 2 and 12 on Dhanvin’s commentary on DSS 2.1.1. As may be 
noted from the passage from Bhavatrata cited above, in the Kauthuma- 
Ranayaniya tradition the prastota sings these samans, not the udgata 
as in the Jaiminiya tradition, (c) Since tani belongs to the Paryadhyaya 
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passage quoted by Bhavatrata, another (tank) (which the scribes may have 
thought to be a dittography and therefore omitted) has been restored before 
it, to make the syllables vihi yield some sense. In the translation, this con¬ 
jectural vihitani has been connected with the preceding sentence, but perhaps 
one should rather take it with what follows, and translate “they are seen 
laid down also in our tradition: . . . ” (2) Gaastra in her translation 
wrongly takes satyam etc. to be a nidhana (“slot-stuk”): it is a prastava. For 
Bhavatrata’s commentary, cf. JSS 1.26.10 “He who is involved with the rite 
concerned should sing them, with his sacrificial thread over the left shoulder, 
turned towards the east, standing or sitting, in the middlemost pitch”; 
Bhavatrata a.l. says of this sutra (which follows the exposition of the solo 
samans of the animal sacrifices), “This general rule (is meant) for all the 
pariganas in common”. LSS 1.5.1 = DSS 2.1.1, giving general rules about 
the singing of the solo samans, says simply, “in the manner of the self-study 
(svadhyayavad).” (4) In the text of the commentary, catasra uttamayam is 
my emendation. Shastri reads catasras tv avamayam recording as the lectio 
of his only manuscript catasras temayam, which is found in the Madras 
manuscript; the Baroda manuscript has catasrantemayam (in the grantha 
script). For these extra four svayamatrnna stones placed in the uppermost 
layer, see e.g., Apastamba-Srautasutra 17.7.3. (7) The verb upa + stha- ‘to 
worship, revere’ literally means ‘to stand near’; the worshiping is done by 
approaching the object of worship and standing near it. It seems necessary 
to emend the text of the commentary against the unanimous manuscript 
tradition in two places: samcitam (Shastri samcita) has been substituted for 
santisthatam, and krtesupastheyam (Shastri krtesu) for krtesupartheyam. At 
the end, na citam iti follows in the Baroda manuscript (na citram iti Madras 
manuscript; Shastri omits, recording as the reading of his manuscript na 
tritram iti). In Gaastra’s translation of samcitam, strike over “met gezan- 
gen.” (8) For the aniruktagana of the “bodiless” gayatra, see Howard’s 
paper (pages 311-342 in this volume). At the end of the JArG is recorded, 
as the JArsB notes (see Caland 1907, p. 29), the prajapatyam gayatram. 
Burnell’s Gana mss. and Sabhapati’s Dharanalaksanam also record 
thereafter (i.e., after the aupanisadam parva) the ritual form (the prayoga 
form) of the gayatra saman, introduced with the words athasya gaya- 
trasyasariravartaya prayogalj, (for a legend explaining the term asarira 
‘bodiless’, see JUB 3.29-31, especially 3.30.2). Both forms are recorded also 
in the Kerala mss. of the Ganas, but without the musical notation charac¬ 
teristic of the Tamil tradition. The plural etasu ‘upon these (verses)’ was a 
problem for Gaastra; on DSS 2.1.14, I suggested JS 4.12.6-8 = 110.1-3 
(= JS 4.3.9-10 and the immediately following 4.4.1 = 108.29-31), cor¬ 
responding to Kauthuma SV 2.868-870 and RY 9.66.19-21 (in the Jaiminiya 
tradition the last of these verses reads at the end dadhat posam rayim mayi 
for RV, KS, SV Kauth., and YS dadhad rayim mayi posam, agreeing in this 
respect with MS 1.5.1 and TS 1.5.5.2-3, of which only the latter agrees with 
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the JS in also transposing this last verse to be the middle one). There was, 
however, some doubt left, since Agnisvamin on LSS 1.5.11 (where only the 
initial words of the first stanza are quoted, as the text of the gayatra to be 
sung ‘explicitly’) comments etasyam rci . . . trih “three times on this verse” 
(cf. also Caland on ApSiS 17.12.10 and Eggeling on SB 9.1.2.35). All doubts 
are removed by the Jaiminiya Uhyagana (Usani), where in 1.8 the praja¬ 
patyam gayatram is chanted upon the tristich quoted as follows: agna ayumsi 
pavasom / ct suvorjam isam ca na are badhasva da hum bha o va / / agne 
pavasva svapom / asme varcas suvlrayam dadhat posam raya hum bha o va / / 
agnir rsih pavamanom / pancajanyah purohayitas tam imahayi maha hum bha 
o va / /. It is remarkable that a Sarlravad gayatra (or arcikagana) has been 
recorded in the JUhyaG, which is expected to be reserved for stotras only, 
and when the gayatra is chanted at the stotras it appears in the anirukta 
‘unexpressed’ form (cf. also Agnisvamin on LSS 1.5.11: aniruktyam stotra- 
pannasya bhavati). At the very beginning of the JUhyaG,_however, is also 
recorded the gayatra chanted on the visvarupa verses (JUhyaG 1.1 on JS 
3.1.1-2 = 60.1-2) and on JS 3.3.1 = 62.1-3 (JUhyaG 1.2), though no 
stotra is concerned, but a chant performed by the udgata alone (cf. JB 
1.73-74 and 1.81 respectively; cf. also JSS 1.8.6-7 and 1.9.16); though it 
is true that the visvarupaganam is spoken of as equivalent to a stotra (see 
B&S 25.21: 252, 12ff. and Bhavatrata on JSS 1.8.6). The Sarlravad 
gayatram chanted on the very verses prescribed for the worshiping of the 
head of the fire altar is in the JUhyaG immediately followed by the rathan- 
tara saman (JUhyaG 1.9 on JS 3.4.1-2 = 63.1-2) and the brhat saman 
(JUhyaG 1.10 on JS 3.15.7-8 = 74.7-8) which are both chanted on their 
yoni verses and moreover in the arcikagana way (in contradistinction to 
JUhyaG 1.3-4, where they are given in the aniruktagana on these very same 
verses, in the form needed for the first prstha stotra or “dorsal laud”). Since, 
moreover, Itti Ravi chanted JUhyaG 1.8-10 at the agnyupasthana of the 
Kerala Agnicayana, there is every reason to believe Bhavatrata, who also 
connects them primarily with this ritual context (see his commentary_on JSS 
1.4.17). (11) The rtusthayajnayajniyam is JArG 8.3 composed on JArS 3.3 
(JS 2.3.3 = 107.22) and corresponds to Kauthuma ArG 5.1.9 (see Caland 
1907: 25). Note that just as the head (i.e., the front part) of the fire altar is 
worshipped with the gayatra, which is the first saman of the normal Agni- 
stoma sacrifice, so is its tail (puccha) worshipped with (a variety of) the 
yajnayajnlya, which is its last saman (see Caland and Henry 1906-7, 241), 
thus related to the last part of the sacrifice called “the tail of the sacrifice” 
{yajnapuccha) {ibid., §246 ff.). The sacrifice, like the fire altar, is an image of 
the primeval being, Prajapati, here conceived as a bird. See BSS 10.15: 
14.15-18. (12) The varavantiyam is JGrG 2.7.3 composed on JS 1.1.2.2.7 
(= 2.7 in the Kerala tradition), being the third saman on this verse (cf. 
JArsB bhargave cagneh ca varavantiyam, Burnell 1878, p. 2, with Caland 
1907, p. 21). Cf. Kauthuma GrG 1.1.30 on SV 1.173. (13) The Syaitam is 
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JGrG 25.3.3 on JS 1.2.2.1.3 (= 25.3), being the third saman on this verse; 
the corresponding Kauthuma saman is GrG 6.1.32 on SV 1.2353. Cf. JArsB 
sannate dve, syaitam trtiyam. (14) Instead of hrdayena in both of the manu¬ 
scripts collated in B2, Gaastra has followed manuscript Bi which reads 
gurdena (thus also manuscript Baroda 9800). She justifies this decision as 
follows (1906: XX and 7, n. 16): The name prajapater gurdah is found in 
the JArsB (for JGrG 47.2.1,3 on JS 1.2.4.9.2 = 47.2: prajapater gurdah, 

visvamitrasya catyardah, prajapates caiva gurdah, visvamitrasya caivatyardah 
and for JGrG 53.2-1 on JS 1.3.5.2 = 53.2: prajapater gurdau dvau), but 
not the name prajapater hrdayam, which is attested in the Kauthuma- 
Ranayaniya school. Accordingly, says Gaastra, the former can be considered 
as the genuine Jaiminlya name, while the latter is due to the influence of the 
Kauthuma school. Prima facie, this seems good reasoning, but there are 
weighty reasons against it. Gaastra is unable to point out which of these 
four samans called prajapater gurda would be meant. More serious is the 
fact that all these four samans have the same name in the Kauthuma- 
Ranayaniya tradition as well (cf. ArsB 4.11.2 prajapates ca gurdah, kurdo 

va; visvamitrasya catyardah;prajapates caiva gur do; visvamitrasya catyardah 
= GrG 12.1.12, 14 on SV 1.4481,3; ArsB 5.5.2 . . . prajapater gurdau 
dvau . . . = GrG 14.2.13 on SV 1.51213): it is a no more genuine Jaiminlya 
than Kauthuma name. On the other hand, the absence of the name praja¬ 
pater hrdayam from the JArsB can easily explain the intrusion of the name 
prajapater gurda into the manuscript of this sutra. None of the four samans 
with this name, however, corresponds to the saman prescribed on this 
occasion not only in the Kauthuma-Ranayaniya tradition (LSS 1.5.16,18,22, 
DSS 2.1.20, 24, 28; Anupadasutra 7.12), but also in all the Yajurvedic texts 
(see Parpola 1968,1:1, pp. 120 ff.). Bhavatrata, who acknowledges only the 
name prajapater hrdaya in the text of the JSS, explains that this name is 
based on the words prajapati and hrdaya which occur in the text of the 
saman. In his commentary on the passage of the Paryadhyaya quoted and 
translated below, Bhavatrata explains why this name is not quoted in the 
JArsB: the saman forms part of a larger whole, a group of samans to be 
chanted one after the other in a succession, and only the name of this larger 
whole is given in the JArsB, where JArG 10 (= 12 in the Kerala tradition), 
1-9 are called purusavratam nava, and 10.10-11 kasyapavrate dve. The 
fifth of these samans, JArG 10.5 = 12.5, chanted by Itti Ravi Nambudiri 
in the Kerala agnicayana on this occasion, runs as follows: 

ku sa ku sa ku sa cya cya cya cya cya cya ki ca sa kl ca sa 

habu habu habu / ima ima imah / prajah prajah prajah / prajapate hoi prajapate hoi / 
kha ya tya taca ki ki ki ti thya ku ni 

prajapate hau va / e I hrdayam e hrdayam e / hrdayam au va / prajarupam ajijane / it ilaH. 

Bhavatrata specifically says that it is this fifth saman that is meant by the 
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name prajapater hrdayam, and this is confirmed by the Kauthuma- 
Ranayaniya tradition, where this is also the fifth saman of a larger whole, 
though there differently named; cf. ArsB 3.2.27 kasyapavratam dasdnuganam 
. . . prajapater hrdayampancamam. . . . This saman, ArG 5.2.15 on stobhas, 
is as follows: 

2r 2r 2r lr lr lr lr lr lr lr2r 1 lr2r 
hau hau hau / ima ima imah / prajah prajah prajah / prajapate / hoi / prajapate / hoi / 

1 r 2 r 2 1 2r 1 2 2r 1 2 2r 1 2 1 _ 2 lrr 
/ prajapate / ha^luvai lei hrdayam lei hrdayam / e / hrdaya^iu / va2 /prajarupam 

2r 1 1111 
ajijane 3 / it idci2245 . 

The argument about the Kauthuma influence also seems to turn to its 
opposite: in the original text of Latyayana, this saman is in all the three 
sutras mentioned called prajapatihrdaya,, while Drahyayana, who often 
seems to have changed the text of the LSS after the Jaiminiyas (see the 
evidence quoted in Parpola 1968,1:1, p. 36), systematically has prajapater 

hrdaya in the corresponding sutras, which is most probably due to the in¬ 
fluence of JSS 1.4.14. The Arseya Brahmana text commented upon by 
Sayana, which also has this reading, probably represents the Ranayaniya 
branch of the Kauthuma school, as is suggested by the division of the text 
(see Parpola 1968, 1:1, pp. 51 and 43) and other agreements with the DSS 
and the JSS against the L§S {ibid., 1969, 1:2, p. 100 on DSS 2.2.25). (15) 
The “vow of Fire” {agner vrata) is JArG 5.3 composed upon JS 1.1.3.7 
(= 3.7); it was chanted on this occasion in the Kerala Agnicayana. The 
corresponding Kauthuma saman is ArG 6.1.1 on SV 1.27. (16) The “flame 
of Fire” {agner arka) is JArG 13.5 (= 15.5 in Kerala), composed on the 
same verse as agner vrata. The identity of this saman, which corresponds to 
Kauthuma ArG 1.2.7, is also guaranteed by the Kerala Agnicayana. The 
mss. of Bhavatrata’s commentary read sir a iti for Giro in the text mss. (17) 
According to Itti Ravi Nambudiri, the vamadevya here intended is “the 
vamadevya of the punyaham,” i.e., JGrG 18.5.3, the third saman (cf. 
JArsB vacah samani dve, mahavamadevyam trtiyam) on JS 1.2.1.6.5 (= 18.5). 
A. Rangasvami Aiyangar’s Jaiminlya-Prayogavivaranam (Kumbhakonam 
1923) mentions mahavamadevyam trtiyam among the punyahasamani (p. 232, 
1. 4 from the end). The corresponding Kauthuma saman is GrG 5.1.25 on 
SV 1.1693 (cf. ArsB vacah samani dve, mahavamadevyam trtiyam, vamadevyam 
vaivci). This saman is chanted aniruktam on the corresponding (yoni) tristich 
JS 3.4.3-5 as the second prstha laud of the rathantara jyotistoma and is 
therefore recorded in JUhaG 1.2.1. Referring to Howard’s paper above, 
I reproduce here the first verse in this form: kdya nas cayitrayct bhuvat / o 

a bu hau ho ha o ha u va / sthayau ho hum ma / vak o / hayi / /. At the moment 
I am unable to explain how Bhavatrata traces the missing arcikagana form 
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of this tristich to be inferred before the saindhuksita, because I have not yet 
been able to analyze the entire JUha. In the text of the commentary, ’gnyar- 
tha eva is to be read for gyartha evam of the mss. (Shastri yugyartha eva); thus 
the Trivandrum ms. L310. I read tatrasthito with the Baroda ms. (whose 
reading is not wholly certain) for tatrasti no in Shastri’s ed. and tatrastito in 
the Madras ms. Another emendation is prsthatamnanftt for prasthatanmat in 
the Baroda ms., pratistMtanmat in the Madras ms., and pratisthanat in 
Shastri’s edition (emendation for the ms. reading quoted as pratisthanan- 
mftt). Anarthakyad in the MimS quotation is in accordance with the source 
and the Baroda ms. (Shastri anartham syad; cf. the Madras ms. anartham 
syad). The LSS and DSS prescribe also the route to be followed by the 
chanter of these parisamans, several alternatives being mentioned. As an 
eyewitness to the Kerala Agnicayana, I was specifically interested in observ¬ 
ing how the udgata, Itti Ravi Nambudiri, proceeded in chanting these 
samans. He performed them in the very order laid down in the JSS, but 
passing to and fro always on the eastern side of the agniciti, never passing 
the tail on the western side as expressly prescribed in LSS 1.5.13 (DSS 
2.1.16). However, when immediately thereafter the udgata together with 
the sacrificer and the adhvaryu priest worshiped the fire altar muttering the 
words of the chants, they walked around it making one complete circuit, 
passing the tail, and returning to the “body”. The upasthana of the yajamana 
has not been prescribed in any Samavedic text, but the rule laid down in 
BSS 10.49:50.15-51.1 (athavadrutyctgnim samabhir upastMpayati) can be 
understood thus, although it obviously originally referred to making the 
chanter priest sing the the parisamans. Baudhayana’s text was rigorously 
followed at the Kerala Agnicayana; the saman called “Fire’s heart” (agner 
hrdaya) muttered at the southern shoulder was JArG 25.9 (= 25.28 in 
Kerala): agner hrdayom / agner hrdaya ho agner hrdaya ho agner hrdaya 
hdauva / e suvar jyotih / /. This saman has no counterpart in the Kauthuma- 
Ranayanlya tradition, and I suppose that Baudhayana has preserved for us 
an older version of the Jaiminiya ritual. For a comprehensive comparison 
and analysis of all the Yedic sources relating to this agnyupasthana, see 
Parpola 1968,1:1, pp. 120-125. (18) In the sutra text, I read atra santo ’gnir 
without the word bhavaty that follows in Gaastra’s text and her ms. Bi, 
as well as in the following spurious khanda (sutra 18); bhavaty is omitted 
in Gaastra’s ms. B2 and in the two Trivandrum mss. Ti and T2, and also in 
Bhavatrata’s pratika. (Bhavatrata systematically quotes the first two and the 
last two syllables of each sutra, and here both the Baroda and the Madras 
manuscripts read atra to gnih; Shastri, pp. 22, 20, clearly has misrepresented 
the reading of his manuscript). Cf. also the probable source of this sutra, 
BSS 10.49:50,7f. atha santo ’gnir iti. Explanatory statements (arthavada) 
are characteristic of the Brahmana texts, but not of the Sutras, which 
strive for brevity of expression and mere description of the ritual. In the 

JSS they are a reminiscence of the Brahmana style, but the commentators 
try to find a practical explanation for them. 

3. The spurious chapter on the solo songs of the Agnicayana {Gaastra, ed., 

p. 34-35) 
In manuscript no. 506 of the Burnell collection in the India Office 

Library, designated as B2 by Gaastra, there follows a fifth chapter im¬ 
mediately after the fourth chapter edited and translated above. This chapter, 
which also deals with the solo songs of the Agnicayana, is missing in the 
other manuscript of the JSS in the Burnell collection (no. 231, Gaastra’s Bi); 
Gaastra has published it as an appendix, adding a list of the saman names 
with some comments on them (pp. 52 f.), but no translation. Bhavatrata has 
not commented upon this chapter or referred to it in any way. The spurious 
origin of this khanda is clear also from the fact that no other Vedic text is 
known to refer to the practice of singing samans for other bricks or occasions 
in the Agnicayana except those mentioned in the fourth chapter. Never¬ 
theless this chapter is clearly relatively old—at the end it quotes an otherwise 
unknown passage of a lost Brahmana—and shows that the Kerala Agnica¬ 
yana here too follows Jaiminiya traditions, albeit of a more recent origin. 
It must be noted here that the manuscript containing this khanda does not 
come from Kerala, but from Tamilnadu, according to Keith (1935, II, p. 
105, no. 4565). Gaastra, while describing this manuscript (which I have 
consulted), failed to mention that on the first folio and on the flyleaf it is 
said to be a copy of a “MS. at Uttongri” made in 1878, with collations, in 
red ink, from “an old Tinnevelly MS.” Uttongri seems to be the village 
Uttamaslli near Srlrangam, where I traced Jaiminiya traditions as still extant 
in 1971. In 1977 I received transcripts of two manuscripts of the JSS from 
Trivandrum (see the bibliography). Both of these mss. contain this spurious 
khanda: Ti has it at the very end of the sutra text after 1.4, which has also 
been transferred to the end to accord with the chronological sequence of 
the rites; in T2 these two chapters on the Agnicayana (1.4 and the spurious 
khanda) form chapters 23 and 24, preceding atha parigatiani .... 

a. The text in Sanskrit: 
(1) agnim ced upasatsu cinvlta ganakalam upadeksyamah. (2) puskarapalasa 
upadhiyamane brahma jajnanam ity uttaram sama gayet, satyam iti <ca) 
vyahrtisama. (3) hiranyapuruse navanuganam purusavratam purusavrato 
va, purusa iti ca vyahrtisama. (4) triny adyany ekaikam ekaikasyam {svayam- 
atrnnayam) bhur bhuvah svar iti vyahrtisamani. (5) samyanisv apravrtsu 
yauktasve plavam akuparam srudhiyam varavantiyam iti. (6) viratsv in- 
drasya ca vairaje vasisthasya ca vairaje. (7) prathama<^nf> mandalestakayam 
indrasya samjayam. (8) durvestakayam svasiram arko. (9) hiranyestakayam 
candra iti ca. (10) yat prathamam kurma upadhiyamane varunasamabhi- 
gayati. (11) patny asadham samalamkaroti; (12) tasyam samalamkriya- 
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manayam yositam priyam sravantiyam (?) harisrlnidhanam harivarnani 
sauktani. (13) lokamprnasu dravinaspardhasl saukrani (?) ca vyahrtisamani. 
(14) sarkarasu sarkare. (15) ’gnau pancajanye ’gner vratam. (16) cityam 
samcitayam dadhna madhumisrenabhyuksanti; (16) tad agner vratam 
dadhikram madhuscyunnidhanam iti gayed. (17) angasas cainam agneyesu 
gayatrarathantarabrhadvamadevyayajnayajniyair upatisthetatmanam. (18) 
atra santo ’gnir bhavati, varam codgatre deyam upadisanti. (19) tad yad 
imam agnicitam viruddham ahur: amangalyo va asyagnir abhud iti, tad 
yasyaitaih samabhir agnim ciyamanam ca samcitam cabhigayati, samrddhir 
evasya bhavati, navrddhir iti raurukinam iti. 

b. English translation: 
(1) We shall explain the time of singing in case he (the Sacrificer) should pile 
the fire altar during the upasad days. (2) When the lotus leaf is being de¬ 
posited (upon the altar), he should sing the latter saman (of those composed 
upon the verse) “The brahman that was first born . . .,” and the saman of 
the sacred utterance “truth.” (3) The “vow of man” with nine chants sung 
one after the other, or the “vow of man” [taking ‘vow’ in the masc.], and 
the saman of the mystic utterance “man” (are to be chanted) at the (laying 
down of the) golden man. (4) The first three samans of the sacred utterance, 
(i e., those sung upon the words) “(this) world, (the intermediate) worlds, the 
sky,” (are to be sung) one by one for each (of the three self-perforated stones 
laid in the first, third, and fifth layers) respectively. (5) The two yauktasva 
(samans “relating to one with yoked horses”), the plava (‘boat’), the aku- 
para (‘related to the sea or the tortoise’), the srudhiya, and the varavantiya 
(samans are to be sung) at the samyanl (“going” bricks, the lines of) which 
are not turned eastwards. (6) The two vairaja (samans “related to viraj”) 
of Indra and the two vairaja (samans) of Yasistha (are to be sung) at the 
viraj (bricks). (7) The first “victory” of Indra (is to be sung) at the Circle 
brick. (8) The svasiram arka (is to be sung) at the brick consisting of the 
durva grass. (9) The “moon” (is to be sung) at the Golden brick. (10) That 
Varuna saman which is the first, (the udgata) sings when the tortoise is 
being laid down. (11) The wife (of the Sacrificer) adorns the “invincible” 
(brick); (12) when it is being adorned (are sung) the “pleasure of maidens,” 
the sravantiya (?), the (saman) with (the words) hari and sri as the finale, 
the harivarna (‘related to yellow color’) and the saukta (samans). (13) The 
two (samans) “rivalling for riches” and the samans of the mystical words 
which relate to the brilliances (are to be sung) at the “Space-filling” 
(bricks). (14) At the gravels (are sung) the two (samans) “relating to 
gravel.” (15) The “vow of Fire” (is sung) at the fire of the five peoples. 
(16) When the altar has been piled up completely, they sprinkle (it) with 
sour milk mixed with honey; (16) then he should sing the “vow of 
Fire,” the dadhikra (cf. dadhi ‘sour milk’), and the saman with (the 
word) madhuhcyut (‘overflowing with honey’) as the finale. (17) Limb by 

limb should he revere the body (of the fire altar) with the (samans) gayatra, 
rathantara, brhad, vamadevya, and yajnayajnlya (sung) upon (verses) which 
are related to the Fire (god). (18) At this (moment) the fire (altar) becomes 
pacified, and (the authorities) prescribe a boon to be given to the udgata, 
(19) For it is said in the (Brahmana) of the Raurukins: “As to that, they call 
this man who has piled up the fire altar restrained, saying: ‘Verily, the fire 
(altar) has become inauspicious to him’; with regard to that (it is to be 
noted that) there will be great prosperity, not decrease, for him whose fire 
altar they address with these samans while it is being piled and when its 
piling has been completed.” 

c. Notes: 
(1) At an Agnicayana, there are six upasad days instead of the three of the 
paradigm, one for each layer and an extra one for the fifth; see ApSS 
16.35.6-9. For the diction of the sutra, cf. JSS 1.4.1 atha yady agnim cinvita 
. . . and JSS 1.24.1 pravargye samnam ganakalam upadeksyamo. Ti reads 
sunveta for cinvita. (2) Note puskarapalaha instead of puskaraparna as in JSS 
1.4.2. The latter term is the only one found in the older Vedic literature (AS, 
KS, KapS, MS, TS, TB, TA, SB, BSS), while the former is the term 
used in the corresponding sutra of the Kauthuma-Ranayaniyas (DSS 
2.1.11; LSS 1.5.8). Both words are attested in the MSS, ApSS, and Hir§S. 
The verse quoted is JS 1.2.3.1.9 = 33.9(= SV^ 1.321) on which two rtusa- 
mani have been composed. According to BSS 10.30: 28.7f. the rulcma 
plate is laid down with this verse immediately after the puskaraparna; 
according to Itti Ravi, this saman (JGrG 33.9.2) is sung at “kuzhipata.” The 
saman on satyam is jArG 25.5 (25.24 in Kerala). The additions in angled 
brackets throughout are mine; they have no confirmation in the manuscripts 
consulted. (3) Note hiranyapurusa for purusa in JSS 1.4.3. The navanuganam 
purusavratam is JArG 10.1-9 (12.1-9 in Kerala), and the vyahrtisaman on 
purusa is JArG 25.6 (25.25). Itti Ravi sang in addition, on the occasion of 
the Kerala Agnicayana, JArG 8.10-16 (9.1-7), which the JArsB calls 
purusavratam sapta, and JArG 23.10, the first of agneli svarani or vayoh 
svaryani (v.l. °amsi) i.e., vayor navanuganam according to the JArsB (25.7, 
the first of the three mahasamans, according to the Kerala tradition). 
For the order see the list below. (4) Triny adyann B2 (suspected by Gaastra 
to be corrupt, see her note 1); trtiyadyany Ti and T2. These are the first three 
vyahrtisamans: JArG 25.2-4 (25.21-23). (5) Apravrtsu B2, apravrssu Ti: 
apavrtsu T2 and the variant reading of the old Tinnevelly ms. recorded in B2. 
The other sources have the terms rjulekha, dalcsinavrt, savyavrt, and tryali- 
khita (SB for da° and sa° ityalikhita); cf. ApSS 16.13.6, 16.34.2, and the re¬ 
ferences given by Caland a.l. Two Samyanl bricks are laid down in the first 
third, and fifth layers (BSS 10.32: 30.2; 10.40: 38.14; and 10.44: 42.13), 
one in the second and fourth layers (BaudhSS 10.38:15.18; 10.41:40.4). 
The Kerala tradition is in perfect accord with this prescription concerning 
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the samans (all six of them being sung for the Samyani bricks of each layer) 
and helps in their identification. According to Itti Ravi,_the six samans are 
JGrG 49.3.8-9; 53.1.16; 36.4.1; 11.3.1; and 2.7.3. The JArsB records as the 
names of the samans composed on the respective verses yauktahve dve; 
vasisthasya ca play am; vasisfhasya vlhkani catvari, indrasya va priyani, dku- 
pardtti ya (it would have been impossible to know that it is the first of these 
that is meant, and not any other, or JGrG 56.4.1 = akuparam); prajapateh 
srudhiye dye; agues ca varavantiyam. I have accordingly been able to emend 
the corrupt (cf. Gaastra 1906, pp. 52f., where sraddham is suggested) srad¬ 
dham into srudhiyam. This emendation is confirmed by the readings of the 
Trivandrum mss.: srunyam Ti, srunya or 'srutya T2. (6) Although a Viraj 
brick is laid down also in the first layer (BSS 10.32: 29.21), these four 
samans are in the Kerala practice sung only at the laying of the Viraj bricks 
of the fifth layer (for which see BSS 10.45: 42.20). Itti Ravi Nambudiri 
sang JGrG 47.10.1-2 and 44.8.1-2, which accords with the present prescrip¬ 
tion, for these samans are in the JArsB called indrasyaca yairaje and vasi¬ 
sthasya ca vairaje respectively. (7)_There are two samans called “Indra’s 
victory” (indrasya samjaye dve, JArsB) chanted on JS 1.2.4.3.1 =41.1, 
and according to the Kerala Agnicayana it is the first of these, JGrG 41.1.1, 
which is sung, and at the Mandalestaka of not only the first, but also of 
the third and the fifth layer (for which see BSS 10.31: 29.11; 10.39: 38.4; 
and 10.46: 46.17f. respectively). It is therefore necessary to read prathamam 
ma° for prathamama0 (thus Gaastra and all the mss.); cf. sutra 10. (8) A 
Durvestaka is laid into the first layer only (see BSS 10.32: 29.19). The 
svnsiram arka is JArG 13.7 (15.7 in Kerala). In the JArsB this saman is called 
svasirasam arka, while the name svasirdm arka is found in the ArsB of the 
Kauthumas. This has led Gaastra to suppose a Kauthuma influence upon the 
composer or copier of this khanda (1906, p. 53). However, the name svasiram 
arka is also found in the Kalpa of the Jaiminlyas (see, e.g., the agnicitika 
chapter of the Prakrta published below). (9) In the list of the solo samans 
sung at the Kerala Agnicayana, the saman JArG 22.10 (24.10) = candra 
(JArsB) was sung for the Hiranyestaka figures only once, between the 
Durvestaka and the Samyanis in the first layer. It thus corresponds to the 
“gold-headed” (hiranyamurdhni) brick in BSS 10.32: 29.19, which is the 
only one of its kind, and is laid down immediately after the Durvestaka 
{ibid), before the Samyani bricks (ibid. 30.2). On the other hand, there 
are several Hiranyestakas mentioned in the BSS: in the first, third and 
fifth layers such a brick is laid down after the Svayamatrnna and before the 
Mandalestaka (10.31: 29.9; 10.39: 38.2; and 10.46: 46.16), and in the first 
layer upon the heads of the five victims (10.34: 31.12 etc.). The word ca 
is found in Ti only. (10) Prathama B2 and Gaastra, °mam Ti, °mam {a} T2. 
In the Kerala Agnicayana, JGrG 27.3.1 was chanted when the tortoise was 
laid down (for the tortoise, see BSS 10.33: 30.7). This is, as stipulated 
here (yat prathamam), the first of the three varunasamans that the JArsB 
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records on this yoni (varunasamani trini). (11) I have emended asMham for a0 
in all manuscripts. The verb samalamkr- is otherwise known from Vedic texts 
only from ASPaipp. 20.52.12 {parne te samalamkrte) and the Atharvaveda 
PariSistas (5.2.2; 33.6.8). SB 6.5.3.1-2 prescribes that the Sacrificer’s (first) 
wife makes the Asadha brick, but the verb here used seems to imply that the 
wife only draws the lines upon the Asadha (B§S 10.32: 30.1 speaks of 
it as tryalikhita and uttaralalcsman). (12) The yositam priyam is JArG 16.13 
(18.13) on JS 1.1 (SV 1.1). The emendation hravantiyam (= JArG 28.5.1) is 
quite uncertain: B2 (and Gaastra) as well as Ti have hriydm, which is un¬ 
doubtedly corrupt; T2 hr am. The harisrinidhana is JGrG 21.2.2. B2 and 
Gaastra read harivantam; the anusvara is missing in Ti, while T2 has hari- 
varixa{niT). The last reading may be identical to that of B2, for it is sometimes 
difficult to distinguish between the markers of long a and m in the grantha 
script, and {nil) might be just the guess of the copyist. In any case there are 
four samans with the name hclrivarna composed on JS 1.2.4.5.3 = 43.3 (cf. 
JArsB 4.7.3). For the hauktani there are the following possibilities, which 
may even all be meant: JGrG 18.2.1-3 {praiyamedhani trini, hauktasamani 
ya; udgatrdamanam va trtiyam); 58.3.1-5 {sauktani panca); and 59.3.1-3 
{sauktani trini). This occasion and these samans do not figure in the Kerala 
Agnicayana. (13) For each of the five layers, eight samans were chanted at 
the Kerala Agnicayana when the Lokamprna bricks were laid down. These 
were JArG 22.5-6 (24.5-6), called dravinaspardhini in the JArsB {dravina- 
spardhasi in the text, if this emendation is right, agrees with the ArsB of the 
Kauthumas, as noted by Gaastra 1906: 53; B2 reads 0 dhasi, with a v.l. °dhasu 
adopted into the text by Gaastra: Ti has 0dhasi, T2 °dhani) and JArG25.13- 
18 (25.32-37) the last six of the vaco vyahrtisamani saptadasa. Gaastra sug¬ 
gested that the reading hrimgani of B2 {hrhgani in Ti) should be changed into 
harhgani, which the JArsB (5.9.10) mentions as the name of the three samans 
JGrG 57.10.1-3. It is however clear that these samans cannot be meant, 
and that the word qualifies the six vyahrtisamans just mentioned. The 
reading of T2 is srugani, which to some extent justifies my emendation into 
haukrani that at least preserves the retroflex n. The meaning ‘connected with 
brightnesses’ agrees well with the key words of the samans concerned: agni, 
vayu, surya, candra, naga, and sukra. Another possibility would be hukmn- 
tani. (14) Since the two sarkara samans JGrG 45.2.1-2 {sarkare dye) were 
at the Kerala agnicayana sung at sarkaras belonging to the fifth layer, 
they are probably the four svayamatrnnas laid down in the cardinal direc¬ 
tions (cf. BSS 10.46: 46.5); in L§S i.5.8 (DSS 2.1.11), the word harkara 
‘gravel’ is added to qualify the svayamatrnnas. (15) Does “the fire of five 
peoples” {agni pdficajanya) refer to the verse ye agnayah pancajanyah . . . 
(VS 18.67) used at the Agnicayana according to SB 9.5.1.53? In the Kerala 
Agnicayana JArG 5.3 {agneh ca vratam, JArsB) was sung at the laying of 
the Pancajanya of the fifth layer. (16) Cf. BSS 10.50: 52.15. The samans 
sung at this occasion on the agnisoma day of the Kerala Agnicayana were 
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JArG 5.3 (agues: ca vratam), JGrG 37.7.1 (agues ca dadhikram), and JGrG 
37.4.1 (madhuscyunnidhanam ca prajapatyam). T2 reads madhuscun0. The 
correction °uksanti for °uksyanti is Gaastra’s. The mss. and Gaastra read 
citySm cityam, but the sprinkling with sour milk mixed with honey does not 
appear to take place at the completion of every layer, but only after the last 
has been completed (see TS 5.4.5.2-3; BSS 10.50; ApSS 17.13.6), as is 
already suggested by the context of this sutra. (17) Ahgasas Ti and T2: amsas 
B2 and Gaastra. Agneyesu Ti: agneyistha T2, agna istha B2 and Gaastra. 
Upatisthetatmanam all mss.: upatisthetam B2 pr.m. The intimate connection 
of the limbs with the body is emphasized in connection with the agnicitya; 
see, e.g., SB 9.5.2.16, where the body is equated with the Sacrificer (yajamana) 
and the limbs with the officiating priests. The list of samans given here, which 
agrees with the scheme of the (maha)vrata bricks of the fifth layer (cf. ApSS 
17.7.5-17.9.2), is indeed minimal, for the saman called “Prajapati’s heart” 
figures, practically speaking, in all the other sources (Parpola 1968,1:1, pp. 
120ff.). Cf. JSS 1.4.7-17. (18) Cf. JSS 1.4.18-19. Upadisanti is connected with 
this sutra in Ti, where it is followed by a danda; this seems indeed most natural. 
(19) tadyadidam agnicita [.] viruddhyam T2; tadyadi citam agnicitam hari- 
dhyam Tj; tadyad imam agnim citam (citikarma pr.m. for citam the reading of 
the Tinnevelly ms.) viruddhyam (Gaastra emends into viruddhyainam) B2. For 
viruddham, which is an uncertain emendation, cf. JB 3.189. Amahgalye is 
the reading of the Tinnevelly ms., recorded in B2; the word amahgalya is 
otherwise known only lexically. Gaastra has provided the emendation va 
asya0 for vasya° in the mss.; likewise yusyai0 into yasyai0 (Ti; T2 has tapras- 

yai° for tad yasyai0: y and r after a consonant may be confused in grantha) 
and navrddhim, which is the reading of all the mss., into °ddhir. Ghosh 
(I935, PP- 112f.) records three quotations from a Samavedic Rauruki- 
Brahmana (LSS 2.3.1 — DSS 4.3.1 raurukini, cf. Dhanvin a.l. raurukino 
nama kecic chakhinah, tair adhitani yajumsi raurukini; Dhanvin on DSS 
4.3.9 raurukinam; GGS 3.2.7-9 athapi raurukibrahmanam bhavati . . .). 
I have accordingly emended the hapax reading of the mss. rauravinam (thus 
also Gaastra) into raurukinam. While the samans sung when the wife of 
the Sacrificer adorns the Asadha brick are missing in the Kerala tradition, 
the latter contains also a group of samans chanted at the ksiradhara (cf. 
BSS 10,48: 48.11-49.4), for which no earlier tradition can be traced. 
They are, in the order of performance, JGrG 19.8.1 (first of the two, vais- 
vamitre); 47.10.1-2 {indrasya ca vairaje); 49.2.7 (vasisthasya ca sakulah); 
50.5.3 (the last of the three, babhroh kaumbhyasya samani trim)’, JArG 1. 
1-2 {vaco vrate dve); 1.4-6 (prajSpates; ca pratistha; sattrasya carddhih; krsna- 

sya cangirasasya vratam); 2.4 (vayos caturtham sc. vratam); 6.4 (the first of 
ilSndam pancanuganam panca); 8.1-2 {nihnavabhinihnavau); 9.1-3 (10.1-3) 
(trini devasya vratani); 9.5-14 (11.1-10) {diham ca dasanuganam da'sa); 

10.3-6 (12.3-6) (the third to sixth of the purusavratam nava); 10.10-11 (12. 
10-11) {kahyapavrate dve); 13.10 (15.10) {arkasiras ca); 17.3-6 (19.3-6) 

{indrasyaini; ahoratrayor vratapaksau); 23.18 (25.15) {adityavratam); 25.1- 
]8 (25.20-37) {tava’ssavyam; vaco vyahrtisamani saptadasa). 

I cannot close this chapter on the apocryphal samans without noting 
that although the Jaiminiya practice is represented by obviously younger 
sources than the earliest codified ritual, which acknowledges only the five 
vyahrtisamans and the agnyupasthanam as solos to be chanted at the fire 
altar, it may nevertheless have preserved genuine reminiscences of the 
older, proto-Vedic ritual. It is an acknowledged fact that the “classical” 
Vedic ritual gives the ritual application only for a selection of the samans 
recorded in our sources, thus attesting to a richer more ancient ritual (Olden- 
berg 1908; Caland 1908b). The names of several samans do point to an 
application at the Agnicayana (e.g., 'sarkarasu sarkare). On the other hand, 
it must be noted that the medieval Jaiminiyas were conscious of the issue 
(see Bhavatrata at the end of the next section). 

4. The Paryadhyaya, khanda 19 {cf. Shastri’s Bhavatrata ed., pp. 260.18- 

262.8) 
The nineteenth khanda of the Paryadhyaya deals with the different ways 

in which the samans based on different meters are divided among the three 
chanters who sing the lauds at Soma sacrifices. At the end of this chapter 
various cases are mentioned where a division for one reason or another is 
impossible. The last sutras relate to the solos of the Agnicayana, and are 
presented here with Bhavatrata’s commentary. The sutra numbers are pro¬ 
visional. 

a. The sutra text in Sanskrit: 
(20) atha yani devatasu drstani yani ca gananuganani tesam uho na sidhyati, 
yathadityavratam tavassavyam disam vratam kasyapavratam iti. (21) yadi 
hi sadevatani kuryad, vyapadayet param devatasthanam. (22) yady u va 
uddhared devatam, vilumpyat sama. (23) tani khalv agnipariganesu va pari- 
matsu va nunam apadyeran. (24) na nva esam anyasmin kratau yajne karma 
sidhyet. 

b. Bhavatrata’s commentary in Sanskrit: 
(20) atha yani samani <devata)su drstany rgrahitani yatha vaco vratadini 
ca, yani ca gananuganani yathadityavratadini, tesam ubhayesam uha eva 
tavan na sidhyati. devatasu drstani sujnanatv[ad anudahrtajni, gananu¬ 
ganani durbodharupatvad udahrtani. adityavratam catasrsv rksu bahuru- 
paih stobhaih gitatvad gananuganani; tasya vinivesasya durjneyasthanatvad 
uhamnayo na sidhyati. tavassavyam dva[yor apy rcor giyate]; tasyapi ta- 
thaiva. disam vratam dasavidhaih stobhair dasakrtva avartate; tasyapi 
tathaiva. kasyapavratam vaisvanaravratam iva vibhagyam kalpayitum 
Sakyam: gananuganatvam ayuktam iva pratibhati. tathapi gananuganani 
ity AVADAD ACARYAH. tasmad anyatha kasyapavratam kalpayamah. 
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CHANDORAHASYE DASAMO ’DHYAYAH chatravyavaharenaika- 
dasasamatmaka AR1SEYE. dvisamatmakam tatra prathamam viratsvara- 
janamna bhinnam, UHAMNAYE drstatvat. evam cet, param kasyapavra- 
tam bhavati. pancamam api prajapater hrdayakhyaya bhinnam evasti. 
kim ARSEYE prajapater hrdayakhyam asti? ARSEYE nasti; agnyupa- 
sthane prajapater hrdayena daksinam apipaksam ity asti. tasmat prajapati- 
Sabdavatvac ca prajapater hrdaya[m iti bhinnam eva jnajyate, viratsvara- 
javat. tathapi viratsvaraja {vat} parasya dasasamatmakasya samjnantaram 
prajapater hrdayam iti kalpayitum sakyam; purusavratasya viratsvarajasam- 
jnaiva. satyam etat. pancamam eva prajapater hrdayam iti gurupa[rampa- 
raya prapjnoti. kasyapavratasya samjnantaram prajapater hrdayam iti kena 
cid api na smaryate. kim bahuna: aditah sat samani purusavratani, param 
pancanuganam kasyapavratam iti manyamahe. evam vyakhyayamane 
navanuganadina[m . . . kasyapavratajsya ca gananuganatvad uho na 
prapnoti. anekasv rksu gltani gananugananlti ced, atisangayanvasantanisak- 
varavarnamahanamninam dosah prasajati. tasmad idam vakyam anyatha 
varnayamah. yani devatasu drfstani yani cadityavrajtadini catvari gananu- 
ganani tesam uho na sidhyati. <a)bhinnanuganatvad etani duruhaniti va 
yojyam, trca ekarca iti sama gayed iti ca VACANAT: tree vaikarce 
vaitani samani na kalpayitum sakyani. nanv atisango dve [.] 
tatha f cudhas ca. naisa dosah. ekasyam asyotpattih; itarah stomava<ntah) 
mantavyah. ACARYO ’pi mamabhiprayam atisafiga ekasyam iti VADAN 
dvitiyasyam ekaikasyam atlsangam avidhaya stomam purayan vyanjayati. 
atha va svaya[mbhu.]d atlsangasyoho na casmabhih 
paryanuyojyah; pauruseyanam uhanam hi laksanam vaktavyam, na svayam- 
bhuvam. evam ced, atlsanganusarena tavassavyam api tyuham iva prati- 
bhati. tasyohe SRUTIR eva pratyacasta: tad u va ahuh: dusprajnata vai 
tavahsavyasya stobhaQj) padavrttlhprastavahpratiharaQi) devatanidhananiti. 
(21) adityavratadinam gananuganatvat trcaikarcatvasya duhsampadatvad 
eva duruhatvam siddham iti krtva devatadrstanam samnam duruhatve 
hetum pradarsayati. saha devatabhir vartanta iti sadevatani samani. sade- 
vatani samani yadi kasyam cid rci kuryat, param devatasthanam vyapa- 
dayed, vyapattim kuryad. rkpadair agantubhir vyavahitatvat param dviti- 
yadidevatapadam rkpadair grhitam bhavati. (22) yadi devatam uddharen 
nirasyed, devatam apohya tasyah sthane yadi tadrsl gitir rci nihita bhavati, 
tada samaikadesatyagah kuto bhavati sadosah. vaco vratam kasyam cid rci 
prayuyuksur yadi devatanam prathamam prastavakhandam uktva prasta- 
vayoginam rkpadam nyasyed, dvitiyasya devatakhandasya sthanam rkpa- 
dena grhitam bhavati. ubhayathapi dosa eva. tasmad uho na sidhyati. (23) 
tani khalu samany agnicayapariganesu va mahavrataparimatsu va kada cid 
apadyerann iti manyamahe. agnau va pariganesu veti <va> vyakhyeyam. 
nUnam iti VACANAD uktavisaye ’pi samsitam. (24) nvai iti nipato pasyar- 
the. tesam devatadrstanam karma kriya samstute yajne ’gnipariganapari- 
madbhyo ’nyasmin visaye na sidhyet. uhasya duskaratvat stotrarthata na 
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sidhyatity arthah. kratuyajnayor ekarthatvad eko ’narthakah. nanarthakah. 
kratusabdah stutasastravati visistavisaye vartate; yajnasabdas tu pancaya- 
jnadisv api vartate. visistavisaya eva pratisedho brahmayajnadisu prayo- 
jayitum: ayam brahmayajno yatnavihito mantavyah. 

samajatasya sarvasya viniyogo na cet kratau/ 
amnayasya kriyarthatvad anarthakyam prasajyate // 
tasmat sarvani samani samyag adhvaravartmani / 
yathayogam prayojyanlty ACARYANAM viniscayah / / 
tatra stotresu mukhyatvad viniyogo visisyate / 
yesam asambhavasutram tesam syat pariganata / 
akarmanyani samrodhad iti yesam VACAH SRUTAM / 
drsto ’pi stotrasamyogas tesam natyantadosakrt / / 
ganagltani catvari devataprabhavani ca / 
stotravartma duruhatvan nasevante kada cana / / 
anarthakyabhayat tani prayoktavyani cet kratau / 
parimatpariganesu prayolctum prayateta ca // 
yesam tu parigane ’pi viniyogo na sakyate / 
sarthakikaranam tesam brahmayajna iti sthitam / / 
JNATUM JAIMINI^ CAKRE yajnasabdena 

kratau sati / 
phalato brahmayajfiasya srautatantrasamanata / / 
sarvatha santi yad yajne dusprayojyani kani cit / 
tad eva nunam utpatter brahmayajfiasya karanam / / 
SVADHYAYABRAHMANOKTA ya brahmayajfiasya 

nityata / 
samabhis ca parigrahya kalayogac CHRUTER iha / / 

c. The sutra text in English: 
(20) Now, the uha (sacrificial modification of the saman) is not performed 
(in the case) of those (samans) which have been seen (i.e., composed) (not 
as usual upon rk verses but) upon (stobhas consisting of names of) deities, 
and of those which are gananuganas (“songs to be sung one after another in 
a group”), like the adityavrata, the tavassavya, the disam vrata, and the 
kasyapavrata. (21) For if he should provide them with deities, then he 
would destroy the following place of the deity. (22) On the other hand, if he 
should remove the deity, he would ruin the saman. (23) Verily, they should 
certainly get to the pariganas of the fire (altar) and to the parimads (“songs 
of joy chanted around” the vedi at the mahavrata). (24) Indeed, their 
performance at a sacrifice would not succeed in any other ritual. 

d. The commentary of Bhavatrata in English: 
(20) Now, as to those samans which have been seen (i.e., composed) upon 
deities, i.e., which are without rk verses, like the vaco vrata (‘vow of the 
(goddess) Voice’, JArG 25.2-18 == 25.21-37 in the Kerala version), etc., 
and those which are gananuganas like the adityavrata (‘vow of Aditi’s 
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son’, JArG 23.18 = 25.15), etc., the (sacrificial) modification of neither 
of them is accomplished. Because they are easy to recognize, no examples 
have been cited for those (samans) which have been composed upon 
deities, while examples of the gananuganas have been quoted because 
their form is difficult to understand. The adityavrata is a gananugana be¬ 
cause it is sung upon four rk verses (JArS 4.6 = 107.35 and 6.3-5 = 107. 
52-54) (a) with numerous stobhas; its modification (in the JUhyaG) is not 
transmitted, because its suitable placement is difficult to recognize, (b) The 
tavaSSavyam (JArG 25.1 = 25.20) is (sung on) two (verses, JS 1.1.3.1 = 3.1 
and JArS 4.6 = 107.35, with stobhas); it is likewise with this. The disam 
vrata (“the vow of the directions of space,” JArG 9.5-14 = 11.1-10) is re¬ 
peated ten times with ten kinds of stobhas; it is likewise with this. It is 
possible to consider the kasyapavrata as a (saman) that can be divided 
(between the three chanter priests) like the vaisvanaravrata (JArG 7.3/4); 
hence it appears as if it were incorrect to declare it to be a gananugana. 
Nevertheless the teacher (Jaimini) has said (in this sutra) that it is a gana¬ 
nugana. Therefore we must fix the kasyapavrata otherwise. In the (Jai- 
min!ya-)Arseya (Brahmana), the tenth chapter of the “Secret (part) of the 
(collection of samans arranged according to their) meters” (chandorahasya 
— JArG) consists of eleven samans according to the practice (used in the 
teaching) of the pupils. The first (saman) there is a separate (complex) which 
(actually) consists of two samans called “viraj-and-svaraj,” since it is at¬ 
tested as such in the traditional collection of modifications (of samans, 
namely in JUhyaG = Usani 8.5). (c) If this is so, then the kasyapavrata is 
posterior (to this first saman). Also the fifth (saman) is a separate (entity) 
called “Prajapati’s heart.” Is there a saman by the name of “Prajapati’s 
heart” in the Arseya (Brahmana of the Jaiminiyas)? There is none in the 
Arseya. At the worshiping of the fire (altar, however,) there is: “He (wor¬ 
ships) the southern shoulder with ‘Prajapati’s heart’ ” (JSS 1.4.14). On the 
basis of this, and because (the saman JArG 10.5 = 12.5) contains the word(s) 
“Prajapati” (and “heart”) it is recognized to be a separate one called “Pra¬ 
japati’s heart,” like (the saman called) “viraj-and-svaraj.” Nevertheless it 
is possible to consider “Prajapati’s heart” as another technical name of the 
(remaining) ten samans which follow the viraj-and-svaraj; it is just this 
technical name viraj-and-svaraj that belongs to the purusavrata. (d) This is 
true. From the (oral tradition) of the teachers (however, it follows) (e) that 
(only) the fifth (saman and not the whole complex of the second to eleventh 
samans) is “Prajapati’s heart,” while nobody has in the traditional literature 
recorded that “Prajapati’s heart” is another technical name of the kasyapa¬ 
vrata. What (is the use) of further (discussion): our opinion is that the (first) 
six samans from the beginning (of the tenth chapter of the JArG) are puru- 
savratas, while the latter sequence of five songs to be sung one after the other 
(pancanuganci) is the kasyapavrata. (f) If one explains it so, then no (sacri¬ 
ficial) modification follows (from the . . .) of thenavanugana(JArG23.10 
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= 25.7), etc., and from the (kasyapavra)ta’s being a gananugana. If it is 
said that those (samans) which are sung on more than one rk verse are ga¬ 
nanuganas, then this defect (obstructing the sacrificial modification also) 
pertains to the (samans called) atisanga (JArG 14.7 = 16.7, composed on 
JS 1.3.8.1 = 56.1 and JS 1.3.2.1 = 50.1) (g), yanva (JArG 20.9 = 22.9 
composed on JS 1.3.4.2 = 52.2 and JArS 5.8-9) (h), santani (JGrG 59.8.1)_(i), 
sakvaravarna (JArG 16.8 = 18.8 composed on JS 1.3.1.1 — 49.1 and JArS 
5.4-5), and mahanamnyah (JArG 24.1-3 — 25.16-19 on the mahanamni 
verses 1-3) (and yet a sacrificial modification has been handed down for 
them) (j). Therefore we explain this sentence otherwise. As to those (samans) 
which have been composed upon deities, and those four (samans), the 
adityavrata, etc., which are gananuganas (i.e., not all the gananuganas but 
only these four), their (sacrificial) modification is not accomplished. Or 
else one has to interpret this in this way: that they are incapable of being 
modified because their anuganas are not separate, and because of this 
prescription (in JSS Samjnakalpa 6 at Bhavatrata p. 163.15): “He should 
sing the saman upon a tristich or upon a single verse”; (for) it is not possible 
to sing these samans upon either a tristich or a single verse. But is it not so 
that the atisanga, [which has been composed upon] two [verses nevertheless 
appears in the collection of modifications at JUhyaG 3.1] and thus has been 
modified (to be sung at a laud) (k)? This is not a valid objection: This (saman) 
is quoted (as applied) in one (stotriya verse only), other (stotriya verses) are 
to be considered as completing the stoma. (1) The teacher (Jaimini), too, 
makes my opinion manifest when he fills the stoma (i.e., the required num¬ 
ber of stotriya verses) without ever prescribing the atisanga on any second 
(stotriya verse), saying (just) “the atisanga (is sung) upon one (stotriya 
verse)” (Prakrtikalpa at Bhavatrata p. 148.2 and 148.20). Or else, the 
modification of the atisanga (attested as it is in the JUhyaG) [has been 
accomplished by the] Self-Born ones (i.e., gods), and is not to be questioned 
(with the object of refuting) by us; for it is the definition of the man-made 
modifications that is to be prescribed, not those of the Self-Born ones. If 
(this is) so, the example of the atisanga makes the tavassavya look as if it 
were capable of being modified. As to its modification, it is the holy writ 
itself that refutes this (in Jaiminiya-Brahmana 2.411): “With regard to this 
they say: Difficult to recognize, indeed, are the stobhas, the hiatuses be¬ 
tween the words, the prastavas, the pratiharas, and the deity finales of the 
tavassavya (saman).” (21) After having taken it as granted that the im¬ 
possibility of modifying the adityavrata, etc. is founded on their being gana¬ 
nuganas, since they (as such) have difficulty in attaining the condition of 
being sung on a tristich or on a single verse, (the teacher Jaimini) explains 
the reason for the impossibility of modifying those samans which have been 
composed upon deities. Those samans are “provided with deities” which 
exist together with deities. If one should apply samans provided with deities 
upon some verse (as is done in the sacrificial modification at the lauds), 
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then he would destroy the following place of the deity, i.e., he would cause 
its destruction, because it would be superseded by the interpolated feet of the 
rk verse: the following, i.e., the second, etc., place of the deity becomes oc¬ 
cupied by the feet of the rk verse. (22) If he should remove the deity, i.e., 
throw it away, then if after the deity has been taken away a similar looking 
song (as that sung upon the removed deity) becomes based upon a rk verse 
in its stead, then in what way does the abandonment of one part of the 
saman become objectionable? If one who wants to use the “vow of the (god¬ 
dess) Voice” (JArG 25.2-18 — 25.21-37) upon some rk verse while pro¬ 
nouncing the first prelude bit of the deities should throw away the rk verse 
foot that is connected with the prelude, then the place of the second deity 
bit becomes occupied by the rk verse foot, (m) Either way there is an (unaccep¬ 
table) defect. Therefore the (sacrificial) modification is not accomplished. 
(23) Verily, those samans should certainly sometimes get to the pariganas 
of the piling of the fire altar or to the parimads of the mahavrata (i.e., they 
should have at least such a use in the srauta ritual), so do we opine. <Or 
alternatively) one has to interpret this thus: either to (the ritual of) the fire 
(altar) or to the pariganas (solo songs including those of the pravargya, 
etc.) (or to the parimads). On account of the expression “certainly” there is 
also uncertainty with regard to what has been said. (24) The particle nvai 
‘indeed’ (is used) in the meaning of ‘look!’ The performance, i.e., actual 
practice, of these (samans) composed upon deities at a sacrifice where lauds 
are sung in chorus would not succeed at any context other than the pariganas 
of the fire altar and the parimads. Because the (sacrificial) modification (re¬ 
quired for a laud) is impossible to effect, their use for a laud does not suc¬ 
ceed, this is the meaning. (Objection:) Because the words kratu ‘rite’ and 
yajna ‘sacrifice’ mean one and the same thing, one of them is useless (in the 
sutra). (Reply:) It is not useless. The word kratu denotes (only) a specific 
(srauta) context with lauds sung and praises recited, but the word yajna 
denotes also the five (great daily) sacrifices (including the sacrifice to Brahma 
or self-study), etc. The prohibition (of their use) at a specific (srauta) con¬ 
text (enjoins) their use at the sacrifice to Brahma, etc. This sacrifice to Brah¬ 
ma is to be considered as laid down by this trouble (caused to the learner 
by the author when he added this word in the present sutra). (There follow 
verses summing up the conclusions reached in the commentary on the latter 
part of the nineteenth chapter:) If the entire aggregate of samans be not used 
at the ritual, their transmission would be useless, since its aim is the (sacri¬ 
ficial) performance. Therefore all the samans are to be properly used in the 
path of offerings according to the circumstances, this is the settled opinion 
of the teachers. In this regard, the application at the lauds is pre-eminent on 
account of its importance. As to those (samans) to which the sutra of their 
impossibility (of being used at the lauds) applies, they should be (used as) 
pariganas. As to those (samans) for which the (following) prescription is 
heard (JSS Paryadhyaya 19.19 at Bhavatrata p. 260.12-18): “they are unfit 
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for sacrifices on account of the complete obstruction,” for them is (never¬ 
theless) attested a use in connection with the lauds which (therefore) cannot 
cause an endlessly great defect. Those four which are sung in a group and 
those that have come into being (as composed) upon deities are never employed 
(at lauds) because of the impossibility of modifying them to the path of 
the lauds. If they are to be used because of the fear of their uselessness, one 
should strive to employing them in the (srauta) ritual at the pariganas and 
the parimads. But as to those which cannot be used even at a parigana, the 
sacrifice to Brahma is established as providing them with a meaning; Jaimini 
has made (this) known by (using) the word yajna (n) in addition to kratu. 
With regard to its fruit the sacrifice to Brahma is equal to the srauta system. 
That some (samans) are in every way unusable at a Vedic sacrifice is certainly 
the reason for mentioning the sacrifice to Brahma. And the obligatoriness 
of the sacrifice to Brahma enjoined in the Brahmana concerning the self- 
study is to be supported also with samans on account of the time of their 
application (prescribed) here by (this text based on) holy writ. 

e. Notes: 
Apart from some trivial cases of sandhi and the words specified below, I 
have manuscript authority for all the deviations from Shastri’s edition in the 
constitution of Bhavatrata’s text. The punctuation and restorations within 
angled and square brackets (the latter indicating lacunae in the mss.) are 
mine, (a) Caland (1907:28) mentions only the first one of these verses, (b) Cf. 
Caland (1907: 28 n. 3): “Die Abteilung dieser Samans ist in den Hss. nicht 
ganz deutlich ersichtbar.” (c) I read dvisamatmakam for °kah in the mss. 
and the Shastri edition. As pointed out by Jayanta in his commentary on the 
JArsB (Shastri’s Bhavatrata ed., p. 345.16-17), the viraj-and-svaraj has got 
its name from its first application (prescribed in the thirteenth chapter of the 
Vikrtikalpa in the JSS) at the rite called viratsvaraja. (d) I have emended 
°samjnaiva and translated accordingly. The mss. have samjne va or possibly 
(the Baroda ms.) samjne va /. One could also read °samjneva or 0samjne eva 
without an essential change in the general meaning, (e) The restoration has 
been adapted from Shastri who has gurupajrampayya prap] noti. Cf. the ArsB 
of the Kauthuma-Ranayanlyas (3.2.27): prajapater hrdayam pancamam. 
Here this is part of kasyapavratam dasanuganam. (f) Jayanta, who in his 
commentary on the JArsB (Bhavatrata ed., p. 344.24ff.) discusses this same 
issue arrives first at this same conclusion, but then points out that also the 
sixth saman must belong to the purusavrata, and because the Satyayanins 
use the ninth saman at the pravargya, the kasyapavrata, which on the 
grounds of its being a gananugana must comprise more than one saman, 
cannot be but JArG 10.10-11 (DASAME ’DHYAYE ’dhyetara ekadasa 
samanlti vyavaharanti. tatra purusavratam kasyapavratam cety ACARYO 
VADATI. tatra prathamam sama viratsvaraja ity udham UHAMNAYE, 
pancamam prajapater hrdayam iti viniyuktam agnyupasthane. gananu- 
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ganatvat kasyapavratenanekagitena bhavitavyam. tasmat prajapater hr- 
dayat paratah samani sad va panca va kasyapavrataya parikalpyani. 
tatrodyann ity asyanuktasya purvesam anuktanam samasakartatvat puru- 
savratatvam eva yujyate. atha va bham bham bham bharn ity asya SATYANI- 
BHIH pravargye ’pi viniyuktatvat prthag eva tasyapi kasyapavratantar- 
bhavo na ghatate. tasmad atah param kasyapavratam bhavitum arhati). 
(g) Two other samans also called atlsanga and likewise composed on two 
verses follow immediately, but only the first one can be meant here since it 
alone is also found in the JUhyaG. (h) The mss. and the Shastri ed. have 
yanva and mahagnlnam (Barodams. mahanagnlnam). (i) Special rules_ (LSS 
6.1) apply to the santani composed on JS 1.3.11.8 = 59.8. (j) JUhyaG (Usani) 
3.1 = atlsanga; JUhyaG 3.9 and 15.7 = yanva; JUhyaG 8.8 = sakvara- 
varna; and JUhyaG 4.1 — mahanamnyah. The santani must be found in 
the JUhaG, but I have not yet had the time to locate it. (k) The Madras ms. 
has cttdhas with a dotted underlining denoting the uncertainty of the reading. 
In the grantha ms. of Baroda one could also propose an alternative reading 
trudhah. A little later both mss. quite distinctly have tyuham for [ ] ilham 
in the Shastri edition. Although the general sense is clear, I am undecided 
about the precise meaning. In the latter case, for example, one could accept 
tyuham (— atyuham) which would be a hapax, (^pra'} tyuham, nyuham, vyu- 
ham, etc. (1) I emend stomava(rjtak> for stobhava in the mss. Though this is 
somewhat uncertain, there is no other alternative in the next sentence, where 
I have changed stobham (purayan) to stomam. (m) Shastri emends prayu- 
yuksu (sic) for prayayaksur in the mss. (n) The mss. do not have any break 
at Shastri’s [ca] which apparently stands for <ca> added metri causa. I read 
° Habdena for ° kabdam in the mss. 

5. The Stomakalpa {cf. Shastri’s ed., p. 118.7-14) 
a. The sutra text in Sanskrit: 
(1) trivrd bahispavamanam, (2) pancadasany ajyani, (3) saptadaSo madhy- 
andinah, (4) pancadasam hotuh prstham, (5) saptadasanltarani, (6) sapta- 
da§a arbhava, (7) ekavimsam agnistomasama- (8) -ity agnicitikah. 

b. The sutra text in English: 
(1) The outdoor laud of the purifying (Soma) is threefold (i.e., nine-versed, 
consisting of three tristichs), (2) the ajya lauds are fifteen-versed, (3) the 
midday (laud of the purifying Soma) is seventeen-versed, (4) the dorsal laud 
of the hota (i.e., the first prsthastotra corresponding to the first niskevalya- 
sastra recited by the hota) is fifteen-versed, (5) the other (dorsal laud)s are 
seventeen-versed, (6) the (laud of the purifying Soma) addressed to the 
Rbhus is seventeen-versed, (7) the chant of praise for (the god of) Fire is twen- 
ty-one-versed; (8) thus (is the arrangement of the stomas at) a (jyotistoma 
Agnistoma) combined with the piling of the fire altar.(a) 
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c. Bhavatrata’s commentary in Sanskrit: 
itthamstomo ’yam agnicitiko jyotistomah. agnicitisambandhad agnicitikah. 
prakrtibheda evayam ekah sahagnicayanena vartate. atiratre ced agnir, 
nanadam madhuscunnidhanam syavasvam iti samatrcah syat. IHA KE CIT 
PRALAPANTI: asti PARATANTRE VIHITAH prsthasamanlyo nama- 
gnistomah sattrangabhutah yena sattribhir utthitaih sattrat prthak prthag 
yastavyam; so ’yam iti. na tv etad yuktam, tatra hy etavad upalabhyate. 
jyotistomadhikaraj jyotistomo ’yam agnicitika iti, samakhyanac cagnir 
asmin nitya iti. na tv asya prsthasamaniyatve karanam ihanyatra vasmakam 
asti. yesam ca vihitah prstha§amaniyah so ’gnicayanena vina vihitah; ayam 
tu samakhyanenagnicayanam ulctva vartate; tato ’pi tesam nadartavyah. 
kah punar asmakam prsthasamaniyah syad: yah ka§ cit prakrtibhedesu, yo 
va PARATANTRE vihitah? 

d. Bhavatrata’s commentary in English: 
Of such stomas is this jyotistoma combined with the piling of the fire altar. 
(It is called) “combined with the piling of the fire altar” (agnicitika) because 
of its connexion with the fire altar (agniciti): this is one variety of the arche¬ 
type which exists together with the piling of the fire altar. If the fire (altar is 
piled) at an overnight rite (a form of the jyotistoma, instead of the Agni¬ 
stoma form described in the Sutra), (then) there should be the chant tristich 
(samatrca) (b) consisting of the nanada, madhuscunnidhana, and syavaSva 
(chants), (c) Here some (commentators of the JSS) say inconsiderately: “In 
a work of another (Vedic school) (d) there is an Agnistoma prescribed, 
prsthasamaniya (‘whose back is to be pacified’) by name, which is a subsi¬ 
diary part of a sacrificial session: the participants of a session must each of 
them, after they have risen up from their session (i.e., concluded it), separa¬ 
tely sacrifice with this; this (agnicitika sacrifice) is that (prsthasamaniya).” 
This is, however, not appropriate, for it is (only) there (in that work of 
others) that one finds all this. Because the jyotistoma is the subject matter 
(here in the beginning of the Jaiminiya Stomakalpa, cf. Bhavatrata, Shastri, 
ed., p. 117.10ff.), this agnicitika is a jyotistoma, and from its name (it can 
be seen that) the fire (altar) is obligatory in it. On the other hand, we (Jai- 
miniyas) have no evidence here or in any other place (of our tradition) for 
its being the prsthasamaniya. And in that tradition where the prsthasama¬ 
niya has been established, it has been established without (prescribing) the 
piling of the fire altar. This (our teacher), however, has by means of the 
name (of the sacrifice expressly) prescribed the piling of the fire altar. Even 
for this reason their (tradition) is not to be heeded. Moreover, which (sa¬ 
crifice) should be our prsthasamaniya, one among the varieties of the 
archetype, or the one laid down in the work of the other (Vedic school)? 

e. Notes: 
(a) Stoma is the number of chanted stotra verses (stotriyn) in a laud sung by 
the trio of chanter priests. (See Parpola 1969, 1:2, p. 12, with further refer- 
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ences.) The stomas prescribed here are indicated by the numbers (in paren¬ 
theses) preceding the names of the samans in the table of the liturgical 
arrangement in the next section, following the example of Caland in his edi¬ 
tion of the Masaka-Kalpasutra. In the sutra text, the last word in all sources, 
including the pratika of the commentator, is agniciti, kam, but it is quite 
clear from Bhavatrata’s commentary that he has read °kah. (b) Samatrca 
is a technical term peculiar to the J&S, where it is used for the sake of ab¬ 
breviated exposition; see also for its definition, Bhavatrata on Samjnakalpa 
5, Shastri ed., p. 160, 27-29 and 161, 6-8. (c) These three samans are used 
instead of the syavasva and the andhigava samans in the arbhava pavamana 
laud: see the note on the next section, (d) The work here intended is the 
Gopatha-Brahmana of the Atharvaveda, which in 1.5.8 (Gaastra ed., 1919, 
p. 123, 3-11) contains the only Yedic passage that knows the term prsthasa- 
maniya. Shastri’s anvitaih has been corrected to utthitaih after the Madras 
manuscript. 

6. The Prakrtci section of the Samakalpa (cf Shastri’s Bhavatrata edition, 
p. 146. 22-23) 

The Sanskrit text of this kalpa has been arranged in the same way as 
Ma§aka’s Kalpasutra in Caland’s edition (1908). After the technical terms 
which are used at the ajya and prstha lauds in the JSS for the sake of brevity 
I have added within frames the full text implied by these terms, supplied from 
other parts of the JSS (at Bhavatrata, Shastri ed., p. 146.21,146.12f. and 156. 
11-13). The numbers in parentheses refer to the stotriya verses and at the 
same time indicate the stoma established in the Stomakalpa. 

a. The sutra text in Sanskrit: 

(1-3) pavasva vaco agriya (JS 3.13.1-3 = 72.1-3) 
(4-6) upasmai gayata narah (JS 3.1.3-5 = 60.3-5) 
(7-9) pavamanasya te kava (JS 3.1.9-11 = 60.9-11) 

iti bahispavamanam 
vyatisaktany ajyani (i.e.:) 

(1-15) agnim dutam vrnimaha (JS 3.14.1-3 = 73.1-3) 
(1-15) a no mitravaruna (JS 3.2.4-6 = 61.4-6) 
(1-15) indram id gathino brhad (JS 3.14.7-9 = 73.7-9) 
(1—15) indragnl a gatam sutam (JS 3.2.10-12 = 61.10-12) 

ucca ta iti (JS 3.3.1-3 = 62.1-3) 
(1-3) gayatram tisrsv 
(4) amahlyavam ekasyam (JUhaG 1.1.1) 

(5) ailam saindhuksitam ekasyam (JUhaG) 

(6) agner arka ekasyam (JUhyaG 2.1) 
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punanas soma dharayeti (JS 3.3.4-5 = 62.4-5) 
(7) rauravam ekasyam (JUhaG 1.1.2) 
(8-10) rathantaram tisrsu (JUhyaG 1.67) 

(11) dairghasravasam ekasyam (JUhaG) 
(12) naudhasam ekasyam (JUhaG) 
(13) samantam ekasyam (JUhaG) 
(14) yaudhajayam ekasyam (JUhaG 1.1.3) 
(15-17) ausanam antyam 

(iti madhyandinah pavamanah) 
barhatani prsthani (i.e.:) 

(JUhaG 1.1.4) 

tvam id dhi havamahe (JS 3.15.7-8 = 74.7-8) 
kaya nas citra a bhuvad (JS 3.4.3-5 = 63.3-5) 
abhi pra vas suradhasam (JS 3.15.9-10 = 74.9-10) 
tarobh ir vo vidadvasum iti (JS 3.4.8-9 = 63.8-9) 

(1-15) brhac ca (JUhyaG 1.4) 
(1-17) vamadevyam ca (JUhaG 1.2.1) 
(1-17) syaitam ca (JUhaG 1.9.6) 
(1-17) kaleyam ca (JUhaG 1.2.3) 

svadisthayeti (JS 3.5.1-3 = 64.1-3) 
(1-3) gayatram tisrsu 
(4) samhitam ekasyam (JUhaG 1.3.1) 

(5) svarupam auhokaravad ekasyam (JUhaG) 
(6) svasiram arka ekasyam (JUhyaG 2.2) 
(7) sabha- (JUhaG 1.3.2) 

(8) pauskale ekarcayoh (JUhaG 1.3.3) 
purojitl vo andhasa iti (JS 3.5.6-8 = 64.6-8) 

(9-11) syavasva- (JUhaG 1.3.4) 
(12-14) -andhlgave trcayoh (JUhaG 1.3.5) 
(15-17) kavam antyam (JUhaG 1.3.6) 

(ity arbhavah pavamanah) 
(1-21) yajnayajniyam agnistomasama (JUhaG 1.3.7) 

(JUhyaG 1.7) // 6 // 

b. Bhavatrata’s commentary in Sanskrit: 
agnicitikah sasthah. agnicayananimittah prakrtibheda eva. 

c. The sutra text in English: 
The outdoor pavamana laud consists of (the gayatra saman chanted on) the 
verses JS 3.13.1-3, 3.1.3-5, and 3.1.9-11 (which are not repeated but sung 
just once, which makes altogether nine stotra verses). The ajya lauds are 
the intertwined ones (i.e., the gayatra saman is sung on the verses JS 3.14.1-3 
at the first ajya laud, repeating each of the three verses five times, so that 
there are altogether fifteen stotra verses; at the second, third, and fourth 
ajya lauds, the gayatra saman is similarly sung on the verses JS 3.2.4-6, 
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3.14.7-9, and 3.2.10-12 respectively). (At the midday pavamana laud, six 
stotra verses are made of the gayatri verses) JS 3.3.1-3 (so that) the gayatra 
saman is chanted on three stotra verses, then the amahiyava saman on one 
stotra verse, then that saindhuksita saman which has ila (as its finale) on one 
stotra verse, then the saman called agner arka on one stotra verse; (there¬ 
after, eight stotra verses are made of the brhat! stanzas) JS 3.3.4-5 (so 
that) the raurava saman is chanted on one stotra verse, then the rathantara 
on three stotra verses, then the dairghasravasa saman on one stotra verse, 
then the naudhasa saman on one stotra verse, then the samanta saman on 
one stotra verse, and then the yaudhajaya saman on one stotra verse; the 
last (saman of the midday pavamana laud with its altogether seventeen sto¬ 
tra verses) is the auSana (chanted on the three tristubh verses JS 3.3.6-9). 
The “dorsal lauds” are those of the archetypal jyotistoma with the brhat 
saman chanted as its first dorsal laud (i.e., the brhat chanted on JS 3.15.7-8 
as the first dorsal laud, here with fifteen stotra verses; the vamadevya saman 
chanted on JS 3.4.3-5 as the second dorsal laud, here with seventeen stotra 
verses, like the following two also; the syaita saman chanted on JS 3.15.9-10 
as the third dorsal laud; and the kaleya saman chanted on JS 3.4.8-9 as the 
fourth dorsal laud). (The arbhava pavamana laud, which here has altogether 
seventeen stotra verses, begins with six stotra verses, which are formed out 
of the gayatri verses) JS 3.5.1-3 (so that) the gayatra saman is chanted on 
three stotra verses, the samhita saman on one stotra verse, the svarupa 
saman provided with the word auho on one stotra verse, and the saman called 
svasiram arka on one stotra verse; (then follow) the sabha and pauskala 
samans each chanted on one stotra verse (formed by the kakubh verse JS 
3.5.4 and the usnih verse JS 3.5.5 respectively); (then follow six stotra 
verses made out of the anustubh verses) JS 3.5.6-8 (so that) the syavasva 
and the andhlgava saman are both chanted on this tristich; the last (saman 
of the arbhava pavamana laud) is the kava (chanted on the three jagati 
verses JS 3.5.9-11). The agnistoma saman is the yajnayajfllya (chanted on 
JS 3.5.12-13, out of which twenty-one stotra verses are formed). 

d. Bhavatrata’s commentary in English: 
The sixth (rite described) is that combined with the piling of the fire altar, 
i.e., the variety of the archetype occasioned by the fire altar. 

e. Notes: 
The kalpa followed at the Kerala Agnicayana is, however, not this one 

which in the JSS is prescribed for an agnicitika Agnistoma but comes 
closest to the scheme laid down in the second chapter of the Prakrtikalpa 
for a barhata Agnistoma as follows: 

(1-3) pavasva vaco agriyah (JS 3.13.1-3 = 72.1-3) 
(4-6) pavasvendo vrsa sutah (JS 3.13.4-6 = 72.4-6) 
(7-9) pavamanasya te kava (JS 3.1.9-11 = 60.9-11) 
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iti bahispavamanam 
(1-15) agnim dutam vrnimahe (JS 3.14.1-3 = 73.1-3) 
(1-15) mitram vayam havamaha (JS 3.14.4-6 = 73.4-6) 
(1-15) indram id gathino brhad (JS 3.14.7-9 = 73.7-9) 
(1-15) indro agna namo brhad (JS 3.14.10-12 = 73.10-12) ity ajyany 

ucca ta iti (JS 3.3.1-3 = 62.1-3) 
(1-3) gayatra- 
(4-6) (a)mahlyave treayor (JUhaG 1.1.1) 

punanah soma dharayeti (JS 3.3.4-5 = 62.4-5) 

(7) rauravam ekasyam (JUhaG 1.1.2) 

(8) dairghasravasam ekasyam (JUhaG) 

(9) urdhvelam somasamaikasyam (JUhaG) 

(10-12) yaudhajayam tisrsv (JUhaG 1.1.3) 

(13-15) ausanam antyam 
(iti madhyandinam pavamanam) 

(JUhaG 1.1.4) 

[the prsthas are those given above] 
svadisthayeti (JS 3.5.1-3 = 64.1-3) 

(1-3) gayatra- 
(JUhaG 1.3.1) (4-6) samhite treayoh 

(7) sabha- (JUhaG 1.3.2) 

(8) pauskale ekarcayoh 
purojiti vo andhasa iti (JS 3.5.6-8 = 64.6-8) 

(JUhaG 1.3.3) 

(9) syavasvam ekasyam (JUhaG) 

(10) urdhv<elam) krauncam ekasyam (JUhaG) 

(11) akuparam ekasyam (JUhaG) 

(12-14) andhigavam tisrsu (JUhaG 1.3.5) 

(15-17) kavam antyam 
(ity arbhavah pavamanah) 

(JUhaG 1.3.6) 

(1-21) yajnayajniyam agnistomasama (JUhaG 1.3.7)//2// 
(JUhyaG 1.7) 

As can be seen, the differences concern the second tristich of the outdoor 
pavamana laud, the second and fourth ajya lauds, the entire midday pava¬ 
mana laud excepting the initial gayatra (stotriyas 1-3) and the final ausana 
(stotriyas 15-17), and the stotriyas 4-6 and 9-11 of the arbhava pavamana 
laud. Yet, there are some differences from this scheme in the Kerala Agni¬ 
cayana. While the morning service (pratahsavanam) is identical with the 
barhata Agnistoma, the midday pavamana laud is identical with that of the 
rathantara Agnistoma, which the first chapter of the Prakrtikalpa prescribes 

as follows: 

ucca te jatam andhasa iti (JS 3.3.1-3 = 62.1-3) 
(1-3) gayatra- 
(4-6) (a)mahlyave treayoh (JUhaG 1.1.1) 

punanah soma dharayeti (JS 3.3.4-5 = 62.4-5) 
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(7-9) raurava- (JUhaG 1.1.2) 
(10-12) yaudhajaye trcayoh (JUhaG 1.1.3) 

pra tu draveti (JS 3.3.6-8 = 62.6-8) 
(13-15) ausanam antyam (JUhaG 1.1.4). 

The only deviation exhibited by the Kerala Agnicayana from this last men¬ 
tioned, simplest possible scheme is based on Jaimimya-Brahmana 1.119: 
51.14-15: the second verse of the tristich on which the gayatra was sung was JS 
3.11.1 = 70.1, while in the tristich of the amahiyava was the expected verse JS 
3.3.2 = 62.2. Note the difference in the stoma (15 stotriyas instead of 17). The 
scheme of the arbhava pavamana in the Kerala Agnicayana agrees otherwise 
with that of both the rathantara and the barhata Agnistoma except for the 
stotriya verses 9-11. While in the rathantara the syavasva is here sung on the 
tristich JS 3.5.6-8 (JUhaG 1.3.4), the Kerala Agnicayana had instead three 
different samans chanted each on a single verse, as in the barhata Agnistoma; 
the samans, however, were different: the nanada (JUhaG 2.4.4) on one 
stotriya verse, the gaurivitasaman (JUhaG 3.7.18) on one stotriya verse, 
Except for the gaurlvita, this modification, which seems to be conditioned 
by the “sixteenth” laud, is in agreement with Bhavatrata’s note on the 
Stomakalpa of the agnicitika, according to which the nanada, madhuscun- 
nidhana, and syavasva (each on one stotriya verse) are to be used if the 
Agnicayana is combined with an Atiratra and not an Agnistoma. Since the 
madhuscunnidhana (JUhaG 3.7.19) immediately follows the gaurlvita be¬ 
ing chanted on the same verse, such a confusion in the Kerala tradition seems 
understandable enough. With regard to the Agnistoma laud it is worth point¬ 
ing out that while the yajnayajnlya saman is recorded on all the three verses 
in the JUhaG (1.3.7), the first of these is also recorded in the JUhyaG (1.7) 
provided with stobhas that begin with bh as in the rathantara saman (cf. 
Howard’s paper above). In Kerala each of the three verses was repeated 
seven times so as to make altogether twenty-one stotriya verses. The first 
verse was repeated six times in the form it is handed down in the JUhaG 
with the rathantaravarna of the JUhyaG as the seventh stotriya. This is, 
however, at variance with the practice enjoined in the Sutra part of the JSS 
(1.20.14), where it is clearly stated that the rathantaravarna is to be made 
the second stotriya. The Kauthuma-Ranayamyas do not chant a rathantara¬ 
varna in the yajnayajnlya saman (see LSS 2.10.18—19; DSS 6.2.18-20), but 
instead they make the last stotriya of the outdoor pavamana laud “provided 
with the syllables of rathantara” (LSS 1.12.10; DSS 3.4.24). Although up 
to the Agnistoma the Kerala Agnicayana differs from its scheme of lauds, 
the rest is in total harmony with the following prescriptions which the 
seventh chapter of the Jaiminiya Prakrtikalpa gives about the arrangement 
of lauds at the jyotiratiratra: 

atha yadi sodasiman syad . . . 

(1-21) sakamasvam ca (JUhaG 1.4.1 on JS 3.6.1-3 = 65.1-3) 

(1-21) saubharam ca (JUhaG 1.4.2 on JS 3.6.4-5 = 65.4-5) 
(1-21) narmedham ca (JUhaG 1.4.3 on JS 3.6.6-8 = 65.6-8) 

(ity ukthani) 
(1-21) gaurivitam (JUhaG 1.4.4 on JS 3.6.9-11 = 65.9-11) soda§I; 

pancadasl ratris, trivrt sandhir 
atha ratreh prathamah paryaya: 
(1-15) okonidhanam vaitahavyam (JUhaG 1.5.1 on JS 3.7.1-3 = 66.1-3) 
(1-15) saktyam (JUhaG 1.5.2 on JS 3.7.4-6 - 66.4-6) 
(1-15) kanvam (JUhaG_1.5.3 on JS 3.7.7-9 = 66.7-9) 
(1-15) Srautakaksam (JUhaG 1.5.4 on JS 3.7.10-12 = 66.10-12) 
atha dvitiyah paryaya: 
(1-15) aurdhvasadmanam (JUhaG 1.6.1 on JS 3.8.1-3 = 67.1-3) 
(1-15) vainavam (JUhaG 1.6.2 on JS 3.8.4-6 = 67.4-6) 
(1-15) arsabham_(JUhaG 1.6.3 on JS 3.8.7-9 = 67.7-9) 
(1-15) garam (JUhaG 1.6.4 on JS 3.8.10-12 = 67.10-12) 
atha trtiyah paryayo: 
(1-15) ghrtaScunnidhanam (JUhaG 1.7.1 on JS 3.9.1-3 = 68.1-3) 
(1-15) maidhatitham (JUhaG 1.7.2 on JS 3.9.4-6 = 68.4-6) 
(1-15) saumedhain (JUhaG 1.7.3 on JS 3.9.7-9 - 68.7-9) 
(1-15) kautsam (JUhaG 1.7.4 on JS 3.9.10-12 - 68.10-12) 

(iti ratrih) 
(1-3) ena vo agnim namasa (JS 3.10.1-2 = 69.1-2) 
(4-6) prati vo darsyayatl- (JS 3.10.3-4 = 69.3-4) 
(7-9) (i)ma u vam divistaya ity (JS 3.10.5-6 = 69.5-6) 

etasu navasu trivrd rathantarah (JUhyaG 2.3-5) sandhis; trcaya 
trcaya himkurvanti. 

For the uktha and the sodaSin lauds of the overnight rite, prescriptions are 
given also in the Samjnakalpa (at Bhavatrata p. 155, 27-30; 156, 1-5; and 
160, 4); they are in agreement with the above scheme. In the Kauthuma- 
Ranayanlya tradition (which does not know a specific arrangement for an 
agnicitika variety) the jyotir-atiratra has a somewhat different liturgy, for 
which see Caland 1908a: 203ff. Note that some of the saman names also 
differ slightly: thus the Jaiminlyas have sabha and gaurivlta for sapha and 
gaurlvita, while the orthography of yajnayajniya varies. That the Kerala 
Agnicayana of 1975 here follows a practice that has already been current 
among the Jaiminiyas for some time, is evidenced by the unpublished text 
called Atiratrasama Jaiminiyam, available to me in a copy of manuscript 
no. 8162a of the Oriental Research Institute and Manuscripts Library of 
the University of Kerala, Trivandrum. This text contains the following 
samans (I reproduce the names, with all their errors, as they stand in my 
transcript): p. 1 sakamasvam, saubharam, p. 2 narmedham, p. 3 mahagau- 
rlvltam, vaitahavyam, p. 4 sauktam, p. 5 kasvam, srautakaksam, p. 6 

auddhasatmanam, p. 7 apadhravainavam, (folia 6 and 7 of the original 
missing here), p. 8 maidhatitham, saumedham, p. 9 kautsam and the colo- 
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phon: ity atiratram atha aptoryamam satprstham brhatprstham brhatpra- 
japatyam hari om subham astu iti prathama a /. In the text of Bhavatrata’s 
commentary I have emended the ms. reading agnicitikam sastham in view 
of the sequel and of the parallel with, e.g., saptamo jyotiratird.trah, p. 146, 
24. 

In considering the authenticity of the Kerala tradition and comparing 
it to the literary sources it must be borne in mind that the latter have clearly 
been in oblivion for many centuries. Thus the present-day Nambudiri Jai- 
miniyas do not even know the names of the samans (now given to us by the 
rediscovered Jaimimya-Kalpa quoted above), but in dealing with the sa¬ 
mans refer to their verses and position in the Ganas. In view of this, and the 
very limited repertory of srauta rites performed in Kerala in recent times, 
the simplifications and other deviations from the ancient prescriptions noted 
above are quite understandable. Indeed, the conditions are such that we 
simply cannot believe the Kerala tradition to be just a learned reconstruc¬ 
tion, but genuine remnants of an old tradition. 
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I. THE FILMS 

Almost twenty hours of color films were made of the Agnicayana 
performance of 1975. The films were directed by Robert Gardner, who as¬ 
sisted with the following description. Gardner and Kevin Burke shot most of 
the footage, assisted with sound by Kunju Vasudevan Nambudiripad and 
M. Narayanan Nambudiripad, who both could enter the enclosure. The 
film crew also included Mankada Ravi Varma and Sarwesh Kumar. 

The majority of the material was documented using Arriflex BL and 
Eclair NPR cameras to provide a synchronous sound record. Affiliated ac¬ 
tivities were documented with the help of a Bolex and Arriflex ST. Sound 
for the film documentation was recorded using a Nagra 4 and Stellavox 
SP7. The audio portion of the film suffered from problems generated by the 
equipment, extraneous noise, occasional distance of reciters or chanters from 
the microphones, and the customary softness of some of their voices. Wind 
also degraded the audio record, and the general commotion, hubbub, and 
crowding of visitors, in addition to physical exclusion from the locus of 
activity, interfered with the aims and ends of both recording and photo¬ 
graphy. 

Robert Gardner at Harvard University, the Smithsonian Institution, 
the Government of India, Instituut Kern (Leiden), and Frits Staal at the 
University of California have copies of the films, some of which are video¬ 
tapes. A 45-minute 16-mm color film was produced from these materials 
with the help of Michel Chalufour. It was released under the title Altar of 
Fire, and is available through the Extension Media Center of the University 
of California at Berkeley. 

During the summer of 1975 I had access to a balky Moviola editing 
console and prepared seventy-eight pages of tentative annotations of the 
films with assistance from Harold Arnold, Saraswathy Staal, and (for the 
Pravargya) Wayne Surdam. These annotations were produced with the 
help of Miranda Ewell, the Department of South and Southeast Asian 
Studies, and the Committee on Research of the University of California at 
Berkeley. Originally it was intended to revise and include them in the present 
volume, but this idea was abandoned since the volume is already large 
enough. What follows is a list of contents that may give a rough idea of what 
has been filmed. The films could of course not picture the totality of the 
ritual, but they illustrate selected episodes. The selections were made 
through intermittent and mostly nocturnal discussions, before and during 
the performance, between Cherumukku Vaidikan, Robert Gardner, and 
myself. 

In the following table the first column indicates the ritual day, the se¬ 
cond the date, the third the number of the printing reel (marked “SM” for 
“Smithsonian”), and the fourth the camera roll (each of 400 feet and lasting 

PLATE 22 
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Nambudiri Cameraman After Flow of Wealth 

Kunju Vasudevan Nambudiripad with Bolex Camera; the prati- 
prasthata holds a dish for the adhvaryu. 
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approximately 11 minutes) and cameraman (marked “RG” for Robert 
Gardner, “KB” for Kevin Burke, and “RV” for Ravi Varma). The fifth 
column provides a title or phrase descriptive of the contents, and the sixth 
refers to the corresponding episode in the descriptions of Part II of this 
book. 

Ritual Date Printing Camera roll Description Episode 
day reel 

Dec. 31, ’74 SM-1 RV/100/8 Carpenter at work 
Feb. 7, ’75 Preparing clay 
Feb. 9 RV/100/9 Preparing ground for 

sala 
Feb. 22-23 RV/100/10-11 Making bricks and pots 
Mar. 9 RV/100/12-13 Rehearsals at Shoranur 
Mar. 13 RV/100/14 Construction of sala 
Mar. 26 RV/100/20-21 Construction of sala; 

pots and animals heads 
Mar. 30 RV/100/22 Carpenter makes goblet 
Apr. 5 RV/100/24—25 Collecting Soma 

1 Apr. 12 SM-2 RG/400/7 Entrance of participants 1 
RG/400/8 Preparation of ukha pots 
RG/400/9 Introductory rites 

SM-3 RG/400/10-14 Animal sacrifice for 2 
Vayu 

SM-4/5 RG/400/15-16 Election of priests 3 
SM-5 RG/400/17 Making fire 

Apr. 13 SM-5/6 RG/400/17-19 Consecration 4 
2 Apr. 13 SM-6 RG/400/20 Pravargya implements 6 
4 Apr. 16 RG/400/21 Construction of new 7 

domestic altar 
SM-7 RG/400/22 Purchase of Soma 8 

RG/400/23-24 Isti for King Soma 
3 SM-8 RG/400/25-26 Measurement of 10 

Mahavedi 
4 SM-8/9 RG/400/27-28 Foundation of the 12 

altar 
4-6 Apr. 16, 18 SM-9/10 RG/400/28-30 Pravargya 9 
6 Apr. 18 SM-9/10 RG/400/30/31 Upasad 

SM-10 RG/400/31 Swelling of Soma 
7 Apr. 19 KB/400/2 Pravargya 

SM-10/11 RG/400/33-34 Fourth layer 16 
8 Apr. 20 SM-12/13 RG/400/36-38 Fifth layer 17 

KB/400/4-5 
SM-13 KB/400/5 Rudra 18 

FILMS 

Ritual 
day 

Date Printing 
reel 

Camera roll Description Episode 

KB/400/6 Chants around Agni 

9 Apr. 21 SM-14 RG/400/40 Subrahmanya 9 
RG/400/40-42 Deposition of 19 

Pravargya 
SM-15 KB/400/7-8 Carrying forth of Agni 20 

KB/400/8 Flow of wealth 21 
RG/400/43 

SM-16 KB/400/9 Soma Hall, Sadas 23 
RG/400/44 Dhisnya hearths 
RG/400/44 Carrying forth of 24 

Soma and Agni 
KB/400/10 Sacrificial pole 

10 Apr. 22 SM-17 RG/400/45-47 Soma pressing and 25 
outdoor chant 

SM-17/18 RG/400/47-48 Animal sacrifices 26 
KB/400/11-12 

SM-19 KB/400/13 Entering Sadas 
10-11 Apr. 22-24 SM-19/20 RG/400/49 Soma sequences 27-30 

KB/400/14-17 
11 Apr. 25 SM-21 KB/400/18 Asvina recitation 31 

12 SM-21/22 RG/400/51-52 Unneta’s libation; 32 
ancestral and 
expiation rites 

SM-22 RG/400/52-53 Final bath 
KB/400/20 Concluding offering 

SM-23 KB/400/21 
KB/400/22 

Animal sacrifice 
Burning of sala 

Apr. 23 SM-21 RG/400/50 Rgveda recitation with 
Mudras 
Interviews 

Apr. 19 SM-10 RG/400/33 E. Carpenter 
N. A. Jairazbhoy 

SM-11 RG/400/34 

KB/400/3 
RG/400/35 

Yasuke Ikari 
Asko Parpola 
J. C. Heesterman 
Erkkara Raman 

Nambudiri 
Apr. 23 SM-21 RG/400/50 E. R. Sreekrishna 

Sarma 
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II. THE TAPES 

We returned with nearly eighty hours of recorded tape, which co¬ 
vered almost the entire performance, omitting repetitions (e.g., the Pravar- 
gya) and the final rites, which were drowned out by crowd noise. N. A. 
Jairazbhoy, who assisted with the following description, E. Carpenter, and 
I were in charge of the recordings, which required almost continuous atten¬ 
tion. Occasionally we were assisted by other visiting scholars, such as Ro- 

plate 23 miia Thapar. 

All recitations and chants were recorded on Scotch 209 low-noise tapes. 
The recordings were made on one Nagra 4.2 and one Nagra 4L tape recorder, 
operating alternately with overlaps. Three microphones were connected 
at all recordings to the Nagra 4.2 tape recorder, two through the micro¬ 
phone inputs and one through the line input (accessory socket) through a 
line amplifier. The signal from these microphones was fed through the 
Nagra 4.2 into the Nagra 4L via the mixer input. The microphones were 
selected from the following: one portable Sennheiser 815 “shotgun,” used 
especially for distant or soft chants (e.g., many of the samans), one Senn¬ 
heiser 415, two Sennheiser 405, and one Beyer M 160. The Sennheiser 
microphones were of the condenser type, while the Beyer was of the dyna¬ 
mic type. All microphones had cardioid characteristics and were provided 
with wind screens. Cables were hidden within the thatched roofs. The last 
four microphones were suspended from the roofs at the following points: 

1. In the Old Hall, above the vedi 
2. In the Sadas, a little to the west of the hearth of the Brahmana- 

cchamsin 
3. In the Soma Hall, above the uparava holes 
4. Above the tail of the bird-shaped main altar. 

The tape recorders were operated from a table immediately to the south of 
the Old Hall (see Figure 32). 

Complete copies of the tapes are in the possession of the School of Orien¬ 
tal and African Studies, London, and the University of California, both at 
Los Angeles and at Berkeley. 

The following table provides a survey of the recordings. The first 
column indicates the ritual day, the second the date, the third the size of 
the reel and the fourth its number. Reels 1-23 were recorded at 7 1/2 inches- 
per-second, the remaining reels at 3 3/4 inches-per-second. The fifth co¬ 
lumn gives the approximate duration of the recordings. 
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TAPES 

Ritual Reel 
day Date size Reel number Duration 

(inches) 

1 Apr. 12 5 1-18 7 hours 30 minutes 
2 Apr. 13 5 19-23 1 hour 52 1/2 minutes 

5 24-27 3 hours 
3-4 Apr. 16 5 27(co«L)-38 8 hours 15 minutes 

5 Apr. 17 
6 Apr. 18 5 38(co«L)-40 1 hour 30 minutes 
7 Apr. 19 5 41-44 3 hours 
8 Apr. 20 5 45-51 5 hours 15 minutes 
9 Apr. 21 5 52-66 11 hours 15 minutes 

10 Apr. 22 5 66(cont.)-10 3 hours 
7 71/72-89/90 15 hours 

11 Apr. 23 7 89/90(co«L)-105/106 
[79/80 on 75/76; 
87/88 on 83/84] 

12 hours 

12 Apr. 24 7 105/106(cohL)-115/116 7 hours 30 minutes 

TOTAL: 79 hours 7 1/2 minutes 

Figure 32—Placement of Microphones for the Sound Recordings 

Unlike the stutis of the Atiratra, many of the Agnicayana samans coin¬ 
cided with or overlapped other recitations and activities, and were therefore 
not clearly audible. This applies in particular to chants sung during the 
foundation of the altar (Episode 12) and to the Flow of Milk (kslradhara) 
chants (Episode 18). These were recorded separately from Itti Ravi in 
December 1978. At that time the sodasi sastra (Episode 29) was also re¬ 
corded separately from members of the Cherumukku Vaidikan family. 
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PLATE 23 

The Nagra Tape Recorders 

From left to right: Frits Staal, Romila Thapar, Kevin Burke, 
Robert Gardner, Asko Parpola, Kunju Vasudevan. 
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III. THE CASSETTES 

The recitations and chants on the two cassettes that accompany this 
book were selected from all available tapes. The master tapes for the 
cassettes were made at Celestial Sound, San Francisco, with the assistance 
of Louis T. Judson of Intuitive Audio. 

The original tapes were played on the Nagra 4.2 that recorded them, 
filtered to remove subsonics and ultrasonics with an API 550 equalizer and 
peak-limited with a UREI LA-3A leveling amplifier. The master tapes were 
recorded on a Revox A-700 tape recorder with dbx 154 noise reduction on 
Ampex 456 tape. After editing, dbx copies were made for duplicating 
cassettes. 

Most of the recordings on the cassettes were made during the 1975 

performance. Recording 1, the teaching of the Rgveda, was made a week 
earlier, and recordings 6 and 13 were made in 1978. The last selection 
contains two versions of an episode recorded both during the performance 
in 1975 and again in 1978. 

The description of the cassette material that follows is not self-con¬ 
tained, but refers to the corresponding descriptions in Part II of Volume 
I. In most cases the full text of the recitations (in Nagarl script) and of the 
chants (in Roman script), together with a translation, is given there. Where 
these do not occur in Volume I, they are given here. 

Cassette I 

Side A 
1. Rgveda Teaching at the Vadakku Matham, Trichur (Vol. 

I, page 174). Rgveda 1.3.2c-4b: 
. . . dhisnya vanatant girah // 

dasrt yuvakavah suit nasatya vrktabarhisah / a yttam rudra- 
vartani // indr a ythi citrabhano suta ime tv ay av ah / 
. . . you gain attentive praise, you marvelous, friendly Asvins, 
yours are the Soma draughts of the sacrificer who spreads the 
sacrificial gress. Come here, you impellers of Rudra, come 
here, Indra, the Soma draughts long for you! 
Recorded: April 7, 1975 

Duration: 1 min., 54 sec. 
2. Beginning of the Agnicayana (Episode 1, page 287) 

TS 4.1.1.1a-3h, followed by tyaga for Savitr. 
Duration: 5 min., 23 sec. 

3. The Consecration (Episode 4) 
3A. TS 4.2.1.3g-5n (page 325) 

Duration: 5 min., 25 sec. 

3B. B&S 6.5: 161.14-162.1, three times (page 328) 
Duration: 1 min., 28 sec. 

3C. BSS 6.6: 162.4-11, followed by beginning of praisartham in 
Malayalam (page 698) 
Duration: 5 min., 18 sec. 

4. Purchase of Soma (Episode 8) 
4A. BSS 6.14: 170.15 (page 347) 

esa te gayatro bhaga iti me somtya brutat 
esa te traistubho bhaga iti me somtya brutat 
esa te jagato bhaga iti me somtya brutat 
chandomanam samrtjyam gaccheti me somtya brutad 

(TS 3.1.2.1) 
“This is your Gayatri portion,” say for me to Soma 
“This is your Tristubh portion,” say for me to Soma 
“This is your Jagatl portion,” say for me to Soma 
“Become ruler of the Chandomas,” say for me to Soma! 
Duration: 31 sec. 

4B. BSS 6.14: 172.1-4 (page 347) 
Duration: 12 sec. 

4C. BSS 6.14: 172.19 (page 358) 
Duration: 3 sec. 

5. Swelling Soma (Episode 8, pages 358-359) 
TS 1.2.1 l.la-b; 2.4.14.1b, by thirteen priests and the ya- 
jamana. 
Duration: 8 min., 30 sec. 

Side B 

6. Chants for the Golden Man (Episode 12, pages 416-417) 
Jaiminiya AG 12.7-9. Chanted by Itti Ravi Nambudiri. 
Recorded December 22, 1978. 
Duration: 6 min., 22 sec. 

7. Consecration of the Luminous Pebbles on the Fifth Layer 
(Episode 17, page 500) 
TS 1.4.34; tayadevata TS 4.2.4.41, twelve times; sudadohasa 
TS 4.2.4.4o, twelve times. Notice the varying distance of the 
pebbles, nos. 56*-67*, from the microphone. 
Duration: 5 min., 12 sec. 

8. Isti for Vaisvanara (Episode 20) 
B§S 10.52:55.12 (page 562) 
Adhvaryu: o Sravaya “Make (him) hear!” 
Agnldh: astu hrausat “Be it so! May he hear!” 
Adhvaryu: agnim vaikmnaram yaja “Say the yajya for Agni 

VaiSvanara!” 
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Hota: [bhiir bhuvah] ye yajamahe ’gnim vaisvanaram 
“[Earth! Air!] 
We who say the yajya for Agni Vaisvanara!” 

prsto divi prsto agnih prthivyam prsto visva osadh'ir & vivesa / 
vaisvanarah sahasaprsto agnih sa no diva sa risahpatu naktam // 

(RV 1.98.2) 
“Sought in heaven, sought on earth, the much-sought Agni 
has entered all the plants. With force, Agni Vaisvanara is 
sought. May he protect us from harm, day and night.” 
vausat “May [Agni] lead [the offerings to Agni Vaisvanara]!” 
Yajamana: agnaye vaisvanaraya idam na mama “This is for 

Agni Vaisvanara, not for me!” 
TS 5.7.5.2b (page 562) 
Duration: 1 min., 17 sec. 

9. Flow of Wealth (Episode 21) 
BSS 10.54: 56.10, TS 4.7.1 (beginning; page 563) 
Duration: 1 min., 40 sec. 

10. Outdoor Chant for the Purified Soma (Episode 25) 
Bahispavamanastuti (pages 603-604) 
JSS i 1:14.3-5 (page 605) 
Duration: 3 min., 53 sec. 

11. Nocturnal recital in the third round by Maitravaruna (Episode 
30: 26th sastra, page 675) 

somsavo a tveta ni sidatendram abhi pra gtyata / 
sakhtya stomavahasas sakhtya stomavahaso a tveta ni sidatendram abhipra gtyata /(2 x) 
sakhtya stomavahasas sakhtya stomavahaso purutamam purunam istnam varytnam/ 

indram some sact suta indram some sact suto sa ght no yoga a bhuvat sa raye sa puram- 

dhyam / 
gamad vajebhir a sa no gamad vajebhir a sa no somsavo a tv asatrava gahi nyukthani ca 

dhuyase / 
upame rocane diva upame rocane diyo tubhyayam adribhih suto gobhih srito medtya kam / 
pra soma indra huyate pra soma indra huyato indra srudhi su me havam asme sutasya 

gomatah / 
vi pitim trptim asnuhi vi pitim trptim asnuho somsavo yasya samsthe na vrjivate hari 

samatsu satravah / 
tasma indrtya gayato sutapavne suta ime sucayo yanti vitaye / somtso dadhytsiro tvam 

sutasya p'ltaye sadyo vigldho ajayathafi / 
indra jyaisthtya sukrato a tvt visantv asavah somtsa indra girvanah / 
sam te santu pracetaso tvam stomt avivrdhan tvam uktha satakrato / 
tvam vardhantu no gird aksitotih saned imam vajam indrah sahasrinam / 
yasmin visvtni paumsyo ma no martt abhi druhan tanuntm indra girvanah / 
istno yavaya vadho somsavo aham dam grnate purvyam vasii / 
aham brahma krnavam mahyam vardhano aham bhitvam yajamanasya codita / 
ayajvanah saksi visvasmin bharo mam dhur indram nama devatt / 

divas ca gmas capam ca jantavo aham hari vrsana vivrata raghu / 

aham vajram savase dhrjnv a dado aham atkam kavaye sisnatham hathaih / 

aham kutsam avam abhir utibho aham susnasya snathita vadhar yamam / 
na yo rara aryam nama dasyavo aham piteva vetasumrabhistaye / 
tugram kutstya smadibham ca randhayo aham bhitvam yajamanasya rajani / 
pra yad bhare tujaye na priyadhrso aham randhayam mrgayam srutarvane / 
yan majihita vayunt cananuso aham vesam namram ayave ’karam / 
aham savytya padgrbhim arandhayo aham sa yo navavastvam brhadratham / 
sam vrjreva dasam vrtrahariijo yad vardhayantam prathayantam anusak / 
dure pare rajaso rocanakaro aham suryasya pari yamy asubhih / 
praitasebhir vahamana ojaso yan mt savo manitsa aha nirnije / 
rdhak krse dasaip krtvyam hatho aham saptaha nahuso nahitstarah / 
prasravayarp savasa turvasarp yado aham nyanyam sahasa sahas karam / 
nava vradhato navatim ca vaksayo aham sapta sravato dharayam vrst / 
dravitnvah prthivyam s'ira adho aham arnamsi vi tirami sukratiih! 

yudha vidatp manave gatum istayo aham tad asu dharayarp yad tsu na / 
devas cana tvastadhtrayad ruso sparhatn gavam Udhahsu vaksanasv a / 
madhor madhu svatryarp somam asiro somsavo eva devam indro vivye nrn / 
pra cyautnena maghavt satyartdho visvet ta te harivah sacivah / 

abhi turasah svayaso grnanto eva devam indro vivye nrn / 
(last two lines twice) 
pra cyautnena maghavt satyartdho visvet ta te harivah sacivah / 
abhi turasah svayaso grnantom / / 
(RV 1.5.1—3; 8.82.4-6;’ 1.5.4-10; 10.49.1-11) 

Let us both recite! Come, sit down, sing for Indra! 
You friends offering praise, you friends offering praise O! Come here, sit down, sing 

for Indra! (2x) 
You friends offering praise, you friends offering praise O! For the first among many, 

owner of all that is exquisite! 
For Indra with pressed Soma, for Indra with pressed Soma O! Let him help us in our 

effort, he for wealth and happiness! 
May he come with rewards to us, may he come with rewards to us O! Let us both recite! 

You who are without enemies, come, you are called to the recitations, 
In the highest radiance of heaven, in the highest radiance of heaven O! For you this 

Soma has been pressed with stones, mixed with milk, for rapture indeed! 
Indra, Soma is poured, Indra, Soma is poured O! Listen, Indra, to my invitation. 

Of the milky juice pressed here, 
Obtain drinking and satisfaction, obtain drinking and satisfaction O! 

Let us both recite! Whose horses the enemies cannot stop in the clashes of war, 
Sing for that Indra O! These pure pressed draughts come to the drinker of Soma, for 

the feast. 

Mixed with sour milk O! You were born fully grown to the drinking of Soma, 
For preeminence, clever Indra O! The songs of praise, the recitations have strengh- 

thened you, insightful one. 
Let our songs strengthen you O! May Indra, always helping, gain this thousandfold 

reward. 
In whom is all virility O! Let no mortals harm our bodies, Indra, fond of song, 
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Prevent slaughter, powerful one O! Let us both recite! “I gave the singer his first wealth. 
I made brahman to strengthen me O! I directed the yajamana. 
In each fight I conquered those without ritual O! They made me the god named Indra. 
The creatures of heaven, earth, and the waters O! I guide the two horses, strong as bulls. 
I grasp the thunderbolts for strength O! For the seers I hit with blows, 
I helped Kutsa with such assistance O! Piercer of Susna, I controlled the weapon. 
I did not surrender the Aryan name to the Dasyu O! Like a father I assisted the Vetasus. 
I subjected Tugra and Smadibha to Kutsa O! I made the yajamana rule. 
When I furthered Tuji, his dear horses could not be hurt O! I subjected Ayu to the na¬ 

tives. 
I subjected Padgrbhi to Savya O! For Navavastva, Brhadratha, 
I, Vrtra-slayer, destroyed Dasa just like Vrtra O! When he was growing, extending pro¬ 

perly, 
I turned him into light at the far end of space O! I go about with the runners of the sun, 
Forcefully moving with the Etasas O! When men advised me to cleanse, 
I got rid of the victorious Dasa with blows O! Killer of seven, I am more Nahus than 

Nahus. 
Through my eminence I made Turvasa and Yadu famous O! I conquered some with 

force, 
I strengthened ninety-nine others O! Bull, I support the seven rivers, 
Running on earth O! Cleverly I cross the streams. 
Fighting I found Manu room to go O! I keep in them 
What not even god Tvastr could keep in them O! Milk in the cows’ udders, in their 

bellies, 
Sweeter than sweet to mix with Soma O!” Thus spoke Indra to gods and men, 
With animation, generous, truly beneficent O! You strong horseman, self-glorious, 
All the powerful applaud you O! Thus spoke Indra to gods and men, 

(last two lines twice) 
With animation, generous, truly beneficent O! You strong horseman, self-glorious, 
All the powerful applaud you OM! 
Duration: 7 min., 29 sec. 

Cassette II 

Side A 
12. The Sixteenth Chant (Episode 29, pages 659-660; for the vi- 

stuti, see Figure 50, page 652). Begins with BSS 7.8: 212.19-213.1, 
TS 3.3.2.1a, etc. (pages 625-626). 
The following rounds are included on the cassette: 

1.1.1.11.11.11.111 
1.11.11.11.111.111 

Duration: 29 min., 52 sec. 
Wayne Howard recorded the first stotriya from Itti Ravi Nambudiri on 
July 9, 1971. The following transcription of his recording is more complete 
than the one on the cassette, since in the ritual every section (vacana) is 
sung in a single breath (see Howard, this volume, page 334). 
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Side B 
13. The Sixteenth Recitation (Episode 29, pages 660-663) 

This begins with the last two rounds of the sixteenth chant (III. 
HI). 
During the last, the Prastota recites: 

esottamah “This is the last” (page 604). 
This is followed by the first verse of the sixteenth recitation, 
as it was recorded, during the performance, on April 23, 1975. 
Then follows the entire sixteenth recitation, recorded se¬ 
parately, together with pratigara, Stuti Milking (page 605), 
Sastra Milking (pages 624-625), etc., in 1978. 

The nivid invocation is similar to SSS 8.25.1. Professor E.R. Sreekrishna 
Sarma has found the same text in a commentary on the sutra, and he has 
provided both text and translation: 

1. asya made jaritar indrah somasya matsatl 

2. asya made jaritar indro ’him ahan / 
3. asya made jaritar indro vrtram ahan / 
4. asya made jaritar indra ud dyam astabhanat aprathayat 

prthivim / 
5. asya made jaritar indra udaryam varnam atirad ava 

dasam ahan / 
6. asya made jaritar indro vyantariksam atirad a suryam 

divy airayat / 
7. asya made jaritar indro ’pinvad apito ghinvad ajuvah / 
8. asya made jaritar indra rsyan iva pamphanatah parva- 

tan aramnat / 
9. asya made jaritar indrah samudram prakupitam 

aramnat / 
10. asya made jaritar indra iha sravad up gira sthat / 
11. asya made jaritar indra iha sravad iha somasya 

matsat // 

1. In its intoxication O! Praiser, Indra pleased with 
Soma 

2. In its intoxication O! Praiser, Indra slew the serpent 
3. In its intoxication O! Praiser, Indra slew Vrtra 
4. In its intoxication O! Praiser, Indra gave firm support 

to heaven and spread out the earth 
5. In its intoxication O! Praiser, Indra placed the Arya 

color above and put the dark (color) down 
6. In its intoxication O! Praiser, Indra opened up the 

middle world and drove the sun to heaven 
7. In its intoxication O! Praiser, Indra released the 

waters and . . .(?) 

8. In its intoxication O! Praiser, Indra set at rest the 
mountains that were galloping like race horses 

9. In its intoxication O! Praiser, Indra set at rest 
the much agitated ocean 

10. In its intoxication O! Praiser, let Indra stand by 
hearing the praises 

11. In its intoxication O! Praiser, let Indra hear [the 
praise] here and be pleased with Soma. 

The final oblation for Indra Soda§i has for its offering verse 

apah purvesam harivas sutanam atho idam savanatn kevalam te / 
mamaddhi somarp madhumantam indra satra vrsan jathara a vrsasva // 

You drank from former pressings, horse rider, 
this libation is for you only! 

Be drunk from the Soma, Indra, 
pour it all together down your belly, you bull! 

(RV 10.96.13) 

Recited by C. V. Vasudevan Akkitiripad, the pratigara by C. V. 
Somayajipad, the third voice C. V. Krishnan Nambudiri. 
Recorded December 1978. 
Duration: 27 min., 40 sec. 
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Glossary and Index of Terms 

This glossary includes the great majority of foreign and technical terms that have been 
used or referred to in the course of this work. It specifies their occurrence in the text 
and therefore serves at the same time as an index of terms. Page references are to 
volume I unless preceded by “II.” If a term occurs on many pages, italicized numbers 
refer to pages where it is more fully explained or illustrated. Occasionally reference is 
made to Plates or Figures, which are also in the first volume unless preceded by “II”. 
Terms that are common and occur throughout are marked passim. All terms are 
Sanskrit, unless otherwise specified. To facilitate use by non-Sanskritists, the letters 
are in the customary order of the Roman alphabet, without differentiating between 
diacritics (e.g., a and a—or s, s, and 5—though distinguished, are combined). Terms 
that occur within quotations or in separately published Sanskrit or Malayalam texts 
have not been included. For many Sanskrit terms only their specific ritual meaning 
has been given, and in some cases only their even more specific Nambudiri use. 

The best dictionary of ritual terms is Louis Renou, Vocabulaire du rituel ve’dique 
(Paris 1954). Egon Brucker has provided a “Nachtrag” in Zeitschrift der deutschen mor- 
genldndischen Gesellschaft 122 (1972): 145-148. An excellent list is the “Repertoire des 
termes techniques les plus usuels” in Caland and Henry’s Agnistoma, volume I, pages 
XXIII-XLV. Many Samaveda terms are explained in the Glossary of Wayne Howard’s 
Samavedic Chant (pages 501-558). The general dictionaries are to be used with caution, 
but accurate translations of many ritual terms are given in Klaus Mylius’ Worterbuch 

Sanskrit-Deutsch. 

abhaya, fearlessness; cover of gall-nut 
241 

abhibhu, a throw of dice 441 
abhicara, magic, exorcism, destruction 

II 47, 143, 154, 159, 403, 433-435, 
443, 446 

abhidha, literal meaning of a word II181 
abhimantrana, consecrating an object by 

a mantra II136 
abhinaya, expression, gesture II 274, 282 
abhiseka, anointment of the yajamana 

during the agnicayana, rajasuya, and 
other rites; sprinkling of water 58, 
632, 640 

abhri, spade 288, 336 II 137 
acamana, sipping of water for ceremonial 

purification 282 
acchavaka, associate of the hota priest 

52, 58, 122, 214, 266, 267, 358, 386, 
587-589, 603, 608, 616, 617, 622, 623, 
625, 632, 645, 650, 658, 663, 667, 673, 
679 II 162, 164, 189, 597, 680, 691, 
694, 696, Plates 102, 107 

adabhya, (optional) Soma cup offered at 
the morning pressing 569, 601 

adara, a plant II 170, 
adhana = adheya, installation of the fire 

41, 329 II 87, 88, 92, 133, 293 
adhararani, lower kindling block 206, 

207, Plate 1 
adhas, down(ward), low 214 II 153, 373, 

Plates II 12, 13 
adhavaniya, clay vessel for mixing soma 

juice 217 
adhibhautika, interpretation in physical 

terms II 166 
adhidaivika, interpretation in terms re¬ 

ferring to the gods II 166 
adhikara, eligibility II 181, 190 
adhikarana, locus, reference 
adhisthana, foundation II284 
adhivedana, marriage to an additional 

wife II 277 
adhvan, way, road, course 94 
adhvara, ritual 94, 558 II 132, 591, 597 
adhvarahuti, adhvaryu’s offering 551, 
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558, 559 
adhvaryavam, rites involving the Yajur- 

veda, performed by the adhvaryu and 
his associates 175, 197, 313, 316 II 
162, 204, 220, 227, 232, 248 

adhvaryu, chief priest of the Yajurveda 
41, 46-49, passim. Figure 2. 

adhya (Malayalam), aristocratic Nam- 
budiri II 269, 308 

adhyardha, half-added, i.e., 1 1/2 198, 
199, 202, 401, 404, 448 453 II 18, 19 
Figures 9, 29. 

adhyardhardha, half of half-added, i.e., 
3/4 198, 199, 202, 401, 404, 449, 453 
Figures 9, 31. 

adhyatmika, interpretation in metaphy¬ 
sical terms II 166 

adhyavasana, ritual installation of the 
yajamana and his priests in the Old 
Hall 316, 389 II 128 

adhyaya, learning, recitation, subdivision 
of a text 31, 32, 63 

aditi, the sun, infinity 137, 158, 297, 347, 
419, 436, 622 II 87, 88, 175, 507, 687 

aditya, “for Aditi”, name of bricks nos. 
136-143 in the fifth layer 137, 479, 
489 II 76, 185, 569, 605 

aditya-upasayam, narrow-waisted Soma 
goblet made from nyagrodha wood 
215 

agama, tradition (non-Vedic) II 265, 281, 
291, 418, 419, 427 

agantuka-nyaya, rule of interpolation II 
184, 186, 187 

agharau, (two) butter oblations preced¬ 
ing the prayaja in an isti 47, 312, 409, 
543 II 503, 613 

agner arka, name of a chant (saman) 539 
11711,730 

agner vrata, Agni’s will or vow, name of 
a saman, chanted several times during 
the agnicayana 492, 539, 555 II 711 

agni, fire, god of fire; the agnicayana ritu¬ 
al; the offering altar of the agnica¬ 
yana; several objects buried under the 
agni altar passim 

agnicayana, “piling of Agni,” Soma 
ritual characterized by construction 
of a fire-altar from bricks passim 

agnicit, piler of fire 86, 330 II 100, 101, 
143, 183, 188 

agniciti, altar of Agni II 146, 309, 712, 
727 

agnidh == agnidhra, associate of the bra¬ 
hman priest 46, 49, 52, 109, 122, 214, 
267, 306, 358, 368, 381, 497, 546, 551, 
552, 559, 569, 590, 591, 569, 601, 605, 
653, 686, 689 II 127, 189, 499, 525, 
587, 589, 591, 593, 597, 621, 659, 679, 
688 Plates 36B. 38G. Figure 2. 

agnidhriya, hearth of the agnidh priest 
263, 579, 586, 590, 596, 598, 650, 651, 
686II2, 83, 85, 696. Figure 41. 

agnidiksaniyesti, isti for the consecration 
of the yajamana in the agnicayana 
(corresponds to diksaniyesti in the 
agnistoma) 317 II 132, 133 

agnihotra, daily fire ritual, performed in 
the morning and in the evening 20, 
40, 41, 46, 52, 58 II 80, 92, 142, 231, 
232, 309 

agnihotra-havani, ladle made from vikah- 
kata wood 206 

agnihotrin, a brahmin who regularly per¬ 
forms agnihotra 44, 45 II 188, 270, 
289, 309 

agniksetra, the field of Agni, i.e., the area 
where the Agni offering altar will be 
built 203, 248, 263, 269, 380, 381, 386, 
395 II 130, 149, 150, 151, 156 

agniksetropadhana, setting up the agni¬ 
ksetra 381 

agnimanthana, churning fire, = mantha- 
na 41, 313, 317. Plate 1. 

agnimarutasastra, recitation by the hota 
for Agni and the Maruts during the 
third pressing = the last recitation of 
the agnistoma 484, 616, 623, 654 II 
162, 164, 165, 689 

agnipranayana, carrying forth of Agni 
(from the new domestic to the new 
offering altar) 12, 49, 99, 103, 306, 
492, 551, 590 II 132. Plate 86. 

agnlsomapranayana, carrying forth of 
Agni and Soma (from the new dome¬ 
stic to the new offering altar) 53, 103, 
492, 590 II 89, 91. Plate 95. 

agnisomlya, sacrificial victim offered to 
Agni and Soma 57, 590, 591, 596, 
598 II 479, 643, 659 

agnistoma, “praise for Agni”, prototype 
of Soma rituals, name of the last 

chant of the third pressing, from 
which the ritual derives its name 52- 
54, passim 

agnivid, knower of Agni II 144 
agnivimoka, unyoking Agni, and agnica¬ 

yana rite which is the counterpart of 
agniyoga 688 

agniyoga, yoking Agni, an agnicayana 
rite 543, 599, 654 

agnyadhana, ritual for installing the fires 
41,69, 7011 80, 161,309 

agnyadheya = agnyadhana 41, 46, 49, 52 
II 76, 78, 82, 86-92, 192 

agrahara, brahmin settlement II280 
agrayana, large vessle, oblation 217, 686 

II 192, 605, 687 
ahanasya, obscene II48 
ahava, the formula somsavo, “letus both 

recite” inserted in sastra recitations 
622, 623, 655, 683 II 128, 676, 687, 
689 

ahavanlya, offering fire, offering altar 41, 
44, 48, 55, 105, 253, 263 II 82, 83, 85, 
89, 95, 113-117, 124, 135, 148, 140, 
181, 188, 247, 427, 689, 695, 696. 
Plates 37A, 98B. Figures 1-4, 15, 17. 

ahlna, ritual during which the Soma 
Pressing takes two to twelve days, 
xxiii II 192 

ahitagni, a brahmin who has installed the 
fires 44, 45, 94 II 188, 201, 203, 204, 
220, 223, 224, 227, 221, 233, 245, 249, 
307 

ahti (Umbrian), movable fireplace 93 
ahura (Avestan) = Sanskrit asura 
ahuti ( = juhoti), oblation, ending with 

the exclamation “svaha” 47 II 419, 
Plate 87. 

aindravayavapatram, girded Soma goblet 
made from nyagrodha wood 215 II 
191. Plate 26 A. 

aindri, “for Indra”, name of the first 
brick of the Agni altar 387, 398, 401, 
418 II 525, 529, 623 

airya (Avestan), noble 93 
aja, goat II 144 
ajaloma, goat’s hair II 140 
ajasiras, goat’s head II 156 
ajya, uninjured 495, 496, 500 II 571 
ajya, ghee, clarified butter; “conquer¬ 

ing”, name of four chants and recita¬ 

tions during the morning pressing 73, 
217, 286, 312, 482, 616, 622, 625, 630 
II 128, 162, 164, 317, 319, 322, 676- 
679, 684, 726, 728, 729, 731 

ajyabhaga, butter oblation 47, 347, 368 
II 128 

ajyani “uninjured”, name of pebbles or 
bricks 495, 500, 501 II 571 

ajyasthali, clay dish for ghee 217, 317, 
386 

akhana, pit II 138, 139 
akkitiri, akkitiripad (Maalayalam), brah¬ 

min who has performed the agnica¬ 
yana 182, 183, 193, 641 II 224 

akrtiphalasamkalpa, a special resolution 
made before entering the Great Altar 
Space and based on the earlier sam- 
kalpa resolution, 369, 380. Plate 62. 

aksarapankti, name of bricks nos. 1 lb- 
119 in the fifth layer 487 

aksarasuddhi, “purity of syllables”, i.e., 
clarity of pronunciation 267 

aksata, rice and paddy mixed with water 
(lit., not-crushed) 282 

aksnaya, obliquely II 156 
aksnayastomiya, “with diagonal sto¬ 

ma”, name of bricks nos. 7-34 in the 
fourth layer 466, 467 II 159, 160, 185, 
563 

akutyavedana, declaration of intent (to 
perform a rite) 282, 283 

alpayusa, shortened duration of life II 
397 

ama (Malayalam) = Sanskrit mekhala 
321 

amalakam, gooseberry 241 
amavasl, amavasya, new moon; name of 

pebble or brick 194, 495, 502 II 573 
amba, name of a seed 596, 597 
ambarisa, frying pan II 80 
amiksa, offering of sour milk 689 II 607, 

645 
ampalam (Malayalam), temple 
ampalavasi (Malayalam), temple-dweller, 

temple servant II 263, 266, 274, 301, 
302 

amrta, immortal(ity) 107, 111 
amsa, shoulder 265 II 150, 156 
amsu, (optional) Soma cup offered at the 

morning pressing 569, 601 
anacara, aberrant custom 169II277 
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anardhuka, unproductive II 94 
anarya, non-Aryan II 44 
anas, wagon, cart II 146 
anasya, without speech, language II 44 
anga, subordinate rite (e.g., the animal 

sacrifice is an anga of the Soma ri¬ 
tuals) II 179-182, 186, 187, 190, 479 

angam, “limb”, name of certain bricks 
in all layers 401, 442, 452, 458, 459, 
466, 479 

angangibhava, subordination of a rite to 
the principal rite II191 

angula, finger, finger’s breadth 195, 574 
II 109, 114, 141, 172, 493, 495 

angusa, song of praise 137 
angustha, thumb 419, 574 
anikavat, name of an oblation II 589, 637 
anindra, without or not worshipping 

Indra II 44, 45 
aniruktagana, unexpressed chant, in 

which the original text is (partly) hid¬ 
den by meaningless syllables 602, 653, 
II 311-334, 708, 709, 711 

antahsuddhi, internal purification, con¬ 
sisting of breathing and a declaration 
of intent (akutyavedana) 282 

antaralajati (Malayalam), intermediate 
caste II 263 

antariksam, air 139, 533 
antarnidhana, intermediate finale, divi¬ 

sion of some stotriyas, chanted by 
prastota, udgata, and pratiharta to¬ 
gether 602, 638, 647, 648 

antaryama, Soma cup offered at the 
morning pressing 438, 568, 601 

antaryamapatram, eight-cornered Soma 
goblet made from nyagrodha wood 
215, 601. Plate 21A, 25A-B. 

anubandhyapasu, principal animal vic¬ 
tim II 191 

anudatta, not-raised, not-accented, syll¬ 
able preceding the udatta syllable 174 
II 361, 372 

anuloma, “following the hair”, relation 
(of marriage) of a man with a woman 
of lower caste II263 

anumana, inference II190 
anumantrana, recitation of a mantra after 

a rite II 136 
anunasika, nasal 173 
anupalabdhi, non-apprehension II190 

anusthana, performance II 161, 181 
anustubh, a meter consisting of four octo¬ 

syllabic verses, divided into two him- 
istichs 288, 296-298, 302, 324, 437, 
439, 442, 453, 464, 469, 480, 486, 
660-663, 685 II 139, 164, 165, 176, 
177, 549, 565, 569, 677, 681-683, 686, 
692, 693, 697, 730 

anusvara, nasalization (of the preceding 
vowel) II 364 

anuvakya, invitation (to recite the yajya) 
47 

anuyaja, (three) after-offerings following 
the principal offering (pradhana) in 
an isti 48, 313, 358, 368, 686 II 128 

anvaharya, “what has to be brought 
afterwards”, rice left from the obla¬ 
tions and offered to the priests 48 

anvaharyapacana, fire for cooking the 
anvaharya = daksinagni 48 II 83 

anyoddesana-tadrsa-vidhi, injunction re¬ 
ferring to a similar rule II 190 

anyoddesana-tad-vidhi, injunction referr¬ 
ing to another rule II 190 

apah, waters 408 
apala, shellac 241 
apana, inhalation 69, 71, 316, 419, 439 

II 166 
apanabhrt, “supplying inhalation”, name 

of bricks nos. 99-148 in the first layer 
401, 440 II 549 

aparasuvrkna, a stick of udumbara wood 
not hewn by an axe II143 

aparimita, unlimited II 138 
apasya, “watery”, name of bricks nos. 

17-36 in ihe first layer 139, 140, 401, 
437 II 156, 158, 184, 185, 547 

apauruseya, of non-human origin 2, 35 
apavada, exception II 187 
appacci (Malayalam), father’s sister II 

286 
apratiratha, irresistible, the song to the 

irresistible warrior (TS 4.6.4, cf. RV 
10.103), recited by the second hota 
during agnipranayana in the agnica- 
yana 103, 551, 554 II 585, 589 

apsaras, celestial nymph II55,286 
apsudiksa, consecration in water 317 
apsusad, “sitting in water(s)”, name of 

bricks nos. 159—163 in the fifth layer 
479 II 571 
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aptoryama, type of Soma ritual 330, 489 
II 163, 164, 192, 227, 249 

apurva, result of apurvavidhi II191 
apurvavidhi, injunction which enjoins 

something not previously enjoined 
elsewhere II 189 

apyaya, junction (of the body with the 
wings) II 151, 152, 158 

apyayana, swelling, making the Soma 
stalks swell (by sprinkling water or 
mantras) 109, 110, 358. Plates 38 D, 
38 F, 55. 

arakkan catti (Malayalam), a clay dish 
= Sanskrit prsthodvapani 216 

arani, kindling block 73, 76 II 80, 94, 
189, 308, 309. Plate 1. 

aranya, forest II 63, 595 
aranyageyagana, songs to be sung in the 

forest 34, 115, 443, 602 
aranyaka, forest-book, class of prose 

works attached to each brahmana 34 
aratni (Malayalam and Sanskrit), cubit, 

a unit of length, consisting of 24 viral 
195, 262-265, 303, 381, 579, 590II97, 
106, 114, 138, 141, 505, 517, 543, 669 
671, 673. Figure 8. 

arayal (Malayalam), a kind of tree = 
Sanskrit asvattha 206, 244 

arbhavapavamanastotra, chant of the 
skillful (gods) for the purified Soma, 
eleventh chant of the agnistoma 423, 
616, 646 II 316, 685, 687,"728, 730- 
732 

arcika, list of verses (rk) 34, 602, 603 
ardha, half II 189 
arka, a left through which milk is poured 

during the Rudra ceremony 509, 517, 
521, 524, 525, 532, 562 II 137-139, 
579, 581, 617 

armakapala, potsherds from ruins II 19, 
140 

arthapatti, postulation, a logical princi¬ 
ple used in the Mimamsa 5 II184,190 

arthavada, explanatory statement II 712 
arya, noble 93 
asadha, invincible, name of brick no. 12 

in the first layer 203, 424 II 52, 141, 
541, 611, 717, 718 

asandi, throne or stool for King Soma, 
made from udumbara wood 56, 207, 
215, 358, 368 II 145, 148 

asani (Malayalam), cocoanut, jack or 
arayal tree struck by lightning 244 

asapatni, “without rival”, name of bricks 
nos. 9—13 in the fifth layer 479, 480 II 
160,185, 567 

asauca, pollution 194 
askanda, a throw of dice 441 
asman, stone; (in the agnicayana) (four) 

stones placed in the field of Agni 386 
asrama, stage of life 
asraya, support, locus II 183 
asrityavidhi, dependent injunction II 190 
asta, eight 
astabandha, eight binding substances 

used for cementing the foundation of 
images 241 

astamsi, eighth part 199, 452 
astanga, eight limbs (of medicine) II 302 
astava, place for chanting the outdoor 

chant of the purified Soma (bahis- 
pavamanastuti), northwest of the 
Agni altar 58, 590, 602 II 659 

astavaidya, eight physicians 173 II 302 
asura, countergod; divine rivals of the 

devas 119, 121, 136-138, 497 II 12, 
17, 18, 23, 46, 55, 56, 62, 77, 83-85, 
90, 91, 680, 695, 696 

asuvrihi, swift(ly ripening) rice 569 
asva, horse 240, 306, Plates 32B, 44B. 
asvamedha, horse sacrifice 7, 45, 95, 118 

II 14, 34, 35, 49, 50, 55, 56, 63, 88, 
161, 204, 219, 220, 223, 227, 231, 232, 
239 

asvasaka, horse dung II 141 
asvattha, a kind of tree and wood (Ficus 

religiosa Linn.) 206, 207, 392 II 16, 
55, 80, 93, 94, 143, 435, 511 

asvina, name of the (29th) chant and re¬ 
citation for the Asvins which com¬ 
pletes the agnicayana 54, 616, 680, 
683 II 130, 162, 165, 696-699, 734 

asvinapatram, two-edged Soma goblet 
made from nyagrodha wood 215. 
Plate 25C. 

asvinl, “for the Asvins,” name of bricks 
nos. 7-11 in the second layer 452, 
454 II 553 

asvins, divine twins: see Index of Names 
ata (Malayalam), (cake made of) paste of 

rice flour 303 II 465 
Atharvaveda, Veda of magical incanta- 
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tions 
atidesa, transfer (from prakrti to vikrti) 

II 182 
atigrahyapatram, round Soma goblet 

made from nyagrodha wood 215, 
369. Plates 2IF, 25E. 

atiratra, “overnight”, type of Soma ritual 
54, 58, 185, 313, 330, 598, 599, 602, 
603, 608, 616, 623, 627, 631, 646, 659, 
663-680, 685II xi, 130, 135, 162-166, 
182,192, 227, 249, 326, 334, 360, 694, 
732 

atiri, atitiri (Malayalam), brahmin who 
has performed agnyadheya II 293, 
307. 

atithi, guest 
atithyesti, (isti of the) guest offering for 

Soma 56, 346, 358 II 162, 525 
atman, body, self 65, 68, 71, 263, 399, 

404, 504 II 77, 149 
atti (Malayalam), udumbara 206, 244, 

559 
atur (Avestan), fire 94 
atyagnistoma, type of Soma ritual 8, 61, 

330 II 163, 164, 192, 231 
audgatram, rites involving the Samaveda, 

performed by the udgata and his as¬ 
sociates 175, 197, 313 II162, 204,220, 
227, 456 

audumbara, made of udumbrara wood 
574 

audumbari, pole of udumbara wood with 
two-pronged top erected in the sadas 
263, 579, 587, 608, 625, 630. Plates 
93, 102, 103. 

aupasana, home fire, installed at marriage 
241 1179,192,686 

ausanam, name of a chant 358 
avabhrtha, final bath for the yajamana, 

his wife, and the priests on the last 
day of a Soma ritual 54, 58, 194, 687 
II 128, 132, 308, 605. Plates 108-109. 

avadana, pieces of cooked flesh II 144 
avagraha, hiatus, separation (of the 

members of a compound) II 372 
avahana, invocation, calling down (of 

gods) II 287 
avahanana, pounding grain in a mortar 

II 181 
avaka, a plant 240, 395, 398, 418, 423, 

427, 543, 454,462, 463,466, 473, 534, 

545 II 157, 535, 541, 543, 553, 557, 
559, 561, 563, 567, 579, 583, 585, 587 

avanardana, trill II 322 
avantaradiksa, intermediate consecration 

on the first upasad day following 
dlksa II 91, 92 

avatara, descent, manifestation 121, 173 
aviccheda, uninterruptedly II 185 
avidvan, avidvas, ignorant, the ignorant 

priest of the agnicayana 155, 162, 267, 
395, 419, 461, 504 II 153, 541. Plates 
11, 69, 79. 

avrt, section of udgitha II 319, 325 
avrtti, recurrence II 187 
ayajna, without or not performing ritual 

11, 44 
ayusya, “life giver”, name of bricks nos. 

169-175 in the fifth layer 479, 492 II 
185, 571 

bahispavamanastotra ( = bahispavama- 
nastuti), outdoor chant for the puri¬ 
fied Soma, the only ritual chant not 
sung inside the sadas xxx, 58, 579, 
598, 602 II 165, 316, 323, 325, 677, 
679, Plate 97. 

bahu, many 
bahumukhi, many-faced (form of dome¬ 

stic altar) II 352 
bahyasuddhi, external purification, con¬ 

sisting of bathing, cleansing, sipping 
water, and a proclamation of auspi¬ 
ciousness 282 

bandhu, connection 3 II 142 
barhis, (seat made of) sacrifical grass 306 

II 499, 653 
basta, he-goat 240, 307 II144. Plate 44B. 
Bhagavad Gita, “song of the lord”, a 

portion of the Mahabharata epic: see 
Index of Texts 

bhakararathantara, rathantara chant in 
which the original text is (partly) hid¬ 
den by syllables beginning with bh- 
II 325, 326, 328 

bhakti, part of a stotriya (there are in 
general five: prastava, udgitha, prati- 
hara, upadrava, and nidhana); should 
be chanted in one breath; also: devo¬ 
tion 33, 602, 649, 659 II xv, 265, 281, 
282, 291, 321, 317, 322, 325, 328 

bhasya, commentary 35 II 165, 183, 303 

bhatta, learned brahmin (often attached 
to a name as an expression of respect) 
II 266, 269, 303, 307 

bhesaja, remedy, drug, spell 
bhojana, food, meals 
bhrastra, roasting pan II143 
bhratrvya, cousin; rival, enemy II 84, 153 
bhu, bhumi, earth 139, 359, 418, 533 II 

393, 541, 702 
bhuma-nyaya, “multitude” rule II 184 
bhuta, being, spirit, name of pebbles or 

bricks 495, 496, 500, 641 II 571 
bhuti(kama), (desirous of) prosperity II 

143 
bhuvas, air 139, 418, 533, II 557, 702 
bhuyaskrt, “augmenting”, name of bricks 

nos. 154-158 in the fifth layer 479, 
489 II 185, 571 

blja, seed 
bijaksara, bijamantra seed-syllable, my¬ 

stic syllable II 390, 391, 400 
bila, opening II 173 
bilba, a kind of tree and wood (Aegle 

marmelos Corr.) 206, 207, 215 
brahmacarin, student, celibate II 285, 

286 
brahman, chief priest of the Atharva- 

veda; priestly power; the power of 
language; the absolute; member of 
the highest caste 46, 49, passim. 
Plates 60A, 75A. Figures 2-3. 

brahmana, interpretive passage, class of 
prose works attached to the samhita 
of each Veda, 34, 35, passim 

brahmanacchamsin, associate of the bra¬ 
hman priest 49, passim. Plates 55A, 
56, 102, 103, 106, 107. 

brahmanaspati, lord of brahman 551 II 
682, 683 

brahmasvam (Malayalam), landed pro¬ 
perty of brahmins II 260, 261 

brahmatvam, rites involving the Athar- 
vaveda, performed by the brahman 
and his associates 175, 197, 313 

brahmaudana, a meal of boiled rice 
consumed by four priests 570 II 82, 
83, 86-91,93, 585, 595 

brahmavarcasa, splendor of brahman, 
priestly glory II 143 

brahmavidya, knowledge of the absolute 
70 

bratabandah = upanayana II231 
brhat, name of a melody (saman) 288, 

324, 330, 438, 483, 538, 569, 641 II 
165, 585, 702, 705, 706, 715 

bhati, “great”; name of bricks nos. 29- 
64 in the third layer; a meter con¬ 
sisting of 36 syllables in four verses 
453, 459, 463, 464, 469, 480, 486, 661, 
662, II 139, 159, 164, 165, 185, 559, 
569, 681-683, 693, 697, 698, 730 

budhna, bottom part II 173 

caitra, a month (March-April) 194 
caitya, tumulus, sacred enclosure, (Bud¬ 

dhist) monument containing relics II 
16, 17, 55 

cakkiyar (Malayalam), caste intermediate 
between Nambudiri and Nayar, en¬ 
titled to perform kutiyattam II 273 

cakra, wheel 
cakravartin, whose wheels roll anywhere, 

sovereign II 280 
caksus, sight, eye 331 
calculus (Latin), small stone used for 

calculation with the help of an abacus 
141 

camakam, “and (ca) for me (me) recita¬ 
tion”, recitation by the,? dhvaryu of 
TS 4.7.1-11 during vasor dhara 563 
II185. Plate 88. 

camasa, square cup made from nyagro¬ 
dha wood and used by the priests for 
soma 52, 207, 608, 663. Plate 101A. 

camasyadhvaryu, assistant of cupbearer 
52 

camasin, cup-bearer (the yajamana and 
ten of his priests, viz., brahman, 
udgata, hota, maitravaruna, brah¬ 
manacchamsin, pota, nesta, accha- 
vaka, agnidhra, and sadasya) 52, 
207. Plate 101A. 

campu, literary composition in prose and 
verse II 273, 301, 308 

camu, vessel, pot, urn 129 
canasita, term to address non-deities, 

used before their namem by the yaja¬ 
mana after his consecration 328, 333 

candana, sandal (Sirium myrtifolium) 
tree, wood, or paste 282 

candra, moon 532, 533 
candrasaman, chant from the Aranye- 
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geyagana 276, 277, 532, 533 
caru, rice porridge II 87, 88, 144, 152, 

192, 507 
casala, a piece of wood fixed on top of 

the sacrificial pole 306, 591 II 585 
cataka, a bird (Cucculus melanoleucus) 

686 
cattan, a bird (Cucculus melanoleucus) = 

Sanskrit cataka 686 
catti (Malayalam), clay dish = Sanskrit 

' sthali 216, 298, 578 
cattira (Malayalam), military brahmin 

(= Sanskrit chatra) 173 II 280, 282, 
301, 303 

cattirakkali (Malayalam), dramatic per¬ 
formance of the chatras II 266 

catuhsrakti, square 128, 214 
caturhotr, formula of the four hota 

priests (TA 3.2) II 86 
caturmasya, “four-monthly”, seasonal 

rituals 46, 553 II 133, 192, 247, 249 
caturthi, fourth 196 II 343, 344, 345, 351 

352. Figures 15, 21. 
caturthipada, quarter of a fourth II 344, 

345. Figure 15. 
cathurthyardha, half of a fourth II 344, 

345, Figure 15. 
catus, four 
catuskaparda, with four tufts 129 
catuskonapadya, four-cornered quarter 

II 344, 345, Figure 15. 
catvala, hole dug at the north boundary 

of the enclosure 263, 306, 394, 605 II 
148, 151, 157, 499 533, 583, 589, 621, 
659. Plates 65, 98B. 

cayana, piling up (of bricks) 54, 69 II 78, 
88, 178, 180-192 

celanni (Malayalam), name of a seed 
( = Sanskrit gavidhuka) 532, 596 

ceiicalyam (Malayalam) = sarja 241 
cericcu (Malayalam), sideways 373, 374 

II 13 
cerikkal (Malayalam), crown property II 

261 
cetana, intelligence 70 
cetiya, see: caitya 
cettumanal (Malayalam), sand mixed 

with clay (valuka) 241 
chandas, meter, name of bricks nos. 95- 

123 in the fifth layer 30, 479, 485 II 
156, 547, 569 

chatra, disciple, military brahmin II 266, 
269 

chatrakkali, see: cattirakkali II 277 
chidra, pierced 163 II 155, 187 
cit, intelligence 
citi, altar (piled up from bricks), layer of 

an altar 54, 69, 399 II 15-17, 49, 55, 
56, 135, 156-158, 160, 186, 187 

citisthanakarana, establishing the altar 
space 369 

coda, “protuberance,” name of bricks 
nos. 90-94 in the fifth layer 479, 484, 
II185 

codana, injunction = vidhi II179 
cunens (Latin), thunderbolt 111 
cuntanga, a kind of berry 282 

dadhi, curds, sour milk II 153, 714 
dadhigraha, offering of a cup with curds 

at the morning pressing 601, 640 
dadhigraha-patram, square goblet made 

from udumbara wood 215 
daeva [(Iranian), god 120 
daivika, for gods (deva) 303 II 465. 

Exhibit. 
daksina, south, right 96 II 373, 427 
daksina, ritual gift, offering of the ritual 

fee 48, 58, 99, 103, 122, 240, 335, 640 
II 87, 118, 189, 247, 505, 531, 585, 
603, 681 

daksinagni, southern fire, southern altar 
41, 44, 256 II 83-86, 94, 95, 113, 114, 
124. Plate 37A. Figures 15,18. 

daksinapaksa, right wing, southern wing 
daksinayana, southern half (of the year) 

ii 5i 
danda, stick, discipline, authority II 154 
darbha, sacred grass 240, 286, 306, 329, 

381, 387, 388, 395, 398, 534, 545, 
558, 579, 590, 598, 625, 686 II 140, 
149, 286, 287, 308, 384, 458, 525, 529, 
535, 579, 583, 585, 587, 621 

darbhamola (Malayalam), bunch of 
darbha grass 387 

darsana, seeing, view 61 
darsapurnamasa, Full-and New Moon 

Ceremonies 7, 46-49, 52 II 133, 191, 
192, 231, 479, Figure 2. 

darsesti, the isti of the new moon 279 
daru, wood 207 
darupatri, trough made from varanam 

wood 207, 279. Plate 23E. 
dasa, dasyu, slave, barbarian II 41-49, 

53-57, 62, 65, 69 
dasa, ten 
dasami, tenth II 351. Figure 21. 
dasati, decade, set of ten 277 
dasl, female slave II 49 
deva(ta), god, deity 4, 30, 41, 120 II 51, 

84, 91 
devadasi, god’s servant, temple prostitute 

II 261, 266, 268, 273 
devasuvam havimsi, offerings for the 

divine instigators, eight oblations 
characteristic of the agnicayana, and 
other sava rituals, inserted toward 
the end of the agnisomiya animal 
sacrifice 590, 596 II 599 

devasvam (Malayalam), temple proerty 
II 260 

devayajanadhyavasana, formal occupa¬ 
tion of the ritual terrain (of the Great 
Altar Space) 369 

devikahavlmsi, oblations to minor deities 
689 II 607 

dhanyarasi, paddy heap (shape of a 
stupa) II 17 

dharani (sutra), spell II 424, 433, 436 
dharma, principle, law; quality; name of 

brick no. 13 in the first layer 62, 115, 
425, 481 II 179, 280, 388 

dhisnya, hearth 52, 197, 214, 579, 586— 
589, 605, 608 II 49, 597. Plates 102, 
104, 107. Figures 42-44. 

dhiyalamba, support of meditation 62 
dhrsti, ladle made from khadira wood 

and used for preparing hot milk in 
the pravargya 207. Plate 22E. 

dhruva, a ladle made from vikankata 
wood 207, 317, 358, 569, 651, 686 II 
507, 605. Plate 22A. 

dhupa, smoke 130 II 20 
dhur, modification of the gayatra melody 

in the udgitha II 322, 323 
dhuvanam, shaking, fanning II 50 
diksa, consecration (of the yajamana) 8, 

53, 56, 275, 317-333 II 127, 128, 133, 
191, 286, 420. Plate 46. 

diksahuti, (six) butter oblations for Agni 
made by the adhvaryu after the ag- 
nidiksaniyesti 317 II 142, 507, 613 

diksaniyesti, isti offering for the conse¬ 

cration of the yajamana 56,317II131, 
144, 162 

dirgha, long II 362 
dirghabhaksa, long drink, recitation by 

the adhvaryu accompanying the re¬ 
citation of certain sastras 617 

dirghapadya, “long quarter” (shape of 
brick) 198, 199, 202, 451-453. Figures 
9, 35. 

disya, “direction”, name of bricks nos. 
14—19 in the third layer 459, 463 II 
158,185, 571 

div, dyu (Nominative: dyaus), heaven 418 
dohana, clay vessel used for milking 216. 

Plate 30 I. 
dosa, fault, transgression II179 
dravinoda, “wealth giver”, name of 

bricks nos. 164-168 in the fifth layer 
479, 492 II 185, 571 

dravya, substance of oblation offered in 
the ritual 4, 41 II 180 

drgganita, astronomy 
dronakalasa, vessel made from nyagro- 

dha wood and used for preparing 
Soma 207, 590, 617, 686. Plate 20 B. 

drsti, sight 71, 601 II 182 
durmada, evil intoxication 107 
dtirva, a kind of grass 388, 395, 423 II 

153, 485, 525, 529, 541, 621, 714 
dvaidha, variant opinion or practice 
dvaidhasutra, section of Baudhayana 

dealing with variant opinions and 
practices (BSS 20-23) 37 II 608-645 

dvapara, the third best among dice 
throws 441 

dvara, door, hole, the holes in the svaya- 
matrnna 241, 418 

dvesya, enemy 104 
dvi-, two- 
dvidevatya, Soma cups offered at the 

morning pressing to pairs of deities 
602, 609, 617 

dvija, twice born, i.e., the higher castes 
II 20 

dvisula, double pronged 121 
dvitaya, double 214 
dyaus, sky, heaven 139, 533 

eka, one 
ekadhana, water used for pressing and 

mixing with Soma; vessels in which 
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it is transported 601 
ekaha, “one day”, rituals during which 

the Soma pressings take place on one 
day xxiii, 52-54, 184 II 249 

ekamukhi, single-faced (form of domestic 
altar) II 352 

ekasula, single-pronged 121 
ekavimsa, twenty-one, twenty-one-fold 

stoma or vistuti 159, 160, 163. Figure 
50. 

eli (Malayalam), rat 244 
elippuli (Malayalam), sand thro wn up by 

a rat 244 
enna (Malayalam), oil = taila 241 
erukinte ila (Malayalam), a leaf through 

which milk is poured during the 
Rudra ceremony ( = Sanskrit arka) 
509 

ettamsi (Malayalam), eighth part (= 
Sanskrit astamsi) 198, 199, 202, 450 
452, 453. Figures 9, 33. 

feng (Chinese), wind; (wind) bird 86 

gana, song, book of songs 276-278II312, 
707, 708, 734 

gana, group, troup II 189 
gandaka, rhinoceros 163 
gandharva, celestial musician, bard 654 

II 55, 62, 63, 80, 93, 94, 166, 286, 587 
garbha, seed 76 
garbhin, seed-possessing 76 
gardabha, ass II 140 
garhapatya, domestic fire, domestic altar 

41, 44, 48, 53, 252, 253 II 82, 83, 85, 
95, 106, 111, 113-117, 124, 136, 148, 
247, 427, 696. Figures 1, 15, 16. 

gatasri, man of permanent fortune II 93, 
143 

gatha, (epic, viz., non-Vedic) verse II 63, 
65 

gaunivrtti, indirect sense (of a word) II 
isi 

gavam ayana, “cow’s walk”, sattra ritual 
lasting one year 159II49, 51,192,204 

gavidhuka, name of a seed 596II20, 579, 
581 

gayatra, name of a melody (sarnan) 288, 
324, 438, 538, 603, 604, 626, 632, 646 
II 311, 315-319, 321, 322, 328, 583, 
682, 702, 705-709, 715, 729-731 

gayatri, a meter consisting of three oc¬ 
tosyllabic verses 30, 288, 297, 298, 
302, 324, 437, 438, 442, 458, 464, 469, 
485, 601, 604, 622, 661, 662, II 139, 
140, 146, 153, 164, 166, 176, 485, 489, 
515, 521, 533, 549, 551, 569, 609, 627. 

gayatri pada nicrt, a gayatri meter with 
one syllable less in each pada 661 

ghana, vikrti-recitation of the form 
1221123321123 

gharma, boiled milk offered in the pra- 
vargya 119, 137, 368, 425 II 154, 543, 
617. Plate 60A. 

ghata, large clay vessel 216 
ghora, dreadful 508 
ghosa, voiced II 362 
ghrana, smell 331 
ghrta, ghee, clarified butter; name of 

bricks nos. 144-148 in the fifth layer 
73, 138, 479, 489 II 137, 143-155, 185, 
569. 

ghrtapratlka, butter faced 129 
giti, variety of song, melody II 322 
go, cow 533 
goma (Japanese) = Sanskrit homa 139 

II418-455. Plate II17. 
goptr, guardian II 85 
gosala, cowshed (south of the Old Hall) 

263, 268 
gotra, (patrilineal) clan 39, 162, 266, 267 

II 305, 505 
graha, Soma libation; wooden goblet 

used for Soma libation 214, 608, 663 
II 187 

grama, village 163, 173, 175, 183 II 252, 
268, 270, 300, 306, 308 

gramageyagana, songs to be sung in the 
village 34, 277, 425, 602 II 373 

gramayoga, village assembly II 289 
gravan, pressing stone (for Soma) 58, 

140. Plate 104. 
gravastut, “praiser of gravan”, associate 

of the hota priest 52, 58, 61, 122, 267, 
358, 359, 632 II 189. Plates 38F, 
104. 

grha, house 
grhastha, householder II 82 
grhaya, home fire, installed at marriage 

4, 13, 35, 37, 41, 241 II xi, 81, 223 
grhyasutras, sutras dealing with domestic 

ritual 35 II 224 

grlsma, summer II 156 
guha, cave II 64 
guhyaka, “concealed,” attendant of Ku- 

bera II 62, 63 
guna, subordinate rite = anga II 179, 

180, 182, 183, 192 
guru, heavy; teacher II 192, 231, 391, 

392, 399 
gzi (Tibetan), pebble 141 

hamsa, goose 166II513, 515 
hamsamukhi, goose-beaked (shape of a 

brick in the five-tipped altar) II 344, 
345. Figure 15. 

haoma (Avestan) = Sanskrit soma 93, 
108 II 248 

hastamudra, hand gesture ( = mudra) 
hautram, rites involving the Rgveda, 

performed by the hota and his asso¬ 
ciates 175, 197 313 II 161, 204, 227, 
248, 249 

havirdhana, Soma cart; hall for prepara¬ 
tion of Soma, located at the center of 
the mahavedi 52, 53, 98, 248, 263, 
265, 347, 410, 497, 579, 590, 598, 600, 
601, 625, 623, 658 II 247, 589, 597, 
603. Plates 69, 94. 

haviryajiia, vegetable oblation = isti 46 
II 181, 192, 199 

havis, vegetable product used for obla¬ 
tion, generally rice 96, 312 II 162, 505 

hemanta, winter II 156 
himkara, the syllable hum chanted at the 

beginning of some ritual chants 627, 
633 II 312 

liiranmayapurusa, golden man (represen¬ 
tation of a man buried under the agni 
altar) 56, 65, 115, 240, 414. Plate 33. 

hiranya, gold(en) 423 II 153, 535 
hiranayamurdhnl, golden-headed; name 

of brick no. 8 in the first layer 423 II 
541, 716 

hiranyasakala, piece of gold II 147, 158 
hiranyestaka, piece of gold 133 II 153, 

655,716 
homa, fire offering 94, 138 II 157, 185, 

382-385, 391, 393, 397, 399, 400, 403, 
408-415, 418-455. Plates II 15-17. 

hota, chief priestof the Rgveda 46-49, 
passim. Plates 2, 39, 50. Figures stet 

hrasva, short II361-363 

ida, portion remaining from the principal 
offering and consumed by the priests 
48, 207, 313, II 601, 605, 641. Plate 2. 

idahvana, call of Ida 48 
idapatram, idapatri, receptacle made 

from varanam wood for the ida 48, 
207. Plate 2. 

idasuna, carving board II 659 
idhma, fire wood 240, 306 II 150 
illam (Malayalam), Nambudiri or other 

high-caste house II 252 
inam (Arabic), privilege, grant, fief II284 
indraghosavati, “having Indra’s roar”, 

waterspsrinkled on the altar ground 
during the animal sacrifice 409 

indratanu, “Indra’s body,” name of 
pebbles or bricks, 495-496II 571 

istaka, brick; several other objects buried 
under the Agni altar 130, 132, 133, 
140, 398 II 123, 124, 135, 136, 141, 
144, 146, 148, 152-156, 159. Plate 80. 

isti ( = yajati), offering, a vegetable obla¬ 
tion, ending with the exclamation 
vausat; its paradigm is the darsapur- 
namasa 17, 46-49, 54, 131, 132, 279, 
310, 317, 329-331, 358, 368, 559, 562, 
591, 596, 598, 609 II 87, 88, 128, 131, 
133, 147, 154, 155, 157-159, 161, 162, 
181, 200, 201, 479, 507, 525, 705 

isti (Old Persian), brick 132 
istika = istaka 69, 130, 131 
istya (Iranian), brick 132 
it (Hindi), brick 133 
itattantu (Malayalam), churning stick 

(mantha) 207, Plate 1. 
iti, “thus”, particle of (closing) quotation 

21 

jagati, a meter consisting of four verses of 
twelve syllables, divided into two he- 
mistichs 288, 297, 298, 324, 437, 442, 
458, 464, 469, 601, 622, 662, 685 II 
139, 146, 164, 166, 176, 549, 561, 569, 
678, 679, 681, 683, 685, 686, 691, 683, 
696-698, 730, 749 

jala, net II 148 
janata, community II 151 
japa, muttering II 138,139,145, 147,152, 

155 
jatapatha, vikrti-recitation of the form 

122112/233223/ ... 172 

778 779 
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jati, birth, caste, genus 167 II 180 
jnana, knowledge 2, 59 
jnanakanda, sections of sruti relating to 

knowledge viz., the upanisads 59 
jnanappana (Malayalam), payment for 

knowledge II 309 
jnanendriya, organ of sensation (i.e., 

sight, hearing, smell, taste, or touch) 
331 

juhoti, “he makes an oblation” = ahuti 
4711 137,139, 142, 143, 149, 156,157. 
Plate 87. 

juhu, ladle made from palasa wood 21, 
124, 207, 313, 410, 559 II 137, 659, 
661, 663. Plates 4, 22B. 

jyaistha, a month (May-June) 194 
jyoti, light 
jyotiratiratra, atiratra of light II 732-733 
jyotismati, “luminous,” name of pebbles 

or bricks 495, 500 II 571 
jyotisprabha, fire meditation II 427 
jyotistoma, “praise of light”, general term 

for ekaha Soma ritual II227,706,726, 
727 

kaccam (Malayalam), agreement II 269, 
270 

kala, a small portion; a time division II 
394, 395, 398 

kala, time 
kalakam (Malayalam), association, as¬ 

sembly II 264 
kalam (Malayalam), large clay vessel; 

unit of measure = 126,340 parai 216 
II262, 268. Plates 28A-C, 30 G-H. 

kalari (Malayalam), gymnasium, area for 
exercise 

kalpika, auxiliary for prayer II 387, 391, 
397, 398 

kamilnnukxtakkunna, kamiltti (Malaya¬ 
lam), prone, pronation II 360, 373, 
374. Plate II13. 

kampa, wavering, vacillation II 313 
kamya, optional 5, 193 II 108, 113, 118, 

120, 179-181, 185, 666-675 
kamyesti, optional offerings, rites for spe¬ 

cial advantages 
kanda, chapter, subdivision of a text 63, 

'509 
kankara, gravel II 26 
kapala, potsherds; skull(-bones) 119, 216 

karaka-kindi (Malayalam), vessel with 
spout 216. Plate 31C. 

karana, means (to obtain phala) II 183, 
499, 525 

karinnali (Malayalam) = Sanskrit kha- 
dira 203, 206 II 283, 286, 287, 289, 
290, 293, 293, 297 

karmabhumi, land of karman, i.e., Ke¬ 
rala 167 

karmakanda, sections of sruti relating to 
ritual, viz., the Brahmanas 59 

karman, act, activity, ritual act xxvi, 2, 
5, 59 II xi, xiv, xv, 179-181, 183, 186, 
187, 190 

karmanta, end of karman 
karmantasutra, supplement, discourse 

found in text providing further detail 
and variants (BSS 24-26) II 646-665 

karmaphalatyaga, renunciation of the 
fruits of activity 5 

karmendriya, organ of action (i.e., 
speech, hands, feet, anus, or generative 
organs) 331 

karna, ear; hypotenuse 248 
karpasa, cotton 241 
karsana = prenkha II 322 
karsmarya, kind of wood 395, 417 II153, 

539 
karuttanellu (Malayalam), black rice 

( = Sanskrit krsnavrlhi) 596 
kasyapa, tortoise 121 
katukkattStu (Malyalam), cover of gall- 

nut (abhaya) 241 
kavu (Malayalam), (tribal) shrine II 264 
kavutta (Malayalam), millet ( = San¬ 

skrit syamaka) 596 
kavya, poetry 
kayar (Malayalam), rein (Sanskrit ra- 

sana) 288 
khadira, a kind of tree and wood (.Acacia 

sundra D. C.) 206, 207 II 412, 433, 
435 

khara, rectangular mound of earth (for 
placing cups, goblets, etc.) 295, 298 
II 140-142 

kilippuram (Malayalam), treasury, office 
of treasurer II 303 

kimnara, lcinnara, kimpurusa, “what 
sort of man?” mythical being; musi¬ 
cian II 42, 57, 62-67 

kindi (Malayalam), vessel with spout 
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216, 282, 296, 485, 509, 570. Plates 
31D, 83. 

kinnarum (Old Babylonian), lyre II 68 
kirata, tribal, forest hunter II 64 
kolarakku (Malayalam), shellac = apala 

241 
kolipparal, (Malayalam), “chicken-fish”, 

small pebbles found in a river = 
sarkara Plate 6. 

kovil (Malayalam), temple II 260, 287 
lcoti (Malayalam), the shorter side of a 

right-angled triangle 248 
koyma (Malayalam), owner II284 
krama, order II 161 
kramapatha, vikrti-recitation of the form 

12/23/34. . . 30 
kratu, rite II 187, 697, 724, 725 
krsi, agriculture 99 
krsna, black 34 II 6 
krsna ayas, black metal, iron II 6 
krsnajina, (skin of) black antelope 186, 

194, 203, 292, 321, 640 II 139, 140, 
145, 283, 286-290, 293. Plates 18B, 
46, 72 B. 

krsnavrihi, black rice 596 
krta, the winning move among dice 

throws 440 
krttika, Pleiads, names of bricks nos. 

124-130 in the fifth layer 479, 488, 
502 II 569, 655, 657 

krura, ferocious 508 
ksatra, military power, domain of ksa- 

' triya 123, 124, 440, 574, 575 II 280' 
ksatriya, soldier, chieftain; military caste, 

ruling class 41, 118, 123, 124 II 34, 
83, 142, 166, 257, 259, 266, 267, 271- 
274, 280, 295, 301, 302, 416, 688 

ksetra, field, temple 
ksetrapati, master of the field 641 
ksetropadhana, setting up the area for 

the main altar, viz., the agniksetra 
369 

ksipragni, quickly inflammable material 
' II 143 

kslra, milk 525 
kslradhara, flow of milk, sequence of 57 

samans chanted by the udgata during 
the Rudra ceremony 509, 525 II 718, 
745. Plate 81B. 

kulakam (Malayalam) = bilba 206 
kulayini, next, name of brick no. 14 in 

781 

the first layer 425 II 153, 543 
kumara, youth II 52, 53 
kumbha, pot 216, 240, 395, 404 II 152, 

399, 537. Plate 67. 
kumbharan (Malayalam), caste of potters 

216 
kumbhestaka, pot used in the agnicayana 

133 II 152 
kumbhi, clay pot with breasts, female pot 

240, 395,404II152, 537. Plate 31A, 67. 
kunda, fire-pit, hearth 670 II 383, 393, 

394, 397-400, 434, 444 
kundala, ear-ring 240, 457 
kupina, shavings II 141 
kurma, tortoise 120, 121, 395 II 34, 154, 

192 
kurmasana, wooden plank in the shape 

of a tortoise, used to sit on 282, 336. 
Plate 70 B. 

kusa, grass, bunch of grass, sticks 240, 
627 II 384, 409, 458, 485, 643 

kusala, skillful II 174 
kutam (Malayalam), large clay vessel 216. 

Plate 28E. 
kutiyattam (Malayalam), “combined act¬ 

ing,” Sanskrit theatre (performed by 
the Cakkyar community) II 272, 274, 
276. 

kuttu (Malayalam), theatre, theatrical art 
II 266, 272, 273 

laukika, worldly II 190 
linga, sign, distinctive mark, implied 

meaning; phallus, emblem of Siva II 
181,185 

lis (Balinese), water sprinkler made of 
palm leaves II 388, 394, 398, 400 

loka, world, space, people 99, 533 
lokamprna, space-filler, name of certain 

bricks laid down in no particular or¬ 
der; mantra of TS 4.2.4.4 n, with 
which these bricks are consecrated 
341, 342, 399, 401, 443, 445, 452, 459, 
466, 479, 586 II 147, 157, 184, 186, 
613, 717 

losta, clod of earth II 151 
lucus (Latin), clearing in the forest, grove 

102 
mada, ecstasy, rapture 107 II 685-688, 

691 
madhu, mead, honey, II 53, 65, 150, 714 
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madhya, middle 633 II 173, 373 
madhyama-prakrama, “middle” measure 

of length 195, 196, 248, 249, 256. 
Figure 8. 

madhyandinapavamanastuti, midday 
chant for the purified Soma 632 II 
316 

madhyandinasavana, midday pressing 
53, 632 

magadha, living in Magadha, bard II 
48, 52, 63 

magha, a month (January-February) 194, 
502 

maha, great 679 II 183, 184 
mahad uktham, great litany of the ga- 

vam ayana 159 II 49 
mahakavya, long poem, epic poem II 301 
mahapataka, great sin II 260, 268 
mahasaman, the great chant (AG 25.7), 

first of the sequence of lotus leaf 
chants sung when the golden man is 
put upon the lotus leaf 414 II 715 

mahavaisvadevasastra, great recitation to 
the all-god, the first recitation by the 
hota at the third pressing 616, 623, 
650 

mahavedi, great altar space (to the east 
of the Old Hall) 48, 49, 52, 53, 56, 67, 
116, 196, 248, 257, 262, 265, 279, 303, 
306, 386, 579, 589, 590, II 95, 101, 
106, 107, 112, 457, 517, 525, 533, 591, 
593, 655, 659, 669, 742. Plates 4, 
35, 63, 97. Figures 35. 

mahavedikarana, measurement of the 
great altar space 369 

mahavira, “great hero,” the chief vessel 
of the pravargya 56, 49, 133, 136-138, 
215, 217, 336, 368, 546 II 19, 20, 22, 
26, 168-171, 176, 613. Plates 5B, 
20C, 28D, 57, 58, 60B. 

mahavrata, ceremonial day at the end of 
the gavamayama sattra II 48-52, 55, 
63, 67, 69, 684, 721, 724 

mahavrihi, large rice 596 
mahisi, queen II 48, 51 
maitravaruna, associate of the hota 

priest 48-52, passim. Plates 43, 55A, 
102, 107. 

maitravarunapatram, Soma goblet with 
two breasts made from nyagrodha 
wood 215. Plates 20A, 20D, 26B. 

Maitrayaniya, school of the Black Ya- 
jurveda 35 II 94, 135, 136 

malarnnukitakkunna, malartti (Mala- 
yalam), supine, supination II 360, 
373, 374. Plates II 12, 13. 

mamsa(pratinidhi), (substitute, repre¬ 
sentation of) meat 303 II 464 

mana (Malayalam), Nambudiri house 
172, 245 II 252 

manal (Malayalam), river sand 244 
manas, mind 71 II 442 
mandala, circle, round; name of certain 

bricks in the first, third, and fifth 
layer 286, 298, 401, 419, 422, 459 
462, 479, 505 II 153, 185, 395, 399, 
403, 404, 406, 407, 410, 415-417, 434, 
445, 447, 495, 535, 541, 655, 716 

mandalestaka, circle brick 128, 130, 282, 
422. Plate 41. 

mandapa, porch, pavillion 52, 98, 203 II 
284, 286 

ma(n)th-: manthati, stir, chur 85 II 79 
mantha, churning stick 206. Plate 23F. 
manthana, churning, making fire by 

friction 75, 85 II 79. Plate 1. 
manthin, churning stick 569 
manthipatram, round Soma goblet made 

from vikankata wood 215, 439, 617 
II 687 

mantra, Yedic verse accompanying ritual 
act 16, 18-20, 30-34, 47, 56, 62, 92, 
99, 103, 104, 110, 117, 130, 136, 139, 
159, 161, 274, 293, 302, 303, 317, 329- 
331, 336, 338, 340, 342 

manusa, human, man-made 217 II 459 
marjaliya, shed for cleaning implements; 

hearth inside that shed 263, 579, 589, 
598, 605, 686 II 49, 597. Plate 99. 
Figure 45. 

marjana, purificatory bath II 148 
marumakkattayam (Malayalam), matri- 

lineal form of succession 168 II 267, 
271, 276 

marutandu (Malayalam), name of a seed 
(= Sanskrit amba) 596 

marutvatiyasastra, recitation by the hota 
for Indra Marutvant during the mid¬ 
day pressing 330, 483,616, 623, 640 II 
162, 164, 681, 682, 684. 

masa, kind of beans II142 
matakki (Malayalam), closed. Plate II 

12A. 
math-; mathnati, steal, rob, take away 85 

II 79 
matham, school, 174 
matra, measure, time beat 622, 649II 322 
maya, trick, magic 136, 137 
mayu, roar, bellowing II 64, 67 
medha, sap, sacrifice 121 
mekhala, gridle or rope worn by the ya- 

jamana during his consecration 321II 
131, 384, 399 

mig (Tibetan), eye 141 
mimamsa, intensive reflection, name of a 

philosophical system dealing wiho 
ritual interpretation (= purva- 
mimamsa, or karma-mimamsa) 45, 59, 
61, 62 II 178, 179, 182, 184, 187-192, 
266, 301, 303, 706 

mleccha, barbarian, foreigner II 46, 276 
mrd, clay II142 
mrdhra, adversary 
mrdhravac, inimical speech II 44 
mudra, sign, token, seal, stamp, hand 

gesture 174II359-381, 392, 408, 409, 
414, 417, 422, 434, 443, 445 

mukham, “mouth”, “face,” name of 
certain bricks in all layers 401, 441, 
452, 458, 459, 466, 479 

mukhyacamasin, principal cupbearer 
(hota brahman, udgata, yajamana 
and sadasya) 207 

muladhara, “root-support,” area bet¬ 
ween anus and genitals II 390, 401 

mulaprakrti, primary source, nature II 
163 

mullu (Malayalam), clay Soma vessel 
with a ring of thorn-like projections 
217. Plate 31 B. 

mundu (Malayalam), garment worn a- 
round the waist xxi 

munja, kind of grass II 139, 143, 145 
murdhanvati, “containing (the word) 

“head”’, name of bricks nos. 27-30 
in the second layer 425, 455 II 185, 
555 

murdhanya, retroflex II 361, 372 
musala, pestle made from khadira wood 

and[used for pounding grain 207, 427 
II155. Plate 23 B. 

muttu (Malayalam), unit of length 197, 
199 

nabhi, navel II 151 
naimittika, occasional II 185, 186, 188 
naipayasam (Malayalam), a sweet made 

of ghee, jaggery sugar, and rice 187 
nairrti, name of certain bricks dedicated 

to the goddess of disaster, Nirrti 343 
II 148, 621 

naka, (ridge of the) sky, vault 405, 533 
nakasat, “sitting in the sky,” name of 

bricks nos. 85-89 in the fifth layer 
479, 482 II 185, 309, 569 

naksatra, “lunar mansion,” name of 
pebbles or bricks 495, 501-503 II 
573 

nalika (Malayalam), a unit of time lasting 
24 minutes 241, 245 

nalupada (Malayalam), recitation (of 
menaningless syllables) during sah- 
ghakkali II 304 

namaskara, greeting, salutation 359 II 
635, 657 

nanabijesti, offerings of various seeds = 
devasuvam havlmsi 596 

nara, man II 62, 64, 66 
naudhasa, name of a chant 644 
navaranellu (Malayalam), swift rice, 

brown rice ( = Sanskrit asuvrlhi) 596 
nellikka (Malayalam), gooseberry (ama- 

lakam) 241 
nesta, associate of the adhvaryu priest 

"52, 122, 214, 266, 267, 358, 586-588, 
601, 608, 650, 651, 653 II 189, 597, 
679, 686, 689. Plates 38E, 102, 107. 

nidana, (hidden) connection 3 
nidhana, finale, the last division of a 

storiya, chanted by prastota, udgata, 
and pratiharta together 602, 633, 
638, 639, 642-648, 651, 652, 655-660, 
664-667, 670-675, 678-681 II 312, 
316, 325, 705 

. nihnava, hidnig rite performed by tou¬ 
ching the prastara grass bundle west 
of the offering altar 358, 359. Plates 
38B, 56. 

niraramannu (Malayalam), mud from a 
permanently wet spot 244 

nirbadha, knob II 145 
nlrmatala (Malayalam) = varanam 206 
nirudhalaksana, conventional sense (of a 

word) II 181 
nirukta, (distinct) enunciation II 311, 
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321-323, 328 
nisedha, prohibition 
niskevalaysastra, exclusive recitation, na¬ 

me of four recitations during the mid¬ 
day pressing 483, 616, 642 II 162, 
164, 683, 684, 706, 726 

nitya, obligatory, eternal 5 II 180, 182, 
185 

nityakarma, obligatory rite II179 
nivara, wild rice 596 II152,192 
nivid, invocations of deities inserted in 

sastra recitation 640, 650II164, 166, 
676, 677, 683, 684, 687-689, 693 

nivrtti, cessation II 394, 395 
niayama-vidhi, restrictive injunction II 

189, 190 
nutparatti (Malayalam), cottom = kar- 

pasa 241 
nyagrodha, a kind of tree and wood 

(Ficus Bengalensis Linn). 206, 207, 
214, 215 II 435 

nyasa, application (on the body) II 394 
nyaya, rule, principle, logic II 189 
nyubja, upside down 136 

odana, boiled rice II 82, 86-90, 128 
odanapacana, altar for cooking rice = 

daksinagni II 83 
ontu (alayalam), kind of chameleon = 

prasitra 207 
osthya, labial II 364 
ottan (Malayalam), Nambudiri entitled 

to recite the Vedas 173 
ottillatta (Malayalam), Nambudiri not 

entitled to recite the Vedas 173 II 302 
ottu (Malayalam), song, chant, Vedas 

277 

pacana, baking place, kiln II 141 
pada, pada, foot, word quarter (of a 

verse, etc.) 29, 196, 311, 331, 661, 
664-667, 670-675, 678, 679 II 151, 
160,189, 360 

padanda (Balinese), chief officiating 
priest II 384, 393 

padapatha, word-for-word recitation 29, 
30, 174 II 326, 360, 363, 372 

paddhati, ritual manual 37, 45 
padma, lotus II408 
pahomaan (Javanese), court for fire- 

offering II 383, 390, 392 

paitrka, for ancestors 303II465. Exhibit, 
paka-yajna, cooked offering II 192 
paksa, wing, alternative, view, hypo¬ 

thesis II 149, 151 
palasa, a kind of tree and wood (Butea 

frondosa Koen, Roxb.), (a bunch of) 
leaves from that tree 206, 207, 240, 
307, 444, 504II20, 384, 385, 399, 400, 
551, 555, 561 

panam, golden coin 240, 419 II 247, 288, 
297 

panca, five 
pancadasa, fifteen, fifteen-fold stoma or 

vistuti 627 II 159, 160, 163, Figure 48. 
pancagavya, the five products of the cow 

(milk, sour milk, butter, urine, fae¬ 
ces) II 384, 398, 399 

pancajanya, “the five races”, name of 
brick no. 175 in the fifth layer, and of 
the chant AG 5.3 sung by the udgata 
when that brick is consecrated 479, 
492 II 717 

pancamahabhuta, the five elements (earth, 
water, fire, wind, ether) 

pancami, fifth; as a unit of length = arat- 
ni 196, 198, 199, 202, 263, 343, 401, 
404, 447, 453, 479 II 18, 35, 351- 
352. Plate 77. Figures 8, 9, 21. 

pancamipadya, quarter of fifth 198, 202, 
449, 452, 453. Figures 9, 32. 

paiicamyardha, half of fifth 198, 199, 
202, 401, 404, 448, 453. Plate 77. 
Figures 9, 30. 

pancapatrika, five-tipped (bird,) tradition 
of agni as five-tipped 182, 197 II 343 

pani, hand 331 
pankti, a meter consisting of five octosyl¬ 

labic verses 298, 422, 437, 439, 442, 
458, 464, 487, 661 II 177, 548, 577, 
692, 693, 697 

panni (Malayalam), pig 244 
pannippuli (Malayalam), sand thrown 

up by a pig 244 
para(i) (Malayalam), measure of rice 

(about 12 liters or 40 cups) II 262, 
268 

parades!, foreign II 270 
paramestin, the highest, name of the sup¬ 

reme deity in some late Vedic works 
158, 458, 504. Plate 79. 

paribhasa, meta-rule, rule of interpreta¬ 

tion 6, 21 
paridhi, enclosing sticks, put around the 

altar ground before installing the 
fire 410 II 384 

parikarml, helper, assistant 267, 313, 
608. Plate 101B. 

parilekhana, outline II138 
parimandala, round 128 
pariplu, dish made from nyagrodha wood 

and used to scoop Soma from the 
dronakalasa 207 

parisad, session, committee II 260 
parisaman, solo chant II 312, 712 
parisamkhya-vidhi, limited injunction II 

189, 190 
parisrit, encloser 139 
paroksa, indirect, hidden II 93, 94 
parvakala, fixed and proper time (for 

performing a rite) II 191 
paryagnikriya, the rite of carrying fire 

around the animal victim 312 II 144. 
Plate 98B. 

paryaya, a round in a vistuti in which 
each stotriya of the stotra occurs 
at least once 652II 156,157, 166, 312, 
317, 328 

paryudasa ( = pratisedha), exclusion, ne¬ 
gation of the nominal element II 188 

pasa, noose, lasso II 56, 153 
pasu, sacrificial victim, goat 49, 312, 590 

II 144, 599, 659 
pasubandha, animal sacrifice 7, 48, 49. 

52 II 133, 192 
patakaram (Malayalam), brahmin land 

settlement II 268, 282, 291, 292 
patavu (Malayalam), layer 399 
patha, recitation 29 II161 
patnl, wife, especially wife of the yaja- 

mana 369 II 140, 141, 170, 309. Plate 
45B. 

patnlsala, the wife’s enclosure 248, 263, 
279, 306 II 170, 171 

patnlsamyaja, offerings for the divine 
consorts at the end of the animal 
sacrifice 686 II 507, 601, 605 

patnivata, Soma cup offered to goddesses 
650 II 689 

patram, (ritual) receptacle or goblet 214, 
608 II 146 

pat(t)rika, tip of the wing of a bird 182 
pattu (Malayalam), decade, set of ten = 

dasati 277 
paurnamasi, “full moon,” name of peb¬ 

bles and bricks 495, 501, 503 II 573 
paustika, see pusti II 434, 435, 443, 446 
pavaka, pure, aspect of Agni II 87 
pavamana, clarified (Soma), filtered 

(Soma) 423, 616 II 87, 188, 312, 605, 
679, 681, 682, 684, 685, 698, 729, 731 

pavana, cleansing 282 
pavitra, Soma filter 
payu, anus 331 
peral (Malayalam) = nyagrodha 206 
perumal (Malayalam), lord, king II 260, 

263,' 264 
phala, fruit, result 5 II183 
phalasamkalpa, resolution to obtain a 

certain result 316 
phalguna, a month (February-March) 

194, 502 
pinvanam, clay ladles used for the pra- 

vargya 217, 336, 368. Plate 29B. 
pistapasu, substitute animal victim II 

”220, 247 
pitavu (Malayalam), large clay vessel 217 
pithan (Malayalam), square bird, tradi¬ 

tion of agni as square 129, 182II 343, 
351 

pitr, father, ancestor 115 
pitrmedha, funeral rites 
plas (Malayalam) = palasa 206, 244 
pota, associate of the brahman priest 

49, 52, 122, 214, 266, 267, 358, 586- 
588, 608, 650 II 189, 597, 679, 686. 
Plates 38D, 102, 103, 107. 

potuval (Malayalam), secretary, a caste 
name II 260, 263 

prabandha, literary composition 
pracarani, ladle with lid, made from 

palasa wood, used as a substitute for 
the juhu 207 

pracaya, “accumulated” accent II 361, 
372 

pracinavamsa, Old Hall, ritual enclosure 
for the three fires 196, 248, 249 II 95, 
247, 457. Plates 35, 37A 

pradaksina, turned toward the right, 
clockwise (circumambulation) 96, 
214 II 145, 149, 151, 156 

pradava, forest fire II 143 
pradesa, unit of legnth, span, half of 

aratni 196 II 138, 141, 145, 149, 155, 
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172, 493, 505, 543, 669 
pradhana, principal act of a rite (ex¬ 

cluding the ahga subsidiaries); prin¬ 
cipal offering of an isti II 128, 179, 
180 

pragatha, stanza (in mixed meter) II 312, 
682, 689, 697 

praisa, command (generally by the adh- 
varyu, addressing one of the priests; 
in animal sacrifices, specifically ad¬ 
dressed by the maitravaruna to the 
hota, asking him to recite the yajya) 
312, 328, 329, 443, 650 

praisartha, meaning of the command, in 
particular: explanation of the final 
instruction given by the adhvaryu to 
the yajamana after his consecration 
328, 333, 698 II 178 

prajapater hrdayam, Prajapati’s heart, 
name of a chant (saman) 539 II 585, 
711 

prajapatya, “for Prajapati”, name of 
certain bricks in all layers 41, 443, 
452, 458, 459, 466, 479 II 551, 555, 
561, 565, 575 

prakarana, context II 181, 184, 191 
prakrama (Sanskrit and Malayalam), a 

unit of length, consistingof 30 viral 
195, 196, 247, 252, 253, 256, 257, 262, 
263, 265 II 345, 525, 533, 541, 543, 
551, 559, 575, 577 

prakrta, ordinary 
prakrtaprakrama (Sanskrit and Mala¬ 

yalam), a unit of legth, consisting of 
32 1/4 viral 195, 196, 252, 253, 256, 
262-264. Figure 8. 

prakrti, paradigm, prototype, model, 
primary form of a ritual in which all 
subordinate rites are prescribed II 
163, 182, 365, 479 

pramana, means of knowledge, mode of 
evidence II 181, 184, 190 

pramanthana, piece of wood coming 
from the uttararani 85, 111 

prana, breath, exhalation, life 65, 69, 71, 
439 II 166, 185, 683 

pranabhrt, “supporting exhalation”, 
name of certain bricks in the first, 
second, and third layers 71, 401, 438, 
452, 455, 459, 463 II 156, 159, 185, 
191, 309, 547, 549, 555, 559 

pranava, the sound o(m) inserted in re¬ 
citation, the mantra om 562, 622 II 
164, 677, 683, 684 

pranayama, breathing (as a means for in¬ 
ternal purification, generally accompa¬ 
nied by recitations) 282, 283. Plate 62. 

pranlta (generally in the plural: prani- 
tah), waters brought by the adhvaryu 
to a spot north of the offering altar 
207 II 507 

pranltapranayanam, receptacle for the 
pranlta waters made from varanam 
wood 207. Plate 23D. 

prasada, blessing, grace 61 
prasamsa, fame, praise II 87 
prasasta = maitravaruna 626 II 189, 678 
prasavya, turned towards the left, coun¬ 

terclockwise (opposite of pradaksina) 
II 148 

praseka, large ladle made from udum- 
bara wood and used for the vasor 
dhara oblation 57, 215, 563, 570 II 
585, 595, 639. Plates 88-90. 

prasitra, implement made from khadira 
wood in the shape of a kind of chame¬ 
leon; used as a recpetacle for puro- 
dasa cakes 207. Plate 22F. 

prasna, question, topic, section II478,480 
prastara, bundle of kusa or darbha grass, 

generally placed on the vedi 359, 686, 
687 

prastava, prelude, the first division of a 
stotriya, chanted by the prastota 602, 
603, 626, 630, 632, 633, 638, 642-648, 
651, 653, 655-660, 664-667, 670-675, 
678, 681, II 312, 316, 317, 321, 708, 
723 

prastota, associate of the udgata priest 
52, 58, 122, 266, 317, 347, 358, 368, 
546, 555, 579, 590, 601, 602, 604, 608, 
625-627, 633 II 132, 189, 312, 317, 
679, 695, 701, 707, 758. Plates 50, 
103. 

pratahsavana, morning pressing 52, 608 
II 731 

prataranuvaka, morning litany, recited 
by the hota at the beginning of the 
pressing day 58, 600, 683, 685, 686 
II 130, 162, 165, 601, 697 

prathama, first 
pratigara, formulas recited by the adhva¬ 

ryu during the long o’s in sastra 
recitations (e.g., othamo daiva) 623, 
640, 650, 655, 663 II 164, 758 

pratihara, response, the third division of 
a stotriya, chanted by the pratiharta 
602, 633, 638, 642-648, 651, 652, 655, 
656-660, 664-667, 670-675, 678-681 
II 312, 316, 325, 723 

pratiharta, associate of the udgata priest 
52, 58, 122, 266, 579, 601-603, 608, 
626, 651 II 189, 312, 695, 701. Plate 
103. 

pratika, beginning words of a mantra or 
verse II136, 479,480, 573, 728 

pratiloma, “against the hair”, relation 
(of marriage) of a man with a woman 
of higher caste 

pratiprasava, counterexception II 182 
pratiprasthata, associate of the adhvaryu 

priest xxxvi, 52, 58,122,182,203,216, 
266, 267, 286, 296-298, 306, 307, 317, 
321, 322, 336, 340, 342, 343, 346, 358, 
359, 368, 386, 399, 443, 458, 473, 509, 
534, 545, 546, 551, 563, 579, 598, 601, 
602, 608, 617, 623, 625, 650, 651, 663, 
686 II 189, 499, 521, 525, 553, 557, 
561, 565, 579, 587, 589, 659, 661, 663. 
Plates 42, 44A, 59, 81 A, 82, 83, 89. 

pratisakhya, “one for each branch (sa- 
kha)”, phonetic treatise attached to 
the branches of the Veda 30,35,37,38 

pratisedha, contradiction 
pratistha, support, foundation 71 II 185, 

186, 394, 395 
pratyaksa, perception II 190 
pratyanc, west, behind 96 
praiigasastra, recitation by the hota during 

the morning pressing 483, 616, 625, 
630 II 162, 164, 679, 680, 684 

pravacana, exposition, oral teaching 38 
pravara, choice, election (of priests) 312 
pravargya, “to be heated”, ritual in 

which hot milk is offered to the Asvins 
xxii, xxvii, xxxi, 53, 56, 57, 109, 119, 
133, 136-138, 207, 215, 217, 257, 336, 
368, 381, 386, 445, 459, 461, 466, 543, 
545, 546, 555 II xi, 19, 158-160, 168, 
170, 171, 174, 176, 192, 201, 312, 479, 
525, 543, 551, 553, 557, 561, 565, 577, 
579, 585, 587, 589, 647, 649, 651, 700, 
701, 706, 724, 725, 742, 743. Plates 

57-60, 85. 
pravargyasambharana, ritual prepara¬ 

tion of the implements used in the 
pravargya 336 II 169 

prayaja, preliminary offering, (five) fore¬ 
offerings preceding the principal of¬ 
fering (pradhana) in an isti 47, 312, 
358, 368 II 128, 181, 659 

prayaniyesti, introductory isti offering 56, 
346, 347, 688 II 127, 128, 149, 162. 
Plates 48, 50. 

prayascitta, expiation (rite) 46, 336, 686 
II270, 397 

prayoga, ritual application, ritual manual 
xxiv, 31, 32, 37, 45 II 186, 189, 180, 
246, 249, 319, 708 

prayujam havimsi, yoking offerings 98 
prenkha, a sequence of notes in a chant, 

embellishment II 322 
proksana, (upward) sprinkling of water 

or grains II181, 398 
proksani, sprinkling water 306 
prsadajyagrahanl, ladle with lid, made 

from asvattha wood, used in animal 
sacrifice as a substitute for the upa- 
bhrt 207 II 499 

prsnir asman, a spotted stone placed by 
the adhavaryu in the agnidh’s shed 
during the agnipranayana 552, 579 

prsta, sought 162 
prstha, back 244 II 249, 728 
prsthastotra, prsthastuti, “back chant, 

dorsal laud,” name of four chants 
during the midday pressing 616, 641 
II 709, 711 

prsthodvapani, a clay dish 216. Plate 30 
‘f. 

prsthya, the east-west li e which runs 
through the middle of the ritual en¬ 
closure 248, 265, 347, 586 II 517. 
Figures 11, 12. 

prthivi, earth 139, 419, 533 
prthu, wide 214 II 503 
pucakkuru (Malayalam), a plant = San¬ 

skrit avaka 240 
puccha, tail, the final ceremonies 686- 

689 II 149, 152, 709 
puja, worship (non Vedic) 8 II 287, 420 
puli (Malayalam) = vrksamal 206 
putnscali, “running after men”; prosti¬ 

tute II 48 
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punaradhana, ritual for re-installing the 
fires 

punaradheya = punaradhana 44, 46, 279 
II 77, 88, 90-92 

pundarlka, “lotus,” Soma ritual with 
eleven pressing days II 204, 220 

punya, merit II 87, 94 
punyaha(vacana), proclamation of aus¬ 

piciousness 282 II 711 
purisa, earth, mud, dust, cowdung 123 

II 138-140, 146, 148, 157, 567 
purisya, earthen, muddy II 78, 175 
purna, full 
purnahuti, full ladle oblation 47, 559 II 

i43, 384, 398. Plate 87. 
purnima, purnimavasya, full moon 194 
purodasa, (offering) cake made from 

havis, rice cake 117, 119, 216, 649 II 
499, 505, 599, 659 

purohita, domestic priest (in the grhya 
ritual) 37, 440 

puro’nuvakya = yajyanuvakya 47 II 
505 

puroruc, prior light, pieces inserted in 
certain sastra recitations 623, 530, 640 
II128, 676 

purupasuvitkula, house of a cattle-rich 
vaisya II 80 

purusa, man, human, person; linear and 
area measure 65, 66, 68, 70, 113,240, 
306, 404,415, 416, 418, 452, 533 II15, 
45, 49, 62-65, 96, 97, 106, 109, 110, 
112, 114, 123, 124, 149, 153, 456, 517, 
555, 673, 702. Plates 32C, 44B. 

purusamedha, human sacrifice 118 II 
49, 51, 64 

purusartha, goal of man II 188 
purvapaksa, eastern wing; primary or 

prima facie view II 178, 187, 293 
puskara, (blue) lotus 
puskaraparna, lotus leaf II 139, 153, 

'715 
puspa, flower 282 
pusti, prosperity II 403 
putabhrt, large clay vessel with two 

breasts for keeping Soma juice 217, 
617. Plate 27B. 

putika, foul, stinking, a plant (substitute 
for Soma, possibly a mushroom) 

puttumannu (Malayalam), anthill = 
Sanskrit valmika 244, 307 

rahasya, secret 63, 602 II 312 
rahasyagana ( = uhyagana), collection 

of songs that have undergone trans¬ 
formation for ritual chanting 277, 
602, 680 II 312 

raivata, name of a chant (saman) 439, 
484 

rajanya = ksatriya 113, 118, 123 II 63, 
64, 139, i42, 146 

rajasuya, royal consecration 8, 118 II 
86, 89, 161, 204, 231, 232, 309 

raksasa, demon II 16, 285 
raksoghna, destroying demons II 153 
rasa, juice, essence 67, 119 
rasana, taste 331 
rasana, rein 288 
rasna, girdle, girded II 214 
rastra, state 124, 495, 496 
rastrabhrt, “holding of the realm”, eleven 

butter oblations into the Agni fire; 
name of pebbles or bricks 495, 496, 
501, 570, 574 II 573, 597. Plate 91. 

ratha, chariot 215 
rathacakra, chariot’s wheel 129 II 17 
ratham, toy-cart made from udumbara 

wood and used for the rastrabhrt 
oblations 574 II 19. Plates 26D, 91. 

rathantara, name of a melody (saman) 
288, 324, 438, 480, 482, 538, 569, 641, 
653 II 165, 311, 317, 325, 326, 328, 
583, 602, 705, 706, 711, 715, 730-732 

ratri, night 
ratriparyaya, nocturnal round of four 

Soma sequences in the atiratra 54, 
663. Plates 106, 107. 

rauhina, cakes used as offerings for the 
lunar sign rohini 336, 368 

retahsic, “seed-discharging”, name of 
certain bricks in the first, third, and 
fifth layers 401, 422, 459, 462, 479, 
505 II 154, 535, 541, 655 

Rgveda, Veda of verse passim 
rc, verse 33, 113, 288, 311, 321, 380, 569, 

599, 602, 625, 632 II 137, 162, 165, 
192, 682, 721-724 

rsabha, bull; name of certain bricks in all 
layers 130, 203, 282, 286, 307, 401, 
452, 458, 466, 479 II 156, 495, 651. 
Plates 41, 44B, 73. 

rsi, seer, composer of a Vedic hymn 30, 
62, 65 II 162, 307, 391, 408 

rta, (sacred) order 289, 295 
rtavya, “season”, name of bricks nos. 

12-17 in the second layer 452, 455 
II 157, 158, 185, 541, 555 

rtugraha, “season’s offering” cup 622. 
Plate 102. 

rtunama, “season’s name”, name of 
bricks nos. 176-180 in the fifth layer 
479, 493 II 571 

rtupatram, one- or two-faced Soma go¬ 
blet made from nyagrodha wood 215 
II 162. Plates 21B, 21C, 26C. 

rtusthayajnayajniya, name of a chant 
(saman) 538 II 583 

rtvij, (officiating) priest 
rtvigvaranam, selection of the priests 194, 

313. Plate 45A. 
rue, light 578 
rudraksa, (prayer) beads, rosary 166 
rukma, golden disk worn by the yaja- 

mana at his consecration 240, 323, 
395, 411 II 145, 148, 153, 154, 715 

sabda, sound, language, testimony, au¬ 
thority II 190 

sabha, council, assembly, assembly hall 
183 II 81, 224, 260, 262, 264, 458 

sadas, hall of recitation, at the western 
end of the mahavedi 52, 58, 98, 214, 
248, 257, 262, 265, 282, 313, 380, 569, 
579, 586, 590, 596, 605, 608, 625, 658 
II 162, 247, 597, 601, 684, 688, 695, 
743. Plates 93, 103. Figures 4, 19, 47. 

sadasya, seventeenth priest, optional, en¬ 
trusted with looking after the sadas 
52, 56, 175, 207, 214, 267, 313, 316, 
358, 359, 608 II693. Plates 38B, 55B. 

sadasya, rites performed by the sadasya 
priest, the function of the sadasya 
priest 313 

sadhana, means, method, practice II 421 
sadhanadravya, material means II 184, 

192 
saena (Avestan), bird of prey 87, 89 
sagnicitya-atiratra, atiratra characterized 

by the piling of the offering altar 
(== atiratra-agnicayana) 54 II 224, 

231, 248 
sahas, strength 73 
sahasra, thousand 115 
sajatuka, kind of pebble found in rivers 

241 
sakata, soma cart with spokeless wheels 

made from nyagrodha wood 207 II 
19. Plate 53. 

sakha, branch, school of the Veda 34, 
37 II 161, 162, 203 

sakhyavisarjana, dissolution of the al¬ 
liance between the yajamana and his 
priests (tanunaptra) 686 II 128, 129 

saksibhojana, right to dine with brah¬ 
mins II 284 

sakvara, name of a chant (saman) 439, 
484 

sakvari, meter of 7 x 8 syllables 662 
sala, kind of tree 163 
sala, ritual enclosure 248 II 169-171, 

485, 491, 495, 499, 501, 505, 507, 
523, 525, 533, 609, 619, 675, 742, 743 

salagrama, stone sacred to Visnu, found 
in the Gandak river in Nepal 163. 
Plate 12. 

salai (Malayalam), hall, college (for Vedic 
studies) II262, 266, 281, 282, 302, 457 

salamukhlya, situated at the entrance of 
the sala = the new garhapatya II 
147, 152 

salamukhiyasanku, peg in front of the 
enclosure 257 

samadhi, attention, concentration, me¬ 
ditation II 426-429, 438 

samakhya, name, etymological meaning 
II 181 

saman, chant, melody passim 
samana, universal, common; common 

breath 69, 71, 316 
samanicamedhra, whose penis is hanging 

down II 50 
samanjitan (Malayalam), accountant II 

263 
samaga, chanter, singer II 313, 319 
Samaveda, Veda of chants passim 
sambandham, relation, (temporary) mar¬ 

riage alliance, concubinage 168 II 
263, 268, 272, 273, 275, 301 

sambharani, clay water pot used in the 
Soma ceremonies 217, 546 

samcita, “piled together”, butter oblation 
made at the completion of each layer 
of the altar 445, 459, 464, 473, 508 II 
553, 557, 561, 567, 647, 649, 651, 657 

samdansa, (pair of) tongs 302 
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samhita, continuous (recitation), collec¬ 
tion of recitations 29, 30, 32, 34, 104, 
467 II 105, 113, 360, 603 

samhitapatha, continuous recitation 29, 
'30 II 360, 362 

sami, a kind of tree, wood II 80, 143 
samidh, stick of firewood 47, 139, 240, 

311 II 142, 143, 146, 385, 398, 399. 
Plate 49. 

samidheni, verses from the Rgveda re¬ 
cited by the hota when the firewood 
sticks are put on the altar 47,175, 307, 
310-312, 347, 358, 368, 622 II 130, 
131, 633. Plate 49. 

samistayajus, formulas of completion 
recited at the end of a ritual 686 II 
132, 605 

samita, “pacifier”, slaughterer of the sac¬ 
rificial victim 49, 312, 608 II 659 

samkalpa, (solemn declaration by the 
yajamana of his) intention (to per¬ 
form a specific rite) 279, 282, 283, 
380 

samkha, powdered conch shell 241 
samkhupoti (Malayalam), = samkha 241 
samkhya, number, quantity of ritual 

elements II 180 
samnyasa, renunciation; the fourth stage 

of life 
samnyasin, renouncer 138 II 308 
sampraisa, command (generally by the 

adhvaryu or pratiprasthata, addres¬ 
sing one of the priests) 333 II152 

samsava, Soma ritual, performed simul¬ 
taneously by two rivals 

samskara, (preparatory) action, rite, 
sacrament 202 II 181, 184, 185, 192, 
272, 397 

samstha, (one of the seven) type(s) of 
Soma ritual: Agnistoma, Atyagni- 
stoma, Ukthya, Sodasi, Atiratra, Va- 
japeya, or Aptoryama) II 163, 165, 
192 

samuhya, collected (a form of the Agni 
altar) II 17 

samya, peg of khadira wood to fasten 
the yoke of the Soma cart; when 
thrown it determines a unit of distan¬ 
ce 98, 207, 282 II 485. Plate 23A. 

samyani, “way”, name of certain shoul¬ 
der (skandhya) bricks, name of six 

chants sung by the udgata when these 
bricks are consecrated 401, 425, 453 
II 157, 185, 514, 714-716. Plate 13. 

samyat, “stretch”, name of bricks nos. 
'87-98 in the first layer 401, 439 II 547 

samyuvaka, benediction recited by the 
hota at an isti offering 686 

sandhi, euphonic combination; twilight 
29, 30, 563 II 360, 365, 372, 480, 725 

sandhistotra, twilight chant, the 29th 
chant of the atiratra = asvinastuti 
54, 680 

sandhya, twilight(ceremony) 30 
sangha, group, association II 266, 271, 

302, 304 
sanghakkali (Malayalam), military or 

dramatic performance of cattira brah¬ 
mins II 304 

sani, gain; begging for wealth 334, 335 
saniyacana, collecting goods for a ritual 

II 89 
sanketa, agreement, sphere of temple’s 

influence and authority II 267, 269, 
270 

sanku, pointed 214 
santata, continuously II 185 
santi, peace, pacification, the peace chant 

recited at the beginning and end of 
the pravargya by yajamana, adh¬ 
varyu, pratiprasthata, and agnldhra 
173, 368, 508 II 394, 395, 403 

santika, see preceeding II 434, 435, 443, 
446 

sapada, with a quarter, i.e., 1 1/4 196, 
198, 199, 202, 401, 404, 447, 453 II 
18. Figures 9, 28. 

sapham, a pair of poles made from udum- 
bara wood and used to lift the maha- 
vira pot 215, 368. Plates 20C, 58. 

sapta, seven 
saptadasa, seventeen, seventeen-fold 

stoma or vistuti 641 II 159, 160, 163. 
Figure 49. 

sapta sindhu, (the area of) the Indus river 
with its five tributaries and the Saras- 
vati II 3-10. 

sarad, autumn II 156 
sarira, body 70,71 
sarja, pine resin 241 
sarkara, pebbles, jaggery 139-141, 187, 

296, 339, 381, 395, 418, 493 II 140, 

147, 151, 309. Plate 78. 
sarpa, snake II153 
sarpahuti, snake oblations, made across 

the center of the altar reciting TS 
5.5.10.1a 535 II 583 

sarpanam, snakelike procession 58 
sarpayajus, snake formula (TS, 4.2.8.3 

g-i), recited mentally by yajamana 
and adhvaryu 417 

sarva, all 
sarvakama, desirous of all, desirous of 

the common good 286 
sarvamedha, universal ritual, performed 

by a prince “who wishes to becomes 
this all* 

sarvausadha, (mixture of) “all herbs” 
215, 392, 395, 427, 570, 640 

sarvausadhapatram, leaf-shaped cup 
made from udumbara wood and used 
for sarvausadha 215, 392. Plates 
25G, 27A, 60A. 

sasthi, sixth II 351, 352. Figure 21. 
sasthi citi, “sixth layer”, name of bricks 

nos. 181-185 in the fifth layer 479, 
503 II 573 

sastra, weapon; ritual recitation from the 
Rgveda by hota, brahmanaccham- 
sin, maitravaruna, or acchavaka xxx, 
49, 52, 54, 58, 67, 105, 311, 599, 603, 
608, 616 622-625, 630-632, 640-645, 
655-659, 663-667, 670-675, 678, 679 
II 128, 162, 164, 165, 269, 303, 676- 
682, 686, 689-691,695, 697. Plate 106. 

sastra, science, scientific manual, tradi¬ 
tional knowledge 331 II 219, 232, 
263, 269, 303 

sastradoha, sastra milking, recitation by 
yajamana and adhvaryu after a sastra 
recitation 624 II 128 

sastrangakar (Malayalam), Nambudiris 
who engaged in military exercise: see 
cattira. 

satamanam, measure of one hundred 
(generally in golden coins) 240, 335 

satarudriya, “hundred verses for Rudra”, 
the Rudra ceremony for purification 
of the agni altar with a milk oblation 
509 II 185, 635, 657, 667. Plates 81 A, 
82. 

satpatrika, six-tipped (bird), tradition of 
agni as six-tipped 182,199 II 343 

sattra, Soma ritual without yajamana, 
lasting from 13 to 100 days xxiii, 122, 
159, 257 II 129, 161, 192, 531, 659 

satya, truth 295, 411, 418, 533 II 702 
sautramani, a haviryajna ritual lasting 

four days characterized by libations 
of sura 107, 119 II 101, 192, 607 

savana, pressing of Soma 600, 601 II187. 
Plate 105. 

savaniya(pasu), animal sacrifice of the 
Soma pressing 608 II 191 

savanlyapurodasa, cakes offered at the 
savaniyapasu 609 

savyavrta, turned to the left 214 
sayuk, companion, name of brick no. 11 

in the first layer 424 II 541 
sesa, supplement, subsidiary (e.g., anga 

with respect to pradhana) 
sesin, what is supplemented, which has 

a subsidiary (sesa) (e.g., pradhana 
with respect to anga) 

siddhanta, conclusion, finally established 
view II 187 

sikata, gravel II 147, 148, 151, 155 
sikya, sling II 145, 148 
sira, plough 99, 389 II 149 
siras, head 119 II 151, 175 
sisira, cold season II 157 
sisna, tail, penis II 49 
sisnadeva, phallus worshipper; tailed 

deity II 44, 48, 49 
siva auspicious 509 II 227 
skandhya, “shoulder”, name of certain 

bricks in all layers 401, 423, 452, 453, 
459, 462, 466, 479, II 535, 541 

slesa, clinging, double meaning 187 
sloka, verse (non-Vedic) 187 
smartavicaram (Malayalam), trial im¬ 

posed on women accused of adultery 
II 274 

smasana, burial, burial mound 128, 139 
II15,16, 50, 52, 55, 393, 673 

smrti, “to be remembered”, tradition 35, 
272 II 239, 706 

snana, bath(ing) 282 
snataka, student II 188 
sodasin, sixteenth, name of the sixteenth 

chant and recitation xxix, 54, 185, 
330, 608, 616, 655, 658, 659 II 130, 
160, 164, 192, 227, 334, 733 

sodasipatram, square Soma goblet made 
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from udumbara wood 215, 663. 
Plate 25D. 

sodasisastra, the sixteenth recitation, 
which characterizes the Sodasi ritual 
19, 599, 616, 623, 658, 659, 660-663 
II 162, 165, 745 

sodasistotra, sodasistuti, the sixteenth 
chant 187, 616, 658-660 

sodasopacara, sixteen modes of worship 
(of a deity in a temple) II 287 

sodhana, ritual purification II 393 
solasi, see: sodasi 
soma, sacred plant; juice extracted from 

that plant; the god Soma 1, 49, 53, 
93, 386, 522, 551, 579, 590, 600 II 89, 
128, 130, 135, 136, 247-249, 279, 
283, 286-290, 293-297, 308, 468. 
Plate 52. 

somabhaksanam, drinking of Soma 608 
somakraya(na), purchase of Soma 53, 

107, 346, 347 
somakrayani, cow with which Soma is 

purchased 347 
somasamstha, the basic (seven) varieties 

of ekaha soma ritual; see: samstha 
52-54 II 199 

somayaga, soma ritual, especially agni- 
stoma 46,183,330II204,231,239,307 

somayaji, somayajipad (Malayalam), 
brahmin who has performed agni- 
stoma-somayaga 182,183,24011 204, 
224, 281, 282, 290, 295, 297, 306-308 

somonmanam, measuring of Soma 347. 
Plate 52. 

sparsa, touch 331 
sphya, knife made from khadira wood 

104, 207, 257, 282, 306, 381. Plates 
22D, 65. 

sraddha, funeral rites 303 II 231, 465 
sramana, (non-Vedic) ascetic or monk 95 
srausat, exclamation “May he hear!” 47 

II *127 
srauta, rites based upon sruti, “rites 

solennels” 4-8, 13, 27, 37, 38, 40, 41, 
44-46, 67-70, 93, 117, 118, 123, 129, 
169, 171, 175, 183, 184, 197, 207 II 
42, 46, 47, 51, 79, 81-88, 92-94, 135, 
161, 168, 174, 178, 181, 199-204, 220, 
223, 224, 227, 231-233, 239, 245, 246, 
249, 302, 427, 439, 479, 724, 725, 734 

srautasutras, sutras dealing with srauta 

ritual xxiv, 4, 7, 9, 10, 21, 22, 28, 35, 
36, 38, 40, 44, 45, 59, 62, 70, 104, 155, 
185, 274, 311 II 41, 47, 127, 133-136, 
161, 164, 169, 173,174, 183, 231, 246, 
247, 249, 474, 478-675, 700-737 

sravaya, exclamation “Make (him) hear!” 
47 II 127 

sroni, buttock, hip = upapaksam II150, 
156 

srotra, hearing 331 
srotriya, priest II 80 
srsti, “creation”, name of bricks nos. 

35-51 in the fourth layer 466, 468 II 
159, 184, 185, 191, 309 

sruc, ladle (comprising juhu, upabhrt 
and dhruva) 124, 207, 286 II 153, 
397, 457 

sruti, “what is heard”, revelation, the 
Vedas 35 II 181, 188, 239, 249 

srutikamya, optional rites based upon 
sruti II181 

srutivakya, a statement found in sruti II 
189, 190 

sruva, a ladle made from khadira wood 
21, 207, 286, 287, 317, 318, 386, 387, 
430, 508, 570, 574, 575 II 286, 384, 
397, 398, 507, 525, 529, 543, 553, 557, 
561, 565, 579, 583, 593, 595, 637. 
Plate 22C. 

stambayajus, ritual removal of grass and 
earth clumps II 499, 525, 655 

stana, nipple II 141 
sthali, clay dish 216. Plate 30. 
sthana, position II 181, 284 
sthandila, leveled piece of ground pre¬ 

pared for a ritual performance II 
384, 388, 398 

stobha, meaningless syllable 33, 115, 411, 
415-417, 425, 443 II 722, 723, 732 

stoma, number of verses (stotriya) for a 
chant (stotra, stuti) 288, 324,438-441, 
454, 467-469 1146,115, 163, 249, 312 
316, 319, 322, 328, 701, 723 726-728, 
732 

stomabhaga, “chant-sharing”, name of 
bricks nos. 54-84 in the fifth layer 
479, 481 II 185, 569 

stotra, ritual chant sung at Soma rituals 
by prastota, udgata, and pratiharta 
= stuti; ring of darbha grass inserted 
after each stotra chant into the cor¬ 
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responding string on the audumbarl 
pole; hymn 49, 58, 67, 579, 602, 608, 
616, 625, 630, 659, II 66, 128, 192, 
249, 308, 311, 312, 701, 709, 727, 730. 
Plate 93. 

stotriya, portion of stotra chant 602-604, 
626, 627, 630, 632, 641-646, 651-654, 
658, 659, 664, 681 II 312, 317, 323, 
325, 328, 329, 334, 706, 723, 727, 728, 
731, 732 

stupa, Buddhist monument, generally 
containing relic 120, 128 II 16, 17 

stutadoha, milking of the chanted, re¬ 
citation by yajamana and adhvaryu 
following a stuti 605, 625 

stuti, ritual chant sung at a Soma ritual 
by prastota, udgata, and pratiharta, 
= stotra 579, 590, 599, 602-605, 608, 
616, 622, 625, 630, 631, 641-651, 654- 
660, 664-669, 670-675, 678-681, 683 
II 312, 316, 325, 334, 383 

subrahamanya, associate of the udgata 
priest, entrusted with the singing of 
the subrahamanya chant 52, 56, 57, 
122, 266, 358, 365, 369, 381, 386, 543, 
596 II 189, 525, 585, 587, 743. Plate 
61. 

suci, shining, aspect of Agni II 87 
sudadohasa, “Pouring Milk”, mantra 

TS 4.2.4.4o with which all bricks 
are consecrated 341, 342, 399 II 521, 
529, 539, 541, 543, 547-573, 577, 621, 
625, 627, 635 

suddha, pure 
suddhi, purity, purification 
sudra, serfs the fourth class(varna) 113 II 

83, 171, 262, 607, 665 
sukkar (Arabic), sugar 
sukla, white 34 
suklapaksa, bright half of the month 

(between new and full moon) 194 
sukrapatram, eight-cornered goblet made 

from the yQpa 215, 438, 569, 591, 617 
II 687 

sukta, Vedic hymn II 152 
sulapadya, short quarter 198, 199, 202, 

450, 452, 453. Figures 9, 34. 
sulba, cord 
sulbasutras, sutras dealing with measure¬ 

ments (of ritual enclosures and altars) 
xxiv, 7, 65, 124, II 95, 97-101, 103- 

106,109,110,112-114,117,118, 120- 
125, 247, 478, 479, 517, 667, 669 

sumada = mada 107 
suprana, names of verses in the Asvin 

recitation 685 
sura, a fermented drink 107,120II 53, 65 
sutra, string, rule, principle, manual of 

rules 6, 35, 37, 38, 45, 96, 103, 118, 
132, 171, 172, 184, 266, 267, 685 II 
xii, 41, 90, 105, 136, 169-171, 174, 
178, 186, 189, 245, 246, 248, 281, 426, 
427, 432, 436, 437, 444, 478-675, 
700-737 

sutrakara, author of a sutra text II 173 
sutya, pressing, pounding (of Soma) 53, 

56, 79. Plate 79. 
sutyaha, pressing day 57, 598, 599 
suvah, svah, heaven 411, 418, 504, 533 
sva-, self 
svadha, self-power 136, 137 
svadhyaya, self-study II 708 
svaha, exclamation by the adhvaryu at 

the end of a homa offering 47,75,288, 
316-318, 343, 388, 414, 419, 430, 431, 
445, 462, 500, 517, 521, 524, 525, 532, 
535, 544, 550, 551, 559, 562, 563, 570, 
571, 574, 575, 578, 653, 654 II 148, 
435, 579, 593, 617 

svakrti, having its own form 166 II 148 
svar, sky, heaven 139, 418 II 702, 707 
svara, sound, vowel, musical accent, 

musical phrase II 363, 373, 374 
svaraj, meter of 34 syllables; name of 

bricks 660 
svarga, heaven 
svargakama, desirous of heaven 286 
svarita, sounding, syllable following the 

udatta syllable 174 II 361, 362 
svaru, chip of wood cut from the trunk 

of a tree 303, 307, 313 II 597, 601 
svarupam, “own form”, ruling dynasty 

II 267 
svatantra, independent II 180 
svayamatrnna, naturally perforated, por¬ 

ous 57, 65, 139, 140, 155, 157, 160, 
161,163, 166,187, 241, 267, 417, 418, 
504 II 26, 151-155, 158, 160, 185, 
535, 557, 567, 565, 655, 675, 717. 
Plate 6. 

svistakrt, (offerings for) Agni “who 
makes well offered (what has been 
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offered to the gods)” 47, 48, 368 II 
128, 641, 643, 659, 661, 663 

syaitam, name of a chant 538, 644 
syamaka, millet 596 II 247 
syena, bird of prey, possibly a griffon 54, 

65, 86-90, 108, 182 II 26, 27, 47, 667 

taila, oil 241 II 395 
Taittiriya, school of the Black Yajurveda 

35, 63 
talavya, palatal II 363, 372 
tali (Malayalam), temple II 263, 264 
tamarayila (Malayalam), lotus leaf = 

Sanskrit puskaraparna 244 
tantra, the subordinate rites (anga) 

shared by several rituals 
tana, body, form 495-496 II 87, 90 
tanuhavimsi, body offerings to Agni 

during the agnyadheya ritual II 78, 
90, 92 

tanunaptra, ceremonial pledge of the 
yajamana and his priests not to harm 
each other 358, 686 II 128 

tanura (Iranian), oven 138 
tapas, heat, power derived from the prac¬ 

tice of asceticism 75, 137, 473 
taravad (Malayalam), (Nayar) joint fa¬ 

mily, (Nayar) residence II 276 
tarksya, name of certain chants 317 
tarpana, water libations for ancestors II 

162 
tattva, that-ness, essence II 163, 399 
tavali (Malayalam), maternal lineage II 

267 
tayadevata, “With That God”, mantra 

TS 4.2.4.41 with which all bricks are 
consecrated 341, 342, 399 II 521, 529, 
539-543, 547-573, 577, 621, 625, 627 

tejas, fiery energy, glow 418 II 76, 144, 
593 

tejodhatu-samadhi, fire meditation II427 
terika (Malayalam), potholders (for 

holding the ukha pot) 323 
tlka, gloss 35 
tira(i) (Malayalam), donation, tax, tri¬ 

bute II 269, 279 
tiryanc, transverse, oblique 
tiryanmani, shorter side of a rectangle 

II 98 
tittiri, partridge 35 
trca, triplet II 312 

treta, the second best among dice throws 
440 

tri-, three 
trikona, triangular 214 
trikonapadya, triangular quarter II 344, 

345. Figure 15. 
tristubh, a meter consisting of four verses 

of eleven syllables, divided into two 
hemistichs 288, 297, 298, 302, 324, 
437, 442, 458, 464, 469, 601, 622, 685 
II 139, 140, 144-146, 153, 164, 166, 
176, 489, 515, 521, 533, 549, 557, 569, 
609, 678, 679, 681, 682, 683-686, 
689-694, 696-699, 730, 749 

trivrt, threefold (verse or chant), tripartite 
stoma 324, 438, 440 II 159, 160, 163 

trtiya, third 
trtiyasavana, third pressing, generally 

taking place in the evening 53, 646 
tryuddhi, with three elevations II 141 
tung t’ien (Chinese), cave-heaven, para¬ 

dise 144 
tupara, hornless II 144 
tyga, renunciation, formula of renuncia¬ 

tion recited by the yajamana 4, 5, 41, 
47, 288, 303, 317, 409 

ubhayi, both (shape of brick) 198, 199, 
202, 451-453. Figures 9, 36. 

ucchisthakhara, receptacle for water used 
for washing utensils and placed at 
the northern wall of the enclosure 257 

udaka, water 408 
udana, inhalation 69, 71, 313, 419 
udatta, raised accent, accented syllable 

172, 174 II 361, 362, 372 
udavasana, departure rite II 1-8 
udavasaniyesti, departure offering 689 

II 607 
udayaniyesti, concluding offering at the 

end of Soma rituals 58, 688 II 128, 
129, 605 

udgata, chanter, chief priest of the Sama- 
veda 52, passim. Plates 73, 78, 79, 84, 
93, 99, 103. 

udgltha, chant, the second division of a 
stotriya, chanted by the udgata; the 
sacred syllable om 602-604, 627, 633, 
638, 642-660, 664-667, 670-675, 678- 
681 II 312, 316, 318, 319, 321-326, 
328, 329, 705 
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udumbara, a kind of tree and wood (Ficus 
glomerata Roxb.) 206, 207, 215, 322, 
417, 550, 574 II 137, 138, 143, 153, 
155, 435, 505, 507, 511, 529, 531, 535, 
539, 543, 585, 589, 591, 593, 595, 615, 
623, 627 

uha, transformation II 721 
uhagana, songs that have undergone 

transformation (uha) for ritual chan¬ 
ting 34, 277, 602, 632 II 312, 702, 708 

uhyagana ( = rahasyagana), ahother col¬ 
lection of songs that have undergone 

■ transformation for ritual chanting 
34, 277, 602 II 312, 702 

ukha, main ritual vessel of the agnicaya- 
na passim. Plates 29A, 41, 42, 67, 71, 
72A II 1. 

ukhasambharana, ceremonies for pre¬ 
paring the ukha pot 217, 279, 282, 236 
II 137, 138, 141, 168. Figure 21. 

ukhya, fire generated in the ukha pot 330 
II 84, 130, 142-147, 186 

uktha, recitation from the Rgveda = 
sastra; name of three chants and re¬ 
citations during the ukthya 54, 185, 
483, 542, 616 II 165, 585, 657, 733 

ukthavirya, sastra strength, recitation by 
the hota immediately after the ajya- 
sastra 624, 630II 128, 678 

ukthya, type of Soma ritual 54, 185, 330, 
608, 655-658 II 162, 163, 165, 182, 
192, 227, 691 

ukthya-upasayam, narrow-waisted and 
eight-cornered Soma goblet made 
from nyagrodha wood 215, 656, 657. 
Plate 21 E. 

ulukhala, mortar and pestle, made from 
varanam wood 140, 207, 427 II 155 

ulunnu (Malayalam), black gram 307. 
Plate 44A. 

unneta, associate of the adhvaryu priest 
52, 58, 122, 266, 267, 358, 359, 590, 
686 II 189, 743. Plates 38C, 54. 

upabhrt, a ladle made from asvattha 
wood 207, 559 II 599, 659, 661 

upadhana, deposition (of bricks) II 184, 
185, 188, 621 

upadrava, accessory, the fourth division 
of a stotriya, chanted by the udgata 
602, 633, 638, 639, 642-648, 651, 652, 
655-660, 664-667, 670-675, 678-681 

II 312, 316, 322 
upakara, help, accessory II 397-399 
upamana, identification, comparison II 

190 
upamsu, soft, at low voice(of recitation); 

= upamsugraha 569 II 152 
upamsugraha, first Soma cup offered at 

the morning pressing 601 
upamsupatram, round Soma goblet made 

from nyagrodha wood 215, 438. Plate 
25F. 

upanah, “tied below”, sandal 203, 386. 
Plate 72B. 

upanayana, initiation, investiture with 
the sacred thread 30, 36 II 80, 231 

upapaksam, place where the wings of a 
bird are attached to the body 

uparava, resounding holes made in the 
ground of the southern Soma hall 
(havirdhana); they will be covered 
with a plank and Soma stalks are 
pounded on a bullock skin placed on 
that plank 347, 369, 386, 579, 601, 
602 II 525. Plate 94. 

upari, high II 373. Plates II 12, 13. 
uparistha, sideways II 373 
uparisthannirbadha, with knobs turned 

upwards II 153 
upapadartha-vidhi, injunction referring 

to a subsidiary rule II 190 
upasad, sequence of rites after the diksa 

and before the Soma pressing 54-57, 
330, 336, 358, 359, 368, 381, 386, 445, 
459, 543, 545 II 149, 158-160, 162, 
181, 525, 551, 553, 557, 561, 565, 577, 
579, 585, 587, 564- 655, 688, 714, 742 

upasayam, kind of goblet (e.g., aditya- 
upasayam or ukthya-upasayam 214 

upastha, generative organs 331 
upavasatha, day preceeding (Soma) cere¬ 

mony II 191, 585, 617 
upavyaharanam, introductory rite 279 
upayaja, accessory offering 686 
ur (Malayalam), village, village council 

II 260 
uralur (Malayalam), chief, temple trustee 

II 261 
uranma (Malayalam), temple trusteeship 

II270 
urdhva, up(ward) 214 II 521, 533 
uru, wide 99, 103 
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urugavyuti, with wide pasture 103 
uruli (Malayalam), dish 216, 283 
usa, dry mud 339 
usani, Nambudiri term for rahasyagana 

or uhyagana 34, 276, 277, 602, 680 II 
312, 709 

usaram (Malayalam), desert sand 244 
usas, dawn 600, 681 II 52 
usnih, a meter consisting of 28 syllables 

in three verses 458, 464,487, 661, 662, 
685 II 164, 569, 681, 693, 697, 730 

usnisa, turban, cranial protuberance 322 
utika, a plant or grass II 170 
utkara, rubbish heap northwestof the 

offering altar 257, 263, 282, 286, 306, 
369, 386, 543, 596 II 525. Plate 36B. 

utpala, lily, blue lotus II 408 
utpatti, origin II 180, 188, 190, 365 
utpattividhi, originative injunction 

(which enjoins a single act) II179,190 
utsanna, superseded, extinct 39 
utsarga, general rule, principle II 155, 

187 
uttara, north, left 96 II 152 
uttaranabhi, small elevation at the center 

of the uttaravedi 394, 409, 410 II 153 
uttarapaksa, northern wing, secondary 

view (which supersedes the purva- 
paksa) 

uttararani, upper kindling block 85, 206. 
Plate 1. 

uttara tatih, subsequent series of cere¬ 
monies (e.g., modifications and op¬ 
tional rites) (BSS 17-18) II 479, 666- 
675 

uttaravedi, new offering altar, const¬ 
ructed at the eastern end of the ma- 
havedi 48, 49, 53-55, 182, 263, 303, 
306, 386, 394, 409 II 149, 151, 152, 
181, 499, 533, 535, 539, 661, 663, 
675. Figures 3-5. 

uttarayana, summer solstice, half of the 
year when the sun goes north II 51 

uttariya, upper cloth, upper garment 322 

vac, speech, language 117, 331, 603 
vacana, statement, saying; section of a 

chant II 186, 189 334 
vadakku (Malayalam), north 173 
vahni, fire; a kind of tree and wood 

(Prosopis spicigera Linn.) 206, 244, 

559 
vaidika, Vedic, Vedic brahmin 122 
vainkannippara (Malayalam), a spotted 

stone placed by the adhvaryu in the 
agnidh’s shed during the agniprana- 
yana ( = Sanskrit prsnir asman) 552, 
579 

vairaja, name of a chant (saman) 439, 483 
vairupa, name of a chant (saman) 438, 

483 
vaisakha, a month (April-May) 194 
vaistutam vasanam, cloth on which the 

vistuti pattern is marked with sticks 
627. Plate 103. 

vaisvanara, common to all men 74 II 
186, 523, 595, 617, 637, 750 

vaisya, tribesman, farmer 41, 113, 118, 
123, 124, 289, 295 II 80, 83, 143, 146, 
167, 169, 485, 487, 491, 499, 609 

vaivahikagni, marriage fire, fire used 
during the marriage ceremony II 79 

vajapeya, type of Soma ritual 8, 95, 107, 
330 II 163, 164, 191, 192, 200, 201, 
219, 220, 227, 232, 246, 247, 465 

vajaprasavlya, “pressing strength”, four¬ 
teen oblations of grains mixed with 
curds and butter into the Agni fire 
570, 640 II 595, 603 

vajra, thunderbolt 111 II 407-417, 682, 
684, 692 

vajrakita, an insect that allegedly causes 
holes in the salagrama 163 

vakya, sentence, statement, syntactic 
connection II 180, 181 

valakhilya, name of bricks nos. 65-78 
in the third layer 459, 685 II 159, 183, 
561, 629 

valmika, anthill 307 
valuka, sand mixed with clay 241 
vama, left II 373 
vamadevya, name of a melody (saman) 

324, 539, 643 II 311, 317, 585, 703, 
705, 706, 711, 715, 730 

vanam, wood, forest 
vanaspati, “lord of the forest”, Soma, a 

tree 140 II 663 
vapa, omentum 312 II 162 
vapasrapanl, two-pronged fork to carry 

the vapa 312 II 597 
varadana, giving a boon II 158 
varanam, varunam, a kind of tree and 

wood (Crataeva religiosa Forst.) 206, 
207 

varavantxya, name of a chant (saman) 
538 II 583, 702, 709, 714 

vardhani, water-jar II 384, 399 
varinellu (Malayalam), wild rice (=San¬ 

skrit nlvara) 596 
variyanellufkuttatam] (Malayalam), large 

rice ( = Sanskrit mahavrihi) 596 
varna, color, class, caste 167 
varnasramadharma, the prescribed main¬ 

tenance of caste (varna) and stage of 
life (asrama) II 259 

varsani, rains II 156 
varunapraghasa, rites for Varuna and 

the devouring (Maruts) xxx, 553 
vasanta, spring 193 II 156, 252, 288, 293, 

294 
vasor dhara, flow of wealth, a continuous 

libation of clarified butter into the 
fire on the Agni altar, accompanied 
by the recitation of TS 4.7.1-11 57, 
563 II 185, 595. Plates 88-90. 

vastram, cloth, garment 85, 240, 316, 
395, 579 

vastuvidya, architecture 132 
vasya, subjection, subjugation, control 

II 403 
vatanamani, “wind’s names”, butter ob¬ 

lations made by the adhvaryu from 
the palms of his hands into the Agni 
fire, reciting TS 4.7.12.3 i (cf. also TS 
5.5.10.3 c) 578 II 597 

vatsapra-upasthana, adoration of the 
ukha fire with the Vatsapra hymn 
334, II 145, 146, 168, 515, 615, 619, 
675 

vausat, exclamation (called vasatkara) 
“May (Agni) lead (the offerings to 
the gods)!” 47, 187, 294, 312, 313, 
496 II 681, 683, 685, 686, 689, 691, 
699 

vayasya, “vigor”, name of bricks nos. 
31-45 in the second layer 452, 458 
II 158, 185, 555 

vayavyam pasu, the animal sacrifice for 
Vayu, which is characteristic of the 
agnicayana 282, 303, 310, 311II 158. 
Figure 22. 

vayyankat (Malayalam), = vikahkata 
206, 244, 559 

veda, knowledge, collection of revealed 
recitations, bundle of darbha grass 
xxi, 36, 37, 45, 546 II xi-xiii, 18, 203, 
219, 239, 248, 256, 302, 312, 437 

vedanta, “end of the Veda”, upanisads, 
a system of philosophy xxi, 59 

vedi, receptacle for ritual implements in 
the form of an hourglass west of the 
offering altar 44, 256, 257, 322, 323, 
325, 359, 368 II 102, 123, 151, 485, 
507, 513, 525, 643, 669, 695, 721. 
Plate 36A. Figure 15. 

vedipurisam, soil from inside the vedi 339 
vendan (Malayalam), king, Indra II 279 
venvangara (Malayalam), charcoal made 

from burnt bamboo II 140 
vibhakti, “share”, name of the first brick 

in each layer 388, 401, 418, 452, 453, 
459, 461, 466, 479 II 525, 529, 553, 
557, 561, 565, 567 

vibhuti, splendor II 163 
vicaksana, discerning; term to address 

non-deities, used after their name, by 
the yajamana after his consecration 
328, 333 

vidhi, (Vedic) injunction (to perform a 
rite) = codana II xv, 135, 136, 179, 
181, 184, 189-191 

vidusaka, jester, clown II 274 
vidvadvakya, learned statement II 182 
vidya, knowledge, formulas 59 II 416 
viharanam, intertwining, transposition of 

mantras in recitations such as the 
sodasi-sastra 659 

vikalpa, option II181 
vikahkata, a kind of tree and wood 

(Flacourtia sapida Roxb.) 206, 207, 
215, 302 II 143, 507, 509, 511, 585, 
593 

vikara, change, modification II 360, 365 
vikarni, “without ears” (or: “with wide¬ 

spread ears”), name of the last brick, 
no. 205, of the fifth layer 203, 479, 
505 II 185, 369, 577. Plate 75B. 

vikrti, modification of the primary form 
of a ritual, in which not all subordi¬ 
nate rites are presented 30, 174 II 
163, 182, 479, 697 

vilakku (Malayalam), lamp 216 
vimoka, unyoking, dissolving (of a rite; 

see Agnivimoka) II 607 
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vina, a stringed instrument II 63, 69 
viniyoga, application of a mantra to a rite 

31, 62 II 138-140, 143, 145, 149, 180, 
186, 190 

viniyogavidhi, applicatory injunction 
(which provides information on the 
dependent or independent nature of a 
rite) II 179, 190 

virahan, killer of men II 86 
viraj, “sovereign”, name of brick no. 9 

in the first layer and of bricks nos. 
14-53 in the fifth layer; name of 
meter and chant 424, 458, 464, 479, 
480 II 160, 166, 183, 541, 567, 631, 
677, 678, 684, 687, 693, 699, 714 

viral (Malayalam), finger’s breadth 195, 
253, 256, 257, 262, 264, 265 II 345, 
351, 352 

vis, domain of vaisya 123, 124 II 688 
visarga, discharge, aspiration at the end 

of words 173 II 362 
visarjana, dissolution of avantaradlksa 

II 91 
visista, specific 
visista-karma-matra-vidhi, injunction 

referring to a specific rule II 190 
visnukrama, (three) strides of Visnu 

made by the yajamana 598, 641 II 
145, 168, 513, 615, 619, 675 

vistuti, pattern of stotriya structure, 
marked with sticks 627, 630, 631, 
641-646, 652, 655, 658, 663, 681 682, 
II 312. 

visva, all 
visvajyoti, “all-light” brick 424 
visvakarman, all-marker, the architect of 

the universe 160, 343, 418, 419, 431, 
436-439, 455, 458, 561-463, 546, 
547, 550, 559 II 132, 589 

visvarupa, “all-form”, name of a chant 
601 

visvasrjam ayana, a sattra II 192 
visvatomukha, facing in all directions 38 
vitasti, measure of length, span; a ladle 

98 II 106, 585, 587 
vivac, screaming, yelling II 44 
vrata, will, vow 87 II 48, 187, 188, 513, 

515, 519, 525, 585, 587, 629, 695 
vrata, troop, band II 47, 48 
vratya, wanderers, name of a tribe II 50, 

51 

vrddha, increased II 345 
vrddhaprakrama (Sanskrit and Malaya¬ 

lam), a unit of length, consisting of 
34 1/3 viral 195, 196, 257, 262, 263, 
265, 380. Plate 63. Figure 8. 

vrddhi, increase, growth 
vrksamla, a kind of tree and wood 

(Tamarindus indica L.) 206, 207 
vrsabha, bull 240, 298, 459 
vrsni, ram 240, 307. Plates 32A, 44B. 
vrstisani, “rain bringing”, name of cer¬ 

tain bricks in the second and fifth 
layers 452, 455, 479, 488 II 185, 555, 
569. Plate 77. 

vrtra, obstacle, a demon 116 II 84 
vrtrahan, killer of Vrtra, i.e., Indra 
vrtta, round 214 
vrtti, expansion, expanded version 35 
vyakarana, analysis, grammar II 266, 

302, 303 
vyakhyana, commentary, gloss II 266 
vyama, fathom II 114, 115, 135, 141, 147 
vyana, diffused breath 69, 71, 316, 418, 

419, 439 II 166 
vyayama, four-fifths of a vyama II 114, 

115 
vyusti, “dawn”, name of bricks nos. 52- 

57 in the fourth layer 466, 469 II159, 
185, 565. Plate 74. 

wreti (Balinese), channel, a ritual object 
made from split bamboo II 385-388, 
390, 398, 400 

yaga, ritual = yajna passim 
yagasala, ritual enclosure 244 II 232, 

308, 468. Figures 15, 19. 
yajamana, ritual patron on whose behalf 

the rites are performed passim 
yajamanapatnl, wife of the yajamana 41, 

44, 266. Plate 45B. 
yajati, “he recites the yajya” = isti 

offering 
yajna, ritual passim 
yajnanupayukta, not employed in the 

ritual 34 
yajiiapuccha, tail of the ritual 686-689 

II 709 
yajnatanu, “ritual’s body”, name of 

pebbles and bricks 495, 497 II 571. 
Plate 78. 

yajnayajniya, the last chant of the Agni- 
stoma, itself also called agnistoma 
324, 651, 652 II 311, 325, 328^605, 
659, 689, 702, 709, 716, 732 

yajiiayasas, ritual splendor II 137 
Yajurveda, Veda of ritual formulas 
yajus, ritual formula 
yajya, offering verse 47 
yajyanuvakya, invitation to recite the 

offering verse 47 
yama, death 116, 307 
yamagatha, death stanza (from TA 6.5) 

307 II 500-501, 613 
yantra, mystic diagram 
yasoda, “glory giver”, name of bricks 

nos. 149-153 in the fifth layer 489 II 
571 

yatsattra, rituals performed during a 
journey along the right bank of the 
Sarasvati 98-99 

yatu, black magic 
yava, barley 
yavam (Malayalam), barley 
yayavara, wandering II 147 
yoga, yogin 95, 138 II 47, 108, 415, 416, 

438, 442 
yoni, womb, vagina II 390, 400 
yugavaratra, yoke-strap II 149 
yupa, sacrificial pole, made from bilba 

wood 48, 95, 207 II 16, 227, 457. 
Plates 96, 98B. 

yupaccheda, cutting the sacrificial pole II 
149 

yupahuti, oblation (ahuti) for the sacri¬ 
ficial pole 303 

yupasampadana, procuring the sacrificial 
pole 369 

zaota (Avestan), priest = Sanskrit hota 
93 
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This index includes names of gods, scholars, schools, and similar sources of authority, 
but excludes the names of texts. The latter are listed, with their subdivisions, in the 
following index. Names of meters, recitations, chants, bricks, mudras, etc., have been 
included occasionally. 

Abhrayanti 488 
Acalavidyaraja (Fudo-myoo) II 423, 429 
Aditi 137, 158, 159, 297-299, 317, 325, 

347, 419, 436, 467, 497, 502, 569, 622 
II 87, 88, 175, 689, 721 

Aditya 316, 325, 431, 468, 483, 569 
Aditya vratapati 306 
Adityas 137, 298, 328, 359, 409, 455, 464, 

467, 469, 481, 489, 503, 505, 555, 571, 
622, 646 II 76, 87, 165, 605, 685, 686 

Advaita Vedanta 5 
Aeschylus 84 
Agastya II 256, 258, 698 
Aghora II 385, 386, 394, 396 
Agni passim 
Agni-Anikavat 546 
Agnimaruta II 689 
Agni-Maruts 616 
Agni-Prajapati 65, 159 
Agnisvamin II 709 
Agni Svistakrt 48, 598, 599, 601, 641, 

643, 659, 661, 663 
Agni Vaisvanara 67, 97, 161, 162, 317, 

430, 559, 560, 562, 687 II 144, 186, 
507, 523, 589, 593, 595, 637, 689 

Agni vratapati 306 
Agrawal, D. P. II 43 
Ahirbudhnya II 690 
Ahura II 12 
Aitareya 551 II 161, 162 
Akhandala 670 
Aksobhya II 416 
Allchin, B. & Allchin, R. II 43 
Allchin, F. R. 98, 99 
Amba 488 
Amkusa II 409 
Amoghavajra (Pu-k’ung) II 433, 436 
Ananda II 426 
Ananta Krishna Iyer, L. K. 9, 167, 169, 

174, 272 
Anantarama Dikshitar, S. II 233 
Anderson, J. K. xxvii 
Anggara II 399 
Angiras 74, 295, 394 II 491 
Angirasa gotra 267 
Anisimov, A. F. 87, 159 
Apastamba 10, 103, 104, 155, 163, 171, 

267 II 97-99, 104, 108, 110, 111, 115, 
116, 220, 227, 233, 249 

Apollo II 102 
Apsarases 574 
Apyas II 641 
Archimedes II 101 
Arnold, H. xxvii, xxviii, 70 II xii, 478- 

675 
Aryaman 427, 571 II 682 
Asch, T. xxv 
Asura II 12, 46, 680, 695, 696, 404 
Asvalayana 170, 173, 266, 277 II16, 161, 

204, 224, 227, 232, 233, 239 
Asvins 77, 120, 137, 288, 292, 331, 368, 

378, 454, 455, 502, 569, 589, 616, 617, 
622, 640, 680-683, 685, 686II 65, 168, 
172, 679, 680, 694, 696-699 

Atharvan 485, 497 II 627 
Atula II 301 
Aupamanyava II 609, 611, 625, 627, 631, 

637, 639, 641, 643, 645, 663 
Aupamanyavlputra II 613, 659 
Avalokitesvara II 433 
Ayavas 467, 469, 493 
Ayu II 77, 78 
Ayyappan 688 II 291 

Bailey, H. W. 137 II 45 
Bailey, S. xxvii 
Bake, A. A. 8, 174, 175 II 359 
Balasastri Ranade II 239 

Balasubrahmanya Sastri II xi, 178-192 
Ball, W. W. R. II 102 
Bamadeva II 385, 386 
Barua, B. K. II 219 
Basham, A. L. 92, 94, 98 
Baskala 388 
Baudhayana xxiv, xxviii, 7, 21, 37, 38, 

123, 130, 133, 139, 155, 172, 173, 
286, 310, 311, 338, 452, 473, 493 II 
xii, 47, 97-99, 106, 110, 111, 116, 
117, 121, 130, 131, 133, 134, 162, 174, 
220, 224, 227, 239, 249, 478-675, 712 

Becker, O. & Hofman, J. E. II 120 
Bell, E. T. II 105 
Benveniste, E. & Renou, L. II 45 
Beyer, S. II 420 
Beythan, H. II 66 
Bhaga 571 
Bhagavati II xiv, 265, 281 
Bhandarkar, R. G. II 200 
Bharadvaja II 681 
Bharadvaja gotra 266 
Bharata II 359, 437 
Bharata Iyer, K. 168 
Bhardwaj, S. M. 163 
Bhargava gotra 267 
Bhasa II 273, 308 
Bhatt, N. R. II 394 
Bhattabhaskara II 183 
Bhattacharyya, T. 132 
Bhattathiripad, V. T. II 277 
Bhattatiri, M. N. 187 
Bhatti Mana II 352 
Bhava 515, 517, 524 
Bhavasvamin II 480 
Bhavatrata II 223, 224, 307, 700-737 
Bhlmasena II 309 
Bhoja II 304 
Bhrgus 542, 558, 660 
Biardeau, M. 7, 121 
Birch, C. xxxii 
Biswas, S. N. II 47 
Blacker, C. II 447 
Bloch, Th. II 15 
Bodewitz, H. W. 70 
Bodhiruci II 434, 435 
Boehtlingk, O. & Roth, R. II 62, 69 
Bollee, W. B. II 322 
Bottero, J. 154 
Bowker, A. xxxii 
Boyce, M. 93, 94, 124 

Brahma 427, 445 II 239, 308, 385-390, 
396, 400, 695, 697, 724, 725 

Brahmadeva II 437 
Brahman 75, 102, 283, 322, 462, 468, 

571, 605 
Brahmanaspati 551 II 682, 683 
Brahmodana II 437 
Brhaspati 58, 286, 341, 359, 368, 398, 

409,424, 430, 441,442,464, 467, 468, 
484, 497, 502, 535, 542, 554, 571, 578, 
589, 596, 597, 608, 616, 623, 625, 640 
II 535, 539, 601, 613, 687, 691,697,698 

Brough, J. 106, 138, 186, 359 II 248, 359 
Brown, W. N. 115, 116 
Brownsen, C. L. 80 
Brunner, H. II 394, 397-399, 419 
Buddha 108, 120, 143 II 403, 404, 408, 

409, 424, 426, 428, 434, 437 
Buddha Pusya II 427 
Buddhaguhya II 436, 444 
Budha II 391, 399 
Burk, A. II 104, 122 
Burke, K. xxvi II 739, 742 
Burkert, W. 20 
Burnell, A. C. 172 II 707-709, 713 
Burrow, T. 95, 97 
Burrow, T. & Emeneau, M. B. II 66 

Caland, W. 6, 8, 10, 37, 64, 94, 96, 103, 
104, 128, 139, 155, 161, 276, 603, 
663, 682 II 15, 49-53, 63, 64, 133, 
135-160, 199, 478-675, 701, 708, 709, 
715, 719, 725, 728, 733 

Caland, W. & Henry, V. 7, 17, 37, 94, 
105, 275, 598, 600, 632, 649, 650, 654 
II 135-160, 200, 478-675, 709 

Campbell, J. 121 
Candisa II 387 
Candramas 316 
Candra-Soma II 395, 399 
Cantor, M. 7 II 101-105 
Cappeller, II 394 
Carjori, F. II 102 
Carpenter, E. xxvi II 744 
Cerumukku lineage 175 II 343 
Cerumukku Paramesvaran Nambutiri 

II 308 
Cerman Perumal Nayanar II 265 
Chadwick, N. K. 87, 88 
Chalufour, M. II 739 
Chandu Menon II 276 
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Chatrosnisa II 276 
Cherumukku Vaidikan, see: Somaya- 

jipad, C. V. II xii, 739 
Childe, V. G. II 123 
Chos-rje-dpal II 403 
Chou, Yi-liang II 421, 423, 436 
Colebrooke, H. T. 6 II 199 
Converse, H. S, 130-133, 136, 137, 139 

II 18, 22, 43, 47, 57, 122 
Coomaraswamy, A. K. 117, 140II55, 69 
Crooke, W. 166 II 200 
Cupunlka 488 

Dadhyanc-Atharvana II 64, 65 
Dahlquist, A. II 55 
Dakini II 447 
Daksinamurti 60, 96, 273 II 270, 290, 

29i, 459 
Dales, G. xxxii, 216-240 
Dandekar, R. N. xxiv, xxv, xxxii, 7, 116 
Dange, S. A. 99 
Dandin II 223, 307, 700 
Darva Mallaputra II 427, 428 
Das Gupta, K. K. II 65 
Datta, B. II 100, 113 
De Clercq-Greshoff, F. S. A. II 389 
De Kleen, T. II 359 
DeMenil, A. vii, xxxi, xxxii II vii, xiii 
Dqmieville, P. II 427 
Devendradeva II 403 
De Visser, M. W. II 421 
De Zoete, B. 174 II 359 
Dhanvin II 707, 718 
Dharmakaya II 425 
Dharmamitra II 428 
Dhatr 467, 468, 503, 569 
Dhisanas 299 
Dhundiraja Diksita, Bapat II 200 
Dhvajosnisa II 404 
Diehl, C G. II 419 
Dik 331 
Diksitar, A. M. R. II 334 
Dimock, E. C. xxv 
Dionysos II 55 
Diti 569 
Dowson, J. II 391 
Drahyayana II 204, 220, 233, 700-731 
Drekmeier, C. II 280 
Dula 488 
Dumezil, G. 93 
Dumont, P. E. 7, 88, 96, 120 

Dundes, A. & Vatuk, V. P. 133 
Durga II 52 
During Caspers, E. C. L. II 69 
Dvarakanathayajvan II 671, 673 
Dyutana Maruta 555 

Edgerton, F. 61 II 179, 180 
Eggeling, J. 64-68, 113, 117-119, 128, 

129, 133, 136, 159, 162 1149, 106, 115, 
116, 199, 249, 709 

Eiseley, L. C. 81 
Ekadasamukha Avalokitesvara II 432 
Eliade, M. 92, 95, 103, 141 II 49 
Elwin, V. 121 
Emeneau, M. B. xxvii, 132, 206, II 43, 65 
Eratosthenes II 101, 102 
Erkkara Raman Nambutiri xxiii, 182, 

186, 328-333, 698-702 II 224, 243, 
252-255, 289, 290, 456, 459, 465 

Erman, A. & Grapow, H. II 68 
Etasa 535 
Euclid II 95 
Euripides II 101, 104 
Eutocius II 101 
Ewald II 199 

Fa-ch’uan II 436 
Faddegon, B. 19, 33 
Fairservis, W.A.Jr. II 43 
Filliozat, Jean II 108, 232, 419 
Findeisen, H. 87 
Fischer, R. 109 
Fiser, I. II 48 
Flattery, D.S. 7, 105, 106, 109, 186 
Fleet, J.F. II 258 
Foster, E.M. 13 
Foster, M.S. xxvii 
Frazer, J.G. 84 
Freud, S. 14 
Friedrich, J. II 68 

Gaastra, D 604 II 700, 707-708, 710, 
712, 712, 713, 715-718, 728 

Gadd, C.J. II 68 
Gajayana Sarvatrata II 231 
Ganapati 61, 273 II 393, 459 
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This is an index locorum, which lists texts that are recited or chanted during the cere¬ 
monies, explicitly referred to in the descriptions, or quoted elsewhere in the book. 
Recitations and chants that accompany rites excluded from the description (e.g., 
those pertaining to the Pravargya or to the initial sequences of the Soma ritual) are 
omitted, as are repetitions. Because of these omissions, the index is not a complete 
inventory of the recitations and chants of the Atiratra-Agnicayana. 

For example, recitations of TS 5.7.8.1a and 5.7.9.1a take place at the beginning 
of the construction of the domestic altar (Episode 7, page 339), at the beginning of 
the setting up of the Agni field (Episode 11, page 386), at the beginning of the first 
layer (Episode 12, page 398), at the end of the first layer (Episode 13, page 445), 
and at the beginning of the second layer (Episode 14, page 453). In all these cases 
the mantras are explicitly referred to in the description, and so these pages are listed 
in the index. However, although the same mantras recur on the third, fourth, and 
fifth layers, they are only indirectly implied by phrases such as “the customary rites,” 
“the introductory ceremonies,” and “the evening ceremonies,” and so are not listed. 
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16.7 II 689-690 1.6.12 II 77, 87 
16.8 II 690 1.7.3-^4 II 86 
16.9 II 690-691 1.7.5 II 76, 86 
16.10 II 691 1.7.17 II 155 
17.1 II 692 1.8.3 1120 
17.2 II 692-693 1.8.9 II 85 
17.3 II 693-694 1.9.7 II 86 
17.4 II 694 2.1.9 124 
17.5 II 694-695 2.5.10 II 153 
17.5.7 II 680 2.6.12 II 146 
17.6 II 695-696 2.7.1 II 137-138 
17.7 II 696 2.7.2 II 138-139 
18.1 II 696-697 2.7.3 II 139-140 
18.2 II 697-698 2.7.4-5 II 140, 152 
18.3 II 698 2.7.6 II 141 
18.4 II 698-699 2.7.7 II 143-144 
19.3 II 51 2.7.8-9 II 145-146 
38.13 II 622-623 2.7.10 II 146 

2.7.11 II147, 151 
Khadira Grhya Sutra (KhadGS) 2.7.12 II146-149 

1.5.1 II 79 2.7.13 II 150 
1.5.3 II 94 2.7.14 II 151 
1.5.4-5 II 80 2.7.15 II153, 158 
1.5.17 II 79 2.7.16 II154-155 

2.7.17 II 63 
Latyayana Srauta Sutra (LSS) 2.7.18 II 156 

1.12.10 II 732 2.7.19 II156 
1.5. II 701, 707, 709-712, 2.7.20 II156 

717 2.8.1 II147, 157 
2.3.1 II 718 2.8.2-3 II 158 
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2.8.4-6 II159 6.1.6.12 II 529 
2.8.7 II160 6.1.7 155 II153-157 
2.8.13 II157 6.2.1 II158-160 
2.8.14 II149 6.2.2 II160 
2.10.6 II153 10.1.1.7,8 II114 
2.13.1 II152 
2.13.2 II153 Manusmrti 
2.13.4 II 156 2.158 30 
2.13.10 II 159 4.37 II 188 
2.13.11-13 II157 
2.18.12 II157 Milindapaiiha 
3.1.1 II137, 168 71.16 86 
3.1.2 II137-138 
3.1.3 II138 Mimamsa Sutra 
3.1.4 II138-139 1.1.2 II179 
3.1.5 II139 1.4.12 II189 
3.1.6 II140 1.4.28 II184 
3.1.7 II141 1.2.4.34-38 61 
3.1.8 II141-142 1.4.27 II184 
3.1.9 II142-143 2.2.24-25 II182 
3.1.10 II144 2.3.21-23 II181 
3.2.1 II145 3.1.18 II 706 
3.2.2 II145-147 3.6.18-30,32-34 II192 
3.2.3 II 147-148 3.6.35 II191 
3.2.4 II148-150 3.8.1-2 II189 
3.2.5 II150-152 4.1.2-3 II188 
3.2.6 II153-154 4.3.29 II190 
3.2.7 II 154-155, 523 4.3.30-31 II191 
3.2.8 II156-157 2.3.40-41 II191 
3.2.9 II158-159 4.4.12-13 II186 
3.2.10 II159-160 4.4.14-18 II186 
3.5.1 II156 5.3.15-16 II187 
3.8.6 II 77 5.3.17-20 II186 
4.9.21 II 707 6.3.2,3-4,8-9, 
4.10.2 II 567 10 II179 
4.14.15 II157 10.8.23-28 II182 

12.3.21-22 II185 
iitrayaniya Upanisad (MU) 
1.1 68, 70, 71 Nidanasutra 
2.4 70 6.11 II 50 
6.33 69, 70, 71 

Nirukta 
inava Srauta Sutra (ManSS; Mn in 7.17 II 161 
Tsuji: II 135-160) 8.4,22 II161 
4.1.22 II 174 12.8,14 II161 
6.1.1 II 137-140, 168 
6.1.2 II 141-142, 168, 174 Pancavlmsa Brahmana (PB) 
6.1.3 II 142-144 2.1.1 II 677 
6.1.4 II145-147 3.13.3 II 687 
6.1.5 II147-150 4.7.3 1151 
6.1.6 II150-152 6.3.11 II 678 
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7.1.1 II 319 1.3.1-3 630, 684 
7.1.5 II 325 1.3.2c-4b II 748. Cassette 1A. 
7.1.8 II 311 1.3.4 630 
7.7.11 II 311 1.3.5 630 II 688 
7.9.16-18 II 311 1.3.6-12 630 
17.3.1 1150 1.4.1 650, 666 II 165, 687 
17.4.1,3 1150 1.4.2-10 666 
25.10.12 98 1.5.1—3 xxx, 675 II 694, 

750. Cassette IB. 
Panini 1.5.4-10 675 II 696, 750. 

2.1.64 II 62 Cassette IB. 
3.1.131 II183 1.6.1-3 678 II 694 
3.2.91 II183, 188 1.6.4-10 678 II 646 
3.2.92 II183 1.7.1-2 xxx, 631, 670 II 694 
4.1.105 II 35 1.7.3 670II 694 
4.4.125 II185 1.7.4 xxx, 631, 670 II 696 
5.1.62 II161 1.7.5-10 670II 696 
6.3.106 1162 1.8.1-10 672II 696 
6.3.130 II 681 1.9.1-3 673 II 694, 696 

1.9.4-10 673 II 696 
Paraskara Grhya Sutra (ParGS) 1.12.1 xxx, 310, 311, 453, 

1.2.1 II 79 626, 683 
1.2.3 II 80 1.12.2-3 xxx, 626, 683 
1.8.15 II 700 1.12.4-5,7-22 683 

1.12.6 161, 683 
(Jaiminlya) Rahasyagana (RG) 1.14.10 630 II 680 

1.1 601 1.14.12 II 365 
1.4 642 II 729 1.16.1-3 661 II 692-3, 758. 
1.7 653 II 729 Cassette 2B. 
1.8 538 1.19.9-11 II 164 
1.9 538 1.21.1-5 632 
1.10 538 1.22.1-4 684 
2.1 II 728 1.22.13-15 684 
2.2 II 729 1.23.1 II 372 
2.3 680II 733 1.23.4-6 xxx, 630 
2.4,5 681II 733 1.24.3 II 681 
3.1 II 726 1.27.1 426, 538, 683 
3.9 II 726 1.27.2-10 683 
4.1 II 726 1.30.4 II 363 
8.5 II 722 1.30.7-9 xxx, 678 II 694 
8.8 II 726 1.30.17-19 584 

1.30.20-22 683 
Ramayana 1.32 II 164, 684 

1.12,13 II 14 1.32.14 88 
5.15.5 II16 1.34.1-12 684 
5.41 II16 1.36.1-20 683 

1.40.5-6 640 II 682 
Rgveda Samhita (RV) 1.44.1-12 683 

1.1.1-9 683 1.46.1 684 II 692 
1.2-3 II 164, 680 1.46.1-15 684II 699 
1.2.1-9 630II 679, 680 1.47.1-8 684 
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1.48.1-16 684 1.141.6,11 II 372 
1.49.1-4 683 1.142.1-8 655 II 165, 689 
1.50.1-9 684 1.144.1-7 683 
1.51.1-14 664 II 696 1.150.1-3 683 
1.15.15 665 II 696 1.154.1 655, 658 II 690 
1.52.1-8,10-14 666 II 696 1.154.2-6 658 
1.53.1-11 667 II 696 1.155.1-6 658 
1.54.1-11 670 1.158.1-3 685 
1.57.1-3 657 II 689 1.159 II 686-687 
1.58.5 II 123 1.159.1-3 650 
1.59 II165 1.159.4 650II122 
1.63.1 II 365 1.159.5 650 
1.64.6 640II 164, 682 1.162 II14 
1.67.10 II122 1.163 II14 
1.74.1-9 683 1.164.1-5 II 360 
1.75.1-5 683 1.164.23 II 679 
1.78.1-5 683 1.164.35 II123 
1.79.4 426 1.164.45 II 677 
1.80.15 II 365 1.165.8 116 
1.84.10-12 661II 692-693, 1.170.4 II123 

758. Cassette 2B. 1.180.1-10 684 II 698 
1.84.13-15 662 II 693, 758. 1.181.1-9 684II 698 

Cassette 2B. 1.183.1-6 684 II 698 
1.87.1-6 654II165 1.184.1-6 684, 685 II 698 
1.89.1-10 650II165 2.2.1-2 683 
1.89.10 II 165, 687-688 2.2.3-13 685 
1.91.2 640II 164, 682 2.5.1-8 683 
1.92.1-4,13-15 684 2.9.1-2 xxx, 554 
1.93.6 102 2.13.1-13 658 
1.96.6 II 155 2.14.1 665 
1.98.2 162, 342 II 750. 2.15.1 675 II 696 

Cassette IB. 2.16.1-9 672 II 696 
1.102.1-10 678 II 696 2.17.1-9 673 II 696 
1.103.5 678 2.19 II 696 
1.111.1-5 650 II 165, 687 2.19.1 671 
1.112.1-25 684 2.20.3 II 372 
1.113.11 473 2.21.1-6 674 II 696 
1.115.1 530, 531, 684 2.23.15 684II 697 
1.115.2-6 684 2.32.4-5 655 II 690 
1.116.1-11 684 2.33.1 654 II 689 
1.116.12 684 II 65 2.39.1-8 684 
1.116.13-25 684 2.41.1 II 696 
1.117.1-25 684 2.41.7-8 684 
1.118.1 684 II 698 3.3.1.-11 654 II 165, 689 
1.118.2-11 684 3.6.9 1151 
1.120.1-9 684 II 698 3.9.1-8 683 
1.123.6-8 II 690 3.10.1-9 683 
1.127.1 488 3.11.1-9 683 
1.133.7 II 365 3.12.1-6 632 
1.139.6 II 365 3.13.1-7 xxx, 624 II 164, 
1.140.1-7 683 676, 677, 678 
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3.20.4 640 II 164, 682 4.44.1-7 684 
3.25.4 II 676, 677, 678 4.45.7 684, 685 
3.26.7 529 4.50.3 II 365 
3.27.1,4 310, 311 4.50.6 650 II 165, 687 
3.27.5-6 310, 311 II 130 4.52.1-7 683 
3.27.13-15 310, 311 4.54.1-6 650 II 165, 686-687 
3.29.1-3 76 5.6.1-10 683 
3.29.4,8 xxx, 553 5.11 74 
3.35.1 675 II 696 5.11.1 129, 442 
3.36.1-11 643 5.11.2 683 II 124 
3.37.1-10 667 5.11.3-6 683 
3.38.3 II 122 5.13.1,3-6 683 
3.38.5 85 5.13.2 473, 683 II 567 
3.40.1-9 631 5.14.1-6 683 
3.41.1-9 673 II 696 5.28.5-6 310, 311 
3.42.1-9 679 II 696 5.31.3 673 
3.45.1-3 661 II 693, 758. 5.31.12 II 123 

Cassette 2B. 5.23.1-8 673 II 696 
3.47.2 II 681 5.39.1 426 
3.47.4 640 II 164, 683 5.40.4 645 
3.48.1-5 643 5.46.7-8 655 II 690 
3.51.1-3 656 5.60.8 II 691 
3.51.7 II 681 5.68.1-5 631 
3.51.10-12 xxx, 674 II 694 5.71.1-3 631 
3.53.7 138 II 23 5.73.1-10 684 
3.54.16 684, 685 5.74.1-10 684 
3.56.1 II 360 5.75.1-9 684 
3.58.1-6,8-9 684, 686 5.76.1-5 684 
3.58.7 686 II 699 5.77.1-5 684 
3.60.5 II 685 5.78.4 684, 685 
3.62.10 30, 283 5.81.1 II 681 
4.2.1-10,12-20 683 5.82.1-6 650 II 686 
4.2.11 444, 683 6.2.1-7 683 
4.3.1-16 683 6.2.8 685 II 123 
4.4.1-15 683 6.2.9 685 
4.6.2 140 6.8.2 II122 
4.7.2-11 683 6.11.5 II 365 
4.8.1-8 683 6.8.2 II 122 
4.9.1-8 683 6.15.8 II 364 
4.17.20 655 II 690 6.15.13 683 II 697 
4.19.1-11 643 6.15.16 xxx, 553 
4.20.4 643 6.16.1-9.13-15, 
4.26 88, 89, 111-112 22-27 683 
4.27 88, 89, 112-113 6.16.10 33, 310, 311, 388, 
4.31.1-3 xxx, 643 683 
4.32.1-3 671, 672 II 694 6.16.11-12 310, 311, 683 
4.35 II 685 1.16.16-18 xxx, 656, 683 
4.39.5 545 6.16.19-21 656, 683 
4.39.6 316 6.17.1 II 681 
4.42 II 56 6.18.1-15 642 
4.43.1-7 684 6.24.1 667 II 696 
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6.30.1-5 645 7.34.4 662 II 694, 758. 
6.37.2 678 II 696 Cassette 2B. 
6.44.7-9 655 II 690 7.35.7 II 123 
6.44.14 II 696 7.51.2,13 II 685 
6.44.15 666 II 696 7.59.4 II 363 
6.44.16 670, 696 7.66.1-9 631 
6.45.24 II 372 7.67.1-10 684, 685 
6.46.1-2 538, 642 7.68.8-9 684, 685 II 697 
6.47.1-3 655 II 690 7.69.1-8 684 
6.47.8 662 II 693, 758. 7.70.1-7 684 

Cassette 2B. 7.71.1-6 684 
6.48.1-2 xxx, 652, 654 II 689 7.72.1-5 684 
6.49.4 313 7.73.1-5 684 
6.49.5 684 7.74.1-2 xxx, 682, 684 II 697 
6.50.10 684 7.74.3-6 684 
6.50.14 654 7.77.1-6 684 
6.52.1-8,10-12 666 7.78.1-5 684 
6.52.13 666 II 687 7.79.1-5 684 
6.52.14 666 7.79.10 II 691 
6.62.1-7,10-11 684, 685 7.80.1-3 684 
6.63.1-9 684, 685 7.81.1 xxx, 628, 684 II 697, 
6.67.3 II 372 699 
6.68.11 II 691 7.81.2 xxx, 628, 684 II 697 
6.69.1-2 658 7.81.3-6 684 
6.69.3 658 II 691 7.82.1-10 656 
6.69.4-8 658 7.84.1-5 656 
6.73.1-3 657 7.91.3 312 
6.75 103 7.94.1-3,7-9 632 
7.7.1-4 683 7.94.4-6 xxx, 631, 632 
7.7.5 683 II 372 7.97.10 657 
1.1.6-1 683 7.99.4 102 
7.8.1-7 683 7.103 155 
7.9.1-6 683 7.103.6,10 II 64 
7.10.1-5 683 8.2.1-3 xxx, 640, 673 II 682, 
7.11.1-5 683 694 
7.12.1-3 683 8.2.16-18 xxx, 666, 667 II 694 
7.15.1-15 683 8.3.1 II164 
7.16.1-2 xxx, 682, 683, II 697 8.3.15-16 644 
7.16.3-10 683 8.5.1-2 684 
7.16.11-12 655, 683, II 689 8.5.3 684 II 365 
7.21.5 1144 8.5.4-36 684 
7.22.1 481, 642 8.6.1-3 674 II 694 
7.23.1-6 644 8.6.4-45 674II 696 
7.26.1 1 8.8.1 684 
7.27.1 416 8.10.13-15 II 693 
7.31.1-3 xxx, 665 II 694 8.13.1-3 xxx, 679 II 694 
7.32.12-13, 8.13.16-18 679 II 694 

20-21 645 8.17.11-13 xxx, 631, 670, 671 II 
7.32.14-15 643 694 
7.32.22-23 538 8.19.18 II123 
7.32.26-27 684 II 697 8.21.1-2 xxx, 657 
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8.21.9 493, 657 
8.21.10 657 
8.21.13 424 
8.22.18 II 363 
8.23.1-19 683 
8.23.20-30 685 
8.16.1-5 684 
8.31.7 II 362 
8.32.1-3 666 II 694 
8.35.21 II 372 
8.41.10 II122 
8.42.1 656 II122 
8.42.2-3 656 
8.43.1-13, 

15-33 683 
8.43.14 161, 683 
8.44.1-15, 

17-26 683 
8.44.16 492, 539, 683 
8.44.27-30 685 
8.45.22-24 xxx, 672 II 694 
8.46.1 661II 692, 758. 

Cassette 2B. 
8.48.3 xxx, 113, 617 
8.48.4 xxx, 617 
8.48.13 II 688 
8.49.1 xxx, 539, 644 
8.49.2 xxx, 644 
8.50.1-2 644 
8.53.5-6 640 II 682 
8.61.1-2,7-8 642 
8.63.1 545 
8.64.1 661 
8.64.6-8 666. 667 II 694 
8.64.10-12 670, 671 II 694 
8.66.1-2 xxx, 645 
8.66.8 85 
8.68.1-3 640 II 681-682 
8.69.3 159 II 693 
8.69.4-6 672 II 694 
8.69.7,15 663 II 693, 759. 

Cassette 2B. 
8.73.1-18 684 
8.81.1-3 xxx, 671, 672 II 694 
8.81.1,6,7 II 681 
8.82.4-6 675 II 750. Cassette 

IB. 
8.85.1-9 684 
8.89.5 415 
8.92.1-3 xxx, 664 II 694 
8.92.4-6 664 II 694 

TEXTS 

8.92.7-18 664II 696 
8.92.19-21 xxx, 664, 667 II 6! 

696 
8.92.22-33 664 
8.93.1-3 631, 671 II 696 
8.93.4-18 671 II 696 
8.93.19-21 643, 671 II 696 
8.93.22-33 671 II 696 
8.95.2-4 II 694 
8.98.1-3 661 II 693, 758. 

Casette 2B. 
8.98.7-9 xxx, 658 
8.98.10-12 658 
8.101.5 427 
9.1.1 423, 525 
9.1.1-3 xxx, 646, 649 
9.11.1-9 II 677 
9.31.4-6 II 681 
9.54.1 xxx, 633, 639 
9.61.10 xxx, 633 II 682 
9.61.11-12 xxx, 633, 639 
9.61.28-30 xxx, 603, 604 
9.62.25-27 xxx, 603, 604 
9.63.7 xxx, 647, 649 
9.64.1-2 xxx 
9.64.10 525 
9.65.10 426 
9.65.25 xxx, 647, 649 
9.66.10-12 xxx, 603, 604 
9.66.19-21 538 II 708 
9.68.10 II 372 
9.75.1-3 xxx, 648, 649 
9.77.2 88 
9.87.1-3 xxx, 639 II 682 
9.90.4 103 
9.96.5 II 690 
9.97.18 II 360 
9.101.1-2 xxx, 647, 648, 649 
9.107.4 xxx, 426, 638, 639 
9.107.5 xxx, 638, 639 
9.107.6 II 682 
10.1.1-7 683 
10.2.1-7 683 
10.3.1-2 683 
10.3.3-7 685 
10.4.1-7 685 
10.5.1-2 685 
10.5.3 685 II122 
10.5.4-7 685 
10.6.1-7 685 
10.7.1-7 685 
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10.9.1-3 655 II 690 
10.11.4 88 
10.14.3 655 
10.14.4-5 655 II 690 
10.14.6 II 690 
10.15.1-3 655 
10.37.1-12 684 
10.39.1-14 684 
10.40.1-14 684 
10.41.1-3 684 
10.42.1-11 657 
10.44.7 II 365 
10.46.6 II 365 
10.48.1-11 671 II 696 
10.49.1-11 675 II 696, 750-751 

10.51 
Cassette IB. 

II 77 
10.53.6 655 II 690 
10.61.2 II 122 
10.61.5 II 365 
10.61.10 II 365 
10.63.3 650 II 687 
10.63.10 II165 
10.67.2 II 23 
10.68.1-12 657 
10.71.11 II122 
10.73.1-11 640 II 164, 683 
10.74.6 642 II164 
10.79.7 II 364 
10.81.1 547 
10.85.21-22 II 63 
10.85.27,36, 

43,44 II 372 
10.86.8 II 372 
10.90 113-115, 160 II 124 
10.90.1-6 415 
10.90.15 139, 415 
10.91.4 II 365 
10.94 II 681 
10.95.3 II 64, 79 
10.95.18 II 362 
10.96.1 659, 660, 662, 679 

10.96.2-3 

II 693, 696, 758. 
Cassette 2B. 

662, 679 II 693, 696, 

10.96.4-12 
758. Cassette 2B. 

679 II 696 
10.96.13 663, 679 II 694, 

10.99.3 

696, 759. Cassette 
2B. 

1144 

10.103 103 
10.104.1-2 644 
10.104.3 679 II 696 
10.104.4-11 644 
10.106.1 684 II 372 
10.106.2-11 684 
10.111.5 II 365 
10.112.2 673 II 696 
10.112.6 674 II 696 
10.114.3 129 
10.121.5 312 II122 
10.121.10 116 
10.123.1 650 II 165, 687 
10.133.1 662 II 693, 758. 

10.136. 
Cassette 2B. 

95 
10.137.1 II 365 
10.139.1 574 
10.155.1 II 362 
10.156.1-5 685 
10.170 II 698 
10.176.2-4 xxx, 553 
10.184 76 
10.185.1 443, 444 
10.187.1-5 585 

Rgveda Khila 
5.7 623 

Sadvimsa Brahmana (SB in Howard 
311-342) 
2.1.1 II 322 
2.2.3 II 322 

Sankhayana Grhya Sutra (SGS) 
1.1.3 1179 
1.1.8 II 80 

Sankhayana Srauta Sutra (SSS) 
64.1,3,5,9 685 
6.6.5 685 
6.20.14 II 698 
7.9.1-3 623 II 676 
7.9.6. 624 II 676 
7.10.9-15 630 II 680 
7.15 632 II 681 
7.19.16 640 
7.26.12 662 
8.2.13 II 686 
8.3.10 650 II 686 
8.3.12 650 
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8.6.15 655 6.1.2.31 139 
8.16.1 640 6.1.2.36 67 
8.17.1 642 6.1.3.8-9 II 52 
8.18.1 650 6.2.1.10 132 
8.19.1 650 6.2.2.11 71 
8.20.1 650 6.2.3.1 139 
8.21.1 650 6.3.1.12 71 
8.21.3 II 687 6.3-5 II168 
8.22.1 654 6.5.3.1 II 51, 717 
8.23.1 654 6.5.4. II19 
8.24.1 655 6.5.4.4 133 II 20 
8.25.1 663 II 758 6.62.6 136 II 23 
9.5.2 II 692-693 6.8.1-4 II 89 
9.6.6 659, 662 II 693 7.1.1.36 II115 
9.7.2 664 7.1.1.37 II114, 115 
9.20 683, 685 7.1.1.40 II 52, 53 
9.20.26 684 II 697 7.1.2.1-2,5 71 
12.11.10 663 7.3.1.10 II115 
16.3.13 1164 7.5.1.5-6 121 
16.12.12-13 II 64 7.5.2.32 II 62 

7.5.2.40 139 
Satapatha Brahmana (SB) 7.5.3.2 131 

1.2.1.2 119 8.1.1.3 71 
1.2.3.1 II 77 8.1.3.6 71 
1.2.3.5 117 8.3.4.11,15 71 
1.2.3.9 II 63 8.5.2.3 71 
1.2.5.7 II 123 8.7.2.6-10 II 187 
1.3.3.13-17 II 77 8.7.2.17 131 
1.3.4.15 124 8.7.3.20 140 
1.4.1.14-17 97 8.7.4.1 140 
2.1.3.1-3 1151 8.7.4.6 II 707 
2.1.4.6 II 83 9.1.2.17 18, 32 
2.2.1.13-15 II 78 9.1.2.35 II 709 
2.2.4.7 117 9.5.1.53 II 717 
2.2.2.8-14 II 77 9.5.1.58 140 
2.3.2.6-8 II 83, 84 9.5.2.16 II 718 
2.3.3-6 II 77 10.4.1-6 71 
2.5.1.3 II 15 10.1.4.13 87 II 100 
3.2.1.18 II 46, 65 10.2.1.1-8 65 II 106 
3.3.2.8 124 10.2.2.6 132 
3.5.1.1-6 II 106 10.2.2.7-8 105 
3.6.1.26-28 II 85 10.2.3.1 II 114 
3.7.3.5 162 10.2.3.6-7,11, 
3.8.3.29 119 15,18 II 106 
3.9.3.3 124 10.4.1.6 II 77 
4.6.8.3 II 180 10.4.3.9 59 
4.6.8.19-20 II 83 10.6.3.1-2 68,71 
5.1.2.10 107 11.1.6.17 71 
5.5.2.3 If. II 50 11.4.1 II 80 
6.1.1.1-3 II 105 11.5.1 II 77 
6.1.1.2 28 11.5.1.11-12 II 63 
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11.5.1.14-17 II 93 
11.5.8.7 46 
13.1.5.1-6 II 63 
13.2.9.8 124 
13.4.3.1 If II 63 
13.8.1-4 II16 
13.8.1.5 128 II15, 55 
13.8.1.17 II 50 
13.8.2.1 128, 129 
14.1.1.81-24 II 65 
14.1.2 II19 
14.1.2.17 1120 
14.1.2.21 136 II 20 

Taittiriya Aranyaka (TA) 
1 II 183 
1.20.1 II 694 
3.5.1 653 
4.2.6 II176 
4.17 425 II 543 
4.18 425 
4.19.1 543 II 585 
4.25 562 II 594-595 
4.40 11707 
6.5.3 307 II 500-501, 

612-613 
10.43-47 II 394 

Taittiriya Brahmana (TB) 
1.1.6.1-3 II 78 
1.1.6.7 II 92 
1.2.1.18 II 518-519 
1.5.7 440 II 546-547 
1.5.8 II 627 
1.6.5.4 II 84 
1.7.4.2 II 598-599 
1.8.4.1 1150 
2.1.3.4 96 
2.1.5.6 II182 
2.5.3.2 283 
2.5.8.1 387 II 528-529 
2.5.8.12 II 636-637 
2.8.1.1 313 II 504-505 
3.2.5.4,6 II190 
3.4.12 II 64 
3.5.2.1 33, 388 II 502-503 
3.5.2.1-3 307, 310 II 528-529, 

552-553 
3.5.2.3 310, 453 
3.6.1.3 310 II 502-503 
3.7.4.1 283 

3.7.4.7-8 306 
3.7.9.5-6 659 
3.10-12 II183 
3.11.6.4 II 553, 573 

iittirlya Samhita (TS) 
1.1.9 II 87 
1.1.10.1 321 
1.1.11.1 590 
1.1.11.2 599 
1.1.12.1 II 613 
1.1.13.3 687 II132 
1.2.2.1 321 
1.2.2.2 321, 322 
1.2.2.3 322 II 510-511 
1.2.3.1 II 632-633 
1.2.3.2 335 
1.2.3.3 380 II 514-517, 

616-617, 632-633 
1.2.11.1 110, 359 II 749. 

Cassette 1A. 
1.2.12.1 394 
1.2.12.2 394, 409, 410 
1.2.14.1-2 320,414 II 510-511, 

538-539 
1.3.1.1 104 
1.3.4 c II 89 
1.3.4.1 99 
1.3.7 k II 78 
1.4.4.1 II 679 
1.4.33 473 
1.4.34 500 II 570-571, 749. 

Cassette IB. 
1.4.43.1 431 II 544-545, 

602-603, 749 
1.4.44.1-3 687 
1.4.46 161 II 534-53 
1.4.46.3 398 
1.4.46.31 II 556-557 
1.5.1.1 II 90 
1.5.2.1 II 86 
1.5.3.4 II 76 
1.5.4.4 II 78 
1.5.5.2-3 II 708 
1.5.7.3 II 77 
1.5.11.1 162, 342, 508 II 

520-521, 552- 
553, 572-573, 617 

1.5.11.4 316 
1.6.2.1 599 
1.7.10.1-2 571 
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1.7.10.3 571, 594-595, 640 4.1.6 130 II 494-497, 610 
II 602-605 -611 

1.8.10.1 597 II 598-599 4.1.6.2 217, 299 
1.8.10.3 598 4.1.6.3 302 
1.8.13.3 500 II 570-571, 4.1.7.1-4 311 II 502-503, 

602-605 632-633 
2.1.11.6 508 II 552-553, 556- 4.1.8 161 II 502-505, 

557, 560-561, 636-633 
566-567, 578-579 4.1.8.3 II 612-613 

2.1.16 445 4.1.8.4 312 II 504-505 
2.4.14.1 359 II 749. Cassette 4.1.9 II 23, 506-509 

1A. 4.1.9.1 317, 318 
2.4.14.4 II 544-545 4.1.9.2 136, 318, 319 
2.5.7.3 64 4.1.9.3 319, 325 
2.6.2.4 64 4.2.9.1 155, 158 
2.6.6.1-2 II 77 4.1.10.1 319, 321 II 510-511, 
2.6.11.1 II 502-503 614-615 
3.1.2.1 II 749. Cassette 1A. 4.1.10.2 319, 320 II 510-511, 
3.2.1.3-4 II 514-515 614-615 
3.2.5.1 622 4.1.10.3 320, 321 
3.2.7.1 605 4.1.10.4 323 II 510-535 
3.2.7.2 605, 625 II 758. 4.1.10.5 324 

Cassette 2B. 4.2.1.1 325 II 512-513 
3.3.2.1 286, 626 4.2.1.3 325 II 748. Cassette 
3.3.2.2 286 1A. 
3.4.7 575 II 596-597 4.2.1.4 II 512-513, 748. 
3.5.1.1 501, 502, 503 II 0 Cassette 1A. 

572-573 4.2.1.5 325 II 748. Cassette 
3.5.6.1 321 1A. 
3.5.6.3 564 4.2.2 334-335 II 514-515 
3.5.11.5 II 534-535 4.2.3 II 512-517, 616-617, 
4.1.1.1-3 282, 288, 296, 313, 632-633 

316 II484-487, 4.2.4 II 518-521 
608-609, 748. 4.2.4.1 339, 380 II 516-519, 
Cassette 1A. 616-617 

4.1.2.1 289 II486-487 4.2.4.2-3 340, 341 II 534-535 
4.1.2.2 289, 290, 295 4.2.4.4 159, 341, 399, 430, 
4.1.2.3 290 586 II 542-543, 
4.1.2.4 291 550-551, 554-555, 
4.1.2.5 291 560-561, 564- 
4.1.3.1 292 II 488-489 565, 576-577, 
4.1.3.2-4 292-293 657, 749. Cassette 
4.1.41 294 II 488-491 IB. 
41.4.2 294 4.2.5.1 342, 343 II 520-521, 
41.4.4 295-296 522-523 
41.5.1 282, 296, 313, 316 II 4.2.5.2 323, 343, 346 II 

490-491 510-511 
41.5.2 296, 297 4.2.5.3-4 346 
41.5.3 297 II 176, 492 4.2.5.5 389 II 528-529, 655 
41.5.4 297-298 II 176, 493 4.2.6.1 392, 393 II 530-531 
4.1.5.31 63 4.2.7.1 393 II 532-533 
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4.2.7.2 394, 395 II 532-533 576-577 
4.2.7.3 395 II 532-533 4.4.3.1 484 II 568-569 
4.2.7.4 340, 395 4.4.3.3 158, 504, 505 II 
4.2.8 a II 85 574-575 
4.2.8.1 398, 410 II 534-535, 4.4.4 488 II 568-569 

538-539 4.4.4.1 441, 442, 444, 454, 
4.2.8.2 161, 144,411,414, 458, 459 II 548- 

417 II 538-539 551, 557, 568-569 
4.2.8.3 417 II 538-539 4.4.4.2 442 II 548-549, 
4.2.9.1 418, 419 II 538-539 560-561 
4.2.9.2 423, 425 II 540-541 4.4.4.3 II 365 
4.2.9.3 426, 427 II 532-543 4.4.4.6 422, 442, 508 II 
4.2.9.4 424, 430, 463, 473 548-549, 577 

II 558-559 4.4.4.7 II 592-593 
4.2.9.5 430 II 542-545 4.4.5.1 422, 424, 463, 466, 
4.2.9.6 430, 431 II 544-545 488 II 540-541, 
4.2.10 II 63 448, 559, 562, 
4.2.10.1 431, 436 II 544-545 563, 566-569 
4.2.10.2 436 II 544-545 4.4.5.2 462, 505 II 558-559, 
4.2.10.3 436 II 544-545 574-575 
4.2.10.4 437 II 546-547 4.4.6.1 424, 463, 480, 488 
4.3.1 II184, 185 II 540-541, 
4.3.1.1 437 II 546-547 558-559, 566-569 
4.3.1.2 438 4.4.6.2 425, 454, 463, 466, 
4.3.2 II185 480, 489 II 542- 
4.3.2.1 438 II 546-547 543, 552-553, 
4.32.2 439 558-559, 562- 
4.32.3 439 563, 566-571 
4.3.3.1 440, 441 II 548-549 4.4.7.1 489, 492 II 570-571 
4.3.3.2 440, 441 4.4.7.2 492, 493 
4.3.4.1 455 II 552-553 4.4.8 497 II 570-571 
4.3.4.2 455 4.4.9 497 II 570-571 
4.3.4.3 455 II 555 4.4.10.1 502, 503 II 572-573 
4.3.4.4 455 4.4.10.3 II 572-573 
4.3.5.1 458 4.4.11.1 340, 432, 453, 462, 
4.3.6.1 461 II 556-557 466, 473 II 540- 
4.3.6.2 158, 463 II 558-559 541, 552-553, 
4.3.7.1 464 II 558-559 558-559, 562-563, 
4.3.12 464 566-567 
4.3.1.4 II 520-521, 560-561 4.4.11.2 503 II 572-573 
4.3.8.1 467, 468 II 562-563 4.4.11.3 115, 133, 503, 508 
4.3.9.1 467, 468 II 562-563 II 576-577 
4.3.9.2 468 II 562-563 4.4.11.4 508 
4.3.9.5 II 566-567 4.5 509-525 II185, 
4.3.10 469 II 185, 564-565 578-581 
4.3.11 472 II 564-565 4.5.1.1 534, 535 II 580-583, 
4.3.12.1 480 II 566-567 634-635 
4.3.12.2 481 4.6.1.2 399 
4.3.13.1 466 II 560-561 4.6.1.3 543 II 552-553, 556- 
4.4.1 482 II 568-569 557, 560-561, 
4.4.2 482-484 II 568-569, 566-567, 586-687 
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4.6.1.4 445, 508, 545 II 5.2.10 II 185, 546-549 
550-551, 556- 5.3.1 II 185, 554-555 
557, 560-561, 5.3.2 161 II 185 
564-565, 576- 5.3.3-11 II185 
577, 586-587 5.3.3.1 II 562-563 

4.6.1.5 546 II 588-589 5.3.4.7 II 184 
4.6.2.1 550 II 588-589 5.3.5.3 II 566-567 
4.6.2.6 688 II 132, 604-605 5.3.7 161 
4.6.3 103 5.3.8.1 II 631 
4.6.3.1 551, 552 II 588-589 5.3.10.1,4 II 568-569 
4.6.3.2 552 II 588-589, 5.4.1.3 II 185, 570-571 

590-591 5.4.1.4 II 572-573 
4.6.3.3 552 II 590-591 5.4.2.1 II 541 
4.6.3.4 553 5.4.2.2 II185 
4.6.4 103 5.4.3 II185 
4.6.4.1-4 555 II 588-589 5.4.4.4 II 78 
4.6.5 555-558 5.4.5.3,5 II 586-587 
4.6.5.1 II 590-591 5.4.6.3 II 591 
4.6.5.2 574 5.4.6.4 II 588-589 
4.6.5.3 II 636-637 5.4.7.3 II 590-591 
4.6.5.4 II 592-593 5.4.7.6 64 II 592-593 
4.6.5.5 562 II 592-593 5.4.7.7 II 594-595 
4.6.5.6 563 II 594-595 5.4.8 II185 
4.7.1-11 563-570 II185, 5.4.9.2 II 606-607 

594-595, 750. 5.4.10.3-5 657 
Cassette IB. 5.4.11 II 17, 102, 108, 109, 

4.7.12.1-2 574 II 594-595 666-667, 674-675 
4.7.12.3 574, 578 II 596-597 5.5.1.6 II 186 
4.7.13.1 600 II 600-601 5.5.2.4 339, 386 II 518-519, 
4.7.13.2 654 II 604-605, 657 526-527 
4.7.14.1 586, 587 II 596-597 5.5.3.3 II 544-545 
4.7.14.2 587, 588 5.5.4.3 419 II 540-541, 556- 
4.7.14.3 589 557, 574-575, 
5.1.1-7 II 168 592-593 
5.1.2.1 II 190 5.5.4.4 444, 508 II 550-551, 
5.1.6.4 II 492-493 556-557, 560- 
5.1.6.10 63 561, 564-565, 
5.1.6.17-19 63 567-577 
5.1.8.2 II 652-653 5.5.5.1 431 II 544-547 
5.1.8.5 116 S.5.5.2 II 540-541, 556-557 
5.1.9-10 II 186, 508-509 5.5.5.3 II 574-575 
5.1.14 II 485 5.5.5.4 504 II 574-574 
5.2.14 II 512-513 5.5.6.1 473 II 528-529, 534- 
5.2.3.6 II 619 535, 552-553, 
5.2.4.4 II 525 556-557, 560- 
5.2.5.1 If II 113, 669 561, 567 
5.2.5.5 II 100, 530-531 5.5.6.3 II 520-52, 550-551, 
5.2.5.6 104 II 100 590-591 
52.13 II 538-539 5.5.7.1 II 643 
5.2.8.1-2 161, 162 5.5.7.2-4 534 II 529, 580-581 
5.2.8.5 121 5.5.7.4-5 688 II 606-607 
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5.S.8.2-3 442 II 548-549 567 
5.5.9.1 445, 459, 464, 473, 5.7.7.1-3 687 II 604-605 

508 II 552-553, 
556-557,560-561, 
566-567, 578-579 

5.7.8.1 339, 386, 398, 427, 
508 II127, 518- 
519, 526-527, 

5.5.9.2 508 II 550-551, 556- 
557, 560-561, 
564-565, 576- 

536-537, 552- 
553, 555-557, 
560-561, 566-567 

577, 580-581 5.132 II 542-543 
5.5.9.3 532 5.7.9.1 339, 386, 398 II127, 
5.5.9.4 II 590-591 518-519, 526- 
5.5.10.1 535 II 582-583 527, 536-537, 
5.5.10.3 545 II 586-587 550-553, 556-557 
5.5.10.6 688 II 606-607 560-561, 566-567 
5.6.1.1 404, 408 II 536-537 5.7.10.3 II 546-547 
5.6.1.2 408 6.1.8.4 104 
5.6.1.3 408 II 536-537 622.6-1 II 91 
5.6.1.4 408 6.2.4.5 II106 
5.6.1.5 409 6.2.8.4-6 II 77 
5.6.2.5 II 538-539 6.2.10.2 104 
5.6.3.1 387 6.3.1.1 II 85 
5.6.3.2-3 II 642-643, 658-659 6.3.2.6 1191 
5.6.3.4 II180 6.3.9.2 104 
5.6.4.1 388 II 528-529 6.5.6A 64 
5.6.5.1 
5.6.6.3 

II 677 
II 627 

6.5.6.5 64 

5.6.7 II 613 Tandya Brahmana 
5.6.8.1 422, 462, 505 II153, 

540-541, 558- 
1.1.1 316 

5.6.8.2 
559, 574-575, 643 (Jaiminlya) Uhagana (UG) 

II 619 1.1 632, 633 
5.6.8.4-5 II 559, 577 1.2 632, 638 
5.6.8.6 542, 623 II 559, 1.2.1 II 706 

584-585 1.3 638 
5.7.1 II 519, 628-629 1.4 639 
5.7.1.3 II 603 1.5.2 II 334 
5.7.2.1 443 II 550-551 2.1 643 
5.122 II 512-513, 615 2.3 645 
5.123 501 II 570-571 3.2-4 647 
5.7.3.1 II 526-529 3.5-6 648 
5.7.3.4 II 594-595 3.7 652 
5.7.4.1 II 593 4.1 656 
5.1 A3 501 II 572-573 4.2 657 
5.1.52 562 II 592-593, 750. 4.3 658 

Cassette IB. 4.4 660 II 334, 752-757. 
5.7.6 II 579 Cassette 2A. 
5.7.6.1 87, 422 II 100, 429, 5.1 664 

574-575 5.2 665 
5.1.62 462, 505 II 558-559 6.1 670 
5.1.63 578 II 596-597 6.2 671 
5.1.6.A-5 II 553, 556-557, 561, 6.3 672 
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6.4 673 11.1 71 
7.1 674 11.69 136 II 23 
7.2 675 13.41-51 II 63 
7.3 678 18.67 II 717 
7.4 679 VSM 30.16 - 
9.6 644 VSK 34.33 II 64 

Vadhula Srauta Sutra (VSS) Varaha Srauta Sutra (VarSS; Vr in Tsuji 
19 a II 63 II 135-160) 
28 a 85 2.1.1 II 137-142, 168, 174 
17,48,56,57 II 168 2.1.2 II142-144 
94 II 52 2.1.3 II 145-146 
103-107 II 168 2.1.4 II 147-149 
108 II 53, 64 2.1.5 II 150-152 

2.1.6 155 II153-154 
Vaiklianasa Srauta Sutra (VaikhSS) 2.1.7-15 II156-158 

18.1-2 II 168, 174 2.1.16-18 II 159 
2.1.19-21 II 160 

Vaitana Srauta Sutra (VaitSS) 
5.18 1185 V edantasutrabhasya 

1.3.30 62 
Vajasaneyi Samhita (Kanva/Madhyan- 

dina) (VS (K/M)) 
8.59 II 690 
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